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Preface

From March 19 to October 31, 2011, the United States and a coalition of fellow North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies and partner states waged a remarkable air war in Libya. Operation Odyssey Dawn and Operation Unified Protector were designed to protect Libya’s civilian populace under a United Nations mandate, and in conjunction with the country’s new opposition movement, they led to the defeat and removal of the dictatorial regime of Colonel Muammar Qaddafi. The campaign, in which the coalition suffered no casualties and which cost a relatively inexpensive few billion dollars, is now being proffered as a model for future U.S. and NATO expeditionary operations.

This report, written by a team of U.S. and international experts, examines the origins, planning, execution, and results of the air campaign, with the goal of drawing lessons from it that will help prepare the U.S. Air Force and its allies and partners for future operations in which such a strategy of aerial intervention could be a promising policy option.

The research reported here was sponsored by General Philip M. Breedlove, Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, and conducted within the Strategy and Doctrine Program of RAND Project AIR FORCE.

RAND Project AIR FORCE

RAND Project AIR FORCE (PAF), a division of the RAND Corporation, is the U.S. Air Force’s federally funded research and development center for studies and analyses. PAF provides the Air Force with independent analyses of policy alternatives affecting the development, employment, combat readiness, and support of current and future air, space, and cyber forces. Research is conducted in four programs: Force Modernization and Employment; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource Management; and Strategy and Doctrine. The research reported here was prepared under contract TA7014-06-C-0001.

Additional information about PAF is available on our website:
http://www.rand.org/paf/
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>anti-aircraft artillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>air-to-air refueling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Air Combat Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEW</td>
<td>Air Expeditionary Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFAD</td>
<td>Air Force and Air Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFAFRICA</td>
<td>U.S. Air Forces Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCENT</td>
<td>U.S. Air Forces Central Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDD</td>
<td>Air Force Doctrine Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICOM</td>
<td>United States Africa Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSPC</td>
<td>Air Force Space Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFTC</td>
<td>Air Force Targeting Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC</td>
<td>Air Mobility Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRAAM</td>
<td>Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANG</td>
<td>Air National Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOC</td>
<td>Air Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>area of responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Air Reserve Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>air tasking order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>Advanced Targeting Pod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS</td>
<td>Airborne Warning and Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWC</td>
<td>Air Warfare Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAF</td>
<td>Belgian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICES</td>
<td>Battlefield Information Coordination and Exploitation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Bosnian Serb Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>command and control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Amm. Contrammiraglio (Cdre [OF-6], Italian Navy)
CAOC Combined Air Operations Center
CAS close air support
CCMD Combatant Command
CEFCOM Canadian Expeditionary Force Command
CFAC Combined Forces Air Component
CFACC Combined Forces Air Component Commander
CFC Comando Forze di Combattimento (Combat Command)
CGS Comando Generale delle Scuole (Training Command)
CJTF Combined Joint Task Force
CJTF-HOA Combined Joint Task Force—Horn of Africa
COFA Comando Operativo delle Forze Aeree (Air Force Operational Command)
COMAFFOR Commander, Air Force Forces
COMAO composite air operations
COMLOG Comando Logistico (Logistics Command)
CONUS continental United States
CSA Comando della Squadra Aerea (Air Force Command)
CSAR combat search and rescue
CSDP Common Security and Defense Policy
CSMD Capo di Stato Maggiore della Difesa (Chief of Defense Staff)
DACC Deployable Air Command Center
DAO Defense Attaché Office
DASS Defensive Aids Sub-System
DATF Deployable Air Task Force
DCA defensive counterair
DDT deliberate-dynamic targeting
DEAD destruction of enemy air defenses
DFAIT Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade
DIRMOBFOR Director of Mobility Forces
DMSB Dual Mode Seeker Brimstone
DOB deployment operating base
DoD Department of Defense
Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EATC</td>
<td>European Air Transport Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAW</td>
<td>Expeditionary Air Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR</td>
<td>electronic combat reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>European Defense Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEAW</td>
<td>European Participating Air Forces’ Expeditionary Air Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPAF</td>
<td>European Participating Air Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>early warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>forward air controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCO</td>
<td>Foreign and Commonwealth Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FST</td>
<td>Fire Support Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTG</td>
<td>Flying Training Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>Gulf Cooperation Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. b.a.</td>
<td>Generale di brigata aerea (Brig. Gen., ITAF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. c.a.</td>
<td>Generale di corpo d’armata (Lt Gen., Italian Army)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. d.a.</td>
<td>Generale di divisione aerea (Maj. Gen., ITAF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. s.a.</td>
<td>Generale di squadra aerea (Lt Gen., ITAF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWAPS</td>
<td>Gulf War Airpower Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARM</td>
<td>high-speed antiradiation missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMINT</td>
<td>human intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADS</td>
<td>integrated air defense system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICI</td>
<td>Istanbul Cooperation Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC</td>
<td>initial operational capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAF</td>
<td>International Security Assistance Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRD</td>
<td>Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTAR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAF</td>
<td>Italian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCOA</td>
<td>joint and coalition operational analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDAM</td>
<td>Joint Direct Attack Munition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFACC</td>
<td>Joint Force Air Component Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFC</td>
<td>Joint Force Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFCC</td>
<td>Joint Force Component Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFLCC</td>
<td>Joint Force Land Component Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFMCC</td>
<td>Joint Force Maritime Component Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIPTL</td>
<td>Joint Integrated Prioritized Target List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOTF</td>
<td>Joint Special Operations Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSTARS</td>
<td>Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSTO</td>
<td>joint space tasking order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAC</td>
<td>Joint Terminal Attack Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF</td>
<td>Joint Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF-OD</td>
<td>Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTWG</td>
<td>Joint Targeting Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLA</td>
<td>Kosovo Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFG</td>
<td>Libyan Islamist Fighting Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNO</td>
<td>liaison officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRPA</td>
<td>long-range patrol aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARFORAF</td>
<td>U.S. Marine Corps Forces Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARO</td>
<td>mass atrocity response operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Military Committee (NATO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Maritime Component Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEU</td>
<td>Marine Expeditionary Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFFO</td>
<td>mixed fighter force operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoD</td>
<td>Ministry of Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA</td>
<td>maritime patrol aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA</td>
<td>military personnel appropriation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPRS</td>
<td>Multi-Point Refueling System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>major regional contingency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAC</td>
<td>North Atlantic Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVAFC</td>
<td>U.S. Naval Forces Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCSC</td>
<td>National Coordination Centre and Support Contingent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFZ</td>
<td>no-fly zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTC</td>
<td>National Transitional Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>Operation Desert Storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC</td>
<td>Organization of the Islamic Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLRT</td>
<td>Operational Liaison and Reconnaissance Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOD</td>
<td>Operation Odyssey Dawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCON</td>
<td>operational control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPIR</td>
<td>overhead persistent infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>Office of Security Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUP</td>
<td>Operation Unified Protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>precision-guided munition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PME</td>
<td>professional military education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYOP</td>
<td>psychological operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTL</td>
<td>prioritized target list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEAF</td>
<td>Qatar Emiri Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF</td>
<td>Royal Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASP</td>
<td>recognized air and surface picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAF</td>
<td>Royal Canadian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCN</td>
<td>Royal Canadian Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDAF</td>
<td>Royal Danish Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFF</td>
<td>Request for Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJAF</td>
<td>Royal Jordanian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNLAf</td>
<td>Royal Netherlands Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNoAF</td>
<td>Royal Norwegian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>remotely piloted aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTP</td>
<td>responsibility to protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACEUR</td>
<td>Supreme Allied Commander, Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>surface-to-air missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>search and rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAR</td>
<td>strike coordination and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAR-C</td>
<td>strike coordination and reconnaissance—coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSR</td>
<td>Strategic Defence and Security Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAD</td>
<td>suppression of enemy air defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>special forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNIT</td>
<td>signals intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS</td>
<td>Secret Intelligence Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCAFRICA</td>
<td>Special Operations Command—Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPINS</td>
<td>special instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATCOM</td>
<td>United States Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACON</td>
<td>tactical control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAR</td>
<td>tactical air reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAS</td>
<td>Traffic Collision Avoidance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFCHA</td>
<td>Task Force Charlottetown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFL</td>
<td>Task Force Libeccio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFN</td>
<td>Task Forces Naples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>task group air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>tactical recovery of aircraft and personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCR</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAFE</td>
<td>United States Air Forces in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USARAF</td>
<td>U.S. Army Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USTRANSCOM</td>
<td>United States Transportation Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE
Examining the Air Campaign in Libya

Karl P. Mueller

Introduction

Between March and October 2011, a coalition of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) member states, and several partner nations from outside the Alliance, waged a small but remarkable war against the Libyan regime of Colonel Muammar Qaddafi.1 Through its intervention, the coalition stemmed and then reversed the tide of Libya’s civil war, preventing Qaddafi from crushing the nascent rebel movement seeking to overthrow his dictatorship and going on to enable the opposition forces to prevail against an enemy that many had argued the rebels could not defeat without a foreign army invading Libya. The central element of this military intervention was a relatively small, multinational air campaign with forces operating from NATO bases in Italy, France, Greece, and several other countries, as well as from a handful of aircraft carriers and amphibious ships in the Mediterranean Sea.

At first glance, it seems unsurprising that the United States and some of its most powerful allies should have emerged victorious from a conflict against a small dictatorship facing significant internal unrest. What made this victory remarkable was how it was achieved. Politically, the speed and agility of the intervention in a rapidly developing crisis far surpassed widespread expectations about what was realistically possible. Had the response been slower, there is every reason to suspect Qaddafi might have succeeded in crushing the Libyan opposition. Militarily, the fact that Operations Odyssey Dawn (OOD) and Unified Protector (OUP)2 cost a few billion dollars and that no coalition personnel were killed or seriously wounded stands in stark contrast to the
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1 The distinction between “coalition” and “alliance” is problematic when discussing the Libyan intervention. Until March 31, 2011, the intervention was conducted by a coalition of NATO allies. From March 31 to the end of the intervention on October 31, the intervention was an Alliance operation that included four non-NATO partner states. As a matter of convenience, authors in this volume will often refer to the whole as a coalition, but it is equally fair to call even the non-NATO partners “allies” according to traditional usage of that term.

2 Odyssey Dawn was the U.S. codename for the initial stages of the Libyan operation; some of the other coalition members used it as well, but others adopted their own names for their national efforts in Libya, including Operation Ellamy (United Kingdom), Operation Harmattan (France), and Operation Mobile (Canada). After command of the operation was transferred to NATO on March 31, 2011, it became Operation Unified Protector.
thousands of lives and many hundreds of billions of dollars expended in the contempo-
aneous wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Yet this story is not well known, especially in the United States, for several reasons. At the time, other events often overshadowed the conflict in the Western news media, including the larger, more fraught wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, and the aftermath of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan. The small scale of the opera-
tion and the lack of coalition casualties also helped to keep it out of the headlines more than most recent wars involving the United States, as did the general tendency for air 

wars to have limited visibility. Moreover, some of the participants in the intervention 
were not especially eager to publicize their actions for a variety of political reasons, and so were content to carry on relatively quietly with the campaign. Since the end of the 

war against Qaddafi’s regime, many of the participating forces have conducted “lessons 
learned” studies of their operations, most of which remain classified or unreleased, but 
published analyses of the conflict have been comparatively few and far between.

The purpose of this volume is to help fill this shortfall by studying how the coali-
tion used its airpower in Libya, what happened as a result, and what this experience 
can teach policymakers and military planners that might be beneficial in future situa-
tions in which similar interventions are under consideration or are being undertaken. 
This last consideration is key, for as Libya comes to be held forth as a precedent for 
how military force might be used in a future in which the military very much wants to 

avoid the experience of Iraq or Afghanistan, it is imperative to understand what actu-
ally happened in Libya in 2011, and why.

Consideration the Libyan Air Campaign in Context

The idea of Western military intervention in Libya conjures ghosts of earlier conflicts 
there. Students of American naval history may be reminded that Tripoli was the principal objective of the first-ever U.S. expeditionary military operation, against the pirati-
cal Barbary States during the first Jefferson administration (1801–1805). Those steeped in airpower history will be struck by the fact that 2011 marked the 100th anniversary of the first use of airplanes in warfare, coincidentally by Italian forces fighting the Ottoman Empire for control of Libya in 1911–1912.3

To understand what Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector mean in the course of the development of airpower, the most important historical context can be found in the series of conflicts during the preceding 20 years in the Persian Gulf, the Balkans, and Afghanistan in which relatively independent air campaigns figured

3 For more details of this often-mentioned but rarely studied event, see Chapter Eight.
prominently (Table 1.1). Each bears certain similarities to the Libyan air campaign, but also differs from it in important ways.

Before enumerating those differences, however, it is important to be clear about the idea of “relatively independent air campaigns,” lest this suggest that airpower acted alone in determining the outcome of any of these wars. In fact, ground forces figured significantly in all of them, although differently in each. What they have in common, however, is that for some or all of the operations, airpower was operating more or less “on its own” in a mode other than close integration with co-national conventional ground forces, as is normally envisioned in joint warfighting doctrine. This is quite different from caricature images of airpower operating, or wishing it could operate, with literal independence from other armed forces. As this volume will show, it is quite correct to refer to an “air campaign” in Libya, yet that campaign’s strategy, execution, and results all were profoundly shaped by the interaction between air and indigenous land power.

Iraq and Kuwait: Operation Desert Storm, 1991

In January 1991, a multinational coalition led by the United States began a five-week-long air campaign against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and its armed forces as preparation for a joint offensive to expel Iraqi occupation forces from Kuwait and wreck the Iraqi Army. After the ground offensive began, most of the surviving Iraqi forces collapsed or fled, and a ceasefire began after four days of ground combat. Although Operation Desert Storm (ODS) appears quite different from the much smaller air campaign in Libya, it is relevant because it was, at the time, an essentially unprecedented case of modern airpower being employed in a sustained offensive against an entrenched enemy army while friendly ground forces waited for the bombing to inflict enough attrition to shift the battlefield advantage decisively in their favor, well beyond the familiar use of airpower and artillery to “soften up” an enemy as an immediate prelude to a ground offensive. Desert Storm also marked the operational advent of “tank plinking,” in which precision-guided munitions (PGMs) were used systematically to destroy stationary armored fighting vehicles.

---

4 Another set of cases that seemingly call for comparison with the Libyan air campaign is previous “no-fly zones” (NFZs), particularly those that the United States and its allies maintained over Bosnia and Croatia prior to Operation Deliberate Force, and over most of Iraq after the 1991 Gulf War. In fact, the so-called no-fly zone over Libya was quite different from these earlier NFZs because it involved the outright destruction of the Libyan air force rather than a coercive effort to keep it from flying. For an analysis of the subject, see Karl P. Mueller, Denying Flight: Strategic Options for Employing No-Fly Zones, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 2013.

Table 1.1
Selected Air Campaigns, 1991–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Sorties Flown</th>
<th>U.S. Sortie %</th>
<th>Total Munitions Expended(^a)</th>
<th>% Precision-Guided Munitions(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desert Storm, 1991(^b)</td>
<td>118,700</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>227,000(^c)</td>
<td>6(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberate Force, 1995(^d)</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>69(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allied Force, 1999(^f)</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>-39(^g)</td>
<td>23,300(^c)</td>
<td>29(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enduring Freedom, 2001(^h)</td>
<td>23,900</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey Dawn/Unified Protector, 2011(^i)</td>
<td>26,300</td>
<td>27(^j)</td>
<td>7,642(^k)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Bombs and missiles only.
\(^c\) These values reflect only weapons employed by the United States.
\(^e\) Excludes anti-radiation missiles.
\(^f\) Benjamin S. Lambeth, *NATO’s Air War for Kosovo: A Strategic and Operational Assessment*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MR-1365-AF, 2001, pp. 61, 88.
\(^g\) Very approximate.
\(^i\) NATO, “Operational Media Update: NATO and Libya,” online, October 25, 2011.
\(^j\) See Chapter Four.

**Bosnia: Operation Deliberate Force, 1995**

Operation Deliberate Force was a relatively small, three-week-long NATO air campaign against the Bosnian Serb Army (BSA) in the disputed ex-Yugoslavian province. It had the goal of compelling the Bosnian Serbs to agree to a cessation of hostilities and a redistribution of territory with their Bosnian Croat and mostly Muslim Bosnian government enemies. Once the air campaign was under way, the Croatian Army, which had received considerable unofficial organizational and logistical assistance from American ex-military contractors, launched a major offensive against the Serbs, creating synergistic pressures on the BSA from the ground offensive, the air campaign, and artillery attacks from a small Anglo-French United Nations (U.N.) force deployed around Sarajevo. After they had been driven out of approximately as much territory
as NATO was demanding that they cede in a peace settlement, the Serbs agreed to a ceasefire and then to the Dayton Accords peace settlement.\(^6\)

**Serbia: Operation Allied Force, 1999**

Three and a half years later, NATO went to war against Serbia proper to try to end a Serbian ethnic cleansing campaign in its majority-ethnic Albanian province of Kosovo. Operation Allied Force was an 11-week coercive bombing campaign directed both at Serbian military and paramilitary forces in Kosovo and against military and government-related targets in Serbia. Airpower was largely ineffective against the small units doing the ethnic cleansing, but in early June 1999, Serbian president Slobodan Milosevic acceded to NATO’s demands for Kosovar autonomy and de facto independence. When the war began, NATO leaders ruled out the possibility of a ground invasion of Serbia, in an obvious parallel to the Libyan case, but as the campaign dragged on, NATO reconsidered and began laying the groundwork for launching such an offensive in the autumn. Toward the end of the war, the irregular Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) began conducting operations significant enough to draw Serbian forces out into the open where they were more vulnerable to air attack, but by this point, the Serbian capitulation was already in the works.\(^7\)

**Afghanistan: Operation Enduring Freedom, 2001**

The air campaign with perhaps the most important similarities to the Libyan intervention was the initial months of Operation Enduring Freedom in autumn 2001, following the September 11 al Qaeda terrorist attacks against the United States. Operating at long ranges from land bases and aircraft carriers in the Middle East and Indian Ocean, U.S. airpower—which United States and allied special operations forces assisted in many, but not all, parts of Afghanistan—attacked al Qaeda and Taliban government and army targets, enabling forces of the opposition Northern Alliance to gain the upper hand in its long-running war against the Taliban. As the air attacks took effect, the Taliban were routed with a rapidity that took even U.S. planners by surprise—they had expected to achieve a final defeat of the Taliban only after brigades of conventional U.S. Army forces arrived in Afghanistan. Following the airpower-enabled Northern Alliance victory, surviving Taliban scattered or—along with the remnants of al Qaeda—escaped to northwest Pakistan and began laying the groundwork for a
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\(^6\) Owen, *Operation Deliberate Force*.

long-running insurgent struggle against the Afghan government, NATO, and coalition forces in Afghanistan that is ongoing.8

Why the Libyan Air Campaign Is Important

It goes without saying that every war is worth studying, and none should be forgotten. Some provide cautionary lessons, others reveal potential insights about the future, and in each, the fallen deserve to be remembered. Wars can be particularly noteworthy due to being large, politically consequential, or catastrophic, but for the United States and its allies, at least, the conflict in Libya was none of these. Yet several features of this case make the Libyan intervention important out of proportion to its small size and low cost, and argue for paying serious attention to it.

First is the extent to which it was a multinational operation. For the United States to fight as part of an alliance or coalition is hardly unprecedented, of course—U.S. forces fought alongside multiple allies and partners not only in the recent wars listed above, but also in the Berlin airlift, Korea, and Vietnam. In some cases, such as the invasion of Grenada, the coalition existed for political reasons but had little military significance; in others, allies and partners contributed significant forces, though the United States always played the largest role in air combat operations. But not since World War II was there a war involving the United States in which non-U.S. airpower constituted as large a share of the total as it did in Libya.

Second, Libya was a relatively extreme example of a strategic approach that can be called “aerial intervention,” involving external powers intervening in a conflict primarily or entirely through the use of airpower, while cooperating to a greater or lesser degree with indigenous ground forces. Again, this was not a unique feature of the Libyan operation. Precedents can be found in Afghanistan in 2001, in Bosnia, and arguably even in Vietnam in 1972. But never before was aerial intervention pursued so intentionally as a strategy—introducing outside ground forces into the Libyan civil war was proscribed not only by the desire to avoid another quagmire in the region, but explicitly by the very U.N. resolution that the operations were conducted to enforce. The low cost of the campaign was, in turn, tied to the aerial intervention approach, raising tantalizing questions about whether such campaigns might be conducted successfully elsewhere. Understanding what happened in Libya is not enough to provide a conclusive answer, but it is an essential place to start.

In this context, it is worth reiterating a key point about this campaign. The intervention was heavily air-centric, but its success was not a victory by airpower acting alone, nor was it intended to be. The defeat of Qaddafi’s regime ultimately was a victory by both air and land forces, albeit one in which the ground combat forces were indig-
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8 Lambeth, *Air Power Against Terror*. 
enous to the nation’s civil war rather than being provided by external powers (beyond their advice and assistance to the rebels’ efforts to build an effective army).

In all of these respects, as well as others, the intervention in Libya could be a harbinger of future conflicts. Understanding whether it should be so regarded, and what lessons one ought to take away from it to inform policy and strategy elsewhere, are the core motivations for undertaking this project.

What This Book Is (and Is Not) About

This volume is an examination of the employment of airpower in the 2011 Libyan civil war, or, more precisely, the multinational air campaign in that conflict between March and October 2011. As the following chapters will demonstrate, this is a topic of considerable complexity, so in spite of its length, this study makes no pretense of being the final word about its subject. Instead, it is an initial survey, intended to introduce the Libyan air campaign to new readers, to broaden the knowledge of those whose experience or study of the campaign has focused on parts of the whole, and to facilitate and perhaps to inspire further research on these subjects by others.

In focusing on the air campaign, a number of aspects of this conflict receive relatively little attention in the pages that follow. This lack of emphasis should not be interpreted to mean they do not matter. First, this is not a history of the entire Libyan civil war. The use of airpower was central to the course of the war, but it was nevertheless only part of a larger story. We do address events on the ground, of course, for it is impossible to understand the air campaign and its results in isolation from the ground war. But an exhaustive account of the Libyan opposition’s startling victory over the forces of the Qaddafi regime remains to be written.9 We also are limited regarding the information we can provide about some elements of the operation, particularly the activities of foreign advisors and liaison officers who assisted the Libyan opposition forces, simply because the nations involved are not yet ready to say much about these efforts in public. As this reticence fades, this aspect of the campaign will be ripe for elaboration.

Second, the maritime dimension of the intervention is only briefly mentioned here, aside from the use of airpower based on ships offshore, although arms embargo enforcement and seaborne delivery of humanitarian relief supplies were missions of critical importance.

Third, we do not analyze in depth the question of the intervention’s legality, either under international law or the U.S. War Powers Resolution, beyond describing the role that such concerns did or did not play in national decisions regarding whether and how

9 Readers seeking a broader account of the war will be well served to begin with Christopher S. Chivvis, Toppling Qaddafi: Libya and the Limits of Liberal Intervention, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2014.
to intervene in the conflict. Beyond that point these legal issues remain important, but they had little effect on the conduct or results of the air campaign.

Finally, in assessing the results of the conflict, we concern ourselves with the outcome of the external military intervention at the operational and campaign-strategic levels associated with the victory of the opposition forces and the overthrow of the regime, rather than with the longer-term questions of whether intervening in Libya was a grand strategic success for the intervening powers. In part, this is because understanding what airpower was able to accomplish in Libya, and what that might portend for other conflicts, has more to do with the results of the campaign than with whether Libya ultimately turns out to be stable or unstable, benign or oppressive, or friendly or hostile to its Western and Arab benefactors. Even more important, we simply do not yet know what that ultimate outcome will be, for Libya itself or for the region more generally, and many years may elapse before the answers to these questions become clear.

**Study Approach and Overview**

To provide a broad understanding of the use of airpower in Libya, this study is organized around a series of “national experience” chapters, each of which describes and analyzes the role of the air forces of one or several nations. An expert in his or her particular subject has written each chapter. Despite some variations on this theme, and different approaches taken by each chapter author, the basic mission of the authors was to explain: (1) how the country or countries in question decided to participate in the intervention, and in what way; (2) what the air force(s) in question did during the war, from deployment to basing to operations over Libya; and (3) what lessons the nation or air force took away from the experience, or what insights or lessons the author believes ought to be derived from it. Some of these findings are broadly applicable, others are specific to individual countries, but our focus is on operational and strategic implications, rather than narrower tactical or technical lessons (which tend to be well addressed already in the many official, and still predominantly classified, “lessons learned” studies).

In brief summary, the plan of the book is as follows:

In Chapter Two, Christopher Chivvis provides an overview of the conflict and the intervention, focusing on what might be called the Alliance dimension—the aspects
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10 Due to limitations of resources and space, the study does not include chapters focusing on several nations that participated in the operation but that did not fly strike missions over Libya. For information about the Spanish Ejército del Aire’s participation in OUP, see “Misión Cumplida en Libia,” Revista Española de Defensa, November 2011, pp. 6–11.

11 Biographical information about each of the chapter authors can be found at the end of the volume.

12 In the chapters that follow, we generally use the term “lesson” in its colloquial sense rather than as a rigorous doctrinal label. This volume neither aspires nor claims to be a “lessons learned” study in the formal sense of that phrase.
of the story that underpin each of the other chapters and tend to transcend national boundaries. He also briefly discusses the decisions of several states, particularly Germany, not to participate in the intervention.

Before examining the experiences of the intervening powers in detail, we turn instead to look at the intervention from the point of view of the Libyan opposition forces, who were the first to go to war against the Qaddafi regime and the ones who brought the conflict to its conclusion. In Chapter Three, Frederic Wehrey tells the Libyan side of the story, based on extensive interviews conducted with Libyan opposition leaders and fighters in 2012, to provide an invaluable complement to the perspectives of those who saw the war from the cockpit or the combined air operations center (CAOC).

Because it involves so much ground to cover, the U.S. airpower experience is split between the next two chapters. In Chapter Four, Robert Owen examines American involvement in the Libyan intervention at the broadest, intercontinental level. He describes the road to intervention as it appeared in Washington, then analyzes the functions that U.S. forces performed in supporting the Libyan air campaign with global capabilities, particularly in providing most of the campaign’s vital aerial refueling capacity but also considering space and other support. Chapter Five, by Deborah Kidwell, then zooms in to the theater level to focus on the use of U.S. airpower at the theater or operational level of strike, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), and battle management. This chapter also describes the evolution of multinational command and control (C2) for the campaign, including the organization and activities of the CAOCs, because so many of the personnel involved in leading and managing the campaign were American.

In Chapters Six and Seven, Christina Goulter and Camille Grand examine respectively the experiences of the United Kingdom and France, the two other states that led the coalition and played the greatest role in causing the intervention to occur in the first place. Chapter Eight, by Gregory Alegi, describes Italy’s role in the campaign, which tends to receive scant attention in popular discussions, but was of central importance because of Italy’s frontline location.

The next several chapters look at smaller powers in the coalition. Richard O. Mayne describes the role of the Royal Canadian Air Force (as it was renamed in the midst of the campaign) in Chapter Nine. In Chapter Ten, Christian Anrig compares four NATO members—Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway—that deployed similar F-16 forces for the campaign, and ended up playing a larger role in the operation than many observers had expected. Chapters Eleven and Twelve turn to the non-NATO members of the coalition. Robert Egnell presents Sweden’s participation in Operation Unified Protector, the Swedish Air Force’s first combat deployment in nearly 50 years. Then Bruce Nardulli recounts the roles of the Arab coalition members, principally Qatar and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), in the air campaign.

The final chapter provides a summing up and assessment of the campaign, and focuses on identifying conclusions and implications of the Libyan intervention that
may help prepare the United States and other nations to deal with future contingencies that might or might not resemble the Libyan case. This is followed by two appendixes providing additional reference material: a chronology of important political and military events in the campaign (Appendix A), and an air order of battle organized by contributing nation and a list of bases used in the campaign (Appendix B).

Each of the chapters draws heavily on interviews and conversations with military and government personnel from the European and North American nations that participated in the Libyan intervention. Many of these people, particularly those serving in less senior ranks, are not identified by name in the pages that follow. However, it is impossible to overstate the contributions they made to this volume by sharing their experiences and insights with the authors, and we thank them for the indispensable part they played in telling this story.
CHAPTER TWO

Strategic and Political Overview of the Intervention

Christopher S. Chivvis

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the 2011 Libya intervention as a foundation for the “national” chapters that follow. It recounts how the coalition was formed, why the United States and its allies went to war, and the deliberations over NATO’s role. It then explains the overall course of the campaign as it developed from March through October 2011, identifying some of the implications for the Atlantic Alliance. Many of the events and issues introduced here are examined in more detail in subsequent chapters that focus on participating nations.

Libya and the Arab Uprisings

The Arab Spring began with the self-immolation of a vegetable vendor in Tunisia on December 17, 2010, which sparked a broader uprising against Tunisia’s long-standing dictator Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali. Ben Ali was forced into exile on January 14. A wave of revolt then spread across the region, to Algeria, Jordan, Yemen, and especially Egypt, where President Hosni Mubarak was forced to step down on February 11.

Mubarak’s departure gave further impetus to unrest across the Middle East and North Africa, first and foremost in Libya, which Colonel Muammar Qaddafi had ruled for 41 years. Initial protests began in the eastern Libyan city of Benghazi, but within a few days, revolutionary councils were springing up nationwide. Regime authorities were chased from their positions in several cities as rebel movements suddenly found themselves in control of a significant part of Libyan territory.

Much of the rebel-held territory was in Libya’s eastern province of Cyrenaica, where Qaddafi’s hold had always been tenuous. Benghazi was Libya’s second-largest city and the main power center of Cyrenaica, which itself was in many ways disconnected from Tripolitania to the west, the location of both the Libyan capital Tripoli
and Qaddafi’s hometown of Sirte. Eastern Libya had languished under Qaddafi. It was also the home of long-standing Islamist movements—according to the U.S. Army, the eastern town of Darnah sent more jihadis to fight the United States in Iraq than any other town its size. Although Libya is geographically larger than Iran, only a single corridor running along its 1,100-mile coastline joins its east and west (see Figure 2.1). Much of the fighting in the war would eventually become a back-and-forth struggle along this route.

A few days into the revolt, Qaddafi struck back with brutal force against the rebellion, dispatching Libyan and mercenary troops, and using aircraft to launch raids against civilians. On February 22, he gave a rambling television address referencing the Tiananmen Square massacre, promising to stay in power to the end and threatening to “cleanse Libya house-to-house” if the protests did not cease. Fearing the situation would deteriorate into chaos, the United States and most of its European allies started evacuating their nationals from Libya. Hundreds of thousands of refugees fled to neighboring Tunisia and Egypt.

From the 1980s through the 1990s, and into the early 21st century, Qaddafi had been the bête noir of the United States and European governments. In the aftermath of the Iraq invasion, however, he had rehabilitated his relationship with the United States and most of the states on the other side of the Mediterranean. He renounced terrorism and gave up his pursuit of weapons of mass destruction. He literally pitched his tent in Paris, within view of the French president’s residence at the Elysée Palace, and signed lucrative energy and defense contracts with Italy, France, and other European countries. Relations with the United States also improved. Libya was removed from the official list of state sponsors of terrorism, diplomatic relations were reestablished, and the two countries exchanged ambassadors in 2009.

These halcyon years for Qaddafi came to a screeching halt when the crisis broke. Leaders from the United States, Britain, France, Germany and elsewhere spoke out against his repression and pushed the regime to negotiate with the protestors. Meanwhile, Qaddafi regime officials outside the country started defecting to the opposition en masse. Among these were several Libyan ambassadors, including the ambassador
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3 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), *World Factbook*, online.
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to the United States, who defected on February 22. Nearly simultaneously, Qaddafi’s representatives at the United Nations also defected and started calling for the establishment of a no-fly zone over their country. On February 26, the U.N. Security Council (UNSC) unanimously passed Resolution 1970, imposing an arms embargo and travel ban on regime officials, freezing the regime’s assets, and referring Qaddafi to the International Criminal Court (ICC).6

**The Debate over Intervention**

From the outset of the Libyan crisis, French President Nicolas Sarkozy was the leading voice for military intervention. He deplored Qaddafi’s actions and called for his ouster well before most other governments were prepared to do so. He soon gained the support of British Prime Minister David Cameron, who—after initial hesitation—also spoke out clearly against the Libyan regime’s repression.

Sarkozy and Cameron had good reasons for stepping out together into the fray. Sarkozy’s government had fumbled its initial response to the uprisings in Tunisia, and was eager for an opportunity to show it stood with traditional French liberal values of liberty and human rights—as well as to demonstrate France’s continued relevance on the global stage in an election year.7 Cameron, for his part, was equally eager to demonstrate his leadership on security issues in the wake of domestic criticism of his planned defense cuts that had been announced the previous fall.8 In addition, both countries saw an opportunity to test the defense cooperation treaties they had signed only a few months earlier.9

In the United States, pressure for action also began to develop, mainly in Congress and within policy circles outside the government. While polling by the Pew Research Center showed a solid majority of the U.S. public opposing the use of military force in Libya,10 interest in the issue was growing.

President Obama had condemned the violence in Libya early on. “The United States,” he said,

> strongly supports the universal rights of the Libyan people . . . Like all governments, the Libyan government has a responsibility to refrain from violence, to
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8 Interviews with representatives to NATO, Brussels, February 7, 2012.
allow humanitarian assistance to reach those in need, and to respect the rights of its people. It must be held accountable for its failure to meet those responsibilities, and face the cost of continued violations of human rights.11

The United States strongly supported UNSCR 1970 and the other actions in late February. By early March, however, international actions had resulted in little change on the ground. As the second week of March opened, the tide was turning sharply against the rebels. As calls for a no-fly zone over Libya intensified, the U.S. administration found itself increasingly on the defensive, under pressure to take military action.

Secretary of Defense Robert Gates was the administration’s main spokesperson against these proposals, voicing concern that military action was premature and that proposals for it were naïve. During testimony to Congress on March 2, he pointed out that a no-fly zone would need to begin with strikes against Libya’s air defense systems, which could easily be perceived as further U.S. attacks against a Muslim country.12 The United States could ill afford this, as it was still struggling to disengage and recover from the war in Iraq and deal with the ongoing war in Afghanistan. At a minimum, any action against Libya would therefore require full regional support—and as of early March, this seemed a distant prospect.

Gates also thought the proposals for military action had been made without any serious consideration for postwar planning. Here, the Iraq experience, in which the United States had gone to war without a clear and realistic post-conflict plan,13 was clearly on his mind. Establishing a no-fly zone in Libya could lead toward regime change, but who was ready to ensure that what came after Qaddafi would be significantly better than Qaddafi’s own rule?14 Moreover, several questions remained not only about the rebels’ capabilities, but about their intentions; it was reported that the CIA had deployed operatives to Libya to investigate the rebel movement.15

Early in March, a Benghazi-based organization claiming to represent the rebels had emerged called the National Transitional Council (NTC). The NTC quickly became the mouthpiece through which the Libyan opposition movement would communicate its intentions to the world. It also called for international assistance against Qaddafi in the form of a no-fly zone. The precise nature of the NTC and the rebels it

represented remained uncertain. Although the NTC was the only organization purporting to represent the rebels, it was clear that the reality of the situation on the ground was a highly fragmented and diverse revolt comprising multiple groups across the country that were united only by their desire to oust Qaddafi. The possibility that al Qaeda was involved was real—the al Qaeda–linked Libyan Islamist Fighting Group (LIFG) was among the groups known to be active in the east.\(^\text{16}\)

Furthermore, as several members of the Obama administration noted in public statements during the week of March 7, even if the United States and its allies did agree to impose a no-fly zone over Libya, it would be of only marginal utility. While Qaddafi’s use of aircraft against the rebels had made news headlines, his counterattacks primarily were conducted by mechanized and other ground forces. Stopping these forces would require much more assertive action.

However, debate about the options in Libya continued within the administration, and these issues were discussed in a meeting of the President’s top national security advisors that took place during the second week of March in order to finalize the U.S. position on Libya before a NATO defense ministerial slated for March 10–11 in Brussels.\(^\text{17}\) Despite French and British pressure for action, the principals agreed that the United States would only support a humanitarian role for the Alliance at this time.

When ministers convened in Brussels, NATO had begun so-called “prudent planning”—a form of contingency planning conducted at the discretion of the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR)—and increased aerial surveillance to Libya, tasking Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft to conduct around-the-clock monitoring of the situation.\(^\text{18}\) However, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen insisted the Alliance had “no intention to intervene in Libya.”\(^\text{19}\)

In fact, no consensus was evident within the Alliance at this point over the use of military force, and the United States remained very hesitant. Germany and the United States appeared reticent about any action, while France was pushing for a no-fly zone, but not under NATO auspices. The consensus that emerged in Brussels was that NATO would increase its naval presence in the region, accelerate the pace of planning for humanitarian relief, and take measures to tighten the arms embargo that had been established under UNSC Resolution (UNSCR) 1970. However, NATO still had no plans for military intervention.\(^\text{20}\)


\(^\text{17}\) Interview with senior U.S. official, February 6, 2012.


\(^\text{19}\) “NATO Defence Ministers Will Discuss Situation in Libya and Longer Term Prospects in Middle East,” Brussels: NATO Press Office, March 7, 2011.

\(^\text{20}\) Interview with member of NATO international staff, January 30, 2012.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the British proposed three preconditions for allied military action, and the ministers agreed. These included: (1) demonstrable need, (2) a sound legal basis, and (3) strong regional support. These three conditions would provide the parameters for future discussions within NATO. They implied a U.N. resolution, support from the Arab League or the Gulf Cooperation Council, and a deteriorated situation on the ground. As of March 11, this seemed like a high bar to clear. Events in the next few days, however, would change the situation quickly, and the United States and its allies would shortly be headed for another war in the Middle East.

U.N. Security Council Resolution 1973

The first major development came when the Arab League endorsed the no-fly zone strategy for Libya in a meeting on Saturday, March 12. The Gulf Cooperation Council had endorsed the idea earlier in the week, but the agreement of the Arab League indicated a much broader degree of support than many in Western capitals had anticipated. It was unprecedented that the League should call for military action against one of its own members, though in retrospect not entirely surprising. Many of Qaddafi’s fellow Arab leaders despised him, particularly the Saudis for his alleged assassination attempt against the Saudi crown prince in 2004. Arab support for the operation was reinforced when Secretary of State Hillary Clinton met with some Arab leaders on March 14 and was told they were prepared to provide military forces for an intervention—a contribution that would significantly increase the overall legitimacy of such an operation.

A second major change was the rapid advance of Qaddafi’s forces. Early in the week of March 7, the regime had regrouped, been reinforced with mercenaries, and was rapidly pushing back the disorganized and ill-equipped rebels. By March 14, Qaddafi’s troops were bearing down on the rebel stronghold of Benghazi (see Figure 2.2).


His public rants gave good reason to fear that when he arrived there, he would slaughter the population indiscriminately.25

The pressure for action redoubled. France and Britain increased their public pronouncements in favor of a no-fly zone. But the fact remained that establishing a no-fly zone likely would have little, if any, impact on the situation on the ground. The Arab League vote, in other words, had alleviated one of Secretary Gates’s concerns, but it had not changed the strategic argument against a no-fly zone.

On March 15, after hearing Secretary Clinton’s report on the willingness of the Gulf states to make military contributions, and with the urgency of the threat to Benghazi increasingly apparent in news and intelligence reporting, President Obama convened a full meeting of his National Security Council to discuss U.S. options. At

the meeting, he was reportedly frustrated with the choices with which he was presented: On the one hand, his advisors were making it clear that a massacre could very possibly be in the making in Benghazi. On the other hand, the only military option they were considering was a no-fly zone, which they themselves agreed would not solve the problem. He insisted there were better alternatives.

Although Defense Department and other senior officials within the U.S. administration had been reticent about the use of military force, at least two senior officials had been more openly in favor of some form of military action. The first was Obama’s senior director for multilateral affairs, Samantha Power, author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning book, *A Problem from Hell*, which chronicled America’s failure to intervene in multiple twentieth century genocides. Although Power’s role would later be caricatured in some reporting, her knowledge of the military possibilities and their application in past cases enabled her to ensure that more robust military options remained on the table.

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice also was more open to the use of military force than Secretary Gates. Her experience with Rwanda as a White House official in the first Clinton administration had left her determined that no stone be left unturned to prevent such atrocities and that all the options should be put before the president. The week before, she had in fact drafted a stronger, alternative U.N. resolution that was circulating in the event the situation deteriorated—which it now was. When the President asked for more options, Rice said she believed a tougher U.N. Security Council resolution going beyond a no-fly zone might be within reach. The resolution she proposed would call for “all necessary measures” to protect Libya’s civilian population from harm—a diplomatic formula for military action.

The President endorsed this option, and the United States introduced the enhanced text the following day. The draft resolution called for tougher sanctions than UNSCR 1970, authorized a no-fly zone, and, in a key passage, “all necessary measures” to protect civilians in Libya. The latter reference was the civilian protection mission that became the legal justification for NATO’s air campaign. At the insistence of the Lebanese government, which supported the text, the resolution also ruled out an “occupying force.” France and Britain immediately rallied to support it, while Russia tabled a much weaker alternative. Germany, meanwhile, expressed its reservations. A tense debate at Turtle Bay ensued. On March 17, the resolution was put to a vote and

---

26 Interview with senior White House official, March 29, 2012.


29 Hastings, “Inside Obama’s War Room.”

passed with ten of the Security Council’s 15 votes, becoming UNSCR 1973. Brazil, China, Germany, India, and Russia all abstained.

Russian Ambassador Vitaly Churkin said his government had abstained because so many questions remained unanswered, especially with regard to enforcement and the limits of any military action. Reservations notwithstanding, this decision not to block the resolution was a departure from traditional Russian policy. When Russia later reverted to its more traditional position on intervention regarding Syria, it often was portrayed as a result of NATO having stretched the mandate granted in UNSCR 1973, but in reality, Russia’s policy on Syria was much closer to its historical norms. Russia had little to lose from an intervention in Libya, and was likely cognizant of appearing reactionary to Europeans by standing in the way of the Arab Spring. For the duration of the Libyan operation, Moscow would complain about NATO’s interpretation of UNSCR 1973, arguing—along with China, Brazil, and India—that NATO was stretching the civilian-protection mandate to include regime change. The latter argument ultimately was true, but it would have been difficult for Russia not to recognize this potential when it decided not to veto the use of force in Libya.

Germany’s abstention in the UNSCR 1973 vote created one of the most serious rifts in U.S.-German relations since the 2003 Iraq War. It was a clear break with Germany’s closest European and American allies, and to make matters worse, it appeared to put Germany on the Russian side against them. The most likely rationale for Germany’s abstention, however, is that officials in the German Chancellery failed to recognize the quick turn that policy in the United States had taken. After all, only days before, the U.S. position had been against the use of force. Now the United States was pushing for a much broader mandate—a move that some European diplomats thought was, in fact, a disingenuous tactic aimed at dividing the Security Council. Germany would, as a result, refuse to participate in the military operation. It did not, however, go so far as to block the NATO action—which it might have done—and as the intervention evolved, it increased its financial and diplomatic support.

In a matter of a few days, U.S. policy had taken a major turn. The news media speculated that pressure from Sarkozy and Cameron had played a critical role in the U.S. administration’s reversal. Little evidence exists for this, however. While the efforts of the French president and British prime minister kept the issue on the table and held open the door to intervention, and the United States’ respect for the role that the allies had played in Afghanistan may on some level have increased its willingness to listen to the allied case for intervention, the United States ultimately did not go to war because its allies asked it to do so. Similarly, while the Arab League vote was an important precondition for action, it was not a determining factor. The two factors

32 For example, Roger Boyes, “Hesitant Obama Made Up His Mind Thanks to European Resolve,” The Times, March 18, 2011, p. 7.
that most mattered were the imminent threat Qaddafi’s troops posed to the civilian population of Benghazi and the emergence of a workable military option that could help protect those civilians.

### Operation Odyssey Dawn

Two days after U.N. Security Council Resolution 1973 passed, a coalition of countries took immediate action to enforce it. On March 19, President Sarkozy hosted a high-level meeting in Paris intended to demonstrate the breadth of the political coalition backing the intervention. Qaddafi had not pulled back his forces. As the meeting in Paris closed, Sarkozy stepped out to announce that two French fighters had struck regime forces outside Benghazi, initiating the intervention.33

Within a few hours, the United States fired over a hundred Tomahawk land-attack cruise missiles (TLAMs) at central nodes of Qaddafi’s air defense system along the Libyan coast. The Royal Navy also participated in these initial TLAM strikes, though on a much smaller scale.34 With Libya’s air defenses crippled, the coalition proceeded to fly multiple air strikes against other regime targets in Libya, including some B-2 bomber sorties launched from bases in the continental United States. Within 72 hours, the no-fly zone was established (see Figure 2.3). Ultimately, twelve countries would participate in this operation, but the United States flew the vast majority of strike sorties.35

The initial operations took place amid some degree of debate about what command and control arrangements should be. As one senior official recounted, “The whole thing ramped up so quickly I don’t think anybody saw the speed [with which] the two UNSCRs passed. Everybody was expecting a couple of nations in the Security Council to block it . . . That took everybody by surprise.”36 Only a week before, the expectation in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) had been that any operations would be largely humanitarian in nature. U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) had been given the lead role, with support from U.S. European Command (EUCOM), U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), and other combatant commands. The passage of UNSCR 1973, with its civilian-protection mission, however, raised the question of whether EUCOM should be the supported command, given that the operation now had much greater kinetic requirements and that many of the forces necessary would

---


36 Interview with senior U.S. official, July 9, 2012.
be generated from or would transit through Europe. In the end, however, AFRICOM retained the lead role, establishing Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn. Operational command fell to Admiral Samuel J. Locklear III, while AFRICOM’s commander, General Carter Ham, had overall strategic command.\textsuperscript{37}

While this arrangement answered who would lead U.S. operations, confusion remained about who would be in charge of overall coalition operations. The French had originally sought a joint Franco-British operation, and for the first few days of the campaign the French military continued to insist that the partners’ operations were simply concurrent, while AFRICOM claimed that it was the overall lead. Other allies, comfortable with U.S. leadership, already were transferring command of their forces to the U.S. 17th Air Force under AFRICOM, as Denmark did on March 19.\textsuperscript{38} Within a


few days, command relationships between the U.S., British, Italian, and French operations were sorted out, and by March 25, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates all had joined the operation.

Follow-up strikes in the next few days continued to target Libya’s air defenses while striking regime C2 targets in Tripoli and elsewhere, and addressing the most immediate regime threats to civilians in Benghazi and Misrata. By midweek, the United States added A-10 “Warthogs” and AC-130 Spectre gunships to further enhance coalition capabilities against regime forces on the ground. Gradually, however, the newer members of the coalition were flying more of the sorties, and the United States made a conscious effort to transition from a lead to a supporting role in military operations. As Vice Admiral Gortney explained in a March 28 briefing on operations, “U.S. military participation in this operation is, as we have said all along, changing to one primarily of support.”

Within a week, Odyssey Dawn had succeeded in stopping the advance of regime forces on Benghazi and allowed the rebels space to move westward, retaking the town of Ajdabiyah and advancing on the town of Brega. With Benghazi secure, the rebels had a stronghold and safe haven from which to operate for the rest of the war. There, they could train their forces and liaise with international actors, significantly strengthening their chances of success against the better-equipped Qaddafi regime. In the west, only the port city of Misrata was managing to hold off Qaddafi’s forces. It was under brutal siege, and with Qaddafi’s forces in flight from Benghazi, the coalition began to focus on its relief.

These important accomplishments set the stage for the successful NATO operation that followed and the ultimate victory of the rebels over the regime. Much consternation remained, however, over the exact objectives of military operations. President Obama had clearly called for Qaddafi’s departure prior to UNSCR 1973, but that resolution and the Defense Secretary’s warning order (WARNORD) implied that the objective of military operations was civilian protection. It was not inconceivable in theory for the military operation to focus on civilian protection and the diplomatic and political effort to focus on ousting Qaddafi. But in practice, the distinction was difficult to sustain. In fact, as several commentators pointed out at the time, multiple outcomes were possible, and the preference of U.S. and allied officials was unclear. It may be that they themselves were unsure. As one prominent foreign-policy observer wrote in the Washington Post, “The administration has launched the United States into battle with no clear vision of what a successful and stable outcome looks like.”

41 Multiple interviews. See also, Quartararo, Rovenolt, and White, “Libya’s Operation Odyssey Dawn.”
At least three outcomes (not including failure) were imaginable. The first would be a quick collapse of Libyan support for Qaddafi, forcing him from power. Although some leaders—Sarkozy, for example—might have hoped for this outcome, it was soon clear that it would not happen. The second possibility was a partition of Libya between a “free” east and a Qaddafi-ruled west. The third was the rebels’ armed overthrow of the regime, as actually occurred. Leaders obviously wanted to avoid stating publicly that regime change was an objective of the military operation for diplomatic reasons, but within allied governments, debate lingered over how the scenario would play out.43 In general, because the operation had come on so quickly, thinking about end states had received some, but perhaps not enough, attention.

President Obama had declared early on that the American role would be limited, and that after initial operations of roughly a week, the United States would pull back into an overwatch role and provide only those unique assets required to allow its allies to continue the operation.44 As Odyssey Dawn was under way, therefore, intense discussions occurred in allied capitals about what would follow.

Transition to NATO Command

The United States determined soon after UNSCR 1973 that NATO was its preferred structure for continuing the military action against Qaddafi. Using the Alliance would give the United States significant influence, even after it pulled back its strike aircraft. Moreover, important voices in the U.S. government—including the U.S. ambassador to NATO, Ivo Daalder—believed strongly that NATO was the only organization that could provide the command-and-control facilities required by a broad-based coalition operation of this kind. Of no less importance, NATO’s established relationships with the other partners—both from Europe and from the Middle East—would greatly facilitate success in coordinating the efforts of such a broad coalition.45 Finally, this comparatively low-difficulty intervention against a much-reviled despot could help NATO’s reputation, and success might even serve as something of a balm for the wounds the Alliance had suffered in Afghanistan and over Iraq. As one senior U.S. official put it, “There is no such thing as an opportune war, but it was a very opportune time for a war in NATO.”46 NATO Secretary General Rasmussen, a former Danish prime minister, also was eager for an opportunity to get back into the limelight and

43 Interview with senior U.S. official, January 24, 2011.
46 Interview with senior U.S. official, July 9, 2012.
worked to ensure that all the components of the operation were brought under NATO
command.47

The British government agreed with the United States’ position that NATO was
the appropriate organization through which to pursue the operation, as did many of
the smaller countries participating in the strikes. Germany indicated a willingness to
tolerate a NATO action, provided it was not asked to participate. Even Turkey, which
initially had strong objections to the intervention, was willing to go along with NATO,
if only because its position within the Alliance afforded it the possibility of greater con-
trol over NATO operations.48

France, however, disagreed. The French have a long and complicated history with
NATO, but under President Sarkozy, France had taken important steps back toward
the Alliance, most notably by announcing in 2008 that it would rejoin the NATO
integrated military structure following a 42-year absence. But now, the French argued
that a coalition of the willing was more suitable than a NATO operation. They hoped
this would allow the broad-based political grouping they had gathered in Paris on
March 19 to become a guiding political body for military operations, circumventing
the Alliance altogether. At the same time, they sought to minimize the influence of
countries such as Turkey that were reticent about the operation.49

As a result, even as the Franco-British-U.S. coalition struck Qaddafi’s forces,
French, British and U.S. diplomats were wrangling in Brussels over whether opera-
tions would be brought under NATO command. Within a few days, however, French
officials agreed to allow the less demanding maritime arms embargo operation to come
under NATO command. Shortly thereafter, they also agreed to allow no-fly zone oper-
ations to be brought into NATO. Only after a four-way conference call between the
French, British, Turks, and Americans, however, was Secretary Clinton able to broker
a deal between France and Turkey, and France agreed to allow the entire Libyan opera-
tion mission to come under NATO command.50

The United States soon began to reduce its role in the strike missions. NATO
operations still would rely heavily on a mostly U.S.-provided logistical and ISR back-
cbone, but U.S. strike aircraft would be pulled back and strategic and operational com-
mand and control would be transferred from AFRICOM to NATO on March 31.

47 Interview with member of the NATO International Staff, February 6, 2012.
48 Interview with senior U.S. official, February 6, 2012.
49 Jean-Pierre Stroobants, “L’alliance atlantique étale ses divisions à bruxelles sur la gestion de la crise
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The speed with which NATO developed and agreed on its operational plans for what became Operation Unified Protector was unprecedented for the Alliance. NATO developed and agreed upon four operational plans much more quickly after the outbreak of violence than it had in preparing for its interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo. These plans comprised a maritime embargo, a no-fly zone, a civilian-protection mission, and a humanitarian mission. (Of the four, only the humanitarian mission plan would not be activated.\textsuperscript{51}) In part, this rapid response was possible because prudent planning already had started in the run-up to the U.N. resolutions, and because NATO could benefit from plans previously developed within AFRICOM and EUCOM. But to say that this pace was an indication of underlying Alliance unity—as some NATO and U.S. officials would later suggest—tends to obscure the fact that operational planning also moved rapidly in part because several countries, notably Germany, absented themselves from the process altogether due to their fundamental disagreement with the entire operation. (See Table 2.1 for a comparison of OOP and OUP command relationship.)

### Operation Unified Protector

When OUP began, the preceding coalition operations had prepared the ground for it. Most of the same countries participating in Odyssey Dawn also participated in Unified Protector. The major shift was the reduced operational role of the United States. Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, and Greece were now added to the coalition as providers of naval assets. Qatar, Sweden, and the United Arab Emirates continued flying alongside

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1</th>
<th>Comparison of Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector Command Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation Odyssey Dawn</td>
<td>Operation Unified Protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>National governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported command</td>
<td>AFRICOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>General Carter F. Ham, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF commander</td>
<td>Admiral Samuel J. Locklear, USN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFACC/CFACC</td>
<td>Major General Margaret Woodward, USAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAOC</td>
<td>617th AOC, Ramstein AB, GER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: For OOD, only U.S. command arrangements shown. CFACC=Combined Forces Air Component Commander

\textsuperscript{51} Interview with senior U.S. official, July 9, 2012.
the coalition’s NATO members, and Jordan joined the coalition. At the start of OUP, 14 NATO nations were participating, along with the four non-NATO partners. (See Figure 2.4.) Only six of the NATO states, however, were conducting air-to-ground strike missions.

A combined joint task force (CJTF) was established at Joint Forces Command in Naples, Italy. Admiral Locklear’s deputy, Canadian Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard, took over command. This kept Locklear officially within the chain of command, but freed him to focus on the other ongoing operations with which Joint Force

Figure 2.4
Principal Operating Bases for Operation Unified Protector

NOTE: Ship icons do not represent actual patrol locations. Aircraft deployed to each base are listed in Appendix B.

54 Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Norway, and the United Kingdom; Italian aircraft initially flew defense suppression but not strike missions.
Command (JFC) Naples was engaged (including Kosovo, which appeared to be at risk of a flareup), and allowed the United States to step back from the public diplomacy of the operation. Bouchard reported to Admiral James Stavridis, who was dual-hatted as the commander of U.S. European Command and as NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander. The North Atlantic Council (NAC) exercised overarching political control of the operation. Control of air operations shifted from the CAOC at Ramstein Air Base (AB), Germany, to the CAOC at Poggio Renatico, Italy, under the command of U.S. Air Force (USAF) Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II.

In the 1999 Kosovo air campaign (Operation Allied Force), allied governments had the opportunity to scrutinize target lists, a practice that led to much criticism from military leadership both during and after the war. (France in 1999 had been one of the countries most adamant about the need for this scrutiny, but it was exactly this problem that the French sought to avoid.) In subsequent years, efforts were made to devolve authority from the NAC to the military commands, and in the case of Unified Protector, the effort to avoid excessive deliberation over targets was further reinforced by the establishment of an internal “striker group” that called most of the shots in the NAC. Although all decisions were formally made “at 28” by all members of the Alliance—whether or not they were participating in the operation—most of these decisions were in effect “precooked” by the eight members that actually were participating in strikes as part of the civilian-protection mission: the United States, France, Britain, Canada, Norway, Denmark, Belgium, and Italy. In the event, the meddling for which political leaders often had been criticized in Operation Allied Force was avoided in Libya.

The NATO operation got off to a difficult start, however. At the outset, the rebels had managed to push several hundred kilometers west from Benghazi as Qaddafi’s forces retreated under the shock of coalition airstrikes, but as NATO took over, they started retreating eastward. Within a few days they were nearly pushed from Ajdabiyah, the last town before the rebel stronghold. NATO strikes on Qaddafi’s forces at the nearby town of Brega bought them a reprieve, and they managed to halt the regime advance. NATO would carry out repeated airstrikes against Qaddafi’s positions, but it would be several months before the rebels would retake any ground. The line of confrontation in the east therefore remained fixed.

After three weeks of NATO operations, little progress was evident. Both NATO and the rebels were suffering from a number of constraints. The rebel forces themselves lacked equipment as well as military experience. This greatly hindered their ability to take advantage of opportunities that NATO strikes provided. Only as they gained capabilities and experience would their ability to take and hold ground increase.

---
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Meanwhile, the Alliance was suffering from shortfalls of tankers and especially ISR. Of the thousands of Alliance member-owned fighter aircraft, fewer than one hundred were participating in the mission. Yet, according to U.S. officials, limited ISR capacity was the principal constraint on operations, especially when it came to targets with the skills to support offensive air operations. As OUP began, the United States and other NATO members were forced to surge hundreds of staff from EUCOM and elsewhere to fill gaps in the CAOC in Poggio Renatico.57

It is possible that the support staff requirements for the operation were not fully appreciated in some allied capitals when the initial commitments to the operation were made. It took about a week to get the necessary equipment and staff to the CAOC, and another two weeks before all of the kinks were worked out and the allied ISR effort was well integrated. As one senior officer involved in the effort explained, “By the beginning of May, General Jodice had all the necessary tools at his disposal: a good ATO [air tasking order] cycle in place that got all the national targeting packages coordinated, put into NATO, and fed out to the different strike nations.”58

Another important operational change that took place alongside the transition from coalition to NATO operation was a shift in emphasis from static to dynamic targeting. Most of the targets in the early days of Operation Odyssey Dawn were fixed targets such as surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites, major C2 facilities, and weapon storage bunkers. As these targets were destroyed, the focus of the air campaign increasingly came to rest on dynamic targets identified during the sorties themselves.

Frustrated with the progress on the ground, French and British leaders were already pushing their NATO counterparts for more force contributions by mid-April.59 In Germany’s case, support for the intervention actually grew over time, and eventually would include an offer of post-conflict police trainers as well as significant amounts of financial aid for the new Libyan government. Having abstained from the Security Council vote, however, the Germans would not consider a military contribution.

Poland’s absence from the fight was also noteworthy, since the Poles had a sizable force of F-16s, but Warsaw argued that their training was insufficient for the task—an argument that most other nations thought was cover for not wanting to participate. The Polish opt-out was less irksome to U.S. officials than the German abstention, even if it was still regarded as unfortunate. Given Poland’s participation in the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan, it is possible—though by no means certain—that the United States’ decision to step back from strike operations may have lessened the pressure on Poland to contribute to OUP, insofar as it was misinterpreted as a sign of lesser U.S. interest in the overall mission.

57 Multiple interviews.
58 Interview with senior U.S. official, July 9, 2012.
Some of the other NATO members that did not participate, however, such as the Baltic states, simply lacked capabilities needed to contribute to a modern air war. As a result, U.S. officials would later argue that most of the states that could have participated in the operation did so. The fact was that across Europe, the operation came at a time when the European financial crisis was severely straining defense budgets. Because NATO operates on a costs-lie-where-they-fall basis, any spending on Libya operations would further reduce funds available for the participating militaries, reducing existing training and potentially threatening procurement programs. This—as much as the politics of the operation—clearly played a role in several countries’ decisions to stand on the sidelines.

Most military officials also blamed the stalemate on an overall lack of clarity about strategic end states. The U.S. president had called for Qaddafi’s ouster prior to UNSCR 1973, as had his British and French counterparts. Yet the U.N. mandate only called for operations to protect civilians. To complicate matters, in a speech at the National Defense University on March 28, President Obama had clearly said regime change was not an objective of the operation. As a result, no small amount of confusion arose about the intervention’s actual strategic goals, and this made operational planning more difficult.

The reality, of course, was that the ambiguity in strategic end states was a natural consequence of both the speed with which the operation was undertaken and the breadth of the coalition that had been brought together to support it. After all, the Arab League had called for a no-fly zone, not the civilian protection mission, and had actually wobbled in its support for the operation in the immediate aftermath of UNSCR 1973. A more specific set of objectives—such as calling for Qaddafi’s ouster—would have been impossible to get through the U.N. Security Council and likely would have made it much more difficult for some Arab states to support the operation.

A meeting of the NATO foreign ministers in mid-April helped clarify the issue, and eventually, the striker group also decided that Qaddafi’s forces were fair game anywhere in Libya as long as attacks against civilians were occurring somewhere because those attacks posed an intrinsic threat to the Libyan populace. NATO thus pursued a two-pronged strategy at the start of its operations, targeting Qaddafi’s command and control and lines of supply while also striking directly at forces that were attacking the civilian populace. The focus was accordingly on Qaddafi’s forces in Brega, his C2 nodes in and around Tripoli—including the headquarters of Qaddafi’s 32nd Brigade, which was responsible for many of the attacks—and the regime forces shelling the port city of Misrata.

---
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The Relief of Misrata

Misrata was the only city in the western half of Libya that remained under rebel control, and had important symbolic as well as strategic value. By mid-April, however, that control had become extremely tenuous. Rebel fighters were pushed out of the town center from the south and were holding out in the port, which Qaddafi’s forces shelled relentlessly. Much of the civilian population had fled the city. Because of the shelling of the port, it was nearly impossible to get humanitarian aid to the civilian population. A major humanitarian crisis was brewing.63

Starting in mid-April, NATO focused on striking Qaddafi’s forces in and around the city in an effort to relieve the siege. By then, however, Qaddafi’s forces had started to adapt to the threat posed by NATO warplanes by making efforts to blend in and disguise themselves as rebels or civilians, imposing even greater difficulties for NATO’s already challenged ISR capabilities.

In response, the United States agreed to reintroduce two MQ-1 Predator unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to strike operations in late April (they had been limited to flying ISR missions after the United States withdrew its strike aircraft at the end of Odyssey Dawn). This enhanced NATO’s capability to loiter and gather information about regime forces that were hiding in the urban shadows before striking. It also was intended to send a psychological message, helping to succor the rebels in the town and demoralize Qaddafi’s troops.64

By the second week of May, the rebels had begun to make noticeable progress toward pushing the regime forces out of the town center and into the suburbs. With the port secure, humanitarian shipments began moving back into the town. The line of contact would remain nearby for several months, and some shelling would continue. Nevertheless, the relief of Misrata was, in retrospect, a key turning point in the war. It is possible that without it, anti-regime forces in the east might have sued for peace, dividing the country. With Misrata under rebel control, however, the revolt remained a nationwide uprising.


64 Comments by Secretary Robert Gates, Secretary of Defense and General James Cartwright, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, D.C., Thursday, April 21, 2011.
Naval Operations

Naval operations played an important role throughout the intervention. The composition of the maritime force coalition differed from that of the striker group in that Bulgaria, Greece, the Netherlands, Romania, Spain, and Turkey also participated, while Denmark and Norway did not. Naval forces played several roles. In Misrata, warships took fire from and fired back at Qaddafi’s forces onshore. They also fired illumination rounds for airstrikes and addressed the threat posed by small regime vessels that were seeking to mine and booby-trap Misrata’s harbor to stop the flow of aid and other supplies to the city. In June, when regime forces were spotted laying a trap by putting human mannequins and a ton of explosives in an abandoned vessel to lure enemy ships, NATO determined that Qaddafi’s naval forces posed enough of a threat to civilians to warrant direct action, and NATO aircraft subsequently destroyed regime vessels in neighboring harbors, eliminating the threat that Qaddafi’s navy posed. Seabasing of fighters, and later attack helicopters, on amphibious vessels and the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle brought allied airpower closer to Qaddafi’s shores, though the ships had to cycle on and off station for maintenance over the course of the conflict.

Naval operations also were essential to the maintenance of the arms embargo. Although NATO only turned back 11 vessels over the course of the operation, the NATO blockade likely was enough to keep many would-be purveyors of arms to Qaddafi from attempting a breach. Needless to say, the arms embargo was a critical counterpart to efforts to destroy the regime’s war-fighting capability. Given the relatively low operational tempo, it is quite possible that Qaddafi would have been able to recoup much of the losses that NATO airstrikes inflicted had the arms embargo not been enforced.

Operations Grind On

Despite the positive momentum that the relief of Misrata had gained, rebel progress was slow over the next three months. A basic divide emerged within the coalition between those countries that, fearing prolonged stalemate, advocated for more forceful measures to bring the conflict to an end and those believing that progress, if slow, was sufficient because they feared the possible consequences or costs of undertaking more

---

65 Interview with NATO military official, February 10, 2012.
forceful measures. The British and the French were in the first camp, while the United States inclined toward the second.68

Both Sarkozy and Cameron felt the pressure of the apparent stalemate. They had been the impetus for the operation in the first place, and had largely operated on the assumption that Qaddafi would be removed from power quickly. The public perceptions of a long-running NATO operation and an apparent stalemate on the ground two months after UNSCR 1973 were bad to begin with, but the two leaders had a greater fear: that stalemate might increase pressure to negotiate a settlement with Qaddafi on unfavorable terms, depriving them of the military and moral victory they both sought. As a result, they pushed for more aggressive action to remove Qaddafi. The British were particularly open in pushing for an expansion of the target list to include more of Qaddafi’s military and civilian infrastructure. This was controversial not only because of the impact that it might have on the civilian population, but because corporations in allied countries owned some significant parts of that infrastructure.

In May, France and Britain decided to add attack helicopters to the operation. This came with the risk of both allied and civilian casualties, but like the use of the Predators, it offered the possibility for even more precise strikes and had a certain psychological advantage.69 By early June, British Apache and French Tigre and Gazelle helicopters based offshore were flying missions in both Brega and Misrata, often in coordination with fixed-wing aircraft.70

In June, both France and the UK went a step further, sending trainers, equipment, and supplies to the rebel forces. Although this assistance came in a purely bilateral context, it obviously went beyond the civilian-protection mission and clearly put the French and the British—and, arguably, the whole Alliance—on the side of the rebels. Later reporting would suggest that the numbers of advisors deployed on the ground to assist the rebels was small.71 Qatar had announced it would send arms to the rebels in April, and eventually deployed special operations forces to train and eventually fight alongside them.72 Even in small numbers, the marginal impact on rebel tactical and strategic capability of these contributions clearly was significant.

68 Multiple interviews.

69 Interview with NATO official, February 7, 2012.


72 Dagher, Levinson, and Coker, “Tiny Kingdom’s Huge Role in Libya Draws Concern;” Black, “Qatar Admits it Sent Troops to Support NTC Fighters.”
For its part, while it generally supported its allies, the United States was concerned that efforts to increase the pressure on Qaddafi might bring unnecessary risks. Actions that could be interpreted as exceeding the U.N. mandate brought criticism from other states—especially Russia and China—and could make it more difficult for some members of the coalition to continue their participation. Increasing the operational tempo and employing attack helicopters also increased the chances that the Alliance would make mistakes. Mistakes, in turn, increased the chances that one or more of the allies would break off from the coalition, scoring a victory for Qaddafi.73

Moreover, U.S. officials argued, the progress that was being achieved, even if gradual, was real and eventually would result in Qaddafi’s ouster. The number of defections by regime loyalists was steadily rising. By May, Qaddafi’s forces already had been weakened to the point at which he could no longer launch a major offensive against the rebels. Meanwhile, the rebels were gaining equipment, organization, and critical know-how that they had lacked at first. Under these conditions, most U.S. officials assessed, patience was the best course of action. The Alliance would eventually grind the regime down, and Qaddafi would either be forced to step down, be overthrown from inside his own coterie, or be defeated outright on the battlefield.

Increasing the Diplomatic Pressure

Military operations in this period were complemented by ongoing diplomatic and political efforts in European and regional capitals. These efforts aimed simultaneously to strengthen the rebels while making Qaddafi’s defeat appear to be a foregone conclusion. The main instrument for this was the Libya Contact Group, which grew out of the March 19 Paris meeting and was established at a London meeting ten days later. Largely a French initiative, the Contact Group had a broad and growing membership of more than twenty countries. It met on a monthly basis thereafter, alternating between European and Middle Eastern capitals, with meetings in Doha, Rome, Abu Dhabi, and Istanbul.

In general, the meetings of the Contact Group were designed to demonstrate the political will that backed the military intervention and the Libyan National Transitional Council (NTC). Although the Contact Group never exercised political control over military operations—as the French originally had hoped it would—it did provide an important source of sustained legitimacy for the operation, especially as criticism increased over the course of the summer that NATO was stretching the mandate.

On the most basic level, the meetings provided the opportunity for the rebels to gain the confidence of international actors. The Contact Group was also a forum for discussing means of strengthening the financial situation of the NTC, which needed

funds not only for military operations, but simply to keep the parts of the country it controlled up and running.\footnote{Interview with senior U.S. official, January 24, 2012.} A financial mechanism was established in June that facilitated the disbursement of aid, although making the Libyan state assets that had been frozen under UNSCR 1970 available to the NTC would take several months longer—a fact that created much frustration among the rebel leadership. It also irked the White House, where National Security Advisor Tom Donilon reportedly was extremely frustrated with the rebels’ inability to access funds that would help their cause on account of the sanctions regime set up against the Qaddafi regime.\footnote{Interview with senior White House official, February 13, 2012.}

The Contact Group also provided a forum for discussions about recognition of the rebels. President Sarkozy had recognized the NTC in early March, but his foreign ministry then attempted to walk back or “interpret” its president’s proclamation in subsequent statements. It soon became clear that recognition was a complicated and thorny legal issue.\footnote{Interviews with U.S. officials, February 13 and February 17, 2012.} In fact, many forms of recognition are possible, with certain legal criteria coming with each. It was one thing to recognize the NTC as an organization, another to recognize it as the organization that represented the rebels and yet another to recognize it as the government of Libya.\footnote{Stefan Talmon, “Recognition of the Libyan National Transitional Council,” ASIL Insights, Vol. 15, No. 16, June 16, 2011.} By July, however, sufficient confidence existed that the NTC had met the requisite requirements for the United States to recognize the group formally as the government of Libya. Many of the countries that had not yet recognized the NTC soon followed suit (see Table 2.2), expelling any remaining regime diplomats in their capitals and opening the door to further financial aid to the rebels.

**Emergence of the Western Front**

As part of their efforts to bring the operation to a quicker end, the French reportedly airdropped military equipment to rebels in the Nafusa Mountains west of Tripoli in June.\footnote{Philippe Gelie, “La France a parachuté des armes aux rebelles libyens,” Le Figaro, June 28, 2011.} The British also provided the rebels in this area with nonmilitary equipment.\footnote{David Jolly, “Britain Sends Supplies to Libyan Rebels,” New York Times, June 30, 2011.} A significant uptick in rebel activity in the area followed these insertions. Starting in July, rebel forces began making inroads along the Tunisian border, slowly wresting one small town after another from Qaddafi’s grip. In part, these victories were due to the continued defections from Qaddafi’s forces. However, they also were due to military
success, presumably aided by the addition of the French weapons and foreign advisors on the ground.80

By mid-July, it was clear that a third front, in addition to operations in the east and the territorial perimeter around Misrata, had opened in the war. The introduction of improved communications equipment allowed the rebels to increase not only their tactical effectiveness but also the strategic coordination of their attacks, which previously had been nonexistent. This represented an important strategic advance for the rebels, who now were able to apply strategic pressure on regime forces, and to do so increasingly close to the capital (see Figure 2.5).

Meanwhile, the pressure for a negotiated settlement was growing. Multiple efforts were under way throughout June and July to find a suitable plan for a ceasefire. Qaddafi insisted he wanted a ceasefire, but the rebels responded that his abdication was

---

a prerequisite for any negotiations. The fact that the International Criminal Court had now indicted Qaddafi for crimes against humanity helped legitimize the international intervention, but it further complicated efforts at a negotiated settlement by reducing the number of countries in which Qaddafi might agree to accept exile.81

Negotiation efforts by the United Nations, Russia, South Africa, France, and the United States all came to nothing. In mid-July, a U.S. team actually met at the U.S. ambassador’s residence in Tunis with members of Qaddafi’s inner circle, but that meeting turned into an emotional scene demonstrating only that, despite its difficulties on the ground, the regime had not fully accepted what was happening to it.82

---

81 Interview with senior U.S. official, February 17, 2012.

82 Interview with senior White House official, February 27, 2012; “U.S. Sends ‘Time to Go’ Message to Gaddafi,” Al Jazeera, July 19, 2011.
These negotiations dragged on nevertheless, even as rebel efforts appeared gradually to be gaining momentum in the Nafusa Mountains. In late July, reports broke that rebel military leader Abdel Fatah Younis had been murdered in Benghazi. Although the circumstances of his death remain unclear, it appeared at the time that his death was the result of inter-tribal strife and possibly retribution for repression he carried out in his role as a Qaddafi’s interior minister in the 1990s.83

The assassination came as a surprise in Washington and disheartened observers at a moment when it seemed that progress on the ground was in sight after months of stalemate.84 One advantage the rebels possessed was their relative unity. Libya’s underlying tribal and ethnic diversity was widely recognized, yet despite the largely organic and dispersed nature of the revolt, the rebels so far had been united in their fight against Qaddafi. Should they fall apart, the rebels’ chances of victory could evaporate and the possibility of a Somalia-like scenario in Libya accordingly would grow.

The NTC responded a week later by dissolving its cabinet and forming a new one. By the second week of August, however, attention was still focused on the stalemate on the ground, and on the implications that the Younis assassination would have for the future of the conflict. Meanwhile, in allied capitals, after initial hopes of a short war had been dispelled, the prevailing expectation was increasingly of a long struggle to dislodge Qaddafi from Tripoli. The rebels had been working to make inroads into the capital and prepare the way for an eventual assault, but the lengths to which Qaddafi might go to hold onto Tripoli were largely unknown. Serious concerns emerged that he might use chemical and other weapons against the population in a scorched-earth strategy.

The Fall of Tripoli

For a while, the assassination of Younis distracted attention from the gradual advance that rebels were making in the west. By August 15, however, it was clear that the advance that had started there the month before was gaining ground. On August 15, pushing east from the Nafusa Mountains, the rebels seized Zawiyah, an oil town with a key refinery only a half-hour by car from Tripoli. A back-and-forth battle with loyalist forces lodged in the refinery and regime snipers perched on rooftops continued for the next three days.85


84 Interview with senior U.S. official, March 29, 2012.

On August 20, the rebels advanced with unexpected speed on the Libyan capital. Months of work had laid the ground for immediate defections from the regime as the rebel forces advanced into Tripoli. NATO bombed heavily as the rebels advanced. Within a few days, Qaddafi’s compound was overrun and Qaddafi had fled (see Figure 2.6). At nearly the same time, rebel forces took Brega, allowing them at last to connect the eastern half of the country with Tripoli. As a result, several militias descended on the capital, taking control of key pieces of real estate that they would hold long after the war was over.\(^8^6\)

Qaddafi was still at large, but it was clear his rule was over. The pressure increased proportionately on Russia and South Africa to back the intervention. At a meeting of the Contact Group in Paris on September 1, Russia recognized the NTC. Soon

---

\(^8^6\) Multiple news reports and interviews with White House officials, February 17, 2012.
thereafter, under enormous pressure at the U.N., South Africa, which had been holding up agreement on the sanctions committee to release the frozen funds to the rebels, relented, freeing up significant financing for the NTC.87 Sarkozy, Cameron, and Secretary Clinton all visited Tripoli.

At this point, the United States was eager to bring the operation to a close, but some allies and the rebels themselves were more hesitant. Qaddafi and key members of his family, such as his son Saif, were still at large and could pose a risk to Libya’s postwar stability.88 NATO’s authorization for OUP was scheduled to expire again at the end of September. With Tripoli in the hands of the rebels, the argument could be made that the Alliance’s task was finished. The United States was eager to make a clear break, but the British, some other allies, and the rebels were concerned that if the operation ended, and the U.N. mandate ended with it, a reinsertion of forces in the event the situation deteriorated would have been difficult—if not impossible—to achieve. Moreover, the British argued, as long as civilians were threatened, the mission should continue, and as long as Qaddafi was at large, these threats were real. NATO thus renewed the authorization, and airstrikes continued into their seventh month.

The rebels eventually surrounded the holdout towns of Bani Walid and Sirte, where the remaining regime loyalists—and, presumably, Qaddafi—were holed up. After a failed attempt at negotiation, fighting resumed. The experience of the whole operation was then repeated on a smaller scale in subsequent weeks as rebels found their capabilities insufficient to take this last redoubt and NATO was unable to press the regime past the breaking point from the air.89

It was another month before the siege of Sirte and Bani Walid wore down Qaddafi. He attempted to flee on October 20, but a French fighter and a Predator struck the convoy in which he was traveling. Qaddafi sought cover in a drainpipe, but rebel troops found him, and he did not survive his capture. With the regime finished and the United States eager to call an end to the mission, NATO ended the operation on October 31.

The Impact on NATO

Afterward, several top officials hailed the intervention as a major triumph for the Alliance, especially the U.S. ambassador to NATO, Ivo Daalder, as well as NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen and SACEUR Admiral James Stavridis. There is good reason for this, as NATO had succeeded in protecting Libyan civilians and the

87 Interviews with White House officials.
88 Interview with senior U.S. official, July 9, 2012.
rebels could not have won without NATO’s involvement in the conflict. Whatever the long-term outcome in Libya, the intervention demonstrated Western support for the democratic movement across the region, and significantly increased Libyan citizens’ future prospects.

As a means of achieving these goals, the Alliance functioned reasonably well. It moved relatively fast—indeed, much faster than in past interventions—to agree on operational plans. It was efficient at integrating important non-NATO partners into the operation, and thereby increasing the operation’s overall legitimacy. While the operation might have been conducted under a coalition-of-the-willing arrangement, doing so would have been more difficult to command and control, and the challenges of integrating partners would have been significant, especially given that the United States had chosen not to play the central role.

Even though the United States contributed the most equipment and personnel to the operation, other allies also made large contributions, demonstrating that NATO has capabilities that transcend the U.S. military’s, and is more than just a “political” Alliance. The intervention was an opportunity to reinvigorate the debate about NATO’s utility and remind observers that, whatever NATO’s shortcomings, it can still be an effective instrument for the international community.

As NATO looks beyond Afghanistan, Libya is one model that deserves attention from allied leaders and military planners. Nevertheless, these positive outcomes do not mean that NATO will find it easy to repeat the Libyan success. The operation also made clear a number of Alliance shortcomings. One was allied unity. Unified Protector had the lowest participation rate of any NATO intervention in history. It was effectively a coalition of states acting within NATO, and drawing on NATO assets, to carry out a mission that some key allies would have preferred not to see happen. Germany and Poland agreed to allow the operation to go forward, but their lack of material support was an important marker of underlying divergence within the Alliance. Some of the other states that did not participate simply could not do so, but overall, allied unity was clearly lacking—especially at the outset of operations. Non-U.S. military capabilities were showcased in Libya. Yet while the operation demonstrated NATO could undertake a mission without a dominant U.S. role, it also showed how challenging this was for the Alliance.

It is important to note, however, that most of the shortfalls in NATO capabilities identified during OUP were well known prior to the operation—overall, Libya did not reveal previously hidden weaknesses in the Alliance. Similarly, the “coalition within the alliance” format offers upsides, insofar as it is indicative of a more flexible Alliance that will be better able to serve the diverse interests of its members.

Whether NATO can repeat its performance in Libya will depend to a large degree on the type of crises that develop in the near future and the impact of the ongoing European financial crisis on members’ defense budgets. Neither of these variables can be predicted with much certainty. If European states manage to emerge from their
financial crisis with defense budgets relatively unharmed to the extent that they can complete existing and planned procurement orders—for the F-35 or new tankers, for example—there will be little question that they could repeat or perhaps even increase the role that they played, given similar circumstances. If, on the other hand, the eurozone crisis accelerates the secular decline in European defense spending, or a more serious crisis arises requiring more of those capabilities that only the United States possesses, it will be difficult for NATO to employ the same model. A NATO operation would still be possible under such conditions, but the United States will have to return to its traditional dominant role within the Alliance. French operations in Mali suggest that NATO still boasts capability and will, even without major U.S. support. The 2014 crisis in Ukraine could further nudge reluctant European leaders toward higher levels of defense spending.

Still, Libya was at the outer limits of what the United States can expect from its allies, at least in the next few years. Budgetary austerity will surely mean the list of items that European states would need to acquire to reduce the United States’ role significantly from the one it played in Libya will remain long. Nevertheless, given the relative success of the operation, the experience of Libya is one the Alliance should reflect and seek to build upon.

90 For further discussion of NATO defense spending prospects, see F. Stephen Larrabee et al., NATO and the Challenges of Austerity, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-1196-OSD, 2012.

91 For elaboration on the reasons why the intervention was, on balance, a success, see Chivvis, Toppling Qaddafi.
CHAPTER THREE
The Libyan Experience

Frederic Wehrey

Introduction

On March 19, 2011, at about 4:45 p.m. local time, French fighter aircraft struck columns of Libyan tanks and vehicles advancing on Benghazi, beginning the coalition air campaign in Libya. Contrary to popular belief, the French pilots did not initiate air operations against loyalist forces in Libya. Rather, they joined a campaign that aircraft belonging to the newly formed Free Libya Air Force (Quwwat al-Jawiya al-Libya al-Hurra) already had started.

On February 21, shortly after the uprising began, Libyan air force officers at Benghazi’s Banina Air Base declared their allegiance to the revolt. Nasser Air Base, in nearby Tobruk, quickly followed suit. The defection of these bases added an aging fleet of MiG-23s, MiG-21s, and Mi-24/35s to the anti-Qaddafi struggle. On March 5, pilots from Banina began flying a variety of missions against Qaddafi forces near Ajdabiya and Ras Lanuf: close air support (CAS), maritime interdiction, reconnaissance, and at least one attempted air-to-air intercept of a loyalist fighter plane. By several accounts, they flew roughly 40 sorties from the start of the revolt until March 19. Several lost their lives, including the pilots of two MiG-23s that were shot down in the early hours of March 19—prior to the French attack—in a last-ditch effort to stop the entry of Qaddafi forces into Benghazi. In post-Qaddafi Libya, the saga of

1 Prior to the civil war, the Libyan Arab Republic air force nominally included some 130 MiG-23 Floggers of various types, 45 MiG-21 Fishbeds, 100 MiG-25 Foxbats, 50 Su-17/-20 Fitters, 30 Mirage F1s, and a handful of Su-24 Fencers and Tu-22 Blinder bombers, as well as 35 Mi-25 and Mi-35 Hind helicopter gunships. However, training and maintenance shortfalls meant that many of these aircraft were unserviceable. See International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2011, London: Routledge, March 2011, p. 321; Lindsay Peacock and Eleanor Keymer, eds., Jane’s World Air Forces, Issue 30, 2010.

2 Interview with a Libyan air force officer who planned and led the anti-Qaddafi air strikes, Benghazi, Libya, March 11 and 12, 2012; interview with a Libyan Mirage F1 pilot, Tripoli, Libya, March 7, 2012.

3 On March 19, Qaddafi forces shot down a two-seat MiG-23 on the outskirts of Benghazi. Later that day, a single-seat MiG-23 was shot down over Benghazi, possibly due to fratricide by anti-Qaddafi fighters inside the city. On April 9, an Mi-35 Hind was shot down 40 km west of Ajdabiya. A MiG-23 that was accompanying the Hind was escorted back to Banina Air Base and forced to land by NATO aircraft enforcing the no-fly zone. A
these aviators has been memorialized in billboards, museums, and numerous television tributes (see Figure 3.1).

While certainly romanticized and embellished, this early episode of the war nonetheless illustrates an important, oft-neglected aspect of the airpower story in Libya. Far from being passive beneficiaries of the NATO air campaign, Libya’s opposition forces were active participants, displaying an understanding of airpower’s effects and limitations that grew more sophisticated as the war progressed.

This chapter will explore Libyan perceptions of NATO airpower, focusing on how opposition commanders viewed the strategic, operational, and tactical effects of the air campaign in the war’s three critical fronts: the east, Misrata, and the Nafusa Mountains. It will begin by examining the important role played by former Libyan military officers, particularly air force officers, in staffing the command posts and operations rooms in Benghazi, Misrata, and Zintan. The presence of these individuals shaped the way that the opposition perceived NATO airpower. Particularly in Misrata, air force defectors played a critical role in liaising and coordinating with foreign special operations forces (described by interviewees as “advisors,” “counselors,” or “diplomats”).

Figure 3.1
“Falcons of the Revolution,” a Billboard in Benghazi Paying Tribute to Fallen Opposition Aviators

SOURCE: Author’s photograph.
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MiG-21 also crashed due to mechanical failure. Banina Air Base endured strikes by loyalist Su-24 aircraft flying from Ghurabiya near Sirte, but the munitions missed the runway and there were no casualties.

4 Prior to March 31, air strikes were carried out by NATO member states rather than NATO per se; however, Libyan interlocutors referred to Western airpower both before and after that date by its Alliance affiliation, and their impressions are recounted here using that term.

5 The news media has reported that there were also private military contractors advising the Misrata opposition. Richard Norton-Taylor and Chris Stephen, “Libya: SAS Veterans Helping NATO Identify Al-Qadhafi Targets in Misurata,” The Guardian, May 31, 2011.
This chapter draws heavily from interviews with a range of opposition commanders and fighters, defectors, and, to a lesser extent, loyalist officers in early March 2012 in Tripoli, Benghazi, Misrata, and Zintan. It generally was not possible to interview loyalist commanders—most were dead, in hiding, or in one of the militia-run prisons in Zintan or Misrata. For obvious reasons, those who remained in uniform during the war were reluctant to discuss their role in detail; retribution killings are still quite common.6

The next section will explore the opposition's perceptions in greater depth, focusing on the key mission areas of CAS, interdiction, suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), and strategic targeting. It will highlight the spectrum of opposition views regarding NATO's precision, persistence, and responsiveness, and it will assess how these dynamics affected morale and movement on the battlefield. The final section will focus more closely on the process of coordination and targeting between NATO and the opposition. It concludes with an examination of this process at work in Misrata during a pivotal moment in June 2011 when opposition forces, supported by NATO airpower and Western advisors, broke the siege and began their westward advance on Tripoli.

Libyan perspectives on the NATO campaign offer several instructive lessons. Air support frequently engendered much frustration from the opposition due to inflated expectations about what airpower could do; the limitations in NATO’s mandate and capabilities (particularly ISR assets); and disarray within the opposition’s ranks. That said, a process of operational learning occurred among opposition commanders that facilitated air-ground coordination as the war progressed.

By nearly every account, the arrival of foreign ground advisors had a transformational effect on air-ground coordination. They built trust, provided training, and corroborated targeting information provided by Libyan networks of spotters and informants that reported to the operations rooms. They helped smooth the political and regional divisions within the rebels’ ranks. They proved instrumental in major breakthroughs on the Nafusa front, Misrata, and the liberation of Tripoli. Their effectiveness suggests a new variant of the Northern Alliance model that can amplify airpower’s effects through the coordination of precision strikes, even when the military competence of indigenous forces is low or nil.

**Libyan Airpower and Air Defenses: A Hollow and Marginalized Force**

Qaddafi long had marginalized the Libyan Arab air force (LARAF). With the exception of a so-called “Guard Squadron” of MiG-23s based at Sirte, the Libyan leader

---

6 The author is grateful for the assistance of the U.S. defense attaché in Tripoli, LTC Brian Linvill, and the numerous Libyans who shared their insights. Any mistakes or omissions are the sole responsibility of the author.
distrusted his air force. As a result of this suspicion, and the cumulative effect of sanctions, its aircraft were antiquated and decrepit, its budget meager, its training unrealistic and irregular, and its facilities run down. This marginalization had important implications for understanding not only Qaddafi’s reaction to the allied air campaign, but the defection of numerous LARAF officers to the revolutionaries’ ranks, which had a far-reaching effect on air-to-ground coordination.

A Nonexistent IADS
Although NATO commanders ruled out infrastructure targeting, the coalition mounted a concerted effort to take down the regime’s C2, integrated air defense system (IADS) in Tripoli, and other strategic targets. However, in many respects, the Libyan IADS was almost nonexistent even before the campaign. “In 12 days, our air defenses were gone. We were completely blind,” conceded a Libyan air defense officer, based throughout the war at the Bir Usta al-Milad air defense site, 15 kilometers south of Tripoli. “The S-200 (SA-5) was our only effective system. We reported a 60 percent readiness on the S-200; in fact, it was only 10 percent. We were all afraid of being shot,” the officer stated.

The only real early-warning radar capability the regime possessed at the time that the air campaign began was a civilian ARSR-103D radar at Tripoli International Airport that fed data to the air defense operations room at nearby Mitiga Air Base via microwave or very high frequency (VHF). “It was not a very complete picture. And NATO eventually struck this. This was the technology of the 1960s warning against the 21st century,” said the Libyan air defense officer. In late March, shortly after the initial NATO salvo, the Qaddafi regime began trying to mobilize the entire military to confront an impending ground invasion. Even air defense officers assigned to research and logistics sections were trained in the use of rocket-propelled grenades and AK-47s. “We were told that the U.S. Marines were coming to take Qaddafi,” noted the officer.

Once the regime’s fixed air-defense sites were destroyed, it was left with 14.5mm and 23mm anti-aircraft guns and man-portable surface-to-air missiles (MANPADS) including the SA-7 Strela and SA-24 (Igla). Several of these were organic to elite units such as the 32nd Brigade. An SA-7 gunner with the 32nd Brigade, captured in the assault on Misrata, noted that once NATO had taken out the 32nd Brigade’s radar, they were effectively blind. He never fired a shot, although there were reports in Misrata of loyalist forces trying to use heat-seeking MANPADS against opposition vehicles. The 32nd Brigade also possessed a few UAVs that it used in Zawaiya and Brega. By June, these had all been lost due to malfunction or ground fire.

---

7 Interview with a Libyan air force officer and former Mirage F1 pilot, Tripoli, Libya, March 7, 2012. Much of this suspicion began after the U.S. strike on Tripoli and Benghazi in 1986, when Qaddafi blamed the Libyan air force for not protecting the country.
To confound NATO, the regime tried a number of denial and deception strategies. Its air defense operations room reportedly switched locations to a succession of civilian sites. In one instance, it moved to a hotel in Dhara, a suburb of Tripoli, which NATO struck. According to one source, the regime brought in frozen dead bodies, part of a propaganda ploy to convince the international media of collateral damage. “We all knew they were frozen bodies because the eyes were frozen out,” the source said. After the air defense site at Bir Usta al-Milad was struck, regime TV condemned it as a strike on a civilian hospital. A military hospital is located there, but the only targets struck were the logistics stores, launchers, and vehicles.

In general, observers in Tripoli were impressed with the NATO coalition’s efforts to avoid collateral damage in striking strategic and air defense targets. The air defense officer pointed out on Google Earth the damaged headquarters of the 77th Brigade near Bab al-Aziziyyah, highlighting the lack of damage to nearby civilian structures. Elsewhere, at Tajura Air Defense Overhaul Center in northeast Tripoli, NATO struck a depot of short-range “Qadrat” rockets, which started firing off into neighboring housing areas. NATO quickly restruck the area, dropping the entire roof on top of the rockets. Mistakes occurred, however. The commander of Banina Air Base wondered why the base’s early warning radar had been struck on March 20, since the base was already under opposition control and had publicly declared its allegiance to the revolution on February 21 in a televised announcement. Moreover, NATO knew that opposition planes were flying from the base because it was monitoring pilots’ flying sorties.

A “Revolt by the Air Force”

Perhaps more than is commonly recognized, the Libyan revolution was a civil war. Towns and tribes that enjoyed patronage from Qaddafi remained loyal: key examples include Bani Walid, Sirte, the Tawergha, the Warshafana, the Mashashiya, and certain neighborhoods of Tripoli such as Abu Slim. Those that had been marginalized—Misrata, Benghazi, Zawiya, Zintan, and the Suq al-Juma’ neighborhood—formed the core of the opposition. Qaddafi had long neglected and underfunded the Libyan army, fearing its potential for a coup, and it either stood on the sidelines or defected to the opposition.8 A key defection that tipped the scales in the east was that of the Benghazi-based Special Forces, the “Sa’iqa” or Lightning Brigade under General Abdel Fatah Younis. With the loss of this force, Qaddafi was left with a handful of elite praetorian units that either his sons (the 32d Brigade under Khamis al-Qaddafi) or diehard supporters commanded.

A common picture of the anti-Qaddafi rebellion is that it was a largely ad hoc, fractured, and disorganized movement, filled with enthusiastic volunteers, many with
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8 Qaddafi applied the classic model of “coup proofing” by creating competition among security institutions and ensuring that the most capable and elite units were commanded by his sons. See James T. Quinlivan, “Coup-Proofing: Its Practice and Consequences in the Middle East,” *International Security*, Vol. 24, No. 2, Fall 1999, pp. 131–165.
little or no military experience—students, day laborers, mechanics, volunteers from the Libyan diaspora, and the unemployed. To a large extent, this was the case. In the initial stages of the war, many were little more than neighborhood guard forces, organized into loose kata’ib (“brigades,” singular: katiba), ranging from 20 to 200 youths.\(^9\)

What has not been widely recognized, however, is the role of former military officers in attempting to impart coherence, organization, and discipline into the armed opposition. In each of the key fronts of the war—Benghazi, Misrata, and Zintan—the opposition formed makeshift “command centers,” or “operations rooms,” which, as time progressed, grew more sophisticated and established greater command and control over frontline forces. Former military officers and, in many cases, former LARAF officers and pilots staffed and led these centers.

In retrospect, it is easy to see why so many air force officers joined the rebels’ ranks. Air force officers’ salaries and benefits paled in comparison to elite ground units like the vaunted 32nd Brigade commanded by Khamis al-Qaddafi, the 77th Brigade guarding Qaddafi’s compound at Bab al-Azaziyah, or the “Hamza” Brigade, garrisoned near Sirte. As a former Mirage F1 pilot based at Mitiga Air Base, who defected to Zintan early in the revolution, noted: “I have a master’s degree in aeronautics and am a Mirage pilot. Why should I make less than a truck driver in the Khamis Brigade?”\(^10\) In other cases, the grievances ran much deeper. The brother of the commander of Banina Air Base was publicly executed in Benghazi in the 1980s for alleged anti-regime activity.\(^11\) Fathi Ali Bashagha, a Misratan opposition leader and former instructor pilot at the Misrata Air Force Academy, recalled an instance in the 1990s in which he and his pilot comrades were prevented for five days from using a helicopter to retrieve the body of a fellow pilot who had crashed on a training flight into a marsh near Misrata. Qaddafi had grounded all flying in the country during an Arab dignitary’s state visit to Libya.\(^12\)

Shortly after the uprising in Misrata started, officers at the Misrata Air Force Academy defected to the opposition en masse, sabotaging the Galeb trainer aircraft and Hind helicopters at the base. As noted, Banina Air Base defected as well. In the
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9 The disorganization and fractured nature of the opposition has been widely reported in the press. C. J. Chivers has called the Nafusa-based opposition “a guerrilla force that acts less like a coherent structure than a network of pickup fighting clubs.” (“Lack of Coordination Hampers Libya’s Rebels,” The New York Times, July 21, 2011.) In Misrata, a member of the opposition noted: “In the beginning it was just total chaos. There were three hundred fronts. Three guys would form a neighborhood Katiba; they were just shooting at whatever was in front of them. Finally in June, there were three fronts or sectors (West, South and East). The kata’ib reported to a sector commander, which reported to the operations center, where the French and British were.” In Benghazi, there was similar disorganization early in the conflict.

10 Interview with a Libyan air force officer and Zintan-based opposition commander, Tripoli, March 10, 2012.

11 Interview with a Libyan air force officer based at Banina who planned and led anti-Qaddafi strikes, March 12, 2012.

12 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
west, many officers at Tripoli’s Mitiga Air Base fled to the Nafusa Mountains.\textsuperscript{13} Many Misratans recalled the story of ‘Ali Hadith al-Obeidi, an air force general who defected from Mitiga Air Base and walked for nearly two weeks to join the opposition in Misrata; he was later killed in the assault on Zlitan.\textsuperscript{14} As a result, it is not surprising that for many interviewees, the February 17 uprising was, in many respects, a revolt by the air force.\textsuperscript{15}

A number of ex-LARAF officers played pivotal roles in the opposition. Salah Badi, who helped form the first military committee inside Misrata in the early days of the war and who later became an operational commander, was a former pilot.\textsuperscript{16} The commander of the Misrata opposition’s operations room, Colonel Muhammad ‘Abd al-Jawad, was a former operations room chief at the Misrata Air Base. Bashaagha was the main interlocutor between NATO and the Misratan opposition.\textsuperscript{17} Roughly 100 other ex-military officers and soldiers augmented these officers, including Salim Juwha, a former artillery officer, who played a critical role in commanding the western sector of Misrata.

In the Nafusa Mountains, the air force officers had a similarly robust presence. In early March, the region’s various militias coalesced under the umbrella of the Western Region Military Council, which the National Transitional Council and General Younis had recognized. Led by General Mukhtar Fernana, a former army logistics officer, its “operations centers” in Zintan and Nalut were staffed by roughly a dozen former air force officers who played a similarly important role in liaising with coalition advisors.\textsuperscript{18} Among the most important was Colonel Jumma’ Mdhakim, a former pilot, who coordinated all airstrikes with the advisors.\textsuperscript{19}

In the east, as noted above, the opposition benefited from the presence of the Banina Air Base. Officers from Banina filled the staff of Younis and helped coordinate requests for air support from opposition forces in Ajdabiya, before start of the NATO campaign.\textsuperscript{20} Once the liberation of the east was complete, Banina Air Base played an important role as a collection point for shipments of relief aid, weapons, and mate-

\textsuperscript{13} Interview with a Libyan air force officer and Zintan-based opposition commander, Tripoli, Libya, March 10, 2012.
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\textsuperscript{20} Interview with a Libyan air force officer based at Banina who planned and led anti-Qaddafi strikes, March 12, 2012.
rial to the besieged city of Misrata.\textsuperscript{21} Given these varied roles, it earned the nickname among several interlocutors as the “Fourth Wheel of the Revolution”—the other three being Benghazi, Misrata, and Zintan.\textsuperscript{22}

As NATO increased its air-to-ground coordination, particularly after the arrival of foreign advisors at Misrata and Zintan, these individuals were in a unique position to shape the application of airpower by interfacing with NATO member states and informing frontline troops about what airpower could and couldn’t do. In managing the opposition’s battlespace, they reconnoitered targets, as the war progressed, and worked closely with foreign advisors on the ground to call in airstrikes and conduct battle damage assessment (BDA). As will be discussed below at length, these dynamics were especially apparent in Misrata, which mounted the most effective and coordinated opposition to Qaddafi’s military.

It is also important to note that the Western allies had longstanding relationships with several of these defecting officers—from both the air force and army—through attaché and security cooperation activities. In the United States’ case, the Department of Defense had established an Office of Security Cooperation (OSC) at the Defense Attaché Office (DAO) in the U.S. Embassy in Tripoli starting in 2008, following Qaddafi’s rapprochement with the West. The scope of the cooperation between Libyan armed forces and the United States should not be overstated; much of it was focused on exchange visits, English-language instruction, spare parts, and very rudimentary professional military education (PME). In several cases, this outreach was conducted with individuals who would fight to the very end for Qaddafi. Despite this, the personal relationships established between DAO personnel and several of these officers who defected to the opposition ranks would prove crucial to coordinating NATO operations with opposition ground forces.

\textbf{Between Awe and Exasperation: Perceptions of NATO Airpower}

Impressions of NATO’s airpower spanned a broad gamut among the Libyan opposition. For many, bereft of military experience or an understanding of modern warfare, airstrikes assumed a mystical, otherworldly quality. “It was like magic for them, especially when the advisors were on the ground,” noted a Western military officer who interfaced extensively with opposition leaders. “Some guy talks into a radio or pushes a button, and the tank in front of them goes ‘boom!’”\textsuperscript{23} A Misratan commander stated:
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“Many of our young fighters didn’t believe it was NATO that was causing the explosions because they never heard the jet.”24 Consequently, inflated expectations arose about what airpower could achieve, as well as excessive frustration with what it wasn’t achieving. Helicopter support against ground forces was in high demand, and many interviewees were frustrated that the platform was not deployed more frequently, particularly in the Nafusa and in Misrata.

That said, as the war progressed, the opposition developed a more nuanced understanding of airpower, as well as the limitations placed on NATO because of its mandate. As Misrata’s military planner noted:

> We knew NATO was slow for several reasons. It didn’t trust us, because early on it didn’t have people on the ground. NATO was under tremendous pressure not to make a mistake. It had too much data and information from across the country. And it had to balance strategic and tactical targets. Finally, we knew that NATO is a committee. We had to explain to our youth the nature of [UNSCR] 1973 ... that it was meant to protect civilians. And if you have a gun in your hand, you are not a civilian.25

In general, though, the opposition perceived NATO airpower with a mix of awe, appreciation, ambivalence, and exasperation. This was particularly evident in each of NATO’s mission roles throughout the campaign, particularly CAS and interdiction. Due to inflated expectations about NATO acting as the “rebels’ air force,” opposition commanders expected strikes against dynamic and mobile targets to be more responsive and timely. In the Nafusa, there was particularly criticism regarding the interdiction of loyalist forces early in the campaign. Despite this, a unifying thread throughout the interviews was the enormous psychological boost provided by NATO support and the transformative effect of ground advisors on facilitating precision strikes.

**Close Air Support and Interdiction**

Many interlocutors across Libya held enormous respect and admiration for NATO’s precision, at the level of both CAS26 and interdiction. An opposition commander fighting near Brega recalled the pinpoint destruction of enemy tanks outside the city: “It
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24 Interview with a Misratan opposition commander, Tripoli, Libya, June 30, 2012. With few exceptions, none of the interviewees in this study could identify types of aircraft or specific munitions, nor could they distinguish between fixed-wing and helicopter strikes, with the exception of the Misratan assault through Dafniya, when Apaches were present.

25 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.

26 In Operation Unified Protector “close air support” missions were flown against Libyan regime forces that were firing into civilian areas, rather than in direct support of Libyan rebel forces per se.
was like somebody had opened the hatch of the tank and dropped a bomb in.”

In the Nafusa, a fighter manning a defensive trench in southern Zintan marveled at the destruction of Qaddafi troops and equipment less than one hundred meters away, “as if somebody was drawing a line through them with a pencil.”

In Misrata, a key opposition commander—and a former artillery officer—pointed to three important effects of the NATO campaign in not only saving the city, but enabling the Misratans to break the siege and push toward Tripoli:

1. **Disrupting command and control.** He noted that the early disruption of the Libyan command and control facilities meant that Qaddafi was unable to effectively organize and mass his forces. Qaddafi could not coordinate concentrated firepower at key junctures in the battle for the city. This was particularly true for his armored forces.

2. **Interdicting reinforcements.** There was general frustration in Misrata about the ability of NATO to provide close air support in the early days of the urban fight, when Qaddafi had entered the city and was controlling its key thoroughfare, Tripoli Street. That said, the commander praised NATO’s interdiction of reinforcements to Misrata, arriving from Sirte, Sabha, Zlitan, and Bani Walid. This proved crucial in leveling the playing field in Misrata, particularly after artillery and Grad rockets arrived to the opposition-controlled Misrata port via Benghazi.

3. **Keeping Misrata’s port open.** On this note, many Misratans praised NATO for keeping the port open; this was a crucial outlet for Misratans to receive reinforcements, artillery, and much-needed humanitarian supplies.

A participant in the June offensive toward Dafniya that broke the siege described rolling airstrikes that moved with advancing rebels, with Western advisors providing careful guidance. Pointing to a map, he showed how NATO support enabled the right flank of the Misratan assault to encircle and envelop Qaddafi forces. In other instances, airpower proved decisive in shifting the tide of a tactical engagement in the city. In Misrata, an opposition commander recalled the destruction of a 155mm howitzer as enabling the defeat of loyalist troops and auxiliaries from Tawherga attempting to seize control of a flour granary in the industrial, northeastern part of the city. According to many eyewitnresses, this was a key intervention that enabled the Misratans to seize a critical target that was essential to sustaining their fighters and civilian
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29 Interview with a Misratan opposition commander, Misrata, Libya, June 29, 2012.
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population.31 One commander speculated that the strike was completely ad hoc and unplanned—an example of dynamic targeting in which the pilot spotted a target of opportunity.32

Some targets acquired an almost-legendary status because of the precise degree of destruction. Virtually every Misratan knows about the Suk Afriqi (African Market), a covered market on Tripoli Street where loyalist forces had camouflaged three T-72 tanks. NATO struck the tanks through the roof of the market, eliciting awe from many observers. “Three tanks and three holes,” marveled one fighter (Figure 3.2).33

In Libya’s west, however, the picture was different. From February through late May, NATO deployed few assets to this theater, which elicited frequent protestations and anger from opposition commanders. In an interview, the commander of Nafusa opposition forces, General Mukhtar Fernana, angrily demanded to know why Apache helicopters or A-10s were not deployed to the west for close air support and, especially, interdiction.34 This was particularly frustrating for the Nafusa opposition, since Qaddafi had few military units in the region prior to the revolution. According to one

![Figure 3.2](source: Author's photograph.)

**Figure 3.2**
**Destroyed T-72 Tanks in the African Market, Misrata**
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31 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
32 Interview with the head of Misrata’s Engineer Support Unit, Tripoli, Libya, June 30, 2012.
33 Interview with a former opposition fighter based in Abu Slim neighborhood, Tripoli, Libya, March 13, 2012.
34 Interview with General Mukhtar Milad Fernana, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
source, only one Grad rocket unit and a security brigade were garrisoned at Gharyan.\textsuperscript{35} Throughout the early stages of the revolt, Qaddafi was able to reinforce these units with impunity, ferrying troops and armor from Tripoli and accessing ammunition depots in the area that were untouched by NATO strikes. According to Fernana’s operations officer, the head of the Jadu Military Council:

> NATO waited too long to destroy the depots . . . Qaddafi was able to resupply. It was killing our people. In the East, NATO was attacking convoys, but not in the West. Why? If NATO had hit the storage depots at Zintan, Mizdah, Gharyan and Azaziyah earlier, it would have lowered our casualty rate.\textsuperscript{36}

According to Fernana, the scarcity of NATO airpower effectively stalled the Nafusa offensive once it had liberated the mountain towns of Zintan, Yafran, Wazin, Nalut, and Kikla. Without airpower, the opposition was unable to move out of the foothills and into the plains north of the Nafusa. Instead, it began fortifying its positions, digging an elaborate, 75-kilometer trench network that stretched from Zintan to Rajban and Jadu.\textsuperscript{37} Of course, there were other reasons as well for the stalemate, not the least of which was the opposition’s own logistical problems, lack of organization, and shortage of ammunition. Another member of the Western Region Military Council effectively acknowledged this, stating that the pause in the offensive was necessary to regroup and train many of the volunteers with no military background. It was during this period that Arab and western advisors arrived, along with shipments of air-dropped weapons and equipment.\textsuperscript{38} As the next section will discuss, NATO stepped up its CAS during the next phase of the opposition advance into the lowland towns and villages below the Nafusa.

At the same time, there was recognition of the limits of NATO’s airpower, particularly in densely populated urban areas. This understanding was particularly evident among the planners and coordinators with military backgrounds. General Younis told Banina Air Base that Qaddafi forces had to be stopped before Benghazi; once inside the city, airpower would be useless against the loyalists.\textsuperscript{39} The commander of Misrata’s
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\textsuperscript{39} Interview with a Libyan air force officer based at Banina who planned and led anti-Qaddafi strikes, March 12, 2012.
Military Council exhorted his colleagues to push the enemy outside the city’s environs, “otherwise we will be just like Zawiya”—a reference to a coastal city west of Tripoli that Qaddafi forces had occupied en masse, negating the application of airpower.

The problem was compounded when loyalists began using civilian vehicles and “technicals” (civilian truck-mounted weapons) identical to those that the opposition deployed. In the later stages of the Misrata campaign, opposition commanders realized NATO was powerless to stop the shelling of the harbor from nearby Tawergha because Qaddafi forces, camouflaged in civilian vehicles, had ensconced their artillery teams near a mosque and inside schools. In the Nafusa, a commander involved in the initial assault on al-Azaiyin—known as the “key to Tripoli”—noted that the presence of loyalist forces disguised as civilians meant that “NATO couldn’t help. It was our problem, and we had to do it on our own.”

This recognition, however, did not dampen the frequent frustration with what some opposition sources perceived as an excessively cautious, risk-averse strategy. A senior Misratan commander criticized NATO’s aversion to striking mobile targets within the city itself, particularly at the height of close-quarter fighting. In particular, he referred to the repeated but unsuccessful rebel pleas for NATO to strike the Tamin Building (Figure 3.3). This building, the highest point in Misrata overlooking the frontline zone of Tripoli Street, was a notorious sniper’s nest and the most contested structure in the city. During a single day, snipers from the building reportedly killed 20 Misratan civilians and fighters.

**Persistence and Responsiveness**

One of the most common criticisms in discussing close air support or interdiction was NATO’s sporadic operations tempo and its inability to respond quickly to fast-moving events on the ground. At the strategic level, the fluctuation in tempo was particularly acute in Tripoli. One observer argued the shift from Odyssey Dawn to Unified Protector created a lull in airstrikes that left many Tripoli residents confused and angry. “Everyone thought the regime would be finished if you had just kept going,” said a Libyan air defense officer. “Libyan state TV was saying that the regime had reached a deal with the U.S. over oil and that Washington had pulled out of the war.” Another interlocutor noted that early in the campaign, NATO was bombing Tripoli two to three times a day. “Then it stopped, and we were angry.”
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In the West, people frequently expressed frustration that NATO would strike one or two targets of opportunity—tanks or artillery—and then disappear for days. “The Qaddafi forces would scatter and then reappear,” noted the head of the Jadu Military Council. “We were very angry. There were 40 or 50 Grads, and tanks—all out in the open. We were very upset.”

Similar concerns were heard in Misrata about NATO’s tempo and, especially, its ability to restrike targets and adapt to a fluid and dynamic situation. In general, Misratans believed that the effectiveness of Qaddafi’s artillery and Grad barrages against the city was limited because of NATO’s overflight. In many cases, the barrages were not adjusted for accuracy because, fearing airstrikes, loyalist troops would “shoot and scoot.” That said, Misratans perceived NATO was only targeting artillery or heavy weaponry that was suspected of shelling civilians; it did not intervene when opposition forces were directly engaged with loyalist forces. At least one commander noted the Misratans used short, probing actions to provoke Qaddafi’s forces into firing sustained barrages so that NATO would have enough time to acquire the target.

In other instances, it appeared that Qaddafi’s artillery units were able to adjust their barrages to the rhythm of NATO flights. “Their artillery salvos would come in 30- to 40-minute bursts,” said a Misrata-based opposition planner and field com-
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45 Interview with the chief of the Jadu Military Council, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
mander. “They seemed to know when NATO wasn’t there.” A commander of the city’s defenses pointed out that defending and holding captured territory from counterattack was exceedingly difficult. His forces lacked heavy weapons, possessing only 80mm mortars, 14.5mm and 23mm anti-aircraft guns, recoilless rifles, and a few MILAN anti-tank weapons. The planner said that as a result of these shortages:

A big problem was defending our positions from counter-attack. We would drive away Qaddafi forces with the help of NATO airpower. And then the Qaddafi units would quickly regroup and counterattack. Most of our casualties were from the Qaddafi counter-offensives, when NATO didn’t re-attack to support us.

In the east, the picture was different. Opposition forces converging on Sirte after the fall of Tripoli were quick to praise NATO’s relentless, “day-and-night” bombing of Sirte’s Neighborhood Two, where Qaddafi was (correctly) suspected of hiding. The commander of a katiba from Benghazi noted that sustained helicopter strikes on Brega “shifted the balance” for the opposition forces.

Collateral Damage and Friendly Fire
Opposition perceptions of collateral damage from NATO strikes present a mixed picture. In multiple instances, opposition interlocutors admitted mistakes. The indiscipline and overzealousness of young volunteers, combined with poor communication or ineffective lines of command, frequently resulted in kata’ib straying into NATO’s line of fire. On the eastern front of Misrata, after the loyalist Hamza Brigade starting using “technicals,” or improvised fighting vehicles, to harass the city’s defenders, French warplanes began striking near the Qasr al-Ahmed harbor. Misrata’s operations room warned the kata’ib about the no-go zone, but several crossed this line, directly disobeying orders. French strikes killed eight troops. A similar dynamic was at work in the Nafusa Mountains. In the battle for Ghazaya, a strategic town in the foothills that was regarded as the “key to Gharyan,” a group of kata’ib breached the opposition front and were killed by a NATO strike. According to one planner, their action was a blatant violation of orders.
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In several cases, young fighters believed a rumor circulating that NATO was deliberately allowing Qaddafi forces to flee with their vehicles and tanks. Full of exuberance, they crossed the front lines into the no-go zones to attempt to capture the equipment and cut off the loyalists’ escape. In the western mountain region, one interlocutor attributed a cultural component to this dynamic, rooted in the Nafusa’s tribal code of warfare. “In our culture, you have to capture your enemy’s weapons or he will use them again against you,” he said. In one case, an opposition fighter captured a tank and drove it back toward the opposition lines with the gun turret still facing forward toward his comrades. NATO quickly struck the tank. In other cases, command and control was a problem. Simply not enough radios or phones were available to control the scattershot movements of dispersed kata’ib.

When Qaddafi forces starting using technical vehicles, friendly-fire casualties increased. Western advisors and interlocutors advised the rebels to begin marking the hoods and roofs of their vehicles. In the early stages of this tactic, it was simply a painted “N.” When Qaddafi’s troops started copying this, the opposition switched to painting their hoods with a yellow or orange fluorescent paint. Later, when regime forces began copying these colors, the opposition used flags fastened to the hoods of their vehicles, with the colors of these flags announced hours before an assault. Later, the British gave a laser beacon to kata’ib commanders, usually the lead vehicle in a group of ten or so.

In the wake of these strikes, opposition commanders often were reluctant to publicize mistakes. In some cases, they never told NATO about an errant strike for fear that NATO would stand down operations for the next three or four days. In others, fears arose that the regime would exploit the mistake for propaganda purposes. In Tripoli, for example, a katiba commander described an instance in which a NATO strike had demolished an apartment bloc in Tripoli’s Suq al-Jumma’ neighborhood. The residents, guided by an underground katiba, quickly hid the bomb fragments.
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The Psychological Impact of Airpower

Aside from the kinetic effects of CAS, interdiction, and SEAD, NATO airpower exerted a powerful psychological impact on both opposition and loyalist morale, though it is difficult to measure its effects. At critical points in the battle, NATO airpower had a fortifying effect on opposition resolve. Although Misratans frequently complained about the lack of airpower support in the city, they nonetheless felt that NATO’s airpower would enable them to eventually triumph; several interlocutors predicted that it would be only a matter of time. A Misratan military planner tearfully recalled the first NATO strike outside the city:

> Throughout March, NATO was not active. There were tanks moving everywhere, shelling us. I thought, “What the hell are these people [NATO] doing?” But then on March 19th, NATO hit the Misrata Air Base. It was a sign that we were not forgotten, that our children might live. It was a lifejacket thrown to a drowning man.60

Similar sentiments were heard in Zintan. With the passage of the U.N. Security Council resolution authorizing the no-fly zone, a Nafusa-based fighter recalled his *kata’ib* firing precious ammunition into the night sky. “We knew that once Qaddafi no longer had planes, we would win, eventually,” he said. “We are mountain fighters, after all.”61

Airpower also had an apparently deleterious effect on loyalist morale and cohesion, although this, too, is difficult to gauge precisely. In Misrata and Brega, oppositionists reported on the frayed nerves of captured artillery crews due to NATO’s persistent bombardment and overflight. At an observation post in Jadu, the highest point in the Nafusa, one recalled seeing Qaddafi artillery and armor crews scattering at the sound of a jet.62 A Tomahawk strike on Ghurdabiya reportedly caused several loyalist pilots to defect to Benghazi. Even within the “elite” 32nd Brigade, morale appears to have faltered under the pressure of NATO’s airstrikes. Soldiers were deprived of contact from the outside world; their cell phones and satellite phones were taken away.63 Many refused to fire during the sieges of Misrata and Zintan, and later were found executed inside their tanks or lined up beside their artillery pieces.64

NATO psychological operations (PSYOP) were generally viewed with favor, although it again was difficult to assess actual effects. A Libyan military officer described the experience of a relative who fled his house near the SA-6 battery at Ayn

60 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
61 Interview with the chief of the Jadu Military Council, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
62 Interview with a Jadu-based opposition fighter, Tripoli, Libya, March 6, 2012.
63 Interview with a former Libyan air defense gunner with the 32nd Brigade, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
64 Interview with the chief of the Zintan Military Council, Zintan, Libya, March 15, 2012.
Zara after seeing leaflets emblazoned with attacking helicopters descend on the area. In Tripoli, residents recalled hearing a radio program from NATO “with some guy with an Iraqi accent speaking beautiful Arabic.” Misratans pointed to leaflets distributed in regime holdouts in Sirte as inducing defections, although it is difficult to corroborate this (Figure 3.4).

Aside from these psychological effects, a number of myths arose among Libyans regarding NATO. First, as noted, they believed that NATO was deliberately not targeting Qaddafi personnel, only equipment and armor. Much of this, undoubtedly, had to do with the perception that NATO was trying to calibrate its operations with its mandate under UNSCR 1973. Added to this, the rumor persisted that NATO had developed a special “sound missile” (sarukh sawti) that would scare Qaddafi forces into leaving their artillery pieces and armor, without actually destroying

Figure 3.4
A NATO PSYOP Leaflet Dropped on Sirte

SOURCE: Author’s photograph from the Misrata Military Museum.
NOTE: Text warns loyalist holdouts that the “previous regime of Qaddafi no longer rules Libya. There are now two choices before you: fighting or peace.”
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equipment.\textsuperscript{65} Similarly, many interlocutors in Misrata believed NATO was dropping fuel-air explosives on African mercenaries fighting for Qaddafi. Finally, nearly every Misratan remains convinced that NATO or the United States shot down \textit{Scud} missiles fired into Misrata from Sirte in late August, despite official denials from the Department of Defense.\textsuperscript{66}

\section*{Targeting and Coordination with NATO}

It is important to note that opposition forces did not merely try to adapt their strategies and movements to NATO’s air campaign, but rather tried to directly influence its targeting process. What is not widely known is that oppositionists across the country formed a complex network of spotters, informants, forward observers, and battle damage assessors. Anyone with a cell phone, Google Earth, Skype, Twitter, or email was in a position to report—and all of these conduits were used to pass coordinates, pictures, and other data. As the war progressed, the quality of the reporting improved. According to one Misratan observer, “First it was the general area, then GPS, and then Google Earth. I personally never reported anything unless I had someone put eyes on the target.”\textsuperscript{67} The problem that mission planners faced, therefore, was not a shortage of targeting information, but a flood of it. The challenge was vetting the sources, corroborating the data with other collection platforms, transforming it into intelligence, and then determining what was actionable.

This learning was evident in the “operations rooms” set up in the war’s major fronts—Benghazi, Misrata, and the western Nafusa Mountains—and frequently staffed by officers who had defected from the Libyan armed forces. These facilities managed the collection of intelligence on both fixed and mobile targets from networks of Libyan informants, tracked the movement of rebel forces via relatively sophisticated order-of-battle displays, and passed target coordinates to NATO member states. That said, divisions and competition within the rebels’ ranks hindered their effectiveness: In Benghazi, for instance, Qatari and Emirati forces’ separate operations rooms reportedly did not communicate or share information with one another, or with a rear-area operations cell in Dubai, UAE, that British personnel created and that AFRICOM later staffed.

The path of data often took a convoluted course. As an example, early in the campaign, frustrated observers in Zintan were passing the coordinates of ammunition

\textsuperscript{65} Interview with a Malta- and Misrata-based opposition coordinator, Tripoli, Libya, March 8, 2012.


\textsuperscript{67} Interview with a Malta- and Misrata-based opposition coordinator, Tripoli, Libya, March 8, 2012.
depots via SMS to a Misratan intermediary based in Malta, who then Skyped the coordinates and images to NATO member personnel in Germany or Italy. At the same time, these Zintani observers were sending the data to the operations room in Benghazi. But according to several interviewees, Zintan and Benghazi deeply distrusted each other, with the belief among many in the Nafusa that Benghazi was trying to monopolize its access to NATO assets and communication lines. Similar distrust was evident between the operations rooms in Misrata and the Nafusa.

Among Libyan spotters and observers, individual NATO member countries developed reputations for the responsiveness to targeting inputs. For example, the impression of one Libyan rebel forward observer in Misrata was that “the French were everywhere and the easiest to work with. They never asked questions like, ‘Where did you get this?’ They just took the data and said ‘Thank you.’ The British were the best. The people who worked with the British had 50 to 60 percent of their targets hit.”

Given this cycle, it is not surprising that many targets of opportunity were missed. It would typically take four to five days for action to be taken in response to information from a Libyan informant. In some cases, the ponderousness of the process and convoluted chain had dire consequences for operational movements of opposition forces. This was particularly true early in the war, when Benghazi was the only conduit to the NATO powers. As Mukhtar Fernana, the commander of opposition forces in the Nafusa, related:

Early in the war, I had planned attack on Zintan storage depot . . . The NTC in Benghazi said go ahead. Then, when I was a few kilometers away, they said ‘Turn back. NATO will strike this.’ I couldn’t just turn around everyone so quickly. Then NATO never struck it—only three months later. The thuwwar (opposition fighters) came back to me angry, saying I was a traitor, I failed them.

The lack of trust and communication between the intervening countries and the opposition became clear during these early weeks and months. This was felt especially in the Nafusa. Several interlocutors believed NATO’s hesitation was because the Alliance was unsure of the opposition’s composition, particularly with regard to the possible inclusion of al Qaeda elements. With the arrival of foreign advisors, much of this suspicion seems to have dissipated. A Zintan-based fighter noted that “once [they] came over to see us from Tunisia, that all changed. They found out who we were, and

68 Interview with a Malta- and Misrata-based opposition coordinator, Tripoli, Libya, March 8, 2012.
69 Interview with General Mukhtar Milad Fernana, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
70 Interview with a Malta- and Misrata-based opposition coordinator, Tripoli, Libya, March 8, 2012.
71 Interview with a Libyan air force officer and Zintan-based opposition commander, Tripoli, Libya, March 10, 2012.
72 Interview with General Mukhtar Milad Fernana, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
things got better.” 73 The targeting picture in the Nafusa also improved immeasurably once foreign advisors arrived; for the first time, the region had a direct line to Alliance members. “Once [they] arrived, we started hitting 80 to 90 percent of the targets we identified.”74

This is not to say that the relationship with the foreign advisors was without friction or miscommunication. According to Mukhtar Fernana, the advisors “delayed us more than helped us. They were always imposing a line, saying ‘stop here, don’t go here.’ They never gave us a reason. Meanwhile, Qaddafi’s troops were retreating or withdrawing.”75 That said, other sources from Zintan described NATO airpower as a critical component in the offensive on Bir Ghanim, a town strategically located midway between Zawiyah and al-Aziziya. Once the offensive reached Bir Ghanim, it moved forward to al-Azaziyah, to Zawiyah, and then on to Tripoli. Advisors reportedly moved with the opposition as it seized these strategic, lowland towns. At the same time, by late 2011, NATO had finally struck the ammo and storage depots in Gharyan, Mizdah, and al-Azaziyah, which further depleted the loyalist forces’ capabilities.

In Misrata, sources describe the arrival of foreign advisors in the besieged city as having an even greater transformative effect on the target-coordination process. Although much of the details remain unknown, a period of intense collaboration reportedly occurred between NATO members and the opposition that preceded the actual arrival of Western advisors to Libya. According to several sources, the leadership of the Misratan opposition met with a senior NATO commander on board the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle sometime in May. “The first thing he told us,” recalled one participant, “is that we are not attacking the Libyan people.”76

In April, the first advisors arrived, staying only for a short period. By mid-May, three or four additional advisors had arrived, maintaining a constant presence.77 According to one planner, they reportedly traveled around the front lines incessantly, exposing themselves on numerous occasions to fire. Despite this, trust-building was still a lengthy process. “They didn’t trust us at first,” said a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander. “They were always double-checking our data against their maps. We started taking our informants directly to [them] or letting them talk to them via Skype.”78 According to a Misrata commander, these advisors were focused primarily on the eastern front and the Misratan assault on Tawergha. Their role was

73 Interview with the chief of the Zintan Military Council, Zintan, Libya, March 15, 2012.
74 Interview with a Libyan air force officer and Zintan-based opposition commander, Tripoli, Libya, March 10, 2012.
75 Interview with General Mukhtar Milad Fernana, Tripoli, Libya, March 14, 2012.
76 Interview with a Misrata opposition commander, Misrata, Libya, June 29, 2012.
77 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
78 Interview with a Misrata-based opposition planner and field commander, Misrata, Libya, March 13, 2012.
described as three-fold: “to coordinate NATO attacks on fixed targets before a Misratan assault; to prevent reinforcements from flowing in to the area; and to provide air cover.”

By early June, more advisors arrived, focusing on the western/Dafniya front. Misratans had a more favorable first impression of them. “We became friends in two or three days; they were eating our food with us and always traveling with us to the front,” noted a Misrata-based opposition commander. They also were the most proactive in planning for an offensive out of the city. “When [they] came, we started to act,” said the commander. “We had a meeting with them in June and they told us, ‘You must start your offensive [out of the city] before Ramadan’” in July. During this period, other advisors were in the city’s operations room, coordinating logistics. By September, when Misratans joined in the assault on Sirte, at least four nations had small numbers of advisors on the ground. According to a Misratan present in the assault, the countries’ teams were “competing” with each other for strikes; “they each had their own program and priorities.”

According to Misratan accounts, the advisors were using a range-finding device “like a video camera,” with a large, touch-screen viewfinder that provided range and coordinates. The coordinates subsequently were called in to command centers via radio or satellite phone—Misratan witnesses stated the advisors did not have direct links to aircraft. In many cases, though, the response time between the ground observers’ fixing on a particular target and a strike was described as “minutes.” In describing ground-to-air coordination in the breakout toward Dafniya, a Misratan commander stated, “NATO was covering our advance.” At the same time, a perception existed that advisors were working directly with their planes, because the response time was so much more rapid than during early NATO operations in the siege of Misrata.

For their part, the opposition relied on an order-of-battle planning tool it had begun developing and populating shortly after the start of hostilities in early March. By the time the advisors arrived, Misrata already had a fairly sophisticated picture of the battlespace and, compared to Benghazi or the Nafusa, a well-defined system of command and control. This invariably helped NATO airstrikes support the western offensive of Misratan forces—a decisive turning point that would shift the tide of the entire war. The screenshot in Figure 3.5 depicts that pivotal moment when opposition forces broke through loyalist lines west of Misrata and began advancing through an area of farmlands known as Dafniya. The white figures represent opposition kata’ib (brigades). Red markers denote hostile forces, including troop concentrations, artillery,

79 Interview with a Misrata opposition commander, Misrata, Libya, June 29, 2012.
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82 Interview with a Misrata opposition commander, Misrata, Libya, June 29, 2012. NATO air commanders, however, characterize the situation differently, since their mandate was one of protecting civilians.
Grad rockets, radar, anti-aircraft artillery (AAA), and armor. The map also plots civilian sites such as mosques, schools, and residences. The yellow markers denote targets that were reported via informants, verified with the Global Positioning System (GPS) by Misrata’s operations room, and passed to NATO at first via Skype/email/Twitter and later through the foreign advisors. The blue line represents the westernmost front of Misrata’s defenses prior to June. Road barricades and checkpoints are clearly marked. West of the red line adjacent to the blue line was a no-go zone prior to the June offensive, denoting an area of NATO strikes. The elongated area outlined in red just west of that line, in the area of open fields, was described as a free-fire zone.83

The actual flow of forces in the offensive was not always precisely coordinated with airpower. According to the commander of the Dafniya front, the advance from Misrata, across Dafniya, to Zlitan took nearly three months, with the opposing forces arrayed across a 7-kilometer-long front, sometimes no more than 300 meters apart. He

83 Chris Stephen, “Libya Rebels Advance into Nato Bombing Path,” The Guardian, June 14, 2011. The article notes that rebel commanders “say NATO has told them to treat the existing frontline as a ‘red line’ beyond which they should not move, so that the alliance can bomb anything it sees in the territory beyond.”
recalled several instances of poor communication, even with the advisors present. He noted that in mid-June, a typical opposition assault would be preceded by the following pattern of air and artillery support: from 0200 to 0500, helicopters would attack; from 0500 to 0700, fighter aircraft would strike; from 0700 to 0730, the opposition would fire Grad salvos. Then the Misratans would move. On one occasion, having prepared for a morning assault, the helicopter and fighter support never arrived, and instead the Hamza Brigade subjected opposition positions to withering artillery and Grad salvos. The three-story observation post where the Misratan commanders and their advisors were based came under attack from artillery rounds; its occupants had to beat a hasty retreat. One advisor “was very upset and started cursing at NATO,” the commander recalled.84

Press reports suggest further problems in coordinating the advance. In mid-June, errant PSYOP leaflets bearing the picture of an attacking Apache helicopter fell directly on opposition forces in Dafniya when they were clearly meant for Qaddafi forces based in neighboring Zlitan. The opposition reportedly had halted its advance, pulling back from their positions 10 kilometers east of Zlitan. A young field commander whom Reuters interviewed wondered, “Qaddafi’s forces are far away. Is it logical that NATO has no idea we took those positions?” A fighter further west radioed in: “They dropped the leaflets right on us.” At the command post, the opposition leader wondered, “Do I go back or do I go forward? Is it [the leaflet] for Qaddafi or for us?”85

Conclusion

This chapter has canvassed a broad spectrum of Libyan voices to assess Libyan perceptions of coalition and NATO airpower. It started with the premise that the country’s anti-Qaddafi fighters were more active participants and collaborators in the air campaign than is commonly assumed. Much of this was rooted in defectors from the Libyan army and air force playing a pivotal role in shaping the opposition’s strategy and interaction with NATO—a role that has not been widely acknowledged.

Based on these observations, a number of findings emerge. First, opposition interlocutors were nearly unanimous in their appreciation for the campaign’s strategic impact. Interviewees from a broad range of backgrounds—frontline fighters, air defense officers, commanders, and civilian bystanders—spoke of NATO’s capabilities with awe. Intervention from the air proved crucial to stopping Qaddafi’s advance into Benghazi, enabling the opposition to establish a base of operations. In the war’s
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pivotal battle—the siege of Misrata—airpower had a limited direct effect on the street fighting that raged when Qaddafi’s forces occupied nearly three-quarters of the city from March to late May. But airpower proved essential to limiting the effectiveness of loyalist artillery barrages, preventing loyalist reinforcements from flowing into the city, and keeping the port open, which enabled humanitarian supplies and weapons to be shipped in to the opposition from Benghazi. Once Qaddafi’s forces were pushed beyond the city’s environs, NATO airpower—guided by foreign advisors—proved crucial in aiding the opposition breakout toward Tawergha in the south and Dafniya/Zlitan in the west. This dynamic continued in the Misratan assault on Sirte.

The campaign had a profound psychological impact in fortifying the opposition’s resolve that is difficult to measure. Opposition commanders and planners were also acutely aware of the tension between dynamic and strategic targeting, and especially how NATO’s mandate under UNSCR 1973 limited its ability to provide responsive CAS. Regarding collateral damage, many were quick to acknowledge their own inexperience, disorganization, and poor command and control, as well as NATO’s mistakes and, most commonly, the fog of war.

This nuanced understanding, however, did not lessen their frustration at the lack of strategic support during critical stages of the campaign. This was especially evident in the Nafusa campaign, where early interdiction against loyalist reinforcements from Tripoli and strikes against the area’s ammunition depots might have hastened the opposition’s advance and saved lives. In Misrata, similar exasperation was expressed with the lack of air support early in the war, but those interviewed expressed appreciation for the difficulties NATO faced in conducting CAS in the city’s densely populated, urban battlespace.

In both the Nafusa and Misrata fronts, however, much of the consternation was eased with the arrival of French and British advisors. Although NATO member states have said little in public about these activities, Libyan sources were quite forthcoming about the details and the effect of these advisors on the battlefield. Of course, much of their narrative cannot be corroborated, but it offers important insights. By every account, the presence of foreign special operations forces in the command posts of Misrata, Zintan, and Benghazi had a transformative effect—it built trust between NATO members and the opposition, improved the targeting cycle, and bolstered the general coordination ground with air operations. As noted, the presence of former Libyan military officers inside the opposition ranks aided this, along with the presence of a liberated zone—Benghazi—from which the opposition could coordinate support to Misrata and the west in the early stages of the war. The behind-the-scenes presence of these defectors in the various “operations rooms”—managing sophisticated networks of spotters, order-of-battle display, and passing target coordinates to NATO—also paints a different picture from the common portrayal of the Libyan rebels as ragtag youths in pickup trucks.
In many respects, though, this coordination was as successful as it was because of factors that were exogenous to either NATO’s or the opposition’s capabilities: the decrepit state of Qaddafi’s forces, the relatively open topography of the war’s principal fronts, and the massive Libyan disenchantment with the dictator’s 42 years of rule. Added to this was the relative homogeneity of Libyan society and the near-unanimous international resolve against Qaddafi. It seems unlikely that such a “perfect storm” of conditions will be replicated.
CHAPTER FOUR

The U.S. Experience: National Strategy and Campaign Support

Robert C. Owen

Introduction

There can be no doubt that airpower decisively shaped the outcome of the 2011 Libyan civil war. A coalition of NATO and partner states provided airpower that robbed the Libyan military of its ability to conduct sustained offensives, undermined its ability to coerce its citizens, and gave the Libyan rebels time to prepare for successful offensives. Had coalition states chosen not to act, the outcome of the conflict would have been quite different. Instead of a celebrating crowd of rebels executing the tyrant, it likely would have ended months earlier with the slaughter of thousands—rebel combatants and unarmed civilians alike—by Qaddafi’s relatively better-trained and equipped army and air force. Even if the Libyan revolt somehow had organized itself and taken the country without external support, the butcher’s bill and physical destruction of Libya’s economic infrastructure would have been far more devastating than it was in 2011.

But the air war over Libya also revealed significant shortfalls in the readiness of the contributing air forces to conduct future operations. Perhaps most troubling, the “hollowness” of some air forces—their inadequate logistical provisions and limited capabilities in critical areas—became public knowledge almost as soon as strike operations began. Less obvious to the public, the United States also found that its air force and naval aviation arm were stressed to cover this relatively small-scale operation in addition to their existing docket: fighting wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; conducting engagement operations in a half-dozen other regions; responding to an earthquake and tsunami in Japan; worldwide training operations; and the need to give tired units an opportunity to maintain equipment and rest personnel. For the USAF, international and domestic political divisions over the need for—and even the legality of—the war also slowed the development of strategic plans, constrained the mobilization of reserve forces, and complicated C2 arrangements early in the operation. The NATO alliance’s maturity in fostering staff and operational cooperation helped the participating air forces mitigate their shortcomings and political challenges to conduct effective operations over Libya. But the various challenges they had to overcome also left nagging impressions that many of the partner air forces were operating at the limits of their
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capabilities, and that their ability to take on larger challenges elsewhere in the near
future should not be taken for granted.

These issues of hollowing air forces, shaky political foundations, and uncertainty
set the stage for this examination of the strategic-level experiences and implications of
the Libyan conflict for the United States, and particularly the USAF. It begins with
an examination of the United States’ decision to intervene, especially the influence of
its historical relationship with Libya, domestic political divisions, and intercommand
military relations. The chapter then examines the strategic elements of the American
intervention. These elements include forces deployed, command relations, operations
by “common-user” forces based in the continental United States (CONUS), and the
long-term impact of those operations on the management of Air Force forces and capa-
bilities. This discussion will be followed by enumeration of the salient implications of
the Libyan air campaign for the USAF. The next chapter in this volume (Chapter Five,
“The U.S. Experience: Operational”), by Deborah Kidwell, provides detailed discus-
sions of the deployment, basing, organization, operations, and accomplishments of
U.S. forces within the area of operations that were supported by the efforts described in
this chapter. Consequently, a useful plan for apprehending the full scope of the Ameri-
can experience would be to begin by reading the “Intervention” and “Deployment and
Operations” sections below, then shifting to read the entire companion chapter and,
finally, returning to this chapter to examine its ultimate findings.

Intervention

The United States had reasons to get involved in Libya, as well as reasons to stay clear.
Colonel Muammar Qaddafi’s response to the outbreak of political unrest in the city of
Benghazi on February 16, 2011 presented the United States with a moral imperative to
intervene and an opportunity to close a festering political sore. The Libyan president’s
threat to put down the rebellion with “no mercy and no pity” had credibility, given his
history of crushing dissent with violence. Aware of what had been the humanitarian
costs of delay in places such as Rwanda (1994) and Bosnia (1995), many in the U.S.
government saw no alternative to quick action to prevent another mass atrocity. Qad-
dafi’s long sponsorship of international terrorism strengthened the impetus to become
involved. An intervention resulting in Qaddafi’s people overthrowing him, therefore,
offered an opportunity to bring a just closure to the career of a criminal tyrant whose
head-of-state status had protected him. But sharp domestic political divisions and the
strained condition of American military forces raised concerns. In the month of debate
leading up to military action, voices from many directions argued that the United
States lacked the legal right, national interests, and military capabilities to add another
commitment. The necessity of balancing this peculiar mix of moral imperative and
political constraint would define many of the strategic features of the American intervention into Libyan politics.

The nature of Qaddafi and his government set the stage not only for the popular revolt, but for the role and effectiveness of intervention airpower. Qaddafi took control of Libya in a bloodless coup in 1969. Standing on the populist pillars of Arab nationalism and a paternalistic vision of government he named the Jamahiriya, or “State of the Masses,” Qaddafi soon revealed himself as a mercurial and unpredictable autocrat. He accepted no resistance to his authority or his political vision. Within Libya, his network of informers fingered disaffected individuals and groups for brutal repression. His enemies who fled Libya often knew the terror of having Qaddafi’s agents track down and kill dissenters as well as members of their families. Qaddafi built his political base by funneling power and opportunities for great wealth to his extended family, important loyalists, and his home tribe, the Qadhadhfa, generally situated around the coastal city of Sirte. He had founded what analysts of the Middle East sometimes call a modern sultanate—a regime featuring an implacable focus on retaining power, nepotism, zealous repression of opponents, and a cult of personality. As Qaddafi aged, his rule became increasingly arbitrary and delusional, marked by a buffoonery of self-designed costumes, “Amazon Guards,” and faux Bedouin lifestyle posturing. So thorough and convincing was all this theater that even the outside world missed the reality that many, perhaps most Libyans, chafed under his rule. Perhaps no moment captures Qaddafi’s self-delusion more than the plaintive “What did I ever do to you?” that he whimpered to his captors moments before they executed him on the road outside of Sirte.

Directing or sponsoring murder across international borders was a central ingredient of Qaddafi’s sultanic agenda. To demonstrate his leadership of pan-Arab nationalism and to satisfy his own ego, he believed that he had to kill outsiders. As soon as he came to power, Qaddafi aligned himself with Egypt in its confrontation with Israel and publicly announced his material support for groups such as Al Fatah, Black September, the Provisional Irish Republican Army, and the Japanese Red Army Faction. Meanwhile, Qaddafi’s hit squads tracked down and killed at least 25 of his most notable opponents in exile in the West.

The result, of course, was enmity and prolonged conflict with the United States, which suspended diplomatic relations with Libya in 1979. During the next decade, U.S. naval forces maneuvered frequently in the Gulf of Sidra in defiance of Libya’s claim to
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exclusive navigation rights there. Two of these confrontations resulted in the downing of Libyan fighters, in 1981 and 1989. On April 5, 1986, Libyan agents planted a bomb in West Berlin’s La Belle nightclub, killing three and wounding over 200 people. Two Americans were among the dead and 79 were among the injured. In retaliation, U.S. Air Force and Navy jets struck targets in Libya ten days later in Operation El Dorado Canyon, killing about 60 Libyan soldiers and civilians. After U.S. and French support helped the government of Chad eject Libyan military forces from its northern regions, Qaddafi retaliated by having agents plant bombs on Pan Am Flight 103 in December 1988 and on UTA Flight 772 in September 1989. Together these bombings resulted in the deaths of 352 people.

Then, following the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the United States and Libya began a period of gradual rapprochement as Qaddafi sought to ease tensions. In 1994, he entered into prolonged negotiations to release two suspects in the Pan Am 103 bombings to Scottish courts. Ultimately he did release them, and one was convicted in 2001. Following the 2003 invasion of Iraq, Qaddafi expanded his efforts to placate the West. Faced with the implications of Saddam Hussein’s execution, Qaddafi allowed his government in 2003 to admit complicity in both airline bombings and began the process of compensating the families of the victims. In return, the United Nations lifted its sanctions against Libya. Meanwhile, Western intelligence agencies, including the CIA, began collaborating with their Libyan counterparts against Islamic militant groups, particularly al Qaeda. The rapprochement continued, with Libya also renouncing its weapons of mass destruction ambitions in 2003 and entering into a host of economic and counterterrorism agreements with the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, Russia, and other states.

The foundation of these expanded contacts was uneasy pragmatism, never friendship or respect. Few believed that his ongoing rehabilitation was more than a device to lift painful sanctions and strengthen Libya’s economy, upon which his power depended. Another factor was his personal oddness: U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice discovered in 2008 his “eerie obsession” with her, which included keeping a scrapbook of his “African Princess” and having a song written about her. Despite her unease, Rice stayed focused on getting along with the aging tyrant, who seemed entrenched in power.5

However, even as Qaddafi’s head-of-state status obliged the United States and many other countries to accommodate his criminality, the context of international practice and law was changing in ways that would untie their hands when he moved against his own people. “Conscience-shocking events” such as the massacres of civilians in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Rwanda in the 1990s drove the United Nations to host
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a process to elevate the responsibility of governments to protect their peoples from mass atrocities to the status of international law. Numerous private and civil organizations rose around the world to participate and to convince their own governments to embrace the “responsibility to protect” (R2P) doctrine. The U.N.’s 2005 Millennium Summit was a milestone in the R2P process. One of the summit’s outcomes was the nations’ endorsement of two key R2P principles. First, they agreed that “each individual State has the responsibility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.” Second, they said that if governments refused or were unable to honor those responsibilities, the U.N. member states endorsed their obligation to “encourage and help States to exercise this responsibility”—by peaceful means, if possible, but through collective, timely, and decisive military actions if necessary. Four years later, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon urged the General Assembly to consider “the strategy for implementing the responsibility to protect” and pledged to make the issue a primary focus of his tenure.

In the United States, Harvard University’s Carr Center for Human Rights Policy, under the leadership of Dr. Sarah Sewall, became one of the more influential organizations engaged in the effort to prevent future mass atrocities. Partnering with the U.S. Army War College’s Peacekeeping and Stability Operations Institute in 2007, it set out to lay the foundations for “operationalizing” the R2P concept within the U.S. military and government. After a lengthy collaboration, the two organizations published MARO—Mass Atrocity Response Operations: A Military Planning Handbook in 2010. The document was a key element of the MARO team’s effort to “enable the United States and the international community to stop genocide and mass atrocity,” by developing “a widely shared understanding of the specific and unique aspects of mass atrocities and genocide and to create a common military approach to addressing these challenges.” Prior to publishing the Handbook, the team tested its concepts during tabletop exercises at the U.S. European Command (EUCOM). The result was a highly detailed guide to the political, military, economic, and other factors involved in quickly planning MARO operations in a whole-of-government context.

Thus, when Qaddafi announced that he was going to slaughter his citizens without mercy, his timing could not have been worse. The global community’s determination to prevent mass atrocities had just coalesced in U.N. policies that linked the

---


8 Ban Ki-Moon, Implementing the Responsibility to Protect, pp. 4 and 29.

institution’s credibility to making timely and decisive responses to such events. Many organizations and consequential individuals had rallied around the R2P idea. Likewise, in the United States, powerful individuals had engaged the issue and produced the will and guidelines for quick interventions in the face of just the kinds of threats Qaddafi was making.

In the weeks following the outbreak of fighting in Benghazi, support for intervention began to build in many centers, including the United States—slowly at first and then with a rush in mid-March. Samantha Power, an aide on the National Security Council, and Susan Rice, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, were early and outspoken advocates of intervention within the U.S. government. Michèle Flournoy, the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, worked more quietly behind the scenes to counter initial DoD reluctance to endorse intervention. Driven by their memories of the consequences of delay in Bosnia and Rwanda, Power and Rice pushed their superiors to block Qaddafi. They gained traction with Secretary of State Hillary Clinton during the second week of March, when Libyan government forces began to push back toward Benghazi.10

Though cautious, President Obama agreed to authorize action, if the three officials could obtain an appropriate resolution from the U.N. Security Council and could convince at least some Arab states to commit forces to an intervention. When Clinton won commitments from several Arab states, and Power successfully brokered the tough provisions of UNSCR 1973 on March 17, the President authorized intervention. But he stipulated that there would be no American “boots on the ground” in Libya, and that American involvement would be only for a matter of days.11 Addressing the American people the next day, he reaffirmed that “the United States is not going to deploy ground troops into Libya . . . [or] use force to go beyond a well-defined goal—specifically, the protection of civilians.”12

Despite the caution of his rhetoric, the willingness of the President and important European allies to assist with the overthrow of Qaddafi was clear well before his March 18 speech. From the start, outside critics focused their concerns on the actions of “Qaddafi’s government”—recognizing that nothing happened there without at least the tacit approval of the dictator. Commenting on the U.N. Security Council’s imposition of an arms embargo on February 26, British Prime Minister David Cameron stated clearly that Qaddafi had to go, a position that Obama had also taken publicly.13

---

On March 28, Obama raised Qaddafi’s downfall to the level of public policy when he announced, “We remain committed to the broader goal of a Libya that belongs not to a dictator, but to the Libyan people.”\textsuperscript{14} A few weeks later, in response to concerns that the air campaign was exceeding the defensive charter of UNSCR 1973, Obama, Cameron, and French President Nicolas Sarkozy jointly declared: “It is unthinkable that someone who has tried to massacre his own people can play a part in their future government.”\textsuperscript{15}

These leaders’ repeated statements in support of the intervention, and on removing Qaddafi, reflected the stiff domestic and international opposition they faced in prosecuting the conflict. In the United States’ case, the administration came under sharp criticism from the start. Constitutional scholar Bruce Ackerman raked the President for having violated the Constitution and the War Powers Act by circumventing Congress to commit the country to a conflict that did not involve an immediate threat to the country or its military forces.\textsuperscript{16} From the Congress, involvement in Libya came under attack from a gallery of powerful Republicans, including Senators Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, John Ensign of Nevada, and Richard Lugar of Indiana, as well as and Rep. Ron Paul of Texas. In various ways, they and many others echoed Ackerman’s charge that the President had committed the country without congressional approval into a conflict not involving national interests and carrying the danger of expanding into another large-scale war in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{17}

For Obama, the potentially looming war made for unexpected allies and opponents. Although Republicans led the charge against the actions, the House revealed bipartisan concerns by voting 268 to 145 to direct the President to not “deploy, establish, or maintain the presence of units and members of the United States Armed Forces on the ground in Libya unless the purpose of the presence is to rescue a member of the Armed Forces from imminent danger.”\textsuperscript{18} The complex political battle reached its apex in mid-June, when the Libyan conflict appeared to be mired in stalemate. At that point, Senator John McCain, a conservative Republican from Arizona, filed a resolution supporting continued involvement in Libya in response to a suit filed by a bipartisan group of ten representatives led by Congressman Dennis Kucinich, a liberal Democrat from Ohio, to prevent the President from continuing his “unlawful” war.\textsuperscript{19}

Congress never broke its deadlock over Libya policy. Opponents of intervention failed to muster enough support to force a crisis under the War Powers Act, while the

\textsuperscript{15} Jim Garamone, “Leaders Describe Path to Peace in Libya,” \textit{American Forces Press Service}, April 15, 2011.
\textsuperscript{16} Bruce Ackerman, “Obama’s Unconstitutional War,” \textit{Foreign Policy}, March 24, 2011.
\textsuperscript{18} U.S. House of Representatives, H.Res. 292, June 3, 2011.
\textsuperscript{19} U.S. Senate, S.J.Res. 20, June 21, 2011.
President’s allies were unable to carry through any statements of support. More importantly, Congress never voted to authorize or fund the action. Military leaders and planners, consequently, were obliged to follow the President’s orders to begin operations without clear guidance on what they were to do and without stipulated resources of personnel, units, and funding. About the only genuinely clear guidance they had on the eve of hostilities was that the intervention would have to be based on air and sea power only, with no U.S. ground forces planned for Libya.

Although the ebb and flow of the domestic political debate had little direct impact on the conduct of the campaign, the political division over the intervention infused it with several distinctive characteristics. Most importantly, it sharply limited the forces available for Libyan operations. With no funding, and mindful of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates’s public reluctance to intervene, Joint Staff leaders told their American counterparts in Europe that they would have to fight mainly with the forces at hand. No large-scale deployment from the United States to the operational area would occur. This left the U.S. Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) and the U.S. Sixth Fleet to provide whatever U.S. forces would be involved. But, like the rest of the U.S. military, other commitments and ongoing operations already had stretched thin their combat units. They could fight for a little while, but any prolonged involvement in Libya would undermine their general readiness and availability.

For American diplomats, the shortage of forces made gaining additional commitments from other states an imperative. Britain and France were already leading the movement toward engagement. But the attitudes of other NATO states initially ranged from cautious support to flat refusal. The willingness of Arab states was even more of an unknown, though U.S. strategists strongly wished to have at least a few of their air forces involved. So, American diplomats worked secretly in mid-March to encourage other partner states to get involved. Most importantly and as quickly as possible, the United States needed NATO to take over the operation—to legitimize the involvement of other states and to avoid any appearance that America was leading an intervention into yet another Arab state. When the rush of events forced the start of operations before the necessary political arrangements for a NATO takeover could be completed, the United States exercised informal leadership of the intervention until March 31, when the Alliance assumed responsibility for all operations.

---

20 Major General Harold W. “Punch” Moulton II, interview by Robert C. Owen, September 17–18, 2012. During the period covered by this report, General Moulton was the director of U.S. European Command, J-3 Plans and Operations.
Deployment and Operations

This section examines the deployment and operations of the USAF’s “global” forces participating in the international intervention in the Libyan civil war.21 These included Air Force personnel and units drawn mainly from Air Mobility Command (AMC), Air Combat Command (ACC), USAFE, and Air Force Space Command (AFSPC). This intervention had two phases for the United States. The first was Operation Odyssey Dawn, conducted March 3–31, 2011, which was the code name for U.S. operations in support of U.N. Security Council Resolutions 1970 and 1973.22 On March 31, NATO assumed full command of the campaign against Qaddafi’s government, and integrated all separate national operations into Operation Unified Protector.

The term “global” bears some clarification. In a broad sense, all USAF forces are global, in that the service has commitments to support U.S. combatant commands (CCMDs) in every region of the world, and virtually all of its units or at least their capabilities are available for deployment to, or application in support of, any of those commitments. But this study uses “global” more narrowly, to indicate forces organized and operated to provide support to any and all CCMDs at the same time in accordance with the priorities set by the Secretary of Defense. In general, U.S. Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) and U.S. Strategic Command (STRATCOM) operate their respective Air Force components, AMC and AFSPC, on a “common user” basis, meaning that they present them or their capabilities to supported CCMDs as directed by the Secretary of Defense, but retain full combatant command authority over them. Retaining command authority over their forces allows the service components to support their people and units logistically, and the CCMDs to shift their capabilities rapidly between users as the ebb and flow of operations require. But when actual units are deployed to an area of operations for significant periods of time, the Secretary of Defense usually will transfer, or “chop,” some level of command authority over them to the “gaining” CCMD. Such chops occur sometimes when AMC expeditionary tanker or airlift units are deployed, and almost always when ACC assets are moved. For obvious reasons, AFSPC on-orbit systems never transfer to another command, though some personnel or support teams may do so. Thus these commands are the most “global” elements of a global Air Force, in that they operate an interconnected network of forces and capabilities to provide simultaneous support to as many CCMDs as circumstances require and resources permit. USAFE normally is considered a “theater” air force, but its provision of forces to OOD and OUP put it in the “global” camp for the purposes of this analysis.

21 For discussion of “theater” forces, see Chapter Five.
22 Britain, France, and Canada conducted parallel but independent operations during this period; named Operation Ellamy, Operation Harmattan, and Operation Mobile, respectively.
As is usual in operational histories and assessments, this discussion of command authorities and relations makes for extremely dry reading. But command relations are almost always an important element in the conduct and understanding of operational events. This particularly was the case for OOD and OUP. The circumstances of these operations—political gridlock in Congress, the rush of military preparations, and pressure to get the most out of scarce assets—pressed the involved commands into relationships that were complicated, innovative, and at times problematic. These relationships influenced the operational and logistical details of OOD and OUP and carried noteworthy implications for future policy. Command relations and their contexts, therefore, must be at the heart of any discussion of the deployment and employment of AMC, ACC, and AFSPC forces in Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector.

Air Mobility Command

Air Mobility Command planners described the challenges facing them in March 2011 as “March Madness,” borrowing a term from American college basketball’s hectic tournament schedule. Twenty years of near-continual conflict since 1990 had normalized a high pace of operations for mobility forces. But March 2011 presented planners with an exceptional load of predictable as well as unpredictable challenges. By the middle of the month, every available aircraft and unit was taken up with ongoing operations, training, maintenance, and periods of mandatory or at least hoped-for rest. Those ongoing operations included supporting wars in Afghanistan and Iraq; providing lift and air refueling for the largest rotation of forces to date between those theaters and the U.S. homeland; participating in contingencies and exercises in support of every combatant command; assisting with the relief of Japan following the earthquake and great tsunami of March 11 (Operation Tomodachi); transporting the President and his large entourage around Latin America (a “Banner” mission); and performing the daily web work of missions linking the components of America’s global military establishment. Routine training operations and heavy maintenance also tied down significant portions of the fleet.

When it came to Libya, the command had no spare airlift or air refueling capacity in reserve to handle a new tasking. Whatever AMC sent to that fight would have to come at the expense of other commitments or the training, maintenance, or rest activities of any units tapped for the mission. In other words, the new requirement potentially would put the command into a state of “surge”—a pace of operation not allowing normal levels of training, repair, and rest—although it never was officially declared as

---

23 This report will discuss command relations only to the extent needed to understand the specific arrangements of OOD and OUP. Readers wishing to understand the full context of U.S. command relations terms and arrangements should begin by reading Joint Publication 1 (JP-1), *Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States*, Chapter Four, “Doctrine for Joint Command and Control,” May 2, 2007, Incorporating Change 1, March 20, 2009.
such. Nevertheless, as soon as things began to heat up in March, AMC began sending tanker-planning specialists to USAFE and U.S. Air Forces Africa (AFAFRICA). Two Air National Guard tankers were already operating from Morón Air Base, Spain, in support of the ongoing rotation of combat aircraft to and from the Middle East. Then, with the passage of UNSCR 1973 on March 18, but before issuance of a Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) “execution” order, AMC leaders made what one called “the risky decision” of starting the movement of seven active-duty tankers to Morón from Puerto Rico, where they had been supporting the Presidential Banner mission. This preliminary move risked getting the tankers to Morón without authorization or funding. But AMC leaders saw the risk as necessary to ensure that tankers would be available to support initial operations.

Brigadier General Roy E. Uptegraff III, commander of the Pennsylvania Air National Guard’s 171st Air Refueling Wing (ARW) at Pittsburgh, was given the job of putting together an expeditionary wing at Morón Air Base to support Operation Odyssey Dawn. While driving home from work on March 17, he received a call from a staffer at AMC who passed on a request from the AMC commander, General Raymond E. Johns, to consider “going somewhere far, sometime soon.” Over the next two days, Uptegraff and his staff prepared his wing for deployment. On the afternoon of the 19th, Uptegraff received his orders: Take as many planes and crews as he could to Morón as quickly as possible. He left that night in the first of four aircraft and arrived at Morón on the morning of the 20th in a plane packed with people, baggage, equipment, and spare parts. As he arrived, a mix of four air reserve component (ARC) and active-duty tankers sent to Morón earlier was returning from having supported the first B-2 strikes against Libyan air force targets. Other aircraft and hundreds of personnel arrived in short order. In less than 72 hours from receiving his initial orders, Uptegraff found himself in command of an expeditionary wing containing as many as 15 KC-135s, 4 KC-10s, and almost 800 personnel drawn from as many as 14 wings from the ARC (the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve) and the active duty Air Force. Uptegraff named it the “Calico Wing” in reflection of the multicolored array of fin flashes on the Morón ramp.


25 Major Mark McLean, “Talking Paper on Operation Odyssey Dawn MAF Support,” 18 AF staff paper, May 12, 2011; interview with senior AMC officer by Robert C. Owen, February 27, 2012; Brigadier General Bryan J. Benson, interview by Robert C. Owen, March 13, 2012. General Benson was the 18 AF Vice Commander during the Libyan campaign. General Benson assessed the preemptive deployment as “risky,” since, had Libyan operations not been authorized, TRANSCOM would have been responsible for stressing the fleet further for an operation that ultimately was not authorized or funded.

The availability of Morón AB greatly facilitated the stand up of the Calico Wing. Morón’s isolated location in southern Spain, nearly 12,000-foot-long runway, huge parking ramp, large hangars, and robust personnel support facilities made it an unduplicated base in the region for tanker operations into Libya. Morón’s suitability was not an accident; USAFE and AMC had invested heavily in it for years to maintain it as a “warm” base, ready to host a rapid influx of air mobility aircraft and personnel during contingencies. A USAFE unit, the 496th Air Base Squadron, ran the base with a cadre of about 100 active-duty personnel and up to 600 contract personnel, mostly Spanish nationals.

The arriving airmen did find some shortfalls in Morón’s readiness to host such a large contingent. Most importantly, the base had released most of the Spanish contract personnel in a cost-cutting move. Morón’s connectivity to the outside world also was inadequate to the demands of such a large unit. The tanker wing’s initial communications were limited to public phone lines, sporadic unclassified email service, only one classified U.S. email line (SIPRNET), and no access to NATO’s Battlefield Information Coordination and Exploitation System (BICES). Maintenance personnel, meanwhile, found that much of the available floor space in Morón’s hangars was being used for storage. The main dining facility also was under construction.²⁷

²⁷ Brigadier General Richard J. Evans, III, interview by Robert C. Owen, November 9, 2012. Colonel Evans served briefly as General Uptegraff’s deputy commander at Morón and then as the Director of Mobility Forces (DIRMOBFOR), Allied Air Component (AAC), Izmir, during Operation Unified Protector.
The incoming and permanent party personnel solved all of these problems in short order. The contractor company rounded up as many of its former local employees as possible and quickly covered most services requirements. A combat communications squadron’s visit soon cleared up the connectivity shortfalls, and Maintenance gained access to at least some hangar space.\(^\text{28}\) Finally, the 496th expanded the kitchen staff at the Combined Officer/Enlisted Club to meet the messing challenge.

The greatest challenge to getting tankers into the fight was the absence of congressional authorization or funding. Although the Defense Department named the U.S. intervention Operation Odyssey Dawn, Congress never endorsed the intervention. Congress also did not give official recognition or authorization for U.S. participation in NATO’s Operation Unified Protector. The Air Force found itself ordered into an overseas intervention that was “unnamed” by Congress and that came with neither a supplemental appropriation nor authorization to mobilize reservists. As a consequence, AMC and other commands had to call for volunteers to fill the new requirement and pay them with military personnel appropriation (MPA) funds. This was awkward, since Congress appropriated MPA funds to pay reservists for the days they spent in routine training activities, not in contingency operations.

Volunteerism and MPA “days” constituted a weak foundation upon which to build a long-term operation. The absence of a mobilization order left it up to individual reservists to decide if they wanted to become involved, and it potentially weakened the case they could make to their employers and families that they needed to be away for long periods. MPA funds were a limited resource and did not cover operating expenses, such as maintenance spares and fuel. Money for those had to come from supplemental appropriations from Congress—which weren’t forthcoming—or the operation and maintenance (O&M) accounts of the Air Force, AMC, and individual units. Diverting O&M funds, in turn, immediately hampered unit-level efforts to keep planes ready for extended operations and their personnel fully trained for war.\(^\text{29}\) From the start, then, Congress’s inaction left AMC and its units to depend on a limited pool of volunteers and painful diversions of funds needed elsewhere. In other words, it put the command in a state of at least moderate surge.

AMC and AMC-gained reservists overcame the mobilization challenge through several actions. Most directly, AMC plundered its MPA accounts to pay deployed volunteers, though this presented what were regarded as large problems in long-term financial and training management.\(^\text{30}\) Indirectly, General Johns selected General Uptegraff as the expeditionary wing commander, because he was well qualified for the job and because he had the professional standing and social connections to draw vol-

\(^{28}\) Uptegraff interview, March 26, 2012; interview with senior member of Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II’s staff by Dr. Deborah Kidwell, May 24, 2012.


\(^{30}\) Merrill interview, February 27, 2012.
unteers to Morón. His seniority and experience as a Guard leader gave him credibility to ask units and individuals to give their best efforts to keep Morón supplied with sufficient aircraft, crews, and ground support personnel for an indefinite period. His membership on the Air National Guard KC-135 Weapons System Council, composed of all KC-135 wing commanders, gave him a conduit for reaching out. To strengthen his recruiting efforts, Uptegraff asked Colonel Richard J. Evans III to join him at Morón as his vice commander. In addition to being the commander of the Nebraska ANG’s 155th Air Refueling Wing at Lincoln, Evans was the chair of the Weapons System Council and the ANG’s representative on AMC’s Mobility Air Forces Council. He already had played a pivotal role in gathering up volunteers for the initial deployment to Morón, and Uptegraff expected him to continue in that role during deployment. Evans served in that position for a few days, until AMC replaced him with active duty officer Colonel David Cohen, vice commander of the 6th Air Mobility Wing at Florida’s MacDill Air Force Base. AMC wanted an active duty officer to share the command echelon with Uptegraff, since the Morón wing would consist of both ARC and active aircraft. Having released Evans from the vice commander position, General Johns asked him to stay in Europe as his liaison to Allied Air Command Izmir, and to guide mobility preparations for NATO’s takeover of the war.

Another necessary task in getting operations underway was setting up the chain of command for Uptegraff’s wing, a job that at least doctrinally should have been simple. Under normal doctrinal guidance, the Secretary of Defense would have directed TRANSCOM to transfer operational control (OPCON) of the deploying tankers to AFRICOM. For prolonged deployments, OPCON had the advantage of centralizing authority over the operations and logistical support of deployed units. Having received OPCON of the tankers, the commander of AFRICOM, Army General Carter F. Ham, would have pushed it down to the commander of his Air Force component, AFAFRICA, Major General Margaret H. Woodward, whose headquarters was at Ramstein AB, Germany. Woodward was an ideal recipient of OPCON authority, since she was experienced in the entire range of air mobility operations and had just completed an assignment as vice commander of TRANSCOM’s air component, the 18th Air Force (18 AF).

The fly in the command-relations ointment was that AMC leaders did not believe that the AFRICOM and AFAFRICA staffs were capable of exercising the full range of responsibilities incumbent in OPCON for a large tanker force, particularly one being financed out of AMC’s MPA funds and manned by a rapid rotation of vol-

unteer personnel. Organized only in 2007, AFRICOM’s primary mission was to conduct political-military outreach, or “engagement,” operations in Africa, including military-to-military training activities, humanitarian relief operations, and small-scale counterpiracy and counterterrorism activities. Fighting regional conflicts was on AFRICOM’s list of missions, but General Woodward’s air component staff never received personnel in the numbers and expertise that were needed to fight a “full-spectrum” air war. Indeed, Woodward’s air operations center, the 617 AOC, was staffed partly on a “matrix” basis, meaning that many of its key members were drawn from other staff positions and available only on a part-time basis.

Given these limitations, General Raymond Johns, Commander, AMC, had pressed Air Force General Duncan McNabb, Commander in Chief of TRANSCOM, to retain OPCON of the Morón tankers and give AFRICOM only tactical control (TACON) over them. TACON would allow General Woodward to direct the operations of the tankers at Morón, but leave logistics support and personnel management responsibilities in the hands of their parent wings and the AMC staff. TRANSCOM’s effort to coordinate this OPCON/TACON split with the Joint Staff at the Pentagon, AFRICOM, and EUCOM took some time, since it would be a first for a deployed tanker unit. During the coordination process, the Defense Department issued orders


35 Group interview with personnel serving in 603 AOC Air Mobility Division and USAFE/A9 during the Libyan campaign, by Robert C. Owen, March 21, 2012. Hereafter cited as “USAFE interview.”
directing the usual OPCON transfer to AFRICOM. But with the agreement of General Woodward, Major General Moulton at EUCOM, USAFE Commander General Mark A. Welsh III, and their combatant commanders, General Johns was ultimately successful, and the principal air commanders’ desire for a split arrangement soon superseded the initial JCS execution order’s assignment of OPCON to AFRICOM.\(^{36}\)

To address her staffing shortfalls, General Woodward amalgamated her 617 AOC staff with that of the 603 AOC, also located at Ramstein. As the AOC of USAFE’s Third Air Force (3 AF), the 603rd was staffed to conduct a major, full-spectrum air war. In contrast to the 617 AOC’s 115 billets, the 603rd had a staff of more than 400, which was experienced in the day-to-day oversight of the command’s three fighter wings (the 31st, 48th, and 52nd), the 86th Air Mobility Wing, and 100th Air Refueling Wing. This expertise became available to General Woodward as soon as she moved into what became known as the 603/617 AOC. Woodward also took counsel from General Welsh and the 3 AF commander, Lieutenant General Frank Gorenc, both experienced combat air force commanders.\(^{37}\) Taking advantage of all the assets at her command, General Woodward was able to put together the initial air campaign on the fly, going from a cold start to a full range of combat and support operations in a matter of a few days.

After NATO assumed control of intervention operations as Operation Unified Protector on March 31, command arrangements for the AMC-provided air refueling force changed at the higher levels. AFRICOM relinquished control of the operation to U.S. Navy Admiral Samuel J. Locklear III, commander of Allied Joint Force Command Naples (JFC Naples). Admiral Locklear’s deputy, Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard, took direct control of operations as the Combined Joint Task Force Commander of Operation Unified Protector. Bouchard’s air commander was USAF Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II, commander of Allied Air Command Izmir (AAC Izmir). By the last week of March, Colonel Rich Evans had moved from Morón as AMC’s liaison to AAC. For all practical purposes, he also served as Jodice’s Director of Mobility Forces (DIRMOBFOR), supervising a staff of about 19 mobility specialists to plan and monitor tanker operations.\(^{38}\) Evans accompanied General Jodice, when the latter shifted his combined force air component (CFAC) headquarters from Izmir to Poggio Renatico, Italy, around March 9, to take advantage of the better C2 facilities provided by NATO CAOC 5.\(^{39}\)

---

36 Interview with senior AMC officer, February 27, 2012; Benson interview, March 13, 2012; and Moulton interview, September 17–18, 2012.
37 Moulton interview, September 17–18, 2012.
38 Evans interview, November 9, 2012; and Evans, “OUP Information.”
39 Technically, General Jodice was the commander of the CFAC, the staff of which he moved to the CAOC to centralize planning and expedite his decisionmaking by getting “closer” to the flow of ISR and other information coming in from the Joint-Combined Operational Area. The CAOC was a separate, service-providing
The laydown of command authority over the Morón and USAFE tankers also did not change in its essentials. In response to General Jodice’s combined statement of operational requirements, which was his list of the forces he needed for the operation, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff made a transfer of authority (TOA) of the Morón and appropriate Mildenhall tankers to NATO. This TOA specified that TRANSCOM and USAFE would retain U.S. OPCON over the Morón tankers, while General Jodice received NATO OPCON. The difference was that U.S. OPCON included logistical responsibilities, while its NATO equivalent did not. Thus the parent commands of the tankers remained responsible for their “care and feeding,” while the forward air component commander assumed full power to plan and direct their operations in support of the campaign.

Within the U.S. command structure, arrangements were more convoluted than those of NATO. Technically, AFRICOM remained the supported combatant command, since the war was in its U.S.-designated area of responsibility. But, with no air forces assigned or attached to the command once NATO took over the campaign, AFRICOM had “no further role in the campaign . . . though [it] continued to flight organization and, even during OUP, continued to plan and control other, completely separate NATO operations on behalf of other commands. See Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II, interview by Robert C. Owen, November 14, 2012.

40 Jodice interview, November 14, 2012.
follow’ many events and managed U.S. planning for tangential contingencies outside the scope of OUP.” Also, since both EUCOM/USAFE and TRANSCOM/AMC retained OPCON of their mobility forces, the two commands remained involved in their support and, consequently, highly interested in how NATO was employing them. Officers at the 100 ARW at Royal Air Force (RAF) Mildenhall, Great Britain, and in the 603/617 AOC’s Air Mobility Division remained responsible for arranging for the “care and feeding” of tankers deployed from Mildenhall to Souda Bay, Crete, and then to France’s Istres Air Force Base. They also tried to keep track of operational taskings coming out of the CFAC at CAOC 5. AMC, meanwhile, sent mobility planners to the combined 603/617 AOC and CAOC 5, and a EUCOM theater DIRMOBFOR, Brigadier General Scott P. Goodwin, to Ramstein. Goodwin was the commander of the 21st Expeditionary Mobility Task Force, stationed at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, New Jersey, but covered the EUCOM DIRMOBFOR position as a core responsibility. He would stay at Ramstein until NATO and Colonel Evans were in firm control of tanker operations. Thus, the command relations picture had come to include a NATO air component in control of operations, and three U.S. combatant commands—TRANSCOM, EUCOM, and AFRICOM—with responsibilities or at least intense interest in tracking the employment of tanker forces and organizing their support.

Meanwhile, back at Morón, General Uptegraff was caught in the middle of the command relations imbroglio. He arrived at Morón fully expecting USAFE to be in charge of his unit, and was surprised to learn TRANSCOM/AMC intended to retain OPCON and that AFAFRICA would issue his daily operating orders. Recognizing the sensitivity and importance of the issue, Uptegraff took advantage of USAF Commander General Welsh’s visit on March 22 to urge him to issue written orders for the unit as quickly as possible. The issue was still on the table two days later when the AMC commander, General Johns, visited Morón and told Uptegraff he still didn’t have valid orders from either command. To that, the Guard General simply responded that he was from Pittsburgh and, therefore, was comfortable being a “Pirate.” Things got no less confusing on March 30, when USAFE and AMC simultaneously issued “G-Series” orders establishing Uptegraff’s wing as the 406 AEW under USAFE OPCON and the 313 AEW under 18 AF OPCON, respectively.

43 Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Karl Mueller, October 29, 2012.
44 Email from officer in 521 Air Mobility Operations Wing, to Lieutenant General Robert Allardice, Vice Commander, Air Mobility Command, SUBJECT: DV Notes/Comments, March 25, 2011. In a later interview, General Moulton, the EUCOM/J3, suggested General Welsh had “fully agreed with TRANSCOM retaining OPCON,” from the beginning of Odyssey Dawn and probably had come to Morón, which fell under his command, only to ensure that the base was ready to support Uptegraff’s operations; Moulton interview, September 17–18, 2012.
45 Uptegraff interview, March 26, 2012. Pittsburgh’s National League baseball team is the “Pirates.”
Uptegraft was pressed from all directions by resource shortfalls, arriving aircraft and crews, problems with the setup of air space allocations and routes for tanker operations, and myriad other operational concerns. He decided that command relations weren’t his biggest problem. As long as he had fuel, serviced aircraft, rested crews, and a minimal ability to coordinate his operations with the fighter units needing support, he decided to get into the fight and let higher echelons figure out who owned his wing. Over the next couple of weeks, he pragmatically reported up both of his command chains—to USAFE and AMC—and made specific requests for support to whichever command he felt was best placed to satisfy them. By the time the issue was settled in AMC’s favor, the 313th AEW was engaged fully in the air war over Libya.

General Uptegraft’s adroit handling of the OPCON issue was appropriate to his situation. Since no one questioned that General Woodward held TACON and, later, that General Jodice had NATO OPCON, he knew his operational guidance would come from those sources, and that AMC had the stick on logistical and personnel support. Logistics was never a major problem, since USAFE energetically worked his local base support issues, while AMC handled personnel, aircraft, and supply issues. The arrangement also allowed AMC to rotate personnel and aircraft with greater agility and rationality within the global tanker fleet than might have been possible to coordinate through USAFE and NATO. AMC also was left to pay for all of those MPA days—an item of great importance to AFRICOM and EUCOM, given the absence of supplemental funding from Congress.

Not surprisingly, AMC leaders consistently endorsed the OPCON/TACON split as essential to AMC’s ability to conduct rapid global mobility. They argued that, particularly in a period of “deep surge,” global cognizance and access to the tanker fleet allowed the command to extract maximum productivity from its assets and cover as many of its assigned missions as possible. During OUP, for example, AMC’s retention of OPCON less TACON, and the presence of Colonel Evans at CAOC 5, facilitated the occasional application of unused OUP tankers to other AMC and USAFE missions. With the approval of General Jodice, Colonel Evans or his later replacement, Colonel Kenneth D. Lewis, would notify 18 AF or USAFE of available aircraft as soon as the CFAC published the daily air tasking order. The home commands might then task their aircraft against another requirement, as long as they did not impact the OUP mission. This flexibility had limits, of course. When General Jodice caught wind of “another command wanting our tankers,” he reminded AMC that “you can’t do that, they’re TOAed to NATO by a SECDEF order . . . You can take them back; but you

---

have to go through the formal process.”49 Despite this, the tanker “swings” worked well, allowing AMC to manage them in the global system, while NATO retained first refusal on their capacity.

Some USAFE operations managers did identify logistics and force management challenges created by the OPCON/TACON split.50 AMC’s retention of the logistics responsibilities of OPCON, the managers felt, confused and slowed requests for logistics support. This was particularly the case at Istres, France, where multi-point refueling system (MPRS)—equipped tankers from USAFE’s 100th Air Refueling Group and the 313 AEW collocated later in the operation. In one case, obtaining a simple one-time flight waiver for a Morón tanker from the 92nd Wing at Fairchild AFB, Washington, required a meandering, seven-phase coordination effort involving Fairchild, the 313 AEW, the 100 ARG, the 603/617 AOC, 18 AF, and a group of unhappy sergeants in between. This was a consistent problem, and led General Johns in August to rate communication between USAFE and AMC regarding Istres maintenance issues as “poor.”51 USAFE staffers reported that giving NATO OPCON authority to the Combined Forces Air Component at Poggio complicated their own ability to monitor the maintenance status of airborne aircraft and manage USAFE’s tanker operations as a whole. Because they “never had a coherent mobility picture in NATO,” the USAFE staffers felt that they lacked the ability to make timely logistical and aircraft scheduling adjustments to maintenance problems, changes in ongoing Libyan missions, or reallocations of sorties among the other missions they were trying to cover.52

Beyond the sometimes-heated dispute over command relations, air-refueling operations in the Libyan conflict were fairly ordinary. For the most part, tankers flew out of Morón and Istres, crossed the Mediterranean, orbited for long hours off the coast, and offloaded fuel as required. These missions tended to be unusually long, even for tanker operations. The flight time between the two tanker bases and Libya was between two and two and a half hours each way. Tankers often remained in or near their orbits for another five or six hours, depending on when and how many fighters pulled up to take on fuel. KC-135s departing the area often transferred unused fuel to KC-10s standing by in reliability orbits to cover unexpected requirements or emergencies. Since the Libyan army and air force presented some localized air defense threats until well into the summer, tankers stayed offshore until the last few weeks of the campaign.

49 Jodice interview, November 14, 2012. “TOA” refers to the U.S.-NATO transfer of authority giving control of the tankers to NATO.

50 Benson interview, March 13, 2012. General Benson believed there was good understanding and acceptance of the arrangement at the 3- and 4-star levels, but the problem was “getting field graders to accept it.”


52 USAFE interview.
Despite the routine nature of tanker operations during OOD and OUP, the distances involved and the near-absence of other suitable airfields available for KC-135 operations provide some insights useful to Air Force planning. Compared to the Southwest Asian and Pacific areas of operation, the Libyan AOR was relatively compact. Even then, air-refueling support was critical, and the size of the tanker fleet determined the scale and tempo of combat operations. In the rush to begin initial operations, AFAFRICA asked USAFE and AMC for as many tankers as they could provide, then planned combat operations accordingly. The same situation persisted during the NATO phase, where tanker availability was the main limiting factor for the pace of air operations.\footnote{Evans interview, November 9, 2012.} Given the distances between fighter bases and the combat zone, combat air patrols and on-call strike packages could not be maintained without robust tanker support. To increase efficiency, General Jodice and Colonel Evans spent considerable energy looking for tanker bases closer to the fight. However, even in the developed environment of the Mediterranean region, this proved impractical. Airfields with the requisite 10,000-foot runways either lacked the fuel capacity required to support

---

Mission planning and command and control for the AMC contributions to both the humanitarian relief efforts in Japan and Operation Odyssey Dawn were led by AMC’s Tanker Airlift Control Center at Scott AFB, Ill. As AMC’s hub for global operations, the TACC plans, schedules, and directs a fleet of nearly 1,300 mobility aircraft in support of strategic airlift, air refueling, and aeromedical evacuation operations around the world.

\textit{Courtesy of the U.S. Air Force, photo by Captain Justin Brockhoff.}
tanker operations, were civil airports unavailable for military flights, or did not have ramp space available to park tankers.\textsuperscript{54}

During this study, the KC-135R’s performance limitations naturally led to discussions of the KC-46 that is currently under development. Unquestionably, the KC-46 compares well with the older aircraft it will replace. Benefiting from a half-century of aeronautical development since the Stratotanker was designed, the KC-46 will be substantially more reliable and operationally flexible.\textsuperscript{55} With a much larger design than the KC-135R, the KC-46 will carry more than twice as many cargo pallets, sixteen compared to six, and its engines also will be significantly more fuel efficient.\textsuperscript{56} Further, all KC-46s will be air-refuelable to extend their range and flexibility. The power of the KC-46’s engines also shortens its takeoff rolls compared to the KC-135, with significant impact on the bigger plane’s basing flexibility and productivity. On a standard day (sea level and 59°F), for example, a KC-46 could have flown fully loaded from the 8,000-foot runways at Sigonella Naval Air Station during the Libyan conflict, while the KC-135R could not.\textsuperscript{57}

Another lesson from the Libyan air campaign was that it was a valid test of the limits of ARC volunteerism, but not of the long-term viability of the present mix of ARC and active units in the tanker force. The willingness of so many reservists to come forward over a period of months without a formal mobilization testified to their patriotism and unit loyalty. But by mid-July, the volunteer pool was drying up. To keep things going, the Air Force took the innovative step of diverting active person-

\textsuperscript{54} Uptegraff interview, March 26, 2012; Evans interview, November 9, 2012.

\textsuperscript{55} As a consequence of Boeing and USAF proprietary restrictions, there is no single, publically available source of comparative performance data for the KC-135 and KC-46. Consequently, the author extracted and derived the following data and comparisons from several sources including: Boeing, “767 Airplane Characteristics for Airport Planning,” September, 2005; Air Force Pamphlet 10-1403, \textit{Air Mobility Planning Factors}, December 18, 2003; Paul Jackson, ed., \textit{Janes All the World’s Aircraft 2012–13}, “Boeing 767-300ER,” London: HIS Global, 2012, p. 998; and the USAF’s fact sheets on the KC-135R and KC-46. The findings in this section, therefore, should be understood as derivative, but probably within a few percentage points of the actual numbers.

\textsuperscript{56} The KC-46’s two Pratt and Whitney 4062 engines will produce a total of 124,000 pounds of thrust and together burn about 10,000 pounds of fuel per hour at cruise. With its four CFM-56 engines, the KC-135 burns about 12,000 pounds per hour to produce some 86,000 pounds of thrust at cruise.

\textsuperscript{57} For all its modernity, the KC-46’s general performance specifications in some circumstances will offer only a marginal improvement over those of the KC-135R. The newer aircraft’s derivation from a twin-aisle commercial design means that it will carry around a lot of structural weight in relation to the amount of fuel it will bring to the fight. At 412,000 pounds maximum takeoff weight, the KC-46 will carry 207,000 pounds of offload fuel. The 322,000-pound takeoff weight of the KC-135R includes 200,000 pounds of fuel. Thus, at the point of takeoff, the two aircraft are nearly equal in capacity. As distances increase, however, the KC-46’s more efficient engines gradually give it an advantage. In a Libya-like operating profile (two hours out, four hours holding on a tanker track, two hours back), the KC-135R would have about 100,000 pounds of fuel to offload, while the KC-46 would offer around 120,000 pounds. If they had been permitted to operate from Sigonella, however, the KC-135R’s payload would have decreased by as much as 60,000 pounds, depending on ambient temperatures, while the KC-46’s would not have changed.
nel and aircraft from the Middle East to Morón, and mobilizing ARC units to back-fill the vacated positions in “the desert.” The move was expedient, since U.S. Central Command had mobilization authority and money to pay for its operations, whether active or ARC personnel performed them. In contrast, AMC was running out of MPA money but had to pay the active personnel anyway. If anything, the ARC-active swap exemplified the deep integration of the ARC and active components of the USAF. While it did little to reduce the total stress on the air mobility system, it did at least buy time for the Libyan campaign to continue.

**Air Combat Command**

Often misunderstood even within the Air Force, Air Combat Command is a global force provider in much the same way as AMC or Air Force Space Command. Within the command’s directorate of operations (A3), the Operations Division (A3O) manages the tasking of all Air Force conventional forces, regardless of their owning combatant command, except for airlift, air refueling, and special operations. This oversight authority includes the tasking of theater-assigned forces to support operations in other theaters. When the Joint Staff receives a Request for Forces (RFF) from a combatant command for conventional forces, the Operations Division recommends which units can fill the request. Its criteria for selection include the condition of the units, the degree to which they have been tasked for deployed operations already, and Air Force commitments elsewhere. Presuming that all echelons agree with A3O’s recommendations, the Air Force Operations Group cuts the general, or “G-series,” orders for units to deploy. Since virtually every unit in ACC and the overseas Air Force component commands is embedded in the ongoing rotation of air expeditionary forces (AEFs), any unexpected calls for forces necessitate far-reaching “reworks of apportionments and taskings.” These usually involve painful trade-offs that can increase the risks of current or planned operations in other CCMDs. These decisions have become increasingly difficult in the last decade, as the Air Force has constricted in size and budget without proportional reduction in its commitments and taskings.58

Uncertainty over the Libyan mission made an already complicated force management problem even more so. As Libya heated up in late February and early March, AFAFRICA Commander General Woodward began issuing requests for forces. ACC began identifying the appropriate units and personnel for deployment. But political uncertainty surrounding the likelihood and scope of American intervention, and the impact that premature deployments would have on other operations, meant that actual movement orders were slow to emerge from the Joint Staff and the Air Force. Then, when EUCOM covered UNSCR 1970’s no-fly zone with forces in-theater already, ACC’s planning for immediate deployments went by the boards. Instead, the command began building deployment lists for the possibility that Libyan operations might

extend beyond 45 days. Only a handful of ISR aircraft initially went forward. As a result, when the abrupt passage of UNSCR 1973 prompted a flurry of new RFFs from EUCOM, ACC had to rebuild its force management plan anew and coordinate it with the commands that would be losing support to free up assets to go to Europe. This imposed delays on the process, as did initial confusion over how much other air forces would carry the combat effort. These unexpected delays irritated and confused local commanders, particularly General Woodward, and theater operational planning staffs. But, at least from the perspective of ACC, the delays were unavoidable under the circumstances.\textsuperscript{59}

Fortunately for the USAF, its NATO allies, Sweden, and Arab partner states provided significant combat and combat support forces that greatly reduced ACC’s necessary contribution to Unified Protector. With partner air forces providing most of the counterair, strike, and much of the combat support assets for the campaign, ACC’s presentation of forces to AFAFRICA was much smaller proportionately than that of AMC. Throughout Unified Protector, ACC presented a flight of six F-16CJs from the 77th and 55th squadrons of the 20th Fighter Wing, based at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, to USAFE’s 31st Fighter Wing at Aviano AB, Italy. In conjunction with a similar number of U.S. Navy EF-18G Growlers and Italian Air Force Tornado ECR aircraft, these planes provided the bulk of the coalition’s suppression/destruction of enemy air defenses (SEAD/DEAD) capabilities.\textsuperscript{60} Additionally, ACC dispatched ISR assets from the 9th and 55th Reconnaissance Wings at Beale AFB, California, and Offutt AFB, Nebraska, respectively. These included TR-1/U-2s, at least two MQ-1B Predators, and E-8 Joint STARS and RC-135 River Joint aircraft. It also dispatched E-3 Sentry AWACS aircraft from the 552nd Air Control Wing, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. Finally, ACC provided several hundred active, Guard, and Reserve members to augment various headquarters and staff units at AFAFRICA, USAFE, CAOC 5, and on the command ship USS \textit{Mount Whitney}.\textsuperscript{61}

These deployments, small as they were in relation to ACC’s overall capabilities, strained the command and placed several units in “surge.” Qualitatively, the Air Force identifies units in surge whenever their operational commitments force them to delay personnel leaves, training, and or maintenance actions in order to handle immediate operational tasks. Quantitatively, the service measures surge by the dwell-to-deployment ratios of its units. These ratios reflect the amount of time that units and individuals spend at and away from their home stations, families, and normal routines.

\textsuperscript{59} ACC Operations Division (A3O) interview, March 12, 2012; USAFE interview; and General Margaret Woodward, interview by Deborah Kidwell, March 7, 2012. Woodward pointed out in this interview that only four of her 94 RFFs had been filled by the start of Odyssey Dawn.


\textsuperscript{61} See Appendix B for overall orders of battle.
As a target for active forces, the Air Force aims at deployment-to-dwell ratios of 1:2 (.33), meaning one-third of the time deployed and two-thirds at home station. The established minimum ratio is 1:1 (.50). For ARC units, the targets are 1:5 (.16) normal and 1:4 (.20) minimum. In ACC’s case, Unified Protector pushed some active units well below their normal dwell ratios, with at least one unit hitting 2:1 (.67) and others obliged to defer some training.62

United States Air Forces Europe
The boundaries delineating the areas of operation of U.S. geographic combatant commands are considered nearly sacred. That put USAFE in an interesting position as a global force provider during Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector. As the air component of U.S. European Command, its area of operations extended southward across the Mediterranean to the territorial waters of Libya, twelve miles from the North African coast. Thus, many of the major battles of the Libyan civil war occurred within sight of USAFE’s operational boundaries. But Libya was in U.S. Africa Command’s AOR (see Figure 4.1). So AFAFRICA had the job of fighting the air war, even though its opera-

Figure 4.1
U.S. Combatant Command Areas of Responsibility

62 ACC Operations Division (A3O) interview, March 12, 2012; Fontaine, “Libya Causing Cuts in Training, Other Programs.”
ional component, 17th Air Force (17 AF), had minimal capability to plan and conduct combat air operations. It had no assigned operational units, and its 617th AOC was small. The personnel in the 617th were as trained and ready as those in any other AOC, but many of the 617 AOC’s 115 billets were empty and others were manned on a split-duty or “matrix” basis. By comparison, around 400 personnel manned USAFE’s 603rd Air Operations Center, and they were experienced in the day-to-day oversight of the command’s three fighter wings (the 31st, 48th, and 52nd), the 86th Air Mobility Wing and the 100th Air Refueling Wing. So, during the war in Libya, USAFE found itself as a sort of airpower Gulliver supporting AFAFRICA's Lilliputian joust with an ogre at the edge of its own operational back yard.

USAFE did whatever it could to underpin AFAFRICA’s success. During Odyssey Dawn and for the first week or so of Unified Protector, USAFE presented the bulk of all USAF forces made available to AFRICOM. The 48th Fighter Wing (FW) at RAF Lakenheath sent F-15Es to Sigonella Naval Air Station and Aviano Air Base, Italy. The 52nd FW sent A-10s and defense suppression F-16CJs to Aviano. The F-16–equipped 31st FW basically fought in place at Aviano. Even the tankers at RAF Mildenhall moved forward, initially to Hellenic Air Force Base Souda, Crete, and then to Istres, France. During Odyssey Dawn, the 603/617 AOC enabled more than 2,000 sorties and identified more than 1,400 targets.63 By the first week or so of Operation Unified Protector, the combined commitments of the various non-U.S. allied air forces grew to approximately 120 to 130 fighter, 13 air refueling, and 20–25 support aircraft.64 By that time, U.S. air units were conducting air patrol and strike sorties only on an exceptional basis. Most deployed USAFE units were returning or preparing to return to their home fields.

As in the case of the other Air Force major commands involved, the relatively small commitment of forces to OOD and OUP pushed some USAFE units to the edge of their available capabilities. The 480th Fighter Squadron, for example, repositioned to Aviano even though it was in its final weeks of preparation for a rotation to Afghanistan. The 100th Air Refueling Wing was under particular stress, since it remained heavily committed throughout OOD and OUP. At the beginning of Odyssey Dawn, the Wing received verbal orders to generate as many tankers as possible for Libyan operations. With around 15 KC-135s on hand, the Wing’s 351st Air Refueling Squadron committed to eight sorties per day, leaving its other aircraft in maintenance or covering the unit’s training, aeromedical evacuation, and transatlantic mission support taskings. Even this load was unsupportable over the long run and, when the 351st


64 These numbers are based on several sources, and the total number of aircraft involved in the operation varied frequently. The NATO fact sheet reports 260 aircraft were involved in OUP. In that case, the non-U.S. commitment would have been about 60 percent of the general effort and much more than that of the fighter effort.
shifted from Souda to Istres on April 20, the Wing reduced its commitment to six sorties per day. Conducting “split operations” from both Mildenhall and Istres put the Wing’s staff and unit personnel at the limits of what they could do, left some wing offices empty, and pushed its dwell-to-deployment ratio to 1:1.27 (.56 deployment).\textsuperscript{65}

As in the case of AMC and its tankers, EUCOM retained U.S. OPCON of its OOD/OUP-committed KC-135Rs. This arrangement spared AFAFRICA and CFAC significant logistical and management burdens, and empowered the experts at the 100th ARW and the 617/603 AOC to get the most from the tankers at Istres and Mildenhall. Still, the arrangement unquestionably further complicated the flow of information and decisions within the air refueling effort. As the commander of the 100th Operations Group pointed out in regard to the amalgamation of USAFE and AMC MPRSs-equipped tankers at Istres, “We had aircraft responding to two different combatant chains of command in response to orders from a combined headquarters in support of a third combatant command operating from the base of a foreign air force.” Also, as discussed above, the arrangement was fraught with the possibility of crossed signals and delayed actions, particularly in the realms of air space control, mission planning, and logistics.\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{Air Force Space Command}

As components of the U.S. Strategic Command (STRATCOM), Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) and its various elements provided vital—though often unseen—support to war fighters in the European and African theaters during Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector. Space planners and controllers generally agreed that Libya represented what one described as “a pretty standard inventory of space support requirements,” but the conflict nevertheless raised caution flags regarding resource limitations and future capabilities.\textsuperscript{67}

An understanding of Air Force space support to Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector begins with an appreciation of its organizational context. U.S. Strategic Command exercises command authority over virtually all U.S. military space assets. As a service component of STRATCOM, AFSPC trains, organizes, and equips Air Force forces for “presentation” to STRATCOM for operations. To actually conduct operations, the STRATCOM commander assigns OPCON of space forces to the Joint Functional Component Command for Space (JFCC Space), headquartered at Vandenberg AFB, California, and under the command of Lieutenant General Susan Helms

\textsuperscript{65} 100th Operations Group interview by Robert C. Owen, March 20, 2012.

\textsuperscript{66} 100th Operations Group interview; 100th Maintenance Group, “100 MXG OOD/OUP Lessons Learned,” sometime in November, 2011, slide 6; and 100th Operations Group, “100 OG OOD/OUP Lessons Learned,” also sometime in November, 2011, slides 6-14, 28-31, and 40-2.

\textsuperscript{67} Group interview with 614 AOC and JSpOC officers by Deborah Kidwell and Robert C. Owen, April 24, 2012. Hereafter referenced as “JSpOC group interview.”
during the Libya campaign. General Helms, in turn, executed her OPCON authority through the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC), also at Vandenberg, to provide combat effects in and through space in direct support to combatant commanders in their areas of responsibility.

Overseas, combatant commanders usually interface with JFCC Space and the JSpOC through their space coordination authorities. During the Libyan campaign, Major General Woodward acted as AFRICOM’s Space Coordination Authority and delegated the associated responsibilities to the commander of her 603 Air Operations Center. Within the 603 AOC, a single space weapons officer in the Strategy Division and a small group of space controllers in the Combat Operations Division, led by Major Justin Littig, did the legwork of planning, directing, and supervising space operations and coordinating access to space capabilities with the JSpOC. A final but critical member of the space team at AFAFRICA was the Director of Space Forces (DS4), Colonel Vincent Jefferson, who served as the principal space adviser to General Woodward and provided senior-level access into the space community.68

Fortunately for the success of initial Odyssey Dawn operations, Generals Woodward and Helms did not wait for formal direction to begin the integration of their staffs and planning. In mid-February, General Woodward directed Colonel Jefferson and her AOC staff to begin planning for possible operations in Libya. Fully aware of increasing tensions in the area, General Helms simultaneously directed the JSpOC to keep an eye on the region and pushed STRATCOM to begin full-scale planning. The JSpOC director, Colonel Chris Moss, told his Strategy Division chief, Colonel Miguel Colon, and his lead planner, Lieutenant Colonel Kevin Carlson, to begin planning support for AFAFRICA operations with the 603 AOC.69 They immediately began collaborating with Colonel Jefferson and the space weapons officer in the Strategy Cell, Captain Andrew Emslie, to develop a supportable space plan. Carlson and Emslie, as strategists, constituted the main line of coordination.

Carlson and Emslie had recently participated in a Joint Crisis Action Planning Conference for a EUCOM Tier 1 exercise that facilitated their collaboration. It included features such as maintaining a no-fly zone and interdicting enemy road convoys that presaged events to come in Libya.70 That conference and the parallel organizational structures of the two operations centers allowed their staffs to communicate easily and

---


69 Lieutenant General John E. Hyten, Vice Commander, Air Force Space Command, email to Thomas E. Erhard, Special Assistant, Air Force Chief of Staff, “Air Force Space Command with examples v6.docx,” July 19, 2012. Based on reviews by AFSPC personnel of an earlier draft of this section, General Hyten provided consolidated recommendations for changes and expansions.

70 Within the National Exercise Plan (NEP), Tier I exercises are centered on White House directed, government-wide strategy and policy-related issues and require participation by all appropriate government departments and agencies. See Department of Defense Instruction 3020.47, DoD Participation in the National Exercise Program (NEP), January 29, 2009, for further discussion of these policies and definitions.
to anticipate one another’s planning deadlines and information needs throughout the forthcoming conflict. Indeed, Emslie and other officers in the 603rd had produced a draft campaign plan by early March, which became the basis for the actual OOD-OUP plan. This was fortunate, since the gap between receipt of the formal execution order for planning and the start of operations was 24 hours, or no longer for space leaders and planners than for anyone else in the Air Force. Had they waited for formal clearance to begin planning, they would have been hard-pressed to have the necessary effects in place to support early operations.71

AFAFRICA’s planners had access to the capabilities of a formidable space order of battle. STRATCOM controlled a large fleet of satellites and their support systems—about 63 at the end of 2011. These satellites included the ubiquitously important GPS; the Defense Support Program (DSP); Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS); the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP); and communications satellites such as Milstar, Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS), and Wideband Global SATCOM (WGS). It also happened that the military lineup in 2011 included Tactical Satellite (TACSAT) III, a developmental hyperspectral imaging system.

In addition to these systems, U.S. leaders, planners, and organizations in Europe had access to systems and capabilities provided by other space operators. These included the output of National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather satellites, and systems operated by the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), and the National Security Agency (NSA). The satellite constellations and products of these organizations generally are classified, but are noted for their high quality and breadth of coverage in visual and electronic formats. Also, two commercial companies, GeoEye and DigitalGlobe, operated five satellites between them and sold images and data to the military that were only marginally less detailed in some formats than those that government systems provided.72

Each of the military systems brought invaluable capabilities to the tasks of building a comprehensive picture of Libyan forces and following the progress of events on the ground. The 2nd Space Operations Squadron operated GPS, which enhanced the planning of virtually every operation, from airdrops, air refueling, search and rescue, reconnaissance, and precision weapons delivery to airmen using GPS data on their personal phones to find hotels, restaurants, and navigate the roads back to their deployment bases in unfamiliar places. NOAA spacecraft’s weather information was of obvious and similarly widespread utility. The DSP and SBIRS systems were particularly important to planners and commanders, since they detected and characterized the infrared signals of events such as missile launches, artillery fire, explosions, and aircraft crashes. TACSAT II’s ability to scan a wide electromagnetic spectrum provided

71 JSpOC group interview and interview with JSpOC officers.
unprecedented capabilities to analyze potential targets. For example, the system could
tell whether the grass in a soccer stadium was real atop dirt or plastic on concrete and
whether a structure might be hidden underneath. It also could distinguish whether a
vehicle was civilian or military based upon its paint.73

The products of the GeoEye and DigitalGlobe commercial systems filled valuable
functions as well. Most importantly, they provided information that the USAF
could pass on to any partner without encountering classification issues. In general, no
coalition space operator, including the United States, was willing to share information
that would reveal the full capabilities or operational characteristics of its military space
systems. As a result, U.S. intelligence analysts in the CAOC could look at imagery
from the NRO, but could not share it with their counterparts from other nations. All
coalition partners used the GPS system, of course. But the Space Cell in the 603 AOC
could not warn them of pending degradations of the system due to the ever-changing
positions of individual satellites. So, through a program called Eagle Vision, the Air
Force relied on the commercial operators to provide some 75 “products,” which aug-
mented U.S. organic capabilities and which could be passed on to partner air forces to
support planning and operations.75

The short straw in American capabilities to provide space support to the Euro-
pean and African theaters was manpower—there simply weren’t enough space profes-
sionals in the system to fully exploit all the capabilities available all the time. Within
the 603 AOC Space Cell, only one officer and four noncommissioned officers (NCOs)
were available to execute space operations, and one of the NCOs was not yet certified
for the task. Problematically, the Space Cell saw its workload increase from single-shift,
peacetime routine to supporting sustained combat operations without reinforcement,
except for one officer that Colonel Jefferson dragooned from AFSPC. This augmenta-
tion allowed the Space Cell to operate on a 24/7 basis with the rest of the AOC staff
until May 4, when the exhaustion of its members required a return to single-shift
operation. The pressure remained equally high on the other two space specialists avail-
able, who operated without backup in their critical positions. Meanwhile, the JSpOC
felt comfortable with the space support team it established to liaise with the 603 AOC,
but acknowledged it would have been hard-pressed to set up another team for another
contingency or cover an expansion of Libyan operations.77

The generally tight manning of space forces emerged as a root cause of several
disconnects between theater and global operators. On one side of the issue, the space

74 Hyten comments.
75 Hyten comments.
76 Interview with JSpOC officers.
77 JSpOC group interview.
team at Ramstein voiced several concerns regarding the support they received from CONUS. First, they emphasized the challenge of getting augmentation personnel in a timely manner. While they perceived that other commands, such as ACC and AMC, sent out planners on a preemptive basis, they felt that STRATCOM and AFSPC held fast to formal RFF procedures that were too slow for the pace of events. Some Ramstein team members also reported their sense that JFCC Space and the JSpOC were neither as sensitive to their specific support requirements nor as flexible in providing the support they needed. When, for example, the Space Cell requested that the JSpOC tailor its daily report on GPS availability to the theater’s specific needs, it received a response that they would have to take the general report sent to all theaters and do its own analysis. Also, when the JSpOC seemed slow in adjusting its overhead persistent infrared (OPIR) watch boxes over Libya to match unfolding operations, the Space Cell felt obliged to make an end run directly to the unit operating the system. This serious violation of JFCC Space procedures resulted in further friction with the JSpOC.\footnote{Interview with JSpOC officers.}

On the other side of the issue, the JSpOC pointed out that its manning was no less stringent than that of the 603/617 AOC. Like the rest of the Air Force, the JSpOC was fully employed, covering a global spread of commitments and its training obligations when the Japanese earthquake relief effort and then Odyssey Dawn fell on it in the same month. Moreover, the JSpOC was not manned or chartered to send out augmenters to the theaters. JSpOC leaders, however, were willing to send out some personnel to Ramstein or CAOC 5, but never received a validated request from STRATCOM. When all of these limitations were considered, they acknowledged, the JSpOC’s capacity to provide 15-person space support teams for different operations and to cover special requests for tailored reports and OPIR watch box adjustments likely fell short of theater desires.\footnote{JSpOC group interview.}

Regardless of the obstacles they faced, however, the space practitioners in CONUS and Europe ensured that the war fighters received as much support as possible. Their first order of business was to ensure that general services—mainly GPS, communications, and weather support—were running and connected to the necessary nodes.\footnote{JSpOC group interview.} Next, Air Force space elements contributed to the frantic effort to update the overall intelligence picture of what was going on in Libya. This was a formidable task, given the lack of attention that U.S. intelligence agencies had allotted to the country during the preceding decade of rapprochement with Libya and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Still, with access to the outputs of dozens of satellites, numerous ISR aircraft, and human sources from within Libya itself, the United States and then NATO quickly created a comprehensive and persistent mosaic of the situation. Air Force space sys-
tems, particularly DSP, SBIRS, and TACSAT, contributed importantly to building that mosaic and supporting targeting and other planning efforts.

The Air Force space team’s ability to pool the “feeds” from its individual systems into a cohesive “battlespace characterization” that drew Major General Woodward into the 603 AOC’s Space Cell on OOD’s first night. Working together, the 603rd, the 2nd Space Warning Squadron, the JSpOC, and national agencies provided the best and, in some cases, the only awareness of the overall situation in the theater and of the results of specific strikes. This situational awareness allowed General Woodward and other leaders from the first night of Odyssey Dawn to watch many air strikes and other operations in real time.

Space capabilities thus were integrated into every mission conducted in support of the Libya operation. They were so reliably and transparently provided at the time that some users and later analysts might miss the great resource investments and human efforts required to make them available. That would be an unfortunate oversight, since the Libyan experience reinforced the necessity of managing and capitalizing space forces energetically and astutely.

Allies

Other sections of this report describe the contributions of individual national air forces in great detail, so this section will examine allied contributions only in terms of their implications for USAF policy and future operations. During the conflict, the main concerns were with the interoperability of forces, particularly in their ability to share classified information, and with shortages of precision munitions in the arsenals of some air forces.

The condition of allied air forces in 2011 was a consequence of two decades of shrinking budgets and strategic transformation that constrained decisionmaking. Following the fall of the Soviet Union, all NATO states sought to reduce military spending and apply the resulting “peace dividends” to social programs. By 2005, the CIA estimated that Britain was spending about 2.7 percent of its gross domestic product on its military forces. The other two major NATO military powers, France and Germany, were spending 2.6 and 1.5 percent, respectively. By comparison, the United States was spending 4.06 percent.81 Military forces shrank accordingly. By 2011, most NATO and other European air forces presented personnel rosters and combat aircraft strengths that were only about one-third to one-half of their 1990 levels. Moreover, in their efforts to keep as many combat aircraft on line as possible, non-U.S. NATO air forces funded other capability areas and their logistics support only sparsely. Despite the development of national strategies to increase their “out of area” capabilities, most

NATO air forces consequently were deficient in their on-hand munitions stocks, air mobility capabilities, and C4ISR (command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) assets by the time they decided to deploy to Libya. Indeed, while the non-U.S. Alliance members and partners between them came up with about 120 fighters for Libyan operations, they supplied only about a dozen tankers, a similar number of surveillance aircraft of various types, and some of them ran low on precision munitions during the campaign.

In the overall context of operations and their implications for the future of the USAF, the scale and details of the contributions of non-U.S. NATO states to the air refueling force have particular significance. The most obvious issue was scale: The entirety of NATO was able to contribute only about 12 to 15 tankers to the fight at any particular time. France led the way, deploying six C-135FRs and a tanker C-130 to Crete. Britain sent two VC-10s or Tristars to Decimomannu AB, Sardinia, and several others to Cyprus. Canada deployed two Polaris tankers to Trapani AB, Sicily. The Dutch sent a KDC-10 to Sardinia until April 4, when they had to pull it away from OUP to cover other commitments. The Swedes brought a C-130T and the Italians made a KC-767 available. Thus, apart from the United States, the Alliance was only able to establish on the order of a 1:10 tanker/shooter force ratio, and contribute about one-quarter of the overall air refueling effort. The 25 or so USAF tankers at Morón and Istres contributed the rest of the effort, though even their addition only brought the tanker/shooter ratio to 1:4. The near-term impacts of the limited number of tankers available were that the Air Mobility Command had to scrape its buckets of MPA funds and reserve volunteerism to make up some of the shortfall, and CFAC planners had to ration tanker support in ways that restricted the productivity of some air units.

The limited number of tankers involved tended to reinforce the advantages to smaller air forces of bringing their own refuelers to the fight. All of the tanker operators found that owning their own aircraft gave them a reliable and familiar capacity to deploy and support expeditionary combat forces. In possession of relatively more robust tanker elements, the French and the British provided most of their own refueling requirements thereby gaining a degree of predictability and operational efficiency that the operators of only one or two tankers did not enjoy. All operators, of course, had access to the tankers made available to NATO for Libyan operations. But, even though the CFAC basically operated the tanker fleet as a pool, air forces providing tankers had an easier time getting access to them and, if they desired, could withhold some of their tankers for their own use. The Turkish Air Force, for example, reserved its tankers for its operations. Upon discovering that its JAS 39 Gripens could not obtain

---


83 The material and examples of this and the next two paragraphs are an encapsulation of air refueling information found in the other chapters in this volume.
JP-4 fuel at Sigonella Naval Air Station, where they were based, the Swedes used their lone C-130T to pick up fuel at other bases for transfer to the Gripens on the ground or in flight. Moreover, despite preconflict exercises, the crews of refueler and receiver aircraft from different air forces sometimes experienced difficulties with communications and procedural disconnects. Unquestionably, then, owning at least enough tankers to support some level of expeditionary operations is a gateway to strategic and operational independence and credibility for even smaller air forces.

Conclusions and Lessons

For the U.S. Air Force, the strategic implications of the 2011 Libyan civil war spring more from its political than its military characteristics. Politically, the influence of the responsibility to protect (R2P) doctrine on many states’ decisions to get involved in Libya certainly carries implications for the likelihood of the United States engaging in future wars for humanitarian purposes. Conversely, the deep divisions within the government over the Libyan intervention suggest that the Air Force’s role in such conflicts may be shaped as much by domestic political considerations as by its demonstrated ability to exert strategic influence at minimum cost and risk. Militarily, little was in the details of Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector that the USAF and its people had not already experienced to a greater or lesser degree during the preceding twenty years of wars and short-notice humanitarian and military expeditions. In a matter of hours, the institution went from a cold start to dropping bombs on targets, even as more forces were flowing into the theater and senior leaders were working through some unique command-relations problems. Glitches occurred in the USAF’s conduct of Libyan operations, of course. But, in general, the institution and its people rose to the challenge, performed their missions expertly and, as a consequence, underwrote the overall cohesion and success of the intervention. This virtuoso operational record leaves Air Force visionaries and planners to consider mainly logistical matters. The management of the air reserve components, basing issues, limitations in the current and future tanker force, and the limited capabilities of allied air forces in key areas raise questions about the future structure and management of USAF forces.

The emergence of a formalized and internationally endorsed R2P doctrine likely will have a profound influence on future USAF involvement in humanitarian conflicts. Its existence in early 2011 was the diplomatic and political lubricant that slid the United States into the Libyan intervention. Although legally no more than an expression of international opinion at the time, R2P still represented the moral sense of an influential body of government and private citizens in many countries. Thus, when Britain, France, and other European states began to move toward blocking Qaddafi’s threatened actions, R2P gave them motivation, justification, bases of domestic political support, and energetic encouragement from the U.N. These developments did much to
encourage President Obama to act before attaining the political and financial support of Congress. It remains to be seen whether resulting political gridlock and its many impacts on Air Force finances and operations will become a pattern. But, given the forward progress of the R2P doctrine over the last decade, Air Force leaders are advised to think about what they will do if it does.

For U.S. strategists, perhaps the most troubling revelation of this experience was that this conflict, in combination with ongoing operations elsewhere in the world, pushed its military forces to their limits of sustainable, unmobilized management. Entire brigades of armor and infantry were in garrison, wings of fighters on their ramps, and carrier strike groups at sea or in their bases during this short-lived war. But to break from their established schedules of deployment-reconstitution-preparation-deployment would have unhinged the long-term readiness of American military forces to a disproportionate degree. Squadrons and battalions broken out of their schedules to fight in Libya would have been unavailable for other contingencies or potentially shifted in the rotation schedule, with a cascading effect on other units and missions. So, if American long-term military “capabilities” and “standing commitments” were plotted on a graph, Libya marked a moment when those lines crossed. Sustaining what amounted to a single major regional contingency (MRC) in Southwest Asia, homeland defense, the nuclear deterrent, and other routine commitments had left the United States unable to take on a minor fight in North Africa without putting units in surge, cajoling allies to get involved, and exploiting the patriotism of its reservists. Libya demonstrated that maintaining a single-MRC military might necessitate hard strategic choices for a country with global interests and involvements.

Nowhere were the incumbent risks of overstretched forces more evident during the Libyan conflict than in the management of the air refueling fleet. Coming up with around 25 tanker “tails” to support Libyan air operations placed AMC and USAFE refueler units under stress and would have been beyond the capacity of the Air Force to produce, had ARC volunteers not saved the day. But reliance on ARC volunteerism was unsustainable over time, financially and in terms of personnel stress. So, when the volunteer pool began to run dry, AMC pulled the sleight-of-hand of shifting the ARC commitment to CENTCOM missions, where they could be mobilized and paid from contingency funds, and covering Morón with active duty crews freed from “the desert” by the ARC swap. These initiatives kept the tanker effort at full strength throughout Unified Protector. But, pragmatically successful as they were in dealing with immediate demands, they did nothing to ease the overall strain on the Air Force tanker fleet, which soldiers on fully committed every day and with a primary aircraft that was in design in 1953, the year in which the present Air Force Chief of Staff, General Mark A. Welsh III, was born.

The stress on the overall air refueling fleet and the age of the KC-135 fleet reaffirms the need to energetically pursue its modernization. Acquiring the new KC-46 Pegasus will be the essential first step. Its greatly improved reliability, lower operating
costs, and shorter runway requirements in comparison to the KC-135R will enhance the productivity and flexibility of the Air Force refueler fleet. The KC-46 also will bring marginally improved range/offload capacity per aircraft over the KC-135, although its capabilities will be qualitatively similar to those of its predecessor. In theaters characterized by greater distances, sparse basing facilities, and/or contested skies, the limitations of such tankers will be more salient than they were in the Libyan conflict, however. Air Force leaders, consequently, should consider whether dealing with such conflict scenarios would be best served simply by the acquisition of more KC-46s or perhaps by a more diverse tanker fleet including some number of other types to provide greater flexibility and efficiency in a wider variety of situations. These could include a class of “heavy” tankers optimized for offload at great distances and/or “tactical” tankers optimized for forward basing and quick-response support. AMC planners are fully engaged, of course, in assessing the options for later phases of the refueling fleet modernization. Their studies must be creative and far-sighted because, if the longevity of the KC-135 is instructive, they may be conceptualizing fleet elements that will still be on the line in the year 2100.

In concert with its own tanker modernization planning, the USAF would be well served to encourage and help allied air forces to expand their air refueling capabilities. As revealed clearly in this study, the weakness or absence of tanker capacity in all other air forces during Libyan operations limited the intervention’s ability to project force and put the success of the whole effort at risk. Had the United States not been able to scrape up the tankers it did, the pace and scope of air operations would have been reduced drastically. In General Jodice’s estimate, “If you took the U.S. tankers from NATO, we could not have done this operation.” But, in bigger wars or other scenarios, even its unequalled tanker fleet may be inadequate to support U.S. operations, let alone make it possible for allies to participate. So, as the United States strains its budget to maintain its unique strength and expertise in aerial refueling, it remains imperative that even small air forces balance their “shooter,” refueler, and other support forces in keeping with their expectations for expeditionary operations.

Mitigating the stress on the air refueling fleet also shaped the noteworthy setup of tanker command relations during the conflict. In the cases of both USAFE and AMC tankers, the Defense Department left operational control in the hands of their parent combatant commands, transferring TACON only to AFRICOM/AFRAFICA. Given the war fighting limitations of the AFRICOM and AFRAFICA staffs in comparison to those of the bigger commands, the move made iminent sense and they worked well, overall. The obvious question for Air Force and Joint leaders, consequently, is whether or not such command authority splits should become a norm for tanker and other types of force transfers in the future.

---

84 Jodice interview, November 14, 2012.
As a final implication for Air Force planning, Morón Air Base’s vital role during the Libyan conflict suggests a need to lower the costs of maintaining “warm” bases wherever the United States anticipates large-scale operations. In addition to the infrastructure investments that AMC and USAFE sunk into the base, the huge expense of keeping hundreds of contract services and support personnel on strength is a daunting budget challenge for the latter command. Informally, this study heard estimates of $11 million to $17 million per year simply to keep Morón ready. In other theaters, particularly the Asia-Pacific region, a better answer might be to maintain far-flung bases in “lukewarm” status, manned by very small cadres of USAF or trusted contract personnel to support limited transient activities, if any, and ensure the security of logistics supplies in storage and facilities in mothballs. Coupled with robust mobility forces and base opening and services units, such a concept would allow the United States to bring lukewarm bases into operation in short order, without the necessity of keeping large cohorts of local contract personnel on hand.
Introduction

U.S. forces successfully conducted military operations in Libya from March 19 to October 31, 2011, first in a coalition and later under the command and control of NATO. The magnitude of this accomplishment, given the constraints and limitations of Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector, should not be underestimated. U.S. forces overcame resource, time, and other constraints to accomplish objectives that international priorities had defined. They responded quickly, planned comprehensive military operations, and coordinated an increasingly complex battlespace. The use of airpower during this intervention presents an attractive model for achieving limited goals without committing U.S. ground troops, with limited financial and time commitments, and with no casualties and little collateral damage. Both military operations relied heavily on the expertise and dedication of individual airmen, and clear communications between allies and partners to maintain consensus of action. While the discussion may just be beginning regarding the applicability of the experience to future air operations, it is clear that U.S. forces made particularly significant contributions to the air component of both operations through effective planning, communication, and coordination, and by committing specialized expertise, particularly in the areas of air operations and targeting, ISR, airlift and logistics, and refueling.

This chapter examines the theater-level actions of the United States’ armed forces during the intervention, centering on ISR, strike, and command and control. It also discusses the leadership and management of the campaign in the air operations centers (AOCs) from which it was commanded. A coalition and an alliance in which the United States deliberately sought to play a nondominant role respectively conducted Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector. However, U.S. personnel represented by far the largest contingent of strategists, targeteers, and other directors and managers of the campaign, so as a practical matter, these activities are well suited to inclusion in this chapter in spite of their highly multinational nature.
**U.S. Military Planning and Considerations**

In February 2011, U.S. government officials observed the events in Libya with growing concern, although continuing economic problems, an already stretched-thin military, and the public’s reluctance to become involved in additional foreign interventions argued against conducting military operations. However, President Barack Obama noted toward the end of February that a national security team had been monitoring the situation and coordinating with international partners to identify “a way forward.”

By February 25, the U.S. Department of State had suspended all embassy operations in Libya and prepared for the orderly evacuation of U.S. personnel from that country. That same day, the chartered ferry *Maria Delores* departed from Tripoli, completing U.S. citizens’ evacuation from Libya. President Obama invoked sanctions targeted against the Qaddafi government, noting in his executive order that the “violation of human rights, brutalization of its people, and the outrageous threats have rightly drawn the strong and broad condemnation of the international community.”

Beginning in late February, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, through the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), issued a series of planning orders. Two issues soon became paramount: to define the area of operations and to establish effective command and control relationships within the assigned combatant command. A third challenge would occur later, as military leaders attempted to acquire the necessary resources for the operation. As Operation Odyssey Dawn developed, U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) became the supported command, and commanders established various supporting command relationships within the defined area of operations. Changing strategic guidance and the unclear desired end state described in the planning orders made the process of conducting a mission analysis, developing a concept of operations, and obtaining the necessary resources to execute the plans problematic. The U.N. Security Council resolutions provided military planners with a clearer picture of the purpose; however, the question of end state was never fully resolved and became simply to prepare to transition command and control of operations to another (unnamed) organization, while also achieving the goals identified in the Security Council resolutions.

---

2. As will be described later, U.S. Africa Command became the supported command; U.S. European Command, U.S. Central Command, U.S. Transportation Command, and U.S. Strategic Command were supporting commands during OOD. Several U.S. Air Force major commands contributed forces, including Air Combat Command (ACC), Air Mobility Command (AMC), and Global Strike Command (GSC). See “Units Participating in Operation Odyssey Dawn,” *Air Force Times*, April 4, 2011, for a list of units.
3. This ambiguity continued into Operation Unified Protector, where Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II, the air component commander, described the desired end state informally as to protect civilians, essentially until our (NATO) services were no longer needed. Ralph J. Jodice, oral history interview with Deborah Kidwell, Washington, D.C.: Joint Base Anacostia Bolling, February 28, 2012.
The U.S. Experience: Operational

AFRICOM has a primary responsibility to conduct non-combat missions; however, personnel structure did not reflect these priorities. Half of the command’s manning derives from civilian employees, non-Defense Department agencies, and contractors. AFRICOM’s air component, 17th Air Force (or AFAFRICA), which Major General Margaret Woodward commanded with headquarters at Ramstein Air Base in Germany, was responsible for executing air and space operations in support of theater objectives. Although 17th Air Force’s mission statement included maintaining the ability to conduct full range of military options, personnel assignments and manpower levels did not reflect the numbers and skillsets required to conduct extensive sustained combat operations. AFRICOM planners simply did not anticipate being tasked to perform full-spectrum military operations in early 2011. Although the initial assignment of crisis planning was given to U.S. European Command due to AFRICOM’s lack of assigned forces and reliance on shared resources, eventually a consensus supported the assignment of the mission to the newly arrived General Ham as the geographic combatant commander.

Thus, the planning orders AFRICOM received to develop potential courses of action for full-scale military operations came at a time of vulnerability: The command was relatively new, it had not anticipated managing a major air campaign, and events were moving quickly to suggest a rapid response would be required. As General Ham assumed command on March 9, planning efforts were well under way to conduct full-scale military operations under his command. Although the Air Force had established the 17th Air Force and its 617th AOC to support AFRICOM’s anticipated mission, it required augmentation to execute a major offensive mission. With no permanently assigned air

---


6 General Woodward later noted that AFRICOM had unexpectedly become (after U.S. Central Command) the second “most kinetic” theater of operations at the time.

7 Joint and Coalition Operational Analysis, Libya: Operation ODYSSEY DAWN (OOD)—Executive Summary, Suffolk, Va.: JCOA, September 21, 2011.

8 AOCs are not generally staffed to conduct full-spectrum operations on a large scale without augmentation. This was typical and by design; however, it is mentioned here not because of a lack of capability or confidence within any AOC, but rather as a factor that had to be addressed at the beginning of operations. As it happened, an Air Force reorganization to combine the 603rd (supporting EUCOM) and 617th AOCs within six months of
forces, 17th Air Force relied on reachback, Request for Forces (RFF), and Global Force Management (GFM) processes, which could take up to 120 days to complete.

**Command and Control for the Air Component**
During Operation Odyssey Dawn, theater commanders and staff personnel developed a unique command and control structure and improvised creative measures that included close coordination for basing, staging, and forces within the U.S. European Command (EUCOM) AOR. General Woodward was in an unusual position as a commander with no permanently assigned air forces, an Air Operations Center in transition, and without the necessary manpower to conduct full-spectrum military operations. The 617th AOC originally was stood up as a tailored Falconer AOC, limited in scope and primarily focused on conducting daily ISR activities, and controlling mobility assets supporting AFRICOM missions. With no assigned air forces (and little time to obtain them), it became apparent that many of the required forces would necessarily derive from Third Air Force—the air component of U.S. Air Forces in Europe (USAFE)—commanded by Lieutenant General Frank Gorenc. As the JCS guidance allowed the supporting and supported commanders to work out specific command relationships, USAFE’s commander, General Mark A. Welsh III, decided that regardless of established doctrine and experience, the Commander, Air Force Forces (COMAFFOR), and the Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) duties would be divided between General Gorenc and General Woodward. General Woodward, as JFACC, coordinated closely with General Gorenc, who acted as the COMAFFOR, while General Woodward had tactical control of forces assigned to OOD. A joint force commander with operational control authority (OPCON) could task-organize and establish support relationships between assigned forces, while tactical control authority (TACON) would allow the commander to receive the requested
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9 For a description of Air Expeditionary Task Force command and control mechanisms including the Falconer and Tailored Falconer, see Air Force Doctrine Directive (AFDD) 2, p. 105: USAF Operations and Organization, April 3, 2007, pp. 54–56. “The AOC [Air Operations Center] weapon system (AN/USQ-163) is also known as the ‘Falconer.’ It is the operations command center of the JFACC and provides the capability to plan, task, execute, monitor, and assess the activities of assigned or attached forces. The Falconer AOC is the senior C2 element of the TACS [Theater Air Control System] and includes personnel and equipment from many necessary disciplines to ensure the effective conduct of air and space operations (e.g., communications, operations, intelligence, etc.).”

10 Unclassified information from Headquarters United States Air Forces in Europe and 3 AF Lessons Learned (HQ USAFE/A9AL & 3 AF/A9O), *Operation ODYSSEY DAWN: Lessons Learned from a USAFE Perspective*, Ramstein Air Base, Germany: HQ USAFE, December 8, 2011, not available to the general public.
number of units or sorties without regard to maintenance, training, administration, or unit replacement concerns.\textsuperscript{11}

As JFACC, General Woodward was authorized tactical or operational command of the forces used, while General Gorenc, as COMAFFOR, retained operational control of all USAF forces used in the operation but assigned to EUCOM. A study later noted that this command arrangement generally worked well. However, two problems were associated with the approach: It complicated efforts to align operational control of all USAF forces under a single commander and created some confusion among the staff. The forces assigned to AFRICOM remained under its administrative control, while those forces assigned to EUCOM remained under its administrative control. Generally, EUCOM-provided forces were under the operational command authority of General Gorenc, as the COMAFFOR, and tactical command authority was given to General Woodward as JFACC. At the same time, some forces provided from outside EUCOM were under the operational control of General Gorenc, while others were under the operational or tactical control of General Woodward due to the combatant commands to which they were assigned (see Table 5.1).\textsuperscript{12}

The three commanders—Generals Woodward, Gorenc, and Welsh—provided sufficient manning for General Woodward’s air operations center by combining the 617th AOC from 17th Air Force and the 603rd AOC from Third Air Force, and through augmentation from Air National Guard (ANG) units of the 217th Air Operations Group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.1</th>
<th>Comparison of OOD and OUP Command and Control Arrangements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation Odyssey Dawn</td>
<td>Operation Unified Protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>National governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported command</td>
<td>AFRICOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>General Carter F. Ham, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF commander</td>
<td>Admiral Samuel J. Locklear, USN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFACC/CFACC</td>
<td>Major General Margaret Woodward, USAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAOC</td>
<td>617 AOC, Ramstein AB, GER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{12} Unclassified information from HQ USAFE/A9AL & 3 AF/A9O, 2011.
One study later noted, “Perhaps just as important as the manpower provided by the ANG units was the fact that the AOCs and those ANG units were intimately familiar with one another due to the long-standing relationships (11 years for 603 AOC/152 AOG and two years for 617 AOC/217 AOG).”

In addition to the unique command structure, staff members developed an improvised system of knowledge management. The volume of information requested through the request for information (RFI) process initially overwhelmed the AOC. The fact that not everyone understood the unique command structure compounded the confusion. The Component Numbered Air Force Operations Center (C-NOC) managed this problem for Third Air Force, and the Odyssey Dawn Air Operations Center stood up a two-man RFI response cell to manage information requests on a 24-hour basis. In addition, a study later noted a recommendation from senior commanders that the JFACC “be prepared to share targeting video, provide anecdotes to the Joint Staff, and release statements to the press” as a standard practice.

Obtaining manpower for the operation was initially difficult, in no small part due to the absence of congressional authorization (amid controversy) and subsequent contingency funding. Given these circumstances, the military services were unable to activate National Guard and Reserve forces, and thus relied on volunteers. Some units were able to deploy personnel on (already planned) exercise orders. Obtaining forces under the reachback and the Global Force Management (GFM)/RFF processes did not always produce the needed forces within the requested time frame.
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13 General Woodward noted that the 217th AOG organization unit routinely supported 17th Air Force (617th AOC) from Battle Creek, Michigan, and that the 152nd AOG supported the Third Air Force (603rd AOC) from Syracuse, New York. Major General Margaret H. Woodward, oral history interview with Deborah Kidwell, Washington, D.C.: Joint Base Anacostia Bolling, March 7, 2012.

14 Unclassified information from HQ USAFE/A9AL & 3 AF/A9O, 2011, p. 5

15 RFI refers to any specific time-critical request for information needed to support an ongoing crisis or operation.

16 Unclassified information from HQ USAFE/A9AL & 3 AF/A9O, 2011. However, many officers are experienced in the U.S. Central Command area of operations where the COMAFFOR and the JFACC often were the same officer. With these duties divided between two commanders, many were unsure where to send specific information requests.

17 The C-NOC is a dedicated group led by a battle captain that includes representatives from most staff directorates. This group is staffed on a 24-hour basis and is a centralized location responsible for the collection of and response to information requests.

18 Unclassified information from HQ USAFE/A9AL & 3 AF/A9O, 2011.

19 HQ USAF/A9 email to Deborah Kidwell, “OOD draft—USAFE,” April 2, 2012. Several staff members contacted believed the operation went much more smoothly due to the competency and experience of the 152nd AOG. See Chapter Four for additional discussion of these issues.

20 Notable exceptions include the 217th and 152nd Air Operations Groups (Air National Guard Units), and the 92nd Air Refueling Wing stationed at Fairchild AFB, Washington. Some respondents consulted as sources for this report noted that the lack of resources was more likely due to the overall resource limitations of the operations, rather than the processes used to request and assemble forces, while others believed that the processes were
An additional issue for the planners was that surprisingly little current information existed on the Qaddafi regime’s military capabilities—years had passed since Libya’s rapprochement with the West ended its status as a high-priority potential adversary calling for intensive military intelligence collection. Reuters reporters noted, “On paper, Libya’s military has some 100,000 troops, more than 2,000 tanks, 374 aircraft and a navy and [sic] includes two patrol submarines.” The reporters estimated that perhaps only 10,000 to 12,000 loyal troops remained by the beginning of March, much of the available equipment was “poorly maintained or unusable,” and that many human rights groups had alleged that the regime relied heavily on African mercenaries as reinforcements. In testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on Armed Services on March 17, Air Force Chief of Staff General Norton Schwartz stated that the Libyan air force consisted of “multiple tens of combat aircraft.” Most of Libya’s air defense assets were believed to be located along the Mediterranean coast, with unknown capabilities in the country’s sparsely populated interior desert areas.

The lack of intelligence preparation challenged the staff throughout both OOD and OUP. Planners continued to learn about Libya’s geography, demographics, and regime military capabilities well after the start of operations, but the lack of information about the state of Libyan military capabilities increased demand for offensive counterair missions at the beginning of the campaign. In the absence of reliable intelligence, planners had to make conservative initial assumptions—for example, that the integrated air defense system was fully functioning (it actually was decrepit), and that essentially all regime troops remained loyal. Red-team analysis was difficult in the absence of information about the various factions in the conflict and their objectives and possible actions. The net effect was to delay effective campaign planning until the joint intelligence preparation of the operational environment (JIPOE) was complete, particularly after the beginning of OUP, as will be explained later in this chapter.

not able to produce needed resources within the needed time frames. See also Jason R. Greenleaf, “The Air War in Libya,” Air and Space Power Journal, Vol. 27, No. 2, 2013, pp. 28–54.


See Gregory K. James, Larry Holcomb, and Chad T. Manske, “Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn: A Model for Joint Experience, Training, and Education,” Joint Force Quarterly, No. 64, January 2012, pp. 24–29. JIPOE includes defining the operational environment; describing the impact of the operational environment; evaluating the adversary; and determining adversary courses of action. In Red Team analysis, an organizational element or “red team” is formed to research enemy and other perspectives within a specific operational environment. See Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, January 15, 2012.
Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn

Even before plans had been finalized, on March 3, AFRICOM established Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn (JTF-OD) under Admiral Samuel J. Locklear III. Locklear served jointly as commander of U.S. Naval Forces Europe and Africa, and as commander of Allied Joint Force Command, Naples, which had operational responsibility for NATO missions in the Mediterranean. Admiral Locklear conducted tactical operations from the U.S. Sixth Fleet’s flagship, the command ship USS Mount Whitney, in conjunction with liaison officers representing a number of allied countries. General Woodward became the JFACC; Vice Admiral Harry B. Harris, Sixth Fleet commander, served as the Joint Force Maritime Component commander (JFMCC); Brigadier General Christopher Haas, U.S. Army, of Special Operations Command Africa, served as the joint special operations task force commander; and Brigadier General Michael Callan, 17th Air Force vice commander, led the air component coordination element; all served under the theater commander, General Ham (see Figure 5.1). No joint force land component commander (JFLCC) was assigned, as the United States had decided not to commit ground troops to the operation. The J-staff for Odyssey Dawn was tailored to include J1 through J7, J9, public affairs, judge advocate, surgeon, comptroller, and chaplain. Twenty-eight U.S. and ten foreign liaison officers (from Italy, France, and the United Kingdom) supported the J-staff. The Navy’s Red Crown system provided airspace deconfliction and the airborne command and control platform for the first five days of the operation. USS Mount

Figure 5.1
Operation Odyssey Dawn Organization
Whitney deployed on March 14 and prepared to conduct military operations, but without exact mission orders in hand, other than the humanitarian and evacuation operations already under way.\footnote{James, Holcomb, and Manske, “Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn.” The authors note that the majority of the directors and deputies of the J-staff directorates were Air Force and Navy officers.}

**Evolving Strategic Guidance**

The most important questions now facing the military planners included the type of mission required, the desired end state, and how to obtain the forces necessary to accomplish the plans once they were approved. General Woodward later noted that in the 21 days from the start of crisis action planning to the first strikes, “almost every day brought new planning guidance with new objectives, approaches and priorities.”\footnote{Major General Margaret H. Woodward, “Defending America’s Vital National Interests in Africa,” prepared remarks before the 2011 Air & Space Conference & Technology Exposition, September 21, 2011.}

For example, as will be explained in detail, the earliest plans called for noncombatant evacuations under uncertain conditions and humanitarian relief missions. Later, the JCS requested options to establish a no-fly zone under a variety of constraints—without any kinetic strikes to eliminate threats from Libya’s air defenses; with only one kinetic strike; and, finally, the approved concept of operations that treated disabling the air defense system as an integral component of establishing the no-fly zone. Moreover, UNSCR 1973 added the mandate to take military action to protect civilians from attacks perpetrated by regime troops. This required planning direct action against regime troops advancing on Libyan cities, as well as degrading the regime’s ability to continue such attacks by damaging or destroying military facilities, equipment, and communications capabilities.

Not only did the type of requested mission planning frequently shift, political leaders’ and the military chain of command’s desired end state was unclear. For their part, U.S. policymakers seemed to prefer ambiguity to preserve their freedom to maneuver. The no-fly zone appeared to provide a low-risk, low-cost potential solution to the problem of using the military option under very limited conditions. In spite of their need for specific guidance to make plans to achieve the desired effects, military planners needed to become comfortable with this ambiguity by planning action on intermediate objectives with a number of constraints and limitations, while remaining flexible enough to change course with the political winds that would determine the desired end state at a later date. While each side believed their position to be necessary under the circumstances, the positions were clearly out of sync with each other.\footnote{The author wishes to thank Michael Kometer for his insightful comments regarding this section. Although the tasking orders remain classified, there is ample evidence to suggest that the orders process was less formal and specific than is generally the case, as is explained throughout this chapter. For example, B-2 bombers were several}
The first order of business included military assistance to close the U.S. Embassy in Tripoli and later other types of humanitarian assistance. Because of the increasingly violent nature of events, and because no one could accurately predict Qaddafi’s reaction, the first planning efforts considered conducting a noncombatant evacuation under hostile or uncertain conditions. Such a mission can be complicated and risky, and one that planners would definitely prefer to avoid by obtaining more information, resources, or by isolating or limiting constraints.28

In addition to the efforts to evacuate American citizens and embassy personnel, the United States conducted a variety of humanitarian relief operations beginning in early March. Defense Secretary Gates ordered USS Kearsarge, USS Ponce, and 400 Marines of the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) to the area to provide a capability for emergency evacuations and to provide humanitarian relief.29 Airmen from the 86th Air Wing, flying C-130Js from Ramstein, and members of the 435th Contingency Response Group collectively delivered 18,000 pounds of supplies to refugee camps in Tunisia. Over the next 11 days, Marine KC-130s returned more than 1,100 displaced Egyptians to their homeland.30 The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) provided an initial $10 million in emergency assistance in support of international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and the Libyan Red Crescent, and prepared to provide food resources where needed. As the U.S. State Department noted at the time: “We are deeply concerned about how the current situation is affecting the Libyan People and others in the country and are working intensely with the international community to meet their urgent humanitarian needs.”31 However, as Secretary Gates pointed out:

I would note that the U.N. Security Council resolution [1970] provides no authorization for the use of armed force. There is no unanimity within NATO for the use of armed force . . . Our job is to give the president the broadest possible decision space and options . . . [however] all of the options beyond the humanitarian assistance and evacuation are complex.32

32 OASD (PA), “DOD News Briefing with Secretary Gates and Adm. Mullen from the Pentagon.”
Although the mandate to conduct military operations did not exist until the passage of UNSC Resolution 1973 on March 17, U.S. forces continued to prepare for a range of possible options.

With the area of operations and command responsibilities defined, AFRICOM issued a planning order on February 26 that required 17th Air Force planners, as the air component command, to produce and deliver plans for a no-fly zone to the theater command and the Joint Staff within 36 hours. General Woodward noted:

Almost immediately, it was evident to our planners that any course of action involving a No-Fly Zone would require establishing Air Superiority and freedom of maneuver. To achieve these things, we needed to eliminate the threats posed by a fairly robust Libyan integrated Air Defense System and a relatively incapable but still lethal Libyan Air Force . . . Our view of the mission led us to believe that sustained precision engagement with regime ground forces as well as counter-air operations would be required. This fundamental perspective and our subsequent analysis of objectives were the foundations for our first Course of Action; the one we eventually executed.33

This course of action became controversial, for both the resources it would require and the operations or types of mission it implied. As a result, 17th Air Force planners were asked to provide options to establish and maintain a no-fly zone without any kinetic strikes. Although a paucity of information existed on Libyan military capabilities, it was known that regime officials had constructed an integrated air defense system (IADS) from older Soviet technology. Pentagon briefer Vice Admiral William Gortney later evaluated the system as having “still good capability.”34 General Woodward observed that a consequence of the first tasking would be that a majority of operations would take place within range of multiple and highly capable surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems. “We developed this plan as directed,” she remarked, “but assessed it as extremely high risk and offered our original COA [course of action] as an alternative.”35 On March 2, General Woodward’s planners submitted a Request for Forces consistent with the operational approach they had initially proposed; although Africa Command and the Joint Staff endorsed this concept, the approval for resources did not occur before the operation began.36

Planning guidance for possible military action continued to develop even as humanitarian missions continued. 17th Air Force planners were asked, for example,
to plan to execute one initial strike aimed at preventing Libyan regime aircraft from flying, with only limited defensive counterair (DCA) and SEAD. General Woodward noted that some planning guidance to develop courses of action occurred during video teleconferences (VTCs) and arrived via email. Some planning requests described what were essentially tactical tasks—to damage runways, for example—rather than comprehensive planning objectives for military operations. The sheer number and nature of planning requests reflected the difficulty of the policy decision to intervene militarily, and often, a lack of understanding between military and political decisionmakers.

As General Woodward recalled, “Throughout this planning cycle, the situation in Libya continued to deteriorate. It appeared that unless the world acted, nothing would prevent Colonel Qaddafi and his lieutenants from committing mass murder in Benghazi.” White House officials continued to state publicly that they were considering a range of options. When planners received a draft version of UNSC Resolution 1973 on March 16, they were surprised to note an additional mandate—protecting civilians. As planners contemplated the implications of conducting air-to-ground strikes not only against military assets and facilities to establish the no-fly zone, but also against advancing regime troops, they realized they would have to consider atypical sources and methods to acquire the resources, combat support, and specific skill sets required.

The Coalition Coalesces

As the violence in Libya escalated, three events paved the way for U.S. military operations: the Arab League expressed support for a no-fly zone, a growing political consensus developed within Congress and the Obama administration to take action, and the passage of UNSCR 1973 provided the international authorization to use military force. As individual nations and Alliance organizations considered their support, Obama administration officials also weighed the possibility of military intervention. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice stated as early as February 28 that “we have been very clear that we have a range of options . . . that we’re considering.” A few days later, President Obama added: “The violence must stop; Muammar Qaddafi has lost the legitimacy to lead and he must leave; those who perpetrate violence against the Libyan people will be held accountable.”

37 Woodward, oral history interview, March 7, 2012. Eventually, the plans tasked multiple units to provide the necessary forces (from 17th Air Force, 3rd Air Force, 18th Air Force, and eventually the 313th AEW, for example).
Defense Secretary Gates and other military officials continued a dialogue with Congress regarding possible military options, the resources required, and the potential consequences to U.S. interests and foreign policy. Initially, Congress appeared to show little understanding of the kinetic aspects and complexity of establishing a no-fly zone and even less of a consensus regarding the will to act. Secretary Gates testified bluntly before Congress, “A no-fly zone begins with an attack on Libya to destroy the air defenses. That’s the way you do a no-fly zone. And then you can fly planes around the country and not worry about our guys being shot down. But that’s the way it starts.”\(^{41}\)

Air Force Chief of Staff General Norton Schwartz testified before the Senate Committee on Armed Services that it “would take upwards of a week to establish a no-fly zone and would require U.S. forces to first neutralize Libyan ground to air anti-aircraft sites” and that a no-fly zone itself “would not be sufficient” to defeat loyalist forces’ possible counterattack.\(^{42}\)

By passing UNSCR 1973 on March 17, authorizing member states to employ “all necessary means” to protect civilians in Libya, the U.N. Security Council provided support for military intervention. The planning was complete, the resolution affirmed international consensus, and the political will existed, setting the stage for U.S. military intervention in Libya.

### Concept of Operations

As the AOC and C2 structure evolved, the basic concept of operations emerged. Planners co-located the headquarters for Third Air Force, 17th Air Force, and USAFE at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, with a primary forward operating location at Aviano, Italy. Three U.S.-based B-2 Spirit bombers were to conduct initial strikes against Libyan regime aircraft and facilities. Additional aircraft and sea-launched cruise missiles would attack other hard targets—regime military assets and facilities such as radars, missile launch sites, and communications nodes. Aggressive counterair missions, suppression or destruction of enemy air defenses (SEAD/DEAD), and electronic warfare activities were to precede and accompany the secondary strikes to defeat threats such as missile and radar warning sites, neutralize any regime aircraft that managed to survive, and render regime assets vulnerable to attack, while protecting the attackers. Strike aircraft included B-2 Spirit (and later B-1B Lancer) heavy bombers; F-15E Strike Eagles, F-16 Fighting Falcons; A-10 Thunderbolt IIs; and AC-130U Spectre gunship aircraft. Navy and Marine EA-18G Growler aircraft, along with Air Force F-16CJs, would conduct both offensive and defensive counterair missions, including SEAD and

---


42 Gertler, *Operation Odyssey Dawn (Libya)*, p. 3.
reactive and preemptive jamming. Base support and logistics activity, global mobility (refueling, cargo, and combat support), and ISR assets were the critical enablers of the planned missions. Global mobility assets included C-130 Hercules and C-17 Globemaster transport aircraft, and KC-10 Extender and KC-135 Stratotanker refuelers. ISR assets included RC-135 Rivet Joint and E-8C JSTARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System) aircraft. E-3 Sentry AWACS aircraft provided a C2 platform. Marine strike aircraft—six AV-8B Harrier IIs launched from the amphibious assault ship USS Kearsarge—were to conduct additional air-to-ground strikes to protect Libyan civilians.43

Logistics and combat support units embraced the entire effort to support the rapid influx of personnel and equipment at various forward operating bases, primarily in southern Europe.44 U.S. Air Force units were located in Greece (Souda Bay and Kalamata), Italy (Sigonella and Aviano), Spain (Rota and Morón), and Istres, France.45 Some aircraft, such as the B-2 stealth bombers, operated from their home stations.46 Planners initially decided to locate specific units at facilities according to the type of air asset, the base’s existing capability, capacity to conduct operations, and historical precedent, although sheer necessity also factored into the initial laydown of forces. General Woodward noted the uncertain approval for the start of operations and the time required to obtain clearances for weapons into Italy delayed aircraft generation, which required some units to originate from their home stations and recover elsewhere in Europe before continuing on to Aviano Air Base in Italy for continuing operations. As coalition members arrived, they were bedded down where space was available and where contributing nations could obtain permission from host countries. Moreover, the pace of operations was so fluid that U.S. forces could do little more than deconflict the actions of allies and partners in real time, until they could be later incorporated into the air tasking orders.

44 For a complete list of facilities outside the continental U.S. see NATO website, “Operation Unified Protector Map,” accessed March 27, 2012, and Appendix B, below.
45 W. Butler, “Operation Odyssey Dawn/Operation Unified Protector,” USAFE History Office list, March 27, 2012. In general, U.S. fighter aircraft generated from Aviano; electronic warfare and ISR aircraft from Souda Bay and Sigonella; E-3 AWACS and E-8C JSTARS aircraft from Rota; and U-2 reconnaissance aircraft from Akrotiri in Cyprus. (See Appendix B.)
U.S. Forces Assigned

The services deployed the air forces as appropriate to conduct the concept of operations. Planners tasked B-2 Spirit bombers from the 509th Bomb Wing at Whiteman AFB in Missouri to conduct air-to-ground strikes on combat aircraft shelters at Ghardabiya Airfield in the initial hours of the operation. The 31st Fighter Wing at Aviano AB, Italy eventually deployed expeditionary fighter squadrons from Spangdahlem AB, Shaw AFB, and RAF Lakenheath; these aircraft conducted combat air patrols, SEAD and DEAD, and air strikes on regime ground forces advancing on opposition forces in Benghazi from their home stations on the first night of operations.47 The 510th and 555th Fighter Squadrons from Aviano would conduct aerial interdiction (AI) and strike coordination and reconnaissance (SCAR) missions.48 A-10s and AC-130 gunships supplemented the fighter aircraft in conducting air-to-ground attacks on regime ground forces. C-130J aircraft from the 37th Airlift Squadron at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, which theater-based C-17 cargo planes supplemented, moved ground equipment and personnel to forward bases. KC-135 aircraft from the 100th Air Refueling Wing at RAF Mildenhall and the 92nd Air Refueling Wing from Fairchild AFB, Washington refueled the strike aircraft en route to forward staging bases and while conducting operations.49 EC-130J Commando Solo aircraft from the 193rd Special Operations Wing of the Pennsylvania ANG conducted information operations that included broadcasting messages.

The U.S. Navy assigned forces and assets to provide electronic warfare support, embargo enforcement, ISR support, and amphibious landing and rescue capabilities. USS Mount Whitney functioned as the command ship, along with USS Lewis and Clark, Robert E. Peary, and Kanawha in support. The Arleigh Burke–class guided-missile destroyers USS Stout (DDG 55) and USS Barry (DDG 52), along with submarines USS Providence (SSN 719), USS Scranton (SSN 756), and USS Florida (SSGN 728), conducted initial Tomahawk land-attack missile (TLAM) strikes along with the British submarine HMS Triumph. Four Navy P-3C and one EP-3E Orion aircraft conducted maritime patrol duties, with the capability to perform C2, reconnaissance,

47 480th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron (Spangdahlem); 492nd Expeditionary Fighter Squadron (Lakenheath); the 510th and 555th Fighter Squadrons (Aviano); Butler, “Operation Odyssey Dawn/Operation Unified Protector.”

48 According to Joint Publication 3-03, Joint Interdiction, SCAR missions are flown to identify targets and coordinate attack or reconnaissance efforts on those targets. SCAR aircrews perform a role similar to that of a forward air controller during close air support, in support of aerial interdiction missions. All of the fighter squadrons essentially performed the SCAR mission at one point or another, due to the fluid nature of the operation. See Butler, “Operation Odyssey Dawn/Operation Unified Protector.”

49 John A. Tirpak, “Odyssey Dawn Units Identified,” Air Force Association Daily Report, March 22, 2011. For more detail on the air mobility and refueling effort, see Chapter Four. See Appendix B for a list of assets deployed from each contributor and their locations.
anti-surface, and anti-submarine warfare functions when necessary.\textsuperscript{50} Marine aviation assets conducted air interdiction missions and provided Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel (TRAP) mission capability.\textsuperscript{51} AV-8B Harrier pilots assigned to Marine Medium Tiltrotor Squadron (VMM-) 266 participated in the initial strikes on regime air defenses, and continued to conduct air strikes on loyalist ground forces advancing on opposition strongholds and populated areas. Marine KC-130J Hercules provided aerial refueling when needed.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{50} On March 28, a P-3C Orion, along with a USAF A-10 and guided missile destroyer USS \textit{Barry}, fired on the Libyan coast guard vessel \textit{Vittoria}, after the vessel and two smaller craft fired on merchant ships in the port of Misrata. The \textit{Vittoria} was beached, another vessel destroyed, and a third abandoned. Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn Public Affairs, “US Navy P-3C, USAF A-10 and USS \textit{Barry} Engage Libyan Vessels,” March 29, 2011. See also “Navy Accomplishes Several Firsts During Operation Odyssey Dawn,” Targeted News Service, Washington, D.C. April 1, 2011.


\textsuperscript{52} Baughn, “U.S. Marine Corps Operations During Libya Crisis.”
By March 18, Libyan regime troops had advanced to within kilometers of Benghazi. Early the next morning, they began shelling the city.\textsuperscript{53} As opposition and regime forces battled for control of the city’s outskirts, intense fighting resulted in numerous civilian casualties until opposition forces compelled regime forces to retreat. French aircraft destroyed several targets with air-to-ground strikes beginning at 1645 GMT.\textsuperscript{54}

U.S. forces initiated Operation Odyssey Dawn with a full range of military operations on March 19. The first phase focused on two goals: to protect civilians and to degrade the regime’s capability to resist the no-fly zone. The first 24 hours of the operation included strike, counterair, SEAD/DEAD, ISR, electronic warfare, and support (airlift and refueling) missions. Vice Admiral Bill Gortney, director of the Joint Staff and Pentagon spokesman, stated that U.S. action was intended to “shape the battle space in such a way that our partners may take the lead in . . . execution. As the President has said, we are not going to use force to go beyond a well-defined goal, specifically the protection of the civilians.”\textsuperscript{55}

Initial strike missions began at 3 p.m. EST, when U.S. and British surface ships and submarines fired Tomahawk cruise missiles (TLAMs) at air defense (IADS) targets, including SA-5 sites, early warning radar sites, key communication nodes, and other military facilities primarily along the Libyan coast (see Figure 5.2). On the first day of Operation Odyssey Dawn, two U.S. guided missile destroyers and four submarines fired more than 120 Tomahawk missiles at more than 20 targets. The heaviest concentration of Tomahawk strikes took place near Tripoli and Misrata, although the coalition also struck areas near Sirte and Zuwarah. Admiral Gortney reported that the strikes were “very effective in significantly degrading the regime’s air defense capability to include their ability to launch many of their SA-5s which are the long-range surface-to-air missiles, the SA-3s and the SA-2s.”\textsuperscript{56} Additional air-to-ground strikes from 15 USAF F-15Es and F-16s, and AV-8Bs from USS Kearsarge, along with coalition partners and U.S. Navy EA-18G Growlers providing electronic warfare support, took place some 10 miles south of Benghazi, where the Libyan regime forces targeted by the initial French attack had not yet completely halted their advance on the city. Initial weapons system video from a Harrier indicated that the attacks halted regime ground troops, leading Admiral Gortney to comment, “Benghazi is not completely safe from attack, but it is certainly under less threat than it was yesterday. We believe [Qaddafi’s] forces are under significant stress and suffering from both isolation and a


Within a few hours, combat air patrols began operating in a wedge-shaped preliminary no-fly zone that extended along the entire coast of Libya. In the early hours of March 20, three B-2 Spirit bombers flying from Whiteman AFB targeted 45 hardened aircraft shelters near Sirte. The urgency of the mission prompted officers to use atypical orders and staff processes: Pilots launched without a written execution order, and six hours into the flight, they received orders to continue to the targets as planned. The air tasking order called for Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMs) capable of penetrating aircraft shelters and destroying the aircraft inside. Brigadier General Scott Vander Hamm of the 509th Bomb Wing reported that the strikes had limited the regime’s ability to fly combat missions. There were no

The next day, Air Force F-15E Strike Eagles from the 492nd and 494th Fighter Squadrons, flying from RAF Lakenheath, conducted strikes against C2, air defenses and other fixed targets near Sirte, and against maneuver forces advancing on Benghazi, while also patrolling the skies to intercept any Libyan aircraft that might have survived the attacks. F-16CJ defense-suppression aircraft from the 480th Fighter Squadron at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, armed with AGM-88 High-speed Anti-Radiation Missiles (HARMs) flew in air packages to protect strike aircraft from potential missile launches or other threats. Aviano-based Navy EA-18G Growler aircraft conducted electronic warfare support, SEAD, and DEAD missions—the Growler’s first-ever combat mission.59

Several factors complicated the operation in its early hours. First, because OOD was hastily planned as a unilateral action, little strategic guidance or planning existed to incorporate coalition partners into the operation. General Woodward, her British counterpart, and the numerous liaison officers and their staffs worked hard to coordinate activities. In the beginning, they could do little more than deconflict flight activities in real time; later, they incorporated allies and partners into a comprehensive Master Air Attack Plan (MAAP), air tasking orders, and battle damage and intelligence analysis activities. The piecemeal and ad hoc yet rapid arrival of allies, and the limitations each nation placed on the use of their forces, made this coordination diffi-

F-15E Strike Eagle preparing to depart RAF Lakenheath, March 19, 2011.


cult, although the fact that many officers had previously worked together during training exercises helped to mitigate the situation, particularly at the operational and tactical levels. The initial coalition (on March 19) comprised the United States, France, and the United Kingdom, which were joined in operations over Libya by Italy and Denmark on March 20. The next day Spanish, Canadian, and Belgian aircraft began flying combat missions, and within a week fighters from Norway, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and the Netherlands were also participating. Moreover, few ISR resources were available; AWACS was not available for the first five days, JSTARS was not used during the first seven days, and full-motion video assets (MQ-1 Predator UAVs) were not used during OOD. Finally, the lack of knowledge regarding the capability and functionality of the Libyan IADS meant that planners had to assume that the system was fully capable—and thus to potentially waste precious resources preparing for the worst-case scenario.

**Targeting During Odyssey Dawn**

Air Force Targeting Center (AFTC) expertise was crucial to the success of Odyssey Dawn. Increased demand for precision effects has resulted in a commensurate need for more complex target intelligence. The electronic targeting folders necessary to conduct precision effects comprise five basic elements: target characterization (imagery), precision coordinates, collateral damage estimates, weaponeering data, and target significance. In 2009, Air Force leadership redesignated the Air Combat Targeting and Intelligence Group as the AFTC, with a mission to “provide targeting and geospatial products and services, expertise and advocacy to Air Force and Joint Warfighters.”

Headquartered at Langley AFB, Virginia, AFTC’s active duty squadrons included the 15th and 36th Intelligence Squadrons (ISs) (Langley); the 20th IS (Offutt); and the 120th Intelligence Group (Great Falls, Montana). The AFTC Air National Guard units included the 150th IS (Albuquerque, New Mexico), the 194th IS (Tacoma, Washington), and the 236th IS (Nashville, Tennessee). The AFTC deployed ANG personnel on a volunteer basis, to complement active duty personnel serving as liaison officers to provide targeting expertise during Odyssey Dawn.

The AFTC provided 78 percent of all target materials produced during Odyssey Dawn. The reachback concept adequately provided personnel, even though the quick

---

60 See USAFE, “OOD Fast Facts,” PowerPoint slides provided by Billy Harris, USAFE historian. Coalition partners were also integrated into the Special Instructions to Pilots (SPINS), other planning and execution documents, and intelligence products.


response and operational environment presented significant challenges. In the absence of a congressional authorization, obtaining sufficient manpower depended heavily on volunteers within the ANG units. Although it was judged that sufficient personnel volunteered in this case, the process was cumbersome to enact quickly, and given the limited number of trained professionals, could rapidly reach maximum capacity, particularly during sustained operations or larger conflicts. Targeteers generally spend up to 14 to 16 months in training, and require frequent exercise participation to maintain proficiency. Moreover, properly producing and vetting a target is time-consuming—approximately 133 man-hours. Thus, the Air Force could scarcely provide the targeting expertise needed without tasking ANG units.

A particular challenge was that U.S. targeting capability had been allowed to atrophy in terms of manpower and training. However, even less targeting capability resided with allies and partners, so the bulk of this effort fell on AFTC personnel. Some of the problems encountered caused the AFTC to propose a plan to train more targeting professionals, rewrite battle damage assessment (BDA) procedures to standardize requirements across combatant commands and perhaps international partners, and to reinvigorate training programs.

Pilots and targeting professionals used dynamic targeting and SCAR tactics to search for and destroy enemy forces. General Woodward recounted that as one of the first SCAR packages approached Benghazi on March 19, a HARM missile fired from an F-16CJ aircraft employing the advanced avionics/launcher interface computer (ALIC) destroyed an activated SA-8 tactical SAM system. "In addition, the location of the SAM provided a superb ‘mark’ for our Sniper pods, helping our Strike Eagles locate and slam Qaddafi’s elite 32nd Brigade with over 12,000 pounds of munitions," General Woodward said. SCAR tactics placed more responsibility for positive identification on aircrew members, and thus required a great deal of diligence and fire discipline; moreover, pilots were reluctant to initiate missions without well-defined

---

65 Larsen, “Air Force Targeting Center Unit Mission Brief.”


67 Dynamic targeting is a process used to prosecute targets identified too late, or not selected in time to be included in deliberate targeting, according to Joint Publication 3-60. SCAR missions employ reconnaissance and strike assets during dynamic targeting, to perform positive identification and targeting control, especially when a forward air controller (FAC) is not available on the ground.


69 The package consisted of F-15E Strike Eagles from the 48th Fighter Wing and F-16CJ aircraft from the 52nd Fighter Wing. Woodward, “Defending America’s Vital National Interests in Africa.”
targets.\(^70\) However, these tactics, especially when used in combination, had the advantages of more precise targeting and reduced collateral damage.

**A Strategy of Limited Objectives**

The U.S. military articulated a strategy characterized by limited objectives, declining U.S. participation, and preparations to transition C2 responsibilities to another group with coalition support, preferably NATO. When asked about “mission creep” after the start of operations, Pentagon briefers carefully specified U.S. objectives: establish the no-fly zone, sustain the arms embargo, and conduct tactical aircraft strikes against elements of the regime threatening populated areas. Secretary Gates stressed that “common agreement on . . . the terms set forth in the Security Council resolution [1973]” primarily guided the coalition.\(^71\) As early as the second day of operations, Admiral Gortney noted that “General Ham is working diligently to effect a smooth transition to a coalition command structure in the next few days . . . We remain committed to creating, and then sustaining, the conditions under which our allies and partners can take the lead in implementing the no-fly zone.”\(^72\) From the beginning, then, the U.S. strategy was one of front-loaded, declining participation; initially, U.S. forces were to provide a large share of the resources and capabilities—with specific contributions to the strike, ISR, air mobility, and munitions supply efforts. Over time, U.S. officials anticipated a decline in tactical strike sorties and the command and control of operations, until their contribution dwindled to airlift, refueling, electronic warfare, ISR, and other support missions, which would remain constant or decrease over time as the coalition and its capabilities grew. Looking forward, Secretary Gates added, “This is basically going to have to be resolved by the Libyans themselves . . . We will have a military role in the coalition, but we will not have the preeminent role.”\(^73\)

What was absent from this strategic discipline was a clearly defined end state, which politicians complicated with their tendency to suggest what amounted to tactical military action.\(^74\) However, in this case, the ambiguous desired end state—generally undesirable to planners attempting to achieve broad effects—created an unintended consequence that allowed Libyan opposition forces to be the determining factor.

---


\(^71\) OASD (PA), “Media Availability with Secretary Gates Enroute to Russia, from Andrews Air Force Base,” Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Defense, March 20, 2011. The reliance on areas of consensus, rather than waiting to act until a comprehensive agreement addressed all contentious points (how to conduct the air-to-ground strikes, for example) was extremely significant throughout both operations.


\(^73\) OASD (PA), “Media Availability with Secretary Gates.”

\(^74\) Recall General Woodward’s statement that during the planning period before operations “almost every day brought new planning guidance with new objectives, approaches and priorities,” as discussed earlier in this chapter.
in the conflict. Because U.S. planners were not committed to a particular outcome, they were more open to achieving immediate objectives, while allowing time for political decisions to develop and the operation to transition to NATO command and control. While the coalition did much to damage regime assets, it was still for the Libyan opposition to decide if an uncertain outcome was worth fighting for.

Planners carefully adhered to targeting priorities throughout OOD and clearly articulated these priorities to the news media. In setting up the no-fly zone, priority was given to efforts to destroy or degrade Libyan air defenses, destroy regime aircraft on the ground, and enable freedom of movement in the air. Admiral Gerard P. Hueber succinctly listed targeting priorities for interdiction missions as “mechanized forces, artillery . . . mobile surface-to-air missile sites, interdicting their lines of communications . . . their command and control and any opportunities for sustainment of that activity.” Air strikes were carefully tied to the desired effects—that is to say, they were limited to regime facilities, equipment, and personnel being used to attack civilians or that could be used to attack coalition forces enforcing the no-fly zone or arms embargo. This was illustrated on the second day of operations, when Admiral Gortney provided BDAs that showed no damage observed to the civilian-use areas of the dual-purpose Ghardabiya airfield. Post-strike photographs, when compared to presstrike images, noted that military aircraft shelters struck by TLAMs or precision-guided munitions (PGMs) released by B-2 bombers suffered extensive damage, while the civilian infrastructure was not targeted and no damage to it was visible.

Avoidance of collateral damage was a strictly observed priority. When asked how coalition forces distinguished regime from opposition forces, DoD briefers observed that mechanized forces had to be positively identified as advancing on population centers. Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard, commander of Operation Unified Protector, later noted that this positive identification was extremely important in building trust and confidence in the coalition’s good intentions. Making even one mistake could have disastrous consequences. Many aircrews consulted for this report noted that precision weapons, fire discipline, and tactical skills were applied to reduce collateral damage and the negative press it would engender.

---


Specific targeting priorities continued to evolve, even though they remained consistent with initial guidance. At the beginning of the planning process, as Woodward later said, “we made some pretty big assumptions,” as JTF Commander Admiral Locklear and General Ham identified the constraints and restraints to guide target selection. Targeteers were reluctant, for example, to plan strikes near Tripoli or attack C2 structures, primarily to avoid the appearance that they were trying to kill Qaddafi to achieve regime change. Woodward also sought to avoid strikes targeting Libyan infrastructure, such as water lines, to provide for an easier postwar transition to civilian control. By the end of Odyssey Dawn, however, the list of possible targets had vastly expanded to include sites near Tripoli, regime C2 facilities, ammunition sites, and other tactical and strategic targets, many of them identified through dynamic targeting methods.

By the second day of conflict, U.S. Admiral Mike Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, reported that the no-fly zone was effectively in place. Battle damage assessments confirmed the B-2 strikes against military facilities and aircraft were successful, and that the Tomahawk missile strikes had inflicted heavy damage on the regime’s fixed air-defense capabilities, including SA-5, SA-3, and SA-2 surface-to-air missile batteries, and the early warning radars that could potentially target coalition aircraft. At issue, however, were mobile SAM capabilities and a large number of handheld SAMs (MANPADS). While this threat was reduced, CFAC Commander Lieutenant General Jodice II noted the threat of attack by mobile air defenses continued as late as August, when regime troops tried to reconstitute enough capability to menace Alliance aircraft. Navy EA-18G Growler and USAF F-16CJ aircraft conducted counterair missions as components of complete air packages, as described in the air tasking orders produced every 24 hours. Admiral Gortney noted: “We now have the . . . capability to patrol the air space over Libya and we are doing just that, shifting to a more consistent and persistent air presence.”

U.S. Marine Air Operations

While General Woodward focused on the operational fight, the 26th MEU, under the command of Colonel Mark Desens, turned its attention to the protection of civilians


81 An air tasking order is a method used to task and disseminate to components, subordinate units, and C2 agencies projected sorties, capabilities and/or forces to targets and specific missions, which normally include general and specific instructions and call signs, targets, C2 relationships, and other pertinent information as per Joint Publication 1-02. Air tasking orders are produced every 24 hours. The air tasking cycle takes 72 hours to produce an air tasking order (96 including battle damage assessment), although the 72-hour cycle can be adjusted as required by the conditions and situation.

near Benghazi. The *Kearsarge* Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) operated about 100 miles offshore, and conducted operations in Libya from the first week in March until April 27. As Marine assets were positioned close to the battlespace, an effective cultural collaboration developed between the services. Although Marine aircraft lacked the armament and range of other assets, their proximity to the battlespace gave them a quick-response capability that made them especially effective during dynamic targeting of highly mobile enemy assets. Flying mostly at night, their training to conduct CAS missions closely correlated with the mission to protect civilians, and the Harriers’ Litening integrated targeting pods provided target imagery in the absence of full motion video. The absence of forward air controllers challenged the operations, although the positive identification of regime troops was made easier by the regime’s use of standard military equipment, while opposition forces operated primarily from pickup trucks with machine guns or other improvised equipment.

MEU commander Colonel Desens stated that because the JFACC was more than 350 nautical miles away from potential targets, hours factored into the decision cycle, while the MEU decision cycle took mere minutes.83 The Marines’ capability to generate high sortie rates with limited logistical assets validated not only their tactical airpower role, but also underscored the utility of the ARG. The TRAP mission illustrated the rapid response capabilities of the Osprey, and the organic air assets of the *Kearsarge* conducted responsive interdiction missions of regime forces with its six Harrier aircraft.84 During Odyssey Dawn, Harriers destroyed 35 T-72 tanks, 25 armored personnel carriers, four heavy equipment transporters, two self-propelled artillery pieces, two multiple rocket launchers, and a *Scud* missile.85

The rescue of an Air Force pilot illustrated how Marine capabilities from an amphibious group could be used on the tactical level. As the operation continued into the evening of March 21, an Air Force F-15E crashed while conducting a mission near Benghazi. As the pilot and weapons system officer (WSO) ejected from the aircraft, USS *Kearsarge* was approximately 200 miles off the Libyan coast. Local opposition forces assisted the WSO to safety, but unidentified forces pursued the pilot, and the Air Force dispatched an F-16 to provide cover for the downed pilot to escape. The *Kearsarge* responded with a section of two AV-8B Harrier II fighters just after midnight.86 The Harrier pilots rushed to the scene, and as they identified approaching enemy vehicles searching the area, one Harrier released two GBU-12 laser-guided 500-pound

---

83 Colonel Mark Desens, “Forward Deployed Marines,” excerpts from 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit Post Deployment Brief, December 6, 2011.
84 Baughn, “U.S. Marine Corps Operations During Libya Crisis.”
85 Desens, “Forward Deployed Marines.”
86 Baughn, “U.S. Marine Corps Operations During Libya Crisis.”
As the Harriers provided close air support, at 1:22 a.m., the Kearsarge launched a TRAP team consisting of two MV-22 Ospreys, each carrying 15 Marines of 3rd Battalion, 8th Marine Landing Team, flying at 200 feet above ground level to evade radar detection. Two CH-53E Super Stallion helicopters launched at 1:51 a.m. carrying 46 additional Marines. As the Ospreys approached, the crew chief obtained a visual location on the downed pilot, and an F-16 marked the location with a laser indicator. The second Osprey landed less than 50 yards from the downed pilot, and a Marine reconnaissance team deployed to establish a defensive perimeter as the pilot climbed aboard, the team reboarded, and the aircraft took off, all in less than a minute. The entire flight returned to the Kearsarge, without the need for the CH-53s and their quick reaction landing team to respond. One Osprey pilot credited the aircraft’s avionics and speed for the success of the rescue operation, noting that the aircraft made the difference between “having a smart phone and a dial telephone.”

---

87 Baughn, “U.S. Marine Corps Operations During Libya Crisis.” As Dr. Baughn noted, there are differing accounts of the details; however, two bombs were reportedly dropped on two different passes over the vehicles. The AV-8Bs were not carrying gun pods, so were unable to strafe. (Interview with Major General Margaret Woodward at the Pentagon, January 16, 2013.)

From Odyssey Dawn to Unified Protector

AFRICOM commander General Ham reported on March 21 that as the coalition continued to grow, BDAs from tactical and strategic air strikes showed they had achieved measurable desired effects, and coalition aircraft were gradually extending the no-fly zone. Coalition naval vessels continued maritime patrols to enforce the arms embargo and facilitate humanitarian support. There was concern that Libyans in Brega, Misrata, and Tripoli had fallen victim to regime attacks; however, concerns over possible collateral damage in urban areas limited tactical airstrikes.\(^{89}\) Although U.S. military operations had contributed significantly to achieving intermediate objectives, regime forces had not yet complied with the UNSC resolution.\(^{90}\)

Rear Admiral Gerard P. Hueber, chief of staff for JTF OOD, stated that military operations continued to inflict significant damage on regime forces. By March 23, the JTF had degraded fixed surface-to-air missile systems to “a negligible threat” and was “putting pressure” on Qaddafi’s ground forces in Ajdabiya, and in Misrata to the west, although significant fighting continued in many areas. As operations continued, the focus shifted to the interdiction of regime forces intending to enter populated areas, C2 nodes, and lines of communication.\(^{91}\)

The battle lines had shifted to the west and south by March 24. Admiral Gortney reported that naval and air forces had executed additional strikes on fixed targets and maneuver forces along the coastline and near the cities of Tripoli, Misrata, Zintan, and Ajdabiya. It seemed that U.S. forces had passed important milestones in terms of their participation. Substantial talks were under way to pass command and control of operations to other leadership, and other coalition forces were conducting roughly half of the strike missions and 75 percent of the combat air patrol missions in support of the no-fly zone. Admiral Gortney also noted that of the more than 350 aircraft dedicated to military operations in Libya, “Only slightly more than half belong to the United States.”\(^{92}\) An additional 14 Tomahawk cruise missiles had struck at an air-defense site near Sebha in the south and a Scud missile garrison near Tripoli. As the no-fly zone expanded further south, so did the naval presence of the coalition, as two aircraft carriers from France and Italy joined the maritime effort.\(^{93}\)

As operations continued, U.S. and coalition forces shifted their attacks westward to Tripoli, southward near Sebha, and began to emphasize dynamic targeting. The targets of opportunity were primarily regime forces that posed threats to population centers. As coalition participation increased, JTF OOD came closer to achieving the

---

\(^{89}\) OASD (PA), “DOD News Briefing with Gen. Ham.”


\(^{91}\) OASD (PA), “DOD News Briefing with Rear Adm. Hueber via Telephone from USS Mount Whitney.”


third leg of its strategy—to transition C2 of operations to other leadership. NATO assumed the lead for the maritime embargo mission, under the command of Vice Admiral Rinaldo Veri of the Italian Navy, on March 23,\textsuperscript{94} and NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced that the Alliance would also assume responsibility for the no-fly zone within the next few days.\textsuperscript{95} U.S. officials began to talk of the “unique capabilities” that U.S. forces would provide to the Alliance; however, no clear option seemed to exist regarding who would assume the air interdiction strike missions. Admiral Gortney said, “Whichever way the third mission goes, whoever ends up taking it over, I can assure you that we will continue to support our allies and partners with our unique capabilities and that we will continue to work hard to make sure that transition is seamless. Job one is to protect the Libyan people, and the job doesn’t change just because we get a new boss.”\textsuperscript{96}

As the fighting continued, U.S. officials prepared to transition leadership of military operations in Libya to NATO. Secretary of Defense Gates and Secretary of State Clinton shared their conception of the continuing American role in a series of press conferences on March 27. Secretary Gates assessed that coalition forces had implemented the no-fly zone, which could be sustained with much less effort in the future, and had “prevented the large scale slaughter that was beginning to take place, has taken place in some places.” Secretary Clinton added:

What is quite remarkable here is that NATO assuming the responsibility for the entire mission means that the United States will move to a supporting role . . . We are supporting a mission through NATO that was very much initiated by European requests joined by Arab requests . . . This is a watershed moment in international decision making.\textsuperscript{97}

Talks were still ongoing regarding the responsibility for tactical air strikes against regime forces. Washington Post reporters quoted a Western diplomat as saying that Turkish officials “had balked on reaching a final agreement because of their uneasiness with the coalition’s ground attacks, which have raised concerns in the Arab world over possible civilian deaths.”\textsuperscript{98}

\textsuperscript{94} From March 23 to October 31, 2011, Admiral Veri was the commander of the Maritime Forces for Operation Unified Protector. NATO Allied Maritime Command Naples website, “Commander Allied Maritime Command,” accessed February 24, 2012.

\textsuperscript{95} NATO, “Statement by the NATO Secretary General on Libya Arms Embargo,” March 22, 2011. NATO command and control of the no-fly mission occurred on March 24.


\textsuperscript{97} OASD (PA), “ABC’s This Week Interview with Secretary Gates and Secretary Clinton on Libya,” Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Defense, March 27, 2011.

\textsuperscript{98} Mary Beth Sheridan and Greg Jaffe, “Coalition Agrees to Put NATO in Charge of No-Fly Zone in Libya,” Washington Post, March 24, 2011.
In the last few days under coalition (JTF-OOD) control, coalition forces conducted additional TLAM strikes and flew 178 sorties in the 24-hour period ending March 28. AC-130 gunships joined A-10s in the efforts against regime forces in fiercely contested areas. Opposition forces gained control of Ajdabiya and moved westward to within 80 miles of Sirte. Admiral Gortney noted that regime troops appeared to be preparing defensive positions around Sirte. Coalition aircraft continued to attack regime forces near Misrata, and where heavy fighting had taken place over the last few days in Sirte and Ras Lanuf. Six TLAMs struck the headquarters facility of Qaddafi's 32nd Brigade, and strikes continued to attack ammunition stores and bunkers near Tripoli and Sebha.99 Two B-1B Lancer bombers of the 28th Bomb Wing left Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota, early on March 27 to strike additional fixed targets that included ammunition depots, aircraft and vehicle maintenance facilities, and buildings related to C2 and air defense systems. The B-1Bs recovered at bases in Europe after striking nearly 100 targets with JDAMs. The crews had two days to plan the mission, which included 24 hours of flight time. This marked the first time the B-1 fleet had launched combat sorties from U.S. bases to strike overseas targets.100

As coalition capabilities grew throughout OOD, the percentage of U.S. sorties declined. Pentagon spokesmen acknowledged that U.S. forces had expended more than 455 air-delivered PGMs and 199 TLAMs, 93 of the latter having been launched from the Ohio-class guided-missile submarine USS Florida. In a final press conference on March 28, Admiral Gortney noted that of a total of 1,602 sorties thus far, U.S. forces had flown 983, which included fighters, strike aircraft, tankers, surveillance, and C2 missions and aircraft. Of 735 strike sorties, U.S. forces had flown roughly half—370 compared to 365 strike sorties flown by other coalition members.101 General Schwartz, then Air Force Chief of Staff, later noted that U.S. airmen had conducted 99 percent of operational airlift, 79 percent of in-flight refueling, 50 percent of airborne reconnaissance, and 40 percent of strike missions during Odyssey Dawn.102

U.S. forces had overcome significant challenges. Airmen had extended C2 relationships across combatant commands and developed work-arounds for AFRICOM's lack of manpower, capabilities, and assets. Airmen adapted staff processes and used improvised orders processes (verbal orders, PowerPoint, email, video conferencing) to produce the needed resources and equipment. General Ham, Admiral Locklear, General Welsh, General Gorenc, and General Woodward had worked through ambiguous

strategic guidance and the lack of a clear end state to develop constraints (right and left limits), intermediate objectives and tactical objectives, and had planned for the handover to NATO.

General Welsh, the USAFE commander, described the operation as a definite success story for airmen. As many as 3,132 USAF personnel and 153 aircraft deployed to support OOD; those aircraft flew 13,930 flight hours during 2,132 sorties. U.S. aircraft had employed 764 weapons and fired an additional 2,169 rounds of ammunition. Support aircraft flew 311 air-refueling missions and distributed 17.3 million pounds of fuel. In addition, U.S. forces flew 151 airlift missions that transported 3,177 passengers and carried 2,371 tons of cargo.\(^{103}\) With the transition of all missions to NATO leadership on March 31, Odyssey Dawn drew to a close, and military operations in Libya continued under Operation Unified Protector.

### Operation Unified Protector

On March 27, NATO leaders agreed to assume control of all military operations in Libya under UNSC Resolutions 1970 and 1973.\(^{104}\) Royal Canadian Air Force Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard, the deputy commander, Joint Force Command, NATO, and the commander of Operation Unified Protector, noted that three characteristics described the operation: it was quickly made, cheap, and flexible. He characterized the transition of military operations from the Odyssey Dawn coalition to the Alliance structure as a “hail Mary pass” because of the rapid response required, and the fact that some observers may have been skeptical about the chances for the success of such an undertaking. Unified Protector and NATO member nations faced significant fiscal and political constraints, which made efficient, precise, and coordinated operations essential. Moreover, the integration of non-NATO nations into operations increased their complexity; in particular, challenges in the areas of equipment interoperability and standard security procedures quickly became apparent. General Bouchard observed that communication—using doctrine rather than dogma as a guide—and flexibility in other areas were the keys to operational success.\(^{105}\)

Although OUP headquarters was a true multinational organization, the United States provided a large share of its personnel. Staffing levels were smaller than during Odyssey Dawn, and the total manning in NATO billets in the combined force air

---


component continued to build throughout the first few months. By comparison, while 900 people were on board USS *Mount Whitney* during Odyssey Dawn, approximately 300 personnel from the NATO command structure and another 220 national representatives, weapons system experts, and liaison officers worked in the air component headquarters in Poggio Renatico Air Base near Ferrara, Italy. For most personnel, rotations lasted 45 to 60 days. Admiral James Stavridis, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, discharged his duties from NATO headquarters in Mons, Belgium. General Jodice served as CFACC, initially from his headquarters in Izmir, Turkey, and later from NATO’s Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC 5) facility at Poggio Renatico. Italian Vice Admiral Rinaldo Veri served as maritime component commander from his headquarters at Nissita, Italy. Admiral Locklear continued to serve as commander, Allied Joint Forces Command Naples.

The Transition to NATO

General Jodice’s headquarters staff conducted planning activities beginning in mid-March to prepare for the transition to NATO C2 under Unified Protector. When asked how he would characterize the transition, General Jodice used the analogy of a “planned play with some risk, but preparation” because of the coordination conducted between the upcoming NATO CFACC and Odyssey Dawn’s JFACC, General Woodward, during the transition period. Together, Generals Jodice and Woodward developed a deliberate plan for the handoff of the air component command. The CAOC 5 staff at Poggio Renatico, under the CFAC director, USAF Colonel Ancel B. Yarbrough II, prepared to conduct air operations approximately two weeks before the transition to NATO began. As they expanded the operations floor, augmentees (approximately 45 Italian nationals, and ten personnel from CAOC 7 in Greece) received the call to assemble as they had trained for NATO Response Force activation. The CFAC enterprise was initially split by function—air tasking order planning, execution, and mission analysis personnel were located at Poggio, while General Jodice’s headquarters staff remained at Izmir. The headquarters staff performed the strategy development and provided written guidance to shape planning decisions. Initial shortages occurred in some disciplines, such as subject matter experts in the Intelligence, Surveillance

106 “Coalition Building and the Future of NATO Operations.”
107 Email from USAF officer from OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, “OUP stats,” April 6, 2012.
108 NATO website fact sheet, “Operation Unified Protector Command and Control,” accessed March 7, 2012. CAOC 5 was one of the five operations centers under the Southern Europe commander of NATO air forces Component Command Air (CC-Air), located in Izmir, Turkey, and was staffed with personnel assigned from 13 Alliance member nations. See “NATO CAOC Five,” accessed March 26, 2012.
and Reconnaissance Division and targeting capability. The planning section initially lacked sufficient manning, equipment, and facilities to execute a 24-hour continuous planning production process, which altered the planning cycle, at times compressing it and extending execution days. General Jodice soon realized that to conduct the type of dynamic targeting required for successful operations, the two functional areas should be collocated, and so all personnel deployed to Poggio Renatico by early April.

At the combined air operations center, which eventually evolved to resemble its U.S. counterpart Joint Air Operations Center (JAOC), staff members progressively developed processes and organizations to develop strategy, select targets, and control operations. Center personnel built a strong strategy division capability during the first two weeks of the operation. The CAOC director guided the development of the organizational structure to provide the functions that were initially lacking or understaffed. This included a Guidance/Apportionment/Targeting branch within the strategy division to enhance the formulation of strategy and guidance provided to air tasking order planners. U.S. doctrine and practice influenced the ISRD, which started with available staffing levels and facilities. The division continued to expand its capabilities until it achieved maturity in midsummer. This effort required a division chief who possessed a comprehensive knowledge based in deep experience, as many personnel in both the strategy and ISR divisions lacked the required background and were trained on site as the operation progressed. Innovation also was necessary. During the first two weeks, the operations floor shifted several times to find the optimum capabilities pairing and to enhance communication on the floor. Although NATO procedures were modified to meet operational challenges, the most significant difference was that new components were added to meet mission requirements: “There were so many ‘new’ parts added to our CAOC that by the end of the operation, we didn’t look anything like we do during peacetime.” Although doctrine and practice served as a baseline for operations, most personnel interviewed for this report stated that flexibility, agility and tailoring functions and organizations to meet mission requirements in an innovative manner were essential.
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111 Email and attachment from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, “RE: referral from General Jodice,” March 19, 20, 21, 2012. Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Division (ISRD), composed of members from USAF’s five AN/USQ-163 Falconer AOCs, the Distributed Ground Station community, USAF major commands and subordinate units, and coalition and joint partners, provides the Combined Force Air Component Commander, air operations center, and subordinate units with intelligence, operations, and targeting to meet military objectives. See United States Air Forces Central Command, “Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Division (ISRD),” Fact Sheet, posted online September 7, 2009.


113 Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, March 19, 2012. It is important to remember that NATO peacetime CAOCs (CAOC 5 before Unified Protector) are not equivalent (as comprehensively staffed) to USAF AOCs that support combatant commanders.
Order of Battle

U.S. military forces continued to support all three elements of the NATO mission and assigned forces and assets as necessary. The bulk of the air forces generated from U.S. European Command, including the 406th Air Expeditionary Wing, Expeditionary Fighter Squadrons, an Airborne Air Control Squadron, an Expeditionary Airborne Command and Control Squadron, an Air Base Squadron, and several Rescue Squadrons attached or assigned to either permanent party units at the forward operating bases, the numbered air forces, or the air expeditionary wing. The 22nd MEU, reinforced with attack, helicopter, aerial refueler transport, logistics, and electronic warfare elements, replaced the 26th MEU in late April. U.S. naval assets included the cruiser USS Monterey; destroyers USS Barry, Stout, and Roosevelt; the USS Bataan ARG including USS Ponce, Mesa Verde, and Whidbey Island; and support ships USS Kanawha, Laramie, and Robert E. Peary. U.S. forces remained distributed throughout the Operation Unified Protector area of operations, as they had during Odyssey Dawn.

U.S. air assets provided to Unified Protector included a broad range of aircraft types. Manned aircraft provided refueling, ISR, electronic warfare, and SEAD/DEAD. The USAF provided E-3 Sentry aircraft to cover one of the four lines in the 24-hour AWACS orbit maintained by NATO, and limited surveillance and reconnaissance sorties from a U-2 aircraft. President Obama approved the use of two armed MQ-1B Predator drones to provide ISR and offensive counterair (OCA) strike capability. General Cartwright, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, explained that this was necessary because of the change in the character of the fight—“the intermixing of the lines”—and the need for more precision identification, although news sources noted the apparent strategy shift.

---

114 Essentially, the 31st Fighter Wing at Aviano with supporting expeditionary fighter squadrons from Spangdahlem, Shaw, and Lakenheath; the 100th Air Refueling Wing serving initially at Morón for OOD then shifting some assets to Istres, France, to support OUP; ISR elements at Sigonella and Souda Bay; and the rescue elements at initially Sigonella and later Kalamata. The 406th AEW only existed for a very brief time.


116 Henry Boyd, “Operation Unified Protector—Allied Assets Deployed to Libya,” IISS Voices, online. Coalition assets as of June 10, 2011. USAF HH-60G Pave Hawk combat search-and-rescue (CSAR) helicopters deployed on French and British amphibious assault vessels during Operation Unified Protector, the first such occurrence. This forward deployment similarly enabled reduced transit time and allowed them to better support theater missions.

from a strictly support role to again providing lethal strike capability. Three MQ-4
Block 30 Global Hawk remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) flew more than 335 hours of
ISR missions in support of operations in Libya through mid-April. E-8 JSTARS and
RC-135V/W Rivet Joint aircraft provided airborne battle management, C2, and ISR
functions on a limited daily basis. Navy EA-18G Growler (later EA-6B Prowler) and
Air Force F16CJ aircraft continued to fly electronic warfare and SEAD/DEAD mis-
sions from Aviano Air Base. Information operations personnel conducted psychological
operations and dropped leaflets from tactical fighters and other aircraft in an attempt to
influence regime troops to cease fighting. KC-10 and KC-135 aircraft assigned to Uni-
fied Protector conducted refueling operations, while C-17 and C-130 transport aircraft
provided airlift and other combat support capabilities.

In early April, however, the United States made a decision to reduce its contri-
bution of strike assets to OUP. The U.S. strike aircraft, including A-10 and AC-130
ground-attack planes, were placed on standby, to be called if requested by General
Bouchard, according to Admiral Mullen. The commander of the U.S. Sixth Fleet (the
AFRICOM Naval Component commander) maintained operational control of the
22nd MEU, which arrived during the transition period to Unified Protector. The
Bataan ARG (BATARG)/22nd MEU team was tasked with four possible mission sets:
24/7 TRAP response for flights over Libya and the Department of State team in Beng-
hazi; strike; humanitarian assistance; and possible securing of sensitive sites. The MEU
operated from the NATO air tasking order and special instructions (SPINS) for air-
space management; if NATO required support, the request flowed up to AFRICOM
in Stuttgart and through the commander, Sixth Fleet, to the MEU. The complete
BATARG/22nd MEU team supported Unified Protector from late April through the
end of July. From August through November, detachments of the 22nd MEU from
the USS Mesa Verde, USS Bataan, and USS Whidbey Island variously supported OUP
and then Operation Odyssey Guard, the opening of the U.S. Embassy in Tripoli.

118 OASD (PA), “DOD News Briefing with Secretary Gates and Gen. Cartwright from the Pentagon,” Washing-
119 Flown from Sigonella Air Base from March 1 to April 14 according to Northrop Grumman, “Global Hawk—
Service, July 6, 2011, p. 5, for a general description of operations, and Chapter 3. U.S. cargo aircraft were not
assigned to NATO.
121 David S. Cloud, “Region in Turmoil; U.S. Cutting Its Craft from Libya Sorties,” Los Angeles Times, April 1,
2011, p. AA5.
122 The TRAP mission required continuous planning that included rehearsals, chat rooms, liaison officer visits to
various personnel recovery cells and NATO maritime assets, and daily contact with the U.S. State Department
By the time NATO assumed responsibility for military operations, the regime forces had regained momentum and prepared to counterattack. Throughout April, poor weather conditions hampered ongoing operations and intelligence collection (particularly battle damage reports and monitoring troop movements). To make matters more difficult, regime forces had adopted new tactics—in many cases, they abandoned military equipment and discarded their uniforms to blend in with opposition forces. For much of the fighting that followed, Libyan military assets changed hands so often that troop identification became difficult. However, General Bouchard noted that the threats against civilians were very real—Qaddafi had initially ordered his loyal troops to kill all males between the ages of 17 and 40 upon entering Benghazi, and continued to issue orders to behead civilians as late as October.\textsuperscript{123} As regime troops closed the gap between themselves and heavily populated areas where opposition forces gathered, it often became difficult to distinguish clear battle lines. As a result, NATO focused on conducting strikes against ground troops in the second echelon areas, and targeting lines of communications, depots, C2 nodes, and military facilities.

When Unified Protector began, military planners focused their efforts to protect civilians by attempting to stabilize areas near Benghazi and Ajdabiya. Regime troops had entrenched near Brega, and NATO planners realized that the close proximity

of oil and water pipelines would make interdiction of these forces difficult if regime troops managed to advance further than Ajdabiya in their efforts to reach the opposition stronghold of Benghazi. Other concerns during the first three months included efforts to keep the port of Misrata open, stabilize operations in the western mountains, and ensure that the oil and water pipelines so close to Benghazi, and so critical to Libya’s economic recovery, were preserved. As NATO operations began to stabilize large opposition-held areas in the western and eastern portions of Libya, opposition troops began to organize and train, and the Libyan National Transitional Council (NTC) sought political recognition.  

While the goals and objectives of the U.N. Security Council resolutions remained consistent into Operation Unified Protector, the concept of operations shifted focus to fit the operational environment. The targeting process placed progressively greater emphasis on dynamic targeting, which was the primary reason to collocate General Jodice’s staff (from Izmir) and CAOC 5 personnel at Poggio Renatico. Air tasking orders focused on destroying regime C2 nodes, logistics, and ammunition storage facilities. Planners shifted their focus from destroying or degrading enemy air defenses to maintaining air supremacy. This required continued monitoring of the IADS remnants, and of mobile air defenses in particular. For example, as late as July, regime forces attempted to relocate and reconstitute air defense weapons located near Sebha in the defense of Tripoli. Conducting BDA was sometimes problematic, as personnel and equipment shortages rendered assessments above phase 1 level difficult. As an integral partner within the NATO alliance, U.S. forces continued to provide air refueling, ISR assets, defense suppression capabilities, and munitions, which were all precision-guided. As in Odyssey Dawn, the desired strategic end state remained imprecise, and General Jodice described it as essentially “until your services are no longer needed.”

A new consensus model emerged slowly on the CAOC floor. Instead of a comprehensive agreement on all missions that were considered necessary to achieve Alliance goals, the NATO command structure incorporated the resources each member or partner was willing to commit to certain missions on a piecemeal basis. Under these circumstances, liaison officers (LNOs) were crucial to the success of the Alliance C2 structure and the production of air tasking orders. Liaisons coordinated action between individual air and naval components of NATO and their respective countries’ national

124 “Coalition Building and the Future of NATO Operations.”
125 General Jodice, oral history interview, February 28, 2011.
126 General Jodice, oral history interview, February 28, 2011.
128 This level of coordination represents a distinct departure from previous NATO and coalition efforts, which may become more common. If contributors can agree on the need to act to protect civilians, for example, they may not all allow their aircraft to be used in strike missions against the enemy. Where this was the case, allies were given alternative tasks.
command authority, in addition to their more general role as subject matter experts on weapons and targeting. As links between the use of weapons systems, intelligence platforms, and planners, LNOs continually revised special instructions to pilots (SPINS). Without customary levels of C2 and intelligence preparation, some pilots initially were uncomfortable with more fluid special instructions. As LNOs revised the SPINS to provide the guidance for dynamic targeting (quantifying the standards for positive identification of targets, for example), pilots and weapons officers became proficient in developing the language, procedures, and instructions necessary to complete the missions. Nearly every person contacted in the course of this study listed the performance of LNOs as one of the best practices of both military operations, and one that particularly allowed the NATO alliance to coordinate operations effectively.129

The senior national liaison officers at the Combined Forces Air Component Headquarters, often identified as red-card holders, performed an especially important function for the Alliance. As previously discussed, the urgency to act to protect civilians precluded a definitive resolution of all the issues regarding the desired strategic end state and the exact use of national assets. This time pressure left the Alliance vulnerable to disagreement unless a workable process could be found to resolve discrepancies on a case-by-case basis. Red-card holders are an element of NATO doctrine used to resolve areas in which consensus does not exist on each issue within the Alliance and to ensure mission accomplishment. Red-card holders exercised the rights of each contributor of forces by ensuring that the missions they were assigned met their national policy, and had the power to veto the use of their national assets for a particular mission. Red-card holders met regularly as a group with the air operations center director, and when the air component commander required it. Through these meetings, Alliance members and partners were kept informed not only of each nation’s policy regarding the acceptable use of its military assets, but also the operational assessments and intentions of air tasking officials. During ongoing kinetic operations, red-card holders or their designated alternates observed operations from the air operations center floor. During dynamic targeting they were a component of the decision tree that determined whether or not to strike a particular target; as the air operations center floor learned mission requirements, red-card holders ensured no reservations existed regarding the use of each asset provided by their countries. Even though the asset in question was tasked to conduct a NATO mission, the liaison process maintained Alliance consensus and ensured that each nation’s tasking also satisfied internal guidance. This coordination process was more difficult to assimilate into the air tasking orders in the early days of the operation; however, the air operations center floor staff quickly learned each nation’s caveats and avoided areas where conflict could hamper operations.130

---

129 Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, March 20, 2012. General Jodice noted the effort to coordinate the use of resources was one of the most difficult challenges of Unified Protector.

130 Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, March 20, 2012.
The NATO effort also included nonkinetic operations. While some airborne assets migrated seamlessly from Operation Odyssey Dawn—the capability to conduct radio broadcasts, for example—other capabilities such as leaflet drops were not initially available, and staff spent the first several months focused on finding suitable alternatives.\textsuperscript{131} General Jodice and his staff were committed to the value of nonkinetic operations; however, available assets, processes, and personnel initially proved to be limitations. Although the first leaflet drop occurred in early May, it was not until July that the elements to more fully employ nonkinetic operations became fully available. Staff spent the first few months (April to June) determining which aircraft were capable of dropping leaflets within the constraints provided, the weapons to deliver the leaflets, and developing a process to obtain approval for the drops.\textsuperscript{132}

U.S. tactical fighters and other assets delivered leaflets from medium altitude, typically concentrated in one or two locations in an attempt to influence regime forces to surrender or cease hostilities. These efforts evoked fear of lethal kinetic strikes and ensured that regime forces knew they were under surveillance, according to senior CAOC officers.\textsuperscript{133} U.S. forces released approximately nine million leaflets from F-16 aircraft throughout the campaign, which were designed to reach multiple audiences that included regime forces and mercenaries, opposition groups, and civilians.\textsuperscript{134} During the first four months, F-16CJ aircraft from Aviano were tasked to perform the leaflet drops, which left fewer aircraft to accomplish the primary SEAD/DEAD mission. Beginning in August, however, U.S. authorities dedicated three F-16CMs from the Aviano wing for the sole purpose of leaflet dropping, which allowed F-16CJ aircraft to concentrate on the SEAD/DEAD mission.\textsuperscript{135}

Simultaneously, U.S. EC-130H Compass Call aircraft provided more than 4,500 hours of sustained radio broadcasts on multiple tactical and approved commercial frequencies to inform Libyan audiences of NATO’s mission and to persuade combatants to lay down their arms.\textsuperscript{136} Measures of performance and effect indicated that the target audiences received these radio broadcasts, which in some cases inspired listeners to seek additional information from nonregime sources. Airborne electronic warfare


\textsuperscript{132}Email from AAC Izmir officer, “Re: Non Kinetic Actions in Libya.”

\textsuperscript{133}Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, March 20, 2012.

\textsuperscript{134}Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, April 3, 2012; the F-16CMs delivered up to 650,000 leaflets to multiple locations in a single mission. E-mail, “Re: Non Kinetic Actions in Libya.”

\textsuperscript{135}Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, April 3, 2012.

\textsuperscript{136}Email from AAC Izmir officer, “Re: Non Kinetic Actions in Libya.” See also Childs, “Military Information Support.”
assets were employed in some required places to disrupt regime communications and prevent regime forces from attacking or threatening to attack civilians and civilian populated areas. Indications suggested that these efforts, particularly at late stages in the campaign, were highly effective and prevented regime forces from attacking civilians. Finally, the CFAC worked to employ shows of presence/shows of force when appropriate to influence target audiences to give up the fight and to ensure audiences knew NATO was present to protect civilians as necessary.\footnote{Email from AAC Izmir officer, “Re: Non Kinetic Actions in Libya.”} To enhance the coordination (and thus the synergistic effect) of these nonkinetic and kinetic effects, the CJTF developed a synchronization matrix, which General Jodice later noted had significantly contributed to the effectiveness of the air campaign.\footnote{General Jodice, oral history interview, February 28, 2012.}

As the war continued, opposition forces began to organize and train to defeat regime troops. Finally, opposition forces conducted offensives originating from three areas: forces in the western mountain areas moved eastward to Tripoli; forces in Misrata moved both westward toward Tripoli as well as toward Brega to the east; and forces from Benghazi organized and moved to the west.\footnote{Lt.-Gen. Bouchard, “Coalition Building and the Future of NATO Operations,” February 14, 2012.} The key turning points for opposition forces came when forces in the Berber highlands gained access to the coastal road from Tripoli to Tunisia, and when opposition forces broke out from Misrata. Subsequently, regime troops suffered severe operational difficulties that restricted
their logistics and freedom of movement. Opposition forces occupied Qaddafi’s compound in Tripoli by mid-August; however, the leader and his family were not found, and Qaddafi remained defiant.140 Reuters reported that through August, U.S. aircraft had flown 5,316 sorties, including 1,210 strike sorties, of which 262 had dropped ordnance on targets, and that 101 U.S. Predator drone strikes had occurred.141 By September, opposition forces occupied the airport and citadel areas of the southern desert town of Sebha, although heavy fighting continued near Tripoli.142 Regime forces finally collapsed with the death of Qaddafi on October 20 in Sirte, as that city fell to opposition forces.143 After seven months of air and sea operations, NATO ended its mission in Libya on October 31, 2011. NATO Secretary General Rasmussen said, “NATO answered the call. We launched our operation faster than ever before. More than 8,000 servicemen and women took part in our mission for Libya. We were effective, flexible and precise.”144

U.S. forces flew more than 7,100 total sorties during Operation Unified Protector, which represented nearly 27 percent of the total sorties flown during the operation. The U.S. Air Force flew approximately 25 percent of the total OUP sorties, while the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps completed more than 2 percent of the sorties flown. Of the U.S. sorties, more than 4,200 refueling; more than 1,500 SEAD/DEAD/EW; and approximately 100 offensive counterair, 450 remotely piloted aircraft, 200 reconnaissance, and 250 information operations missions were conducted.145

Conclusions

Despite the political, economic, and military complexities involved, U.S. forces led a successful coalition effort that established a no-fly zone, enforced an embargo, protected civilians, and transitioned operations to NATO command and control. Subsequently, U.S. forces contributed to a fully functioning Alliance that reacted quickly

141 “Factbox: Pentagon Says U.S. Stepped Up Pace of Libya Air Strikes,” Reuters, August 22, 2011. Unified Protector was the first time the U.S. Air Force had used the Predator aircraft in the DEAD role.
145 Email from USAF officer in OUP CAOC to Deborah Kidwell, “OUP stats,” April 6, 2012. General Jodice reported that 26 nations were represented in the CFAC, which produced 218 air tasking orders, and that 16 nations flew over 25,000 sorties, with more than 9,000 of those sorties as offensive counterair missions. Ralph J. Jodice II, “Operation Unified Protector (OUP) Mission Brief,” presented at the Atlantic Council, Washington, D.C., June 4, 2012.
and built and maintained a consensus for action that gave Libyans the opportunity to decide their own fate without suffering mass civilian casualties. General Welsh, then commander of U.S. Air Forces in Europe, noted the two operations were unique, because the primary responsibility during Odyssey Dawn fell to a less mature combatant command and because of the atypical coalition that participated in Unified Protector. The significance of this achievement should not be underestimated.

Airmen worked together to find creative solutions to the structural challenges they faced, including C2 arrangements, scarce resources, and planning ambiguities. Doctrine guided, but did not prescribe appropriate C2 structures; when presented with an unusual situation, commanders devised a unique solution. Planners overcame ambiguous strategic guidance and time constraints through coordination between service planning staffs and joint staffs to produce sound military options. Although AFRICOM’s responsibility to conduct kinetic operations through JTF-OOD came at a vulnerable time in many respects, staff personnel used their training, expertise, and relationships to overcome the challenges of the impending change of command, unexpected mission, and limited resources. Air component commanders correctly identified unity of action and maintenance of a consensus as important overarching priorities. If a single lesson were to be learned from military operations in Libya, it would be that this consensus model is a central component of smoothly functioning coalition and Alliance military operations.

Liaison officers were particularly critical to Alliance cohesion. They provided the crucial information that air tasking order production personnel needed to match the tasking, weaponeering, and politically acceptable uses of assets with the missions required to achieve operational objectives. Senior commanders drew on their working relationships with their national and international peers to forge solutions to challenges that included command authority, manpower and capability needs, cumbersome security practices, and limitations of equipment interoperability. This coordination and innovation occurred across the range of levels and staffs. Moreover, high levels of trust developed between Alliance members. Partly this stemmed from their commitment to each other and to the purpose and success of the mission, but it also came because of common NATO mission and training standards, which allowed each member nation to understand and be confident of each contributor’s capabilities. In short, the people made the operation successful through flexibility, training, and dedication.

146 General Mark A. Welsh III, notes from oral history interview, Deborah Kidwell, May 14, 2012.
147 The weapon system liaisons communicated what the aircraft and pilots could do; the political liaisons communicated what the national command authorities would allow their nations’ aircraft to do. The air tasking order production team assimilated and coordinated this information into a comprehensive air campaign that produced a workable air tasking order every 24 hours.
148 Interview with senior member of Lieutenant General Jodice’s staff by Deborah Kidwell, “Outline Transcript,” May 24, 2012. Ongoing military-to-military exchanges, established relationships, and common exercises allowed Alliance members and partner nations to understand NATO targeting data, and the capabilities of allies and
Both Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector relied heavily on U.S.-trained expertise and resources. U.S. forces made up the bulk of manpower and assets for ISR, targeting, airlift, and logistics and refueling efforts. Moreover, U.S. contributions in terms of munitions, combat service support logistics, and SEAD missions also were preeminent, although this should not be taken to suggest that the contributions of allies were either unimportant or less capable. Manpower, equipment, and capability within the CAOC and its specific component capabilities such as the ISRD especially limited OUP during its first two months. A comprehensive intelligence collection plan was key, and it was important not only to task various ISR assets to gather information, but also to actively plan to hunt for the most relevant information. The primary intelligence expertise necessary to produce targeting folders also resided within U.S. forces. Fusion intelligence was particularly crucial to conducting dynamic targeting, maintaining positive control of targets, and reducing collateral damage. Moreover, many U.S.-produced target folders were initially not releasable to NATO, as they contained classified images or products. Coordination efforts were crucial in order to create comprehensive effects.

One question remains to be answered: Does the experience in Libya serve as a model for the future use of U.S. airpower? This chapter has shown that Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector were examples of comparatively lower cost, multinational aerial interventions. No coalition personnel were killed or seriously injured, and the concerted action achieved the three goals listed in the U.N. Security Council resolutions within the constraints applied. However, each situation must be evaluated on its own merits, and the specific working arrangements used in Libya may not apply to the next scenario. The context in which the two operations occurred may be unlikely to reoccur. The Qaddafi regime was not as formidable an adversary as others might be. Its command and control structure was flawed, its communications partners. For example, the close relationships between some U.S. and UAE units, and between French and Qatari units contributed to the confidence and understanding of allied and partner nation forces’ capabilities and assets.

149 See Greenleaf, who states, “The operation has made visible that the Europeans lack a number of essential military capabilities.”

150 Fusion intelligence is generally considered to be more reliable as it derives from multiple sources reinforcing a consistent description of the situation or target. The most preferred fusion intelligence derives simultaneously from human, signal, and full-motion video intelligence sources.


were poor, and initial strikes virtually eliminated its ability to mount a meaningful defense against coalition airpower.

On the United States’ side, the operations strained the force structure in significant ways—the dwell time ratio decreased, essential training activities were upended, and other disruptions occurred as personnel and resources shifted to meet operational requirements. Forward basing allowed for the scope of operations; Odyssey Dawn, General Woodward said, was a “wake-up call . . . If we didn’t have forward basing, I feel very confident that we would not have prevented” Qaddafi’s troops from entering Benghazi.153 The reaction time of U.S. forces certainly would have been longer, along with fewer capabilities available for logistical and combat support duty.

In some ways, these operations were a come-as-you-are war in that commanders used available resources, rather than appropriated resources. The approach relied heavily on developing and retaining centralized specialized capabilities (such as targeteering, weaponering, airspace control, and intelligence) and ensuring that these capabilities were available whenever and wherever needed. Although military organizations cannot always be prepared and staffed for every potential mission, the processes to acquire needed forces and resources, especially to staff and organize the AOC with the necessary specialized expertise, will need to be configured to respond quickly.

While the conversation is just beginning regarding the implications of the use of airpower given the U.S. experience in Libya, many contributors of information to this study identified topics for further study. The most noted suggestions included: establishing baseline contingency planning documents (SPINS, air operations directives, a mission command checklist, rules of engagement); studying the effectiveness of nonkinetic operations; increasing manpower at the targeting center; and assessing reachback and other force presentation issues.154

The stress on U.S. forces accumulated risk, which did not prevent successful operations in this case, but could easily have done so. Some career fields, such as targeteers, airspace controllers, and AOC-qualified personnel, often were in short supply. General Woodward noted, “There is danger in relying too much on ‘reachback.’”155 Additionally, the availability of refueling assets limited operations, especially during the first few days, and airspace planning for tankers was not optimal. Some pilots reported a heavy reliance on the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) to avoid midair col-

---


154 Other suggestions for further study included airspace control, the duties and effectiveness of liaison officers, tanker utilization, airspace structure, facilities, and training. See also Susan J. Helms, “Global Space Operations,” *Hampton Roads International Security Quarterly*, July 1, 2011, p. 16.

155 General Margaret Woodward as quoted in Tirpak, “Lessons from Libya.”
Increased use of irregular staff processes (VOCO, PowerPoint, and email) could introduce opportunities for misunderstanding. Planners receiving unclear guidance could erode positive control of the military or lead to other changes in the traditional civil-military relationship. Releasing intelligence products to partners was often encumbered by equipment interoperability and standards such as “need to know” versus what General Bouchard called “need to share.” As one tallies these risk factors, Winston Churchill’s observation of the failure of the Gallipoli invasion comes to mind: “The terrible ‘ifs’ accumulate.”

General Welsh noted that the Libyan experience indicated that airpower will “continue to be ‘on call,’ a short-notice response will be expected, and decision makers may not readily understand the implications.” The decision to contribute specific capabilities to NATO and coalition activities suggests a need for significant changes to future force shaping programs. The U.S. military role clearly shifted from C2 of full spectrum operations during Odyssey Dawn to providing what some officials called unique capabilities or combat enablers such as logistics support, ISR, SEAD, refueling, and airlift functions. Thus, more emphasis may be placed on these force multiplier capabilities and Alliance requirements. For example, U.S. personnel and assets necessarily would concentrate disproportionately into areas such as intelligence production and gathering, targeting folder production, and battle damage assessment. Production of replacement refueling aircraft may take on greater urgency. More emphasis will be placed on developing and supporting the technology and equipment that provide ISR activity and intelligence analysis, and to reducing the invisible tail of producing precision military operations to prevent losses and collateral damage.

156 The TCAS system is an onboard system that provides airspace situational awareness by monitoring airspace around an aircraft independently from air traffic control, and warning pilots of the presence of other similarly equipped aircraft.

157 Heavy reliance on general political statements (such as general North Atlantic Council ministerial objectives, U.N. Security Council resolutions, statements made by political leaders) by air component commanders to derive missions, commander’s intent, and commander’s estimates in the absence of specific guidance (definition of end state, for example) from civilian authorities could potentially (though not in this case) result in misunderstanding of authority or responsibility and could alter traditional civil-military relations in the United States. Moreover, unclear strategic guidance (or the absence of strategy) has historically been a cause or extenuating factor in stale-mated military operations.


162 It may take as many as 186 personnel to support a single full-time MQ-1/-9 combat air patrol (CAP). Estimated requirements included 45 people in the mission control element (MCE), 82 processing, exploitation, and
model would necessitate continuing warm-base facilities, even when the need for their services was not anticipated. Expenses incurred to retain these capabilities for potential operations could be difficult to justify given sequestration cuts and likely austere military budgets.

As Unified Protector ended, issues remained for the U.S. participation as an integral member of the NATO alliance. General Jodice noted that coordinating full-spectrum operations in a challenging fiscal environment, within the NATO Smart Defense strategy and command structure, will be one of the most difficult tasks facing future Alliance commanders. Member nations may benefit from coordinated resource allocation to provide specific mission capabilities in an effort to avoid costly duplication of capabilities within the Alliance. Releasing intelligence products to Alliance and future coalition members may require a formulated “need to share” policy, rather than the current existing U.S. forces’ “need to know” standard. The interoperability of alliance equipment and systems also may become an important factor in U.S. participation in future operations.

U.S. military forces contributed to a successful allied military campaign in Libya in 2011, and airpower was the dominant combat arm. Understanding the U.S. contribution at the operational level illustrated that the United States can lead or participate in multinational military operations and can provide specialized capabilities. U.S. forces completed the mission even though the operations were resource constrained. Planners had to work through ambiguous and dynamic strategic guidance, endure unsteady domestic political support, and work to provide the career specialties in short supply. Commanders and staff devised effective theater command-and-control arrangements that reached across combatant commands and incorporated allies and partners. The professionalism and dedication of personnel, along with practiced working relationships, allowed U.S. forces to conduct operations under Odyssey Dawn, transition to an effective alliance command structure, and, ultimately, achieve the goals of the U.N. Security Council through coordinated military action.

---


164 However, the fact that some member nations declined participation in the intervention or in certain missions (and lacked necessary resources) during OUP suggests that this concept may ultimately be unsatisfactory. While a designated backup force could perform missions objected to by specific members but sanctioned by the Alliance, this arrangement may run counter to maintaining the cohesiveness and will of the Alliance. (Kidwell notes from General Jodice, prepared remarks given at the Atlantic Council, Washington D.C., June 4, 2012.)

CHAPTER SIX
The British Experience: Operation Ellamy*

Christina Goulter

Introduction

Operation Unified Protector was a clear demonstration of the flexibility and effectiveness of airpower as a tool of policy. After nearly a decade of counterinsurgency campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, it provided a useful corrective to those who have argued that counterinsurgency warfare will be the only military commitment for the foreseeable future. It also was a salutary reminder that contingency operations will make demands on national resources, usually at the most inconvenient times. For the UK, the Libyan operation\(^1\) had to be performed while engaged in the “main effort” (Afghanistan) and suffering the force-reduction impact of the 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR), which meant that already seriously overburdened defense manpower and materiel had to work even harder.

As the crisis deepened in Libya, only airpower and prepositioned maritime power could be deployed quickly enough to deal with the situation. For a variety of understandable political and operational reasons, the decision was made not to deploy allied land forces to Libya. This was set against the backdrop of the United States’ decision to limit its role in Libya; a new UK-French bilateral defense agreement, which saw the two nations adopting the diplomatic and military lead; and a handing-over of the operation to NATO command. So, not only did events on the ground move rapidly, but the political and strategic context also proved to be fluid, and, as a result, airmen had to think innovatively and adapt existing structures, doctrine, tactics, and procedures. Indeed, one of the defining features of the British contribution to Operation Unified Protector was how the full spread of airpower effect was flexed in a highly responsive manner to meet changing political and operational requirements. Even before the main commitment began, there was a “textbook” airlift to evacuate British and

---

* This chapter draws on numerous nonattributable interviews with British military and government personnel conducted by the author in 2012 and 2013. It was reviewed by several senior Royal Air Force officers prior to publication.

1 The Libyan operation was referred to as Op ELLAMY in the UK. “Ellamy” was a randomly generated codename.
entitled personnel, many of whom were located deep in the desert. Then, as the air campaign against Qaddafi’s fielded forces developed, “dynamic targeting” procedures were adapted to address increasingly urgent tactical requirements. One of the key factors in creating “battle shock” among regime forces was the precision of air attacks, and when particular concerns arose over collateral damage risks, Royal Air Force crews were called on to perform some of the most demanding strikes. Attacks on preplanned targets also undermined regime forces’ morale, and British personnel played a central role in strategic effect targeting during the NATO campaign. However, the transition to NATO command was less than smooth for Britain, as it had disinvested in its support for NATO for nearly a decade and found it challenging to operate with partners other than the United States. This was particularly true in relation to intelligence sharing. Operation Ellamy was the first “standing start” campaign the UK had engaged in for three decades, and it tested the RAF’s rapid reaction capability to the maximum. It made the UK uncomfortably aware of the extent to which it had become dependent upon allies for several key capabilities.

**Intervention and Initial UK Air Operations**

When open protests against the Qaddafi regime began in Libya on February 15, 2011, and then escalated into a general civil war, the British government’s immediate concern was for the safety of British nationals in the country. The suddenness with which anti-Qaddafi protests spread and escalated across Libya caught Britain by surprise. Because of a prioritization of the intelligence effort on Iraq and then Afghanistan, coverage of Libya was very limited, and both the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and the Ministry of Defence had a poor understanding of the situation in the country. The way in which geography determined Qaddafi’s power base, coupled with the fact that the Libyan regime centered on a cult of personality, explains the rapidity of the revolution’s success. However, Whitehall officials had little appreciation of many of these factors in the opening stages of the Libyan operation, and much of the early contingency planning was done with minimal intelligence understanding. Most of the intelligence on Libya was at least five years out of date. As urgent political and military analy-

---

2 One of the main reasons the Qaddafi regime lost power so quickly is because most of the country is desert and the Libyan population is concentrated in only two places, the Jafara Plain around Tripoli and the Jabal Akhdar in Cyrenaica, which contains Benghazi and was a traditional anti-regime stronghold. So when Qaddafi lost control over Benghazi in March, he lost control over eastern Libya, and when the rebels took Tripoli in August, he lost control over the other half of the country. The only places remaining loyal to him were Bani Walid and Sirte, the family’s seat.
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As the instability in Libya got under way, the military priority became contingency planning to support the FCO in the evacuation of British and entitled personnel.3

The Qaddafi regime’s military effort focused on securing Tripoli, so this is where some of the most violent clashes between protesters and security forces occurred. On the night of February 21, British Embassy personnel and dependents came under fire while sheltering in the Radisson Hotel. Options for evacuating all nonessential staff and dependents were limited, especially as the situation at Tripoli’s airport deteriorated. Therefore, on February 24, the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy were called upon to start the evacuation of British and entitled personnel. Over subsequent days, RAF Hercules aircraft, helicopters, and the frigate HMS Cumberland evacuated some 800 UK nationals and about 1,000 personnel from 50 other countries, under the auspices of Operation Deference.

In the course of this activity, it became apparent that several hundred UK nationals, principally oil workers, were stranded in the more remote parts of the Libyan desert, prompting the employment of RAF Hercules aircraft in several long-range missions to rescue them. The first such mission was performed on February 26, when C-130s were flown from Malta to two separate locations: Nafoora and Waha (300 miles southeast and 370 miles south-southeast of Benghazi, respectively). A total of 176 evacuees were airlifted back to Malta. The following day, February 27, a second oilfield mission was launched, involving three Hercules flying to various sites south of Benghazi, includ-

---

3 UK House of Commons, Defence Committee, “UK Contribution to the Operation,” February 2012; JSCSC, Operational Lessons Identified, December 12, 2011; Dr. Saul Kelly, lecture ACSC, JSCSC, Defence Academy, 2011.
ing Zillah, some 600 miles from the coast. A total of 189 civilians were evacuated and the flights returned to Malta without casualty, although one aircraft did sustain hits from ground fire and a bullet grazed the pilot’s helmet. In this case, the local opposition forces had misidentified the C-130 as a regime asset. Accompanying the flights were members of the RAF Regiment, who were tasked with securing the airstrips and protecting the civilian personnel from threats of violence. Operation Deference was supported from the outset by airborne C2 and intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) assets, including an E-3D Sentry, and the role of such aircraft became even more crucial when the nature of the operation shifted from a noncombative evacuation effort to combat.4

By the beginning of March, it was apparent that Qaddafi’s military and security machinery was brutalizing the Libyan civilian population in an effort to quash the rebellion, especially in zones that the regime had retaken. A conservative estimate made at the time suggested that some 400 civilians had been killed in the violence, and thousands more had been arrested and tortured. Brega, at the base of the Gulf of Sidra, found itself in the middle of numerous engagements between the rebels and regime forces, and Qaddafi’s armor and airpower heavily pounded it in the middle of March. To the west, Zawiya witnessed a rapid escalation in violence from March 6. Qaddafi used some 50 tanks and airpower to destroy most of its residential areas and the central mosque, which was being used as a makeshift hospital. Elite military units with close family ties to Qaddafi perpetrated some of the worst atrocities, in particular those commanded by his sons, Khamis and Saadi.5 In response, the International Criminal Court (ICC) announced it would investigate alleged crimes against the Libyan people. While undoubtedly appropriate, this also served to stiffen the regime’s resolve to stay in power; Qaddafi was now backed into a corner, and the violence continued to escalate.

The violence prompted multiple calls throughout the international community for the imposition of a no-fly zone (NFZ) over Libya in order to protect the civilian populace, but the Obama administration was reluctant to contemplate intervention. The African Union, Russia, and China also were vocal in their opposition to any intervention, so the probability of a U.N. Security Council authorization for an NFZ seemed remote. However, the tide turned in the second week of March when the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) affirmed its support for an NFZ; the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) and then the Arab League quickly followed suit. These


declarations provided the United States, Britain, and France, as the leading partners in the forthcoming coalition, with the legitimacy for action they sought.

**The British Decision to Intervene**

Neither the newly created National Security Council, nor the British military, anticipated the UK’s decision to intervene in Libya. The exception was the RAF, which had engaged in some contingency planning since February. The National Security Strategy, unveiled some five months earlier, listed some fifteen “priority tasks” in the defense and promotion of British interests. Not only did Libya not feature in the Tier One set of priorities, the coalition government, under David Cameron, also had indicated it was opposed to the type of “liberal interventionism” that it attributed to the previous Labour government, especially during Tony Blair’s tenure as prime minister. So, when Cameron stated that he was determined not to let Benghazi turn into “another Srebrenica,” it caught most of Whitehall by surprise. This decision was not based on extensive intelligence assessments or the usual level of political or military staff work; it reflected the prime minister’s desire to demonstrate that “something had to be done.” Nor did he have universal backing within his own party. Liam Fox, when he was still Minister of Defence, cautioned against military action for a number of reasons, not least because of the UK’s large commitment in Afghanistan and because he felt that Libyan intervention represented an open-ended commitment for comparatively little strategic gain. The Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS), General Sir David Richards, echoed this view. While he was happy to support the evacuation of entitled personnel during February, he reminded Cameron and the service chiefs that Afghanistan had to be considered the “main effort” and cautioned against Britain taking the military lead in Libya. While the prime minister accepted the point about Afghanistan, he instructed both Fox and CDS to develop plans for military intervention in Libya, starting with the imposition of a naval blockade and a no-fly zone, with potential to expand the operation if required but short of a commitment of land forces.

Between March 12 and March 16, Britain and France took the initiative in drafting a U.N. resolution to impose an NFZ. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton endorsed it on March 16, but, on this occasion, Prime Minister Cameron and President Sarkozy were the ones in the forefront of a steadily cohering group of like-minded nations determined to take action. The resolve of Britain’s and France’s leaders undoubtedly helped the passing of U.N. Security Council Resolution 1973 on March 17, but, within

---


the UK, a clear mandate also emerged for the use of force, with a vote on the resolution being passed in the House of Commons by 557 votes to 13 in favor of using UK military assets and personnel in support of UNSCR 1973. This was surprising, not least because of the robustness of the resolution’s language. It called for member states to “take all necessary measures to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in Libya,” while excluding a foreign occupation force of any form on any part of Libyan territory. The words “all necessary measures” gave the coalition an unusual degree of latitude, and the way in which the resolution was interpreted did give rise to inevitable tensions. Some nations chose to interpret the imposition of an NFZ narrowly, limiting action to countering regime aircraft engaged in hitting civilian targets, while others, including the UK and France, saw the “protect” function as including allied strikes on Qaddafi’s land forces. But, even within the UK, serious disagreements remained over the resolution’s remit. General Sir David Richards was of the opinion that it did not authorize the direct targeting of Qaddafi. This put him at loggerheads with Liam Fox and the prime minister, who asserted in public that targeting the Libyan leadership was not ruled out and went on to publish the attorney general’s advice on the subject.9

Tensions among the principal allies implementing the NFZ (Britain, France, and the United States) were almost inevitable, as no two countries can have perfectly aligned foreign policies. These tensions were most noticeable when countries engaged in perceived or actual unilateral action. For example, on March 19, at the end of a summit between the three, President Sarkozy revealed in front of the world’s press that French Rafale fighters had just undertaken attacks on Qaddafi’s forces that were advancing on Benghazi. The British and U.S. delegations at the summit were concerned that France would be portrayed as having acted unilaterally ahead of the rest of the coalition, so an all-important demonstration of unity was conveyed to the world. In fact, in light of what we now know, the French attacks were vital to the campaign’s success. Had there been a massacre in Benghazi, the coalition’s primary justification for involvement (the protection of the local populace) would have been seriously undermined, and Qaddafi could have consolidated his position in the east of the country. Benghazi was the National Transitional Council’s base, and it had become a symbol of the revolution.

In what was, in fact, a largely coordinated effort, British and U.S. submarines launched 112 Tomahawk Land Attack cruise missiles (TLAMs) at predetermined air defense and C2 targets throughout Libya a few hours after the French attacks, focusing primarily on air bases near Tripoli and Misrata. Shortly thereafter, three RAF Tornado GR4s launched from their base at Marham on a 3,000-mile round-trip sortie to perform Storm Shadow cruise missile attacks, also against Libyan air defense and C2 targets. It was the RAF’s first bombing strike launched from the UK since the Second
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World War and the longest British bombing mission since the “Black Buck” operations of the Falklands conflict. It involved multiple refuelings from two VC10s and a Tristar. The Storm Shadow provided a unique capability within the UK arsenal, as it enabled successful attacks on hardened installations and bunkered weapons storage facilities. As it is a “standoff” weapon, Storm Shadow also reduced substantially the threat that surface-to-air (SAM) systems posed to aircraft, an important consideration given that intelligence on Qaddafi’s military capability was out of date.10

Assessment of Regime Capability

These initial attacks were considered vital prerequisites for the UNSCR 1973–mandated role of protecting the Libyan populace. Although Qaddafi’s military was not regarded as the most capable in the region, efforts had to be made to limit its freedom to maneuver while allowing the coalition aircraft the freedom to perform their designated role. UNSCR 1973 was instituted primarily as a means of denying Qaddafi the use of his air force. The Libyan air force comprised a multiplicity of Soviet-era aircraft types, and although most of them were assessed as being of marginal airworthiness, a sufficient number of platforms remained to cause concern. For example, at least 30 Su-22 Fitters remained in service, and were considered capable ground-attack aircraft. Similar concerns existed over a significant number of Su-24 Fencers. While the Libyan air force was thought to be deficient in air-to-air capability, it was known that its MiG-23 Floggers had been upgraded recently. This was one of the prime reasons the main air base outside Tripoli (Metiga) was targeted on day one, as this housed at least one squadron of Floggers. However, one of the greatest threats to the civilian population was the Mi-24 Hind attack helicopter, of which the Libyan air force possessed at least 20. The fact that few reports surfaced of the regime using Hinds against the rebels remains a mystery. However, the extent of coalition partners’ counterair activity from the beginning of the operation indicates that nothing was left to chance. It turns out this caution was warranted, because there was evidence that the Libyan air force attempted to regenerate some aerial capability out of Tripoli airport after its main bases were hit. As a result, the coalition maintained combat air patrols, and, on March 20, ten Typhoons deployed to Gioia del Colle, Italy, as part of the UK’s contribution to the counterair effort. They flew their first combat air patrol two days later. Although the UK Air Contingent commander (UK ACC), Air Vice-Marshal Greg Bagwell, declared confi-

ently in public on March 23 that the Libyan air force “no longer exists as a fighting force,” much greater caution was expressed behind the scenes.11

The coalition also took the Libyan ground-based air defenses extremely seriously. Despite a U.N. arms embargo, Qaddafi was believed to have updated his SAM systems since the Soviet era, and still possessed numerous older but still potentially dangerous systems, such as the long-range SA-5 *Gammon* along with medium- and short-range SAMs including the SA-6 *Gainful*, SA-8 *Gecko*, SA-9 *Gaskin*, and the French Crotale. But one of the biggest threats to coalition air operations during the first phase of Ellamy was perceived to be the proliferation of man-portable SAMs (MANPADS) throughout Libya. One estimate suggested the presence of more than 20,000, including the SA-24 *Grinch*, which can reach altitudes up to 20,000 feet. In some places, this caused fast jets to operate above the threat altitude, constraining their flexibility. Further, the regime also had a wide range of anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) to complement the SAMs. Radar-guided SAMs and AAA were particularly heavily concentrated between the Tunisian border and Sirte, around Benghazi and Tobruk in the east of the country, and also around Ghat, in the southwestern desert. Although other parts of the desert had patchy early warning coverage, the coalition was facing its first integrated air defence system, albeit an outdated one, since the 2003 attack on Iraq. For aircrews accustomed to the relatively benign operating environment of Afghanistan, the prewar threat assessments for Libya called for significant psychological readjustment, and also exposed weaknesses in aircraft defensive inventories and electronic warfare (EW) training. One of the weapons to have gone out of service since the Iraq conflict was ALARM (Air Launched Anti-Radiation Missile), which was designed to destroy enemy radars. This meant that the RAF became even more dependent upon coalition partners for SEAD (suppression of enemy air defenses).12

**Dependence Upon Airborne ISTAR**

As the days passed, the campaign became more complex, both militarily and politically, and presented some unusual challenges. It was a war by proxy, with the anti-regime forces facing the same enemy as the UK, but in the initial stages the two friendly sides did little to coordinate. The absence of coalition land forces meant that commanders had to rely particularly heavily on air-derived intelligence and situational awareness. The United States provided approximately 27 percent of the ISTAR requirements, and continued to provide this level after taking a back seat in the campaign, prompting the NATO Secretary General later to comment that the campaign’s success
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11 During this period, the standing UK ACC was located at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, but changed to Air Commodore Edward Stringer when the UK ACC was deployed forward to Gioia del Colle, Italy, *BBC News*, March 23, 2011. See also *Air Forces Monthly*, May 2011, pp. 28–33; “Parliament Honours UK Troops for Libya Operations,” *Mod.UK*, April 25, 2012; Ministry of Defence, Defence News, “Libya: Operation ELLAMY: Background Briefing.”
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had been dependent upon this U.S. capability. However, the UK’s contribution also was significant. The RAF’s E-3D Sentry AWACS aircraft, operating from Akrotiri in Cyprus, provided airborne C2 and battlespace management. Two Sentinel R1s, also based in Cyprus, offered wide area surveillance, as well as the ability to detect and track multiple vehicles through their moving target indicator radar. Royal Navy Sea King helicopters augmented this ability to track vehicles along the coastal zones. One of the RAF’s Nimrod R1s, scheduled to be retired at the end of March, was given a 90-day extension to its service to be able to contribute to Ellamy, and provided exceptional signals and communications intelligence (SIGINT and COMINT) capability. Meanwhile, Tornado GR4 strike aircraft proved their multirole credentials by using the Raptor reconnaissance pod to collect imagery that ultimately was used to support coalition intelligence and targeting (including missions that Typhoons performed later in the campaign after they, too, assumed a ground attack role). Even the Tornados’ and Typhoons’ Litening III targeting pods provided useful imagery that could be analyzed and shared with other assets while aircraft were still in the air.\(^{13}\) Therefore, although the concept of combat ISTAR was derided in some defense circles when first discussed in 2005 as nothing more than a cynical Air Force attempt to peg its slice of the defence budget by claiming that all aircraft were potential ISTAR platforms, Ellamy tended to validate the idea. Further, the manned platforms turned out to be vital because of the shortfall in availability of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). As a consequence of the primacy given to the campaign in Afghanistan, only a modest number of UAV assets

\(^{13}\) This included feeds to Apache crews embarked on HMS Ocean later on in the campaign.
were made available for the Libyan campaign. Although UAVs can provide valuable “pattern-of-life” intelligence once on station, the limited number of UAVs and the vast distances between areas of interest limited their ability to monitor what was a very fluid battlespace.14

Between March 23 and March 31, before NATO assumed command of the Libyan campaign, RAF aircraft were engaged in numerous strikes against regime land forces in Misrata and Ajdabiya, with priority given to protecting civilians against regime violence. Tornado GR4s destroyed at least 32 tanks and numerous other fighting vehicles during the week, and the combined effects of the imposition of an NFZ and the coalition air strikes targeting regime forces resulted in the stabilization of the front line and allowed the rebels to push back Qaddafi’s forces from Ajdabiya. The RAF also launched another long-range Tornado strike from Marham using Storm Shadow against bunkers around Sebha in the southern Libyan desert. This was the site of Libya’s former nuclear program, which had also been used for testing missiles and was known to contain large stocks of ammunition. In the course of these attacks, it became clear that ISTAR was, indeed, the key capability, not just because it facilitated timely and responsive targeting, but primarily because it minimized the risk of civilian casualties.

The overriding imperative for UK (and later NATO) forces was to protect civilian life, so aircraft were under strict instructions to minimize collateral damage. Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Dalton, Chief of the Air Staff, revealed that many targets were rejected because of the risk to civilians, and aircraft often failed to release their weapons in the process of dynamic targeting when the ground environment became ambiguous. For much of March, pro-Qaddafi forces were still fairly distinct from the opposition because of the armored and other fighting vehicles they used. However, by the end of the month, Qaddafi’s troops started to abandon vulnerable tanks and other regime vehicles, and increasingly made use of technicals and other 4X4s, which the anti-Qaddafi fighters also used, making positive identification difficult.15

**Political Sensitivities and Fears over Stalemate**

During March, a variety of factors pointed to the need for British liaison with the National Transitional Council (NTC) and the anti-Qaddafi fighters, not least to assist in the targeting process, battle damage assessment, and for feedback on the effect on
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morale of the coalition’s attacks. Within Whitehall, skepticism also was expressed over
whether air strikes would achieve the desired results in Libya, and the Chief of the
Defence Staff, General Richards, and the Secretary of State for Defence, Liam Fox,
both called for the provision of training and equipment to the forces of the NTC,
using UK special advisors. However, the government’s appetite for both open and
covert contact with the NTC almost unraveled the Libyan campaign from the outset.
At the beginning of the month, the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) was given approval
to develop its contacts with the opposition in Benghazi. To avoid using an obvious
national symbol, such as a Royal Navy frigate in the area at the time, the decision was
made to use an RAF Chinook to fly the SIS personnel from Malta. When the Chinook
landed near Benghazi, it attracted an unhelpful level of attention, not least because the
close protection team on board was wearing plain clothes, and the anti-Qaddafi fight-
ers who took the UK personnel captive remained convinced for some time that they
had stumbled upon foreign mercenaries. Nor did the debacle remain quiet. Britain was
compelled to use diplomatic channels to plead for the release of the captives, but, worse,
Qaddafi’s internal security apparatus intercepted one of the telephone calls made by
Foreign Secretary William Hague to the UK ambassador to Libya and broadcast it to
the world, much to the British government’s embarrassment. Thereafter, insertions of
UK personnel were done with much greater care.

As relationships were developed with rebel fighters, assessments could be made
about the efficacy of air attacks and the state of morale among regime units (as well
as among rebel forces). By these means it was known, for example, that coercion of
conscripts was endemic within Qaddafi’s forces, with mass executions used to exert
control. So while morale was assessed as fragile within many of the regime units, the
mechanisms of state terror being applied meant that the defense of some towns and
cities would be determined and attritional. This was witnessed in Ajdabiya, south of
Benghazi, where control of the town changed several times during March. Indeed, as
Qaddafi’s forces went on the offensive during the first week of April, retaking signifi-
cant centers such as Brega, politicians expressed increasing concern that the campaign
in Libya was heading for a stalemate.16

Nervousness over a potential stalemate in the campaign coincided with the United
States stepping back from a main combat role. It had been apparent since February
that the United States was reluctant to take the lead role in the Libyan operation, and
although the ultimate success of the campaign was due to the Americans providing
most of the SEAD capability, 77 percent of the air-to-air refueling capacity, and just
short of one-third of the ISTAR, the ramifications of its stance were felt immediately at
the military-strategic planning level. In the absence of unequivocal U.S. support, it fell

16 Mark Urban, “Inside Story of the UK’s Secret Mission to Beat Gaddafi;” Mueen and Turnbull, Accidental
Heroes: Britain, France, and the Libya Operation, pp. 10–12; Ministry of Defence, “UK Military Liaison Advisory
Team to Be Sent to Libya,” April 19, 2011.
on the European partners to generate and sustain the military capacity required. This represented a significant paradigm shift, and a variety of issues arose.

There were great hopes for the UK-French Defence and Security Co-operation Treaty, signed the previous November. But the infancy of this bilateral arrangement meant that few of its mechanisms were tried and tested. Not enough time had elapsed for the forging of working relationships between the two militaries, not least in the area of intelligence sharing. Therefore, Anglo-French management of the campaign would prove to be more one of deconfliction rather than true integration. Both countries continued to pursue their national interests, often not declaring their intentions before operations. For example, the French government eventually admitted to providing a unilateral supply of arms to Berber tribal fighters in the Nafusa Mountains, which ultimately facilitated a rebel thrust toward Tripoli.17

Meanwhile, in the UK, the National Security Council (NSC) also was in the process of finding its feet. One of its six assigned functions is “coordination with allies,” and it had to work overtime to foster closer links between the United States, France, and Britain, as well as garnering regional support through intensive engagement with the Arab League and individual Arab states. The fact that the GCC, the Islamic Conference, and the Arab League all affirmed their support for the imposition of an NFZ through UNSCR 1973 is a testament to the success of the NSC (as well as French and American) lobbying behind the scenes. But in spite of its hard work, some European nations remained unmoved, including Germany, which abstained from voting on UNSCR 1973, while the African Union and the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and China) were vocal in disapproving of military action. Nor did it appear that the NSC members were of the same mind over national objectives in Libya. The NSC seemed to oscillate between prioritizing the protection of Libyan civilians on the one hand and regime change on the other. This had implications for military planning, which had to interpret political intent on a daily basis. And it was set against a backdrop of a clear directive from the military-strategic level to regard Operation Herrick (the campaign in Afghanistan) as the main effort.18

The Transition to NATO Command

While the early use of cruise missiles and rapid deployment of Typhoons and Tornados to Italy signaled the UK’s commitment to the enforcement of UNSCR 1973, the political and strategic foundations of the Libyan campaign were less well defined.

17 “French Confirm Arms Drops to Libyan Rebels,” Agence France-Presse, June 29, 2011.
Command and control originally resided with the United States, under Africa Command’s General Carter Ham. However, no formal process or evidence of U.S. intent was developed to include partner nations. Nor was there an obvious campaign plan shared among the allies. As a result, U.S., UK, and French aircraft operated in discrete national stovepipes, and this resulted in inefficiencies. For example, the British Sentinel aircraft often was airborne at the same time as the U.S. JSTARS, and the effort was duplicated because the RAF has had sufficient experience with the American system and could have used its products. Then the United States made a number of statements indicating that responsibility for the Libyan operation would be handed over “shortly,” but it was unclear as to whether this meant to NATO or a European country. Negotiations between NATO members on March 23 and March 24 led to the conclusion that NATO should assume command of both the maritime embargo and the NFZ, and NATO formally assumed sole command of all military operations within Libyan territory on March 31. The NATO operation, now known as Operation Unified Protector, came under the command of Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, Admiral James Stavridis, with theater command exercised out of Allied Joint Force Command in Naples. Meanwhile, the Air Component Command was delegated from the NATO CAOC in Ramstein, Germany, to Poggio Renatico, in Italy.19

The British government placed a great deal of faith in NATO’s ability to conduct the type of campaign it desired, and doubtless believed it would be able to exert a certain amount of influence over the direction taken. However, the UK was to suffer immediately from its previous disinvestment in southern NATO. There had been no senior British representation in NATO South for the previous eight months, and with no senior officers based in Naples, Poggio, or Izmir, Britain had limited input in the initial planning for OUP. The steady reduction particularly in RAF posts within NATO not only had damaged the UK’s reputation, but it meant that RAF officers had a diminished understanding of NATO C2 constructs. They also found themselves at the back of the queue for office space, information technology (IT), and communications. The disinvestment had come about partially because of defense cuts, but mainly because of a focus on the Middle East and Afghanistan. The number of traditional NATO posts gapped rose sharply between 2003 and 2011, and a NATO tour was not seen as career-enhancing. Although the UK Air Contingent commander, Air Commodore Edward Stringer, would eventually be located forward at Poggio in April, much valuable time and potential for influence were lost as the UK hurriedly built up its NATO teams.20

While the UK had neglected its investment in NATO, it soon became apparent that NATO structures were themselves less than fit for the purpose, and required reworking according to the demands of the campaign. At the start of OUP, the CFAC was structured along NATO Response Force lines, but it was physically separated from


20 Royal Aeronautical Society–IISS Libya Seminar.
the CAOC in Italy. It quickly became clear that the two needed to be co-located in order to improve situational awareness and to respond to the dynamic battlespace in Libya. Initially, poor situational awareness made tactical and operational-level decision-making extremely difficult, and the Izmir-based CFACC, Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II, was concerned that delays in the decisionmaking cycle or mistakes made as a result of poor situational awareness would have strategic implications. Therefore, the CFACC relocated to Poggio, and this move greatly enhanced the responsiveness of allied airpower in the campaign. A sluggish targeting decisionmaking cycle, often taking days, developed into one measured in hours. As impressive as this was, however, serious flaws remained within NATO structures for sharing national intelligence and targeting information, with national classifications and caveats preventing the timely sharing of intelligence on many occasions.

Initial Difficulties in Operation Unified Protector

As OUP got under way, allied air assets were focused on stopping the advance of regime forces and preventing the shelling of Misrata. Backing this effort were strikes on regime forces’ command and control, lines of communication, and logistics to degrade their ability to attack civilians. Air planners focused on developing a campaign that would separate Qaddafi from his power base, and reached the conclusion that Qaddafi’s center of gravity was regime cohesion, which had allowed the regime to exercise the mechanisms of state power and harm civilian opponents. In the process of developing a campaign plan, however, several limiting factors arose. It quickly became apparent that NATO was heavily reliant on national reconnaissance platforms, most of which were committed to other operations (especially in Afghanistan). Second, NATO found itself short of qualified intelligence analysts and targeteers, and many RAF personnel were pulled from their posts in the UK to augment the analytical staffs in Italy. Third, a complex approval process hamstrung targeting within a NATO construct, with each member nation maintaining the right of veto. National “red cards” often were played, and considerable differences also arose about the rules of engagement (ROE) across the Alliance. All of these factors added unnecessary frictions during the first month of OUP.

As challenging as the UK workup had proved to be, once the UK Air Contingent Commander was in place at Poggio, he helped to develop the CAOC, and General Jodice soon considered British staffs to be key in shaping NATO processes. Streamlining targeting clearance was the most urgent requirement, and as the UK became the principal trusted intelligence provider as the weeks advanced, the targeting process


became easier. For the British contribution to OUP, most of the targeting approvals in the initial stages still had to be routed through the UK Permanent Joint Headquarters (PJHQ) in London, but PJHQ was useful for corroborating target intelligence and enabling All Source analytical assessments. Target verification and corroboration of sources ensured that the risk of collateral damage was reduced to a minimum. However, some of the target authorizations had to come from the ministerial level, and this inevitably added considerable delays to the targeting process.\(^{23}\)

At OUP’s outset, it was apparent that some mechanism was needed to enable aircraft patrolling an area to respond quickly against regime forces engaged in attacking civilians. It was impossible to preplan sorties against targets that were so mobile and that often adapted their tactics on a daily, if not hourly, basis. Therefore, a process of dynamic targeting was adopted, in which the UK ACC and aircrews were given far more responsibility for targeting decisions, and the ACC became the national “red card” holder for targeting decisions. National authority still was sought, but if legal and political advisors were satisfied that a positive identification of a regime target was available and that the risk of collateral damage was zero or very low, then approvals for strikes could be given almost instantaneously. But aircrews also learned that Qaddafi’s forces continued to adapt their tactics, techniques, and procedures in order to counter air strikes. Through open sources, typically the broadcast media, the regime was quick to establish NATO’s restrictions, and increasingly placed their assets in positions where collateral damage was a concern. This was one of the main reasons HUMINT (human intelligence) provided by either anti-Qaddafi rebels or other national sources was so crucial, because it gave the granularity of understanding required to be able to differentiate between regime and friendly forces. The UK ACCs (Edward Stringer and his successor, Gary Waterfall) found the overriding imperative to avoid collateral damage meant they had to get involved with a level of tactical detail that they had not anticipated.\(^{24}\)

**Weapons of Choice**

Most of the fast jet aircrews involved in the Libyan operation had combat experience only in Afghanistan, and this proved problematic when the crews were called upon to perform attacks in urban areas. To begin with, crews adopted cautious lines of attack to minimize the risk of collateral damage, and other means of mitigating risk also were pursued. Among these was the employment of weapons with an extremely limited effects radius, and the precision-guided munition (PGM) that became the weapon of choice for Tornado crews was the recently developed Brimstone missile. This
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50-kilogram PGM had been designed as an anti-armor weapon, and the latest variant (referred to as the Dual Mode Seeker Brimstone, or DMSB), which used laser guidance, proved to be an extremely reliable, accurate, and potent weapon for use against a wide variety of targets, including highly mobile ones. As armor and moving targets were the norm from the beginning of the campaign, the RAF quickly found its stocks of DMSB running low (down to single figures at one point). This was particularly so after it was realized that Brimstone gave the UK a unique capability to strike difficult targets with little or no collateral damage because of the small size of the weapon and its warhead.25

**RAF Operations Intensify**

During April and May, with Benghazi and eastern Libya in rebel hands, NATO aerial activity was concentrated in the west of the country. The focus was first on Misrata and Sirte, with some attacks also occurring in the Berber Highlands to the south and west of Tripoli. For the RAF, most of the strikes were against regime armor and field artillery near Misrata, although some attacks also were made on regime strongholds in Sirte. The tempo of RAF operations increased considerably during the first week of April, thanks in part to the augmentation of the Tornado force with an extra four aircraft (from eight to twelve). The following week saw the first-ever use of Typhoon fighters in a ground attack role, demonstrating their versatility as a multirole platform. Up to that point, Typhoons had been used in a control-of-the-air role to escort Tornados. But on April 12, Typhoons armed with Enhanced Paveway II bombs operated alongside Tornados armed with Paveway IV bombs and Brimstone, and a total of eight tanks were destroyed just outside of Misrata. The incident brought the RAF’s total to more than 100 main battle tanks, armored vehicles, artillery pieces, and SAM installations up to that point in the campaign.26 Another notable feature of this particular attack was that the destruction of the tanks caused regime personnel in surviving units to flee, and it was observed how near-misses also served to scare targeted individuals to such an extent that the C2 chain was broken. Deliberate near-misses often were used where potential existed for collateral damage, but they regularly had the desired psychological effect against regime personnel.

Some of the missions performed by the RAF were done in concert with other UK forces, reinforcing the point that OUP was a truly joint and combined operation. For example, on April 18, Royal Navy Tomahawk missiles were launched against regime C2 facilities in conjunction with precision strikes by Tornado, Typhoon, and other NATO aircraft. On the same day, HMS Liverpool, performing a blockade function as part of the ongoing arms embargo imposed under UNSCR 1970, intercepted
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The RAF’s strikes against Qaddafi’s fielded forces continued in a similar vein into May, and the progress westward of the rebel campaign became obvious with an increasing number of attacks on regime targets in the cities of Sirte and Zlitan, and then in the capital, Tripoli. During the first two weeks of May, RAF Tornados and Typhoons both were used against regime field artillery, including a noteworthy strike on May 6, after imagery analysis had spotted 20 FROG-7 (9K52 Luna) long-range rocket launchers south of Sirte. The regime had 45 Soviet era FROG-7s in its inventory; half were concentrated around Sirte, indicating the significance Qaddafi had attached to the city and suggesting that he was likely to make his last stand there. Then, on May 12, a Typhoon destroyed Palmaria self-propelled 155mm howitzers near Sirte. Such artillery and mobile rocket launchers received priority in NATO’s target list.

For most of April and the early part of May, air strikes were directed primarily against the regime’s fielded forces. But, from the second week of May, increasing attention was paid to strategic targets. This reflected strategic analysis that had been done in the UK, and marked the point at which RAF personnel, in particular, started to have a sizable influence on campaign design. As well as destroying Qaddafi’s physical means of repression, NATO also targeted his internal security apparatus. On May 16, in conjunction with other NATO assets, RAF Tornados and RN Tomahawks were employed against the regime’s intelligence agency in Tripoli and facilities used by Qaddafi’s Executive Protection Force. The latter acted as a close protection team to the regime’s inner circle. This particular strike was intended to degrade Qaddafi’s ability to use the mechanisms of state terror against his population, but it also sent a clear message to those who continued to support the regime that NATO had the ability to find and hit them at will. It is no coincidence that a significant number of defections occurred after this attack, including that of Qaddafi’s oil minister, Shokri Ghanem. Subsequent attacks on Qaddafi’s Bab al-Aziziya complex in the center of Tripoli reinforced this message. The complex was recognized as his home and the location of a major military barracks. But equally important was the impression that NATO was omnipresent in Libya, and could hit sites simultaneously at any time. On May 19, RAF Tornados attacked the naval base at Al Khums near Misrata, sinking two corvettes that had been used to shell coastal towns, and destroying dockyard facilities housing inflatable fast attack craft that the regime used to lay mines and interdict merchant ships carrying humanitarian relief. Between May 21 and May 24, RAF Tornados and Typhoons destroyed regime armored vehicles near Zlitan, and on the 23rd attacked a large military vehicle depot within the Bab al-Aziziya complex. Then, on the 25th, RAF aircraft attacked
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another large military vehicle depot at Tiji in the west, as this had been supporting regime assaults on the civilian population in the Djebel Nafusa region southwest of Tripoli. On May 27, RAF Typhoons, as well as other NATO assets, revisited the Bab al-Aziziya complex and destroyed its guard towers. This latter attack was conducted with the specific aim of having a psychological impact on the regime.29

It was clear that NATO had ramped up the pressure on the regime, and Britain continued to demonstrate her commitment to the campaign by deploying five Army Air Corps Apache AH1 attack helicopters that embarked on HMS Ocean. Although some initially saw the decision to employ Apaches as a cynical attempt to “prove that Jointery works,” the attack helicopters did make a genuine contribution to the campaign. The Apaches undertook a relatively modest number of attack sorties (22 in total), but the deployment had a significant psychological impact on regime forces, thanks to the Apache’s reputation in Afghanistan. Pro-Qaddafi forces were reported to be in fear of Apache attacks, and sizable rewards were posted for the first successful shooting down of one. Armed with Hellfire missiles, rockets, and 30-millimeter cannon, the Apaches made short work of regime technicals (comprising half of the targets destroyed), as well as AAA sites and radar installations, and such attacks complemented those undertaken by French Tigre attack helicopters from the assault ship Tonnerre.

On a number of occasions, including their first operational sorties on June 3, Apaches operated in concert with RAF and U.S. SEAD aircraft, and this required the development of completely new tactics, techniques, and procedures. Among the suc-

cess stories was the provision of imagery that Tornados and Typhoons acquired and that was being fed to HMS *Ocean* to assist the Apache crews in their premission planning, before going into combat alongside the fast jets. Although NATO considered Libya to be a medium-threat environment for the attack helicopters, the risks were considered acceptable, and the UK military representative to NATO, Air Marshal Sir Christopher Harper, commented that their employment in this way was “jointery at its best.”

However, the employment of Apaches was not without its issues. HMS *Ocean* could only accommodate five Apaches because of the helicopter’s rotor size (the blades cannot be folded), so storing and retrieving Apaches became a major limiting factor on the extent of their contribution to the operation. In addition, the Apaches required a disproportionately large amount of ISR support to ensure their safety and the accuracy of their attacks. Finally, the UK’s ROE meant the Apaches did not have the freedom of maneuver that the French Tigre crews enjoyed, and one of the reasons the Apache sortie total was comparatively small is because most of the “no-go” decisions were due to uncertainties over collateral damage risk. So, while the Apaches’ attacks complemented those of the French Tigres, they could not match the French level of sortie generation, nor the effects achieved.

The tempo of UK air operations increased yet again during the first week of June. Strikes on Tripoli took place almost every day, with repeat attacks on Qaddafi’s complex and other military depots, and a particular focus on the regime’s intelligence apparatus. As a result of attacks on June 6 and June 7, it was reported that Qaddafi’s domestic intelligence agency had been hit particularly hard. Evidence also surfaced that the regime’s forces were running out of ammunition, as NATO’s operations depleted stockpiles closer to the coast. Qaddafi was now dependent upon ammunition depots located deeper in the desert, and the RAF conducted successive strikes against one of the largest depots, located at Waddan, in the central region of Libya. After RAF attacks between June 12 and June 14, at least a half-dozen bunkers at Wadden were destroyed. The destruction of ammunition bunkers was seen as an important means of protecting the civilian populace, because regime forces still were engaged in attacks on towns associated with the opposition. Therefore, the RAF maintained its surveillance over the Djebel Nafusa highlands, southwest of Tripoli, where regime forces repeatedly had attacked Berber opposition groups. Between June 26 and June 28, RAF Tornados and Typhoons successfully struck regime tanks, armored vehicles and artillery in the area, and these attacks continued well into July. The value of Brimstone was amply demonstrated on July 2, when a regime T-55 tank attempted to shelter from air attack in a narrow alleyway in a town in the Djebel Nafusa, but was destroyed without damaging the surrounding buildings or causing any collateral damage. Other attacks on
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Qaddafi’s forces were performed using Paveway laser-guided bombs only after it had been established that civilians were not at risk.\textsuperscript{31}

**RAF Augmentation**

In the middle of July, it became apparent to NATO that Qaddafi was attempting to secure a number of significant towns, and was concealing troops, equipment, and C2 infrastructure in populated areas, using the civilian population as human shields. The resulting intelligence and targeting demands on NATO became even more onerous. To address this, the RAF deployed an additional four Tornado GR4s to Gioia del Colle to act primarily in a reconnaissance role, but also significantly adding to NATO’s strike capability. Over the next month, much of the RAF’s fast-jet activity was focused on the towns of Brega and Zlitan. The former was, again, the focus of bitter fighting in the middle of July, and RAF aircraft were involved in attacks on regime armored vehicles and mobile artillery in the town between the 14th and 16th. As much of the fighting was in residential parts of Brega, aircrews found it challenging but resolved to do their utmost in the face of regime threats to turn the town “into hell.” After three days of heavy fighting, which NATO bombing assisted, rebel forces were able to bypass Brega, cutting off the garrison’s lines of communication. On the morning of July 18, Qaddafi’s forces were in full retreat toward Ras Lanuf, and the NTC was claiming victory in the battle for Brega. The regime claimed to have inflicted more than 500 deaths.

\textsuperscript{31} Ministry of Defence, “Libya: Operations Updates.”
among the rebel forces, but the total losses in Brega are likely to have been considerably higher, as it had been the focus of numerous clashes since February.32

Meanwhile, Zlitan, 99 miles east of Tripoli, was now on the front line as rebel forces advanced westward from Misrata. The military garrison had brutally crushed a rebel uprising there during June, and there were indications that regime forces again would repress the local civilians with extreme violence if they offered support to the rebels. A staged pro-Qaddafi rally in Zlitan in the middle of July signaled the beginning of a regime backlash as rebels attempted to take the town. Over the next three weeks, the RAF’s Tornados and Typhoons were extremely active over Zlitan, destroying scores of regime tanks, armored vehicles, technicals, mobile rocket launchers, and C2 facilities inside the town. A number of days were notable for the type of activity undertaken. On July 19, RAF aircraft attacked some 29 buildings in and around Zlitan, which reconnaissance and intelligence analysis identified as C2, ammunition storage, and supply sites. They also struck mobile rocket launchers and a couple of artillery positions, which HMS Iron Duke also engaged with naval gunfire. Meanwhile, under cover of darkness, Apaches from HMS Ocean used Hellfire missiles against a variety of military targets between Zlitan and Al Khums, further down the coast. Joint actions of this type were now becoming the norm. Then, on July 31, as intelligence indicated that regime forces were about to go on the offensive, Tornados and Typhoons hit a regime staging post near Zlitan, and a similar operation was mounted the next day to hit another staging post. Although regime forces were able to launch a counter-offensive, they were not able to capitalize on it, thanks to the ongoing aerial activity. On August 2, RAF Tornados and Typhoons conducted precision strikes on two buildings in Zlitan that had been confirmed as C2 facilities, making the regime units they supported largely “blind.” Then, the following day, in another demonstration of joint, coordinated action, Tornados and Apaches hit buildings that housed most of Qaddafi’s military personnel in the city. Attacks in and around Zlitan continued for another couple of weeks, and included a Tornado strike on August 11 on a staging post near the town that Qaddafi mercenaries were using, as well as the destruction of a psychological warfare facility. These attacks in the first half of August effectively unhinged the regime’s hold over Zlitan, and unlocked the area surrounding Tripoli, just as Lieutenant General Jodice had intended in his campaign plan.33

Advance on Tripoli
NATO’s air operations during the remainder of August were designed to accompany the rebels’ advance on Tripoli and to address any other pockets of conflict within Libya with the aim of protecting the civilian population from any reprisals. Of concern was


the status of Zawiya, the oil-refining city some 30 miles west of Tripoli, which had suffered almost complete devastation a few months earlier. Rebels had re-infiltrated into Zawiya in June, and had interdicted an arterial route in and out of the city shortly, but the regime’s forces quickly reversed this success. At the start of August, anti-Qaddafi forces launched an offensive into the plain surrounding Zawiya, reaching as far as the outskirts of the city by the middle of the month. NATO was determined to see the regime neutralized in the city, and RAF aircraft were engaged in several attacks on pro-Qaddafi units in the area. On several occasions, to minimize the risk to civilians inside buildings, novel use was made of airburst weapons to deal with regime sniper positions on roofs, and a successful anti-shipping strike on August 17 in Zawiya harbor prevented the escape of regime personnel. The RAF’s activity was undoubtedly one of the main contributory factors in Qaddafi’s decision to abandon the city, because the rebels were incapable of taking Zawiya on their own.

Meanwhile, Tornados and Typhoons were active over Tripoli, maintaining constant pressure on the regime. Their activity over the city was made easier through the previous month’s destruction of radar at the airport, effectively blinding the regime. In the early hours of August 20, Tornado GR4s conducted a precision attack on a communications facility that Qaddafi’s intelligence apparatus used in the southwest of the city. Extreme care was taken in the planning of this mission to avoid collateral damage, and all the PGMs launched hit the facility. The aircraft were then retasked to hit some of Qaddafi’s tanks on the city’s southern edge. Over subsequent days, as rebel forces fought to overcome regime elements in Tripoli, the RAF maintained its surveillance effort and continued to attack Qaddafi’s personnel and military hardware, claiming among the tally a FROG-7 missile launcher. By this stage, almost all the strikes were the result of dynamic targeting, and their tempo fatally dislocated pro-Qaddafi forces in and around the city. The rebels prevailed, and most of Tripoli was in their hands by the end of August 21, with just small pockets of resistance holding out until the end of the month.34

As Qaddafi lost his grip on Tripoli, he announced he had moved the capital to Sirte. NATO’s attention followed suit, although Qaddafi’s intent to fight on from a new base following the loss of his capital may have surprised some within NATO. But Sirte was home to many of the Qaddafi family and had great significance to the regime. The RAF mounted armed reconnaissance around Sirte, destroying armored vehicles, tanks, and artillery, and the Storm Shadow’s bunker-busting capability was called upon to destroy facilities that Qaddafi could have used to continue the fight. On the night of August 25/26, Tornado GR4s launched from RAF Marham to fire Storm Shadow missiles against a large headquarters bunker in Sirte, then did the same against the complex at Sebha the following week.

Sebha became the focus of Tornados’ attention at dawn on September 15, after reports indicated that regime troops were shelling the local civilian population. This particular mission demonstrated the versatility of Brimstone as a weapon, because it could be fired in salvos. At Sebha, a large concentration of regime armored vehicles had been located, and the salvo firing technique was used for the first time.\textsuperscript{35} Seven or eight vehicles were assessed as destroyed, with no collateral damage reported.

Rebel forces had now surrounded most of Sirte, and were embarking on an attritional, street-by-street campaign to dislodge Qaddafi. NATO tasked the RAF with strikes on C2 facilities, staging posts, and military hardware. Paveway and Brimstone PGMs were used throughout, and, in one instance over the weekend of September 24–25, an inert Paveway filled with concrete was employed to prevent collateral damage. RAF aircraft remained active over Sirte and Bani Walid to the southwest, where regime units were reported to be an ongoing threat to the safety of Libyan civilians. For the next two weeks, operations over Sirte and Bani Walid consumed almost all the RAF’s capacity, and the targets attacked were typically tanks, armored vehicles, and technicals, although Tornado GR4s successfully struck two C2 facilities in Bani Walid on October 7, significantly degrading Qaddafi’s ability to exert any authority over the town’s remaining regime units. This would prove to be a significant result when Qaddafi attempted to connect with his forces a week later. As the days progressed, RAF Tornados were on constant lookout for regime technicals in and around Sirte and Bani Walid. Any such vehicles located by reconnaissance were attacked using either Paveway or Brimstone, including an attack on October 17 that destroyed a group of nine vehicles near Bani Walid that had been identified as belonging to Qaddafi’s remnant forces. NATO’s overwatch continued as NTC forces launched their final assault in Sirte on October 20. It was during this action that Qaddafi attempted to flee to the south, but rebel fighters captured him and he was dead less than an hour after being taken captive.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{Lessons and Conclusions}

A number of conclusions can be drawn from Operation Unified Protector, as well noting some important general and UK-specific lessons. Airpower was critical in meeting the political requirements for an immediate and agile response to the highly fluid situation in Libya. For the UK, this began with Operation Deference, which proved to be an almost textbook example of crisis response undertaken at long range. Airpower was the only feasible means of quickly and safely evacuating several hundred UK civilians from sites deep within the Libyan desert. The way in which the RAF Regiment

\textsuperscript{35} The Brimstone variant used in this case is referred to as “Legacy Brimstone,” the older variant of the weapon.

provided organic defense to aircraft and to the evacuees also is noteworthy, and reinforces the importance of having a dedicated force-protection element within the air force. Then, when the main campaign began, airpower achieved the decisive effect of removing most of the regime forces’ advantages, especially in airpower and heavy weapons. This helped to even the playing field, and bought the anti-Qaddifi forces sufficient time to achieve a minimal level of organization, training, and equipment. Further, post-campaign analysis has revealed that while most regime personnel had little fear of or respect for the anti-Qaddifi forces, they genuinely feared air attack, and concluded that this was their decisive disadvantage.

“Dynamic targeting” (referred to as deliberate dynamic targeting, or DDT) was particularly significant in this respect. Initially adopted as a means of responding to urgent tactical targets, the high operational tempo it created proved to be a potent force multiplier. It was extraordinarily successful in creating “battle shock” among regime forces, and the morale effect of NATO’s broad-ranging and simultaneous attacks was particularly significant against the regime’s non-Libyan mercenaries. After the heavy and sustained air attacks on Misrata in April, many mercenaries fled into Niger and the Sudan. By the end of the campaign, more than 80 percent of targets fell into the category of DDTs, and the fact that weapon systems such as Brimstone achieved such high levels of accuracy (almost 99 percent of all Brimstones fired hit their intended targets) also would have played on the minds of regime forces. But attacks on preplanned targets also undermined regime morale. The repeated attacks on the Bab al-Aziziyyah and Sebha complexes, in particular, demonstrated to the senior regime figures that nowhere in Libya was safe and that fleeing into the desert was pointless. But these sites also were major symbols of the regime’s authority, and NATO’s ability to hit them with impunity sent important signals about Qaddafi’s military impotence.37

In spite of the fact that the Libyan battlespace became more ambiguous and congested as the months wore on, diligent intelligence analysis and rigorous adherence to ROEs kept “blue on blue” and “blue on green” incidents to a bare minimum.38 This was doubly important. Not only was the preservation of human life the stated objective of UNSCR 1973, but NATO’s care exercised was vital for campaign authority among the NTC rebels and for political support elsewhere. It proved that NATO and the other nations represented in the coalition kept their word. This is why intelligence was not just a key enabler; it underpinned the whole campaign, and, in many senses, drove the campaign.

OUP reinforced that analysis is always the bottleneck in the intelligence cycle, and that the UK, and NATO more widely, needs to develop more analysts, not least to increase global intelligence coverage. Libya also demonstrated how focusing on the


38 “Green forces” referred to the anti-Qaddifi rebels in this case, but the term is used more generically for third-party friendly forces.
war (Afghanistan), as opposed to a war, had led to an erosion of targeting skills and electronic warfare training and equipment. Britain has a generation of more junior officers with no experience in high-end operations. The air-centric nature of the campaign exacerbated some of these shortcomings, putting a premium on airborne ISR and kinetic capabilities. To compensate for the lack of a land component, connections with the rebel forces had to be developed using special forces (SF), and it transpired that the most valuable SF presence in Libya came from non-NATO sources. The incorporation of non-NATO partners into the campaign design created new challenges, especially in the area of intelligence sharing. However, intelligence sharing among NATO nations also was problematic.

The Libyan campaign placed enormous demands on ISTAR capabilities across NATO, and resources remained tight throughout, mainly because many national assets were being employed in Afghanistan. Although the United States performed the preponderance of the ISR effort, the UK made a significant contribution using the Nimrod R1, Sentinel, and Tornado GR4 Raptor pod. The utility of the Nimrod R1 as a SIGINT platform was quickly demonstrated, and it received a very brief extension in service beyond its announced retirement date of 2011. The RAF will not regain a proper SIGINT capability until Air Seeker (Rivet Joint) comes into service. Similarly, the Sentinel proved to be exceptionally good at detecting movement on the ground, with fidelity of imagery that allowed for highly accurate targeting. Sentinels acquired intelligence and imagery that was passed on to fast jets, and without the precise intelligence and situational awareness they provided, strike aircraft would have spent far more time in armed reconnaissance without necessarily finding targets or hitting them with the precision demanded by the UNSCR 1973 remit. In other words, Sentinel proved to be one of the most important force multipliers. What made it particularly valuable was the fact that much of the basic intelligence analysis could be done on board, providing near real-time intelligence and not merely situational awareness. The Ministry of Defence in May 2012 reviewed the decision to take it out of service after the end of the campaign in Afghanistan, following the House of Commons Defence Committee’s recommendation. This was a prudent decision, because the UK should not automatically assume the availability of adequate U.S. ISR support in future contingency operations.39

Indeed, Operation Ellamy proved to be extremely valuable for highlighting many of the flawed assumptions underpinning the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR). One of David Cameron’s first acts when he took over as prime minister in 2010 was to undertake a review of Britain’s defense and security apparatus, with the intent of aligning financial resources with the newly formulated National Security Strategy (NSS). The NSS itself had come about as a result of concerns in Whitehall over

the deficit in strategic thinking that Britain’s handling of both the Iraq and Afghan-
stan campaigns had exposed. It was felt that a National Security Strategy would assist
government by outlining strategic priorities (using national capabilities to build Brit-
ain’s prosperity, extending the nation’s influence in the world, and strengthening the
UK’s security), and ensure a unity of purpose across Whitehall departments to achieve
these objectives. SDSR was designed to provide additional guidance on the ways and
means, specifically to ensure that UK forces in Afghanistan receive the equipment they
need; to bring the defense budget deficit back into balance; and to guarantee that the
UK possesses capable and agile armed forces sufficient to protect the UK in “an age of
uncertainty.” However, far from providing a remedy to short-term thinking, the SDSR
not only proved that this still existed but, in many senses, exacerbated it. Priority given
to Afghanistan equipment levels led to making hard and fast delineations between
what was required for that theater of operations versus what would be required after
Afghanistan. As a result, it was decided, among other things, to take Sentinel out of
service in 2015.40

Similarly, SDSR led to retirement of the Nimrod MR2 maritime patrol aircraft
(MPA) fleet in 2010 and cancellation of the new Nimrod MRA4 aircraft intended to
replace it. The House of Commons Defence Committee concluded that the reason
for canceling the Nimrod MRA4 program was purely financial, because of already
prohibitively costly overruns and also to save more than £200 million in annual sup-
port costs. But no apparent urgency has resulted to find a replacement maritime sur-
veillance platform, in spite of the fact this capability is central to UK defense and
national security. The British government argued that protection of the nuclear deter-
rent, territorial waters and sea trade, the prevention of piracy, terrorism and global
illicit transfers, as well as search-and-rescue functions, all could be met through the
use of other assets, such as Type 23 Frigates, Merlin and Sea King helicopters, and the
E-3D Sentry. While these may help mitigate the loss of the Nimrod MRA4, they are
by no means a total solution, as the UK would still lack a wide-area surveillance and
maritime patrol capability.41 However, the government has decided that this repre-
sents a “tolerable risk,” even though a succession of events since 2010, including Libya,
has proven otherwise. During OUP, NATO had at its disposal only three maritime
patrol aircraft (provided by Canada and Spain), an insufficient number to provide the
required 24-hour surveillance of the North African littoral. The RAF’s Chief of the Air
Staff, Sir Stephen Dalton, acknowledged that

The Stationery Office, CM7953, October 18, 2010; House of Commons, Public Administration Select Commit-
October 2010.

41 S. Austin, “To What Extent Should the Regeneration of a Wide-Area Maritime Patrol Capability Be a Priority
for UK Defence and National Security?” Defence Research Paper, Advanced Command and Staff Course, UK
Defence Academy, 2012, Annex E.
the availability of Nimrod would have helped in securing the northern coastal waters of [Libya]. It could have been deployed there very quickly. It could be maintained there, because it is a long-range, long-endurance aeroplane, and it had the sensor suite that would have allowed us to have the perfect picture.42

The Qaddafi regime used the Libyan Navy to mine harbors and threaten humanitarian shipping, and although a number of successful NATO air attacks occurred on regime vessels, some of these escaped any damage and managed to transit out of Libyan waters without detection. Regime fast attack craft were particularly active under cover of darkness, and this is when the wide-area 24-hour surveillance capability of a maritime patrol aircraft such as the Nimrod MRA4 would have been particularly useful.

In the face of capability gaps, the UK has become more dependent upon allies. The Chief of the Defence Staff, in his evidence to the House of Commons Defence Committee, stated that the UK has to rely on its allies “to compensate for areas that we might not have, but other countries have.”43 This was one of the main reasons the UK entered into the Anglo-French Treaty on Security and Defence so enthusiastically in November 2010. But such accords are not panaceas. Allies cannot be relied upon if their national interests widely diverge, and this is why niche role-playing within alliances can be dangerous. Using the MPA as an example, should the UK need to defend the Falklands Islands against Argentine aggression in a manner similar to the campaign in 1982, it is unlikely that any Alliance partner would be willing to provide such a capability for the pursuit of UK specific national interests.

One of the many lessons from Libya is that nations need to have realistic expectations of alliances, especially when partnerships are new. The Anglo-French accord is a good case in point. Several disconnects surfaced between the two allies, but this is not surprising, as the treaty had been in place scarcely three months when the Libyan campaign started. Most of the details as to how the two nations were going to pool equipment and develop a Combined Joint Expeditionary Force had not been worked out, and the Libyan operation preceded the first exercise (Southern Mistral) planned for March 2011. As a result, each country went into the Libyan campaign using its own command-and-control arrangements and information systems.44 The simple fact was that the UK and France operated alongside each other, in a state of deconfliction rather than true joint cooperation.


than true integration. Recognizing this, David Cameron decided to prioritize work in the “key area of command and control.”

Therefore, while maintaining existing levels of cooperation with the United States, Operation Unified Protector demonstrated the need for UK personnel to become more familiar with non–U.S. C2, not least because the main focus for U.S. defense is pivoting away from Europe and the Middle East to the western Pacific. Anglo-French interoperability at the beginning of the Libyan campaign proved to be difficult, but, as time went on, obstacles were bypassed, and liaison between the British and French maritime-based attack helicopter forces was considered to be one of the highlights of the new bilateral defense cooperation.

However, one of the greatest sources of embarrassment for UK defense was the realization it had ignored NATO for the best part of a decade and that the time had come to reinvest. In the early stages of OUP, British personnel had to work extremely hard to adapt to NATO constructs, and rapid augmentation of staffs had to occur by pulling people from their UK posts. But, overall, what the Libyan campaign demonstrated was the need for regular exercising with NATO (and especially non-NATO) partners to ensure commonality of tactics, techniques, and procedures, or at least the mechanisms to build these quickly as the need arises. The very nature of contingency operations means that no C2 construct will be fit for purpose in every instance, and regular exercising with a varying number of international partners ensures flexibility of mindset.

Operation Ellamy was the first “standing start” campaign the UK had waged since the Falklands War of 1982, and it tested the RAF’s rapidly deployable capacity to the maximum. It was evident that Afghanistan had reduced capability for contingency operations, and many people struggled to see the distinction between deployed operations, such as Afghanistan and Iraq, and contingent expeditionary operations. In the former, the planning lead-time usually allows for the prepositioning of infrastructure in a theater of operations, but the latter often demands building support infrastructure from scratch, and the rewriting of tactics, techniques, and procedures according to the specific operating environment. When two of the RAF’s Expeditionary Air Wings (EAWs), 906 and 907, were called upon for Operation Ellamy, it quickly became apparent that Poggio had insufficient space and headquarters (HQ) staff to support the two wings, so they were merged under one commanding officer. This meant that a proportion of EAW personnel could provide administrative support to the UK Air Combat Command and his HQ staff, allowing them to focus on the mission and reducing their overall burden. This was just one example of adaptable C2 in action, because, under normal circumstances, the HQ staff would be supporting the

45 “UK-France Declaration on Security and Defence,” 10 (official site of the British Prime Minister’s Office), February 17, 2012. See also Cameron in Johnson and Mueen, Short War, Long Shadow, pp. 19–22.

EAW. However, 906th EAW had to operate in austere conditions, and much of the
technical support was operated from tented accommodation. But, through the tenacity
and hard work of personnel involved, especially the commanding officer, the EAW
concept worked well in practice. Within 18 hours of Gioia del Colle being identified
as the operating base for RAF fast jets, UK assets were launching missions from the
base, and it is worth noting that the EAW received complete support from those UK
stations that deployed squadrons to the Mediterranean. OUP demonstrated that the
UK should think and prepare for both deployed and contingency operations, and to
have exercises that address high-end contingency expeditionary warfare. One of the
initiatives since Ellamy has been to establish a center for expeditionary capability training at RAF Leeming, and the aim is to ensure that future EAWs are efficient, scalable,
and adaptable to whatever scenarios they face. The importance of this initiative lies in
the fact that the center also will train partner nations in tandem, thus building up an
interoperable international cadre.47

While it can be argued that contingency operations play to airpower’s strengths
because of its responsiveness and flexibility, the Libyan campaign also demonstrated
the difficulties that nations face when those types of operations need to be sustained
over longer periods. The UK’s stocks of precision weapons, especially Brimstone, ran perilously short, and the United States had to step in to replenish NATO’s supplies of
other types of PGMs. This was because of the overarching requirement to safeguard
the Libyan population and keep collateral damage to a bare minimum. Indeed, with
only a few exceptions, precision weapons were employed in every instance during the
campaign. The UK faced other potential areas of fragility in its sustainment of Opera-
tion Ellamy. Aging VC10s and Tristars, which also had to support ongoing opera-
tions in Afghanistan, performed air-to-air refueling. The refueling of Storm Shadow
missions from the UK required eight-hour return flights, placing considerable strains
on the already overburdened fleets. As the VC10s near their retirement, the Tristars
will have to carry the load until the introduction of the A330 Voyager, and very little
spare capacity is available to meet any other contingency operations in the near future.
Indeed, the U.S. Defense Secretary heavily criticized UK and other European NATO
members for failing to equip and sustain their forces adequately.48

Conflicts invariably result in tactical- and operational-level innovations, and OUP
was no exception. Success in the campaign was due in no small part to people’s pre-
paredness to abandon accepted norms and existing structures. This was witnessed in a
number of areas. The RAF procured the Typhoon as an air-to-air platform, but it was

47 House of Commons, “UK Contribution to the Operation”; Royal Aeronautical Society–IISS Libya Seminar;
Chief of the Air Staff’s Air Power Conference, November 1, 2012.

Seminar.
shown to be a capable ground-attack aircraft. The mixing of Tornados and Typhoons in strike packages was a pragmatic development that worked well. Typhoons acted as fighter escort to Tornados, then joined in the attack mission. The way in which fast jets provided imagery for the Apache attack helicopters and then operated in concert with them was unique in the UK’s experience. But perhaps the most interesting aspect was the dominance of deliberate dynamic targeting. While the concept of DDT had been in use since the main combat phase of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003, when the requirement for “kill box interdiction” arose, the Libyan campaign was unusual because of the extremely high proportion of DDT attacks.

The combination of the UK’s speed of response to the Libyan crisis, agility of mind, and tactical level excellence enhanced Britain’s reputation within the coalition. More specifically, the CFACC, Lieutenant General Jodice, knew he could rely on the UK to strike swiftly and with precision against the most testing of targets, and given UNSCR 1973’s overriding remit to protect the Libyan civilian population, precision equaled zero (or very low) collateral damage. The fact that the UK also brought unique capabilities to bear, such as Storm Shadow and Dual Mode Seeker Brimstone, further enhanced this reputation. By the end of the campaign in October 2011, the RAF, Royal Navy, and Army Air Corps had destroyed more than 1,000 regime targets that had presented a threat to the Libyan people. In order to achieve this, the UK had deployed 2,300 service personnel; 16 Tornado GR4s, 10 Typhoons, 5 Apache attack helicopters, AWACS Sentry E-3Ds, two Sentinel R1s, one Nimrod R1, VC10s, and one Tristar. No service personnel were killed in action, and Ellamy cost an incredibly small amount considering its achievements. It was initially estimated to cost £210 million, but a revised figure shows the total cost was closer to £150 million, making it one of the cheapest conflicts in British history. Operation Unified Protector was a unique campaign. Nothing remotely resembling it had been seen before. But OUP proved that airpower, focused and driven by ISR, can win a campaign when combined effectively with irregular ground forces.50

49 The British designation for its participation in the invasion of Iraq was Operation Telic.

CHAPTER SEVEN

The French Experience: Sarkozy’s War?*

Camille Grand

Introduction

The Libyan campaign was unique in many respects among recent French military engagements, to the point that some commentators have called this operation “Sarkozy’s War,”1 a reference to the 2010 Bob Woodward book Obama’s Wars about the U.S. president’s efforts in Afghanistan and Pakistan. This emphasis on the Libya campaign in the narrative about Nicolas Sarkozy’s presidency overshadows France’s recent military endeavors elsewhere. After all, in 2011, France did send more troops and spent more money than the United States did in Afghanistan, and engaged its forces to facilitate a successful political transition in Ivory Coast. Yet several important factors make Libya stand out:

• A genuine French leadership (or co-leadership) in the diplomatic management of the crisis and the conduct of military operations, making France much more than a contributor to a U.S.-led operation.
• A strong moral, legal, and political case in the context of the Arab Spring, combining a clear mandate with a United Nations Security Council resolution (UNSCR 1973), the moral imperative of the responsibility to protect (R2P), and the support of many Arab countries.
• A successful military campaign combining an appropriate use of force, few civilian casualties, and a successful political outcome with the fall of Colonel Muammar Qaddafi.
• The personal involvement of Sarkozy, who decided very early in the crisis to take the lead and who was directly involved in the daily conduct of operations.

* This chapter draws on numerous interviews with French military and government personnel conducted by the author in 2012 and 2013.

1 For example, Natalie Nougayrède, “La guerre de Nicolas Sarkozy,” Le Monde, August 24, 2011.
Both during and after the campaign, the Sarkozy administration developed the storytelling\textsuperscript{2} that places the emphasis on the central French (and to a lesser extent British) role while underplaying the United States’ role. Separate from this narrative, however, the conflict offers some interesting lessons, both from an operational standpoint and from a political-military perspective, and which may prove relevant to future decisions about military interventions.

**Why and How Did France Decide to Act?**

Domestic politics, and the appeal in an election year of Sarkozy being perceived as a strong commander-in-chief, cannot explain alone the French decision to take the lead in the Libyan affair. Nor can the support of French “intellectuals” such as the popular author and media figure Bernard-Henri Lévy. In digging deeper into France’s motivations, the memories of Srebrenica and other atrocities committed during the Balkan wars played an important role, as did the need to express clear support to the Arab revolts by not allowing the Qaddafi regime to crush the rebellion in the Arab Spring’s first weeks.\textsuperscript{3} From a strategic perspective, Libya also was an opportunity for some Europeans to demonstrate they could take the lead in managing a significant crisis in the Mediterranean at a time when the United States was perceived as reluctant to engage in another campaign when its strategic interests were not obviously involved.

In that context, Sarkozy’s partnership with British Prime Minister David Cameron was interesting, as the Libyan conflict took place a couple of months after the signing in Lancaster House of a series of historic treaties expanding Franco-British defense cooperation.\textsuperscript{4} For the two European leaders, it was an opportunity to make a point about the possible use of force in the management of international crises and signal they were still able to take part jointly in a crisis in the vicinity of Europe.

**Libya and the Arab Spring**

The Libyan crisis started when the protests began in Benghazi on February 15, 2011, prompting Qaddafi’s security forces to begin a brutal crackdown. By February 20, protestors had taken control of Libya’s second largest city, Benghazi, building a significant anti-Qaddafi force. These events were taking place weeks after protestors in Tunisia

\textsuperscript{2} Natalie Nougayrède, “La guerre de Libye et la tentation du ‘storytelling’ français,” *Le Monde*, September 14, 2011. Such storytelling also exists in other capitals, as in the Obama administration’s efforts to downplay the “leadership from behind” narrative during the 2012 election campaign demonstrate.

\textsuperscript{3} For a good assessment of the French debate at the time, see Pierre Tran, “Why Did France Move So Forcefully on Libya?” *Défense News*, March 28, 2011.

and Egypt had successfully brought about the demise of local authoritarian regimes, with Zine El Abidin Ben Ali fleeing from Tunis and Hosni Mubarak withdrawing from power in Cairo.

During the first phase of the Arab Spring, France, along with most Western diplomacies, was slow to react with embarrassing initial support to Ben Ali and Mubarak, who were both key partners in French Mediterranean diplomacy (in particular on Sarkozy’s Union for the Mediterranean project since 2008). When the Libyan crisis unfolded, France was in the midst of a rapid reappraisal of its diplomatic stance. Michèle Alliot-Marie resigned as foreign minister, and her replacement was Alain Juppé, who had been prime minister from 1995 to 1997 and foreign minister during the pivotal Bosnia events from 1993 to 1995. Sarkozy and Juppé quickly advocated a strong international response to the events in Libya, both as a genuine effort to address the Libyan crisis and as a way to end a perceived French political and diplomatic failure to address the Arab Spring.

**France’s Long and Complicated Relationship with Qaddafi’s Libya**

Libya was not a former French colony like other Maghreb countries such as Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco, and the relationship between the two countries after Qaddafi’s coup was tortuous. In the 1970s, France supported the new regime, which soon became a major customer for French weaponry. In the 1980s, however, France was in direct confrontation with Qaddafi’s forces and proxies in Chad, and strongly supported the Chadian efforts to expel Libyan forces from their territory. Operation Epervier, which started in February 1986 to defend Chadian sovereignty, is still ongoing. France nevertheless distanced itself from the April 1986 U.S. Operation El Dorado Canyon by denying overflight to U.S. aircraft attacking Libya from British bases after a terrorist attack in Berlin. Later in the decade, France was directly confronted with Libyan state-sponsored terrorism with the bombing of UTA Flight 772, bound from Chad to Paris, in September 1989 (one year after Lockerbie), killing all 170 people aboard.

After a freeze in the 1990s, bilateral relations slowly resumed in 2003 and 2004 with a settlement on the past terrorist attacks. The strange state visit of Qaddafi to Paris in December 2007, during which the Libyan dictator embarrassed Sarkozy, was the high (or low) point of a French attempt to restore good relations and win commercial contracts with a normalized Libya, which many world leaders sought at the time. From that visit, Sarkozy is reputed to have learned that Qaddafi was “crazy and unreliable,” an argument he often made during the 2011 crisis.

From this mixed experience with Qaddafi’s Libya, France drew some harsh lessons that partially explain its rather hawkish stance. Because Qaddafi was a known international political figure, the French public was deemed ready to understand the need to intervene.
Assessment of the Humanitarian and Political Situation

A second key element in the decision to intervene was the humanitarian assessment and the perceived immediate risk that Qaddafi forces would crush the revolt in Benghazi. A strong sense of humanitarian urgency prevailed in the decision to act as well as in the later justification of the war. Throughout the war, the Qaddafi forces’ violence against civilians served as a useful reminder of the fundamental reason behind intervention.

The decision to first strike Qaddafi’s forces assaulting Benghazi as early as March 19 (less than 48 hours after the adoption of UNSCR 1973) was both a military and political choice aimed at avoiding that city’s fall and the anticipated subsequent bloodbath. The Security Council resolution mandated protecting civilians from harm, an objective that subsequently drove political and military decisions. It also was a major military constraint, though NATO forces quite successfully responded to the intense pressure not to harm civilians.

The U.N. Process and the Decision to Act Militarily

It took more than two months after the Libyan upheaval in Benghazi to secure a decision to act. France played a major part in that process, although its position evolved throughout the process as the situation in Libya worsened and as international support grew for an operation under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter.

At first, France emphasized sanctions, with Sarkozy proposing on February 23 that the European Union adopt sanctions on Libyan leaders. After U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon encouraged the U.N. Security Council to act on Libya, France and Britain called on the U.N. to approve an arms embargo as well as sanctions. At the time, French leaders were still excluding the military option. On February 26, the Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 1970, which called for an immediate end to the violence, leveled sanctions against Qaddafi and other figures of his regime, and referred Libya to the International Criminal Court, calling for a investigation by the body into “widespread and systematic attacks” against civilians. Later in the month, the EU adopted further sanctions, including an arms embargo.

When the discussion of a no-fly zone (NFZ) started in late February, France insisted on the need for regional support and a U.N. mandate, and appeared skeptical about NATO involvement. In this early stage, the diplomatic debate about the no-fly zone did not go into details about the military dimensions of its implementation. Furthermore, post-war accounts note the French were aware a no-fly zone would be insufficient, and that as early as March 1, they already were considering the option of targeted strikes as the only way to prevent massacres. At the political level, an NFZ was primarily perceived as an option short of a full-fledged military intervention on the ground and an easier sell in the U.N. At the time, many had in mind some pre-
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cise precedents, in particular the 1991–2003 NFZ over Northern and Southern Iraq preventing Saddam Hussein from using airpower against Kurdish and Shiite regions, and Operation Deny Flight over Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1993–1995, both pursuing humanitarian objectives. During this period of intense diplomatic activity, the French closely consulted with their British counterparts to build international support for additional pressure on Qaddafi, including military options. The Gulf Cooperation Council’s calls for a no-fly zone unlocked the debate in early March by creating momentum for regional support. It was followed by the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC), which announced its support for a no-fly zone over Libya. At the time, NATO was divided, as the United States and Germany were reported to be opposed to a no-fly zone while Britain and France were working on a draft resolution at the U.N. calling for one. France’s engagement took a new turn when on March 10 it became the first Western country to recognize the Libyan National Transition Council (NTC) as the sole legitimate representative of the Libyan people.

During a European Union summit on March 11, the EU reached agreement to consider “all necessary options” to protect civilians in Libya. The statement did not refer to recent French and British calls for a no-fly zone. It did note that any proposed military action would require a clear legal basis, regional support, and a clear objective. This statement sought to bridge divisions within the EU between Germany’s open skepticism over the use of force and France’s and Britain’s clear contemplation of airstrikes.

On March 12, the League of Arab States called on the Security Council to impose a no-fly zone that could meet the condition that many had set for regional support. As France was pushing in New York in favor of a UNSC authorization for a no-fly zone, Qaddafi’s forces regained most of the territory they had lost to rebel forces and began preparing an assault on the opposition stronghold of Benghazi. At this point, the Obama administration shifted policy and began to press the Security Council to authorize an international coalition featuring representation from Arab states to take military action.

The United States took the lead in the drafting of the UNSC resolution, which France and Britain supported. Three senior Obama administration officials (National Security Council staff member Samantha Power, U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice, and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton) played important roles in convincing the President to go beyond the more cautious approach being advocated by those reluctant to see America engaged in another war in a Muslim country. The UNSC voted on March 17 to authorize member nations to “take all necessary measures . . . to protect civilians and civilian populated areas” under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter. UNSC Resolution 1973 passed with ten votes in favor and five abstentions—China, Russia, Brazil, India, and Germany. Together with the United States and Britain, France spared no effort to convince the members of the UNSC to vote in favor and not to veto the resolution. Juppé traveled to New York for the vote on Resolution 1973, and Presi-
dent Sarkozy personally engaged leaders of all the countries on the Security Council. The immediate threat to Benghazi and Qaddafi’s frightening comments about the fate of insurgents helped persuade some countries to vote in favor and led both China and Russia not to use their veto powers.

This diplomatic campaign was successful for France, which had been at the forefront of the international debate. France worked closely with Britain and the United States, resolving some differences in the last days before the resolution was adopted. It also used its good relationships with Arab leaders in the Gulf (Qatar and the United Arab Emirates) to secure regional support and engagement. When operations started, France had secured all of its requirements for going to war: U.N. and regional support, a clear legal basis, and a mandate broad enough to allow some flexibility in conducting military operations. In spite of later quarrels about the scope of UNSCR 1973, the French legal reading was simple: Ground operations and occupation of Libya were prohibited, while air operations to protect civilians beyond a simple no-fly zone were authorized. From a French perspective, the debates in the drafting of the resolution left little ambiguity: The UNSC had accepted the use of airpower not only to enforce a no-fly zone, but also to protect civilians through targeted strikes on Qaddafi’s forces.

EU, NATO, or Coalition of the Willing?

In the run-up to the first strikes, France was at first very reluctant to involve NATO and explored alternative options. The motivation was political, as Paris feared the political consequences of another NATO mission in a Muslim country. It sought to set up an operation involving regional players (which was later secured when Qatar, the UAE, and Jordan joined the coalition). Senior French officials publicly expressed criticism about a NATO involvement. Throughout the first period of the crisis and the first days of the conflict itself, France openly questioned the role of the Alliance, as the spokesperson of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said on March 18: “We have always thought that a NATO operation was neither opportune nor appropriate in the [Libyan] context.”

If an EU operation quickly was ruled out, France hoped as operations were about to begin to set up an ad hoc Franco-British headquarters. Despite the close personal relationship between Sarkozy and Cameron and the Anglo-French spirit following the Lancaster House treaties, the British choice to start planning with the Americans in Ramstein led to some bitterness in Paris. As Alastair Cameron noted, “It remains unclear whether British political officials might have endorsed a form of bilateral France-UK command-and-control arrangement, which was then superseded by advice from the British military chain of command.” According to military historian Jean-
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7 Cameron, “The Channel Axis,” in Johnson and Mueen, Short War, Long Shadow.
Christophe Notin, the French armed forces had in mind a different command structure with the French Air Force’s Lyon-Montverdun air operation center serving as JFACC (it is NATO Response Force–certified up to 1,000 sorties per day), while the British Permanent Joint Headquarters at Northwood would serve as operations headquarters (OHQ). A French team even traveled to Northwood to prepare for such an arrangement, only to realize that their British counterparts already were preparing to deploy to Ramstein.8 Senior French military officials continue to assess, from a military point of view, that a multinationalized French, British, or Franco-British chain of command (OHQ + JFACC) could have managed planning and C2 of the operation. From a political point of view, however, it seems doubtful that other contributors would have agreed to such a command arrangement, especially a non-U.S.-led one, an option that met no support from coalition partners. The decision to operate on an ad hoc basis from Ramstein nevertheless was swiftly accepted in Paris, and senior French officers quickly were inserted into the Ramstein air operations center.

France therefore went along with this coalition-of-the-willing logic under a U.S. HQ but continued to resist the handover to NATO, only accepting it under intense allied pressure. It took threats from Italians, Norwegians, and other NATO allies to impose NATO as the commanding structure, and Paris went along with this approach only when it became clear that Washington was unwilling to continue leading the coalition and that Britain had no intention of supporting the French view. Besides the political concerns about NATO being too Western, France feared that constraints from NATO allies that had been reluctant about the operation (namely, Germany and Turkey) would limit the Alliance’s ability to act. Even after the handover to Operation Unified Protector began on March 25, Paris took the unusual step of trying to limit the political control of the North Atlantic Council, insisting the handover to NATO and the Naples JFC was a “technical” decision to use the NATO “machinery” and promoting the political role of the contact group versus NATO as a political forum. France also insisted on retaining some direct operational control of its forces. Interestingly, the French narrative has since evolved, as the French now insist that Libya was a success story in part because of their return to the integrated military structures (decided in 2009) that enabled them to play a major role in the conduct of operations.

Was France in the Driver’s Seat?
France was undeniably a major player in the setting up of the Libyan operation. It was not alone in that endeavor, however. The roles played by Britain and the United States, which often were downplayed in Paris as well as by key Arab states, offer a more nuanced view than the notion of France in the driver’s seat. For all of its high-profile leadership, France’s views did not always unilaterally prevail and needed the support of others. It is nevertheless clear that Paris had a strong part in the diplomatic process.
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and could claim co-leadership of the management of the crisis. From that perspective, a strong nexus exists between the political engagement and the military role.

The French Military Engagement

The French engagement, labeled Opération Harmattan, started the air campaign, as Sarkozy announced to France’s partners during the Libya summit on March 19 that he had ordered a first strike on Libyan forces in the suburbs of Benghazi. It continued until the last day of Operation Unified Protector.

Recent accounts point to a discreet but quite systematic French national ISR campaign focused on the coast of Libya in the preceding week using air, naval, and space assets to establish a more accurate order of battle of the Libyan forces and to assess their capabilities, in the logic of an intelligence preparation of the battlefield. Even though this campaign was executed under serious political constraints—the French feared an incident that would jeopardize the chances of a robust U.N. resolution—it allowed a national assessment of the status of Libyan forces and the planning of the initial French strikes.

Even though it was relatively modest in size by U.S. standards, Operation Harmattan was nevertheless the largest engagement for the French Air Force and Navy at least since Kosovo. It actually was not modest for France at all when it came to the maximum operational contract given to the air force. At any given time, the French Air Force must be able to provide up to (and no more than) 70 combat aircraft in a coalition operation. But in addition to Libya, the French Air Force was already deployed in several other countries, including Afghanistan (with six combat aircraft), Chad (three aircraft), and the UAE (six aircraft). At the peak of the operation, with 39 combat aircraft engaged in Libya, the French Air Force almost reached its “operational contract” of 70 combat aircraft deployed in operations.

Operation Harmattan primarily involved the air force, but the navy and army also contributed. As detailed below, the French took—together with the British—the largest share of strike missions and allowed the United States to withdraw the bulk of their combat assets fairly quickly and “lead from behind,” according to the famous phrase coined during the campaign. This was a very significant experience for the French forces, as they had not played such a central role in coalition operations in post–Cold War conflicts (Bosnia in 1995 came closest, at least on the ground with the Quick Reaction Force set up with London). During the 1991 Gulf War, the 1999 Kosovo campaign, or in Afghanistan since 2001, France always had taken a back seat to the United States in combat operations. This changed with Libya, as the non-U.S. members of the coalition were expected to produce the core military effect after the first few days.
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9 See Notin, La vérité sur notre guerre en Libye, pp. 81–85.
Before entering into the details of the French engagement, two observations are worth noting. First, the Libyan campaign was not the Battle of Britain; it was a limited and successful air campaign conducted by a relatively small force confronting a rather modest adversary that was in no position to engage superior and more modern air forces. Second, the French, compared with many coalition partners, did have a pre-Libya experience of managing operations with their own command-and-control assets. Much of that experience came through a series of national engagements in Africa, some of which were quite demanding.

Deployment and Command Structure
France deployed military assets from the first day of operations on March 19 until the end of the NATO operation on October 31. Up to 4,300 servicemen and women were deployed as part of Operation Harmattan (the national operation retained its name after the launch of NATO’s Operation Unified Protector).

Even though it was a primarily an air campaign, Operation Harmattan involved all three services. France conducted the first strikes in Libyan territory with air force planes that originally operated from French bases, but then flew mostly from La Suda in Crete and Sigonella in Sicily to reduce transit. The Aircraft Carrier Battle Group (GAN) also was quickly involved in operations over Libya from the aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle; the first operational flight by naval Rafale M multirole fighters occurred as early as March 22; and the first strike carried out by Super Étendard strike aircraft took place the following day.

Twenty-seven different ships were engaged for more than seven months to ensure continuity of maritime operations and control of sea and air space while conducting artillery strikes against land targets. With more than 1,500 days at sea, they allowed the deployment of a naval combat aircraft force, army attack helicopters, and air force helicopters dedicated to the recovery personnel in hostile territory. Aéronavale carrier aircraft accounted for 1,590 sorties (including 840 offensive sorties) from March 22 until August 12, roughly one-fourth of the French total. On May 18, the Army attack helicopter group (GAM), composed of 24 helicopters (20 Gazelles and 4 Tigres), went into action from the Mistral-class Projection and Command Ships (BPC) (Tonnerre followed by Mistral).

At the peak of the crisis, France committed more than 40 aircraft, 30 helicopters, and a dozen warships. Air force and navy planes totaled nearly 5,600 sorties and more than 27,000 flight hours, achieving 25 percent of sorties by the coalition, 35 percent of offensive missions, and 20 percent of strikes. This represents nearly 3,100 offensive sorties, 1,200 reconnaissance sorties, 400 air defense sorties, and 340 air traffic control and 580 air-to-air refueling missions. The Army’s attack helicopter group conducted some 40 raids comprising more than 250 sorties.10

10 Data from the Dossier de presse prepared for the end of air operations in Libya, November 10, 2011, p. 4.
The Choice of Bases
Libya was a special case of power projection from a French perspective, as operations could be conducted from airfields in France. Several air bases in continental France did take part in the air campaign: Avord, Dijon, Istres-Le Tubé, Nancy-Ochey, and Saint-Dizier-Robinson. The base in Corsica, Solenzara, played an important role as France’s most southern military airfield.

The first strikes were launched from air bases in northeastern France (carried out by Mirage 2000Ds from Nancy, and Rafales from Saint Dizier). But it proved extremely useful to progressively shift the main bases closer to Libya, first by making extensive use of Solenzara, and then by forward-deploying air assets to Sigonella in Sicily and La Suda on Crete. This saved significant transit time and enabled French combat aircraft to spend more time in actual combat missions.

In this particular geographical context, the role of the aircraft carrier in the campaign was less important than it would have been in more distant engagements. Accordingly, after it played a significant role in the first months of the French engagement, the Charles de Gaulle was withdrawn from the operation.

The First Days of the Operation
France was the first coalition partner to strike, on March 19 at 6:00 p.m., a few hours before British and U.S. forces went into action. This decision was taken for a series of reasons. It was, of course, Sarkozy’s highly political decision to demonstrate French resolve and take a leadership role. The fact that the strike was announced during the coalition senior-level meeting on Libya and took place immediately after the meeting maximized the political and media effects. The decision also was prompted by a sense of humanitarian emergency, as Qaddafi’s armored forces were closing on Benghazi. The choice of military targets in the ground forces encircling Benghazi was consistent with that concern.

From a military perspective, this first strike did not go by the book according to standard U.S. practice, as SEAD operations or the confirmed destruction of Libyan airpower had not yet taken place. It was, therefore, a rather risky operation carried out successfully, and not merely a symbolic attack. It involved around 20 air force aircraft: eight multirole Rafales, two Mirage 2000-5s (for air superiority), two Mirage 2000Ds (for interdiction), six C-135FR tankers, and one E-3F AWACS, striking targets located some 1,500 kilometers from their bases. Four Libyan armored vehicles were reportedly destroyed during the mission, two by GBU-12 laser-guided bombs dropped by the Mirage 2000Ds and two by AASM guided weapons launched by Rafales. This was a rather small number by military standards, but it stopped the advance of Qaddafi’s leading forces at the outskirts of Benghazi and probably helped prevent a massacre in the city. Had Benghazi fallen, the outcome of the war could have been quite different. As such, this initial strike served a critical political and strategic purpose.
As Christian Anrig has noted, this attack could point at a difference in “ways of war”:

Specifically, the United States musters overwhelming force to produce decisive results at the least cost of lives. In contrast, former European colonial powers have a history of fighting outgunned and outnumbered... This attitude is also reflected in the French air force’s initial strikes on 19 March 2011. Some commentators were quick to play down the risks involved, arguing that the French had identified a gap in the fixed-site air defense system, but the threat of mobile surface-to-air missiles undoubtedly remained.\(^{11}\)

In their post-war assessment, the French point at this first strike to downplay their reliance on U.S. assets for SEAD. This assessment is correct for this particular raid, since no losses occurred. Libyan air defenses nonetheless identified the French raid and engaged it with an SA-8 surface-to-air missile system, which fortunately was out of range.\(^{12}\) It is, however, questionable that such a risky tactic would have worked for the whole campaign, as the French were probably not ready to take significant risks of aircraft losses. Therefore, this opening move might denote a divergence of operational habits. The French, like the British, are used to making do with less.

Despite France’s early accomplishment, the first days of operations relied heavily on U.S. assets, especially ones that the French were unable to provide, including SEAD aircraft and Tomahawk cruise missiles that conducted deep strikes against critical infrastructure. (Of the 199 sea-launched cruise missiles fired in the first ten days, 192 were American and seven were British. None of the missiles were French, as the French naval equivalent, SCALP Naval, had yet to enter service.) Some have criticized this coalition show of force as unnecessary overkill, with the potential for negative political impact among Arab states in particular. In the first three days of Operation Odyssey Dawn, the French conducted about 55 sorties (slightly more than one-quarter of the grand total, with U.S. forces conducting the bulk of the operations).

Who’s in Charge?
Because the operation was swiftly launched, the command issue was not fully resolved when operations started. In the first three days, operations were primarily under national command. The JFACC in Ramstein focused on deconfliction among the three national U.S., UK, and French operations—Odyssey Dawn, Ellamy, and Har-mattan. With a great deal of HQ work, operations evolved after a couple of days to a more integrated approach, allowing the JFACC to take a more classic command role involving “a hierarchy of objectives, distribution of tasks, daily generation of Air Task-
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ing Orders (ATO) orchestrating the whole operation, [and] introduction of opportu-
nity targeting.”

During the first days of operations, according to Italian journalist David Cen-
ciotti, the French still advocated a coalition-of-the-willing approach and seemed to
“have clearly shown an interest to assume command of all air operations of Operation
Odyssey Dawn while Italy threatened to cease supporting coalition planes on its air-
bases and close its airspace if NATO does not take over the unitary command of the
air campaign, in clear contrast with the French position.” Jean-Christophe Notin’s
detailed account confirms this.

At the time, U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates was saying, “This isn’t a
NATO mission. This is a mission in which the NATO machinery may be used for
command and control.” The decision to move to NATO command was made on
March 24, after France was put under intense pressure from allies (Britain, the United
States, and Italy) to shift in that direction. The NATO structure was in place by March
31 with the formal launch of Operation Unified Protector and with JFC Naples taking
over command. France only reluctantly endorsed this move, insisting that the opera-
tion should use NATO command assets without being placed under Alliance politi-
cal control. France went along, but did not really get on board until it became clear
that there were more forces engaged in the operation than NATO. France continued
throughout the campaign to put the emphasis on the Contact Group as the prime
forum for political consultations in the coalition. It is important to underscore General
Bouchard’s role in the difficult but successful transition from Odyssey Dawn to Uni-
fied Protector, from Ramstein to Naples.

Operations
As the campaign developed over seven months, it went through several distinct phases.
Difficult transitions sometimes occurred, especially concerning C2. The first two to
three days was the first phase, which actually was a collection of three independent
national operations. The second phase was Operation Odyssey Dawn (OOD) under
U.S. command, with other allies contributing significantly (France and the UK) or
more modestly (Denmark, Norway, Canada, Qatar). During that first phase, U.S. air-
power provided the bulk of all air missions and strikes. As coalition capabilities grew,
the United States’ participation declined. Of the 1,990 coalition sorties during OOD,
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13 For more on the first month of the operation, see Philippe Gros, “De Odyssey Dawn à Unified Protector: Bilan
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15 See the chapter “Autant l’Otan,” in Notin, La vérité sur notre guerre en Libye, pp. 182–232.
AFRICOM reported that U.S. forces flew 1,206 sorties, including almost precisely half of the strike missions (463 out of 952).16

During that first phase, the French order of battle evolved. The BA 116 air base at Solenzara, Corsica, became the main forward operating base with the deployment of six of eight Rafales, eight Mirage 2000Ds, and six Mirage F-1CR reconnaissance fighters. Three Mirage 2000-5s started operating from Suda to conduct air-superiority missions with their counterparts from Qatar. The navy deployed the aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle with its battle group of 14 Rafales and modernized Super Étendards and two E-2 Hawkeyes, expanding the potential number of sorties.

French forces used many capabilities not previously employed in combat. The navy and the air force for the first time fired SCALP cruise missiles (the French version of the British Storm Shadow), with the first raid carried out jointly by the air force (Mirages and Rafales) and the navy (Rafales), firing a total of seven cruise missiles against Al-Joufra air base 250 kilometers into Libya in order to demonstrate there was no safe haven for pro-Qaddafi forces.17 French fighter-bombers also used an IR imagery version of the AASM-guided munition (Armement Air-Sol Modulaire, or modular air-to-surface armament, an all-weather stand-off PGM propelled by a rocket booster) that had not previously been used in Afghanistan. Libya also was France’s first opportunity to deploy new pods on the Rafale, with the Reco NG reconnaissance pod and the Damocles MP targeting pod seeing their first operational use.

17 On this mission, see Notin, La vérité sur notre guerre en Libye, pp. 213–218.
After the NATO takeover, the United States withdrew most of its combat assets after April 4 in keeping with its unprecedented decision to play a more modest role. The pace of operations was markedly reduced after peaking in late March at 180 daily sorties. French and British forces suddenly were at the forefront and had to take over a larger share of combat missions with only a handful of partners; only Italy, Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Belgium then were engaged in strike missions, while others remained focused on enforcing the no-fly zone. The U.S. decision to “lead from behind” also showed the Europeans’ weaknesses. U.S. assets remained vital to the conduct of operations, as tankers and advanced ISTAR capabilities (including UAVs) proved indispensable to sustaining and continuing the operations, even at the slower pace that characterized the campaign after its initial days. The slow pace, combined with the fact that fewer deliberate targets appeared as regular Libyan forces became scattered and dismounted, significantly slowed down the number of sorties and strikes.

Allies also had to adjust their forces to evolving Libyan tactics. France and the UK decided to deploy attack helicopters offshore to add a capability focused on targeted air support for the rebel forces engaged in ground combat. As far as France was concerned, Sarkozy decided on this deployment of army helicopters, which began on May 18, and started conducting daily raids from the Mistral-class BPC ships on June 3. This force of 24 helicopters combined four modern Tigres and 20 older Gazelles and successfully conducted more than 250 sorties in 37 raids. French helicopters destroyed 614 targets, including 400 vehicles, with coalition helicopters carrying out nearly 90 percent of strikes. The UK was the only other nation to employ attack helicopters; the imbalance with the British engagement can be explained by different tactics. British Apaches were used only to attack predesignated targets and did not engage in opportunity targeting. In complicated and demanding missions, the French helicopters were able to attack targets at close range that would have been too risky or difficult to attack with fixed-wing combat aircraft, given NATO’s rules of engagement. French Army helicopters took real and significant risks and served an important purpose at a time when the operation seemed a bit stalled.

The French prepared and promoted the engagement of attack helicopters early in the conflict as an additional tactic aimed at producing tactical effects on the ground. General Bouchard’s background as a helicopter pilot helped the French make a convincing case to NATO. Their engagement required careful planning, as the army Gazelle and Tigre attack helicopters were operating for the first time from a naval platform.\(^{18}\) Drastic security measures also were taken to limit as much as possible the risks for the crews, with air support and a combat search-and-rescue (CSAR) helicopter attached to each raid. Most of the targets destroyed were light vehicles (pickup trucks) that planes found more difficult to target, given the constraints imposed on altitude. These targets also were less important from a strategic standpoint compared to the heavy vehicles,\(^{18}\)

the depots, and C2 that fixed-wing aircraft targeted. Helicopter operations nevertheless played an important tactical role in Brega and Misrata.

For the air combat force, the French operation also evolved over time. Six Mirage 2000Ds were redeployed to Souda, which is 900 kilometers from Misrata versus the more than 1,200 kilometers from Solenzara. This redeployment reduced transit time and the need for refueling, and increased time on station in the theater, thus improving the force’s reactivity. The force could perform between 15 and 20 daily interdiction sorties, most often comprising mixed patrols of Rafales and Mirage 2000s or Rafales and Super Étendards, with three more counterair sorties by Mirage 2000-5s from Souda, supported by ten refueling sorties, air control (performed by AWACS or E-2), and reconnaissance (Mirage F-1CR or Rafale with Reco NG pod). When the mission of the *Charles de Gaulle* ended in August, air operations continued under the sole responsibility of the air force, whose updated force included six Mirage 2000Ns (the nuclear-capable version of Mirage 2000, which since the 1990s also has performed conventional missions), partially compensating for the withdrawal of French Navy aircraft. The French commitment remained altogether relatively modest in size, as the number of combat aircraft engaged in the Libyan theater never exceeded 39. As far as munitions were concerned, the French chief of staff said in a Senate hearing in October 2011 that 1,000 bombs, 600 missiles, 1,500 rockets, and thousands of various ammunition rounds were fired by early September. France did not face significant ammunition shortages and could manage with its stockpile throughout the seven months of operations.19
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Finally, it is important to note that in many respects, the French experience in Libya was a joint experience. Beyond the role of the army attack helicopters, the naval interdiction mission, and the contribution of carrier-based aircraft, the navy also was directly involved in onshore operations. After May 4, French frigates used their guns to fire at land targets, something the French Navy had not done in decades. The navy altogether fired 3,000 100-mm and 76-mm rounds, which reportedly helped damage the morale of besieged anti-Qaddafi forces. Naval assets also were used as intelligence tools; the Rubis-class French nuclear attack submarine (SNA) is said to have performed a number of reconnaissance missions in Libyan waters.20

The Role of Ground Forces
Even though many commentators have compared Libya with Kosovo, this parallel may be partly inaccurate. A better precedent might well be the air operations supporting the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan in 2001, as ground operations under the leadership of Libyan “rebels” proved essential in the efforts leading to the fall of Qaddafi. In many ways, and beyond the first weeks, the coalition acted in support of the opposition rebalancing the situation and enabling it first to resist pro-Qaddafi forces, then to take over Libyan cities until the Qaddafi regime finally fell apart. In that context, the French political resolve to do the job was important, especially when the coalition and the international community started to show concern over the risk of stalemate.

French land forces, except for some very limited numbers of special forces, were not deployed in Libya at any point during Operation Harmattan. But France admitted to having parachuted some armaments to the rebels and also facilitated Arab countries’ similar activities. The small numbers of special forces deployed by France, the UK and Arab countries played a role in advising and training Libyan rebels, helping them gain confidence and professionalism. Jean-Christophe Notin offers a detailed account of their role in several key moments of the campaign, which to this date has not been officially confirmed.21 In a nutshell, it seems the targeted engagement of selected forces of the Commandement des opérations spéciales (COS, equivalent of the U.S. Special Operations Command) in Libya was mostly about intelligence as well as providing mentoring and assistance to anti-Qaddafi forces.

Cooperation with Allies
Cooperation among allies was essential throughout the entire campaign. France benefited in particular from basing facilities provided by Italy at Sigonella and by Greece at Souda Bay.

Despite some political differences and distinctive military postures, cooperation with the United States and United Kingdom proved extremely successful on both the

21 See Notin, La vérité sur notre guerre en Libye.
The cooperation with the UK was extremely close, as both the RAF and the Armée de l’Air engaged Franco-British crews (as part of pilot-exchange programs) on Mirage 2000 and Tornado strike aircraft. The two air forces employed similar-sized forces and played broadly comparable roles. This cooperation among equals confirmed the validity of the Anglo-French agreements of November 2010, even though it was too early to benefit from the new, enhanced bilateral cooperation because none of the decisions taken in 2010 about joint procurement or training had yet been implemented.

Cooperation with the United States was essential to the success of OUP, even beyond the withdrawal of most U.S. combat assets. The choice to provide key enablers that were either unavailable in Europe or not available in sufficient numbers was crucial to fulfill the mission. This filled European gaps in air-to-air refueling, SEAD, and ISTAR. U.S. tankers and UAVs proved to be indispensable assets in the conduct of even a fairly limited operation and allowed the coalition to perform reasonably well, even though the force did not follow the so-called “American way of war” because of limited capabilities. European dependency on U.S. capabilities notwithstanding, France was one of the few other partners able to provide some of these key enablers: tankers, ISR assets with the engagement of a UAV (Harfang), and other reconnaissance planes (Mirage F-1CR, Rafale with Reco NG, and C-160 Gabriel ELINT aircraft), and the use of national space imagery and human intelligence. The French nevertheless recognized the extremely important role that U.S. assets played throughout the conflict.

Learning from Libya

Even though it was a lengthy but relatively small air campaign, Libya demonstrated both the capabilities of the Atlantic Alliance and the depth of the capability shortfalls of the European allies in NATO.

Military Lessons

Two points have been rightfully highlighted. Air-to-air refueling capabilities were too limited to allow the coalition to conduct the operation without a massive U.S. involve-

---

ment during the entire conflict. This point has been well taken, and France intends to accelerate the replacement of its aging KC-135 fleet. Conducted in conjunction with the national decision to acquire more modern tankers (Airbus MRTT), efforts are under way to work on a European acquisition of a fleet of modern tankers as a response to this particular shortfall.

The French also have fully acknowledged shortfalls in the area of ISR. They plan to procure jointly with the UK a new generation of medium-altitude, long-endurance (MALE) UAVs. The French also joined with the United States in a cooperative initiative to improve NATO’s ISR in the preparation for the NATO Chicago summit in 2012. The initiative will go beyond the acquisition of the Air Ground Surveillance (AGS) system, as it will build a NATO ISR capability in Sigonella that is able to use all ISR assets of NATO nations beyond the AGS itself.

Libya also has led to debates about the need for more long-range deep-strike capabilities, as the lack of French participation in the first days’ sea-launched cruise missile campaign underscored. Tactically, the value of precision munitions such as the British Brimstone has been highlighted as well. In spite of severe financial constraints, many of these lessons learned should have an impact on the decisions to come in the next procurement bill covering the years 2014 to 2019.

The fact remains that military planning across Europe has for decades been built on the assumption that the United States would perform some functions and would provide some key enablers. Based on this assumption, all European governments, including those that have preserved a small but more or less full-spectrum force (France and the UK) have capability gaps that Libya highlighted. Besides those already mentioned, SEAD and CAS come to mind as far as airpower is involved.

There is a legitimate pride in France about the positive outcome of the Libya campaign. Even though NATO’s use of force was quite restrained, NATO forces achieved their political objectives through an air campaign that caused very limited collateral damage. Even with the United States only “leading from behind,” the operation demonstrated that Western military power still was able to deliver and did not have to put boots on the ground (except for a very limited number of special forces) to do so. Having taken a significant part in this effort, France deserves its share of this success, especially as far as the high readiness of its forces was concerned. The key issue for the future is the ability of Europeans to deliver budgets allowing the preservation of significant military capabilities in key European countries. This should not be taken for granted, given the deepening of the economic crisis in Europe and the fiscal constraints associated with it.

With respect to command and control, it surprised many French officials that all other allies (excluding the United States, but including the UK) were not really in a position to engage in an operation without NATO’s support for planning and commanding the operation. This dependence on NATO’s military structure surprised the French military, which has preserved a strategic culture of autonomy if and when nec-
necessary. For their part, the French were only just coming back into NATO’s integrated military structure after the 2009 Sarkozy decision to do so, and will have to reinvest in NATO to gain a better understanding of NATO’s procedures and culture.

**Political-Military Lessons**

In spite of its reluctance to act through NATO, France now recognizes that the Alliance performed reasonably well as a military structure and proved altogether useful from a military standpoint. It was noticeably successful in integrating non-NATO allies in operations. From a French perspective, some important political-military issues remain to be addressed for the future of the Alliance. First, the Alliance was, initially, not united and had a hard time finding a common position. A major ally (Germany) abstained on UNSCR 1973 and was not only reluctant to use force but not ready to allow the use of force for a mission combining a sound legal basis, a serious security challenge in the vicinity of Europe, and a good moral and political case. Strong political divisions existed on the Libyan crisis within the Alliance and were never completely ironed out.

Second, the military contribution of NATO allies was unequal. Some did not take part in OUP (Germany, Central Europeans, and the Baltic States). Only a handful (eight of 28) took an active part in the strikes (United States, Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, Canada, Norway, Denmark), while others took part in OUP but limited their commitments to naval operations or enforcement of the no-fly zone. This tendency of some nations carrying the bulk of the effort while others abstain is damaging to the Alliance over the long term.

Moreover, this proves the limits of specialization within the Alliance. How can allies rely on unreliable partners for key capabilities when they could decline to participate in a military engagement? An essential lesson is to be learned, especially at the present time, when the “smart defense” narrative at times insists on such specialization as a way to address European capability shortfalls.

Third, the American choice to lead from behind also came as a shock to many Europeans. All previous major NATO operations, such as Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan, saw the United States taking the lead and providing the bulk of forces. The Libyan case is a challenge to the European allies (and Canada) as it could open a new era in which U.S. leadership in the management of a crisis should not be taken for granted. If Libya signals the way of the future for U.S. leadership, Europeans would consider it a major change. It does question directly the ability of the Europeans to act on their own or with limited U.S. support to address security challenges and crises. The issue could shift from the challenges of interoperability with U.S. forces to the need to be able to act alone. If confirmed, this would dramatically alter the capability requirements for the Europeans, and also could have very significant political implications for NATO and the EU.
Finally, the limited U.S. engagement partially explains the length of the conflict. It led the coalition to pursue a longer and more constrained air campaign than what originally was expected and planned. Many rightfully suggest that a full-fledged U.S. commitment probably could have shortened the duration of the conflict by achieving decisive results earlier. Other constraints, such as carefully avoiding collateral damage or allowing the NTC to better organize its ground forces, nevertheless suggest that the conduct of operations and the final outcome might not have been that different.

Libya and the Future of Warfare: A Model for Future Conflicts?

A year after the campaign was completed in Libya, many seemed to have forgotten the operation and the lessons learned from the conflict. The 2012 Chicago summit could have been an opportunity to take stock of a successful NATO operation, but the emphasis was put on ongoing operations, starting with Afghanistan.

It is, nevertheless, worthwhile to explore some of the important positive future lessons learned:

- Airpower allowed achieving the political objectives that UNSCR 1973 assigned without losses on the Alliance side and with very limited collateral damage from the operation itself (as the U.N. and Amnesty International acknowledged). However, the human costs and consequences of seven months of civil war should not be underestimated.

- The operation proved to be relatively affordable despite budget constraints, certainly compared to Afghanistan but also relative to its effects, and was conducted in a relatively short time frame. It thus met the challenges associated with “war fatigue” in Western democracies, the growing aversion to casualties, boots on the ground, and high financial costs.

- A long-term and difficult engagement on the ground in Libyan territory was avoided (and even prohibited under UNSCR 1973). This military constraint restricted options, but ultimately led to choosing a less ambitious and demanding path, which presumably took longer but ultimately was successful. The lack of direct control over Libyan territory also had some significant disadvantages, with the difficult stabilization of post-war Libya and the spread of light weapons to the Sahel having a negative impact on the region’s stability. Several years after the end of NATO operations, the final assessment is now darker. It is, however, not clear that a more classic land operation (had such an operation been allowed) would have been much more successful in addressing these complex side effects of regime change in Libya.

- Western military superiority can still make the difference. A limited use of airpower had a decisive effect and not only allowed the operation to address a
humanitarian crisis associated with the logic of “responsibility to protect,” but allowed regime change after 42 years of Qaddafi to take place.

- NATO taking the lead of an operation involving regional partners with a U.N. mandate was a politically sound approach. This has led NATO to put a new emphasis on partnerships, as the ability to act with non-NATO partners was politically essential and militarily useful.
- Intense cooperation among the air forces of key partners (United States, Britain, and France in particular) proved to be extremely useful during the campaign.

Can the Libyan model be applied elsewhere? From a political perspective, the conditions were unique and will be difficult to reproduce, as proven by difficult debates about Syria in the UNSC in 2012 and 2013. From a military standpoint, and given the war fatigue in many Western societies, this approach combining local allies and airpower might have more traction than protracted land wars. It is also important to note that ongoing budget cuts in Europe could have a significant effect on the ability of Europeans to conduct such an operation in the future, as it seems that not only the reduction of capability shortfalls will become more difficult, but that European allies might well scrap some capabilities that proved useful in Libya.

Although no conflict is ever replayed in the future, the operations in Libya certainly could serve as a model for a variety of future contingencies. It was, in any case, a major experience for France as it allowed the country to successfully test a generation of new equipment. President Sarkozy’s political choice to move to the forefront of the international debate was backed by the more-than-significant commitment of French forces, with airpower playing the major role.
CHAPTER EIGHT
The Italian Experience: Pivotal and Underestimated

Gregory Alegi

Introduction

In 1911–1912, the Italian Army’s fledgling air component, reinforced by a handful of naval aviators and civilian volunteer pilots, pioneered in Libya the applications of airpower in real operations. Flying a single-seat, 50-horsepower Blériot XI monoplane, on October 23, 1911, Capitano Carlo M. Piazza carried out the world’s first operational sortie by a heavier-than-air aircraft, a 61-minute reconnaissance over territory at once unknown, inhospitable, and unfriendly.1 Piazza flew his Blériot for other notable flights, including the first naval artillery ranging (October 28), the first photoreconnaissance (February 23, 1912), and the first operational night flight (March 4, 1912); his colleague, Tenente Giulio Gavotti, dropped the first bombs on November 1, 1911, striking Ain Zara and Tāgiura.2 Yet on October 23, 2011, the Italian Air Force (ITAF) did not celebrate the 100th anniversary of these milestone events. The omission was not due to a lapse of memory, but to ITAF involvement in its largest operation since the end of the Second World War,3 which absorbed a large amount of resources and enhanced the anniversary’s political sensitivity. Celebrating what historians see as the turning point in the metamorphosis of the airplane from sporting implement to practical military machine, and what the ITAF considers its informal birthday, seemed inappropriate, for the Italian Air Force had just fought another war in the skies above Libya.

For almost eight months in 2011, Italy employed the full spectrum of airpower capabilities, which had now expanded to roles and types unthinkable a century before—such as SEAD, air-to-air refueling, electronic warfare, and signals intelligence

---


2 The Libyan operation also prompted thoughts about establishing a transport service (mainly for mail service) and air-to-air combat (using the standard side arms issued to officers, as would indeed happen in the opening stages of the First World War)—and it brought about the first combat aircrew casualties (pilot Carlo Montù was wounded on January 31, 1912, and Tenente Manzini died on August 25, 1912).

3 Gen. s.a. Giuseppe Bernardis, email communication to all ITAF personnel, November 1, 2011.
(SIGINT), some of which were unique or in very scarce supply among the air forces intervening against the Qaddafi regime. About 85 percent of the Italian contribution came from the ITAF, with the navy providing the rest. The ITAF put its direct contribution at over 7 percent of the sorties flown, directly involving some 4,800 personnel on seven bases. In addition to air assets, the navy contributed 16 ships with about 3,500 crew members. Former Chief of Defense Staff Mario Arpino ventured that the inclusion of surveillance and reconnaissance sorties would make the Italian contribution the largest after that of the United States. For the first time in its history, the ITAF dropped only precision-guided munitions (PGMs), achieving a 97 percent success rate.

Crucially, Italy made seven ITAF bases available to NATO for Operation Unified Protector and—less visibly, but perhaps more importantly—provided the comprehensive connecting tissue of infrastructure, logistics, consumables, and services that Italy was asked to provide as host nation. The number of aircraft supported from Italian bases averaged about 200, with peaks around 250. Trapani air base alone witnessed a ten-fold increase in flying activities that eventually amounted to 14 percent of all coalition sorties. ITAF Logistics Command faced, in terms of both quantity and expenditure, an immediate 2,000 percent increase in fuel consumption. According to Arpino, the military campaign cost Italy some €150 million, to which increased costs and lower revenue should be added. National air traffic service provider ENAV witnessed a 22-percent drop in air traffic to Africa, translating into 8 percent less (€42 million) turnover on an annual basis.

Mere numbers, however, do not provide a complete picture of the Italian involvement. A qualitative evaluation, including its enabling role and capacity multiplication, is necessary. There is little doubt, however, that the lack of Italian bases would have made the participation of many coalition members virtually impossible in practical terms, particularly considering the severe shortage in coalition air-to-air refueling assets. A third dimension, even harder to measure but largely unperceived outside the country, concerns the additional security risks (and associated burdens) that Italy took

---

5 Italian Navy Press Release 20, November 2, 2011, hereafter quoted as PR20; Italian Navy press office, email to author, July 12, 2012, hereafter quoted as ITN email. The latter is more detailed than PR20, because it addresses specific questions arising from the combined reading of PR20 and other sources.
7 Stato Maggiore Aeronautica—3° Reparto—Sala Situazioni (ITAF Staff, 3rd Department, Situation Room; hereafter quoted as “SMA3 summary”), attachment D. Except where noted, all ITAF statistics are from this SMA3 summary.
on by turning its territory into a springboard against Libya, including the possibility of terrorists infiltrating among the illegal immigrants that poured into Italy.

This chapter comprises four sections, beginning with the political scenario, continuing with the ITAF situation and doctrine, an operational summary, and a brief discussion with conclusions. To provide an understanding of the specific Italian perspective, it describes Italian events through Italian sources, often overlooked due to limited circulation, language barriers, or simply lack of familiarity.9 The narrative is based on unclassified military material and press reports, supplemented by extensive (albeit not-for-attribution) personal interviews and private conversations with decisionmakers and direct participants. Many of these took place during the crisis, helping to shape the retrospective understanding of issues and attitudes.

The Political Scenario

Despite Qaddafi’s posturing, Italy and Libya traditionally have had a close relationship based on historical ties, regional outlook, and commercial interests. Whatever their party affiliation, Italian prime ministers consistently treated Libya with respect and aimed to mediate with other Western countries to alleviate its long isolation. In 2010, as in previous years, Italy and Libya were each other’s leading trading partners, with Italy buying 31.6 percent of the commodities exported by Libya and Libya receiving 16.3 percent of its imports from Italy.

Building upon treaties signed in 2000 and 2007 to cooperate to curb illegal immigration,10 which is always a hot domestic issue in Italy (see Table 8.1), the two countries in August 2008 signed a comprehensive Treaty of Friendship, Partnership and Cooperation in Benghazi.11 Its 23 articles covered topics ranging from resolving past controversies to annual consultations between the heads of government and foreign ministers, and from scholarships to cultural cooperation. From an international perspective, the most controversial clauses arguably were Articles 3, 4, and 5, by which the signatories “in agreement with international law” undertook “not to threaten or


use force,” “not to use [their] territories, nor allow them to be used, in hostile acts of whatever kind” against each other, and to seek the peaceful resolution of controversies. Some saw the combined effect of the three articles as a nonaggression pact limiting obligations that Italy already held with NATO; in fact, it merely reiterated a principle established in the 1998–2002 agreements. Either party could be reasonably expected to invoke “international law” (presumably to include formal U.N. and EU decisions) to be released from its obligations.12

This treaty drove an expansion in business relationships, accelerating from the traditional oil and gas business to aerospace, defense and security contracts, and banking.13 The cumulative effect of Libyan-Italian engagement helps explain why, on the eve of the so-called Arab Spring, the annual National Security report issued on February 28, 2011 mentioned Libya only once, in a positive assessment of the reduction of the flow of illegal immigrants.14 Italian think tanks and nongovernmental reports similarly ignored or failed to detect the mounting storm.15 It also is possible that business links and in-country presence endowed the Italians with a nuanced and nonideological understanding of the general state of affairs in the country. Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi made no secret of his closeness to Qaddafi. For Belusconi, personal misgivings, fears for the weakness of his government, and an instinctive understanding of the shallow support that the

Table 8.1
Illegal Immigration to Italy from Libya, 2008–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Immigrants</th>
<th>Landings</th>
<th>Immigrants per Landing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>31,838</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>6,290</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>28,431</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


13 The main deals included the LIATEC joint venture to recommission Libyan aircraft fleets (January 2006), the purchase of an ATR42 Surveyor maritime patrol aircraft (January 2008) and of a Selex Sistemi Integrati border surveillance and protection system (October 2009), the refurbishment of 800 miles of Libyan railways by Ansaldo STS (July 2009), and the LIATEC helicopter assembly line at Abou Aisha (April 2010).

14 Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri/Sistema di informazione per la sicurezza della Repubblica, Relazione sulla politica dell’informazione per la sicurezza 2010, p. 53.

15 The Stato Maggiore Difesa (SMD)—sponsored Panorama su scenari internazionali e di crisi yearbook ignored Libya in 2010 and concentrated on the Islamist threat in 2011 (pp. 31–32); in his introduction to the Nomisma 2010–2011 Nomoi & Khaos report, Gen. c.a. Giuseppe Cucchi, former military advisor to prime ministers Romano Prodi and Massimo D’Alema, candidly admitted that the events “took everyone by surprise” (p. 28).
insurgents enjoyed were summed up by his often-misunderstood February 19 remark about “not disturbing” Qaddafi with phone calls at that difficult juncture.

**ITAF Situation and Doctrine**

As in many other Western countries, by 2011 the Italian defense establishment was showing the cumulative effects of repeated budget cuts.\(^{16}\) ITAF reductions between 2004 and 2009 translated into cutting 28 percent of units, 49 percent of staff, and 57 percent of aircraft, though efficiency measures allowed it in 2008 to fly 66 percent of its 1995 activity with 45 percent of the budget.\(^{17}\) The €275 million allocated for fuel in 2009 was planned to drop to €100 million in 2010 and only €14 million in 2011.

Despite this, the extensive technological and doctrinal overhaul of the Italian Air Force that was launched based on the lessons of the first Gulf War in 1991 had transformed the service, and some 20 years of almost continuous operations had allowed the ITAF to hone its skills and acquire new capabilities. Whereas in 1991 only a small fraction of the force had taken part in major training exercises abroad, by 2011 a sizable proportion had real operational experience, both from home bases (particularly in the extended late-1990s Balkans operations cycle) and in expeditionary operations (including Iraq and Afghanistan, the latter still fully active during the Libyan crisis).

In 2005, the ITAF carried out a comprehensive review of its organization and assets to identify priorities. The pragmatic approach included giving up Boeing MMA and C-17 acquisitions, still in the planning phase, to defend participation in JSF as its next-generation attack aircraft. It also reexamined Italian airfields, many of which still belonged to the Ministry of Defense despite having been turned over to civilian use decades ago. Those to be retained included two main operating bases (MOBs) for air defense (at Grosseto and Gioia del Colle, reducing Trapani to Deployment Operating Base (DOB) status), three for tactical units (Ghedi, Istrana, Amendola), four for support (Pisa, Pratica di Mare, Cervia, and Grazzanise), and three for training (Lecce, Latina, and Frosinone).\(^{18}\)

The period also witnessed two major changes in personnel, with the introduction of voluntary military service for women (1999) and the suspension of compulsory male service (in effect from January 1, 2005). Although air forces by nature are highly

---

\(^{16}\) The ITAF budget for operating costs—excluding personnel and investment expenditure—declined from just over 1 billion Euros in 2005 to 499 million in 2006. To make things worse, cuts were often made midyear, negating the benefits of careful planning. See “A.M.: L’organismo è Allo Stremo. Ora è Urgente Ripristinare le Funzioni Vitali,” Dedalonews, April 28, 2006.


\(^{18}\) The list and division by category (MOB, DOB, and transfer to civil aviation) were sanctioned by ministerial decree on April 20, 2006; see *La Trasformazione*, p. 30.
technical organizations with limited use for draftees, these changes went hand in hand with severe personnel cuts that halved staffed levels. Thus the 79,000-man, draftee, peacetime organization of 1990 shrank to the 44,000-person, professional, operational ITAF of 2011.

Reorganization proceeded in parallel with a revival of doctrinal studies that rapidly moved away from late Cold War complacency.19 This included an effort to define a national airpower doctrine, both to support the development of a relevant force and to imbue personnel with a coherent view of their service. The initial document was published in late 1997 under Gen. s.a. (Lieutenant General) Mario Arpino, followed by another in 2007 under Gen. s.a. Vincenzo Camporini.20 In 2006 the ITAF launched a new publication, the Quaderni della Rivista Aeronautica, specifically aimed at reviving airpower debate. The rethinking culminated in a formal doctrine statement, Potere Aereo-Spaziale—Fondamenti, roughly equivalent to the U.S. Air Force Doctrine Document 1 (AFDD-1) and coincidentally approved for publication on June 14, 2011, in the midst of the Libyan crisis. In the foreword, General Bernardis declared, “To leave the debate on Aerospace Power to the academic domain, to relegate it inside General Staff offices or to isolate them in some lecture hall, is the mistake we have made for years.”21 From 2009 there followed regular closed-door airpower seminars for middle-level officers, many of which could bring to bear significant levels of operational experience in joint and out-of-area environments.

Yet despite this clear vision and the significant overall progress, when the Libyan crisis broke out, many crucial programs were in a state of flux that resulted in a number of short-term challenges. Combat Forces Command (CFC), under Gen. d.a. (Major General) Enzo Vecchiarelli (whom Gen. b.a. [Brigadier General] Roberto Nordio later replaced), saw its Eurofighter Typhoon force rapidly maturing, with two two-squadron wings operational and a growing confidence in its deployability. On the other hand, the very successful “Peace Caesar” program, under which Italy leased F-16As from the United States for air defense pending the Typhoons’ delayed arrival, already had entered the phase-out mode, with activity scaled back in accordance with the planned disbanding of 18th Squadron in late 2011.22 At the outbreak of the crisis, this dictated an immediate review of remaining fleet hours, maintenance plans, and foreseeable commitments, which in turn led to purchasing additional F-16 flying hours from the

---

19 For somewhat exaggerated examples of 1970s mentality, see the memoirs of Bruno Servadei, a former A3/2 staff officer. Alì di travertino. Un cacciabombardiere allo Stato Maggiore, SBC Edizioni, Ravenna, 2012, passim.

20 La dottrina dell’Aeronautica Militare, supplement to Rivista Aeronautica, No. 1, 1998; La trasformazione, supplement to Rivista Aeronautica (2007).


22 The F-16 force was stood down on May 23, 2012. The original FMS contract, later extended, provided for 45,000 hours between 2003 and 2010, with a minimum of 48 daily sorties.
United States.\textsuperscript{23} The continuously upgraded Tornado fleet, including the unique electronic combat reconnaissance (ECR) defense suppression variant and the IDS (interdictor strike) variant that recently had acquired Storm Shadow standoff missile capability, formed the backbone of the attack forces. It was supplemented by single-engine, single-seat AMXs at the latest Aggiornamento Capacità Operative e Logistiches standard (Updated Operational and Logistic Capabilities, or ACOL).

Mobility and Support Forces Command (CFMS), under Gen. b.a. Vincenzo Parma, showed an equally mixed situation. The transport element sported two Lockheed Martin C-130J squadrons and an Alenia C-27J squadron, both recent platforms. After retiring its last Boeing 707 Tanker/Transport, the ITAF had just received the first of its four KC-767A tankers on January 27, 2011, some five years behind schedule.\textsuperscript{24} Despite having formidable capabilities (including both boom and hose-and-drogue), when the crisis broke out, the single KC-767A available had not achieved its initial operational capability. On the other hand, the search-and-rescue (SAR) and combat-search-and-rescue (CSAR) helicopter component was severely aged in terms of both 1960s vintage platforms and airframe life. The AB.212 (equivalent to the UH-1N) was taxed by intensive operations in Afghanistan, while the HH-3F had suffered a string of accidents that cast doubts on its reliability. Contracts for new AW139 and EH101 helicopters had been signed, but replacement lay a few years ahead. The Bréguet BR1150 Atlantic maritime patrol aircraft fleet faced a similar, albeit less dramatic, aging aircraft problem.

On January 18, 2011, Italian Army General Vincenzo Camporini, who had been Capo di Stato Maggiore della Difesa (Chief of the Defense Staff, CSMD) for almost three years, was succeeded by General Biagio Abrate, the former Secretary General of Defense.\textsuperscript{25} General Abrate thus became the highest Italian operational military authority, in charge of, among other things, transferring authority over Italian forces to NATO. The Italian national chain of command ran from CSMD to the Comando Operativo di Vertice Interforze (Joint Operational High Command, [COI]), initially under Italian Army Gen. c.a. (Lieutenant General) Giuseppe Valotto and then Gen. c.a. Giorgio Cornacchione. By coincidence, COI had an air force officer as Chief of Staff, Gen. d.a. Roberto Corsini, who left in early September 2011 to take office as Deputy Chief at ITAF Staff.

General Abrate reported to Minister of Defense Ignazio La Russa, a Sicilian lawyer whose political career had started with the neo-Fascist MSI party and contin-


\textsuperscript{24} Italy selected the KC-767 in July 2001 and signed the contract in December 2002. Boeing unveiled the prototype on February 24, 2005. Administrative acceptance of the first KC-767A took place in Wichita on December 29, 2010, but the aircraft only arrived in Italy on January 27. The second aircraft was accepted on March 10 and arrived about three months later.

\textsuperscript{25} “Abrate subentra a Camporini al vertice della Difesa. In Afghanistan un soldato viene ucciso e uno ferito,” Dedalones.it, January 18, 2011.
ued with its various transformations through its merger into the Partito della Libertà (Freedom Party). The other key cabinet figure in the handling of the war was Foreign Minister Franco Frattini, a former government lawyer and Berlusconi stalwart; interestingly, Frattini selected Camporini as national security advisor, despite knowing that the highly respected officer had a strained relationship with La Russa.

**Operational Summary**

The 2011 Libyan campaign can be divided into three main periods, starting with the humanitarian crisis that the spreading Arab Spring and associated political developments precipitated, followed by a brief deployment phase, and culminating in an extended phase of operations. For Italy, the latter was further subdivided into an initial six-week period, during which no bombing was authorized, and the remaining 24 weeks, during which 704 munitions were expended in 483 sorties.

**The Road to War**

By late January, the situation in Egypt had degraded to the point at which it no longer was considered safe to land at Cairo West airport. On January 29, two ITAF Eurofighter Typhoons about to leave for the Aero India show in Bangalore were forced to re-route at short notice, together with their associated supporting C-130Js, via Souda Bay (Crete) and Al-Azraq (Jordan) before continuing to Doha and Jamnagar, in northern India. The next day, a C-130J was tasked with evacuating civilians from Egypt.

By February 16, revolts had broken out in Benghazi, with a bloody repression following the next day. With the situation in Libya fast degrading, and with the recent experience from Tunisia and Egypt in mind, Western nations within a few days began evacuating their citizens from Libya. By February 22, both Portuguese and Dutch C-130s deployed to Sigonella, in eastern Sicily, for this purpose. In what now appears as an indication of the ambiguous international legal status of the crisis, the first Italian C-130Js were hastily dispatched without diplomatic clearance and the Libyans forced them to turn back. On February 24, an ITAF C-130J without diplomatic clearance entered Libyan airspace to evacuate some 50 Italians from Sebha. After spending some

---


29. Interview with Italian general, March 2012.
three hours on the ground surrounded by armed Libyan troops, the aircraft took off with more than 90 evacuees, well beyond its nominal capacity, due to the decision to embark 41 British, French, Germans, Austrians, and Slovenians, who had pointed out to the Italian crew the lack of alternative means of rescue.\textsuperscript{30} Evacuation flights continued until March 18.

With tension mounting, La Russa announced the mobilization of a number of ships, including destroyer \textit{Mimbelli} (D461), amphibious transport docks (LPDs) \textit{San Giorgio} and \textit{San Marco} (L9892 and L9893), and supply ship \textit{Vesuvio} (A5329).\textsuperscript{31} On February 24, La Russa added to the list “the \textit{Cavour} aircraft carrier,” the Navy’s newest and largest ship, which did not participate in the operation.\textsuperscript{32} Other ships would be added in March, in part as replacements for the first group; the most crucial addition was the air-defense destroyer \textit{Andrea Doria} (D553). On March 5, \textit{Mimbelli} and patrol vessel \textit{Libra} (P402) moored in Benghazi, ostensibly to deliver supplies, but Libya classified the mission an unauthorized armed violation of its borders.

On February 26, the U.N. Security Council passed Resolution 1970 (UNSCR 1970). La Russa immediately announced a legally ambiguous “suspension” of the friendship treaty, adding that Italian Guardia di Finanza (Treasury Police) personnel serving in Libya on anti-immigration duties had been withdrawn to the embassy compound.\textsuperscript{33} The verbal banter persisted throughout the crisis, which Italian politicians continued to view from a short-term domestic perspective, ignoring reports indicating that French aircraft were making dry-run rehearsals for an attack.\textsuperscript{34}

The rapidly evolving situation surprised everyone, with an emotional Berlusconi unable to react swiftly with either a quick about-face or a decisive mediation.\textsuperscript{35} Despite its misgivings, the Italian government made seven air bases available in the event of a U.N.-sanctioned intervention, which it firmly believed (or gambled) to be unlikely. The bases included Birgi (near Trapani, Sicily), Gioia del Colle (near Bari, in Apulia), Sigonella (near Catania, in Sicily), Decimomannu (near Cagliari, Sardinia), Amendola (near Foggia, in Apulia), and Pantelleria (a small island between Sicily and Tunisia). Quite apart from the potential breach of Friendship Treaty obligations, this represented a significant political concession. Simply put, the “basing rights” mentioned by the First Sea Lord to defend the British government’s 2010 decision to scrap its carrier

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{30} Gen. b.a. Stefano Fort email to author.
\bibitem{31} PR20.
\bibitem{32} ANSA newswire, February 24, quoted in Dottori, “La drôle de guerre.” The Navy did not include \textit{Cavour} in PR20; in fact, it was not declared operational until early 2012.
\bibitem{34} Interview with Italian general, February 14, 2012.
\end{thebibliography}
and decommission its Harrier force do not apply to Italian bases.\textsuperscript{36} Although specific treaties have allowed Aviano and Sigonella to host U.S. Air Force (since 1954)\textsuperscript{37} and U.S. Navy (since 1959) units, they remain under full Italian sovereignty and cannot be used for non-NATO purposes without Italian consent.\textsuperscript{38}

When France proposed the use of airpower in Libya on March 10, La Russa replied that Italy would follow NATO, which Italy was beginning to see as an important tool to buy time and moderation.\textsuperscript{39} While details of Italian diplomatic efforts to influence decisionmaking by the U.N. Security Council (UNSC) are unavailable, Berlusconi probably thought that Russia, with whose prime minister he had forged close personal links, would veto the resolution. It was also probably hoped that Germany, a temporary member of the UNSC, would vote against the armed intervention that it publicly opposed. Some believe Berlusconi also hoped that, on account of his excellent relations with Qaddafi, the international community eventually would ask him to broker the dictator’s exit.\textsuperscript{40} None of these events materialized, leaving his government facing the very real possibility of a direct military intervention, difficult for any Italian administration to deal with. The difficulty is partly linked to the explicit ban on “war as a tool to infringe the freedom of other peoples and means to resolve international controversies” enshrined in the Italian Constitution, only partly tempered by its provision for “limitations of sovereignty required by a framework to ensure peace and justice among nations.”\textsuperscript{41} To further add to Italian discomfort, in the background loomed the colonial past for which Italy had apologized to Libya in 2009.\textsuperscript{42}

On March 17, the Security Council passed Resolution 1973 (UNSCR 1973), the document that became the immediate legal framework for the attack on Libya. Although the expansive interpretation of the freshly minted no-fly zone clashed with less aggressive implementations in other crises, including Operation Deny Flight in 1993–1995,\textsuperscript{43} UNSCR 1973 compelled Italy to make good on its promise to provide

\textsuperscript{36} The answer is quoted in United Kingdom House of Commons, Defence Committee, “UK Contribution to the Operation,” prepared February 8, 2012.

\textsuperscript{37} The agreement was ratified on October 20, 1954, and the first military arrived shortly thereafter; a recent account of local attitudes to the presence is provided by Ermanno Furlanis, “Aviano, Oh-Ahio,” Limes, No. 4, 1999, pp. 107–124.

\textsuperscript{38} Sigonella and Aviano have each had high profile jurisdiction incidents, respectively in 1985 (during the Achille Lauro hijacking crisis) and 1998 (the Cermis cable car accident).


\textsuperscript{40} Author’s interview with leading opposition MP.

\textsuperscript{41} Constitution of the Italian Republic, Article 11. The lack of congressional approval posed a significant challege to USAF operations as well—see Chapter Four in this volume.


\textsuperscript{43} The no-fly zone over Bosnia was first established on October 9, 1992 by UNSCR 781, and was expanded on March 31, 1993 by UNSCR 816 to cover all flights. From April 12, 1993 to December 20, 1995 over 100,000
bases and forced the government to decide how to participate in operations. President Giorgio Napolitano was widely reported to have weighed in heavily in the final decision, overcoming doubts that cut across party lines and Berlusconi’s personal misgivings. A top-level government meeting certainly was held at 10:45 a.m. on March 17, possibly followed by an informal update with Napolitano and cabinet ministers in the evening at a special performance of Nabucco to celebrate the centennial of Italian unification. The first Tornados redeployed to Trapani in the early morning of March 18; the antisubmarine support carrier Giuseppe Garibaldi (C551) sailed from Taranto the same day.

At 2:15 p.m. on the 17th, the Cabinet was urgently convened to discuss UNSCR 1973 and ensure “an active role in the protection of civilians and areas threatened with attacks, including providing the use of existing military bases on [Italian] domestic territory.” Just over an hour later, ministers Frattini and La Russa appeared before a joint session of the Senate and House Foreign Affairs and Defense committees to explain the government’s position, the undertakings (including both bases and SEAD aircraft), and the exclusions (particularly mentioning land forces) and to seek parliamentary approval before proceeding. Even then, the government did not hide its concerns and its hope that a negotiated solution might still be reached. Although Parliament approved, these occasions brought to light serious splits in both the majority and opposition. In this case, predictable Catholic pacifism and left-wing antimilitarism joined with Lega Nord (Northern League) isolationism and Berlusconi reluctance, resulting in lukewarm political support. On April 30, the Lega Nord went as far as to ask for a time limit on Italian participation and a guarantee against funding the campaign with additional taxes. This dictated the use of already limited ordinary funds.

missions were flown. Offensive counterair sorties were flown only in August–September 1995 under operation Deliberate Force.

---

44 Dottori dates the event to the 16th (p. 18). The concert, however, was actually held on the evening of the 17th. See Rosario Amato, “Muti dirige Nabucco per i 150 anni dell’Unità Leo Nucci: ’Un inno alla Patria e alla libertà,” La Repubblica online, March 10, 2011.


47 Governo italiano, Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, Consiglio dei Ministri n. 131 (press release), March 18, 2011.

48 Senato della Repubblica, Giunte e Commissioni, Resoconto Stenografico n. 5.


50 La Padania, April 30, 2011.

Despite this and the moral suasion of President Napolitano, the possibility of coercive action remained singularly unattractive for most political forces. An immediate consequence of these difficulties was the centralization of all communication and media activities under the direct control of the Minister of Defense, which, in turn, resulted in significant limitations in releasing to the general public a transparent narrative of the ITAF role in Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector activities.\(^\text{52}\) As in all previous engagements from the Gulf War onward, the Italian public would be kept in the dark about the activities of its armed forces, while the latter were left to deal with the extensive needs of a large and technologically sophisticated multinational coalition. ITAF Chief of Staff Bernardis summed up the situation tersely with, “We have been given a role which is not easy to play.”\(^\text{53}\) This referred, presumably, to having to stay a course between the Scylla of domestic politics and the Charybdis of international commitments.

On March 19, the Paris summit ended with the unilateral announcement that French aircraft had gone into action over Benghazi. Although in the past days the military had corroborated French press reports about imminent action in Libya, the Italian government was taken by surprise as much as everyone else.\(^\text{54}\) The unilateral French action is said to have made American and British leadership “privately furious.”\(^\text{55}\) While the recently retired Camporini pointed out on national TV that the target was more than two hours away from the nearest French base, Italian political analysts widely perceived it to be a French bid for Mediterranean hegemony and to replace the influence France was poised to lose with regimes in the Maghreb as a result of the Arab Spring.\(^\text{56}\) More pointedly, the French were seen to aim overtly at replacing Italy as partner of choice and main broker for Libya’s reentry into the international community.\(^\text{57}\) This attitude, which to some extent predated the 2011 crisis, was in evidence in Italy throughout the campaign and seen by many to explain the creation of an otherwise incongruous non-NATO chain of command based on NATO assets in a NATO operation. In the Italian military, many felt a difference from past campaigns, but

\(\text{\textsuperscript{52}}\) Particularly after the Scolari incident described below, the ITAF severely restricted Italian reporters’ access. Those who were invited by other coalition countries to fly on their tankers or interview personnel on Italian bases were kept separate from Italian staff.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{53}}\) Bernardis to ITAF personnel, November 1, 2011.


\(\text{\textsuperscript{55}}\) Saqeb Mueen and Grant Turnbull, eds., \textit{Accidental Heroes: Britain, France, and the Libya Operation}, an Interim RUSI Campaign Report, London: Royal United Services Institute, September 2011, p. 4.


\(\text{\textsuperscript{57}}\) For an immediate and explicit interpretation, see Franco Bechis, “Ma quale Gheddafi Sarko ha dichiarato Guerra all’Italia,” March 22, 2011 blog post.
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this only became public in late October 2011 when former ITAF Chief of Staff Gen. s.a. Leonardo Tricarico (ret.) publicly returned the Légion d’Honneur that French President Jacques Chirac awarded him in recognition of the ITAF’s support during the 78-day Kosovo air campaign. The “collaborative spirit” which had characterized the Kosovo campaign “in the name of harmony and dialogue—sometimes heated but always loyal—among participating countries,” he wrote in the letter delivered to the French ambassador and the newswires, had been overtaken by the “unruly behavior” and “cynical” and “ugly” motives displayed by his successor Nicolas Sarkozy. When Corriere della Sera published a preview of Bernard-Henri Lévy’s “war diary,” few were surprised to read that on June 30, Sarkozy had boasted in private that “when this war is won the world will see that it was won by us and the Libyans, period.”

The ITAF quickly established its Task Group Air (TGA) “Birgi” as the Italian National Component—Air, under Col. Mauro Gabetta and leveraging his local 37th Fighter Wing, augmented with aircraft detached from other units and staff from CFC. NATO and non-NATO members of the “coalition of the willing” began to flow in. From the beginning, Trapani hosted the main Canadian contingent (Task Force Libeccio) and a British VC10 tanker detachment, in addition to its habitual NATO Airborne Early Warning (NAEW) E-3A AWACS component. Beginning on March 18, further international contingents poured into Sigonella, which eventually would include the Danish, Canadian (CP-140 Auroras, leveraging commonality with U.S. Navy P-3 Orions), French (Rafale fighters, Atlantique 2 military patrol aircraft, and the Harfang UAV), Swedish (JAS 39 Gripen, from April 2), Turkish (F-16 fighters and a KC-135 tanker) and UAE (F-16 and Mirage 2000, both relocated from their initial deployment to Decimomannu) air forces. (See Figure 2.4 and Appendix B.)

The RAF deployed its 906th Expeditionary Air Wing to Gioia del Colle (near Bari), in part to leverage the Eurofighter logistics provided by the similarly equipped ITAF 36th Wing. The Spanish arrived at Decimomannu on March 19, followed by the United Arab Emirates contingent on March 27; the latter eventually moved to Sigonella. Training activities on the air range continued throughout the cycle, as did non-OUP national airspace defense patrols. A Jordanian F-16 unit deployed to Aviano, while the U.S. increased its presence at both bases. Pantelleria provided general support to coalition air traffic, including potential unscheduled landings.

58 For a selection of media reports, see bibliography.
61 All dates from Durante, Ricci, and Salvati, “Nel ‘cuore’ della missione italiana,’ pp. 20–21. The Canadian task force was very appropriately named: “Libeccio” is the Italian name for a hot and humid southwesterly wind originating from Libya.
Compared to the protracted Balkan operational cycles of the late 1990s, the ITAF approached the upcoming operation in a broader and more comprehensive fashion. In addition to the customary reinforcing of air defenses, which involved relocating to Trapani the Spada point-defense missile system from 2nd Wing at Rivolto (near Udine, in the northeast), the ITAF deployed extensive force protection assets drawn from 9th Wing (from Grazzanise, near Naples) and 16th Wing (from Martina Franca, near Bari). Drawing on the experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan, the ITAF used protection measures that included long-range thermal cameras, GPS locators on patrol vehicles, and various emission-control procedures.

With the creation of TGA Birgi and the arrival of the foreign contingents, Trapani and Sigonella rapidly became saturated. Airline service at Trapani was suspended on March 18, but local politicians exerted pressures that led to a compromise allowing 18 (from March 29) and then 20 daily flights (from April 8) in and out of Trapani. Coexistence with airline traffic also was a challenge at Sigonella, mainly because the airfield hosted American and French unmanned systems whose operations needed harmonizing with nearby Fontanarossa, one of Italy’s busiest commercial airports. Although Italy had implemented rules for unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) operations in controlled airspace years before, in practical terms these were put to severe tests. Commercial traffic proximity, different approach speeds (from under 100 knots for UAS to more than 200 knots for fighters) and sheer volume of activity (192 UAS movements in August alone) constituted a severe test, albeit one passed with flying colors upon switching as many as possible to the 2200/0700Z time frame.

CFMS immediately decided to outfit for the AAR role as many C-130Js as possible, but to wait as long as possible to fit the central tank to avoid compromising short-term transport capabilities. It also reinforced the 46th Brigade’s maintenance resources, increased the Piaggio P.180 liaison fleet readiness to shuttle crews and possible casualties, planned logistics areas at Sigonella and studied how to put the new KC-767A in action as soon as possible. By February 22, Trapani was providing a SAR helicopter on 30-minute readiness around the clock, later increasing to two.

Logistics Command (COMLOG) stepped up maintenance of air defense infrastructure, advancing or postponing radar maintenance as needed to limit the risk of malfunctions or unscheduled downtime which might have created gaps in coverage and exposed Italian territory to attacks. This was another example of the unique burden shouldered by the ITAF specifically, and Italy in general, as a result of the attack on

---

65 Marani interview, p. 61.
Libya. As former NATO Military Committee chairman Amm. (Adm.) Giampaolo Di Paola would reflect after becoming Minister of Defense, what to some is the “Middle” East is the “Near” East to others; from Rome, Tel Aviv is closer than Dublin and Kabul no farther than the North Cape.66

**Odyssey Dawn**

Within two hours of the first French raid on March 19, ITAF wing commanders were asked to double their contribution to operations.67 The rules of engagement under which they were called to operate might perhaps be summarized as the ultimate effect-based operations. The Italian government stuck to the letter of UNSCR 1973, steering well clear of France’s implicit goal of regime change. In keeping with the official NATO goals, this designed a “zero CIVCAS” framework that translated into the highest level of protection of civilians, property, and civilian infrastructure.68 While this automatically excluded targets of indirect military benefit (such as aqueducts) or close to urban centers, from the very beginning Italian aircraft explicitly were allowed to open fire for self-defense or in defense of coalition assets.69 National “red card holders,”

---


68 Nordio interview.

69 Nordio interview. A similar situation existed for Italian ships, which unlike their French equivalents were not allowed to use their guns against shore targets. See A. Tani, “Valutazioni politico-militari della campagna libica,” *Rivista Marittima*, October 2011, p. 31.
the popular designation of what were more properly known as senior National Liaison Officers, voiced additional limitations or caveats, as well as individual national interpretations of UNSCR 1973. A further constraint in mission planning was the range of the personnel recovery envelope, which limited penetration into Libyan territory.

Italian forces were placed under U.S. authority, with a line of command comprising JFCC on USS *Mount Whitney* (LCC20) and the AOC at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, both of which included Italian officers. But the U.S.-led nature of the operation meant that while the air tasking order could be shared with the Italians and other coalition partners, it could only be transmitted over U.S. networks and would thus never reach deployed non-U.S. units, including NATO assets.\(^\text{70}\) The solution eventually was found in transferring the information to the NATO Secret Wide Area Network (WAN).

The first Italian air assets placed under U.S. authority for Odyssey Dawn were four F-16ADFs from the 18th Squadron at Trapani for air defense and four 155th Squadron Tornado ECRs, promptly relocated from Piacenza to Trapani. Configured for a defense suppression (SEAD) role, the latter provided the coalition with a unique capability that only the United States possessed otherwise, including canvassing known civilian emitters to avoid erroneous attacks.\(^\text{71}\) Four Tornado ECRs flew the first Italian operational sorties on March 20, escorted by 18th Squadron F-16s and supported by two Tornado IDSs (6th Wing) performing “buddy” in-flight refueling.\(^\text{72}\) The SEAD component aimed to protect other aircraft (particularly tankers and airborne radar) from possible surface-to-air threats. The Tornado ECRs used their emitter locator systems (ELS) to find emissions and identify sources (including “radar which potentially would not represent a direct threat [but] which might hide an indirect danger”)\(^\text{73}\) and—if necessary—hit them with AGM-88B HARMs. Meanwhile, Italian Navy AV-8B Harriers aboard the *Garibaldi* made their first flights of the campaign on March 21 in the DCA role.\(^\text{74}\)

The nature of Italian involvement in the campaign quickly became an issue, with both domestic and international audiences perceiving the dropping of ordnance as the

---


\(^\text{71}\) Although the Luftwaffe at Lechfeld possessed similar capabilities with its Tornado-equipped JaboG 32, the rigid neutrality policy followed by Germany denied the coalition its use. (*Rivista Aeronautica*, No. 3, 2011, p. 12). RAF Tornado GR.4s equipped with the Air Launched Anti-Radiation Missile (ALARM) could also conduct SEAD, but their inability to localize electromagnetic emissions made ALARMs difficult to use in a “zero CIVCAS” environment.

\(^\text{72}\) *Rivista Aeronautica*, No. 2, 2011, pp. 2–3. It should be noted that, although functionally linked to the U.S. operation, the Tornados used in the buddy tanker role remained at all times under Italian authority, as did other assets throughout the crisis (including KC-130J tankers, a C-130J transport, and a G.222VS SIGINT platform).

\(^\text{73}\) Durante, Ricci, and Salvati, “Nel ‘cuore’ della missione italiana,” p. 16.

\(^\text{74}\) ITN email.
sole measure of whether a state was truly participating. The early missions soon generated controversy over the dropping of ordnance, particularly after the news media ambushed Tornado ECR navigator Maggiore (Maj.) Nicola Scolari at Trapani following a mission and he muttered something about a “positive outcome.” The media translated this as indicating that missiles had been launched against Libyan air defenses, but actually it meant that strike forces had been successfully protected from potential threats. The domestic flap spilled into the international media circuit and was interpreted as evidence of halfhearted Italian support; in fact, the ITAF SEAD component was in high demand, flying 38 sorties during OOD and 170 during OUP.

The lack of NATO involvement in Odyssey Dawn denied the ITAF contingent access to the Alliance’s NAEW AWACS force, which was doubly annoying given that Trapani-Birgi is an NAEW base. Each of the parallel U.S., British and French air operations used its own AWACS platforms, sharing only the minimum amount of information required. Without its own national airborne control assets, Italy relied on the radar of the air defense destroyer Andrea Doria (D553) to generate the Recognized Air and Surface Picture (RASP) applicable to the area of operation; ITAF pilots were attached to the ship to coordinate air activities and communicate directly with aircrews with the confidence made possible by Link-16 capability. In addition to escorting fighter-bombers and protecting “High Value Airborne Assets” (such as tankers and E-3s) during the following days, the F-16s carried out low-level “show of presence” overflights of Libyan cities. The Eurofighter Typhoon made its ITAF operational debut in the early hours of March 30. Mission Titan 25 comprised two fully armed 4th Wing aircraft tasked with monitoring Umm'Aitiqah and Okba bin Nafa airfields; another pair of 4th Wing Eurofighters relieved them.

Agreement was reached on March 23 to transfer control of naval operations to NATO, which would exercise them from Naples through Amm. Sq. (Vice Admiral) Rinaldo Veri as Maritime Component Commander (MCC). Two days later, Italy placed under NATO command for naval embargo purposes the Garibaldi (including its AV-8B+ Harrier II jump jets, four of which were transferred under NATO authority and made their no-fly zone debut three days later), frigate Libeccio (F572), patrol ship Comandante Bettica (P492), and supply ship Etna (A5326). C. Amm. (Cdre) Gualtiero Mattesi, already in charge of Standing NATO Maritime Group 1 (SNMG1), took command of the newly formed Task Group 455.01 (TG 455.01). Ship-based helicop-

76 Federico Anselmino and Giancarlo Gastaldi, F-16A Air Defence Fighter, Turin, Aviation Collectables, 2011, p. 53.
78 ITN email.
79 Tani, “La crisi libica,” p. 17. The initial TG 455.01 command ship was Etna (A5326).
ters provided search and rescue (SAR), combat SAR, maritime patrol (MP), and ISR duties, as well as shuttle services with ground-based infrastructures.  

Although the naval element played a secondary role in the NATO campaign, placing it under an Italian admiral helped assuage fears of being marginalized and allowed the Italian government to trumpet the success of its diplomacy. According to media reports, “The French grudgingly accepted that command be passed to NATO and that the allied fleet be under Italian leadership.” To support this interpretation, analysts pointed out that French ships, including the aircraft carrier *Charles de Gaulle*, operated under the French-only Task Force 473 (TF 473).

**Operation Unified Protector**

Operation Unified Protector officially began on March 31. The transfer of authority brought about a unified chain of command and helped clear up the initial overlap of disjointed national operations. The chain of command ran from the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR) to JFC in Naples, which had operational control and under which Combined Joint Task Force 445 was formed, headed by Canadian Lt.-Gen. Charles Bouchard. While the CJTF 445 MCC was in Naples, the corresponding Air Component Commander was located at Izmir, in Turkey, under USAF Lt. Gen. Ralph J. Jodice II. Lt. Gen. Jodice worked through CAOC 5 in Poggio Renatico, near Ferrara, under Gen. s.a. Mario Renzo Ottone. Air tasking orders were materially issued by CAOC 5, and eventually Lt. Gen. Jodice relocated to Poggio Renatico to simplify activity. Gen. s.a. Leandro De Vincenti was the senior Italian representative at JFC and Gen. s.a. Ottone at ACC.

The general NATO rules of engagement included dynamic targeting, to respond quickly to emerging or fleeting targets on the ground. Despite this, dynamic targeting was still subjected to individual national caveats and required specific approval from national C2 command chains. The targeting division, which Gen. s.a. De Vincenti specifically requested, was the only element of the CJTF command structure headed

---

80 ITN email reports 253 MP/ISR flying hours out of a total of 1,830 hours for the campaign, slightly more than half of the 3,311 helicopter hours given in PR20, which did not specify by type or function.


83 Dynamic targeting prosecutes targets of opportunity that are identified too late or not selected for action in time to be included in deliberate targeting but, when detected or located, meet criteria specific to achieving objectives. When plans change and planned targets must be adjusted, dynamic targeting can also manage those changes. See Joint Publication (JP) 3–60, *Joint Targeting*, Washington, D.C.: Joint Chiefs of Staff, April 2007, p. viii.

84 Di Marco, “‘Odyssey Dawn’ e ‘Unified Protector’,” p. 25.
by an Italian, first Gen. b.a. Claudio Gabellini and then Gen. b.a. Silvano Frigerio. In support of the stated NATO goal of no civilian casualties, it normally worked on a 72-hour planning cycle, much to the chagrin of the French who complained privately about the British “needing to get advice from three law firms before dropping a bomb,” while Sarkozy simply would ask his chief of staff “and if my chief of staff says I can go, I go.” Some high-ranking coalition staff made no secret of considering Italian targeting responsibilities hard to reconcile with abstaining from actual strikes, but in fact, political considerations do not appear to have influenced the Italian staff and its work. Libyan television, for instance, was kept off the target list by the shared overarching preoccupation with avoiding collateral damage and casualties, allowing Qaddafi to broadcast his messages and arguably bolstering resistance. Similar constraints militated against striking refineries, stocks, and much of the oil industry, which in turn fueled (literally) the Libyan armed forces.

The first ITAF missions over Libya were carried out, again from Trapani, by 6th Wing Tornado IDS fighter-bombers, in conjunction with 50th Wing Tornado ECRs. While 50th Wing continued to fly in the specialized SEAD role, 6th Wing saw its range of missions evolve as the Italian role expanded. Its 156th Squadron, previously used as buddy tankers, were fitted with RecceLite pods and immediately began flying ISR sorties over Libya “where not everyone reaches, meaning deep inside where the threat of Colonel Qaddafi’s Surface-to-Air Missiles (SAMs) is still present and active.” Italian Navy AV-8Bs made their Unified Protector debut on April 1, with two air defense and reconnaissance missions, each flown by a pair of aircraft. Operating under the same restrictions as their air force colleagues and alternating with the Eurofighters, the naval aircraft orbited about 65 nautical miles north of Tripoli.

On April 5, Gen. Tricarico, the former ITAF Chief of Staff, advocated the deployment of the Italian Predator force. He was greatly ahead of events, for their use would

---

86 B-H. Lévy, p. 43.
87 Author’s interviews.
88 Author’s interviews. Oil stocks were carefully monitored by the Swedish Flygvapnet contingent, whose measuring techniques were greatly appreciated.
90 ITN email; SMD press release, April 1, 2011. All Harrier reconnaissance sorties were flown with Litening II pods which, when within range, relayed the raw imagery to the interpretation unit aboard Garibaldi for onward transmission to CAOC 5.
91 ITN email.
be approved only in August. Three days later, two 46th Air Brigade C-130Js airlifted wounded Libyans from Benghazi to Italy.93

Meanwhile, a threat unique to Italy had materialized. As a direct consequence of the attack on Libya, the country had become the target of a massive inflow of illegal immigrants. It was fed in part by the collapse of Libyan government structures and to a much greater extent by a Qaddafi strategy to turn illegal immigrants into a tool of unconventional warfare against Italy, hoping this would drive a wedge in the PDL-Lega coalition supporting the Berlusconi government, diminishing its ability to support what was becoming an open-ended commitment. After five consecutive months without illegal immigration from Libya, in March 2011 the flow resumed at full strength and grew quickly into a humanitarian crisis (see Table 8.2). The total number of illegal immigrants landed in Italy from January to July 2011 eventually would be recorded as 51,881 (almost 12 times as many as in the entire previous year and 1.4 times higher than any other year in the 2005–2011 period);94 by the end of the year, Libyan illegals would number 28,431 (82 times more than in 2010).95 Every day, the makeshift fleet laden with ragged people, including children and pregnant women,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Immigrants</th>
<th>Landings</th>
<th>Immigrants per Landing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>1,467</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>5,759</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>9,396</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>4,573</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>2,055</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>5,006</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


93 R. Gentilli, sub data.
95 Immigration data provided by Ministero degli Interni, Direzione Generale dell’Immigrazione e della Polizia delle Frontiere, email, July 11, 2012 (hereafter DGIPF email).
dominated Italian TV news and strained the population of the 20.2-square-kilometer island of Lampedusa, as well as carrying an added risk of terrorist infiltration. The arrivals led the Lega Nord to invoke ending operations and withdrawing support from OUP, in the hope that Libya would reinstate the 2007 treaty provisions. Although Frontex, the European Union frontier agency, used Pantelleria as base for its monitoring fleet, the international community’s refusal to develop a multilateral answer to the immigrant crisis boosted the effectiveness of the Libyan strategy. Reflecting the acute domestic political concerns, on April 10, SMD changed the heading of its daily news releases to include the “Emergenza immigrazione” (Immigration Emergency). An agreement eventually was brokered with the new Tunisian government, providing much needed naval patrols that mitigated the collapse of the Italo-Libyan treaty. In addition to the national tasking of Atlantic MPAs from Sigonella, ITAF’s own initiative combat jets monitored the flow on the return leg of raids, passing the results to the appropriate authorities.

Operating as close as 60 nautical miles from the Libyan coast, from April 15 onward Garibaldi provided a combat SAR capability at three-hour readiness, based on two SH-3D helicopters in the personnel recovery role, an EH.101 as airborne mission coordinator, and two AV-8Bs to escort and protect them. The package alternated every 12 hours with that provided by USS Bataan with its CH-53s, V-22s, and AV-8Bs.

At this time, the initial operational success in arresting the Qaddafi onslaught was beginning to translate into a stalemate or, at the very least, lack of obvious progress on the ground. The withdrawal of U.S. attack forces reduced the coalition’s striking power, which the British aggravated by their determination to proceed with the planned June 1 disbanding of two RAF Tornado squadrons, including one actively participating in operations over Libya. At the time of the April 14 Atlantic Council meeting in Berlin, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen pleaded openly for additional combat aircraft to continue OUP air strikes. With Germany resolutely opposed, the pressure increased on the Italian government to authorize air strikes against Libya. Berlusconi relented in late April, calling U.S. President Barack Obama to inform him that Italy would change its position. On April 27, Frattini and La Russa informed Parliament that the government had decided to “broaden the options

97 Author’s interviews.
98 ITN email.
99 For the UK reaction to the quixotic decision, see “Armed Forces Set Out Plans for First Redundancies,” BBC News, March 1, 2011.
101 The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “Readout of the President’s call with Prime Minister Berlusconi of Italy,” press release, Washington, D.C., April 25, 2011.
for its contribution to Operation Unified Protector.” While the overall aircraft allotment remained unchanged, new roles were added. ITAF was given the opportunity to employ its Tornado IDS strike aircraft as bombers “using laser or satellite-guided precision armament systems for actions against selected military targets or even for straightforward reconnaissance tasks.” The naval Harrier force was given a similarly expanded brief. What was not disclosed was that the Italian government had not authorized dynamic targeting, a position that later would change as the campaign evolved. La Russa claimed that in terms of ethics things remained unchanged, there being no difference between those who took part in a given military action, regardless of their role, “like midfielders and forwards in a soccer team.” In addition, Italy soon would be sending ten “military instructors, which, together with an equal number of instructors supplied by France and Great Britain, will be inserted in the military command structure to be created by the National Transition Council in Benghazi.” The announcements led to immediate questions in Parliament, both against and for the government. It is perhaps no coincidence that the Ministry of Defense immediately switched its news updates to a single weekly summary.

Under the new rules, 6th Wing Tornado IDS now was allowed to carry out strikes, albeit with very narrow rules of engagement adhering strictly to the letter of UNSCR 1973 and that initially contemplated only deliberate targeting. The loadout comprised only precision munitions, including laser-guided GBU-16 Paveway IIs and GPS-guided GBU-32 JDAMs. Despite these limitations, the situation was already markedly different from the previous deployment to Afghanistan, when political sensitivity limited the unit’s “Red Devil” detachment to acquiring imagery and target

---


103 Christened “Operation Cyrene,” the mission began on April 28 in Benghazi and moved to Tripoli on November 21, and is listed as a “wide-ranging bilateral cooperative assistance operation” in the Italian MOD 2012 Nota aggiuntiva (supplement to the annual budget), Attachment B, p. 1–B/18. Its 2011 duties were listed as “supporting the Libyan staff of the Benghazi operations center (OC) in acquiring autonomous capabilities in planning, organizing and carrying out military operations.” This should not be confused with the role played by Italian intelligence and Special Forces, which several Italian authors (e.g., Gaiani, p. 21, and Tani, “Valutazioni,” p. 30) claim to have been very successful and much appreciated. Perhaps understandably, details are lacking.

104 Franceschini et al., question with immediate reply 3–01616, April 27, 2011; Baldelli and Ciciu, question with immediate reply 3–01617, April 27, 2011.

105 In March SMD published five releases for nine days of operations, rising to 18 in April (of which 17 were issued in the first 22 days) and dropping to five each in May and July, four each in June and August, six in September (including one describing solely a staff visit), and three in October. There was no official end-of-operations release or recapitulation.

106 Deliberate targeting prosecutes planned targets. These are targets that are known to exist in the operational environment with engagement actions scheduled against them to create the effects desired to support achievement of JFC objectives. (JP 3–60, 2007, p. viii.)
information with RecceLite pods. Tornado IDS strikes were routinely escorted by 155th Squadron/50th Wing Tornado ECRs. Navy Harriers flew their first attack sorties over Libya on the morning of April 28, with loadouts comprising GBU-12s, -16s, and -32s.

The KC-767A was rushed into service in May by using the temporary Operational Certification procedure under Logistics Command responsibility while simultaneously engaging in the necessary receiver clearance and pilot qualification flights. This allowed the two tankers to be used, albeit with receivers restricted to Italian aircraft and hose-and-drogue systems only. The second tanker arrived in late March and immediately was put into service. By mid-May, the KC-767As had been cleared to refuel Eurofighter and Tornado, alleviating the need for buddy tanking and KC-130J

---

108 ITN email.
operations. Given the dependence on U.S. tanker support, which represented about one-seventh of the total coalition sorties, this was a crucial result. Excluding buddy tanking refueling, the Italian tanker effort for the campaign included 57 KC-767A and 63 KC-130J sorties, totaling 599 hours.

The different in-flight refueling systems ruled out mixed formations between F-16 and Eurofighters. Both types were the subjects of undisclosed improvements during the campaign, again by recourse to operational certification. By mid-May, Eurofighters also were deployed on night sorties, sometimes up to six hours long, with occasional extensions and changes of area of responsibility. The Eurofighters operated up to 200 nautical miles south Tripoli, about 510 nautical miles from Trapani. Their typical counterair configuration included three external fuel tanks, four active radar-guided AIM-120 Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missiles (AMRAAMs) under the fuselage and four infrared-guided IRIS-T short-range missiles.

In mid-May, the Tornado IDS fired the first of a total of 25 Storm Shadow standoff missiles, long-range weapons which allowed hitting targets deep inside Libya. The results were considered uniformly excellent, but once again, political directives resulted in the capability remaining unreported. Over the first two months, Italy flew about 1,200 OUP sorties, slightly over one-fourth of the 4,600 flown in total for the period. On 17 May the media reported a 46th Air Brigade C-130J had dropped anti-Qaddafi leaflets over Tripoli, marking the only confirmed Italian PSYOPS of the campaign. On the same day, ITAF unveiled to the media its KC-767A tankers, revealing it had achieved an initial capability in record time.

On June 1, Garibaldi (C551) became the flagship of the NATO naval Task Group 455.01 (TG 455.01). Four days later, the F-16 fleet achieved 45,000 hours, completing the original Peace Caesar program. On June 14, the Eurofighter component achieved 1,000 flying hours. The Tornado ECR SEAD component returned to its base at Piacenza–San Damiano on June 21, having completed a total of 208 sorties and more than 860 flying hours.

111 Marani interview, pp. 60–61.
112 Rivista Aeronautica, No. 3, 2011, p. 16. According to Eurofighter World, the manufacturer’s house organ, some missions lasted “up to eight hours, including up to three in-flight refuellings” (No. 1, 2012, p. 8).
113 Eurofighter World, p. 8.
114 Rivista Aeronautica, No. 5, 2011, p. 12; Bernardis interview, July 26, 2011.
117 In addition, between June 2 and June 10, the two wings had deployed four aircraft to Iceland for exercise Northern Viking 2011, in preparation for providing air policing duties to the country in 2013.
Media reports variously registered French optimism, venturing as far as to imagine that the end of the campaign might be celebrated on July 14. In fact, progress was slow and the drawn-out campaign was beginning to wear on the “willing,” some of which began to recall aircraft. At the biennial Paris Air Show, the French media reported that 60 percent of the Rafale crews were involved in Operation Harmattan, and that some pilots already had flown 130 hours of the 180 allotted them for the year.118 Coupled with the June 1 disbanding of No. 13 RAF Squadron, this again brought pressure on the remaining coalition members to step up their contributions.

Two further controversies erupted in June, respectively regarding CAOC 5 and UAVs. The first spilled into the media on June 16 when Gen. Tricarico revealed that at a recent meeting in Brussels on NATO restructuring, La Russa had unquestioningly surrendered to a Spanish proposal to turn CAOC 5 into a Deployable Air Command Center (DACC) and relinquish its other responsibilities to CAOC 8 at Torrejon.119 Tricarico added a wealth of details about the minister’s six-hour delay at the crucial meeting and his lack of understanding of military issues, prompting La Russa to reply a week later during a news conference at the Paris air show.120 On this occasion, he waved a thank-you letter from NATO Secretary General Rasmussen and claimed to actually have won an upgrade because when the DACC was activated, it would have a staff of 280, versus 180 for the permanent staff. The second round of polemics arose from the showcasing of ITAF UAV capabilities at Amendola air base.121 The 32nd Wing commander went on record not only with his unit’s readiness to field the new MQ-9 Predator B, but also with political unwillingness to arm the drones. This caused complaints from the opposition. While the politicians dithered, other drones arrived.122

On July 25, four AMX attack aircraft were assigned to the TGA with both ISTAR and close air support (CAS) duties. The aircraft were drawn equally from 51st Wing at Istrana (Treviso) and 32nd Wing at Amendola (Foggia). Their arrival coincided substantially with the return of the Italian Eurofighters to their bases at Grosseto and Gioia del Colle.123 Many speculated that ITAF had replaced its latest high-end twin-engine fighter with an inexpensive single-engine type, but in fact the AMX were offensive counterair replacements for Navy AV-8Bs.124 The latter flew their final sorties on

120 “La Russa a Parigi: ‘Nessun taglio sugli investimenti della Difesa, manutenzione in sofferenza,’” June 20, 2011.
121 “Nella tana dei Predator, operativi in Afghanistan e pronti per la Libia,” Dedaloneus.it, June 29, 2011.
124 Nordio interview. In 2008 an AMX flying hour cost 105 percent of an F-16 hour (SMA3, table “Onerosità per ora di volo dei velivoli A.M.,” 2008 ed.); the cost of Eurofighter flying hours is not at hand.
July 17 and were withdrawn on July 26 together with Garibaldi (C551), with C. Amm. Filippo Foffi transferring command of TG 455.01 to the amphibious transport dock ship San Giusto (L9894), which continued to support the CSAR capability until the end of the campaign. Total AV-8B activity stood then at 1,218 flying hours, including 1,030 hours and 504 sorties for OUP.

By July 30, NATO forces had flown 17,023 sorties, including 1,645 by Italian aircraft. The AMX flew their first ISR sortie over Libya on August 10, but their employment was noteworthy for several reasons. In the first place, unlike the similarly equipped “Black Cats” detachment in Afghanistan, the AMX would not be confined to the RecceLite pod, but could use GBU-12 Paveway, GBU-38 JDAM, and Lizard bombs; second, dynamic engagements also were approved. A third reason was the deployment of the Litening III pod, a few of which had been received just a few weeks earlier. As a result, only a handful of pilots were qualified to use it and it was necessary to train others at Trapani in parallel with operations. The AMX flew a total of 550 hours in 150 sorties, including 72 OCA sorties with 128 munitions released.

A single MQ-9 Predator B eventually was assigned to OUP on August 8, and 28th Squadron flew its first ISR mission over Libya two days later. The Predator B operated from Amendola and was controlled via satellite link for the entire 12-hour sortie. Thirty-one other sorties followed, an average of about one every three days and an average duration of about 11.5 hours, with more than five hours on station for both local, border, and aerial surveillance.

The unexpectedly rapid fall of Tripoli on August 22 helped mitigate the general sense of fatigue that was beginning to set in among coalition members who found it difficult to sustain what had become an open-ended commitment. This situation was in part addressed on September 16 by the U.N. Security Council through a third resolution, UNSCR 2009, which eased the Libyan asset freeze and undertook to keep the measures introduced with UNSCR 1973 “under continuous review” and to “terminate” the authorization to use “all appropriate measures,” albeit without establishing a firm deadline. Of direct importance to Italy, the fall of Tripoli immediately cut arrivals from Libya: Immigrants fell from 5,006 in August to 62 in September, hovered around

126 ITN email; PR20 gives 1,223 hours total, without further details. The SMA3 summary quotes 994 hours in 375 sorties, breaking down these slightly lower figures into 54.5 percent offensive counter air (541.5 hours in 173 OCA sorties with 145 ordnance released), 31.4 percent recce, and 9 percent CAP.
128 Nordio interview.
130 Statistics based on SMA3 summary; Nordio interview.
that number in the following months, and returned to zero in February 2012.\footnote{DGIPF email.} But it was still necessary to deal with previous immigrants, and as late as September 21, ITAF C-130Js were required to shuttle to Sigonella some 150 immigrants who had set fire to the crowded Lampedusa Identification and Expulsion Center.\footnote{Rivista Aeronautica, May 2011, p. 21.}

The final Italian sorties over Libya were flown in the afternoon of October 31 by a pair of 37th Wing F-16s, which landed at 1550L while the Tornados and AMXs were beginning to head back to their home bases.\footnote{Lt. Col. Stefano Cosci, “Missione conclusa,” p. 5.} An NAEW AWACS landed at midnight, at exactly the same time as the official end of OUP. On November 1, Gen. Bernardis issued his “well done” message to all ranks. Amm. Sq. Veri addressed crews at sea by radio.\footnote{NATO Allied Maritime Command Naples, “OUP Maritime Operations: Mission Accomplished,” News Release 53, November 1, 2011.} In the following days, the international contingents returned home, gradually bringing the situation in Italy to normality.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

To the historian, the Italian political debate and gradual expansion of the mission in Libya bear more than a passing resemblance to the Italian participation in the first Gulf War and the events surrounding it. In 2011, the ITAF was on par with its coalition partners in terms of equipment (platforms, systems, and ordnance), procedures, and training. The ITAF destroyed 534 (86 percent) of its 618 Designated Mean Points of Impact (DMPIs) and 97 percent of engaged targets.\footnote{SMA3 summary, attachment D.} Its shortcomings were circumscribed or were shared with most of its partners, and were balanced by areas of unique expertise or equipment. Coupled with the provision of coalition-enabling logistic support and the difficult political and budgetary circumstances, the overall assessment was one of success and satisfaction.

The “lessons identified” and “lessons learned” process was launched immediately after the end of operations, with the closed-door airpower workshop held in November 2011. It included a “Lessons of Libya” panel that was chaired by Gen. b.a. Gabellini, the original head of the targeting division.\footnote{Nordio interview; Rivista Aeronautica, June 2011, p. 13.} The first broad lesson that the ITAF drew in public from the Libyan crisis was the need for interdiction, air defense and SEAD, the very capabilities that protracted counterinsurgency engagements in Iraq...
and Afghanistan had sidelined. Sinced, this, in fact, merely underscored the long-held ITAF
belief in the need for a balanced service centered upon an effective capability to carry
out complex operations throughout the aerial domain, beyond the grand-scale logistics
requested (or implied) by surface forces. Air superiority’s enabling role with regard to
surface operations is often forgotten or misunderstood by services whose use of aircraft
is limited in quantity, breadth, and scope. The assumption that C2, ISTAR, AAR, air
dominance, air transport command and management, logistics (including ordnance),
and training are available (or that the lead nation, coalition partners, or other national
services will provide them) is unrealistic and does not form a basis for autonomous
complex air operations.

Immediate Lessons
In practical terms, the most immediate consequence regards the need for Trapani to
remain a full-fledged ITAF major operating base due to its strategic location close to
North Africa, with a role far beyond the mere protection of the local NAEW opera-
tion. Given the intense internal debate that had surrounded the controversial decision
to consolidate the air defense force much farther north around Grosseto (in Tuscany)
and Gioia del Colle alone, this was hardly surprising. The means by which Trapani
might be preserved beyond the F-16 withdrawal ceremony held on May 23, 2012 still
is unclear, particularly after the new round of cuts announced by Di Paola, who took
on a new role as Minister of Defense in the new Mario Monti cabinet sworn in on
November 16, 2011 after Berlusconi’s resignation. ITAF, however, is adamant about
keeping Trapani open with a Wing “capable of expressing autonomous operational
capabilities” and has not disbanded 37th Wing—despite leaving it temporarily with-
out aircraft.

Although Airgest turned out to be not much more than a nuisance, it under-
lined the lack of a legal framework to ensure the full availability of infrastructures
crucial for military or security operations, particularly given the prevalent lack of mili-
tary and security culture. Some observers have pointed out this will weigh negatively
against the dual-use aspirations of communities hosting the few remaining air bases.
The ITAF might as a result take a more cautious approach to base closures, which
would in turn translate into increased costs or, at least, smaller savings.
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Transportation and Defense, plus 35 other addressees, No. 1340/11, August 17, 2011.)
In terms of equipment, the nonavailability of the NAEW component in Operation Odyssey Dawn, compounded by the German decision to withdraw their personnel from the multinational unit, reinforced the ITAF’s long-held belief in the need of an autonomous ISTAR capability, comprising both airborne early warning and Joint Asset Movement Management. Originally framed in a purely national perspective, the desired asset came to be seen over the years as a potential high-value contribution to multinational, regional, or ad hoc coalitions. After considering in 1993–2003 the Grumman E-2C Hawkeye and failing in 2007 to select a mixed airborne early warning and control/multimission maritime aircraft force to establish a Joint Surveillance Wing due to a mixture of inter-service, funding, and industrial issues, the ITAF now is set to receive a number of Gulfstream 550 Eitam systems in a complex deal that will see Israel acquire Alenia Aermacchi M-346 advanced/lead-in fighter trainers.

The Litening III pod proved a resounding success and soon will be integrated on ITAF Tornados and eventually Typhoons, providing the latter with additional means of visual target identification for airspace surveillance and no-fly zone enforcement. The integration of Litening and RecceLite data was found particularly effective. The ITAF was quite impressed with Brimstone effectiveness and it would hardly be surprising to learn of its acquisition, funds permitting.

Moving from systems to platforms, Gen. b.a. Frigerio, the second head of the targeting division, asked whether a need might exist for low-cost platforms for low intensity operations, a consideration directly tied to European coalition members’ fiscal constraints. The use of unmanned systems met expectations and confirmed long-held beliefs in their permanent value and role in modern operations.

Operational certification, previously used in a developmental mode only, made a direct impact on capabilities by making it possible to field the new tankers in a very short time. This dovetailed with the ability of the Electronic Warfare Technical-Operational Support Unit (ReSTOGE), which specializes in updating and developing software libraries, to offer flexibility through daily field reprogramming work.

141 Col. Sandro Sampaoli, quoted in *Rivista Aeronautica*, March 2011, p. 35. Ironically, the requirement had been first highlighted in April 1986 by an earlier Libyan crisis, when NATO had turned down an Italian request for an urgent NAEW redeployment to Sicily despite the firing of Libyan Scud missiles.

142 At the time of this writing, the ITAF has made no official announcements regarding its intention to procure the Eitam. When the system made its international debut during the Vega 2010 exercise in Sardinia, it was described in glowing terms in the ITAF magazine. See Emanuele Salvati, “Gulfstream 550 Eitam. Il piccolo CAEW,” in *Rivista Aeronautica*, February 2011, pp. 82–85; in addition an Italian contract to procure NATO-compatible communications, navigation, and identification for two Eitams was signed on July 19, 2012. See “Finmeccanica: contratti con Israele per 850 mln di dollari, compresi i 30 M-346,” *Dedalonews.it*, July 19, 2012.


144 Rivista Aeronautica, March 2011, p. 16; Rivista Aeronautica, May 2011, pp. 12–13. ReSTOGE stands for *Reparto Supporto Tecnico Operativo per la Guerra Elettronica*.
Naval analysts concentrated on the role of carrier-based naval aviation, including the novel basing of attack helicopters on ships. The simultaneous attention devoted to the predicament of the newly carrier- and Harrier-less Royal Navy suggests these conclusions were closely connected to broader concerns about the role of naval aviation, particularly considering that the “Italian Navy is without equal in Europe in LHD procurement, intending to acquire up to 3 new 20,000-ton helicopter carriers.” In all likelihood, the ongoing debate over the ITAF commitment to procuring the F-35B short take-off and vertical landing (STOVL) wing also contributed to shape the conclusion. At an early stage the official navy magazine proclaimed, and repeated later, that the crisis had confirmed the need for carriers, variously arguing that proximity to the target area allowed shorter transit times, that this translated into lower costs, and that it made it impossible for reporters to determine the level of activity by monitoring aircraft movements from airports. In fact, with some exaggeration in October, the navy proclaimed its single Harrier squadron, the Gruppo Aerei Imbarcati, to be “the only national multirole tactical aviation component, perfectly integrated with the world’s most advanced Air Forces.”

**Broader Considerations**

As might be expected in the contemporary 24/7 news cycle, the refusal to shape the discourse in an attempt to muzzle political debate actually backfired. Maintaining a low profile and political ambiguity helped hide Italy’s qualitative and quantitative role throughout the crisis, which was largely unreported or underestimated in the first wave of English-language narratives about the Libya intervention. It also allowed President Obama to include Denmark, but not Italy, among the countries whose role he acknowledged in his remarks at the United Nations on September 20, 2011. Although Italian opinion is divided as to whether the slight was intentional, it is clear that the pain was only in part mitigated the next month when Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta told a

---


147 Tani, “La crisi,” p. 32; Tani, “Valutazioni,” p. 32; these conclusions are endorsed by the Navy staff in ITN email, cit., which adds the reduced need for tanker aircraft and safe take-off and landing outside enemy range. Tani does not appear to take into account the cost of the ship, the cost of the required escort group, the number of aircraft actually carried, and the time necessary for ships to reach their operating area. With regard to the latter, Libya is probably the closest imaginable area from the Italian Navy’s homeport in Taranto.
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150 The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “Remarks by President Obama at High-Level Meeting on Libya,” Washington, D.C., September 20, 2011.
media conference at the Italian embassy in Washington: “In Libya, frankly, if it were not for the Italians, we really don’t feel that we could have completed this mission.”

Internally, the overall lack of visibility and recognition also had a negative impact on the Italian military’s ability to maintain funding levels, force levels, and structure. The cuts to planned F-35 procurement levels were certainly fueled by reduced budgets and program delays. But the nonrecognition of the kinetic role played by the ITAF and Navy air assets helped make the cuts easier.

In many ways, this situation was hardly surprising. The ITAF had chafed under the restrictions imposed by La Russa, who centralized all external communication under his direct control and likely originated the restriction on even ordinary news releases from April onward. “There is turmoil, activity is heavy under whatever point of view and clashes with the business as usual atmosphere felt everywhere,” said Gen. s.a. Marani, head of COMLOG, three months into the campaign. “Although our fighters and those of the coalition are carrying out continuous real sorties over Libyan territory, there is minimal perception of the seriousness of the situation, and not only among ordinary people.”

When the Berlusconi government resigned in November 2011, La Russa did not include Libya (or, for that reason, any other real operation) among his proudest ministerial achievements, which he listed as the military-familiarization program for youths, the celebrations for the 150th anniversary of Italian unification, and the use of soldiers for police patrols.

To some extent, the Italian government appears to view closer European defense integration as a way of compensating for an overall reduction in its defense spending. In fact, Di Paola held out the possibility of Italy helping drive this initiative when, in February 2012, he announced a further round of major defense cuts. Even without this budgetary pressure, the benefits of closer integration are very clear. It has been noted, not without irony, that Italy and the United Kingdom fielded two Tornado IDS variants in Desert Storm in 1991 (GR1 and PA200) and three in 2011 (GR4, IT-MLU, and IT-ECR) “despite having taken part in exactly the same operational situation since 1991.” Had Germany participated, it would have added its own variants. Still, it remains to be seen whether the “vincolo esterno” (external constraint) strategy, which often has succeeded in coercing Italian politicians into action, will work in this case. Also, the prospects and time frame for meaningful progress remain
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uncertain. In 1997–1998 Gen. s.a. Arpino, then Chief of Air Staff, addressed the issue in public on at least two occasions, concluding that specializing European air forces through “areas of excellence in which to develop autonomously, in a way coherent and complementary with the policies of other nations” would require the “political consolidation of the European Union which is still a long way away.” Political unity appeared to Arpino as a precondition for a nation to renounce “essential components of its Air Force [and] accept to remain in certain respects completely subordinate to the contribution and willingness of others.” Arpino described “air defense” as closely approximating “national sovereignty,” hence not renounceable. In July 2011, his successor Bernardis noted no European armed forces were still in sight and saw “greater compatibility with allies” as a more realistic goal in a 20-year time frame.

While it is generally accepted that coalition warfare will remain the prevalent model for the foreseeable future, some critical thinking about its implications clearly is required. At one level, if the need to avoid political backlash in coalition countries and defend their legitimacy in the eyes of the population by minimizing collateral damage is expected to become a standard feature in future interventions, it follows that Italy and the rest of NATO will have to address present shortfalls in Alliance intelligence and targeting capabilities. This would include adopting a NATO Collateral Damage Estimate (CDE) methodology and a permanent NATO Targeting Center from which to draw to establish the dedicated Targeting Directorate of future Joint Task Forces. At another, widespread concern remains that the divided political agendas damaged both the image and substance of NATO and the EU. NATO can be expected to continue to provide the necessary common operational doctrine, training, and language (both literally and metaphorically), but it cannot be expected to act as a collective “lead nation.” The EU also appears ill suited for the task, particularly until the various components of political action are viewed severally (rather than synergistically) and domestically (rather than federally, for want of a better word). This was very much in evidence during the Libyan campaign, when the Franco-Anglo-American-driven coalition leaned heavily on Italy to increase its already sizable contribution and, simultaneously, the EU withdrew from the immigration crisis. In fact, it fueled Italian resentment by simultaneously demanding high standards of treatment and refusing to accept individual refugees, with France actually expelling into Italy those crossing its borders. This threatened to destabilize an important ally, with potentially disastrous immediate consequences on operations.


157 Bernardis interview, p. 704.

Implications for Airpower in General

More than 90 years have passed since Giulio Douhet first publicly formulated his ideas about airpower, but it still is customary to analyze conflicts in relation to his prediction that future wars would be won through “command of the air.” Thus Douhet famously has been proclaimed “alive and well in the Gulf,” but largely wrong in Libya.159 In fact, sweeping differences in technology, politics, and social structures, together with the deep misunderstanding of the scope and goals that Douhet set for his writings, have made both readings irrelevant.160 It should suffice that the strict targeting guidelines, the severely limited assets, and effective lack of unity of command (or, perhaps more accurately, of singleness of purpose) that prevailed throughout OUP all were in such direct contradiction with basic Douhetian tenets as to make a reading through this perspective meaningless.

The British observation that “the number of self-imposed constraints gave the initiative to the forces and events on the ground rather than to an aggressive air strategy” and turned OUP into “effectively comprising the air wing of the National Transition Council (NTC) land component”161 points to the fact that proper assessment of the effectiveness of airpower in the campaign needs to examine the level of preliminary analysis carried out,162 the assessment of the opponent (not merely in terms of military hardware),163 the assets and financial resources available for the campaign, the political conditions and constraints, and so on. One Italian observer has gone as far as saying that “for once, arms have surprised and made up, at least in the short term, for what lacked in political vision.”164

Insofar as this is true, it begs the question of the degree to which proponents of the intervention thought it through in terms of strategy and outcome. Among Italian analysts, little doubt exists that the prevalent conclusion is deep skepticism about these issues, regardless of their political or military background. This consensus arises partly from practical considerations, such as the disappearance of a huge number of Libyan surface-to-air missiles, and the contrast between the “responsibility to protect”
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161 Wing Commander R. A. C. Wells, “One swallow maketh not a summer. What success in Libya means for NATO,” JAPCC Journal, No. 15, Spring/Summer 2012, p. 70. If this observation is true, it follows that airpower did not achieve the end state alone but rather that the coalition outsourced land operations to the NTC.

162 B. Bombeau mentions “tens of days of planning” in order to “propose all possibilities of intervention” to the French Joint Chief of Staff (p. 76).

163 B.-H. Lévy apparently promised Sarkozy that the war would have lasted only three days because “the Qadafi army consists of 300 ill-equipped losers.” “Scènes de la vie dans la Libye libre,” in Le Point, March 10, 2011, quoted in P. Sensini, p. 86.

invoked in February and March 2011 and the bloody post-conflict anarchy. Perhaps more importantly, it reflects a nearly universal Italian reading of the motivation and prospective outcome (versus Libya, domestic issues, other coalition partners). Gani best summarized the former view, saying: “It is evident that the cavalier and aggressive penetration in Libya aims to replace the Italians in terms of influence, trading position and energy and construction projects.”165 Tani cynically described the latter as replacing the “consolidated kleptocracy of the Qaddafi family with a new pervasive kleptocracy” and “a stable lay autocracy with an Islamic-flavored chaos whose outlines cannot be mapped yet.”166 Even the official SMD magazine concluded its analysis of the post-Qaddafi prospects with an eloquent “Inshallah” (“God willing”).167 The Italian operational success, in other words, is not considered to have contributed to the overarching goal of stabilizing NATO and the Mediterranean; in fact, quite the contrary.168 If it were proved that the governments substituted action for analysis, the implication of the Libyan campaign would be that airpower is shaped by history (and, therefore, politics) rather than the contrary.169

165 G. Gaiani, p. 20.
166 Tani, “Valutazioni,” p. 25. Several Italian analysts have commented that under Qaddafi Libya had the highest per capita income in Africa and provided aid to other African countries.
168 As other chapters in this volume indicate, this “glass half empty” perspective notably contrasts with post-conflict assessments of the interventions effects that appear dominant in a number of the other participating countries.
169 This concept is elaborated upon in Gregory Alegi, “L’influenza della storia sul Potere Aereo,” Rivista Aeronautica, No. 5, 2009, pp. 168–175.
CHAPTER NINE
The Canadian Experience: Operation Mobile

Richard O. Mayne

Introduction

It was a heroes’ welcome. The roar of a CP-140 Aurora long-range patrol aircraft, followed by CF-188 tactical fighters, a CC-150 Polaris tanker, and other key aircraft flying in formation over the Canadian Parliament on November 24, 2011, marked the last act in Canada’s successful involvement in the NATO mission Operation Unified Protector. This fly-past, as well as a special event on Parliament Hill dedicated to the Canadian Forces personnel involved in the mission, was recognition for a job well done. The government wanted Canada to play a significant and leading role in Libya through Operation Mobile (the Canadian designation for the mission to protect civilians from Muammar Qaddafi’s regime), and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) helped deliver those effects. One of the RCAF’s key mandates is to provide Canada and NATO with relevant, responsive, and effective airpower, yet it is not always easy for it to do so. Smaller NATO nations such as Canada do not have the same resources as their larger allies, and often have to struggle to find the right balance of equipment, training, personnel, and doctrine that will allow them to provide the readiness, agility, flexibility, and versatility required to respond to unforeseen situations.

The RCAF has recently developed a new capability centered on an independent Air Expeditionary Wing (AEW). Supported by new air expeditionary doctrine, this wing is designed to provide a mechanism for rapidly deploying Canadian airpower and delivering strategic effects around the world without causing major disruptions to the air force’s existing capabilities. Although the AEW did not become operational until 2013, Libya nevertheless served as a test of the concept. A number of accounts suggest that this concept served Op Mobile well in Libya, as one NATO official argued that


Canada had clearly “punched beyond its weight” during the conflict in terms of both the leadership and capabilities it provided. Former U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates expressed a similar sentiment, and it is understandable why Canada received these types of accolades.⁴ Not only did a Canadian (Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard) command the NATO mission, but when compared to its overall size, the Canadian Forces (CF) made a significant contribution by rapidly deploying seven CF-188 fighters, two CC-150 Polaris tankers, two CC-177 and two CC-130 transports, two CP-140 Aurora long-range patrol aircraft, and a CH-124 Sea King helicopter as well as a Royal Canadian Navy frigate.⁵ Yet some scholars and pundits claim that upon closer examination, their nation’s military, humanitarian and diplomatic efforts were “flying under the radar” of international opinion, which suggested that Canada overestimated its role in the conflict.⁶ As a result, the aim of this chapter is to determine whether and how Canadian expeditionary airpower allowed the government to achieve its foreign policy aims in Libya through the delivery of fast, effective, agile, and flexible strategic effects. Put another way, did Canada truly “punch above its weight” during Op Mobile, and what lessons, if any, did the RCAF learn from the mission?

Beyond Rhetoric, Taking Action

The Canadian government was quick to condemn the Qaddafi regime’s violent crackdown on the protests that erupted within Libya in early 2011. Minister of Foreign Affairs Lawrence Cannon in mid-February made it clear in statements that Canada was deeply concerned with the events unfolding in Libya, emphasizing that Qaddafi had to “respect the rights and freedoms of [his] people and engage in peaceful dialogue of their legitimate concerns.” While Canada observed that it was watching the situation closely and made strongly worded appeals to the Libyan government to stop the use of violence against its own people, its first priority was placed on the safety of Canadian nationals. Working closely with “like-minded countries,” the Department

---


⁵ Canadian military aircraft carry three-digit designations that are sometimes but not always based on corresponding U.S. designations. Thus the Boeing F/A-18 Hornet became the CF-188 (commonly referred to informally as the CF18 Hornet), the CC-177 is the Boeing C-17 Globemaster, and Canadian Lockheed C-130 Hercules are designated CC-130. The CP-140 Aurora is a derivative of the Lockheed P-3C Orion, and the recently acquired CC-150 Polaris is an Airbus A330-based tanker.

of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) looked at various means to secure passage out of Libya for the 331 registered Canadians living there.\(^7\)

It did not take long before concerns emerged about DFAIT’s efforts; so much so, in fact, that members of the Official Opposition in parliament as well as the press were quick to jump on claims that the initial evacuation was a confused affair.\(^8\) The RCAF was in a good position to help. On February 25, a CC-177 from 429 Transport Squadron en route to Kandahar, Afghanistan, was redirected to Rome and then Malta in anticipation of supporting the evacuation from Tripoli. Canadian Expeditionary Force Command (CEFCOM), which was the organization responsible for CF operations outside of North America, authorized the mission on the following day, marking the beginning of Operation Mobile.\(^9\)

The RCAF moved quickly to provide the necessary support for what was described as a DFAIT-led, whole-of-government, multinational effort to evacuate Canadian dip-

---


dipomatic staff, citizens, and foreign nationals from Libya. Other RCAF assets that would join Joint Task Force (JTF) Malta, the name given to the forces allocated to this phase of Op Mobile, included a second CC-177 (which, like the first, was retasked from Afghanistan) and two CC-130J Hercules aircraft from 8 Wing in Trenton, Ontario, along with the CF’s Operational Liaison and Reconnaissance Team (OLRT), a maintenance team, medical staff, military police, and an air component C2 team. Preparations at Trenton were completed within 24 hours, and once in-theater they joined a military assistance team of CF members already serving in the area on other assignments. Based in Valletta, this military assistance team, which became the JTF Malta HQ, established links with regional allies as well as personnel from other Canadian departments and partners. The entire contingent integrated quickly with DFAIT’s diplomatic staff and multinational agencies, resulting in the safe evacuation from Libya of 4,431 people from 24 nations. Of this total, the 80 CF personnel of JTF Malta were responsible for evacuating 191 individuals (61 Canadian and 130 foreign nationals) from 23 countries by the time of its last flight on March 8.

Having reached its full operating capacity two days after deploying, the RCAF flew six evacuation missions (two by CC-177 and four by CC-130J) over an 11-day period. It was not an easy mission: The presence of Canadians across the vast country and Libyan authorities’ occasional refusals to grant landing rights both added to its complexity. Nevertheless, for Major General Yvan Blondin, then serving as the commander of 1 Canadian Air Division in Winnipeg, Manitoba, the RCAF’s contribution to JTF Malta “highlighted the agility and responsiveness of airpower and the professionalism of our airmen and air women.” Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper agreed. He said the RCAF’s transport aircraft had given the government a “flexible capability” to respond to the growing crisis. The Chief of the Defence Staff, Lieutenant-General Walt Natynczyk, indicated that it also displayed Canada’s “ability and willingness to help those in need.” Yet officials had little time to enjoy the evacuation’s success, as the Canadian government already was considering the appropriate politi-

The government took great pride in its reaction to the crisis. Its support for U.N. Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1970—which challenged Qaddafi’s violence against his own people through an arms embargo, travel ban, asset freeze, and the establishment of new sanctions—was firm and unequivocal. After suspending Canada’s diplomatic presence in Libya and evacuating the ambassador and his staff on February 26, both the prime minister and the Foreign Affairs minister emphasized that the nation “supports the demands of the Libyan people for freedom, democracy, human rights and the rule of law.” In fact, the Conservative government went beyond UNSCR 1970 by imposing additional asset freezes as well as a prohibition on financial transactions with the Libyan government and its central bank. By doing so, the gov-

15 Office of the Prime Minister of Canada, “Statement by the Prime Minister of Canada on the Current Situation in Libya,” February 25, 2011


government emphasized it was trying to further prevent the Qaddafi regime from gaining access to money that could be used to perpetrate additional acts of violence against its people. It also was designed to show that Canada’s support to the Libyan people was not mere rhetoric; the Harper government later observed that Canada was among the first nations to impose heavy sanctions on the Qaddafi regime. The decision to deploy the frigate HMCS Charlottetown to the region on March 1 achieved a similar effect, as did a government pledge of $5 million in humanitarian aid to the Libyan people for medical care, food, and shelter. But exactly how Canada was going to help Libya achieve a free and more democratic society was less clear.

**Ready to Act, but Awaiting Consensus**

Foreign Affairs Minister Cannon made initial comments that Qaddafi should be brought before the International Criminal Court to answer for his attacks on his own people, while Government House leader John Baird called for regime change in Libya. But those declarations soon were muted by the reality that the international community was far from united on what next to do. While some nations, notably Great Britain and France, were hankering for a no-fly zone over Libya, others, such as the United States, were advising caution. For Canada, this uncertainty meant the government had to mark time. Observing that the talk of a no-fly zone “had abated somewhat,” Minister of National Defence Peter MacKay cautiously warned that, while all NATO nations were participating in discussions, no decision had been made. The lack of consensus within NATO ensured that the Canadian government’s messaging remained the same for the next two weeks, explaining why MacKay later told the press that “Canada is standing with our allies to monitor the current situation in North Africa and will keep working with our allies as the situation continues to develop.” Various members of the government already had hinted that Canada wanted to act

---

18 Office of the Prime Minister of Canada, “Statement by the Prime Minister of Canada on Implementing Sanctions Against Libya.”


23 “MND Peter Mackay Discusses Situation in Libya,” interview by Evan Solomon, *CBC Power and Politics*, March 1, 2011.

24 “Obama Continues to Caution for Libya No-Fly Zone.”
more forcefully, but as a NATO partner, it was clear that Canadian intervention was tied to what the Alliance was willing to do.

Comments in the Canadian parliament indicated that the government was hoping the popular uprising in Libya would follow a path similar to those in Tunisia and Egypt, where the ruling elite eventually bowed to the popular will, negating the need for foreign intervention.\(^\text{25}\) Other Alliance members undoubtedly felt the same way, but with the once-confident Libyan rebels on the run, and Qaddafi vowing to crush his opposition, it was obvious events were not transpiring in a similar manner. Worse yet, as the regime’s forces closed to within 130 kilometers of the rebels’ bastion in Benghazi, Qaddafi’s promises of a bloodbath were backed with action. Faced with this unpleasant prospect, President Barack Obama’s administration came out in support of a no-fly zone over Libya.\(^\text{26}\) As a result, on March 17, UNSCR 1973—to protect civilians as well as impose a no-fly zone and strengthen the arms embargo on Libya—was passed with ten nations in favor and five abstentions.\(^\text{27}\)

Speculation began about the type of military commitment that Canada would make to Libya. Some journalists wondered whether Canada could participate in a substantial combat role, given its heavy involvement in Afghanistan. Others expected a deployment that was similar to Kosovo, where, it was observed, the RCAF shoudered “a disproportionate share of the mission’s burden . . . to help stop Serbian ethnic cleansing.”\(^\text{28}\) It did not take long before they had their answer. After announcing that CF-188 fighters and other RCAF assets would be joining the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) frigate that was already on-station off the coast of Libya, Prime Minister Harper then framed the reasons for Canadian intervention in Libya. After explaining that the situation “remains intolerable,” he said urgent action was required to support the U.N. resolution because “the Libyan people have shown by their sacrifices that they believe in [democracy]. Assisting them is a moral obligation upon those of us who profess this great ideal . . . One either believes in freedom or one just says one believes in freedom.”\(^\text{29}\) In addition to the moral imperative to act, the Prime Minister also framed Canada’s decision to intervene on the grounds of it being an active member of both the U.N. and NATO. As an international steward and Alliance partner, Canada had

\(^{25}\) House of Commons Debates, Hansard, March 21, 2011.

\(^{26}\) “UN OKs Action Against Ghadafi,” Waterloo Region Record, March 18, 2011; “US Changes Diplomatic Tune,” Vancouver Sun, March 17, 2011.

\(^{27}\) UN Security Council Resolution 1973 (2011), March 17, 2011. The five abstentions were Brazil, China, Germany, India, and the Russian Federation.


not only worked hard to gain support for UNSCR 1973, but also had engaged “like-minded states to ensure that it could be enforced.”

Defence Minister MacKay was even more direct. Rising in the Canadian parliament on March 21 to explain the government’s position on Libya, MacKay announced that Canada was in a strong position to play an active role in protecting the lives of Libyan civilians and enforcing both the Security Council’s mandated no-fly zone and the arms embargo. He reminded his fellow parliamentarians that the deployment of the RCAF to this particular mission was not without precedent. In 1999, Canada’s CF-188s were involved in the NATO mission in Kosovo (Operation Allied Force), where they flew 678 sorties and logged more than 2,600 flying hours from March to June while carrying out 10 percent of NATO’s strike missions. As in that situation, MacKay reiterated, the Prime Minister’s message that Canada was “compelled to intervene, both in a moral duty and by duty of NATO and the United Nations, which, as members would know, are institutions that we helped found. In this situation, deploying the Canadian Forces is the right thing to do, and I expect that Canadians and members of the House clearly recognize that fact.”

In reality, the outcome of the vote in the House of Commons was never in doubt. Having used the weekend to work the phones with the leaders of the opposition parties, Harper’s actions meant Parliament’s support for Canadian intervention was unanimous. As a result, all parties agreed with a mission that one opposition member described as “a perfectly legitimate operation since it is being carried out as a multilateral effort and its purpose is to protect civilian populations.” Concerns remained, however. During the debate on the motion, the opposition asked some tough questions, such as how long the mission would last and whether the government had an exit strategy in case it dragged on. Some wondered if any metrics existed to determine when the mission could be considered a success, while yet others feared that the government was rushing into a war without knowing if its true purpose was to protect civilians or create the conditions for regime change in Libya. Fears that a commitment to Libya eventually would lead to the employment of Canadian ground troops caused further anxiety to some opposition members, who, in looking at Canada’s ten-year involvement in Afghanistan with a bit of trepidation, worried that their country might be entangled in a prolonged engagement. Although Canada was making an important contribution to the war in Afghanistan, the length of that commitment led to some heated and bitter debates in the House of Commons. As a result, the opposition insisted that Parliament maintain a strong oversight role on Canada’s intervention in Libya as well as calling


for an approach that was both military and diplomatic in nature. Harper agreed with many of these points. Although he was in a minority government situation—meaning that the Conservatives’ motions easily could be defeated through the cooperation of all opposition parties—the prime minister long had argued that any Canadian military intervention should be brought before Parliament for its blessing. He was further willing to put a three-month limit on the mission, at which time Parliament would have to approve any extension.

### An Opportunity to Lead

There were, of course, other reasons for the government’s decision to intervene. Ever since his Conservative government was first elected in 2006, Harper set upon an active foreign policy that one pundit described as “muscular pragmatism.” Replacing the Liberal Party’s “Pearsonian” diplomacy, which depicted Canada as an “honest broker” that relied on soft power to help defuse international situations and conflicts, Harper’s foreign policy took more definitive positions. For instance, while the previous Liberal governments had taken a neutral approach to the question of Palestinian statehood, the Conservatives left no doubt they were willing to support Israel. Critics have observed that this new approach cost Canada. Some cited Portugal’s selection over Canada to obtain a seat on the U.N. Security Council in October 2010—upsetting Canada’s record of winning a seat on the Council at least once per decade since 1945—as evidence that Canada had lost influence on the international scene.

For proponents, however, the mission in Libya, in conjunction with its role in Afghanistan, offered another chance to show how Canada was “a potent force for good.” According to this view, Canada’s quick reaction and willingness to provide military and diplomatic support not only added credibility to “the mission but to Canada itself.” With tongue in cheek, it was further observed that, despite gaining the Security Council seat, Portugal was not sending any forces to enforce the no-fly zone. That led to claims that Canada’s actions were speaking louder than words. In many ways,
therefore, the Canadian decision to get involved in Libya served as a test of the government’s larger foreign policy objectives.\(^3\)

The Libyan mission also tested another Canadian-inspired U.N. concept, “the responsibility to protect” (R2P). Born from the international community’s inability to stop the slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Tutsis during the 1994 Rwandan genocide, as well as its late and somewhat limited success in Kosovo five years later, the R2P doctrine is based on a set of principles designed to protect civilian populations from acts of genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.\(^3\)

Simply put, this doctrine, which the U.N. unanimously adopted in 2005, claims that sovereignty is a responsibility and not a right, meaning that the international community has a “moral obligation” to intervene when nations turn their guns on their fellow citizens. Although many Canadian commentators argued that Qaddafi’s actions against his people fit the doctrine perfectly, others found it odd that Western nations were paying so little attention to the R2P doctrine when framing their intervention in Libya. Stranger still was the fact that even the Canadian government was not using the doctrine to explain the role it was planning to play, particularly since the Libyan mission appeared as an ideal situation that finally could give the doctrine some teeth.\(^3\)

Explaining why the government did not place much emphasis on R2P is not easy. After all, Canada played a key role in the doctrine’s creation and as one newspaper noted, “It is only about stopping the strong from slaughtering the weak. What could be more Canadian?”\(^3\)

Politics was one possible reason. Through a vote of no confidence, the opposition parties defeated the government over a domestic issue, resulting in an election campaign that began on March 26. Yet neither the government nor the opposition made R2P (or even the mission in Libya) a campaign issue. In all likelihood, the opposition avoided the topic because it portrayed the prime minister as a statesman who was taking a leading role along other NATO allies. As international affairs expert Aurel Braun observed, “It is difficult to attack the prime minister on something most Canadians support... there is a wide consensus across the political spectrum that Canada is doing something just.”\(^3\)

As for the government, it appears there was no desire to use the mission to score political points.\(^3\) No matter the reason, however,

---

\(^3\) For an appreciation of Canada’s current foreign policy, see Paul Heinbecker, *Getting Back in the Game: A Foreign Policy Playbook for Canada*, Toronto: Dundurn Press, 2011.


\(^3\) Interview with Peter MacKay by Craig Oliver, *CTV Question Period*, March 20, 2011; Stephen Bede Scharper, “Libyan Intervention: A Just War or Just a War,” *Toronto Star*, March 28, 2011; Campbell Clark, “Crisis in Libya:
Canada’s involvement in both the development of the R2P doctrine and the intervention in Libya essentially was portrayed the same way. The intervention was framed on Canada’s belief in a “moral imperative” to protect civilians as well as its desire to play a key role as a global steward through the U.N. and a reliable and active member of the NATO alliance.\(^{42}\)

**Adaptability and Impact**

The RCAF responded rapidly to the government’s order to deploy. Less than a day after the passage of UNSCR 1973, seven CF-188 fighters and two CC-150T tanker aircraft were on their way to join Operation Odyssey Dawn (the name given to the U.S.-led coalition to enforce the no-fly zone and arms embargo).\(^{43}\) They arrived in Italy on March 19 and were in combat a little less than 48 hours later. Consequently, the Defence Minister was able to tell the House of Commons: “We are fortunate to have an air force with capabilities . . . that takes mere hours to deploy six [sic] highly-sophisticated fighter aircraft and necessary support to depart for a theatre of operations nearly 7,000 kilometres away.”\(^{44}\) The RCAF had demonstrated its agility and readiness, but preparing for the mission was not easy, since prior to March 17 no one had been certain exactly what, if any, military action would be taken in Libya.

The RCAF had done what it could in the meantime. With the situation in Libya obviously spiraling out of control, a staff check was conducted to assess readiness and determine what types of roles and aircraft the RCAF could send to Libya if called upon by the government to do so. The fact that the RCAF was about to deploy a combat-ready contingent of CF-188s (along with 140 support personnel) as part of Canada’s commitment to NATO’s Icelandic air policing program offered a unique opportunity. Although the battle order would require some modification from air policing to combat operations, Operation Ignition (the code name for the Iceland deployment) meant that the RCAF had a contingent of CF-188s that already was prepared at the NATO quick-reaction alert standard. This, it has been estimated, allowed the RCAF to respond 24 to 48 hours faster than it otherwise would have. Moreover, in a further display of its agility and readiness, the RCAF was able to send CF-188s to both com-


mitments, as the aircraft redeployed to Mobile were replaced by others that arrived in Iceland later in the month.\footnote{RCAF officer email to the author, June 28, 2012; “Operation Ignition,” \textit{Crew Brief}, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 8–9; news conference transcript with Peter MacKay and Assistant Chief of the Air Staff Major General Tom Larson, Ottawa, March 21, 2011.}

Six CF-188s (plus one spare) is the RCAF standard deployment package, as it permits a four-aircraft sortie (or a minimum of four sorties per day) mission set, while the “spare” serves as a backup that covers the detachment’s maintenance requirements and improves its serviceability rate. On the other hand, the RCAF originally sent both of its Airbus CC-150 Polaris refueling aircraft because it allowed all seven CF-188s to cross the Atlantic at the same time, meaning that the entire detachment reached the theater of operations quicker and as a composite unit. It is interesting to note that the original intent was to return one CC-150 to Canada after the initial deployment. However, that plan was quickly altered once it was realized that the mission faced a shortage of tankers. The fact that aerial refueling would prove one of the most sought-after commodities of the campaign also explains why the RCAF deployed two CC-130T Hercules tankers to replace one of the CC-150s that had returned to Canada for scheduled maintenance in May.

Arriving in Sicily on March 25—their warning order to move being issued on March 18 and their first mission being flown ten days later—the two deployed CP-140
Auroras also were much in demand due to their modernized sensors suite, making them another invaluable asset. However, while the Alliance faced a shortage of ISR and MPA throughout the mission, the RCAF would not have found it easy to send more due to the ongoing concurrent modernization of the aircraft, which already was stretching the fleet’s operational capacity. As a result, it was determined that two aircraft would give the CP-140s a 100 percent availability rate without pushing this capability beyond its limits.46

Aircraft were not the only RCAF assets deployed. On the same day that the CF-188s and CC-150s were landing in Sicily, the leading element of Task Force Libeccio’s headquarters arrived at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, to start the process of coordinating the RCAF’s involvement in Operation Odyssey Dawn. Named after the strong southwesterly wind that blows all year in the Mediterranean, Task Force Libeccio (TFL), which initially comprised the CF-188 and CC-150 detachment at Trapani and the CP-140 detachment at Sigonella, was one of three original Canadian task forces assigned to the mission. TFL, for instance, was the national command and support element that led, directed, and managed the RCAF’s assets. It also was home to the commander of TFL and Air Component Commander Colonel Alain Pelletier, who exercised operational control over all Canadian air assets and was entrusted with ensuring they acted in accordance with national objectives and goals. Task Force Charlottetown (TF CHA), on the other hand, consisted of the frigate HMCS Charlottetown, as well as an RCAF CH-124 Sea King helicopter that was embarked onboard. Its primary function was to enforce the arms embargo on Libya, which it had been doing since it was officially “CHOPed” to CEFCOM and Standing NATO Maritime Group 1 on March 14.47 The final unit was Task Forces Naples (TFN). Having emerged while JTF Malta was wrapping up, TFN originally consisted of the liaison and reconnaissance team that deployed to NATO Joint Forces Command HQ. As the Minister of National Defence announced on March 22, TFN also performed the function of a National Coordination Centre and Support Contingent (NCCSC), and as such was responsible for all support and administrative issues related to the mission.48

While the RCAF was quick to get into the air on operations, it did take time to settle into its new homes in Italy. Much of this delay was the product of deploying so quickly. This meant that the Mission Support Flight, an expeditionary unit designed to provide air operations and bases with essential infrastructure and services, could
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46 RCAF officer email to the author, June 28, 2012.


not arrive in theater until days after air operations had already commenced—a price of achieving rapid tactical and operational effect with very little warning time. It also faced a daunting challenge because much of the infrastructure to support wartime operations was not present at most locations.\textsuperscript{49} Over time, both the Mobile Strikers Force (MSF) and engineers built up the Canadian footprint at these locations, and the RCAF was quite fortunate to get the bases it did. Despite restricted ramp space, which resulted in the need to locate the CP-140s at Sigonella, the base at Trapani was one of the closest to Libya, which cut down considerably on flight times. Although the RCAF would have preferred to have all its air assets at one location for command and logistical reasons, Sigonella also was close to the action and had the benefit of being familiar to CP-140 personnel (who had previous experience operating from this long-range patrol base).\textsuperscript{50}

Issues at the bases did not appear to have any significant effect on RCAF operations during the ten days in which they served under \textit{Odyssey Dawn}. It was a busy period. The distance they had to travel from Canada to Italy meant the RCAF was not part of the initial assault on Libya. Under the command of U.S. Africa Command, American and British forces pounded air defense, communication, and command locations with approximately 110 Tomahawk cruise missiles. This paved the way for coalition aircraft, which turned their attention to cutting off the regime forces’ logistical support. They also stopped the regime’s assault on Benghazi with French aircraft leading the way, and stalled the advances on Ajdabiya and Misrata.\textsuperscript{51} The RCAF first joined these efforts on March 21, when four CF-188s, refueled by the two CC-150s, conducted escort and air interdiction patrols off Libya’s coastline. It was an important moment for the Canadian government, as Defence Minister MacKay saw tremendous significance in an inaugural mission that “demonstrates our government’s intent and Canada’s ability and willingness to play an active role in Libya.”\textsuperscript{52} The RCAF’s second mission was equally symbolic. Canadian officials were determined to maintain a policy of zero civilian casualties, and a decision by the CF-188 pilots not to release their weap-


\textsuperscript{52} News conference transcript with Peter MacKay and Assistant Chief of the Air Staff Major General Tom Larson, Ottawa, March 21, 2011.
ons on a targeted Libyan airfield because of fears of collateral damage immediately underscored that the RCAF was taking this responsibility quite seriously.53

The RCAF was next in action over Misrata, where CF-188s destroyed an ammunition depot with four laser-guided bombs as part of the coalition’s attempt to push regime forces’ back from that besieged city.54 CF-188 targets and operations over the rest of the week ranged from air interdiction patrols over Libya to attacks on other ammunition dumps, reinforced bunkers, and reportedly an electronic-warfare site. The RCAF’s contribution to Odyssey Dawn also was spread over a wide expanse of the country, covering an area from just outside of Tripoli to Brega and as far south as the Jufrah Airfield. From the available evidence, it appears the RCAF’s greatest concentration of strikes was in the Misrata region, as the area between this city and the strategic crossroads at Ajdabiya reported some of the regime forces’ worst cases of violence in Libya.55 The CC-150s, which operated over the Mediterranean, also were extremely active during their involvement with Odyssey Dawn as they refueled RCAF and coalition aircraft alike. Having accomplished the type’s first transoceanic refueling mission to get the CF-188 into theater, the CC-150s quickly were certified on a variety of different receiver aircraft from various nations, and from then onward, they were one of the preferred refueling platforms within the coalition.56 The CP-140s, on the other hand, only had the chance to fly 20 hours during Odyssey Dawn in which they performed maritime reconnaissance and limited psychological warfare ops (using radio transmissions) as well as ISR flights before the mission was turned over to NATO.57

Although it took some time for NATO to sort out a suitable C2 arrangement, the transition from the U.S.-led Operation Odyssey Dawn to Unified Protector on March 31 did not significantly impact the RCAF. Perhaps the most notable change was the relocation of the TFL HQ. Having already moved once from the U.S. CAOC to the NATO HQ building in Ramstein on April 1—which was done to allow better communications with CEFCOM and the air detachments at Trapani and Sigonella—the

---


TFL HQ again was uprooted to Poggio Renatico six days later.58 This move made perfect sense, as NATO’s CAOC 5—the Alliance’s C2 center responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating all air activities over Libya—was a key operational nerve center. In the end, the Canadian Air Component HQ’s quick deployment and attainment of full operational capability as well as its integration into the NATO CAOC went extremely well—so well, in fact, that one senior Canadian officer observed that it “demonstrated the ability of the RCAF to quickly and seamlessly integrate into a multi-national coalition command structure, enabling near immediate employment of RCAF aircraft in the conduct and support of combat operations.”59

The transition from Odyssey Dawn was even more significant for Canada because a Canadian commanded Unified Protector. Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard was considered a good choice to head the NATO mission; Canada’s Minister of National Defence described him as a “formidable leader, with tremendous character and ability.”60 Having served as the deputy commander of Allied Joint Force Command in Naples since 2009, Bouchard was familiar with the area and had much experience in NATO and coalition environments. As a result, the transition from U.S. Admiral Samuel J. Locklear (who was the commander, Allied Joint Force Command Naples, and responsible for Odyssey Dawn) to Lieutenant-General Bouchard represented a natural progression. Moreover, Lieutenant-General Bouchard immediately put his NATO experience to good use. When summoned to Admiral Locklear’s command ship (the USS Mount Whitney) and effectively given seven days to establish a Combined Joint Task Force HQ within the constraints of JFC Naples, Bouchard was able to quickly pick much of OUP’s leadership team from the officers who had previously helped him prepare the NATO Reaction Force.61

Perhaps the greatest challenge Lieutenant-General Bouchard and the forces under his command faced during Unified Protector was operating in a highly dynamic environment where it often was difficult to identify belligerents.62 Yet thanks to extensive upgrades in 2005, as well as the addition of the Sniper Advanced Targeting Pod (ATP) and laser designators, the RCAF’s CF-188s were in a good position to play an important role in fulfilling the Canadian Forces’ mandate to “integrate into the NATO C2 structure under NATO OUP to enforce UNSCRs 1970 and 1973 . . . and protect

58 RCAF officer email to author, June 11, 2012.
59 End of Tour Report, November 7, 2011, 1630-1 (Comd TF LIB). On April 12, the Canadian flag was raised in Poggio Renatico, and it officially became home to the Air Component Commander and TFL Command.
61 Telephone conversation with RCAF officer, July 4, 2012 and follow-up correspondence, November 12, 2013.
The CF-188 contribution to this mandate would consist of a mixture of dynamic and deliberate targeting as well as defensive counter-air operations. Also known as Strike Coordination and Reconnaissance (SCAR) and consisting of searches for targets of opportunity, most of the RCAF’s strike sorties (680 out of 944) during Op Mobile were dynamic in nature. Air Interdiction, or deliberate targeting, accounted for 212 sorties, while DCA was performed on four other occasions. The remaining 48 sorties were classified as deliberate-dynamic targeting (DDT); a relatively new concept developed during Mobile in which pilots were prepared for a specific mission but could be retasked while airborne.

Having flown combat missions every day for the first 40 days of the mission, the CF-188s were most active in the Misrata, Ajdabiya, Brega, Zintan, Tripoli, and Waddan areas throughout April and May. While the majority of targets were dynamic and consisted of main battle tanks and other vehicles, the RCAF did conduct a number of deliberate sorties on ammunition, vehicle, and communication facilities as well as bunkers. Much of this effort was directed at disrupting the regime forces’ lines of communication and supply, particularly around Misrata, whose civilian population was
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under heavy barrage.\textsuperscript{66} Zintan, in western Libya, also was a source of concern, since it was the focus of a large regime assault. Although the RCAF would continue to assist with curtailing the regime forces’ attacks on Misrata, as well as hitting some targets around Brega, many of the CF-188s’ missions in June were flown in support of NATO operations in the Tripoli area, with successful strikes reported on various command and vehicle facilities as well as barracks and logistical nodes.\textsuperscript{67} The operational tempo for the CF-188s continued to increase over the summer months. Peaking in July, the RCAF’s seven CF-188s were flying an average of six sorties per day, although surges to eight sorties also occurred. This tempo later was reduced to an average of four per day to keep within the allocated flying rate for the operation.\textsuperscript{68}

This active pace continued into August and did not begin to abate until mid-September, when regime forces had been confined to area between Sirte, Bani Walid, and Sebha. It was at this time that the RCAF flew its deepest strike into Libya. On September 11, the RCAF became one of the first OUP air forces to operate below the personnel recovery line when its CF-188s participated in a mission that was reported to be in the Sebha area.\textsuperscript{69} Some accounts even suggest that no other aircraft ever flew as far south as the RCAF did on that day, but the true measure of the CF-188s’ overall proficiency during this period was recognized by the fact that they often served as mission commanders for a number of multination strike packages. More importantly, however, serving in this role demonstrated their interoperability as the CF-188s easily integrated into coalition and alliance operations.\textsuperscript{70} Individual pilots also were making major achievements; among them was Major James “Buca” Kettles, who flew his 50th combat mission on October 2, 2011 to become the first RCAF pilot to do so since the Korean War.\textsuperscript{71}

Early October brought an important new capability to the CF-188s, which added to the RCAF’s flexibility and versatility as a whole. In many instances poor weather, in combination with the mission’s extremely strict rules against collateral damage, had limited the use of the RCAF’s GBU-10 and GBU-12 laser-guided bombs. By using GPS guidance systems, GBU-31 and GBU-38 Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMs) could be dropped under all conditions, and Canada began making inquiries about acquiring these weapons from American sources as early as April 2011. With help from the USAF, USN, and Boeing, Canadian officials managed to streamline a complicated

\textsuperscript{66} TF Libeccio Post Op Brief, Nov 11 [2011], file TF LIB CEFCOM and 1 CAD brief.
\textsuperscript{67} “Gaddafi Defiant as NATO Intensifies Tripoli Strikes,” \textit{Reuters}, June 7, 2011.
\textsuperscript{68} RCAF officer email to author, July 17, 2012.
\textsuperscript{69} TF Libeccio Post Op Brief, Nov 11 [2011], TF LIB CEFCOM and 1 CAD brief. Locations south of the personnel recovery line were out of range of CSAR helicopters operating from vessels in the Mediterranean.
\textsuperscript{70} TF Libeccio Post Op Brief, Nov 11 [2011], TF LIB CEFCOM and 1 CAD brief.
\textsuperscript{71} TF Libeccio Post Op Brief, Nov 11 [2011], TF LIB CEFCOM and 1 CAD brief.
and normally lengthy procurement and testing process, enabling the RCAF to receive its first JDAMs within four months. The result was that CF-188s were able to successfully deploy two GBU-31 and two GBU-38 JDAMs against the Bani Walid ammo storage area on October 1. Brigadier General Derek Joyce, who directly commanded the RCAF’s efforts in Op Mobile at this time, described that attack as an “unmitigated success.” Joyce later recalled how the introduction of JDAMs “showcased the CF’s capacity to respond rapidly to operational requirements in time of war.” Indeed, Canadian JDAMs were employed to great effect throughout the last weeks of the mission, considerably increasing the RCAF’s future flexibility. Op Mobile also allowed the CF-188 community to combat-test other capabilities. Thanks to the earlier acquisition of the Sniper Advanced Targeting Pod and laser designator, the RCAF’s CF-188s were able to drop GBU-10 2,000-lb bombs for the first time in this operation on May 7 while leading a 16-aircraft strike on a vehicle storage facility.

Air Refueling and Long-Range Patrol

The CF-188s and their pilots certainly did their part throughout Mobile, as they were responsible for more than 10 percent of NATO’s strike missions. None of these achievements for the CF-188 community would have been possible without the CC-150Ts and CC-130Ts as well as other allied refueling aircraft. The CC-150s and CC-130Ts were the true enablers, as NATO strike aircraft required refueling at least once per mission. Of the two, the CC-150s were far better suited for this role. Not only did they provide a greater degree of flexibility, but they also possessed higher speeds and greater fuel capacity as well as an ability to remain on station longer than the CC-130Ts. Indeed, the CC-130s often were pushed to their limits. Yet their deployment into theater nevertheless demonstrated their agility, as these aircraft were originally intended to provide a domestic air-to-air refueling capability. As a result, they were a welcome addition and filled a key gap during the period when one CC-150 under-
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76 Paul Koring, “Canada’s Hercs Star in Dangerous Ballet of Mid-Air Refuelling,” The Globe and Mail, June 14, 2011. It was reported the CC-130s had to throttle close to full power (and reportedly go into a shallow dive) to make refueling easier, while the strike aircraft had to fly much slower than normal.
went required maintenance by offloading close to four million pounds of fuel between May 23 and September 12. The CC-150s, on the other hand, were responsible for the delivery of 14 million pounds of fuel during the conflict. This feat was all the more significant given that this was a relatively new role for an aircraft that only had recently acquired an AAR capability. These types of results were the product of an extremely hectic operational tempo in which the RCAF’s CC-150s and -130s were sometimes flying two missions per day and responsible for 4.1 percent of all NATO refueling sorties.77 Their serviceability rate, which stood at 96 percent, was impressive, as was their ability to refuel almost every type of allied aircraft (including some unique experiences, such as when a CC-150 topped up a Swedish Air Force JAS 39 Gripen for the first time on May 18).78 They also achieved some key operational distinctions, most notably the authorization in September to fly overland in support of the CF-188’s deep strikes, as well as providing fuel to the French aircraft that stopped Qaddafi’s convoy while it was fleeing Sirte in October.79

The RCAF’s two CP-140s were similarly active. Providing a strategic picture of both the ground war and the situation at sea, the CP-140 detachment flew almost every day and ended the mission with a 99 percent serviceability rate, logging 179 missions and 1,403.1 hours in the air. Most of that time was divided between ISR and MPA missions, but the CP-140s displayed their versatility by performing psychological-warfare operations with radio broadcasts over Libya as well as forward control for NATO attack helicopters and naval gun support to British and French warships.80 These latter roles were new to a platform that was designed to hunt Soviet submarines during the Cold War, and conducting these operations drew the CP-140s progressively closer to shore. Originally authorized to operate at least 21 miles from Libya’s coast, the CP-140s were cleared to close to within four miles on September 18, followed by their first “dry” (over land) mission four days later.81

Yet it was the adoption of a SCAR capability that brought the CP-140s their greatest acclaim. Although SCAR remained a CF-188 mission set, the CP-140s were tasked in the SCAR coordinator (SCAR-C) role. The CP-140 would carry a Fire Support Team (FST) or Forward Air Controller (FAC) (also known as Joint Terminal Attack Controller [JTAC]), which, after using the aircraft’s powerful package of sensors and cameras to locate targets, then would coordinate with the CAOC and direct
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suitable strike aircraft to the area in question.\textsuperscript{82} Having an airborne JTAC capability also was new to the RCAF. As a result, FST personnel from the UK carried out FAC duties during the CP-140’s first SCAR-C mission on October 1. However, the RCAF quickly deployed its own JTAC team to Sigonella, which, having a British Fire Support Team’s certification, produced the first all-Canadian CP-140 SCAR-C mission on October 17.\textsuperscript{83} In total, the Auroras would fly 12 SCAR-C missions, three of which were flown by all-Canadian crews. Not only was this enough to “properly map out and codify” this new capability, according to a post-operation report, it showed how the CP-140 was “extremely capable in this role” and was a preferred platform by many FSTs “because of its enhanced capabilities and mission suite.”\textsuperscript{84} Indeed, the CP-140s proved so agile and flexible that one source characterized them as Mobile’s “Cinderella stars of the show.”\textsuperscript{85} 

The RCAF had developed a number of new capabilities during Mobile, and on October 5, most of them were brought together over Bani Walid in a display of air-to-

\textsuperscript{82} “TF Libeccio Op Mobile Brief,” October 29, 2011.

\textsuperscript{83} \textit{End of Tour Report}, November 7, 2011, 1630-1 (Comd TF LIB).
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air integration that one subsequent analysis described as a “great day for the RCAF.”

It was at that time that the CP-140 detachment, flying back-to-back sorties, managed to support NATO aircraft prosecuting seven targets over the course of three separate missions. The key from a Canadian perspective, however, was the CP-140s’ ability to provide prestrike, full-motion video coverage and post-strike battle assessment of the four targets that were hit by the six CF-188s using their new JDAM capability. Moreover, a CC-150T handled the CF-188s’ refueling prior to the strike. It was a defining moment during the mission; the Combined Joint Task Force Unified Protector (CJTFUP) Combined Force Air Component Commander, at his morning brief on October 6, commented on “the outstanding contribution of Canada’s efforts the previous day.”

Although the CF-188s, CC-150s, CC-130s, and CP-140s collectively represented the RCAF’s main contribution to Mobile, a word must be said about its other important operational commitments. Canadian personnel on NATO’s E-3A AWACS aircraft, for instance, played an active part in directing the battle space over Libya. Some involved numerous Canadian assets, such as a dynamic targeting event on April 26. Having detected evidence of a regime attack near Misrata, the frigate HMCS Charlottetown forwarded this information to a Canadian weapons controller on an AWACS aircraft; the controller quickly assigned air assets to confirm this threat to a civilian-populated area. The result was that two Royal Air Force Tornados and four CF-188s successfully prosecuted these regime forces threatening Misrata. A similar event occurred on May 30 when Charlottetown once again identified a threat to Misrata, this time from a loyalist vehicle firing rockets into the city. Much like the earlier occurrence a Canadian AWACS controller orbiting in a NATO Boeing E-3A successfully vectored two CF-188s onto the target.

Nor should the CH-124 Sea King’s part be overlooked. While control of the CH-124 Sea Kings aboard HMCS Charlottetown and that ship’s replacement, HMCS Vancouver, rested with the Maritime Component Commander (MCC), these RCAF helicopters represented a force multiplier that helped the RCN enforce the arms embargo. Although serviceability and airframe limitations were problematic for Charlottetown’s aircraft, the aging CH-124s (first acquired in 1963) nevertheless proved particularly useful for tracking smaller vessels as well as extending both frigates’ over-the-horizon radar capability. Yet, the CH-124’s main strength lay in its ability to build situational awareness along Libya’s coast for the RCN and other NATO navies. Provid-

89 End of Tour Report, November 2011, Appendix 1 to Annex K, 22/25.
ing “top cover” for naval boarding parties was another function that rounded out the RCAF’s multi-capable and flexible contribution.90

Canadians also were found in other key Alliance roles. For instance, the director of Strategic Plans within the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), Brigadier General Pierre St-Amand, was a Canadian. So, too, were some members of his staff, most notably the lead planner. Strategic Plans was responsible for monitoring security situations that had the potential to impact NATO. It was in charge of the standup and staffing of the OUP planning group, ensuring that Canadians were involved with their Alliance partners from the mission’s earliest formation. As such, this team was instrumental in determining the contingencies that NATO potentially would face over Libya as well as the requirements needed to deal with such situations.91 Finally, many Canadian personnel served in direct support of Lieutenant-General Bouchard and in various positions at the CJTF HQ, as well as the Canadian contingent posted to JFC Naples.92

Assessing Operation Mobile

A great many things clearly went right for the RCAF during Operation Mobile—particularly at the tactical level—but challenges naturally surfaced to provide lessons observed. Command and control was one such issue. Largely because of the speed at which the RCAF deployed, the lines of authority between the organization with administrative control over the mission, Task Force Naples, and the operational level staff at TFL HQ were not always clear.93 The logistical support element (mission support flight) and four detachments that were deployed separately (rather than as a composite force) and in two separate locations with a limited communication network was something that further muddied the waters.94 The solution to these growing pains was found in the draft Air Expeditionary Wing doctrine, and the new command arrangement, which took effect on August 7, 2011. It grouped the detachments, the MSF (logistical, administrative, and engineering services), and an Operational Support Flight (coordination of the employment of operational resources) together into the Sicily Air Wing. This wing, in turn, was responsible to TF Libeccio (TF LIB), which itself had been created by consolidating TFN and TFL into a single organization. The

90 Terrance Chenard, “Everyday HMCS Vancouver’s Sea King Gets the Job Done,” National Defence and the Canadian Forces website, October 19, 2011.
91 I am indebted to Major General Pierre St-Amand for this information.
92 Email from RCAF officer to author, November 12, 2013.
commander of this force, newly appointed Brigadier General Derek Joyce, reported directly to CEFCON in Ottawa.  

This arrangement supported the RCAF’s AEW concept and doctrine—a number of logistical issues were resolved, given the single command layer and clearer delineation of authority, stronger communication between the detachments and the HQ, as well as improved support management. But a few concerns remained. One was that Brigadier General Joyce was stationed in Naples, meaning that the senior Canadian commander no longer resided with the NATO CFACC in Poggio Renatico. While a Canadian presence was retained in the CAOC as an Air Coordination Element (ACE), the result of this transition was that direct support to kinetic air operations became somewhat complex. Of course, in some measure this was offset by the relocation to Naples, which put Brigadier General Joyce in close proximity to JTF OUP and allowed him to provide some level of support to Lieutenant-General Bouchard and his staff. In any event, an ideal C2 structure for Op Mobile was recommended after the mission: “TF LIB should have been comprised of a Joint Task Force Commander ACE, MCE [Maritime Coordination Element], and TF LIB HQ, co-located in Naples with the
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Logistics and support requirements led to other important lessons for the RCAF, particularly because the speed of the deployment and its distance from Canada meant that it took time to position essential support aspects in theater. The MSF’s arrival after the CF-188s and CC-150s was one challenge; another was supporting a force that was operating from four distinct and separate geographical locations. The RCAF also identified manning as a subject worthy of closer analysis, particularly since some units faced personnel shortages, while others reported cases in which relatively junior members were employed in positions beyond their rank level. It was suggested, therefore, that headquarters and unit establishments in future deployments should be “as robust as possible, both in terms of personnel and experience level,” as well as flexible so they can adapt to unexpected situations. Moreover, it was further recommended that an entire MSF should be fully deployed and eventually reduced “as the mission evolves.”

Targeting and intelligence were other aspects of the mission that provided a number of observations for future Libya-like operations. The precision of targeting during Mobile was unparalleled and was the product of the strict no-civilian casualty policy, good intelligence, a careful targeting process, and the technical capabilities of the weapons used. Canadians were heavily involved in the targeting process; however, intelligence often was a challenge. National security restrictions among states, as well as a lack of connectivity to classified information networks, meant that not all nations were in a position to see each other’s raw data. Without firsthand access it was, at times, difficult for some countries, such as Canada, to determine whether a nominated target met national requirements. The introduction of improved connectivity at Poggio Renatico, as well as the provision of a Canadian targeteer in the U.S./UK “targeting shop,” certainly helped to identify the value of developing intelligence enablers for future missions. It also resulted in suggestions to develop a purely RCAF targeting capability.

A similar conclusion was drawn regarding the RCAF’s communication requirements. While communications during Op Mobile generally were good, individuals
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in the early stages of the operation often used BlackBerries as their primary source of contact with others. A suitable communication infrastructure, created literally from the ground up, naturally took time to establish; this led to a desire within the RCAF to develop a more robust communication suite that could be deployed at short notice.103

RCAF and NATO: Lessons Observed

While most of the analysis related to the RCAF’s lessons observed naturally focused on specific Canadian issues, some conclusions could apply to the Alliance as a whole. The usefulness of developing a NATO joint-targeting cell and an increased intelligence-sharing capability among allies certainly was one important takeaway from the mission. The shortage of AAR, ISR, and long-range patrol aircraft assets also was keenly felt, as the tankers experienced a hectic operational tempo to keep up with demand, while the CP-140 and other Alliance surveillance aircraft often were split between the need to provide essential support to maritime tasks and ground situational awareness. Conversely, the value of innovative thinking and rapidly adapting to circumstances to produce either new capabilities or strategic affects was a common characteristic that should be repeated and specifically fostered during future missions. (For the RCAF, this manifested in the streamlining of JDAM procurement and evaluation process; adapting to the requirements of deliberate-dynamic targeting; the rapid certification for the CC-150 to fuel allied aircraft; and following the French and British example by using the CP-140 in the SCAR-C role as well as a naval gunfire support platform.) The same is true for the advice General Bouchard provided on the key to successful NATO operations, such as OUP: “When working within a complex alliance . . . it’s important to ‘play nice with all others in the playground [and] share your toys.’”104

Op Mobile undoubtedly was a success for the RCAF, particularly since it demonstrated the effectiveness of various Canadian airpower concepts and capabilities. It indicated that the recently developed Air Expeditionary Wing doctrine not only will give the RCAF a considerable capability, but also should help solve a number of challenges that the air force faced during Op Mobile. Although Op Mobile was only able to partially validate this concept (many aspects of the future air expeditionary capability were still under development and could not be stood up), it did show how Canadian airpower was capable of providing the government and the Alliance with flexible, responsive, and agile effects. Moreover, it further suggested that anticipatory collective training of a deployable “skeleton” C2 team could prove its worth in the quick


establishment of effective airpower in an expeditionary role while using the AEW elements to fully support the rapid onset of operations. Indeed, the emphasis being placed on expeditionary operations, along with the experience gained during Op Mobile, will help the RCAF prepare for other administrative and logistical issues—such as the nuances of support contracting outside of Canada, as well as ammunition storage restrictions and shortages—that it faced when operating in Italy.

Another key to the RCAF’s success rested in its high level of air-to-air integration and interoperability, as was demonstrated through the CC-150s’ and CC-130s’ ability to provide fuel to almost every coalition nation; the CF-188s’ joint strike missions; the CP-140s’ ISR, MPA, and SCAR-C sorties; and the ACE’s work with the CAOC. Finally, Op Mobile showed that the RCAF had achieved a good mix of multipurpose capabilities through the acquisition and modernization programs of the previous decade. Certainly, the conversion of CC-150s into strategic refuelers, the upgrading of the CF-188s and CP-140s with either new weapons or sensors suites, and the addition of the CC-177 for a greater strategic airlift role have acted not only as force multipliers and strategic enablers, but will allow the RCAF to continue to provide responsive, flexible expeditionary effects for the Canadian government and NATO in the years to come. More specifically, however, it was the balance of capabilities contained within this force structure, along with the training and dedication of the air personnel involved, which allowed the RCAF to punch above its weight during Op Mobile. Of course, the same can be said of many other participating NATO nations, and as a result the strength of working and integrating seamlessly with Alliance partners was one of the key elements behind the RCAF’s success.

Unprecedented acts of gratitude—such as flypasts and special tributes—left little doubt that the government saw the RCAF as an effective part in its Libyan foreign policy. The RCAF answered Canadian government calls for a quick response to protect Libyan civilians through its international and NATO commitments. Despite its size relative to its larger partners, Canada made contributions in areas in which NATO faced shortages (such as AAR and ISR roles) as well as in delivering kinetic effects in OUP. General Bouchard’s leadership also was a key factor to the success of OUP, as was the RCAF’s ability to adopt new capabilities and roles as the mission evolved. That this was achieved in a particularly busy operational year—the RCAF also was involved in many domestic and international operations as diverse as Afghanistan, Haiti, and the Arctic—was the product of being able to provide what one analysis described as a “mix of the right people, with the right training at the right time, with the right equipment.”
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Op Mobile indicates the RCAF has found a good balance to meet Canada’s domestic and international needs, but a word of caution is required. While OUP provides some excellent lessons observed for both Canada and NATO, no two conflicts are ever exactly the same. It would be a mistake for Canadian policymakers to assume the mission sets that worked so well for the RCAF and RCN in Libya should automatically be applied to all future conflicts. Instead, each new global situation will come with its own unique requirements. The final lesson from Operation Mobile, therefore, is that its success should not place unrealistic political expectations on either the RCAF or on Canadian airpower.
CHAPTER TEN

The Belgian, Danish, Dutch, and Norwegian Experiences

Christian F. Anrig

Introduction

This chapter examines the roles that four NATO member states—Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway—played in the Libyan air campaign. Not only did the air forces of these countries deploy similar forces and make contributions out of proportion to their size to the campaign, they also share a number of basic commonalities that makes it natural to examine them together. The foremost of these commonalities is that they are the air arms of relatively small- to medium-sized Alliance member states and that the main weapon system of each is the F-16AM fighter-bomber. The latter connection extends beyond equipment per se—operating the same weapon system, which the four countries purchased and then upgraded collaboratively, has fostered cooperative arrangements among them pertaining to procurement, training, and deployment.

Due to their limited size, the four air forces cannot effectively wage autonomous air operations, and instead are postured to plug into multinational air campaigns. While their air forces structurally are quite similar, the four countries pursue distinct defense policies with, at times, marked differences. Yet their common strategic denominator is their ambition to appear as reliable allies. As such, their goal has not so much been to proactively shape a campaign at the operational and strategic level, but to make useful and noticeable contributions at the tactical level.

In the course of the Libya campaign, the four air forces’ performance was indeed impressive. The number of PGMs expended by Belgian, Danish, and Norwegian fighter-bombers corresponded to approximately three-quarters of the weapons that British and French fixed-wing aircraft combined delivered.1 In particular, Denmark and Norway were singled out as the most flexible nations throughout April 2011 when it came to engaging certain targets. As such, their air forces proved critical to maintain pressure on Muammar Qaddafi’s regime after U.S. forces had ceased offensive opera-
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1 The total number of PGMs expended by Belgian, Danish, and Norwegian fighter-bombers was 1,984. The Royal Air Force was reported to have dropped approximately 1,400 PGMs (including air-launched cruise missiles) by October 24, 2011, and French Air Force and Navy aircraft in excess of 1,140 PGMs (including air-launched cruise missiles) by the end of September 2011 [“UK, France Detail Sorties Mounted, Ordnance Expended,” Jane’s Defence Weekly, November 2, 2011, p. 5].
tions. While political restraints prevented Dutch pilots from conducting air-to-ground strikes, they used their targeting pods in unorthodox ways to corroborate the ISR picture—a contribution that did not go unnoticed by Unified Protector’s CFACC. On the negative side, the four countries failed to leverage their cooperative arrangements for deployed operations.

**Background**

To contextualize the reactions of Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway to the Libya crisis, it is essential to understand the origins and evolution of their roles in NATO. This section first provides a basic background on the four countries’ Cold War defense policies. It then examines post–Cold War air operations and the growing cooperation between the four countries’ air forces.

**NATO’s First Four Decades**

All four countries became original signatories to the North Atlantic Treaty in 1949. However, Denmark and Norway integrated into NATO’s defense structure only with certain limitations. Even prior to signing the treaty, Oslo declared that foreign military bases would not be allowed on Norwegian territory in peacetime, with Copenhagen following suit in 1953. Similarly, both Norway and Denmark prohibited the storage of nuclear weapons on their soil in peacetime. Yet while Oslo undertook sizable defense efforts, Copenhagen kept Danish defense spending quite low for most of the Cold War. Consequently, Copenhagen repeatedly received criticism for its below-average military efforts, particularly from its U.S. ally.2 Yet with deployed operations coming to the fore in the post–Cold War era, Denmark’s Alliance profile would completely change.

In 1985, a Dutch scholar observed: “The failure of neutrality in 1940 enhanced the tendency toward alignment after World War II in the same way as the success of neutrality in 1914 had fostered the continuation of that policy during the interbellum period.”3 After the Netherlands signed the North Atlantic Treaty in 1949, Dutch decision-makers viewed the country’s security exclusively in transatlantic terms.4

In Brussels, the Belgian parliament ratified the North Atlantic Treaty by a large majority in May 1949. This decision largely rested on the country’s historical experi-
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4 Siccama, “The Netherlands Depillarized,” p. 117.
ence that neutrality had failed Belgium twice in the preceding half-century. Henceforth, Belgium’s ambition was to tailor its defense policy to be in line with the Alliance as a whole—or, more specifically, with the United States. In the last decade of the Cold War, Brussels still viewed NATO as the central pillar of Belgium’s military security, though Belgian decisionmakers also began to support the idea of a more genuine European pillar within NATO. In contrast, attempts at establishing European—as opposed to transatlantic—defense structures were viewed in the Netherlands as likely to undermine NATO alliance cohesion. This stance changed only during the presidency of Bill Clinton, who—unlike his predecessor—encouraged such cooperation.

The most conspicuous defense cooperation among Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway was their collaboration to procure a common multirole fighter aircraft, an effort that began in 1974. Following a hotly contested international competition, they opted for the U.S.-made F-16A Fighting Falcon as the next-generation fighter-bomber for all four air forces. The partners expected industrial advantages through this joint acquisition program, but the commonality of equipment also would form the basis for further programmatic and operational cooperation.

After the Cold War: The Balkans and Afghanistan
The Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) was the driving force behind cooperative arrangements in the domain of European F-16 operations. The culmination of these efforts was the creation of the European Participating Air Forces’ (EPAF) Expeditionary Air Wing (EEAW), a multinational European F-16 wing. The EPAF concept originally was conceived as a means of pooling national procurement requirements. In the 1990s, EPAF specified a common requirement for the midlife update (MLU) of Belgian, Danish, Dutch, and Norwegian F-16A/B Block 15 fighter-bombers.

The RNLAF also was in the vanguard in the air operations over both Bosnia and Kosovo. During Operation Deliberate Force in 1995, the RNLAF was the only EPAF contributor, and Dutch F-16s made a significant contribution to NATO’s air
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campaign, which was instrumental in bringing about the Dayton Accords and peace to Bosnia-Herzegovina.\textsuperscript{11}

For Operation Allied Force—NATO’s 1999 air campaign for Kosovo—the Netherlands made available 20 F-16s and two KDC-10 tanker aircraft. Since 1995, it had become the only European F-16 force capable of employing laser-guided bombs (LGBs) autonomously. RNLAF fighter-bombers delivered in excess of 850 air-to-ground weapons against Serbia and the Serb armed forces in Kosovo, including 246 LGBs and 32 Maverick missiles. To put the figures in perspective, the RNLAF released slightly more PGMs during the campaign than the larger Royal Air Force (RAF) contingent, which delivered 244 LGBs and six ALARM antiradiation missiles. In addition, an RNLAF F-16 downed one of three Serb MiG-29s that NATO forces destroyed during the first night of Operation Allied Force—the only European air-to-air kill in major air campaigns throughout the 1990s.\textsuperscript{12} The RNLAF clearly stood out as the leading operator of European F-16s.

Operating alongside their Dutch counterparts in 1999, in the framework of the Deployable Air Task Force (DATF), Belgian Air Force (BAF) fighter-bombers dropped air-to-ground munitions for the first time in a post–Cold War air campaign. Belgian F-16s released 271 weapons, including 32 PGMs.\textsuperscript{13}

Although Norway made F-16s available for Operation Allied Force in 1999, little political appetite existed in Oslo to conduct offensive air-to-ground strikes. Moreover, since the completion of the midlife update was still pending, the Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF) F-16 fleet was not perceived to be ready for precision air-to-ground engagements at the time.\textsuperscript{14} In 1999, the Royal Danish Air Force (RDAF) was a few steps ahead of its Norwegian counterpart. While initially flying only air-to-air sorties, the RDAF conducted a limited number of offensive missions in the second half of Operation Allied Force. It dropped only unguided bombs, however.\textsuperscript{15}

Against the backdrop of Operation Enduring Freedom, a combined Danish, Dutch, and Norwegian detachment of 18 F-16s, supported by an RNLAF KDC-10 tanker aircraft, deployed to Manas International Airport in Kyrgyzstan in Autumn 2002. While participating in air operations over Afghanistan, the detachment regularly provided CAS to ground troops. Despite some legal and procedural obstacles, the EPAF arrangement proved effective. For example, the RNLAF and RDAF provided

\textsuperscript{11} The RNLAF delivered approximately 13 percent of the munitions in Operation Deliberate Force. See Anrig, \textit{The Quest for Relevant Air Power}, pp. 240–241.

\textsuperscript{12} Anrig, \textit{The Quest for Relevant Air Power}, pp. 242–243, 256.

\textsuperscript{13} Rolf de Winter and Erwin van Loo (RNLAF History Unit, The Hague), interview by the author, June 24, 2004.

\textsuperscript{14} Dr. Dag Henriksen, RNoAF Academy, email to the author, June 6, 2012.

\textsuperscript{15} Maj Jacob Barfoed, Expeditionary Air Staff, RDAF, Karup, Denmark, email to the author, February 29, 2012. Information provided was cleared by the RDAF Headquarters.
targeting pods for common use, while Norway provided a deployable communication module and a hangar.\textsuperscript{16}

To further enhance cooperation among European F-16 operators, Lt. Gen. D. L. Berlijn, the RNLAF commander-in-chief, approached his counterparts and asked their views on a common deployable air wing. His efforts resulted in the establishment of the EEAW. The ministers of defense of Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, and Portugal—now also an F-16AM operator—signed the corresponding memorandum of understanding during the NATO summit in Istanbul on June 28, 2004. The goal was to make optimum use of available and complementary assets in deployed operations.\textsuperscript{17}

In 2005, for instance, an EEAW F-16 detachment deployed to Kabul International Airport to support ISAF.\textsuperscript{18} In addition to common deployed operations, EPAF member states set up the Fighter Weapons Instructor Training program, in which nationalities and even airframes are completely mixed, resulting in a very high level of standardization among the EPAF air forces.\textsuperscript{19}

In light of the operational experience and continuing improvement of their air forces, decisionmakers in Brussels, Copenhagen, Oslo, and The Hague could count on airpower in 2011. The following sections will examine in turn each country’s decision to commit to Libya air operations and its air force’s role in Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector.

The Royal Danish Air Force

In the post–Cold War era, Denmark has been above average for its size in its involvement in deployed military operations. Behind this involvement are three pillars that have remained constant. Danish security and defense strategy documents repeatedly and formally refer to two of the pillars—the U.N. and NATO.\textsuperscript{20} The third pillar, referred to implicitly, is Denmark’s strong partnership with the United States. According to Danish scholars, Denmark’s ambition is “to support and demonstrate relevance and trustworthiness to its great power allies in NATO, especially the United States, in

\textsuperscript{16} Anrig, \textit{The Quest for Relevant Air Power}, pp. 235–236, 243.
\textsuperscript{17} Anrig, \textit{The Quest for Relevant Air Power}, p. 236.
\textsuperscript{18} Anrig, \textit{The Quest for Relevant Air Power}, p. 243.
order to preserve the security guarantee that they provide.” In March 2011, all three pillars aligned themselves to provide the impetus for Denmark’s proactive role in the air operations against Qaddafi’s military machine, and once again allowed Denmark to play a role out of proportion to its size.

**Intervention**

The Danish decisionmaking process that paved the way for Danish military intervention was swift by European standards. Prior to the adoption of UNSCR 1973, a possible Danish contribution to operations over Libya already had been discussed among the leaders of the political parties, because Copenhagen wanted to be part of a possible military operation from the start if France, the United Kingdom, and the United States decided to act. Thus, when the international community reached a consensus on military action, the process of gaining broad political support for a Danish military contribution was almost complete, and the Danish government was in the process of drafting a proposal for a parliamentary resolution. This proposal was presented to the Danish parliament on the evening of March 18, 2011 and was passed unanimously shortly after midnight on March 19—the day that French fighter-bombers opened the campaign. Historically, the unanimous parliamentary decision to use military force was a first for Denmark in the post–World War II era. What made Libya different was the perceived need to act swiftly to prevent genocide and the fact that ground forces were ruled out from the start. Libya thus presented a perfect opportunity for doing good with U.N. support in a way that presented few risks to Danish personnel.

Key political actors were the ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defense and the members of the Parliamentary Defence Committee. Denmark’s swift and proactive involvement was a natural continuation of its defense and foreign political ambitions of the last decade, providing Copenhagen—in relation to its size—with a large silhouette on the international stage.

**Deployment and Operations**

The tight parallelism of the political decisionmaking and military preparations expedited a swift Danish response. Fighter Wing Skrydstrup received notice to prepare for deployment at the same time that Danish politicians started to deliberate about a pos-
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25 Barfoed, email to the author, February 29.
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sible Danish contribution to a forthcoming military operation. The other operational wings of the Royal Danish Air Force were ordered on standby to provide immediate direct or indirect support to the Danish detachment. Simultaneously with the parliamentary debate on the evening of March 18, a so-called site survey team and an initial operations enabling team landed at Sigonella Air Base in Italy to facilitate a deployment if the Danish government made the political decision to intervene. Immediately after parliamentary approval, and after examining the suitability of the air base, the team in Sigonella was able to give the go-ahead. Sigonella was at the top of the site survey team’s priority list, and the fast Danish decisionmaking process allowed the RDAF to use its No. 1 choice as its forward base. Given Sigonella’s proximity to Libya, some missions were flown without air-to-air refueling. Throughout the deployment phase, the Ministry of Defence, the Defence Command Denmark, and the Tactical Air Command were in constant dialogue about such issues as the size and composition of the contribution, the national rules of engagement, and any caveats. As will be examined later in this chapter, the political domestic decisionmaking processes in Brussels, Copenhagen, Oslo, and The Hague all proceeded quickly but at different paces, which was not conducive for a common EEAW deployment. Thus, the various European F-16 deployments were domestically driven.

The Danish fighters took off from Skrydstrup Air Base (Denmark) en route to Sigonella at 6:00 a.m. on March 19. In the afternoon of March 20, they flew their first mission over Libya under the command of U.S. AFRICOM’s AOC located at Ramstein Air Base, Germany. After this mission, Denmark’s Minister of Defence, Gitte Lillelund Bech, underlined the air force’s capabilities to quickly respond to an emerging crisis:

It is proof of professionalism and good will that within three days the Danish Defence is ready to present fighter jets for operational deployment ... I am proud of the speed with which we have been able to suit the action to the UN resolution and the parliamentary resolution.

From a military vantage point, no hesitation was perceived at the political decisionmaking level regarding the detachment’s swift integration into a U.S.-led operation. The only Danish caveat was to place a national “red card holder” into the Ameri-

26 Barfoed, email to the author, February 29.
27 Maj Per Harding Svarre, Expeditionary Air Staff, RDAF, Karup, Denmark, telephone interview, May 21, 2012.
28 Svarre, email to the author, February 29, 2012. Information provided was cleared by the RDAF Headquarters.
29 Barfoed, email to the author, February 29, 2012.
can chain of command. This official had the authority to cancel any Danish mission at any time if he judged a specific mission to be outside of the Danish mandate or UNSCR 1973.31

The Danish detachment consisted of six F-16AM fighter-bombers, two of which were kept in reserve. To comply with maintenance requirements, or if technical faults could not be fixed on site, Danish F-16s were rotated between Denmark and Sigonella. While the number of jets deployed did not change, the number of sorties did. The Danish detachment normally conducted eight sorties a day, except for a three-week period in July, when the number was reduced to four. During this period, Danish personnel at Sigonella were reduced by 30 percent. At SACEUR’s request to all NATO nations for an increased effort, Denmark subsequently returned to eight sorties a day from the beginning of August, and the contingent again was ramped up to the original 112 personnel. The eight daily sorties continued until early September, when the rate again was reduced to four.32 The Danish commitment to the air campaign never wavered. Indeed, Denmark was one of the few nations that sustained an operational tempo of two sorties per aircraft and per day with its four aircraft assigned to tasking. While the majority of force contributors had a weekly no-fly day, the RDAF F-16s flew every day for the first 26 days of the air operations (March 20 to April 14), surging to 10 or 12 sorties per day several times as the operational situation dictated. The reduction in sortie rate in July only was implemented because the development of the conflict made it possible. If the operational tempo had been higher, the RDAF would have stayed at eight sorties a day. In this regard, easing the strain on financial resources was a secondary concern. In light of an impending cessation of NATO operations by the end of September, Denmark’s Minister of Defence deliberately intended to surge RDAF operations applying massive pressure throughout August.33 The Danish detachment conducted its last fighter mission on the very last day of Operation Unified Protector. To resupply the detachment and rotate personnel, the RDAF drew upon its own aircraft—a C-130J Hercules and a Bombardier CL-604—as well as civilian chartered aircraft.34

The RDAF also dispatched personnel to planning cells. During Operation Odyssey Dawn, the RDAF’s national liaison team at the AOC consisted of a senior national representative in the rank of a colonel, a red-card holder in the rank of lieutenant colonel, a legal advisor, an air tasking order planner, two unit representatives, and an intelligence specialist. The senior national representative participated in a host of meetings to coordinate and obtain information about the operations at higher levels. The red-card holder—together with the legal advisor—checked all preplanned targets and

31 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
32 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
33 Bg Gen Steen Harboe Hartov, Chief of Staff, RDAF, Karup, Denmark, email to the author, May 16, 2013.
34 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
was present in the operations room at all times during Danish missions. The air tasking order planner worked in close cooperation with the AOC planning staff, worked out the plan for the RDAF fighter-bombers, and requested AAR for Danish missions. The two unit representatives were in direct contact with the Danish detachment at Sigonella and ensured that the unit understood its mission. The intelligence specialist worked closely with intelligence specialists from other coalition nations to make sure the detachment received all relevant documents and information.35

When the operation was about to be transferred to NATO’s authority after the initial attacks, Denmark stood up a shadow liaison team at the CAOC in Poggio Renatico, Italy, to prepare for the transfer. At the time, it was unclear exactly when the transfer would occur. Preparing a shadow team proved to be a sound idea, as the transfer took place after a delay of 24 hours. The original team then quickly traveled from Ramstein to Poggio Renatico to relieve the shadow team. This enabled the RDAF to secure a seamless transition in terms of planning from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector.36 To keep up operational momentum, the RDAF deliberately delayed its transition to NATO command until the last moment.37

In the ensuing weeks, the senior national representative was relieved and the red-card holder assumed his responsibilities and was temporarily promoted to colonel.38

During Operation Odyssey Dawn, the Danish red-card holder was only presented with the targets that appeared on the approved joint integrated prioritized target list and that RDAF fighter-bombers were supposed to strike. This changed in the early stages of Operation Unified Protector, when the red-card holders were invited to sit in on the joint targeting working group. This allowed them to observe the various targets being developed at an early stage.39 In addition to the national liaison team, the RDAF volunteered to send additional staff to augment the multinational planning effort. The RDAF planning staff assumed functions and positions that included providing offensive plans; ISR plans; dynamic targeting in the current operations cell; and an assistant to the chief of the current operations cell.40

During Operation Odyssey Dawn, RDAF F-16s flew a roughly equal mix of dynamic and deliberate missions, during which they engaged all types of ground targets. The target set for fielded forces also included moving targets. In general, tanks and armored personnel carriers were attacked, as well as multiple rocket launchers and artillery positions. In an offensive counterair role, RDAF fighters engaged ground-
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35 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
36 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
37 Hartov, email to the author, May 16.
38 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
39 Svarre, telephone interview, May 21.
40 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
based air defense positions and air bases. Beyond fielded forces and counterair-related targets, the RDAF struck at C2 nodes and munitions depots.41

After the transition from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector, the number of deliberate targets decreased, and the majority of RDAF missions became dynamic.42 The fact that the RDAF was prepared to take on a large degree of dynamic targets again testifies to its proficiency.43 The increase of dynamic missions during Operation Unified Protector also can be interpreted as the result of NATO’s too-rigid air tasking order cycle. During Operation Odyssey Dawn, operations were run through a 48-hour air tasking order production cycle, including execution. This compressed cycle supported a safe and manageable air tasking order production that was flexible enough to deal with the fluid ground situation. This produced the maximum amount of relevant deliberate targets. Of course, even with a compressed 48-hour cycle, some targets—particularly mobile targets—emerged suddenly, and dynamic targeting had to address those. In contrast, throughout the NATO-led Operation Unified Protector, the CAOC used the conventional 72-hour air tasking order production cycle, which proved slow and inflexible in reacting to the situation on the ground. As a consequence, dynamic targeting increased. While dynamic targeting allowed the

41 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
42 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
striking of targets within hours or even minutes, it came at a price. The effective use of available resources decreased, including fewer optimized munitions, less efficient use of AAR capacities, or poorer coordination of assets in general.44

With regard to deliberate targets, two attack missions illustrate the RDAF aircrews’ level of proficiency. The first was an attack on a C2 complex in Tripoli. The complex consisted of several buildings and an underground, two-story bunker. The attack on the bunker was particularly challenging because, to ensure total destruction of its functionality, it was necessary to detonate bombs at each level. A composite air operations (COMAO) mission with participation from four nations conducted the attack, and the task of attacking the bunker fell to the Danes. It was solved by employing GPS-guided 2,000-pound bunker-buster bombs in tandem, one bomb to break through the roof to detonate at the upper level and another to go through the hole made by the first bomb, penetrate the floor, and detonate at the lower level. RDAF fighter-bombers delivered eight bombs through four holes. The Danish attack received special attention from Lieutenant General Ralph J. Jodice II, the CFACC, and it singled out the RDAF detachment as one of the most reliable that could be entrusted with the most challenging tasks. The second example was an attack on a military C2 and storage facility situated in a mountain range. The target consisted of a maze of deep caves, above-ground buildings, storage warehouses, and other structures. A multinational, 20-strong COMAO package carried out the attack, with each formation assigned their individual targets. The most complicated targets were the caves. The entrances were covered with reinforced doors and almost fully concealed in narrow valleys, offering only very narrow attack angles and small release windows due to the steep surrounding slopes. The only way to attack them was to use the GBU-24 laser-guided 2,000-pound PGM, which is able to glide long distances at a shallow angle. This task also fell to RDAF fighter-bombers successfully employing a combination of bunker-buster and general-purpose warheads.45

The RDAF employed the full array of its air-to-ground armaments inventory over Libya, amounting to 923 released PGMs, 102 employed during Operation Odyssey Dawn and 821 during Operation Unified Protector.46 This included GBU-12 laser-guided 500-pound, GBU-24 laser-guided 2,000-pound, GBU-31 GPS-guided 2,000-pound, and GBU-49 laser- and GPS-guided 500-pound PGMs. The GBU-49 was particularly suited for dynamic targeting, as it could be programmed in flight. The possibility of changing target parameters in flight provided great flexibility, especially in the fluid environment of the Libyan conflict. The RDAF F-16s’ ability both to receive target coordinates generated by external sensors and to self-generate coordinates with

45 Hartov, email to the author, May 16.
46 Hartov, email to the author, May 16.
the aircrafts’ own targeting pods enhanced flexibility. All RDAF F-16 fighter-bombers flying missions over Libya were equipped with LANTIRN ER (Extended Range) targeting pods. The RDAF conducted exactly 600 combat missions, two of which were DCA and the remainder offensive missions.\(^4\) Danish aircraft accounted for more than 12 percent of the total number of strike sorties flown in Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector together.\(^4\)

On June 27, a *Defense News* report highlighted the RDAF’s shortage of PGMs and discussions between the Danish, U.S., and Dutch government on procuring additional munitions.\(^4\)9 After the RDAF had all but depleted its own PGM stocks, Denmark did indeed borrow a number of weapons from allied nations through bilateral arrangements. Furthermore, toward the very end of Operation Unified Protector, the RDAF received a shipment of factory-fresh GBU-54s from the manufacturer through a sped-up procurement process. By this point, however, no longer was there a need to employ these bombs.\(^4\)0 While resupply efforts were intense at times, the RDAF never ran out of weapons during the conflict.\(^4\)1

With regard to fighter escort, the midlife-updated RDAF F-16s proved their versatility. With their advanced air-to-air armament, consisting of AIM-9X Sidewinder, AIM-120B AMRAAM, or both, Danish F-16 strikes did not require a coalition fighter aircraft escort. Given the potential air-to-air threat in the early stages, RDAF fighter-bombers, with their air-to-ground armament jettisoned, would have been perfectly capable of dealing with a Libyan air-to-air threat on their own.\(^4\)2

RDAF two-ships regularly were paired with other two-ship formations, with one pair being appointed the mission lead. In the latter half of Operation Unified Protector, COMAO missions became more common to strike larger target complexes simultaneously.\(^4\)3 These included force contributions from four to six nations based at as many different air bases. As such, they represented a particular feat by all parties involved. While planning and briefing such missions face-to-face would have been the aircrews’ natural choice, this had to be done by telephone instead. The high success rate can be ascribed to the combined training and exercises conducted regularly before the conflict, such as the EPAF’s Fighter Weapons Instructor Training, the NATO Tactical
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51 Hartov, email to the author, May 16. As examined below in the section on the Royal Netherlands Air Force, bomb bodies and fuzes were transferred from Dutch munitions stocks to the RDAF. In the course of the conflict, Denmark also acquired bomb fuzes from a commercial Israeli company.
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Leadership Program, and U.S. Red Flag exercises. Many of the pilots from different nations had trained together so long that they recognized each other’s voices in the air.54

Since dedicated SEAD assets were very scarce, missions perceived as most threatened were given priority. As a consequence, RDAF fighter-bombers most often flew without dedicated SEAD escort. The aircrafts’ targeting pods also played a vital part in ISR gathering. By means of targeting pod-generated images, the Danish detachment could enhance its mission reports. These reports, describing all observations during a specific mission, provided a large part of the battle damage assessment.55

For AAR, any capable and certified refueling tanker supported the Danish F-16s. Since the majority of AAR assets were American, Danish missions were primarily supported by USAF tankers. Canadian tankers also provided support on a regular basis.56

The RDAF made a contribution to Libya operations out of proportion to its size, both quantitatively and qualitatively. When doubts about a successful outcome for the operation started to emerge in June 2011, Lene Espersen, Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, emphasized the importance of Denmark’s ongoing commitment. “We went into this operation in Libya with open eyes and knew that it could cost us,” Espersen proclaimed. “The important thing is that Denmark has been at the forefront, and helped to keep civilians safe and ensure that the UN resolution is carried out.”57 In a similar vein, Bech, Denmark’s defense minister, remained steadfast in her commitment to Libya operations when her Norwegian counterpart announced Oslo’s intention to draw down its fighter-bombers by August 1.58 Thus, Denmark’s political support for the mission never wavered.

The Royal Norwegian Air Force

While major NATO allies were gearing up for out-of-area operations in the post–Cold War era, Norway found itself on a “forgotten alliance flank.”59 Throughout the 1990s, Russia’s military decline seemed to ease the situation. From a Norwegian vantage point, however, a long-term uncertainty remained.60 With the country’s continu-
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58 “Danmark Bliver i Libyen Trods Norsk Exit” [Denmark Stays in Libya Despite Norway’s Exit], Avisen.dk, June 10, 2011.
ing focus on its “High North” region and neighboring Russia, Norway’s increasing commitment to out-of-area operations in the wake of the 1999 Kosovo campaign also must be seen as its effort to secure Alliance security guarantees in case of an emerging crisis in Norway’s vicinity.\(^{61}\)

Given the importance Oslo attaches to its good relations with the United States, the Norwegian armed forces participated in the U.S.-led Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan from 2002 to 2006.\(^{62}\) After having drawn down its contribution to Enduring Freedom, Norway focused on the seemingly less intense and less controversial ISAF mission in Afghanistan.\(^{63}\)

Still, securing U.S. commitment to Norway’s territorial integrity has remained a policy cornerstone. As such, the recent Norwegian defense white paper, published in March 2012, explicitly singled out the United States as Norway’s most important bilateral partner in defense matters. At the same time, Norway attaches great importance to multilateral security cooperation in northern Europe.\(^{64}\)

In line with this security rationale, the fulcrums of Oslo’s military and foreign policy strategies are NATO’s Article V, which provides for collective territorial defense, and the U.N., which—from a Norwegian vantage point—is crucial for securing a global world order where international law, conventions, and norms regulate interstate affairs.\(^{65}\) Hence making relevant contributions to U.N.-mandated and U.S./NATO-led operations as in Libya serves both to strengthen the international legal system and to preserve the security guarantees by NATO allies, especially the United States.

**Intervention**

Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg attended the Paris Libya summit on March 19, 2011. Espen Barth Eide,\(^{66}\) who accompanied the prime minister to the Elysée Palace, described the atmosphere at the summit as being infused with a sense of urgency. This urgency could be met only by airpower’s swift response time and

---


\(^{63}\) Petersson and Saxi, “Shifted Roles,” p. 20.


\(^{66}\) At the time, Espen Barth Eide was state secretary in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In November 2011, he succeeded Grete Faremo as Minister of Defence.
flexibility. While the Royal Norwegian Air Force detachment deployed to Souda Air Base, Greece, on March 21, the formal political decisionmaking process was ongoing for an eventual participation in the Libya campaign.

On March 23, the Norwegian prime minister adopted a royal decree authorizing the RNoAF to contribute to the enforcement of UNSCR 1973 and participate in the American-led Operation Odyssey Dawn. The decree explicitly highlighted the legal foundations for Norway’s participation in the Libya campaign. As such, it referred not only to UNSCR 1973, but also to the Arab League’s March 12 decision to request the U.N. Security Council to establish a no-fly zone and safe havens to protect the civilian population. Norwegian decisionmakers viewed UNSCR 1973, based on Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter, as the ultimate legal authorization for the use and necessity of military force. On March 21, the Norwegian government formally notified the U.N. Secretary General and the Secretary General of the Arab League of Norway’s intention to contribute to the implementation of UNSCR 1973. Moreover, the royal decree explicitly mentioned that UNSCR 1973 excluded Norwegian forces from any form of foreign occupation.

The decree also explicitly referred to the United States as leading Operation Odyssey Dawn and alluded to the possibility of a future command transfer to NATO, yet expressed uncertainty as to whether and to what extent NATO would have a specific role in this regard. Furthermore, the decree defined the size and duration of the Norwegian military contribution. It foresaw the deployment of six fighter-bombers, along with the necessary logistical support, for a limited period of up to three months.

Speaking at a January 2012 airpower conference, the Minister of Defence emphasized that, from a Norwegian vantage point, the United Nations’ central role was crucial. He underlined that, as a small state, Norway has a particular interest in a smoothly functioning international legal order enshrined in the U.N. Given the clear U.N. mandate for Libya air operations, it was in Norway’s interest to participate. In a similar vein, the Arab League’s providing of regional backing was central—very much in contrast to operations in Afghanistan. The Minister of Defence also welcomed the support that Nigeria,
Lebanon, Gabon, and South Africa gave to UNSCR 1973; as members of the Security Council, their backing diverted criticism of Western hegemonic interests.\(^7^3\)

**Deployment and Operations**

The Norwegian detachment commander and a site survey team preceding the main force met with their Belgian counterparts in Brussels on, March 20. The same day, both parties traveled together to Araxos Air Base in western Greece, where a Belgian F-16 detachment already was deployed for an exercise. A point of discussion was whether the RNoAF and the Belgian Air Force (BAF) could conduct common operations from Araxos. Yet because ongoing construction work on the airstrip inhibited night missions, neither appears to have perceived Araxos Air Base as particularly suitable. Subsequently, the Norwegian and Belgian teams continued their journey to Souda Air Base in Crete. A cooperative arrangement between the two nations within the framework of the EEAW was discussed, but it appears both parties concluded that the available facilities at Souda Bay were too small for both a Belgian and a Norwegian detachment. Since the BAF already was established at Araxos Air Base, and the RNoAF needed to find a base without further delay on March 21—the RNoAF fighter-bombers were already in the air en

\(^7^3\) Eide, “Innledning,” January 31.
route to their potential forward base—it was agreed that the RNoAF would operate from Souda Air Base.74 The deployed F-16s came from all of the RNoAF’s fighter squadrons—331 Squadron and 332 Squadron (132 Air Wing at Bodø Main Air Station) as well as 338 Squadron (138 Air Wing at Orland Main Air Station).75 RNoAF fighter-bombers flew their first combat sorties over Libya on March 24, three days after their deployment to Souda Bay and one day after the Norwegian prime minister had adopted the royal decree authorizing RNoAF operations in Libya.76

RNoAF operations out of Souda required approximately 110 personnel in Crete.77 To deploy this detachment in the early stages of Operation Odyssey Dawn, the RNoAF could—in addition to its own C-130J Hercules aircraft and land transport—draw upon the NATO Heavy Airlift Wing. One C-17A Globemaster flight thus supported the deployment.78

To meet the conditions set in the royal decree of March 23, Norway dispatched national red-card holders to the planning cells of Operation Odyssey Dawn and later Operation Unified Protector. In particular, the Norwegian Minister of Defence underlined the robust rules of engagement in both operations, a prerequisite for Norwegian participation in combat missions.79 Swift integration into Operation Odyssey Dawn required a great deal of flexibility and liaising with AFRICOM through Ramstein Air Base and with U.S. forces collocated at Souda.80 For Espen Barth Eide, Norwegian Minister of Defence from late 2011 to 2012 and later Minister of Foreign Affairs, the fact that Norwegian aircraft were capable of delivering an effect within five days after the Paris summit of March 19 exemplified a unique politico-military interaction ability. He also pointed to the high percentage of PGMs dropped by Norwegian and Danish fighter-bombers.81

74 Henriksen, email to the author, June 6.
75 Henriksen, email to the author, June 6.
76 Forsvarsdepartementet [Ministry of Defence (Norway)], “Forsvarsministerens Redegjørelse for Stortinget 9. Mai” [Defence Minister’s Statement to Parliament on May 9], Artikkel [article], May 9, 2011.
78 Brigadier Per Egil Rygg, RNoAF, Commander 132 Air Wing, Bodø, Norway, email to the author, March 27, 2012. The NATO Heavy Airlift Wing works within the framework of NATO’s Strategic Airlift Capability. It is a cooperative NATO arrangement to commonly operate three Boeing C-17 strategic transport aircraft out of Pápa Air Base in Hungary. In addition to ten NATO member countries—including the United States—Sweden and Finland also participate in this arrangement. See NATO, “Strategic Airlift Capability (SAC): A Key Capability for the Alliance,” online, last updated August 7, 2012.
80 Rygg, email to the author, March 27.
Yet Norway’s efforts also had limits. Approaching the end of the three-month deployment period as stipulated in the royal decree of March 23, Minister of Defence Grete Faremo on June 10 announced Norway’s intention to withdraw its fighter-bomber contribution by August 1. In particular, she asked Norway’s allies for understanding, since an air force of the RNoAF’s size could not maintain such a large fighter contribution over a prolonged period. In the interim, a reduction from six F-16 aircraft to four was to be implemented by June 24. Norwegian combat aircraft flew their last operational mission on July 30; Norway formally ceased fighter operations in the framework of Operation Unified Protector on July 31, and the bulk of the RNoAF detachment left Souda on August 1. In addition to its contribution to the NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control Force, the RNoAF subsequently continued to support the Alliance efforts against Qaddafi’s regime with ten staff officers in NATO’s air planning cells.

Other than the strain of Libya air operations, no public or formal explanation was given for the RNoAF ceasing Libya air operations at the end of July. Multiple explanations for the government’s decision not to extend Norway’s participation in the campaign have been informally offered within Norwegian security policy circles, but the issue has yet to be thoroughly researched.

During Operation Odyssey Dawn, RNoAF F-16 fighter-bombers flew 32 sorties and dropped a total of 19 PGMs. In the subsequent NATO-led Operation Unified Protector, Norwegian aircraft carried out 583 sorties and released 569 PGMs. Overall, the RNoAF detachment flew a total of 615 sorties, totaling 3,121.6 flying hours. The Norwegian operational tempo right after the transition from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector was outstanding. As of May 1, 2011, it was reported that the RNoAF detachment had released a total of 266 PGMs. In a May 9 statement, Minister of Defence Grete Faremo confirmed to Parliament that Norwegian fighter-bombers had been striking a broad array of regime targets, taking a

---
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central role in the air attack missions.\textsuperscript{88} Given that the RNoAF had previously released only a handful of PGMs in Afghanistan, this operational pace is even more impressive.\textsuperscript{89}

In a publicly released December 2, 2011, report, Norwegian officials provided figures on weapons deliveries (see Table 10.1). Approximately 20 percent of the targets were dynamic, and the remaining 80 percent were deliberate targets. To deliver this precision firepower, all Norwegian strikers were equipped with state-of-the-art Pantera targeting pods.\textsuperscript{90} Alongside the RDAF, the RNoAF stood out as one of the air forces to keep up the operational momentum after the transition from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector. At some point in April, once the red-card holders were invited to sit in on the daily joint targeting working group, saw the targets being developed, and got increased access to adequate intelligence information, they had even fewer deliberations to strike targets presented on the prioritized target list (PTL). Prior to this, the national red-card holders only saw the proposed targets when they were approved on the PTL.\textsuperscript{91} At an airpower seminar at the Norwegian Air Force Academy, Operation Unified Protector’s JTF Commander, Lt.-Gen. Charles Bouchard, reemphasized Norway’s willingness to act decisively: “You [Norway] were

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{RNoAF Weapons Deliveries During Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector}
\begin{tabular}{lll}
\hline
Target Category & Number of PGMs & Distribution (\%) \\
\hline
Tanks & 45 & 8 \\
Aircraft shelters & 11 & 2 \\
Artillery & 29 & 5 \\
Munitions depots & 248 & 42 \\
Scud missiles & 1 & 0 \\
Command and control facilities & 113 & 19 \\
Land lines of communication & 12 & 2 \\
Armored personnel vehicles & 19 & 3 \\
Ground-based air defense & 12 & 2 \\
Other vehicles & 28 & 5 \\
Infrastructure (storage, etc.) & 70 & 12 \\
Total & 588 & 100 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{88} Forsvarsdepartementet [Ministry of Defence (Norway)], “Forsvarsministerens Redegjørelse for Stortinget 9. Mai” [Defence Minister’s Statement to Parliament on May 9], \textit{Artikkel}, May 9, 2011.

\textsuperscript{89} Henriksen, email to the author, May 16, 2012.

\textsuperscript{90} Col. Geir Wiik RNoAF, Chief J3 Air, Norwegian Joint Headquarters, Bodø, Norway, email to the author, April 11, 2012.

\textsuperscript{91} Henriksen, email to the author, May 16.
one of the go-to countries when we needed to get things done . . . You did some stuff the others did not want to do. Norway flew well, and flew very precise.” A senior USAF member of the CFACC’s staff reiterated Norway’s determination, especially in the early stage of Operation Unified Protector: “Norway took some of the most challenging missions and performed in a superb manner.”

In addition to national formations, Norwegian F-16 fighter-bombers flew alongside combat aircraft from the United States, Belgium, Denmark, France, Canada, and the United Arab Emirates. In particular, RNoAF F-16s had an extended cooperation with American F-16CJs and EA-18G Growlers. In terms of COMAOs, the Norwegians primarily joined with Belgian, Danish, French, and Canadian aircraft. The common Fighter Weapons Instructor Training is considered to significantly have increased the RNoAF aircrews’ overall level of proficiency in air-to-air and air-to-ground missions and enhanced combined missions with other EPAF F-16 operators, as well as other contributing nations in Operation Unified Protector.

The Belgian Air Force

Belgium’s 1994 defense white paper identified five main axes of Belgian defense policy: “developing the European Union, maintaining the transatlantic link, broadening cooperation with other countries, reinforcing the United Nations’ role, and participating in arms control.” In particular, Belgian decisionmakers supported an “armed wing” of the EU as well as strengthening NATO’s European pillar. They also perceived this emerging pillar as in line with, and not in contradiction to, a transatlantic partnership; it was understood as committing European NATO partners to assume more responsibilities and thus contribute to transatlantic burden sharing. Since the 1990s, successive governments have upheld, with slight differences in style, this dual-track policy of simultaneously supporting a thrust toward more integrated European defense and

93 Email from senior member of Lt. Gen. Jodice’s staff to Dr. Dag Henriksen, April 27, 2012, forwarded to the author, May 16, 2012.
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95 The Belgian Air Force as the air intervention component of the Belgian Armed Forces is formally called the Belgian Defense Air Component. In an international context, it is still referred to as the Belgian Air Force. The transition from a single-service structure to a component structure was enacted by the Arrêté Royal Déterminant la Structure Générale du Ministère de la Défense et Fixant les Attributions de Certaines Autorités [Royal Decree Determining the General Structure of the Ministry of Defence and Defining Certain Authorities’ Fields of Responsibility], Brussels: Ministry of Defence, December 21, 2001, Chapter IV, Section 1, Paragraph 2.
emphasizing the transatlantic partnership with NATO.97 It was reiterated in June 2008 by Minister of Defence Pieter De Crem, who underlined both Belgium’s support of a more integrated European defense in the framework of the EU and enhanced cooperation within NATO. In the same vein, he supported better coordination and cooperation between the EU, NATO, and the United Nations, viewing the three organizations as complementary.98

While Belgium’s decisionmakers have been able to reconcile their EU and NATO defense ambitions, they have appeared to have more trouble in reconciling their country’s historically determined pacifism with their support for collective security within the EU and NATO. Collective security requires the ability to engage in operations across the spectrum of military force. At the same time, Belgium’s pacifism is rooted in the country’s historical experience as Europe’s battlefield.99 Thus, De Crem argued in mid-2008 that Belgium’s ambition to be a responsible and dependable partner required taking a fair share of the risks involved in current military operations. In line with this policy, the armed forces’ ability to participate effectively in international operations would be prioritized and enhanced, despite budgetary constraints.100 None of the government parties actively opposed De Crem’s goals.101

Intervention
Belgium’s Libya intervention drew upon airpower as the main element and included a small naval component consisting of a minehunter.102 According to Belgian scholar Sven Biscop, an operation designed around air and naval power is less controversial for Belgian decisionmakers than one hinging on army forces. While it is Belgium’s ambition to engage in operations across the spectrum of military force, debates have arisen about the army’s actual ability to operate in high-intensity warfare. In contrast, deploying air and naval components for combat operations is regarded as less controversial, partly because of the relatively low risk entailed for the Belgian military.103
This reality also can be observed in the context of operations in Afghanistan. Belgian ground troops initially were relegated to logistical tasks and the protection of Kabul International Airport.\(^\text{104}\) Later, they added efforts to the support of the Kunduz Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in the north of Afghanistan.\(^\text{105}\) In contrast, Belgian politicians preferred airpower to do the “heavy” fighting. In early 2008, the government decided to deploy F-16 fighter-bombers to the south of Afghanistan.\(^\text{106}\) Beginning in September 2008, six Belgian Air Force F-16s operated out of Kandahar, taking on demanding combat tasks such as ground alert CAS.\(^\text{107}\) At the Chicago NATO Summit in May 2012, De Crem confirmed this ongoing fighter deployment until the end of 2014. At the same time, the overall Belgian defense commitment in support of ISAF was to be decreased.\(^\text{108}\)

Throughout the entire Libya crisis, Belgium was undergoing a protracted period of political stalemate. The political deadlock originated from tensions between the Flemish- and French-speaking communities. In April 2010, the government resigned. The outgoing government subsequently ran the country for 541 days as a “caretaker” executive with reduced authorities. Not until December 6, 2011 was a new government sworn in.\(^\text{109}\) This particular circumstance resulted in a situation in which Parliament, fully functional, became exceptionally strong vis-à-vis the executive branch.\(^\text{110}\)

Outside of Belgium’s national decisionmaking process, Belgian EU parliamentarians had become quite concerned about events unfolding in North Africa by mid-March 2011. Across party and linguistic boundaries, former Belgian ministers Guy Verhofstadt, Louis Michel, and Isabelle Durant were united in their views and lobbied for a proactive role for the EU in the Libya crisis, including a military one. At the same time, the Belgian media closely followed the popular uprising in Libya, which began in Benghazi in mid-February, unambiguously highlighting the Qaddafi regime’s atrocities against civilians. The Belgian media also underlined the importance of a military intervention in stopping imminent carnage.\(^\text{111}\)

Against this backdrop, on March 18, the Belgian Parliament unanimously voted in favor of a military contribution to solve the Libya crisis—one day after the U.N.

\(^{104}\) Dr. Joseph Henrotin, senior researcher at the Centre d’analyse et de prévision des risques internationaux and Institut de stratégie et des conflits, email to the author, March 8, 2012.

\(^{105}\) Biscop, “Belgian Defence Policy,” p. 3.

\(^{106}\) De Crem, \textit{Note d’orientation politique}, p. 10.

\(^{107}\) Poesen, email to the author, March 22, 2012. Information provided was screened and endorsed by the Chief of Staff, Deputy Air Component Commander.
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Security Council had adopted Resolution 1973 and one day prior to the beginning of combat operations.112 Not only did Parliament’s backing give the Belgian military contribution a solid foundation and justification, but it also was necessary—the “caretaker” government, which initiated the parliamentary vote, lacked the constitutional authority to take this decision.113

Three political conditions had to be met for a Belgian military intervention in Libya: a demonstrable necessity, regional support, and a U.N. mandate.114 In the case of Libya, all three stipulations were seen as having been met in mid-March 2011. Parliament’s unanimous vote in favor of a military participation is indeed a rare occurrence in Belgian politics. According to Belgian scholars, three factors principally made it possible: UNSCR 1973, which was widely regarded as a solid foundation for action, the widespread media coverage, which created a sense of necessity, and the public antipathy toward Qaddafi.115

The various parties’ motives converged for different reasons. For instance, Green Party members, who are in principle against the use of force, saw humanitarian issues at stake. For the liberals, both Flemish- and French-speaking, it was an issue of supporting a seemingly liberal revolution in North Africa. Moreover, the French-speaking liberals saw an opportunity to indirectly criticize the former Minister of Defence, André Flahaut, a French-speaking socialist, and his perceived weak posture when it came to military deployments. In contrast, his successor De Crem, a member of the Christian Democratic and Flemish (CD&V) party, had a more hawkish image.116

It also seems that French President Nicolas Sarkozy’s proactive stance regarding Libya influenced a number of Belgian decisionmakers, particularly among the French-speaking liberals. In Belgian politics, France is widely considered as a power whose actions generally inspire confidence. Both countries also share an ambition to strengthen European defense.117

Deployment and Operations
On March 21, two days after the start of Operation Odyssey Dawn, the Belgian government decided to contribute actively to this operation. On the same day, four BAF F-16s conducted their first combat air patrol mission.118 Six days later, on March 27, the
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Belgian detachment conducted its first air-to-ground strikes. During three consecutive
days, the Belgian detachment carried out offensive counterair strikes against Libyan
air force installations. On March 27 and March 28, a total of four attacks were con-
ducted, each involving two aircraft. Four BAF F-16s flew one larger attack mission on
the next day.119 In late March, Minister of Defence De Crem publicly released images
of a Beligan forces’ airfield attack, showing the destruction of a Libyan Sukhoi Su-22
on the ground.120

The BAF detachment operated out of Araxos Air Base in western Greece by coinci-
dence rather than design. One of the BAF’s units already was conducting a deployment
exercise at this Greek base, and when Operation Odyssey Dawn started, it remained
in place to make up the initial Belgian detachment.121 The detachment at Araxos con-
spired of six F-16 fighter-bombers and, initially, 130 deployed personnel. BAF opera-
tions in support of UNSCR 1973, and in the framework of Operation Odyssey Dawn

120 “De Crem geeft beelden bombardementen vrij” [De Crem releases bombing images for publication], De Stan-
daard, March 30, 2011.
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and later Operation Unified Protector, formally were referred to as Operation Freedom Falcon. Belgian decisionmakers already had anticipated coalition air operations would soon be handed over to NATO.122 Consistent with this emphasis on multinational cooperation, the BAF detachment regularly contributed to missions combining aircraft from different countries. BAF two-ships smoothly combined with national elements from other EPAF partner nations and easily operated alongside French or British combat aircraft using common NATO standards and procedures.123

The Belgian government approved national rules of engagement on March 21, the first day of Belgian air operations in the framework of Operation Odyssey Dawn. In particular, it anticipated the use of Belgian F-16s’ entire array of weapons. Moreover, it did not exclude a later redeployment from Araxos Air Base to another air base.124 To retain national discretion and compliance with national rules of engagement, a Belgian red-card holder was based at Ramstein Air Base.125 Swift integration into the American-led Operation Odyssey Dawn was made possible because of experience drawn from recent operations and routine peacetime cooperation with the United States and other allies, particularly at NATO headquarters Allied Air Command, Ramstein.126 After Libya air operations had been handed over to NATO, Belgian red-card holders, like their Danish and Norwegian counterparts at Poggio Renatico, Italy, were invited to sit in on the daily joint targeting working group and saw targets prior to the release of the prioritized target list. This early integration in the targeting process did not remove national restrictions on certain targets, but it allowed Belgian red-card holders to provide a quicker approval, with their questions and concerns being addressed at an early stage.127

Until May 13, BAF fighter-bombers did not conduct night missions over Libya. The reason was related to maintenance work on the runway at Araxos, which had not allowed for night sorties prior to this date. The Belgian Minister of Defence personally contacted Evangelos Venizelos, his Greek counterpart, to ask for completion

123Poesen, email to the author, May 22.
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of the maintenance work. After May 13, Belgian F-16s regularly conducted night missions.

Unlike the RDAF or the RNLAF, the BAF no longer formally splits its detachments into operational and reserve aircraft. Rather, commitments are expressed in numbers of flying hours and the sortie rate per day. In the case of Operation Freedom Falcon, the goal was to fly 360 hours per month at a rate of between two and four sorties per day. To efficiently generate these numbers, Belgian F-16s were rotated between Belgium and Araxos Air Base throughout the campaign. In contrast to fighter rotations for operations in Afghanistan, which require in-flight refueling, en-route staging, and numerous diplomatic clearances, rotations between Araxos and Belgium occurred in a single flight without external support.

Throughout Operation Unified Protector, six BAF personnel were continuously assigned to Poggio Renatico. The Belgian personnel included a red-card holder, who also acted as the senior national representative and was assisted by a legal advisor. In addition to assisting the Belgian red-card holder, the legal advisor supported the planning team on request. During the transition phase from American-led Operation Odyssey Dawn to NATO taking on full responsibilities for all air operations, the BAF had red-card holders both at Ramstein Air Base and at the NATO CAOC in Italy. This secured a seamless continuation of Belgian air operations. In general, the remaining BAF personnel dispatched to CAOC 5 came either from NATO CAOC 2 in Uedem, Germany, or from Allied Air Command, Ramstein.

Up to October 18, Belgian fighter-bombers spent approximately 2,500 hours in the air and released 473 PGMs. When the Belgian Minister of Defence visited the BAF detachment at Araxos Air Base on October 29, BAF fighter-bombers conducted their last mission over Libya, but had no need to engage ground targets. On the same day, two of the six F-16s redeployed to Belgium. The following day, a four-hour standby by Belgian aircrews constituted the final NATO combat tasking before the remaining four F-16s and the bulk of the Belgian detachment returned home on October 31.

When Operation Freedom Falcon ceased on October 31, BAF F-16s had flown 620 sorties, including 236 night sorties. Typically, two to four sorties per day were conducted during six days out of seven. Flight duration varied from 2.5 to 6.5 hours. In
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total, Belgian fighter-bombers spent 2,589 hours airborne throughout Operation Freedom Falcon. Five percent of their missions were DCA, 30 percent were deliberate targeting missions, and the majority—65 percent—were dynamic targeting missions. The latter were primarily armed strike-coordination and reconnaissance (SCAR) missions. So-called SCAR boxes were established over specific areas or “hot spots,” depending on the evolution of the tactical situation.  

The Belgian fighter-bombers released a broad array of laser- or GPS-guided PGMs. These included 21 GBU-10 laser-guided, 110 GBU-12 laser-guided, 11 GBU-24 laser-guided, 146 GBU-31(V)1/B GPS-guided, 35 GBU-31(V)3/B GPS-guided, and 150 GBU-38 GPS-guided bombs. Due to limited stocks and the lead times for replenishment, Mk-84 general-purpose bomb bodies, rather than BLU-109 hardened penetration bomb bodies, had to be used in some instances. All Belgian F-16 strike aircraft flying missions over Libya were equipped with targeting pods. The state-of-the-art AN/AAQ-33 Sniper was the BAF detachment’s standard targeting pod.  

Regarding AAR, Belgian F-16s are qualified to receive fuel from any boom-type NATO tanker. Based on availability, Belgian fighter aircraft were refueled by tankers from the USAF, the RNLAF, or the French Air Force. Although compatible Turkish Air Force tankers operated in the vicinity, they were under a national caveat to support only Turkish missions. Each Belgian offensive sortie required prestrike and often post-strike AAR support. That AAR was a scarce commodity was demonstrated on October 7, when two Belgian missions were canceled due to the unavailability of allied tanker aircraft.  

As in the case of the RNLAF detachment at Decimomannu Air Base in Sardinia, the European Air Transport Command (EATC) coordinated the airlift to support the BAF detachment at Araxos. BAF C-130 Hercules aircraft, if available, were the first choice for resupplying the Belgian contingent. When this was not possible, the EATC had full authority to task transport aircraft from other partner nations. German transport aircraft also reportedly supported the Belgian detachment in Greece.
The Royal Netherlands Air Force

Over the last decade, the Netherlands had been a staunch supporter of American foreign and security policy goals. Like Denmark, it became a member of the U.S.-led “coalition of the willing” against Iraq in 2003. After the invasion was completed, it deployed troops to help stabilize the country. Dutch forces pulled out of Iraq in the spring of 2005, with the focus redirected to Afghanistan.140 Minister of Defence Henk Kamp underlined Dutch defense political goals in 2004. In his view, allied solidarity must be demonstrated not only by a country’s military capabilities, but also by its willingness to share risk. In accordance with this view, the Netherlands Armed Forces’ ability to engage at the higher end of the military spectrum became an important pillar of Dutch foreign and defense policy.141 From a transatlantic vantage point, the Netherlands was a dependable ally, willing to shoulder significant responsibilities, and airpower always was in the vanguard of Dutch military contributions. As discussed in the introduction, the Royal Netherlands Air Force proved throughout the Balkan wars and beyond to be an asset out of proportion to its size.

The issue of fragile political support for military operations came to the fore in early 2010. After the release of the Davids report in January 2010, strong tensions developed among the Netherlands ruling coalition parties. Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende had only reluctantly and under political pressure established the Davids Committee, named after and headed by a former president of the Supreme Court. The committee’s task was to critically examine Netherlands decisionmaking in connection with Operation Iraqi Freedom. It concluded that no proper legal mandate existed for the invasion of Iraq, which had been supported by the first Balkenende cabinet. Balkenende initially disagreed with several findings of the Davids Committee. To smother a political crisis with the Labor Party (PvdA), one of his coalition allies, he then revised his response. Yet one month later, the issue of extending the Netherlands military presence in Afghanistan laid bare the irreconcilable fissures among the coalition parties. The Labor Party did not back a further extension of operations there.142 As a consequence, withdrawal of the Netherlands Armed Forces from Afghanistan was scheduled to start in August 2010.143 (The drawing-down of Dutch troops and the Netherlands giving up its ISAF lead nation role in the province of Uruzgan did not result in the country’s complete disengagement from Afghanistan. In 2011, the Netherlands established a police-training mission in Kunduz. A detachment of four

140 Anrig, The Quest for Relevant Air Power, 246.
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RNLAF F-16s was kept in Afghanistan as a protection force and for supporting ISAF operations.\textsuperscript{144)}

Disagreements over Afghanistan operations in February 2010 finally led to the fall of Balkenende’s fourth cabinet, with Queen Beatrix accepting the resignation of the Labor Party ministers on February 23, 2010. The ensuing Dutch general election on June 9 resulted in the formation of the Rutte cabinet. Prime Minister Mark Rutte headed a minority cabinet formed by the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), a liberal conservative party, and the Christian Democratic Appeal (CDA), a Christian conservative party. Its political decisionmaking power hinged significantly upon the support of the far right-wing Freedom Party (PVV), headed by Geert Wilders. Queen Beatrix installed the Rutte cabinet on October 14, 2010.\textsuperscript{145} Thus, very much in contrast to previous post–Cold War operations, when the Netherlands played a proactive role, the political constellation was less favorable and conducive to robust military operations than it had been prior to 2010.

\textbf{Intervention}

On March 18, the day after the U.N. Security Council had adopted UNSCR 1973, Minister of Foreign Affairs Dr. U. Rosenthal and Minister of Defence J. S. J. Hillen informed Parliament of a forthcoming military contribution to support the resolution’s implementation.\textsuperscript{146} Prime Minister Rutte participated in the following day’s Libya crisis summit at the Elysée Palace. After the adoption of UNSCR 1973 and the crisis summit in Paris, the RNLAF started to prepare substantively for participation in the Libya campaign.\textsuperscript{147}

Finally, on March 22, the ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defence presented the planned Netherlands military contribution to Parliament. While the contribution included a naval component, consisting of one minehunter, the Netherlands decisionmakers primarily drew upon airpower. The air component consisted of six RNLAF F-16 fighter aircraft, including two reserve aircraft, in the air-to-air role. In addition, the RNLAF was detailed to support the NATO AWACS effort and augment NATO’s operational headquarters. Overall, the Netherlands contribution was planned to amount to 200 deployed military personnel for an initial period of three months. The only asset to be deployed for a very limited period, until April 4, was one
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of the RNLAF’s two KDC-10 tanker aircraft. Netherlands air assets were intended for NATO operations only and not authorized to conduct air-to-ground strikes.\textsuperscript{148}

According to Article 100 of the Netherlands Constitution, the government is formally required only to inform Parliament about deployed military operations, not seek its approval.\textsuperscript{149} Yet to secure broad political support, Parliament \textit{de facto} regularly approves of the Netherlands Armed Forces’ contributions to deployed military operations. In the case of Libya operations, it granted approval on March 23.\textsuperscript{150} Yet in contrast to their counterparts in Brussels, Copenhagen, or Oslo, decisionmakers in The Hague put a premium on the Netherlands Armed Forces operating exclusively under established NATO command structures.\textsuperscript{151} As such, RNLAF F-16 fighter aircraft were not to be tasked by AFRICOM’s AOC, but by NATO CAOC 5 in Poggio Renatico, Italy. On March 25, NATO extended Operation Unified Protector, launched two days previously as an arms-embargo operation, to include NFZ operations.\textsuperscript{152}

\textbf{Deployment and Operations}

On March 24, one day after parliamentary approval was granted, the RNLAF detachment deployed to Sardinia. The Netherlands defense attaché in Italy secured Decimomannu Air Base as a forward operating base for the RNLAF contingent. As the width of the available taxiways at Decimomannu was too limited, however, the KDC-10 had to be diverted to Sardinia’s Cagliari-Elmas International Airport. The following day, the aircraft were ready to contribute to NATO air operations. Yet since CAOC 5 at Poggio Renatico was not in a position to task missions in the NATO framework of Operation Unified Protector until three days later, the RNLAF detachment’s first mission took place on March 28.\textsuperscript{153}

Throughout operations, RNLAF aircraft regularly were rotated between Decimomannu and the Netherlands, as higher-level maintenance could be provided more efficiently in the Netherlands. In particular, the inspection time frame of 300 hours set the deployment limit for individual aircraft. Simultaneously with the Libya operations, the RNLAF F-16 fleet underwent a software upgrade. As a result, aircraft with
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upgraded software were deployed to Decimomannu in the course of Operation Unified Protector. Through this rotation cycle, the RNLAF was able to maintain its detachment at high readiness throughout the operation.\textsuperscript{154}

The RNLAF detachment at Decimomannu amounted to as many as 125 personnel.\textsuperscript{155} It also received support from the Italian and German air forces, which have used the Decimomannu Air Base for aerial combat training since 1959. For instance, German air force personnel provided catering.\textsuperscript{156}

RNLAF missions over Libya did not require dedicated SEAD escort. By the time Netherlands fighter aircraft were flying missions over North Africa, Libya’s air defenses had ceased to exist as a substantial threat. Thus, RNLAF F-16s relied on evasive maneuvers, the AN/ALQ-131 electronic countermeasures pod, and chaff and flares for self-protection. For air-to-air armament, Dutch aircraft carried a mix of short-range AIM-9L and medium-range AIM-120B AMRAAM missiles; the standard armament configuration consisted of three of the latter and one of the former. In addition to the

\begin{flushright}
Royal Netherlands Air Force F-16AM taxiing at Decimomannu Air Base, Sardinia, on April 21, 2011. It carries the standard Dutch armament for OUP comprising one short-range AIM-9L and three medium-range AIM-120B AMRAAM air-to-air missiles. All RNLAF F-16s flying missions over Libya were equipped with the Litening Advanced Targeting Pod (ATP), enabling them to conduct so-called non-traditional ISR missions. In the background are UAE F-16E/Fs. Courtesy of the Netherlands Ministry of Defence, photo by Dave de Vaal.
\end{flushright}
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self-protection suite and the air-to-air armament, all RNLAF F-16s flying missions over Libya were equipped with the Litening Advanced Targeting Pod (ATP). With the use of this pod, the RNLAF detachment was able to conduct nontraditional ISR missions (ISR without the specific means to perform these tasks), while the RNLAF’s dedicated RecceLite reconnaissance pods had been prioritized for missions in Afghanistan.\(^{157}\)

In mid-May 2011, the RNLAF detachment’s mandate was extended to perform missions over land, and the information subsequently transmitted to the CAOC made the air planners aware of the RNLAF detachment’s nontraditional ISR capabilities. Immediately, they started to include nontraditional ISR tasks into the air tasking order. Initially, the Misrata harbor area, as well as nearby airbases, airfields, and ground-based air defense positions, were of particular interest to the CAOC. After the siege of Misrata was lifted, nontraditional ISR tasking followed the “front lines,” both to the west and to the south (especially the Tripoli area and south of that city). The nontraditional ISR missions included observing front lines, specific locations, and suspected installations by means of the ATP. These observations were transmitted during the flight via voice (description) and Link-16 (geographic positions) to AWACS aircraft. After the flight, the same information was completed, amplified, and directed via appropriate channels to the CAOC. This information included mission reports and video material.\(^{158}\) RNLAF F-16 fighter aircraft thus made a contribution to the campaign that went well beyond their initial task of enforcing the NFZ.

Flying from Decimomannu, which was significantly farther from Libya than Sigonella, for instance, Dutch missions resulted in exhausting sorties, which took five and a half hours of flying time on average.\(^{159}\) The RNLAF detachment conducted most of its missions using national two-ship formations. As Operation Unified Protector progressed, RNLAF F-16s regularly participated in COMAO missions fulfilling the air-to-air escort role. During these missions, Dutch combat aircraft also used nontraditional ISR to gather information. Besides the air-to-air and ISR roles, the RNLAF detachment regularly was tasked to perform “show of presence” (SOP) missions above front lines, cities, and other specific areas.\(^{160}\)

In a letter dated March 31, the day when NATO assumed full responsibility for all operations over Libya, the ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defence informed Parliament of specific national rules of engagement. They clearly stated that RNLAF F-16 fighter aircraft were not to react offensively to potential ground-based air defense threats, but only defensively. When asked whether Netherlands F-16s were collecting information to prepare air-to-ground strikes, the ministers replied that RNLAF F-16
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\(^{159}\) Baastiens, “Going Dutch,” p. 79.

\(^{160}\) Mulder, emails to the author, June 4 and June 9, 2012.
fighter aircraft could gather information on both air and ground targets. Yet they also added that a national red-card holder retained decisionmaking authority over any RNLAF F-16 mission.161

The RNLAF supported the international planning effort with approximately five to ten staff officers. They supported the production of the Master Air Operations Plan, psychological warfare operations, and the current operations cell.162 RNLAF staff officers normally are attached to CAOC 2 in Uedem, Germany. Because CAOC 5 at Poggio Renatico lacked a number of experts, augmentation of CAOC 5 by CAOC 2 was vital.163

In the initial stages, the Netherlands’ contribution also included tanker operations. The RNLAF’s KDC-10 at Cagliari-Elmas International Airport was swiftly integrated into NATO’s tanker plan. It not only refueled Dutch fighter aircraft, but also began to support Belgian, Danish, Norwegian, and USAF F-16s—the latter toward the very end of Operation Odyssey Dawn, when NATO was simultaneously assuming full responsibilities for the air operations.164 Yet the KDC-10 was involved only for a limited period, until April 4.165 Dutch tanker operations required 33 deployed personnel in Sardinia.166 After the KDC-10 had redeployed to the Netherlands, USAF tankers provided most AAR for Dutch fighter aircraft. Because the RNLAF’s second KDC-10 tanker was undergoing an overhaul, and as RNLAF-16s had to be ferried back and forth from operations in Afghanistan, the remaining Dutch tanker could be made available only for a short period.167

Logistical support was provided by all available means (air, ship, train, and road). The European Air Transport Command tasked air transport missions and, in general, Netherlands transport aircraft supported the detachment at Decimomannu Air Base.168 On only one occasion did a German A-310 transport aircraft support the Netherlands detachment with a partial load.169

161 “Betreft Uw verzoek,” March 31, 2011.
162 Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.
164 Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.
166 “Betreft Uw verzoek,” March 31, 2011.
167 Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.
168 After its brief appearance in Operation Unified Protector, the Dutch KDC-10 also was tasked with ferrying surplus F-16s to Chile. (Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.)
169 Mulder, email to the author, February 6, 2012.
In total, the RNLAF F-16 detachment conducted 591 sorties and accumulated 2,845.4 flying hours.\textsuperscript{170} All six aircraft returned home on November 2.\textsuperscript{171} It is notable that—despite the politically restricted contribution to Operation Unified Protector—the Netherlands government twice decided to extend the Dutch contribution by three-month periods.\textsuperscript{172} Drawing down the RNLAF detachment at Decimomannu Air Base prior to the cessation of Operation Unified Protector never was seriously considered.

While no multinational F-16 deployment took place within the framework of the EEAW, the existing structures and networks played a minor role by facilitating the transfer of bomb bodies and fuzes from Netherlands stocks to the RDAF when the latter was running low on PGMs in the midst of the campaign.\textsuperscript{173} According to the RNLAF Air Staff, the transfer did not include the delivery of guidance kits to turn unguided bombs into PGMs.

**Lessons and Conclusions**

Although the smaller European F-16 operators were much less in the spotlight than the larger USAF, RAF, or French Air Force, some commentators noticed their outstanding performance. An October 2011 *Financial Times* article, quoting Pentagon sources, highlighted the readiness of the Belgian detachment to take on virtually any mission, however hazardous.\textsuperscript{174} In a similar vein, the *Times* reported in late September 2011 that the RDAF had hit almost as many targets as the much larger RAF contingent.\textsuperscript{175} According to Col. Rachel A. McCaffrey, chief of the ISR Division during Operation Unified Protector, Denmark and Norway were the most flexible nations in April 2011, the first month NATO took on full responsibility of the air campaign. While other nations might eventually have gotten approval to engage certain targets, these nations’ clear national guidance on acceptable targets, coupled with their decision to delegate target approval to their red-card holders, allowed the RDAF and the RNoAF

\textsuperscript{170} Mulder, email to the author, May 1, 2012.

\textsuperscript{171} Pieter Baastiens, “Going Dutch,” *Air Forces Monthly*, No. 287, February 2012, p. 79.


\textsuperscript{173} Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.


to act rapidly and decisively. Norway and Denmark’s flexibility proved especially critical during the initial stages of the campaign to successfully implement the JTF Commander’s strategy of maintaining constant pressure on the Libyan regime.176

The comparisons in Table 10.2 clearly reveal that the European F-16 operators punched significantly above their weight. Despite their small defense expenditures, they made a disproportionate contribution to the campaign. In particular, the RDAF accumulated a strike volume approaching those of the French forces and of the RAF. The latter was reported to have dropped approximately 1,400 PGMs (including air-launched cruise missiles) by October 24 and French Air Force and Navy aircraft in excess of 1,140 PGMs (including air-launched cruise missiles) by the end of September.177 While—among the EPAF nations—Denmark came out on top in terms of strike missions conducted and PGMs dropped, this was a reflection of the different political conditions that shaped each country’s contribution to the campaign, according to the RDAF chief of staff, Bg Gen Steen Harboe Hartov. Belgian, Dutch, or Norwegian pilots could have paralleled the results that Denmark achieved had they been given the same opportunity.178 While the number of PGMs that Belgium, Denmark, and Norway delivered speaks for itself, these nations contributed not only in quantity, but also very much in quality.

Table 10.2
Comparison of Belgian, Danish, Dutch, and Norwegian F-16 Operations During Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Defense Expenditure</th>
<th>F-16s Deployed</th>
<th>PGMs Released</th>
<th>Mission Sorties</th>
<th>Flying Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>2,589a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>1,288</td>
<td>4,716b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>2,845c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>3,122d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Poesen, email to the author, March 22, 2012.
b Svarre, emails to the author, February 29 and May 2, 2012.
c Mulder, email to the author, May 1.

NOTE: Defense expenditures for 2011 are given in billions of U.S. dollars (International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2013, London: Routledge, March 2013, pp. 115, 125, 158, 160). The figures tend to be approximate, enabling a comparison across the states. Since 2011, the Netherlands defense expenditures in particular have experienced significant reductions.

176 Col Rachel A. McCaffrey, Head of the Intelligence Division at NATO’s Air Component Ramstein, email to the author, May 17, 2013.
177 “UK, France Detail Sorties Mounted, Ordnance Expended,” p. 5. The figures do not include missiles and rockets fired by French and British attack helicopters. In particular, the former fired in excess of 430 HOT antitank missiles.
178 Hartov, email to the author, May 16.
While the smaller Nordic air forces seem to have outclassed Belgium and the Netherlands in this particular campaign, it should be mentioned that neither Norway nor Denmark deployed F-16 fighter-bombers to Afghanistan in 2011—in contrast to the Benelux air forces. Since September 2008, six BAF F-16s had been operating out of Kandahar. This effort continued unchanged throughout the Libya campaign. Likewise, the RNLAF deployed four F-16s to Afghanistan during the whole of 2011. Undoubtedly, the RNLAF would have been ready to carry out difficult air attack missions in Libya, had political restraints not prevented the detachment at Decimomannu from doing so. Nevertheless, the RNLAF detachment’s ability to conduct nontraditional ISR missions over “hot spots” received attention from air planners. The CFACC, Lieutenant General Jodice, later judged that the scarcity of tactical reconnaissance assets meant the Dutch F-16s were worth more to the campaign as ISR collectors than they would have been as bombers.

Examining the costs of the various national contributions, the European F-16 forces provided good value for money. The RDAF’s total cost for the operation was 621 million Danish kroner ($109 million). Of this amount, 297 million kroner ($52 million) would have been spent on training, salaries, and maintenance in any case. Thus, the added cost for the RDAF’s Libya operations was 324 million kroner ($57 million). This added cost primarily covered the munitions expended. In January 2012, the Norwegian Minister of Defence stated that the cost of Norwegian Libya operations amounted to approximately 320 million Norwegian kroner ($55 million), which turned out to be lower than a May 2011 estimate.

The total cost of the Belgian participation in Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector amounted to €44.7 million ($58.4 million). This figure includes replenishing PGM stocks as well as minesweeper operations by the Belgian Navy. The net cost was €33 million ($43.2 million). The Netherlands, for its part, estimated additional costs for air and maritime operations at approximately €15 million ($19.6 million) for a three-month period. Given that the Netherlands Armed Forces were involved for slightly more than seven months, the additional costs must have amounted to approximately $45 million. In summary, the costs for Belgian, Danish, Dutch, and

179 Poesen, email to the author, March 22.
180 Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.
182 Barfoed, email to the author, February 29.
184 Poesen email to the author, March 22.
Norwegian air operations over Libya were extremely modest, in relation to both the output and national defense expenditure of each country.

**Cooperative Frameworks**

All four of these European F-16 deployments were domestically driven and hurried, and the EEAW concept was not activated as a framework for a combined deployment. With all four F-16 detachments ending up at different locations, it would have been very difficult to coordinate the individual national efforts. Being based at the same forward base would have helped considerably in making better use of the EEAW concept, and as such would have helped reduce the logistical footprint.\(^{186}\) Co-location is an essential prerequisite for the concept to function smoothly. Given the time pressures involved and the requirements for rapid national decisionmaking processes, it proved difficult to coordinate a multinational F-16 deployment and find enough ramp space and adequate infrastructure for a combined F-16 force.

An EEAW steering committee meeting in Lisbon on June 6, 2012 acknowledged the shortcomings of the EEAW in Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector. The failure to co-locate the EPAF detachments was, among other things, due to the lack of a permanent EEAW coordination element and the unavailability of a Greek or Italian base absorbing four EPAF detachments in a compressed time frame. The steering committee put forward a number of potential improvements. In particular, it identified a need to raise the visibility of the EEAW at all levels, specifically the political, within NATO and the EU. To that end, the appointment of the Belgian military representative at the EU as the chairman of the EEAW steering committee was expected to further increase the EEAW’s profile on a European level. Furthermore, more common training exercises were suggested, structurally integrated into each nation’s exercise planning starting in 2014.\(^{187}\) In April 2014, live-flying exercise Frisian Flag at Leeuwarden Air Base in the Netherlands occurred in an EEAW context with F-16s from all five member air forces participating.\(^{188}\)

Although the EEAW did not play a direct role in the Libya campaign, the experience of engaging in multinational European F-16 operations proved extremely valuable. According to Danish sources, the EPAF Fighter Weapons Instructor Training course was instrumental in providing RDAF pilots with the required skills for Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector.\(^{189}\) The Norwegian Minister of Defence reiterated this conclusion. In his view, the EPAF framework had played a key role in enhancing the RNoAF’s performance since Operation Allied Force. Moreover, he

---

186 Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.
187 Poesen, email to the author, June 18, 2012.
188 Poesen, email to the author, September 23, 2014. Frisian Flag also included German, Spanish, and Finnish fighters.
189 Barfoed, email to the author, February 29.
expected this European partnership to move forward through the procurement of the F-35 Lightning.\(^\text{190}\)

In the context of Libya operations, the BAF, RDAF, RNLAF, and RNoAF also contributed to the NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control Force. In general, operations ran with the allocated peacetime personnel, and no substantial number of augmentees was needed.\(^\text{191}\)

Regarding European airlift cooperation, the European Air Transport Command had full authority to task transport aircraft from any partner nations. Thus, German airlifters ended up resupplying the BAF detachment at Araxos Air Base and the RNLAF detachment at Decimomannu Air Base. Given Germany’s abstention when UNSCR 1973 was adopted, this is a particularly interesting aspect, and leads to a further conclusion not directly pertaining to the European F-16 operators. Because of Germany’s historical legacy, the use of military force is likely to remain a sensitive issue for the German constituency in the foreseeable future. Thus, Germany could be encouraged to gear up its efforts in the supporting aspects of military power, such as airlift.

As a member country of the NATO Heavy Airlift Wing, another cooperative arrangement in the domain of military airlift, the RNoAF benefited from a C-17 lift during the deployment phase to Crete. Since Operation Allied Force in 1999, cooperative arrangements gradually have increased European airlift volumes.

**National Lessons**

In general, Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector proved the success of Denmark’s recent reforms. According to RDAF sources, the successful Danish contribution hinged significantly on Danish forces’ being used to making do with few resources. The F-16 wing in Denmark must struggle to make ends meet, and this has made the deployed Danish F-16 force very lean and efficient. The Danish F-16 technical crews were able to reconfigure the jets with remarkable speed, and no sortie was canceled due to maintenance issues during the entire campaign. Maintaining six jets at the forward base, including two reserve aircraft, and executing eight daily sorties two-thirds of the time and four during the remaining one-third is quite an achievement.\(^\text{192}\)

On top of that, as examined in the chapter on the Swedish contribution to Operation Unified Protector, the RDAF detachment at Sigonella was crucial in integrating the neighboring Swedish detachment into NATO air operations.

After Operation Unified Protector, the RDAF offered to NATO a number of initial lessons identified. In particular, it highlighted the privileged sharing of intelli-


\(^{191}\)La Défense [Defence (Belgium)], “Libye: six F16 et un navire,” March 25, 2011; Svarre, email to the author, February 29; Mulder, telephone interview, January 31; and Forsvarsdepartementet, “Norge med i Nato-ledet väpnemband,” Nyheter, March 24, 2011.

\(^{192}\)Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
gence among the Anglo-American partners to the exclusion of other NATO members as detrimental to the smooth running of operations. Moreover, the RDAF concluded that the conventional 72-hour air tasking order planning cycle that NATO used had proven to lack the required adaptability and flexibility. Also, the transition from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector initially had a negative impact on the planning side. In particular, NATO’s ability to swiftly take over full C2 for the air campaign was somewhat limited, which led to a perceived initial decrease in operational tempo. As to the management of PGM resupply, appointing a lead nation responsible for coordination would have improved the munitions flow, particularly for the smaller nations.193

Since the lessons-identified process was still ongoing within the RNoAF at the time of writing, no specific operational lessons identified could be released publicly.194 Yet the head of the Airpower Department at the RNoAF Academy indicated that Norway ought to rethink its role in terms of influencing a campaign, if it continues to make substantial contributions as in Libya. Although these were extraordinary circumstances, providing a significant portion of the initial strike missions in Operation Unified Protector indicated Norway’s role exceeded simply being a player at the tactical level. Yet Norway did not seek influence at the operational level. If Norway’s contribution to Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector does not remain an exception to the rule of future contributions, linking means to ends deserves a more prominent place in Norwegian military thinking.195

The Norwegian Minister of Defence cautioned about drawing general lessons from the Libya crisis, as the circumstances were quite specific. For instance, Libya’s proximity allowed the Alliance to operate from NATO air bases. As a result, logistical requirements could be kept at a minimum.196 A more distant theater might prove much more challenging, particularly for European NATO allies.

Like the RDAF, the BAF identified a number of concrete lessons. On the positive side, the multirole concept for operating Belgian fighter-bombers proved very efficient—an important aspect for a small defense establishment. While smaller European air forces could and did make a substantial contribution to Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector, NATO still relied in large part on U.S. personnel and equipment. This was particularly the case in the domains of C2 and combat support, particularly AAR. On the negative side, events and political decisions overtook the EEAW concept—a missed opportunity, since all documents and procedures were available

193 Svarre, email to the author, February 29.
194 Rygg, email to the author, March 27.
195 Henriksen, email to the author, June 6.
and proven. Similar to the RDAF, the BAF identified the need for sufficient PGM stocks and an efficient and established resupply scheme.\textsuperscript{197}

RNLAf air staff concluded that restricted national rules of engagement and the intensity of flying hours during Operation Unified Protector had a negative impact on the swing-role capability, which requires RNLAf pilots to be proficient in three roles (air-to-air, air-to-ground, and reconnaissance). Because RNLAf pilots were not allowed to engage in air-to-ground missions, their training standards in this particular role tended to deteriorate over time. Against the backdrop of the first and second extensions of the campaign, approval was granted to provide extra funds to compensate for the lack of training in air-to-ground missions. This was not the case during Allied Force, for instance, when the RNLAf contingent flew all mission types and was fully proficient in all tasks.\textsuperscript{198}

\section*{Assessment}

At a political and military-strategic level, air operations over Libya again revealed no carved-in-stone patterns regarding particular national behaviors. A few years earlier, it hardly could have been foreseen that the RNLAf would not exploit its full operational potential. National historical experiences, as well as the context of a particular campaign as determined by both domestic and foreign policies, are likely to determine national European contributions, rules of engagement, and the resulting force mix.\textsuperscript{199} Thus, it is not possible to anticipate the European force providers for a future campaign with certainty, and flexibility is a prerequisite in dealing with this specific European reality. All of the four air forces examined have very flexible fighter-bomber fleets at their disposal, which allows them to respond to specific political circumstances.

Since Operation Allied Force in 1999, the BAF, the RDAF, the RNLAf, and the RNoAF have undergone significant improvements. For instance, their precision firepower has been enhanced significantly, both qualitatively and quantitatively. All European F-16 fighter-bombers operating over Libya were equipped with state-of-the-art targeting pods. In 1999, only a few RNLAf F-16s carried targeting pods, and these were needed to provide “buddy-lasing” for other aircraft. While they primarily dropped unguided bombs in the Balkan wars, they only employed PGMs in 2011. All four air forces examined now have achieved great proficiency and proved flexible enough to swiftly integrate into a multinational air campaign. Through cooperation in the framework of the EPAF, the less-advanced partners were able to catch up and reach the same standards as their more advanced counterparts.

\textsuperscript{197} Poesen, email to the author, March 22.

\textsuperscript{198} Mulder, telephone interview, January 31.

\textsuperscript{199} Christian F. Anrig, “Allied Air Power over Libya: A Preliminary Assessment,” \textit{Air and Space Power Journal} XXV, No. 4, Winter 2011, p. 94.
The four air forces time and again have proven their ability to conduct offensive missions, but they are largely dependent on their larger NATO partners in the domain of combat support. Air-to-air refueling is probably the most obvious case. Without AAR support—particularly from the USAF—the European F-16 fighter-bomber detachments could not have operated the way they did. As noted above, even in this case some missions had to be canceled due to AAR scarcity.

Despite these deficits, Libya proved that the European F-16 forces offer political decisionmakers flexible tools that can operate across the spectrum of military force. The BAF, the RDAF, the RNLAF, and the RNoAF proved to be proficient and combat-proven forces that have taken their places firmly in the vanguard of NATO air forces.
CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Swedish Experience: Overcoming the Non–NATO-Member Conundrum

Robert Egnell

Introduction

On April 2, 2011, Sweden deployed eight JAS 39 Gripen (Griffon) fighters to participate in the NATO-led Operation Unified Protector (OUP) in Libya. This was the first Swedish international deployment of combat aircraft since the early 1960s, when Swedish J 29 “Tunnan” fighter-bombers supported U.N. operations in the former Belgian Congo.1 The time span since the last international combat deployment of the Swedish Air Force is not the only remarkable aspect of the Swedish contribution to OUP. More interesting is that Sweden, as a traditionally nonaligned country, chose to contribute to a NATO air campaign in Northern Africa with little hesitation or debate, and that it did so very successfully and made a substantial contribution to the operation.

The Swedish political process leading up to the deployment was handled at a record pace. The formal request for a Swedish contribution to the operation in Libya was presented on March 29. That same day, the Prime Minister presented a government bill to Parliament, which reached a decision on April 1 to contribute eight JAS 39C Gripens and a C-130H Hercules for aerial refueling. It entailed a national caveat not to engage ground targets. The Swedish Air Force started deploying to Sigonella, Italy, the day after the decision and flew its first mission on April 7 upon reaching initial operational capability.

The Swedish mission was divided into two rotations. The first covered the period from April 1 to June 26, during which the unit had the formal task only to defend the no-fly zone through DCA operations and tactical air reconnaissance (TAR). The second rotation covered the period between June 27 and October 24 and involved a mandate that covered TAR across the full spectrum of U.N.-mandated tasks—going beyond the NFZ by including the enforcement of the arms embargo and, most importantly, the protection of civilians. During the second rotation, the Swedish unit con-

---

1 From 1961 to 1963, Swedish Air Force J 29 fighters (nicknamed “Tunnan” or “Flying Barrel”) flew reconnaissance and strike missions as part of the air component of the United Nations Operation in the Congo (ONUC), along with Ethiopian and Italian F-86 Sabres and Indian Canberra bombers.
duced one-third of all the tactical reconnaissance within the operation. While the Swedish contingent faced a number of serious challenges and difficulties described in this chapter, the operation as a whole has been described as a success from a Swedish perspective. This was true not only in terms of protecting civilians but also in removing Qaddafi from power, although the latter was, for Sweden, an uncomfortable addition to the aim after the Berlin Summit. It also was seen as a success with respect to Sweden’s relationships with NATO and the United States, as well as a tremendous boost in experience for the Swedish Air Force and the personnel involved in the operation, including more than 30 pilots.2

From an international perspective, the Swedish contribution initially was seen as politically useful, but there was skepticism regarding its military significance. This skepticism nevertheless was quickly transformed into praise after the reconnaissance missions and photos provided by the Gripens and the Swedish analysts proved highly useful. A Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies (RUSI) report on the international intervention in Libya concluded that the Swedish contribution was seen within the international coalition in a very positive light. The political benefits stemming from receiving the support of a traditionally nonaligned nation were expected, but the substantial contribution in an initial defensive air combat role, and then, much more so in a tactical reconnaissance role, favorably surprised the coalition, the report said:

The Gripen aircraft and the Swedish pilots and support staff proved outstanding in [the reconnaissance] role and outstripped other combat assets with the quality of its tactical ISR (intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance). Moreover, despite participating in its very first NATO air operation, the expected interoperability and integration problems turned out to be remarkably limited.3

As a nonmember of NATO, Sweden’s perspective on the operation can provide a valuable source of lessons for future operations. How was the partner country received and integrated within the operational structure? How did the Swedish contribution perform, and to what extent did it contribute to the international coalition? Understanding why the Swedish unit achieved such relative success, as well highlighting the main problems Sweden faced as a nonmember, provides important lessons for future NATO operations involving broad international coalitions.

The key lesson of this chapter is that nonmember coalition partners can make valuable operational contributions if they have the interoperability that comes from technical integration as well as extensive experience from joint training and exercises. However, the chapter also reveals that, while the Swedish contribution to OUP as a

---

2 Interview with senior civil servant, Swedish Foreign Ministry, March 23, 2012.
3 Johnson and Mueen, 2012, p. 32.
nonmember was in many ways a success for both NATO and Sweden, the operation highlighted a number of important challenges that need to be addressed for improved operational effectiveness of broad coalitions in the future. Not the least of these were the procedures for providing partner access to secure networks, and for fully integrating partner communication systems into NATO command and control systems. Many of these challenges are to be found at the strategic and political levels, and will require improved policies and procedures within NATO HQ. Importantly, to properly develop and test new procedures, these cumbersome steps should ideally be made part of training exercises with nonmembers in order to replicate the challenges of real operations.

The Swedish Decision to Participate in the Intervention

While many countries, members and nonmembers of NATO alike, experienced substantial debate regarding a potential intervention in Libya, the Swedish decision to contribute was surprisingly uncontroversial. In fact, there was almost a collective euphoria regarding the prospects of intervening in Libya and toppling the regime of Muammar Qaddafi. All parties in the Swedish Parliament approved the decision except the Sweden Democrats, a right-wing populist party with an isolationist security policy. An exception to the euphoria was an op-ed in one of the biggest newspapers that stirred debate within the political left and the peace movement by raising issues about the nature of the intervention, the potential consequences, and the appropriateness of Swedish participation. However, this debate remained quite limited, and public-opinion surveys showed great support for an international intervention and Swedish participation. An example is the German Marshall Fund’s yearly survey, *Transatlantic Trends*, the 2011 version of which (conducted between May and June 2011) included a number of questions regarding the intervention in Libya. The survey highlighted that Sweden stood out in a number of ways—not least in its support for the intervention in Libya. Some 69 percent of Swedes approved of international forces’ military action in Libya—the highest percentage among all nations surveyed—and only 28 percent disapproved, the lowest in the survey. About 89 percent supported the Swedish government intervening to protect civilians, 79 percent answered that they would support the Swedish government in removing Qaddafi, and 73 percent even supported the hypothetical idea of Sweden sending military advisors to assist the rebels who opposed Qaddafi—again, in each case, the highest percentages for any country in the survey.

---


This raises the following questions: Why were Swedish policymakers, as well as the public in general, so keen on intervening in Libya, and why did the fact that it was an air campaign led by NATO not create more debate? Four important factors played a role:

- the perception that this was a near-perfect case of intervention, based on pure humanitarian ideals and aims.
- a continuation of a policy of Swedish participation in most international operations since the turn of the millennium.
- a strong and “militant” Swedish support for promotion of democracy and human rights internationally.

Regarding the first factor, public outrage and humanitarian concerns about the situation in Libya in general, and the fear of air attacks and cleansing in Benghazi in particular, cannot be overestimated. The impact of the media coverage was enormous; the contrast between the Libyan situation and the successful democratic regime changes in Tunisia and Egypt perhaps helped to fuel it. The Libyan uprising, somewhat naively, was interpreted in the light of the recent revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt as a completely benign and legitimate democratic and popular movement against a terrible dictator. A genuine humanitarian concern and a perceived need to protect civilians, therefore, were the primary basis for the Swedish support of the intervention. The United States’ decision not to take the lead perhaps also strengthened the perception of a genuinely humanitarian international intervention. The usual, almost intuitive Swedish popular suspicions regarding the only remaining superpower’s intentions in international interventions were thereby left out of the equation.

The second factor was the U.N. Security Council Resolution 1973 that backed the intervention. This is not only a policy requirement for Swedish participation in international operations; it also reflects a strong Swedish tradition of support for, and belief in, the U.N. From the organization’s earliest days, Sweden has taken great pride in being an active member, as well as in contributing substantially to U.N. peacekeeping operations. The importance of U.N. peace operations has shifted, however, in favor of the European Union’s (EU) crisis management activities, as well as, to a more limited extent, NATO. This trend is clear in official policy documents and

---


also is reflected in the fact that substantial Swedish contributions beyond observers in U.N.-led peace operations are rare today. Instead, the organizational framework of preference seems to be operations within the framework of the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP).\(^\text{10}\) Nevertheless, while other countries often have a rather cynical view of the U.N. and its role as the primary international guarantor of international peace and security, this is not the case in Sweden. The belief in the appropriateness of the U.N. Security Council as the moral compass of international politics is still strong and seldom questioned. The intervention in Kosovo was an important exception—the Swedish government supported it despite the deadlock within the U.N.\(^\text{11}\) The third factor is the view of a Swedish contribution in Libya as the continuation of a Swedish policy of active participation in international crisis management and peace operations. As Ann-Sofie Dahl observed, “Sweden has participated in every single NATO operation since the end of the Cold War, and has been a regular ‘blue-helmet’ peacekeeper—and later, peace enforcer—under the U.N. flag since the very early days of that organization.”\(^\text{12}\) Dahl accurately notes that not participating in a clear mission with a U.N. mandate, with NATO taking the lead of a strong coalition, would have been more unusual and surprising. The only really unusual aspect of Swedish participation in Libya was that it was an air campaign.\(^\text{13}\) NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen’s visit in Stockholm the day before the parliamentary vote on the contribution to Operation Unified Protector also provided important support for the political processes. He gave a much-appreciated briefing to the Swedish Parliament and removed many of the potential doubts through thorough answers and explanations to the concerns of the parliamentarians. It is believed that this meeting contributed to the surprisingly strong support in the parliamentary vote the following day.\(^\text{14}\) The fourth factor is more surprising given Sweden’s traditional, yet now discarded, policy of neutrality. It seems that a long tradition of democracy and human-rights promotion as part of Swedish development cooperation, on the one hand, and a strong belief in international crisis management and peace support operations, on the other, together have created a rather hawkish approach to intervention and democracy promotion. Sweden’s first year in the transatlantic survey revealed that the country’s public opinion stood out among the other EU countries on a number of issues. Compared

\(^{10}\) Utrikesdepartementet, “Sveriges Säkerhetspolitik” [Swedish Security Policy], online, updated March 24, 2011.

\(^{11}\) See as an example, FN-Förbundet, “Inställningen till FN Och Internationella Frågor Bland Gymnasieungdomar i Sverige” [Attitudes Toward the U.N. and International Questions Among High School Students in Sweden], undated.


\(^{13}\) Dahl, “Sweden and NATO: More than a Partner?”

\(^{14}\) Interview with Ambassador Veronika Wand-Danielsson, September 10, 2012.
to other Europeans, the Swedes were more willing to maintain troops in Afghanistan, expressed more support of the intervention in Libya, and showed more inclination to promote democracy in the Middle East and North Africa. A significant finding was that 83 percent of Swedes in one survey said that democracy should be promoted in conflict situations such as in North Africa and the Middle East, even if it leads to instability.\textsuperscript{15} The hawkish tendency is perhaps exaggerated by a lack of memory and understanding of the horrors of all armed conflicts—it has been almost 200 years since Sweden directly experienced war.

These factors help enhance our understanding of Swedish participation in this specific operation. But what does this mean for the future? Has the Swedish contribution to Operation Unified Protector changed the nature of the NATO debate in Sweden? Can Sweden, with or without membership, be counted on in future NATO operations?

Membership in NATO has long been a nonissue in Swedish politics. The traditional Swedish policy of nonalignment with the purpose of neutrality in case of war is a deeply embedded part of the Swedish self-image, despite its having been discarded for almost two decades.\textsuperscript{16} Because of Sweden’s history of neutrality policy and nonalignment, the active promotion of NATO membership is politically risky, which also means that virtually no debate occurs about this issue in Sweden. Has OUP changed the tone of the (non-) debate? The operation in Libya again clearly displayed the convergence of interests between Sweden and NATO allies in international crisis management. It also displayed the Swedish preference for operating under the NATO or EU banner—something that has changed dramatically since the era of Swedish U.N. peacekeeping. Charlotte Wagnsson highlights deeply rooted “discursive differences” between the Swedish idealistic frame of reference and NATO’s realist way of describing and dealing with international security. However, she also notes that NATO’s operation in Libya, justified on humanitarian grounds rather than national interests, certainly suited the Swedish political context. Thus, a continued NATO movement toward a more global, humanitarian, and cosmopolitan outlook would, in Wagnsson’s view, remove some of the political risks in moving toward NATO membership.\textsuperscript{17}

At the same time, OUP displayed the mutual benefits of nonmembership in operations. By contributing as a partner country to the operation, Sweden received tremendous good will despite the national caveats. It is unlikely the enthusiasm would have been as substantial if Sweden were a member of the Alliance. At the same time, from a NATO perspective, the political legitimacy that Sweden—as a traditionally neutral

\textsuperscript{15} German Marshall Fund, \textit{Transatlantic Trends 2011}.

\textsuperscript{16} For a discussion regarding the popular perception of NATO, as well as the mental linkage between peace and neutrality, see Ann-Sofie Dahl, \textit{Svenskarna och NATO} [The Swedes and NATO], Stockholm: Timbro, 1999.

country—could add to the operation would have been lost with Swedish membership. Thus, while the nonmember status caused integration problems in the early weeks of the operation, it is probably fair to say that both Sweden and NATO benefited from Sweden’s non-membership in the case of Libya. Moreover, OUP does little to influence the key question of whether membership is necessary to remain a credible international actor and to protect the territorial integrity of Sweden. It is, therefore, unlikely the operation will change the nature of the Swedish debate regarding membership.

Given the policy of active international engagement through diplomacy and participation in international crisis management, and the preference for Swedish operations within the NATO and EU frameworks, Sweden nevertheless is highly likely to continue contributing to future NATO operations—as long as a U.N. mandate backs them. The question, then, is how to make this special partnership as mutually beneficial and effective as possible. Before discussing that further, let us take a closer look at the Swedish contribution to OUP.

The Swedish Contribution: “Operation Karakal”

As briefly noted in the introduction, the Swedish operation in Libya was divided into two rotations with different political mandates. The first covered the period from April 1 to June 26, during which the unit had the formal task only to defend the no-fly zone through DCA operations and TAR using the politically mandated eight JAS 39C Gripens. Beyond the Gripens, the deployment also involved about 130 personnel, a Tp 84 (C-130H) Hercules for air-to-air refueling, and an S102 Korpen (Gulfstream IV)—a signals-intelligence aircraft only under Swedish command that was used for intelligence-gathering and to update national databases. It should, however, be noted that the Swedish contingent flew only six DCA missions and 66 swing-role missions involving TAR and DCA early in the operation, and that the vast majority of missions involved pure reconnaissance. This type of mission was most needed and appreciated within the coalition. The second rotation covered the period between June 27 and October 24, and involved a mandate that covered TAR across the full spectrum of U.N.-mandated tasks, not only supporting the NFZ, but also enforcement of the arms embargo and—most importantly—the mission to protect Libyan civilians. During this period, the political mandate included only five Gripens instead of eight, but as the mandate said nothing of the number of missions that should be flown, the Swedish unit continued flying the same amount over Libya, with an increased frequency of maintenance rotations of the aircraft.

In total, the Swedish operation included more than 570 missions and about 1,770 flight hours. In the reconnaissance role, about 2,770 reconnaissance exploitations reports (RECCEEXREPs) were sent to higher command. As already noted, the main contribution of the Swedish unit—beyond the political support of the operation—was
in TAR. At the height of operations during the summer, the Swedish contingent flew roughly 30 percent of all TAR missions within the operation. As Lt.-Gen. Charles Bouchard repeatedly expressed regarding the Swedish contribution: “The Gripens have a strategic importance for the operation. They have a spectacular capability.”

Preparations and Initial Deployment

The decision to participate in Operation Unified Protector was made in the Swedish Parliament on April 1. On April 2, the Swedish Air Force started deploying to Sigonella Air Base in Sicily. After less than a week, all eight Gripens and most of the support organization were in place, and the unit reached Initial Operational Capability (IOC). The speed of this process is remarkable in comparison with previous international deployments of Swedish troops.

The most important reason that the Swedish Air Force was able to deploy so quickly in support of OUP was that an EAW was on standby within the EU Nordic Battle Group. The European Union constantly has two battle groups on standby, and during the first half of 2011 the Swedish-led Nordic Battle Group 11 had this responsibility. The EAW was a completely self-sufficient unit that involved all the necessary command structures, logistics, ground staff, and mission support elements, including the all-important photo interpreters. The unit also had a complete set of standing orders, standard operating procedures, and months of training behind it. Thus, when the political decision was made, the unit simply had to take off and apply the systems already in place. Only one important asset had to be added to the EAW upon deployment, the Hercules C-130 for aerial refueling—an asset that proved essential, given the challenging fuel situation at Sigonella Naval Air Station. In short, the coincidence that the EAW was on standby this particular spring meant that the Swedish Armed Forces had the perfect tool for immediate deployment upon the political leadership’s request. The positive lessons and policy implications are self-evident.

The second factor was the political process in tandem with predeployment preparations at all levels. Without a quick political process in Sweden, as well as the reconnaissance and negotiations in Italy for a suitable base (discussed below), the speed of EAW readiness would have been in vain. Informal discussions regarding a Swedish contribution were ongoing from the start of international operations in Libya with a dialogue between the Ministry of Defence and the armed forces regarding the nature of a possible contribution. On March 23, this dialogue was formalized as a ministerial request and was sent to the armed forces asking about possible resources for contributions. The reply came the same day that eight Gripen fighter jets stood ready.

---


19 Interview with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, Contingent Commander FL01, March 7 and 20, 2012.

20 Swedish Government, “Svenskt deltagande i den internationella militära insatsen i Libyen.”
should be noted that the procedure of formal requests to individual members or partners, although common within U.N. operations, is unfamiliar to the NATO structure. This was nevertheless needed for the Swedish domestic debate, and NATO therefore provided such a request specifically to Sweden. The request obviously also was drafted to suit the Swedish debate by not asking for what was really needed—strike fighters with air-to-ground capability.21

The third factor was the fact that the Swedish Air Force, in February and March, had operated a C-130 over Libya for noncombatant evacuation operations and humanitarian relief operations. This meant that the Air Tactical Command staff and organization at HQ had built up competence of the area of operations and was on high readiness—factors that proved highly useful during the quick predeployment phase in late March.22

The foreign minister nevertheless made it clear from the beginning that a Swedish contribution only would be possible if NATO took full command of operations. NATO reached an agreement to do so on March 27. The next day, Swedish media reported that an official NATO request for Swedish participation had arrived, although this was not confirmed officially until March 29.23 Nonetheless, on the 28th, the Swedish government met with the opposition in order to discuss the Swedish contribution. As highlighted above, broad consensus existed regarding the ambition to contribute with fighters at this stage, and the main discussion point was the nature of the Swedish contribution and the specific national caveats.24 On March 29, an agreement was reached and a government decision to participate was made before lunch. The same afternoon, the prime minister presented a government bill to the Parliament. The Parliament also dealt with the issue in record time, leading to the April 1 decision.25

The short time frame for deployment meant that the military predeployment planning and preparations had to take place in parallel with the political negotiations in Sweden. This was nevertheless a sensitive matter, as it risked giving the impression of an inevitable political decision. However, the strong support from all of the major political parties eased that tension.26

One challenge of the planning process was that the formal procedure for including partnership countries in operations was not followed.27 In the context of specific

21 Interview with Swedish civil servant, September 12, 2012.
24 Interview with senior civil servant, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, March 23, 2012.
25 Interview with senior civil servant, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
26 “Bred majoritet för Libyenisats” [Broad majority for Libyan operation], Svenska Dagbladet, April 1, 2011.
27 Ambassador Veronika Wand Danielsson, interview with author, March 2012.
operations, the North Atlantic Council (NAC) is supposed to decide on the recognition of a non-NATO country as an operational partner, on the basis of Military Committee advice, after the successful completion of the following measures as required:

- a formal statement of intent by the country that it is prepared to offer a contribution in support of a NATO-led operation.
- provisional recognition by the NAC of the country as a potential operational partner.
- completion of proper security arrangements with the potential operational partner to allow the sharing of classified operational information.
- completion of participation and detailed financial arrangements with the potential operational partner.
- the signature, if required, of a technical memorandum of understanding between the relevant military authorities of NATO and of the potential operational partner.
- a certification by NATO military headquarters (SHAPE) of the potential operational partner’s contribution.28

The urgency of the process of forming the coalition meant that these formal steps were replaced by ad hoc measures.29 The problem for non-NATO members is that they lack access to meetings and information until a commitment to contribute is formally made. Thus, the status of Swedish officials and officers within the organization was constantly a problem, as they were not allowed to participate in OUP meetings and therefore had limited insight into operational planning and operations during the Swedish predeployment phase.30 This was solved informally through bilateral meetings between the Delegation of Sweden to NATO and member states. However, it substantially increased the workload and time that had to be invested to gain access to information. A politically difficult, yet important, lesson is the need for a way to provide access for the likely contributing partners before formal commitments are made.

While negotiations and deliberations were ongoing in Stockholm, the armed forces were tasked to conduct reconnaissance trips to Italy to find an appropriate base for the Swedish jets. As the armed forces did not have the mandate or the authority to negotiate directly with NATO, a representative from the Delegation of Sweden to NATO in Brussels also joined the trip to Italy. As a representative of the Swedish government, this person could conduct the formal negotiations in Italy, which turned out
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29 Wand Danielsson, interview with author.
30 Danielsson interview.
to be quite useful, as it substantively shortened the deployment time when the parliamentary decision was finally made.\textsuperscript{31}

A number of challenges were identified during the reconnaissance trip, some of which were rather pressing—not least the issue of dealing with the Italian concerns about Swedish Gripens deploying to Sigonella. Italy expressed some concerns about the Swedish contribution—especially regarding logistics issues related to the fact that no other contributing nation used the JAS 39 fighter.\textsuperscript{32} The recce team, which U.S. contacts helped support through some arm-twisting, nevertheless successfully resolved most of these issues in time. It should be noted, however, that when the first planes took off from Sweden, they still did not have permission from the Italians to land at Sigonella. While the Swedish contingent was hoping for clearance to Sigonella at takeoff, the formal flight plan was to Sardinia. The planes flew via Hungary before they received the final positive decision from the Italians regarding Sigonella.\textsuperscript{33}

Another important lesson from the predeployment phase is, therefore, the importance of close contacts and bilateral discussions with a key ally. In this case, contacts with U.S. officials in both Brussels and at the Pentagon in Washington turned out to be absolutely central in the negotiations with Italy and in gaining access to operational information before the formal commitment to contribute forces was made.\textsuperscript{34} This relationship deepened during the operation and served as an important entry point for Sweden to NATO as a partnership country. In a similar vein, the deployment of liaison officers within the NATO command structure at an early stage proved to be important and created the foundation for later successes during the operation. Finally, the support of diplomatic staff at the Delegation of Sweden to NATO in Brussels, as well as within the reconnaissance delegation to Italy, was instrumental in resolving concerns and building good relations with the United States’ NATO delegation for access to the necessary command structures.\textsuperscript{35}

\textbf{A Typical Gripen Mission During OUP}\textsuperscript{36}

The JAS 39C Gripen is a Swedish-built, lightweight multirole fighter, comparable in capabilities to advanced versions of the slightly larger F-16. It can perform a wide vari-
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ety of counterair missions, air interdiction and CAS, antishipping attacks, and strategic and tactical air reconnaissance. During OUP, the Gripens were equipped with AMRAAM and IRIS-T missiles for self-defense. On the centerline, the Gripen carried a reconnaissance pod with an electro-optical sensor in the visual range that took 24-megapixel slides in a mosaic pattern and could cover vast areas with high resolution. The imagery was stored on an 80-gigabyte memory flash hard drive that, upon landing, was directly inserted into an analysis system. The pod was new to the Swedish Air Force, whose pilots and maintenance crews never had previously used the version used over Libya. Many of the pods were delivered directly from the factory to Sigonella, requiring adjustments by technical support staff from SAAB that were deployed with the Swedish unit for that purpose during the operation. The Gripens also carried a Litening 3 laser-designating targeting pod, with a high resolution infrared-video camera. The imagery from this pod was used for in-flight information and also after landing in the production of the RECCEXREP.

CAOC 5 in Poggio Renatico, Italy, tasked all missions. CAOC 5 was responsible for the tactical level of the air campaign during OUP. A number of Swedish liaison and staff officers worked at CAOC 5 during the operation and they proved absolutely essential for the correct tasking of the Swedish unit. Beyond the everyday tasks of any staff officers in different functions at CAOC 5, the Swedish personnel in the staff therefore also had two main tasks in relation to the Swedish unit: First, they served as a “red card” holder—an asset all contributing nations used to coordinate the targeting and tasking processes with the specific national mandates and caveats. Second, they supported the staff in making sure the tasking suited the specific capabilities of the unit, helping to optimize the effectiveness of the missions.

The tasking was formulated in an air tasking order that was issued to the unit at least 12 hours prior to takeoff. In the air tasking order, the unit found all mission
details such as details of the recce targets, time on targets, air-to-air refueling areas and assets, airspace corridors, and communications (frequencies and crypto keys). Since the air tasking order covered all air missions in the operation, it also provided the pilots with a good general picture of the situation in their airspace.

When the air tasking order reached the Swedish unit and was extracted from the NATO Secret network (initially via the Danish unit and later on via a terminal provided by the Italian base at Sigonella), the intelligence and planning officers made an initial analysis and started the mission planning by entering the intended route and targets in the planning system. Four hours before takeoff, the detailed planning continued, now with the involvement of pilots and all other relevant personnel. Two hours prior to takeoff, the two-ship leader held a mission brief, in which all details and contingency plans of the missions were covered. The pilots entered the cockpit 30 minutes prior to takeoff and initiated the start-up procedures and system checks on the aircraft.

The missions always consisted of two Gripens; one aircraft was the main reconnaissance asset and also the flight lead, while the other was the supporting aircraft with the primary tasks of providing situational awareness and searching for potential threats. After takeoff, the two flew along a predefined route along special corridors. They passed Malta, and thereafter contacted an E-3 AWACS (U.S., NATO, or French) on their way to their first AAR. The AWACS were responsible for informing the crew of threats and friendly air traffic, coordinating refueling, and also forwarding in-flight reports and any new targets (dynamic targets) to the crew. The AAR took place in a predefined area beyond the Libyan coastline. Near the end of OUP, it was possible to refuel over Libya itself, and this was required to provide imagery of targets further south in Libya. The Gripens initially used the Swedish C-130 Hercules for refueling, but later refueled from U.S., French, and Canadian tankers as well. After refueling, the aircraft flew to their reconnaissance targets, which were overflown several times to get imagery from different sensors and angles. Much consideration was required when collecting imagery, such as if vertical or oblique angles were to be used, and the direction of the target in relation to the sun and clouds. On some missions, several AARs were needed to be able to cover all of the recce targets.

The missions were flown at altitudes above 20,000 feet to stay well above ground-based air defense threats, such as anti-aircraft guns, small-arms fire, and man-portable infrared-guided missiles. This behavior required air superiority, something that was obviously achieved early in the conflict. Even so, the Swedish Gripens detected a number of more-advanced missile systems with their electronic warfare suites and the radar warning receivers. Normally, a flight covered ten targets during a mission. Limitations on the number of targets included aircraft endurance and available memory capacity. The most important limitation, however, was the time it took to analyze the imagery back at Sigonella Air Base on Sicily. After the Gripens had collected imagery from all the tasked targets they often remained in the air waiting for so-called dynamic targeting—additional, time-sensitive reconnaissance targets.
Upon each mission’s completion, the aircraft returned to Sigonella. After landing, the memory units from the sensors were rushed to the image analysis systems and the analysis personnel immediately started to go through the immense amount of data. Beyond looking at the tasked information, such as locations of military materiel, they marked locations of schools and mosques to further support the targeting processes. The information was labeled and marked in the photos, as well as described in text. Together this was compiled to a RECCEEXREP that was sent to the CAOC within two hours from landing. At CAOC 5 the intelligence personnel made further assessments based on the imagery, and sometimes would follow up with inquiries to the Swedish unit for further information on specific details.

From Skepticism to Appreciation
The arrival of the Swedish contingent at Sigonella, and its relatively good placement in the hangars, raised some eyebrows. It was at that stage unclear what the Swedes could and would do, why they were participating, and what types of missions they would fly.37 The JAS 39 Gripen was unfamiliar to many, and cynical questions were raised as to whether the Swedish contribution would be of any substance, or if it was to be little more than a sales pitch for SAAB to get the jets “combat proven.”38 Sweden’s initial political caveats did not help the skeptical reception. Nor did two of the early challenges discussed below—the incompatibility of jet fuel and the lack of access to the NATO Mission Secret Network (henceforth NATO Secrets). The prospects for a useful Swedish contribution seemed limited. However, the negative tune started changing only three weeks after the first deployment, as the fuel and communication challenges were being solved and as the Swedish contingent started producing high-quality reconnaissance images and reports.39 This section analyzes what the Swedish contingent did and how it was received within the campaign as a whole. What did the Swedish contingent do to change the narrative from skeptical to highly favorable? The section emphasizes three factors without attempting to rank their relative importance—the quality and speed of intelligence reports, the reliability and flexibility of the Swedish contribution, and the likeability of the unit as a neighbor and cooperating partner.

As soon as the Swedish planes started flying, it became obvious that they were capable of making a substantial contribution to the operation. The quality of their reconnaissance photos was good, and the speed and quality of analysis were excellent. An absolutely central aspect in intelligence-gathering in general, and tactical recce mis-
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37 Interview with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, March 2012; Interview with officials at the Delegation of Sweden to NATO, May 2012.
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39 Interview with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, March 7 and 20, 2012.
sions in particular, is the duration from initial observation to the delivery of analyzed data and reports to the higher level of command. The longer the process takes, the less relevant the information is likely to be. At the same time, the quality and accuracy of analysis never can be compromised, which makes the process a bit of a balancing act. The time from landing to delivered reports in the Swedish case most often was two hours, and the quality of both photos and analysis was surprisingly good from the coalition’s point of view.\(^40\) In July and August, Sweden provided about one-third of tactical reconnaissance within the coalition. As NATO continued to ask for more, the Swedish Air Force nevertheless worryingly reached maximum capacity. While more jets and pilots were available in Sweden, a lack of additional capacity remained to analyze the reconnaissance photos, which limited the possible scale of the Swedish contribution in Libya.\(^41\) It should, however, be noted that this was partly due to national priorities, as some interpreters were used nationally, and as a Swedish UAV with interpreters was to be sent to Afghanistan around the same time.\(^42\)

In addition, not only was the Swedish contingent quite reliable in terms of following orders and solving mission tasks, it gained respect by displaying great flexibility both mentally and technically. The Swedish contingent’s culture of mission command meant it took a lot of initiative and dared to comment on and adjust air tasking orders and flight schedules from higher command when it was believed it would improve operations.\(^43\) For example, while photographing oil cisterns outside Tripoli, the Swedish analysts discovered a number of them had floating lids. If photographed at a particular angle, the shade could easily be analyzed to calculate the level of consumption and refilling of these cisterns. The Swedish commander requested to change the flight schedules to photograph these cisterns at the same time each day to allow for the best possible comparative analysis. Small instances such as these, which showed a capability of seeing new possibilities within existing orders as well as in finding relevant targets of intelligence, plus initiative in questioning the air tasking orders, were highly appreciated at higher levels of command. The Swedish unit not only fulfilled its tasks with precision, it also came back with some extra value added because of this initiative.\(^44\)

Moreover, the technical systems that the Gripen was carrying allowed for greater flexibility in operations than most coalition partners. For example, the recce pod and the Gripen allowed for the possibility of taking off with preplanned and programmed recce targets like all other contingents, but also had the capability to receive new targets while on the mission. This meant that after initial task accomplishment, the Swed-

\(^{40}\) Interview with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, March 7, 2012; Interview with US DoD official, June 2012.


\(^{42}\) Interview with Lt. Col. Tommy Petersson, July 17, 2012.

\(^{43}\) Interview with Col. Fredrik Bergman, April 4, 2012.

\(^{44}\) Interview with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, March 7, 2012.
ish jets could wait in standby position after air-to-air refueling either to execute time-sensitive follow-up missions or to cover recce tasks that other contingents had failed to complete. As these types of tasks often came at very short notice, having the opportunity to task them to jets already in the air over the Mediterranean Sea substantially increased the speed and efficiency of tactical recce during OUP.45

Another factor was that the Swedish contingent proved to be a pleasant cooperating partner and neighbor at Sigonella. While this may seem trivial in the midst of combat, this factor often makes some of the most important impressions on commanding officers and other contingents. The Swedish work ethic, and the carefulness that was taken in keeping the hangar clean, returning rental vehicles on time, and participating in social events and ceremonies, contributed to an improving narrative of the Swedish contribution, as well as excellent working relationships with the base commander and neighboring units on the base.46 The same useful working relationship reportedly was the case with the smaller Swedish satellites that worked with the CAOC in Poggio Renatico and the OUP headquarters (CJTF) at Joint Force Command (JFC) in Naples.

An indicator of the increasing appreciation of the Swedish contribution was the refueling priority list. The Swedish contingent initially was almost at the bottom of this priority list, which naturally had those contingents conducting the bombing at the top, followed by Qatar and United Arab Emirates. Sweden belonged to a third-tier group, which meant that its contingent could not fly at maximum capacity. Between April 18 and April 20, just as the unit reached full operational capability, the Swedish contingent commander nevertheless visited JFC in Naples and presented the early work of the Swedish contingent. The message was that if the Swedes could be placed higher on the refueling priority list, they could deliver more of the same. This visit, along with the ever-improving reputation, quickly had an impact, and the Swedish contingent rose in the priority list.47

**Swedish NATO Interoperability and Operational Integration**

Another important reason for the relative success of the Swedish contribution to OUP was the unit’s interoperability with NATO. Apart from the already mentioned initial challenges of access to classified computers and crypto keys—issues discussed further below—the Swedish unit was well integrated from the beginning. In fact, the compatibility of the Swedish contingent was exceptionally good, given that this was the first Swedish Air Force contribution with combat aircraft to a NATO operation, and the first international Swedish Air Force operation with fighters since operations in the Congo in the early 1960s. This section seeks to illustrate a long and successful pro-
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46 Interview with Col. Fredrik Bergman, April 4, 2012.
cess toward integration and interoperability with NATO despite Sweden’s avoidance of membership in the Alliance.

The process of increasing compatibility with NATO has taken place over many years. Sweden has cooperated with NATO in the framework of the Partnership for Peace (PfP) since 1994, and work to make the Swedish Air Force interoperable with NATO began as early as 1996. Since then, technical and methodological interoperability has steadily improved, and today the Swedish Air Force has procedures, call signs, and technology that make it interoperable with NATO units. Over the years, the Swedish Air Force also has participated in numerous international air exercises, such as Red Flag and Cold Response, and has trained Swedish pilots in NATO countries. Moreover, while this was the first Swedish fighter contribution to a NATO operation, the Swedish Air Force already had been involved in ISAF (the International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan) with transport aircraft and helicopters. Operating within a NATO air campaign framework, therefore, was far from unfamiliar.48 Moreover, the Swedish armed forces’ experience of participating in the NATO-led operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan also provided the larger Swedish bureaucracy with invaluable lessons—from the tactical command level to the Swedish Government Offices, and not least the Delegation of Sweden to NATO in Brussels.

As noted above, large parts of the Swedish unit also were part of the EAW that was on standby as part of EU Nordic Battle Group 11. This meant that the unit was unusually prepared for international operations within an EU framework, making it easy to plug into NATO systems. In essence, experience from NATO exercises, having standby units for international operations, in combination with the extensive past efforts to make technology, methodology, and language interoperable with NATO, meant that compatibility (beyond NATO Secrets) really was not an issue during the operation in Libya. One of the first Swedish pilots who entered Libyan airspace said: “I had to pinch my arm to remember that this was for real and not an exercise”—something that highlighted that the integration process and preparations for NATO interoperability had been successful.49 In an analysis of operations in Libya, Adrian Johnson and Saqeb Mueen also noted that “Sweden’s longstanding collaboration with NATO as a Partner for Peace made cooperation relatively seamless, and may mean that Sweden will participate more readily in future operations.”50

This is not to say that no serious challenges arose. One of the main challenges was to integrate the tactical data exchange network, Link 16, on the Gripens. While the political challenges took time to resolve, the technical challenges were quickly and successfully overcome in cooperation with the Danish contingent, also based at Sigonella. The Swedish Air Force team members and the Danish military later were awarded
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Aviation Week Laureate Awards in the category of IT/Electronics “for successfully and quickly integrating Link 16 on the Saab JAS-39 Gripen in support of NATO operations over Libya.”\(^{51}\)

In terms of operational integration from a Swedish perspective, the Delegation of Sweden to NATO has highlighted that the involvement of partnership countries exceeded expectations as soon as the operation was under way. The vast majority of meetings in Brussels were held in OUP-format—meaning that troop contributions, rather than Alliance membership, determined access. All information (open and classified) also was shared among all OUP partners from the beginning.\(^{52}\) To further facilitate Swedish integration, one Swedish officer was based at SHAPE and three were based at JFC in Naples. At JFC, the Swedish officers were given complete insight into the operations, as long as the Swedish contribution could deliver useful missions and analysis of high quality. The liaison officer wrote almost daily reports to provide the Swedish unit with increased understanding of the thinking and priorities of the staff in Naples. The most important contribution from an operational perspective nevertheless came from the two liaison and six staff officers working at CAOC 5, where the air campaign was led. As highlighted above, apart from performing the regular staff duties, the Swedish officers also were heavily involved in the tasking process to the Swedish contingent—not least during the period of strict national caveats.\(^{53}\) Both the Swedish NATO delegation in Brussels and the contingent commanders have highlighted the importance of having Swedish staff officers at the important command levels during OUP.\(^{54}\)

While information sharing and operational integration of partnership countries were good in general, the immediate quality and importance of the Swedish contribution provided an extra level of insight and access. While the Swedes were providing the most sought-after recce operations, they also were given access to the meetings of the “inner circle” (UK, United States, France), and to deliberations of “two eyes” and “five eyes”—the Anglophone communities of either the UK and United States, or of those two countries plus Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.\(^{55}\) On the opposite end of the scale, during the period of fuel challenges, nonaccess to NATO Secrets and extreme interpretations of Swedish national caveats kept the Swedish contingent out of the loop at all levels of command. Liaison officers were not allowed to attend meetings in the
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inner circle, and access to relevant documents and briefings was limited until the caveats were lifted.\footnote{Interview with officials at the Delegation of Sweden to NATO.}

**Challenges to the Swedish Contribution**

While the overall assessment of Swedish operations in OUP generally was quite positive, the contingent also faced a number of more or less serious challenges that provide important lessons and recommendations—both from Swedish and NATO perspectives—for improvement in future operations. This section focuses on three challenges: getting access to NATO Secrets and Link 16; the challenge of finding compatible jet fuel for the Gripens; and the Swedish political mistakes and national caveats. The first two are challenges stemming largely from Sweden not being a NATO member, while the final one is an internal Swedish problem. It should be noted most of the challenges could be described as start-up problems that successfully were resolved after a number of weeks of operations. This does not, however, take away from the importance of learning lessons from them for future operations.

**Access to NATO Secrets and Link 16: The Nonmember Conundrum**

Upon deployment, it became clear the Swedish communication systems, despite years of efforts to make them interoperable, could not be fully integrated into the NATO C2 systems. Two separate challenges became apparent: Most importantly, Sweden as a partnership country did not have access to NATO Secrets at the onset of operations, and the process of obtaining a license initially proved difficult. In addition, despite having made the JAS 39C compatible with Link 16 shortly before the operations in Libya, a crypto key had to be obtained, and the bureaucratic process to do so proved almost insurmountable.

The first challenge meant the Swedish contingent did not have a tool for receiving orders or submitting RECCEEXREPs. While this was temporarily solved by receiving orders via the neighboring Danish contingent and by sending images and recce reports physically on disc to CAOC 5, it meant that full operational capability (FOC) was delayed one week. Although this certainly was not the first time Sweden or other non-members contributed to NATO operations—KFOR (Kosovo Force) and ISAF being the most obvious examples—this challenge was dealt with very slowly until after the Swedish arrival at Sigonella. At that stage, intense work to solve the issue was launched at all levels within the Swedish contingent, as well as among liaison officers in different commands, and last but not least, within the Delegation of Sweden to NATO.\footnote{Interviews with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, March 7 and March 20, 2012.}
Gaining access to classified NATO information and communication networks, including the necessary license or crypto key, obviously is not an automatic process for nonmembers. It was therefore quickly identified that formal NATO approval was necessary for access to secure networks. Using Link 16 required a number of formal tasks from the Swedish side, as well as decisions from the NATO Military Committee (MC). NATO expects a coordinated expression of information exchange needs from the contributing country. Based on this request, the appropriate systems and networks for access are identified. When the operational need is confirmed, a request goes to the MC, where the international military staff prepares a recommendation for the MC’s decision. After intense work by both Sweden and the United States, it nevertheless became clear that NATO was not going to proactively work Sweden into the security networks and provide the relevant approvals. A number of bureaucratic roadblocks stood in the way. First, the Joint Task Force of OUP needed to define an operational requirement for each nation. Second, several individual requests for each partner nation created a prolonged process for Sweden in particular; other nations were politically more important to deal with. Third, a number of different requirements from different command control authorities were involved. Further complicating matters was NATO’s having to deal simultaneously with the requests from Sweden and the politically even more important partners, UAE and Qatar. The Swedish ambassador to NATO has highlighted the many occasions when she was told, “If it was only Sweden, there would be no problem.”

Final approval from MC did not come until May 30, at which point the Swedish communication systems could finally be fully integrated with NATO C2 systems. The process involved two time periods of different challenges. The first period, from April 2 until April 28, involved trying to figure out exactly what NATO needed and where to process it. The second period, from April 28 to May 30, involved getting the requirements through the NATO and OUP bureaucracies. Getting a license for access to NATO Secrets was nevertheless not the only problem. The United States provides a number of the Air Force’s communication and information systems for interoperability with NATO. Due to the nature of the agreements between the two countries, taking these systems abroad requires formal U.S. authorization. Moreover, using crypto keys that other actors provide also requires authorization. Nevertheless, the Swedish Armed Forces and Delegation of Sweden to NATO in relation to U.S. European Command (USEUCOM), as well as through the contacts of the air force
attache at the Embassy of Sweden in Washington, were able to quickly deal with these issues prior to deployment.61

From a Swedish perspective, three lessons were identified while navigating the formal procedures of the NATO bureaucracy. First was the need to identify useful points of contact at all appropriate levels of command to quickly navigate the formal processes. Second was the need to be prepared to present the formal expression of need immediately when the chance presents itself. This means that Sweden also must have a clear picture of what is necessary and helpful, to have in operations, and a quick-standing procedure for preparing the formal requests. The final need was to quickly identify and establish good relations with a sponsor nation in NATO. To navigate these testing waters of the NATO bureaucracy, as well as to influence and speed up the processes, the support of a powerful “sponsor nation” within NATO is essential. In this case, the Swedish NATO delegation received support from the U.S. delegation to NATO and USEUCOM in Brussels, as well as from the Pentagon in Washington. This relationship continued throughout the operation with nearly daily contacts between the U.S. and Swedish delegations during OUP.62

The fact that it took 58 days to integrate the Swedish contingent fully with the operational C2 system can be interpreted in two ways. On the one hand, it can be seen as completely unacceptable that a substantial contributor to the operation had to face such bureaucratic resistance and delay. Clearly, the Alliance was not prepared for the inclusion of partnership countries and the full integration of their communication systems. At the same time, Sweden had not prepared itself for the eventuality of having to go through these motions. On the other hand, these challenges were in the end resolved, and the force-contributing partnership countries were integrated in the operations in an unprecedented manner.

Nonetheless, not providing early access to NATO Secrets for substantial troop contributors was a failure on NATO’s part, and the Alliance has also been critical of its own handling of this case.63 Clearly, the processes for including nonmembers on classified networks will be essential in future operations. One possibility is changing the NATO policies by reducing the bureaucracy of the formal processes. Another possibility is having standing agreements between close partners and NATO that would take effect when contributing troops to operations.

Lack of Compatible Fuel

The second challenge that the Swedish contingent faced upon deployment was the lack of compatible fuel for the JAS 39 Gripen. Sigonella is a naval air station, which means

---

62 Interview with officials at the Delegation of Sweden to NATO, April 15, 2012.
the jet fuel normally provided (JP-5) has a slightly lower flashpoint for increased security on aircraft carriers. This also means the fuel has lower conductivity and viscosity, which makes it incompatible with the Gripen, which normally runs on JP-8 fuel. The problem with JP-5 for the Gripen is that it has lower electrical conductivity, and is more prone to build up static electricity. This problem was discovered when the Swedish maintenance crews tested the fuel during the predeployment phase. The sensitivity to static electricity is not due to the engine, but to the fuel system. Since the Gripen is a small and compact aircraft, the fuel lines have been constructed thinner, which is compensated for by a higher fuel pressure and flow—something that increases the sensitivity to static electricity.

The problem was known, but underestimated, within the Swedish HQ a few days before the deployment to Sigonella Naval Air Station. It was assumed that commercial jet fuel (JET-A1) could be bought and transported from the nearby civilian Catania Airport. JET-A1 fuel is essentially the same as JP-8, but without some military additives. The solution to get fuel from Catania Airport nevertheless faced two challenges. First, no fuel trucks were available on Sicily at this time. Second, JET-A1 is similar to JP-8, but not identical. The Gripen can fly shorter periods on this fuel, but it requires additives for extended use, which improves lubrication and decreases the risk of oxidation. This, in turn, decreases inspection and maintenance intervals on the Gripen. The problem of finding compatible fuel forced all parties involved to display great flexibility and resourcefulness. The Swedish contingent was forced to fill up the Swedish C-130 at other bases so the Gripens could later be refueled in the air. The permanent solution, in the end, involved a convoy of fuel trucks traveling from Sweden through Europe arranged during the Easter break. The Swedish fuel trucks not only provided the correct fuel and the all-important fuel transport capability from Catania Airport; they carried pumps and a system that could automatically provide the appropriate additives to the JET-A1 fuel. The convoy nevertheless required military escort and provided not only logistical challenges, but also diplomatic ones, as military transports abroad require formal authorizations from each state they transit.

While the fuel situation limited the extent of early missions flown, in the end the issue was resolved to an acceptable extent by the time that access to NATO Secrets was accomplished. Thus, the Swedish contingent reported FOC to NATO on April 21. Given the challenges described above, as well as the fact that this was the first Swedish contribution of fighter jets to a NATO air campaign, arriving at FOC in Sicily only 20 days after the parliamentary decision to contribute Swedish jets should be seen as quite an accomplishment.

---

65 Interview with Major General Anders Silwer, then-commander of the Swedish Air Tactical Command, May 12, 2012.
The Swedish Experience: Overcoming the Non–NATO-Member Conundrum
The National Caveats and the Failures of Swedish Politics

That the Swedish contingent was not authorized to strike ground targets in Libya was hardly surprising, given that this was the first time in 48 years that Swedish fighter jets were unleashed internationally. There was plenty of political nervousness in Stockholm regarding the potential impact of Swedish bombs causing civilian casualties. Thus, while Sweden supported the campaign in full, the political risks involved in engaging grounds targets were left to others. The caveat was nevertheless well understood within the coalition, which meant it did not have any substantial negative consequences in terms of the credibility of the Swedish contribution. Moreover, the most important Swedish contribution was initially perceived to be the political legitimacy that Swedish participation provided for the operation. Beyond that ground-target caveat, however, a number of unnecessary and strategically foolish caveats and limitations were placed on the Swedish contingent that could have been avoided. Two decisions stand out in this regard: First, beyond the bombing caveat, the Swedish Parliament initially decided that the only section of UNSCR 1973 that the Swedish contingent could implement was the task of creating and upholding the no-fly zone (NFZ). Second, political horse-trading meant that three Gripens were withdrawn from the mission halfway through—sending an unfortunate signal to OUP commanders and NATO HQ at a sensitive point in time for the operation.

As highlighted previously in the volume, UNSCR 1973 included three main operational tasks: establishment of an NFZ, enforcement of the arms embargo, and protection of Libyan civilians. Limiting the Swedish contribution to the NFZ made little sense and created great difficulties at the tactical level. In terms of tactical air doctrine, the NFZ is an aim of tactical operations rather than a task, and it was entirely unclear which tasks the Swedish contingent had the mandate to perform to achieve that aim. Creating and upholding an NFZ involves attacking ground targets such as air defense systems and C2 centers. Yet the Swedish unit was not allowed to do this, and the first two weeks of the operation were spent trying to understand what were legally and politically acceptable activities within the given political mandate. That the commander of the Swedish Air Tactical Command, Major General Anders Silwer, as well as a legal counsel, supported the unit at Sigonella to make this interpretation is an indication of both the perceived difficulty and importance of this interpretation.

Initially, a relatively liberal interpretation was made. However, a combination of factors described below led to a much stricter interpretation after two weeks of sorties.

67 NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen stressed while visiting Sweden on the day of the Parliamentary decision that the Swedish caveats did not represent a problem for NATO, in “Bred majoritet för Libyenin-sats,” Svenska Dagbladet, April 1, 2011.

68 Interview with U.S. Department of Defense official, May 2012; interview with Embassy of Sweden official, April 2012.

It was then decided that the NFZ caveat meant the Swedish contingent essentially was only allowed to conduct DCA operations and TAR against the NFZ. The Swedish contingent could not gather intelligence regarding civilians in danger or breaches of the weapons embargo. Libyan air capabilities essentially were destroyed by the time of Swedish deployment, and although a few relevant targets of reconnaissance related to the no-fly zone still existed during the early weeks, these also quickly disappeared. The Swedish contribution became increasingly useless and the caveats unsustainable. Moreover, the caveats did not come without a cost, as NATO reacted by throwing out diplomats and Swedish liaison officers from restricted meetings at all levels of command, and most importantly at JFC in Naples.70

A Swedish parliamentary delegation visited the Swedish unit at Sigonella base in late May and reportedly was shocked to hear that despite Sweden justifying the mission in humanitarian terms in general, and the protection of civilians in particular, the Swedish jets could not conduct reconnaissance with the purpose of leading to more effective airstrikes against threats to civilians, or even to help save civilian lives by identifying unsuitable targets. Recce sorties essentially had to ignore blatant threats to civilians, and officially were not allowed to photograph or report them.71 Following the parliamentary visit, the mandate was first informally reinterpreted within a few days, then completely rewritten in the June 26 parliamentary decision to extend the Swedish mission by 90 days. All caveats beyond the prohibition on attacking ground targets were lifted at that point.

Why was the mandate of the Swedish unit so limited in the first parliamentary decision and why was it interpreted the way it was—with the effect of severely limiting the capability to contribute to the operation during April and May? The paragraphs below seek to explain the caveats by describing the impact of the nature of civil-military relations in Sweden, as well as by looking at the specific political context in which the main decisions regarding the Swedish contribution were made.

As described above, the political process leading up to the parliamentary decision was quite quick. Interestingly, the week before the decision was made, a draft government bill was produced with no caveats at all. However, after deliberations between the government and the main opposition parties, an agreement was reached that the Swedish jets would not engage ground targets. That agreement was reached on the morning of March 29. The government offices had less than an hour to rewrite the bill that had to be presented to Parliament the same day to avoid unnecessary delays in Parliament’s formal political procedures. During that hour, the unfortunate redrafting solution, possibly reflecting a decision in the political agreement, was to include the no-ground-attacks caveat by focusing Swedish operations solely on the NFZ. This has

70 Interviews with Lt. Col. Stefan Wilson, February 23, 2012; with senior civil servant at the Swedish Foreign Ministry, April 2012; with the Swedish Representation to Brussels, May 2012.
71 Interview with Col. Stefan Wilson, February 23, 2012.
been described as a decision of pure convenience—an easy way of operationalizing the bombing caveat—as it was not anticipated that it would have a large impact on operations in the field.\textsuperscript{72} Foreign Minister Carl Bildt’s blog post, written the same day, also provides some interesting clues:

The well-informed are likely to recall that our efforts in the air campaign at that time [the Congo in the 1960s]—with the J29 Flying Barrel—focused on attacks against ground targets. These efforts also became important for the UN mission in its entirety. Now, our efforts will involve the maintenance of air surveillance and—I hope—different forms of reconnaissance and intelligence efforts. Especially the latter have very clearly been requested, and here too I think that political support is very broad.\textsuperscript{73}

The blog post can be interpreted as containing a kernel of disappointment about that fact that, for political reasons, the Swedish contingent would not be able to engage ground targets. The foreign minister also made clear that it was the Swedish reconnaissance and intelligence capabilities that were requested by NATO. Bildt was correct in his interpretation that broad political support was evident for reconnaissance and intelligence gathering at this stage, as the main opposition party was clearly on board for the full range of reconnaissance tasks.\textsuperscript{74} In fact, a political consensus existed regarding the appropriate nature of the Swedish contribution (involving the full range of reconnaissance and intelligence gathering) but the mandate was still limited to the NFZ as a matter of bureaucratic convenience. This indicates the political leadership understood neither the tactical and legal challenges that the wording of the mandate would entail for the Swedish contingent, nor the limited utility that the Swedish contingent would provide for the operations as a whole with the mandate it was given. This lack of understanding was due to an all-too-common failure of communications in the civil-military interface.

A recurrent theme in Swedish contributions to international operations is the gap between the political leadership and the armed forces. The Swedish constitution demands a peculiar separation of the government ministries from the agencies that implement policy.\textsuperscript{75} While this theoretically ensures unpolticized implementation of government directives, it has some serious negative consequences for political control and leadership of military operations. On the one hand, it means the military leadership is detached from the political process and has remarkably limited \textit{Fingerspitzengefühl}, or intuitive instinct, in understanding and implementing political

\textsuperscript{72} Interview with senior civil servant at the Swedish Foreign Ministry, April 2012.

\textsuperscript{73} Carl Bildt, “Hem från London” [Home from London], online (author’s translation), March 29, 2011.

\textsuperscript{74} Interview with Urban Ahlin, Social Democratic Party, May 5, 2012.

wishes. On the other hand, and perhaps even more seriously, it means the departments of Defense and Foreign Affairs’ understanding of the military instrument, and the consequent capability to control and direct them, is equally limited.76 Thus, political deliberations and decisions often are made with little understanding of the general utility of force or the more specific military capabilities available to implement political ambitions. While this problem clearly is not limited to the Swedish system, it has led to a number of recent strategic blunders related to Swedish contributions to international operations.77

The limited arena for civil-military interaction also means that very few individuals within the Swedish system are capable of engaging in strategic thinking.78 The foundation of strategy is how to translate political aims into suitable operation to achieve those aims. This is inherently difficult, however, and requires a deep understanding of the military instrument, as well as of political processes and interests. The Swedish bureaucracy simply does not produce individuals with the required breadth and depth of understanding, and the institutional setup also limits the possibility and frequency of meetings between representatives from the military and political fields.79

While the Swedish Parliament’s mandate was problematic, an even bigger problem was the interpretation of that mandate. Why was an interpretation made that rendered the Swedish contribution almost useless during a number of weeks in April and May?

Three factors contributed to this, the first being that the political climate changed. The political deliberation process before the Swedish decision to contribute to OUP was quick and emotive. However, many politicians did not understand what the air campaign over Libya would actually involve. As this became clear, enthusiasm declined. In mid-May, the operation also was increasingly seen as problematic. It did not quickly deliver the anticipated results as the civil war on the ground dragged on with civilians as targets. It also became increasingly clear some of the leading contributing countries to OUP sought to instigate regime change by targeting Qaddafi and members of his family from the air. Another contributing factor to the belated political skepticism was the Swedish armed forces’ response to growing criticism of not making a substantial contribution in Libya beyond political flag-waving. On the air force blog and when testifying before Parliament, the armed forces made it clear that the contribution was substantial by showing reconnaissance images from the Swedish jets. These involved graphic evidence of destroyed targets that had the unintended effect of making the

77 Egnell and Nilsson, “Svensk Civil-militär samverkan.”
78 Interview with senior military officer, May 15, 2012.
79 Interview with senior military officer, May 15, 2012.
antimilitaristic members of the political opposition extremely nervous about the Gripens over Libya. Most importantly, however, the main opposition party (and the biggest party in Sweden), the Social Democrats, had elected a new party chairman the weekend before the Parliamentary decision to participate. That official reversed the party position during April by stating: “The mandate has a time limit. I find it hard to imagine an extension [beyond the initial 90 days].” While not taken seriously at the time, it fueled the political nervousness about Sweden’s contribution in Libya, and had an impact on the interpretations of the mandate.

Another factor was that the actual “order” regarding the limited interpretation of the mandate came from the Swedish Defence Ministry. The armed forces received a very clear instruction from the Undersecretary of State for defense that the “agreement with the opposition is extremely important,” and that no transgressions could be allowed.

Finally, the armed forces, and especially the air force, were pleased that the long-standing political ban on fighter jets in international operations finally had been lifted with the decision to contribute in Libya. Therefore, they exercised great caution in the interpretation of the mandate in order to make sure that the political leadership would not have to regret the decision.

These three factors meant the NFZ caveat that initially was a mere bureaucratic convenience hardened into a very real and harsh interpretation of the mandate. The Swedish contingent was hindered from playing the role it could have until the mandate was changed in June 2011. The initial mandate was unnecessary and based on misunderstandings. It was then followed by an unfortunate interpretation that did not reflect the intentions of the policymakers—all due to political infighting and poor communication within the civil-military interface.

The political bickering continued during the debate regarding the extension of the Swedish contribution. The chairman of the Social Democrats had, by that time, invested much prestige in the position that the mandate of the Swedish jets should not be extended. Instead of the jets, to save face he suggested a naval contribution and a boarding force. The political compromise that resulted from the negotiations involved withdrawing three Gripens while offering a boarding force. The boarding force, while it was on the list of requested assets in the initial Combined Joint Statement of Requirement, was unwanted at this stage of the operation—especially when it was being offered without a ship. This was well known within the Swedish administration, but in a complete bureaucratic circus, Sweden still was obligated to offer a force

80 Håkan Juholt cited in “Oenighet om Svensk Libyen-Insats” [Disagreement About the Swedish Operation in Libya], Svenska Dagbladet, April 29, 2012.
82 Interview with the Delegation of Sweden to NATO in Brussels, May 14, 2012.
no one wanted, and NATO was forced to politely decline the kind offer, just to allow Swedish politicians to save face.83

Conclusions and Recommendations

Given that it was the first foreign deployment of Swedish combat aircraft in nearly 50 years, the operation can, from a Swedish perspective, be described as nothing short of a major success—in political and diplomatic terms, as well as, for the military, an acknowledgment of well-functioning training and technical systems. The operations in Libya also provided a useful opportunity to develop and refine these systems. While the list of positive lessons could certainly be made longer than the one below, it is nevertheless more useful for the purpose of this chapter to focus on those aspects that were more problematic and that can be improved for future operations. Opportunities for improvement exist not only within the Swedish armed forces, but in the relationship between NATO and Sweden as a partnership country.

First, in relation to NATO, a number of positive lessons can be gleaned from the operations in Libya. Swedish soldiers and officers, as well as their technical systems, displayed not only great competence in international comparison but also an advantageous compatibility and interoperability with NATO forces. The Swedish military displayed it has useful air capabilities that, if allowed, have the potential to be quickly integrated into NATO structures. It can, therefore, be counted on in the future to provide not only political legitimacy, but substantial operational capabilities and effects. Other positive aspects include the increased openness toward troop-contributing partnership countries. From a Swedish perspective, this was highly appreciated, and the hope is it will serve as a new benchmark for future NATO operations. Finally, the invitation of liaison officers and staff at all relevant levels of command was not only highly appreciated, but considered essential for the operational integration and effectiveness of the partnership country contributions.

On the negative side, the nonmember conundrum of not having access to information, planning, and negotiations before the formal commitment of forces is a challenge that makes the predeployment planning difficult for partnership countries. The formal process for the inclusion of partners in operations clearly is too cumbersome for cases such as this, and a need exists for a new framework with greater flexibility and shorter time frames. Moreover, access to NATO mission secret networks proved highly problematic for partnership countries at the onset of operations. The Alliance’s procedures were truly cumbersome to navigate to complete requests for such access, and the Alliance also proved to be overly bureaucratic when dealing with the Swedish request. This meant that full operational capability was delayed, as was the full C2

83 Interview with the Delegation of Sweden to NATO.
integration of the Swedish jets. Given that coalition operations involving contributors beyond the NATO members is the norm rather than the exception in the contemporary context, policies and procedures to fully integrate troop contributors must further be improved to maximize operational efficacy. Several ways are available to improve the processes displayed in Libya. The most radical one would be to create standing agreements between common contributors and NATO that take effect as soon as a formal commitment is made. A less radical way of improving the procedures within the existing framework is to train more realistically by going through these formal processes in international exercises. This would provide the necessary knowledge of the formal processes among partners, as well as the necessary experience within NATO to deal with the requests. Whether NATO reforms its policies for including partner countries or not, the partners must always have a very good understanding of the formal processes required for access to NATO secrets, as well as standard operating procedures for these processes. This is particularly important in air campaigns that often require faster processes than traditional stability operations involving ground forces.

Looking at the Swedish conduct of operations, another positive set of conclusions can be drawn. First and foremost, for the Swedish Air Force, the operation displayed that its systems work. The quality of images and analysis, as well as the competence and flexibility of the technical and human systems, meant that the initial international skepticism toward the Swedish contribution was transformed into great appreciation. Worryingly, however, the armed forces worked at maximum capacity for air reconnaissance during OUP. While many more missions can be flown and pictures taken, the limiting factor is the number of deployable photo interpreters within the Air Force. Nonetheless, at the political and military strategic levels, the quality of the Swedish contribution created plenty of bilateral goodwill for Sweden—particularly within NATO and in the United States. This is something to carefully nurture.

On the negative side, the political strategic level again made unnecessary mistakes that limited the potential positive impact of the Swedish contribution. This was partly based on misunderstandings due to a general problem with a defunct civil-military interface within the Swedish system that led to poor strategic thinking. It was partly based on more situation-specific political bickering, which was allowed to be too much of an influence on operational decisions. These are familiar problems from past operations, and it seems that serious reforms of the civil-military interface are necessary to overcome the deficiencies.

With Operation Atalanta in the Gulf of Aden, and Operation Unified Protector in Libya, Sweden has taken two important steps as a credible contributor to international peace operations by moving out of its comfort zone as it deployed naval and air capabilities. OUP in Libya clearly was a continuation of Swedish ambitions to play a substantial role in international crisis management, and it is unlikely it was the last time Sweden will operate under the NATO banner. There are, therefore, good reasons for Sweden and NATO to continue making the procedures for partnership contribu-
tions to NATO operations as efficient and frictionless as possible. While OUP was in many ways a substantial improvement in terms of information sharing and operational integration of partner countries compared to KFOR and ISAF, a number of issues still can be improved. Part of this involves learning from past operations and changing the policies of the organization. Other parts are best developed as lessons from realistic exercises that force the organization to go through all the formal motions of partnership contributions. If this seems too cumbersome to introduce in exercises, it is probably a good sign that the procedures and policies need to be changed before the next international contingency arises.
Introduction

The Libyan revolution and toppling of the regime with assistance from the NATO-led coalition had many distinctive features. In the larger political context, one of the more prominent ones involved the direct participation of Arab states in helping to bring down the Qaddafi regime, punctuated by the direct military participation of the Arab states of Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Jordan. These developments stood out as another dramatic development in a region already rocked by drama since the Tunisia uprising and the cascading events of the Arab Awakening that followed. The State of Qatar, in particular, staked out a leading position against the Qaddafi regime from the onset of the uprising and the initial violent crackdown in early February 2011.

The history of Arab state involvement in the Libyan campaign can be reconstructed in many different ways. All of them have the benefit of imposing logic and order on what was a complex, emotional, sometimes chaotic and rapidly unfolding situation. This chapter attempts to capture some of the major political and military elements that shaped the intervention and operations of the Arab state participants. It also emphasizes the manner in which the two Gulf states of Qatar and the UAE, in particular, managed to engage in direct military operations well outside their traditional operating area.

On the political front, the decade-long involvement of Western military forces in Afghanistan and Iraq, and the unfolding of the Arab Awakening, provided the strategic backdrop that helped set the conditions for Arab military involvement. The Libyan uprising provided the need for mutual support (and mutual opportunity) for the NATO-contributing countries and for the Arab state participants. The United States, Britain, and France all recognized the importance of having Arab political support to legitimize any military operations against Qaddafi and his regime. Likewise, the Arab states understood that Western military power was needed to bring down the Qaddafi regime and avoid a potential massacre of civilians in Libya. Active Arab participation also would provide an opening for Arab leadership to positively shape developments in light of the Arab Awakening. NATO provided them the necessary military
coalition support structure to allow their militaries to become directly involved in the effort, something not possible in the absence of the much larger NATO effort.

The challenge lay in bringing the two sets of agendas and partners together to practical effect. An important part of this story, then, is how Arab-state military power was marshaled and employed in a rapidly unfolding “out-of-area” coalition campaign. This was accomplished in large part because of previously established security cooperation relationships with major Western coalition partners. Therefore, a proper understanding of the role of Arab partners in the Libyan campaign requires assessing how specific political conditions and previous operational military cooperation combined in this conflict.

Arab state contributions to the campaign can be placed into two broad categories. The first comprised political, diplomatic, and economic support to the anti-Qaddafi opposition that coalesced around the National Transitional Council (NTC). These actions proved to be of great importance, especially as the campaign quickly shifted from one designed to protect Libyan civilians to the more ambitious objective of removing and replacing the Qaddafi regime. For the latter to be successful, a viable and regionally legitimate governing alternative had to exist to avoid a vacuum and ensuing civil war or chaos—and the dark prospect of outside powers being forced to introduce ground forces to stabilize such a situation. Arab state efforts to support the NTC as that viable alternative were instrumental in this regard.

Second was direct military intervention. Led by Qatar and the UAE, this most visibly consisted of contributing combat aircraft to the NATO-led air effort. Less visible, but far more significant in terms of military impact, were activities to directly arm and train rebel forces and assist in providing ground intelligence to NATO. The full impact of this direct support to the opposition ground forces must await a detailed history. Available information, however, suggests this role, in conjunction with NATO’s persistent air attacks on government forces over time, allowed for a military synergy that helped bring about the toppling of the regime.

This chapter covers both categories, with emphasis on the military component. It begins with a brief overview of the regional strategic context in which Arab participation occurred, a necessary prelude to understanding how that participation came about. It concludes with observations and initial lessons drawn from the Arab state participation.

The Road to Arab State Intervention

A series of regional developments linked to the Arab Awakening helped propel Qatar and the UAE into prominent roles in Libya among the Arab states. At the time, Egypt was in the midst of its own upheavals, and aside from concerns over the safety of its nationals in Libya and spillovers along its border, was in no position to take on a leadership role in Libya. Saudi Arabia was focused on unrest in nearby Bahrain, a far more
pressing security priority than Libya. Several other Arab states concentrated on their
own internal situations as popular Arab unrest continued to unfold. These conditions
helped set the stage for the assertive and forward-leaning roles of Qatar and the UAE.

The nature and constraints of the NATO-led military operation itself also served
to enhance the weight of Arab partner military participation. Most notably, training
the rebels, especially via Arab special forces on the ground in Libya, took on added
importance precisely because NATO had so much concern that none of its ground
forces be part of the military effort, codified in UNSCR 1973. This provision, as well
as the repeated statements that Operation Unified Protector was to defend civilians
and not to support the rebels, set major constraints on any use of ground forces. Even
the air operations were carefully framed with this protective-only role, with U.S. and
NATO leaders making it clear that supporting the Libyan opposition forces and the
NTC was not part of the coalition’s mandate. These constraints were essential to keep-
ing the coalition together and maintaining Arab support for the operation, but also
provided an opening into which the Qataris, in particular, would quickly move.

While the region still was reverberating from the news of the resignation of
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak on February 11, the first outbreaks of protest in
Libya occurred on February 16 in Benghazi and quickly spread elsewhere. Counter-
demonstrations and violence directed against the protestors soon escalated, and within
the first week more than 200 people were reported killed. As the situation deteriorated,
on February 22 Qaddafi made a highly charged televised speech in which he defiantly
vowed resistance against the protestors, referring to them as “greasy rats” in the pay of
Libya’s enemies, and declared he would die a martyr and never flee Libya. In the course
of his rambling speech, he made reference to the role of hostile Arab media in inciting
the violence and specifically to Qatar’s role here:

These Arabic TV channels are the biggest enemy, and they are on to you. They
want you to destroy the oil, the freedom, public authority and Libya, because they
are jealous of you. Our brothers in Qatar, is this the end of it? Is that the friendship
we had between us? You go against us in everything? Instead of going with us, you
stand against us . . . You may regret this when it is too late.2

Likewise, in an early response to continuing media coverage of the violence in
Libya by Doha-based Al Jazeera, Libyan officials noted: “We used to respect our broth-
ers in Qatar. But the brothers in Qatar directed Al Jazeera to incitement and to spread
lies . . . Libya has a problem with the brothers in Qatar.”3 It was clear that hostility

1 As noted in Operations in Libya, House of Commons Defence Committee, Ninth Report of Session 2012–12,
Vol. 1, HC 950, February 8, 2012, pp. 36 and 38.
2 “Muammar Gaddafi speech TRANSLATED (2011 Feb 22),” posted on YouTube.
3 Statement by Libyan secretary general on Libyan television, as covered by “The Lede” blog (assembled by The
was escalating between the two leaderships and setting a course for even more direct confrontation.4

The following day, at a press conference in London with British Prime Minister David Cameron, Prime Minister of Qatar His Excellency Sheikh Hamad Bin Jassim Bin Jabor Al-Thani reiterated Qatar’s position on events in Libya: “We do not have any quarrels with the government of Libya. All that we have said officially was an expression of discomfort at the use of excessive force. This is unacceptable as far as we are concerned.” He went on to note, “As far as any Qatari moves are concerned we move within the framework of the Arab League” and that “We do not consider this as an intervention. On the contrary, we want Libya to be an integral and important part of the Arab world. All we hope is what we have been witnessing in Libya should be ended as soon as possible.”5 The public position of Qatar at this time, while sharply critical of the Libyan government’s actions against the protestors, did not yet imply that the Qaddafi regime had to go.

The first collective diplomatic action by Arab states on Libya came in early March by way of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC). By this time, a much harder line materialized toward the regime’s future. In a Ministerial Statement on March 7, the GCC emphasized the “illegitimacy of the current Libyan regime and the necessity of having contacts/communication with the National Transition Council.” Furthermore, it went on to state that the

Council of Ministers calls on the Arab League to take on the responsibility for taking the necessary measures to spare the blood and realize the aspirations of the brotherly Libyan people and to study ways to achieve that including calling on the UN Security Council to impose a no-fly zone over Libya for the protection of civilians.6

With this, the GCC came out in favor of a no-fly zone and requested larger Arab League backing for it.7

The Arab League, in turn, met on March 11 in Cairo. At the ministerial level in its extraordinary session on Libya, the League took a watershed position on the conflict:

---

4 As it would turn out, over the coming months Al Jazeera maintained 24-hour coverage of the conflict in both Arabic and English highlighting the brutality of the regime and with a clear underlying message in support of the uprising. The result was to keep the conflict front and center, the coverage serving as a constant pressure point. And to give direct voice to the opposition, Qatar would also later provide the means for the NTC opposition to set up its own satellite media channel, Libya al-Ahrar, with a studio in Doha and with Qatar transmitting its signal.

5 “Press conference with the Prime Minister of Qatar,” Wednesday, February 23, 2011, online at 10, the official site of the British Prime Minister’s Office, February 23, 2011.

6 Translation from Arabic, original text found on GCC parallexes website.

7 At the time, the position of Secretary-General of the GCC was held by a Qatari, His Excellency Abdul Rahman Bin Hamad Al-Attiyah.
Recalling its commitment to preserve Libyan territorial integrity, regional security, political independence and civil peace; to ensure the safety and security of Libyan citizens, the national unity and independence of the Libyan people and their sovereignty over their territory; and to reject all forms of foreign intervention in Libya; and emphasizing that failure to take the measures necessary to end this crisis will lead to foreign intervention in Libyan internal affairs,

The League decided:

1. To call upon the Security Council, in view of the deterioration in the situation in Libya, to shoulder its responsibilities and take the measures necessary to immediately impose a no-fly zone on Libyan military aircraft and establish safe havens in areas that are exposed to bombardment, as precautionary measures that will provide protection for the Libyan people and the various foreign nationals resident in Libya while respecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of neighbouring States.

2. To cooperate and liaise with the Interim Transitional National Council of Libya, and provide the Libyan people with urgent and sustained support and the necessary protection from the serious violations and grave crimes to which they are being subjected by the Libyan authorities, as a result of which those authorities have forfeited all legitimacy.8

The League went on to reiterate the ongoing importance of humanitarian assistance to the Libyan people and to continue its coordination with the U.N., African Union, Organization of the Islamic Conference, and European Union on the situation in Libya. With endorsement of the no-fly zone, this was the first time in its history that the Arab League called for military action against a fellow member state.

Diplomatic efforts for military intervention now were moving at an accelerated pace on all fronts. On March 17, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1973 (UNSCR 1973). It called for establishing a no-fly zone over Libya, robust enforcement of the arms embargo called for in UNSCR 1970, and for member states “to take all necessary measures . . . to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi, while excluding a foreign occupation force of any form on any part of Libyan territory.”9 French President Nicolas Sarkozy hosted the Paris summer two days later, which the Arab states of Iraq, Jordan, Morocco, Qatar, and the UAE all attended. Qatar and the

---

8 Council of the League of Arab States, Resolution No. 7360, extraordinary session, Cairo, March 12, 2011.

UAE were represented by their foreign ministers, who reportedly pledged a commitment of aircraft to help enforce a no-fly zone.10

While this move toward military intervention was reaching a critical phase, the GCC states faced a different type of intervention closer to home. Since mid-February, the Kingdom of Bahrain had been rocked with escalating protests that also had an intersectarian dimension and the specter of Iranian involvement. At the GCC Foreign Ministers meeting in Manama on February 17, the ministers stressed their full support and solidarity with the kingdom and its leadership. Per the GCC-adopted principle of indivisible security, “The ministerial council confirmed that protecting security and stability is a collective responsibility by all GCC member states.”11 Clearly, the tenor of the statement and presumably the meeting proceedings reflected growing concern among the GCC leadership that events in Bahrain could get out of control and potentially spread more widely. As the situation continued to deteriorate over the next few weeks, on March 13 the Bahraini leadership requested GCC assistance. The following evening, the GCC Jazeera (Peninsula) Shield Forces (GCC-JSF) began arriving in Bahrain, led by Saudi forces coming across the King Fahd Causeway. The forces had the stated purpose of assisting Bahraini forces to protect vital installations and to defend Bahrain against any foreign intervention. Forces from the UAE later joined the lead Saudi element, with Kuwait contributing to offshore security operations. Qatar backed the GCC response and was reported to have sent security personnel and observers, with a small contingent of Qatari troops on standby in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Province if required. The total number of GCC-JSF personnel inside Bahrain reportedly reached about 5,000.12 Domestic unrest was therefore being confronted in two sharply contrasting ways at near-opposite ends of the Arab World, illustrating the dominance of core state security objectives and not a generalized support for popular Arab uprisings.

**Qatar, the UAE, and Jordan Join the Coalition**

As the situation continued to worsen in Libya, the Qatars in particular were very forward leaning in offering not only political and economic support, but also military

---


12 *Report of the Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry*, Final Revision of December 10, 2011, subsection 501, p. 134. For troop numbers and composition see subsection 1580, p. 386. UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed al-Nahayan confirmed that in response to a request for assistance from Bahrain, the Emirates dispatched roughly 500 police officers to the kingdom. See “UAE says sent 500 police officers into Bahrain,” *Reuters*, March 14, 2011. HM King Hamad issued a Royal Decree the following day (March 15) declaring a State of National Safety throughout Bahrain for three months.
support following UNSCR 1973. It was the Qataris who made the initial move in offering to provide aircraft and other forms of military support to the opposition as the military strikes enforcing the no-fly zone commenced on March 19 under Operation Odyssey Dawn. The speed and willingness to commit forces reportedly came as a bit of a surprise even to Western officials in the region. So while the Western powers deemed Arab participation essential, Qatar actually took the initiative in pushing for their military participation.

The long and close relationship between France’s President Sarkozy and the Emir of Qatar appears to have played an important role in this critical decisionmaking. It is noteworthy that when Sarkozy first took office in 2007, the Emir was the first Arab leader invited to France. Over the following years, the two worked together on diplomatic matters that included mediating talks between the Sudanese government and Darfur rebels and helping to broker a ceasefire in Gaza in 2008. Sarkozy’s four visits to Qatar, the most he made to any Arab state, reflected the closeness of ties.13

As noted elsewhere in this volume, Sarkozy played a leading role—if not the leading role—in advocating outside intervention to staunch the bloodshed in Libya. The Emir of Qatar and the French president shared the view that the Libyan situation presented the potential for a humanitarian disaster unleashed by an erratic and lethal regime. Sarkozy also made clear in his public statements that Arab support was essential to any Western-led intervention. In addition to political support, having an Arab partner willing to commit military forces would be a dramatic way to bolster the legitimacy of the intervention. Therefore it is quite plausible these two leaders together forged the political-military alliance that led to Qatar’s military involvement, essentially born of a bilateral arrangement at the highest levels. As subsequent events would show, the Qatari and French air forces would work closely as a team throughout the campaign.

The three Arab partner states’ military contributions to the conflict varied, but collectively ended up consisting of three elements: (1) fighter aircraft used to conduct combat air patrols as part of the no-fly zone along with limited air-to-surface strike operations, (2) transport flights responsible for humanitarian assistance and military support of the Libyan opposition, and (3) the use of special forces inside Libya to help train and organize the opposition, assist them in planning military operations, and provide ground-based intelligence to the larger campaign effort. In terms of political significance and the “optics” of the coalition, the commitment of Arab states’ fighter aircraft carried the most weight. During the early days of the conflict and the formation of the coalition, the early commitment and deployment of combat aircraft to the coalition effort (six Mirages by Qatar, shortly followed by the UAE’s provision of six F-16s and six Mirages) received considerable publicity from NATO spokespersons and other Western leaders.

While Arab-partner aircraft represented only about five percent of all coalition airpower, this was far outweighed by the political import of the combat aircraft commitments.\textsuperscript{14} Jordan’s commitment of six F-16s in early April was, by contrast, done with a very low profile. Based at Aviano, in northern Italy, official Jordanian references to these aircraft emphasized they were deployed to protect humanitarian assistance operations that the Royal Jordanian Air Force was conducting with transport aircraft and would not be involved in any direct combat role. Official statements repeatedly emphasized that Jordan would not take part in air strike operations or actual enforcement sorties for the no-fly zone.\textsuperscript{15}

Transport aircraft and their operations were less prominent in the public domain, but in many ways they were an equally or even more significant air contribution. These provided a direct link to the Libyan opposition, and over time became the key “air bridge” to providing continuous humanitarian relief and material support to the rebels. All three Arab states’ air forces participated in humanitarian assistance and relief operations in Libya. Transport aircraft also became the means to bring in special forces to train the opposition, the most significant and high-leverage military contribution made by the Arab states to the conflict.

While the Libyan conflict presented a uniquely demanding operation for the Arab partner states, both Qatar and the UAE previously had shown growing interest in developing “expeditionary” capabilities and experience over the last several years that served them well. This was, in part, reflected in recent acquisitions of major transport capabilities in their air fleets. While focused primarily on national and then Gulf security, both Qatar and the UAE developed some military capacity to conduct out-of-area expeditionary missions. Prior to Libya, the primary focus had been on humanitarian assistance and relief efforts. Qatar, for example, was involved in the U.N. Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) operations in Lebanon, and humanitarian assistance in Haiti and Chile, the latter two involving long-distance shipments of food, water, and medical supplies in 2010 using newly purchased U.S. C-17 Globemaster III transports.\textsuperscript{16} The UAE has maintained a military presence in Afghanistan for more than eight years focusing on humanitarian assistance, providing security to local Afghans, and imple-

\textsuperscript{14} Shashank Joshi, “The Complexity of Arab Support,” in Johnson and Mueen, 2012, p. 66.
\textsuperscript{15} For one example, see Hani Hazaimeh, “Jordan Not Participating in No-Fly Zone,” \textit{Jordan Times}, March 20, 2011. Also, see “Jordan Sends Jets to Support Libya No-Fly Zone,” \textit{Reuters}, April 6, 2011; “‘The fighter planes were sent to a European base to protect our humanitarian corridor and provide logistical support for the no-fly zone,’ Foreign Minister Nasser Judeh told Reuters. ‘The mission does not have a combat role.’”
\textsuperscript{16} “Boeing, Qatar Emiri Air Force Laud C-17 Fleet’s Achievements,” Boeing Co. news release, Doha, Qatar, March 15, 2010. While not out-of-area, Qatar’s first significant military deployment and combat outside its borders took place during the 1991 Gulf War, in which its ground forces achieved notoriety for their participation in the Battle of Khafji.
menting social and economic development programs. The UAE also participated in peacekeeping and humanitarian relief operations in Somalia and Bosnia-Kosovo. Both countries have sought to expand their transport capabilities to extend their reach and the mobility of their forces. Qatar’s purchase of two C-17s served as the backbone for its expeditionary activities, to be joined by four Lockheed C-130J-30 Hercules transport aircraft in the pipeline. One of Qatar’s C-17s was painted in the nonmilitary livery of the Qatar national airline to explicitly raise public awareness of Qatar’s participation in operations around the world. For its part, the UAE had ordered six C-17s and 12 C-130Js, with the initial C-17s delivered during Operation Unified Protector.

In addition to acquiring capabilities and experience in out-of-area operations, a key enabler for Arab state participation in OUP was the long history of security cooperation with major NATO state militaries (U.S., French, and British). This served to help ease the demanding challenges of deploying and sustaining combat forces far from home basing. For example, among the bilateral security relationships that would prove especially important for sustaining the Qatari Mirages during the Libyan campaign were those with France. Since January 2011, two French pilots had been assigned to Qatar’s Mirage 2000 and Alpha Jet squadrons. Also, in November–December 2010, French Mirage 2000s participated in a combined exercise with the Qatars, Al Koot 5, which emphasized bilateral training in joint and combined operations.

Long-standing U.S. ties with the Qatar military and Emiri air force would play a key role in facilitating the deployment of aircraft. Likewise with the UAE, the U.S. Air Force 363rd Flying Training Group (FTG), located at Al Dhafra Air Base, worked closely with the UAE Air Force and Air Defence (AFAD) throughout the Libyan campaign. A partnership developed over several years, the 363rd provided an ongoing training bond with the AFAD based on well-established relationships. This permitted timely cooperation and support to the AFAD once the UAE decision to commit forces was made. Liaison officers (LNOs) provided critical links for the AFAD to many functions and organizations as it integrated into coalition operations.


18 Tim Ripley, “Power Brokers—Qatar and the UAE Take Centre Stage.” On the C-17 national markings scheme and motivation see “Boeing Delivers Second C-17 to Qatar,” *Aerospace Daily & Defense Report*, September 14, 2009, p. 13. The C-17 in Qatar Airways livery is actually part of the Qatar Amiri Flight, the government-operated VIP fleet intended for use by the Royal Family and government officials.


20 The 363rd FTG took up station at Al Dhafra in June 2007. It was inactivated in July 2011 and redesignated the AFCENT Air Warfare Center (AWC), responsible for continued support to the UAE AFAD and providing high-level partnership training. The AWC is modeled after its counterpart at Nellis Air Force Base. See Air Force Historical Research Agency, “363 Flying Training Group (ACC),” online Fact Sheet, posted November 29, 2010;
Both Qatar and the UAE also joined the Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) launched in June 2004, a NATO-sponsored effort to provide mechanisms for bilateral security cooperation between participating states in the Middle East and the Alliance in a wide variety of military and security areas. In mid-February 2011, as the Libyan conflict was heating up, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen was conducting his first bilateral visit to the State of Qatar in which NATO-ICI cooperation was a topic of discussion. The “menu” of bilateral activities offered in the original 2004 initiative included “promoting military-to-military cooperation to contribute to interoperability through participation in selected military exercises and related education and training activities that could improve the ability of participating countries’ forces to operate with those of the Alliance in contributing to NATO-led operations consistent with the U.N. Charter.” Therefore, as Qatar and the UAE moved toward becoming military partners of the NATO-led coalition in the more distant Mediterranean theater, these prior engagements provided a foundation for cooperation with the Alliance. That said, when it came to bringing the Arab fighter aircraft into the NATO air campaign, it was the bilateral national-to-national ties that would prove most effective, being far more customized and flexible in meeting Arab needs than the NATO alliance structure.

Air Combat Operations

The State of Qatar notified the United Nations Secretary General on March 19 that it would undertake measures as authorized under UNSCR 1973. In an interview that day with Al Jazeera, Qatar’s Prime Minister Sheikh Hamad Bin Jassim Al-Thani explained that “Qatar will participate in military action because we believe there must be Arab states undertaking this action, because the situation there is intolerable,” without specifying the nature of Qatar’s military participation. The first public announcement from the West on Qatar’s military involvement also came on March 19, inter-


21 The six GCC states were initially invited to be participants in the ICI. By mid-2005 Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, and the UAE had joined. Saudi Arabia and Oman have expressed interest, but at the time of this writing have not joined the ICI.

22 NATO online newsroom, “Secretary General Stresses Need for Further Cooperation with Qatar,” February 14–16, 2011. On March 7, the NATO Secretary General also gave a speech in Manama on the importance of NATO–Gulf state cooperation and the importance of the ICI. The speech identified several threats and challenges that lay ahead, Libya went unmentioned. See NATO, “Speech by NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen on his visit to the Kingdom of Bahrain, Ritz Carlton Hotel, Manama, Bahrain,” March 7, 2010.


24 “Qatar to take part in military action over Libya,” Reuters, March 20, 2011.
estingly from a French Defense Ministry spokesman. That announcement noted that
French and Qatari military aircraft would fly together to enforce the no-fly zone. On
March 25, Qatar further specified it would provide military aircraft, military trans-
ports, and helicopters to coalition operations. In another indication of the close
Franco-Qatari collaboration, Qatar adopted the same code name for the Libyan cam-
paign designated by the French, Operation Harmattan (the name given to the hot dry
winds in the western Sahara).

The Qatar Emiri Air Force (QEAF) is officially based at Al Udeid Air Base, but
most operations take place from a designated section on the south side of the Doha
International Airport. Its Mirage 2000 fighters and helicopters operate from that loca-
tion. Additional desert strips outside the airport also are used for helicopter opera-
tions. The Mirages belonged to the No. 7 Air Superiority Squadron, No. 1 Fighter
Wing. Qatar’s helicopter fleet is part of the QEAF, designated No. 2 Rotary Wing. The
QEAF has 12 Dassault Mirage 2000-5s in its inventory, consisting of nine single-seat
fighters and three two-seat variants also used for training. Purchased from France in
the late 1990s, the aircraft were configured primarily for air-to-air combat for airspace
protection. The Mirages were equipped with French-manufactured MICA and Magic
2 air-to-air missiles for their support of the no-fly zone. The QEAF transport wing is
located at Al Udeid Air Base, home to the two C-17 Globemaster III transports in the
Qatari inventory at the time.26

![QEAF Mirage 2000-5 configured with MICA and Magic missiles.](image)

*Courtesy of the U.S. Navy, photo by Paul Farley.*


As a national policy–level matter, the decision to send aircraft was made by the Higher Authority leadership of His Highness Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-Thani, Emir and commander-in-chief of the armed forces, and His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, deputy Emir, heir apparent and deputy commander-in-chief of the armed forces.\(^{27}\) The senior uniformed leadership had to begin preparations to launch the first set of aircraft quickly, with only a few days between the decision to participate and getting the first Mirages and C-17s en route. The top uniformed military leadership consisted of His Excellency Major-General Hamad Bin Ali Al-Attiyah, the chief of staff of the Qatar Armed Forces; Major-General Ghanim Bin Shaheen Al-Ghanim, assistant chief of staff for operations and training; and Brigadier-General Mubarak Mohammed Al Kumait Al Khayarin, Chief, QEAF. Upon being alerted, the first task was to prepare a plan for deploying the force and ensuring the deployed aircraft were sustained for their mission at their forward-based location. This was the first out-of-area expeditionary operation for the Qatari Mirages, and not surprisingly presented several challenges. One of the first was flight planning and securing over-flight approvals necessary for routing the aircraft to their final beddown location at Souda Bay, Crete. This required considerable negotiation and real-time adjustments with Arab states in the region, including Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Iraq. In some cases, rerouting of aircraft was required to work around airspace and en-route refueling constraints.\(^{28}\) The United States provided assistance to the QEAF in securing the necessary diplomatic (DIP) clearances and other logistics support needed to deploy the aircraft. Recognizing this was the first combat aircraft deployment at distance for the QEAF, the Qatari leadership was comfortable reaching out to the United States and other Western partners for support in the endeavor.

The QEAF began deploying air assets over the local weekend of March 18–19, launching two Mirages and two C-17s. The preferred routing for the Mirages was from Doha to Tobuk in western Saudi Arabia, then through Egyptian airspace to Crete. The initial pair of Mirages made it to Tobuk, but issues arose in securing passage through Egyptian airspace and rerouting was required. Iraqi airspace was made available after negotiations and the Mirages completed their routing via Incirlik Air Base in Turkey, arriving at Souda on March 22. Additional Mirages followed over the next several days and all arrived by March 27.\(^{29}\) The C-17s were routed through Incirlik as well. Two AgustaWestland A139 utility and two Sea King helicopters (primarily used for search and

\(^{27}\) His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al Thani became Emir of Qatar in June 2013.

\(^{28}\) The Mirages were not capable of being air-refueled and therefore required various stopovers en route to Crete.

\(^{29}\) Flightglobal.com, “Dubai Air Show Special,” Libyan Air Force, 2012. As an example of the challenges encountered, two Mirages had to make an unscheduled landing at Larnaca in Cyprus due to fuel shortages, and landed without prior submitted flight plans and clearance request to do so. See Elias Hazou, “Qatari Warplanes Refuel in Cyprus,” Cyprus Mail, March 23, 2011. The arrival of four additional Qatari Mirages at Souda on March 26–27 is noted in “Libya: point de situation opération Harmattan no9,” Ministère de la Défense, March 29, 2011 [in French].
rescue) later joined the Qatari fixed-wing continent at Souda. While the total number of platforms deployed was relatively small, the State of Qatar committed half of its air superiority fighters and its entire C-17 strategic transport fleet to the campaign, a larger proportion of its air force inventory than any other member of the coalition.

The positioning at Souda placed Qatari aircraft relatively close to their operating sector over eastern Libya, approximately 525 kilometers from Benghazi with less than an hour of transit time to arrive on station (Figure 12.1). This airspace also became a prime routing for Qatar’s C-17s flying into eastern Libya, and positioned the QEAF to help provide protection to the transports against any Libyan air force attempts to engage them. More important, it co-located them with the Armée de l’Air (French Air Force). With the well-established ties to the French Air Force along with the mutual use of the Mirage 2000 platform, the Armée de l’Air became a natural bridge for facilitating QEAF participation. This close coordination was reflected publicly when the French announced Qatar’s participation at a joint French-Qatari news conference. Indeed, it appears a portion of the French Mirage 2000-5 force deployed to Souda specifically was sent to work with and support the QEAF, perhaps part of the original arrangement to facilitate Qatari participation in the no-fly zone.

Figure 12.1
QEAF Positioning for the Campaign

---

30 Irish and Doherty, “Libyan conflict brings French-Qatari ties to the fore.”
The two air forces immediately set up a collaborative effort at Souda, effectively a joint Franco-Qatari detachment. French squadron commander Antoine Guillou, with two years of experience working with the Qatari military in Doha and now deployed forward to Souda, noted that a French and Qatari village was quickly set up which “involved installing the necessary logistics, communications systems and electronics required for the missions.” Dual command centers were established in close proximity opposite each other, with about 300 personnel in place to support daily operations in addition to the pilots. The Qatari contingent was estimated at around 200. Speaking shortly after the arrival of the Qatari force, Guillou described the tactical profile: “Two French and two Qatari planes fly missions twice a day to patrol Libyan airspace.”

French and Qatari pilots were paired for the combat air patrols, with the first joint flights on March 25 consisting of a QEAF Mirage 2000-5 that flew alongside a French Mirage 2000-5 as part of a formation to enforce the no-fly zone in an eastern sector of airspace.31 The Qatari Mirages were configured with air-to-air missiles to support the no-fly zone and not armed for conducting ground strikes.32

About 35 French engineers and mechanics were deployed to Souda, with five of these integrated into the Qatari team at the request of the QEAF; they provided expertise in maintenance of the Mirage 2000-5s. This French support would remain throughout the duration of the campaign.33 The standard approach used throughout Harmattan involved joint patrols consisting of a two- or four-ship mix of Qatari and French Mirages flying combat air patrols over the northeastern sector of Libya, which was under rebel control and in relatively close proximity to Crete.34 This proximity was important to maximize on-station time, as the QEAF Mirages lacked equipment for in-flight refueling. With a total deployment of six aircraft, two QEAF aircraft were regularly available for combat air patrols at any given time. The QEAF Mirages were placed on the NATO air tasking order on March 25 and flew air patrol missions paired with French Mirages. Despite the relatively small number of aircraft, accounts are that the QEAF sustained its sortie commitments throughout the duration of the campaign. For most of the operation, the QEAF continued to conduct patrols in the eastern sector of Libya airspace, although toward the end of the campaign it reportedly did execute some air-to-ground strikes as well.35

32 “Years of Franco-Qatari Cooperation in Practice over Libya,” Agence France-Presse (AFP), March 31, 2011. The French Mirages at Souda were configured to conduct both air-to-air and air-to-ground missions.
35 For example, according to former French Commander of Air Defense and Air Operations Lieutenant General Gilles Desclaux, toward the end of the air campaign the French were working with the Qatars to help them con-
At the higher command level, several Qatari officers also were embedded at NATO’s Joint Forces Command Naples and the Allied Air Component Command Izmir to help coordinate planning and integration of QEAF assets with other allied forces.\(^{36}\) The political importance of this early Qatari contribution was reflected in the official comments accompanying that participation. “We are very happy to have the Qatar Emiri air force become part of our coalition team,” stated Major General Margaret Woodward, the Joint Force Air Component Commander for Operation Odyssey Dawn. “Having our first Arab nation join and start flying with us emphasizes that the world wants the innocent Libyan people protected from the atrocities perpetrated by pro-regime forces.”\(^{37}\)

The United Arab Emirates declared its intent to join the coalition on March 24.\(^{38}\) It reported to the U.N. Secretary General on March 25 that it would provide military aircraft within the framework of the international coalition. The UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs released a statement by His Highness Sheikh Abdulla bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the minister of foreign affairs: “In support of U.N. Resolution 1973, the UAE is fully engaged with humanitarian operations in Libya. As an extension of those humanitarian operations, the UAE air force has committed six F-16 and six Mirage aircraft to participate in the patrols that will enforce the No Fly Zone now established over Libya. UAE participation in the patrols will commence in the coming days.”\(^{39}\)

The UAE AFAD multirole fighter aircraft selected for deployment all were from Al Dhafra Air Base, the largest in the Emirates, and home at the time to both the Gulf Air Warfare Center (GAWC) and U.S. Air Force 363rd Flying Training Group (363rd FTG). The 363rd FTG (then from August onward, the Air Force Central Command (AFCENT) Air Warfare Center which replaced the 363rd) partnered closely with the AFAD to assist in Emirati participation throughout OUP.

The six “Desert Falcon” F-16E/Fs (Block 60) belonged to the 1st Shaheen Squadron at Al Dhafra. The Block 60 F-16 is equipped with some of the most advanced avionics available. Air-to-air weapons include the AIM-9 Sidewinder and AIM-120 AMRAAM.\(^{40}\) Air-to-surface munitions included the AGM-65 Maverick. The six

---


\(^{38}\) USAFRICOM, “New Coalition Member Flies 1st Sortie Enforcing No-Fly Zone over Libya.”

\(^{39}\) “UAE to Send 12 Planes to Patrol Libya No-Fly Zone,” Dubai Chronicle, March 25, 2011.

\(^{40}\) The six aircraft consisted of five F-16E (single-seat) and one F-16F (two-seat) variants.
Mirage 2000-9s based at Al Dhafra were attached to the 71st and 76th Fighter Squadrons there. They were equipped with MICA and Magic air-to-air missiles. In addition to supporting the no-fly zone, later in the campaign both the F-16s and the Mirages would conduct air-to-surface strikes. The Mirages employed the Hakeem (“wise one”), a UAE-unique precision guided munition for striking surface targets, and the Black Shaheen cruise missile, a variant of the British Storm Shadow.

The UAE leadership gave the AFAD approximately 72 hours of warning that it would be deploying to support the air campaign. Within that short time frame, the AFAD was expected to be on the ramps at Al Dhafra and ready to begin moving forward to its beddown location at Decimomannu Air Base, on the Italian island of Sardinia. A series of preparatory actions quickly got under way. Training was stepped up and engagement intensified between the Emirati forces and the U.S. 363rd FTG. The Emiratis received briefing updates on Libyan military capabilities to include the status of the Libyan air force and surface-to-air missile threats. Communications plans and flows for integrating with coalition forces were reviewed, including what types of information would be available from assets such as AWACS aircraft. Mission planning procedures were covered. The Emiratis and 363rd personnel also worked closely together on the F-16 portion of the force package on all aspects of logistics, including munitions requirements, maintenance, parts inventories, support personnel, and working diplomatic clearances. This close cooperation during the predeployment phase all was aimed at facilitating the deployment itself and easing the transition to coalition combat operations once in theater. The U.S. teams for this were quite small (six to eight personnel) but provided substantial planning and support liaison on short notice. The well-established relations between these teams and the Emiratis made this possible.

Recent practice also facilitated coordination, as Emirati pilots and ground crews had just participated in the highly demanding Red Flag exercise at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, in January. As part of this deployment, for the first time the AFAD flew their F-16s from the UAE to the United States, a transatlantic flight of 9,000 miles. This provided hands-on experience with the demands of long-range deployment, and a dry run for the surge to Italian bases that would come less than two months later as part of OUP, the first out-of-area combat deployment for the fighters.41

Decimomannu Air Base is located in the south of the island of Sardinia, approximately 850 kilometers from Tripoli and 1,300 kilometers from Benghazi. The transit of the F-16s and Mirages from Al Dhafra to Decimomannu required multiple air refuelings from U.S. tanker aircraft. U.S. airlift assets also moved munitions, spare parts,
communications, and other support in coordination with the AFAD. At the time of
the deployment, the AFAD had neither strategic airlift nor air tanker capabilities that
were operational. (The UAE had purchased six Boeing C-17s; the first was delivered in
May 2011, with three more delivered later in the year, so they were unavailable for the
deployment.)

The six F-16s arrived on March 27, followed by the six Mirages. The aircraft oper-
ated out of Decimomannu for the first month, conducting combat air patrols in sup-
port of the no-fly zone. On April 26 and April 27, the AFAD aircraft repositioned to
Sigonella, Sicily, reportedly to reduce transit and response times and to save on fuel.
This repositioning significantly reduced the distance to Libya, with the straight flying
distance between Sigonella to Tripoli reduced by some 300 kilometers to approxi-
mately 550 kilometers (Figure 12.2). The U.S. and Danish air forces had been operat-
ing F-16s from Sigonella since the beginning of the campaign. The French Armée de
l’Air also had been operating Mirages from Sigonella.

42 The AFAD also had on order three Airbus Military A330 Multi Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) aircraft, a
modified version of the A330 commercial airliner, to provide an airborne refueling capability to the AFAD. The
aircraft were delivered in 2013.

During this transfer one of the F-16s overran the runway, resulting in a pilot ejection and temporary closing of
the main runway.
AFAD pilots flew their own national sorties as directed by the air tasking order and were not paired with other coalition aircraft. The pilots received ground assistance from U.S. officers who received the air tasking order from the CAOC the night before and worked on the mission planning for the next day’s sorties. At both Decimomannu and Sigonella, the F-16 and Mirage operations centers were co-located, and U.S. officers were able to assist in mission planning for both the F-16 and Mirage squadrons. This partnering on mission planning proved to be a key enabler for maintaining operational tempo and air tasking order commitments. During the course of the campaign, the AFAD reportedly conducted around 800 combat missions.\(^{44}\)

The AFAD initially faced communications compatibility issues integrating into the NATO command network. Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Nasser Al Alawi, deputy commander of the AFAD, noted that “interoperability was a show-stopper in the beginning” and that AFAD initial missions were delayed due to unfamiliarity with NATO processes and regulations.\(^{45}\) One of the early challenges the AFAD faced in its air patrol


\(^{45}\) Robert Wall, “UAE Draws Lessons from Libya Ops.”
role was that its pilots did not have access to NATO’s encrypted communications. As a result, they could only communicate in the open, unsecured, and had to use code words in voice transmissions, which complicated operations. This also required UAE pilots to spend time translating coded NATO messages containing coordinates and other target information, a process that could take pilots 15 to 20 minutes. Efforts to rectify these shortfalls were undertaken, but the approval process continued to face internal NATO hurdles and resistance, frustrating the AFAD partners. More broadly, and certainly not unique to the UAE experience, were limitations among national participants on sharing intelligence and targeting information, apparently due to a combination of established national and NATO procedures and classification protocols. This was a problem even among NATO countries, but for non-NATO partner state participants it proved more challenging still. It became even more problematic as time-urgent and sensitive ISR was needed against mobile, fleeting targets as the campaign wore on. These limitations did constrain the types of ground-based targets the AFAD could engage.

While the AFAD initially focused on combat air patrols, by May and after the repositioning to Sigonella, it was anxious to undertake air-to-ground missions and began to do so. This represented the first time the AFAD conducted air-to-ground strikes in actual combat. These included cruise missile strikes employing the Black Shaheen system, named after the black shaheen falcon. It is interesting to note that because the Black Shaheen (an export version of the Storm Shadow/SCALP-EG) has a range in excess of 300 kilometers, it was determined to be in conflict with the U.S. State Department’s Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). As a result, the F-16s supplied to the UAE were barred from being configured to allow use of the weapon. Upgrades to the Mirage 2000-9s provided this capability and Mirages were used as the launch platform. Photographs at the time also showed the Mirage 2000s taking off from Sigonella armed with targeting pods and air-to-ground weapons that included the Al Hakeem PGM. The F-16s also conducted strike sorties using GBU-12 and GBU-32 laser-guided bombs. NATO sources reportedly confirmed the UAE AFAD had conducted more than 100 strike missions against preplanned or fixed targets such as ammunition dumps and vehicle parks. No strikes were reported against mobile targets or AFAD participation in dynamic targeting, although aircraft were reportedly on station and available for such missions. The extremely strict rules of engagement to minimize collateral damage, and the associated training and tight C2 needed to exe-
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cute complex strikes against dynamic targets, were limiting factors. Speculation also arose that the Italians imposed restrictions on such operations from Sigonella out of concerns over increased risk of collateral damage from striking dynamic targets.

One of the other challenges that the Emiratis (and some NATO state members as well) faced was in the specialty of weaponeering, the science of selecting specific types of weapons to achieve the intended effects against designated targets. This is a complex process involving many factors, and shortfalls in this skill-set can result in inefficient or ineffective use of weapons. Cases occurred in which the Emiratis released weapons that were not effective when hitting certain targets, on occasion glancing off them. Adjustments were made in the weaponeering process to rectify the problem. But this reflects a shortfall that partner members will want to further address, based on the Libyan experience.

As previously noted, given the absence of UAE strategic airlift assets at the onset of the Libyan campaign, the AFAD required considerable assistance to deploy its force. However, the AFAD demonstrated their rapid incorporation of strategic airlift assets with the return of the force to the UAE at the end of OUP. With their initial inventory of C-17s and trained air crews now in the force, in a little more than two weeks, the AFAD was able to pack up and move itself back home, including all of its associated cargo. This self-sufficient redeployment was a significant achievement for an air force that had just fought out-of-area for the first time and only had recently begun operating its C-17 fleet. This demonstrated ability to move the force with all of its support, now combined with AFAD air refuelers entering the inventory, shows an emerging organic capability to conduct out-of-area deployments with increasing self-sufficiency.

Arab Diplomatic and Political Pressure Continues

As Qatar and UAE direct military participation coalesced around their deployed combat air assets, events continued apace on the diplomatic front to further increase pressure on the Libyan regime. Qatar, the UAE, and Jordan were in the midst of these efforts. On March 29, the London Conference on Libya was held to discuss the way forward on the Libyan situation. On the issue of the future of Qaddafi and those around him, the chair’s final statement was clear: “Participants agreed that Qadhafi and his regime have completely lost legitimacy” and that the “Libyan people must be free to determine their own future.” While endorsing this position, Jordanian Foreign Minister Judeh reiterated: “Jordan rejects any invasion, occupation and the presence of foreign troops in Libya that violate Libya’s sovereignty and calls for protecting the Libyan people, and ending bloodshed in line with the Arab League resolution.”

way to coordinate support for the next steps on Libya from the international community, the conference established the Libya Contact Group.

Qatar hosted the first meeting of the Contact Group, which was held in Doha on April 13. It was co-chaired by the State of Qatar and the United Kingdom under the patronage of His Highness the Heir Apparent Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani. National representatives from 21 countries participated, as well as representatives from the United Nations, the Arab League, NATO, the European Union, the Organization of Islamic Conference, the GCC, and the African Union. At that meeting, the Contact Group endorsed a proposal to establish a Temporary Financing Mechanism to support the immediate needs of the NTC as it sought to establish itself as a governing entity and gain access to foreign currency to finance food imports, among other things. A steering board was set up consisting of five members (three Libyan, one Qatari, one French). Qatar Central Bank was set up as trustee to supervise the account in the International Bank of Qatar.

Economic support to the opposition included the financing needed to keep the opposition functioning, to provide basic services to Libyan civilians, and to support humanitarian assistance relief efforts. From the early period of the conflict, the NTC reached out to Qatar in particular and its offices for financial assistance in the wake of the freezing of Libyan assets. NTC leaders were frequent guests in Doha as they sought outside assistance. Qatari banking institutions soon became involved in facilitating the transfer of international funds during this critical phase. Doha also provided much-needed fuel to the opposition-held eastern part of the country and served as a conduit for marketing crude oil from the oil sectors under rebel control as a means for the NTC to generate revenue. All of these efforts helped bolster the NTC as a viable alternative governing entity to the Qaddafi regime.

One of the more contentious topics at the April 13 Contact Group meeting was the issue of supplying arms to the rebel forces. The opening address of Qatar’s Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim, and the early comments of the Qatari prime minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Hamad bin Jassem bin Jabor al Thani, set the stage for this debate. His Highness Sheikh Tamim characterized the purpose of the meeting as being “to help the Libyan people defend themselves so they can decide their future.” The foreign minister added that the Libyans had a right to defend themselves and that “our interpretation

51 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, “Libya Contact Group: Chair’s Statement,” online at GOV.UK, April 13, 2011.


is that to defend yourself, you need certain equipment to do that.” The Emir, in an interview with CNN, maintained that UNSCR 1973 did permit military support to the opposition and “if they will ask for weapons, we are going to provide them.”

The Qatari leadership clearly advanced the case for direct military support to the rebels. In part, this was driven by the strong belief that Qaddafi would act on his threats to liquidate the opposition and would be able to do so without any internal restraints. Unlike Tunisia and Egypt, no military or other political institutions could act as brakes and alternative power centers as leverage against extremist leadership. Combined with Qaddafi’s history of erratic behavior, and family and tribal control over all means of force, the prospect for a major bloodletting was deemed high. Absent direct military support beyond the air operations, the view was that the opposition faced not only the prospect of defeat, but with that, the likelihood of extremely large Libyan civilian casualties in its wake. At a more tactical level of concern, Qaddafi’s forces were showing increasing signs of adapting to the threat of NATO air strikes, moving away from using easily identified and targetable military equipment such as tanks and armored personnel carriers, and toward civilian truck–mounted weapons (“technicals”) that were more readily concealed among the general background traffic, including that of the opposition. Against the loosely armed and untrained opposition, even such weapons would exact a high price. So there was a growing sense of the urgency to provide additional means to counter Qaddafi’s forces.

After the Libya Contact Group meeting, King Abdullah of Jordan visited Doha on April 19 for a Qatari-Jordanian summit to discuss regional developments. Regarding Libya, he stated:

Our stance is in harmony with Qatar’s stance aiming at protecting Libya’s unity and we will continue exerting efforts to provide urgent humanitarian and medical aid for Libyan civilians . . . We are also trying, through cooperation with our brethren in Qatar, to set field hospitals in Libya, equipped with medical personnel and health professionals, thus enabling the Libyan people to receive adequate treatment and healthcare.

On the humanitarian assistance front, Qatar established early cooperative arrangements with Malta to use it as a hub for providing aid to Libya. A small team of Qatari military officers worked closely with the Maltese to set up the means for ferrying to Libya food, water, and medical supplies, including ambulances. According to the Qatari military officer in charge of the operation, General Naser Al-Kabbi, 2,000 tons of food, two
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tons of medicine, and ambulances reached Libya by late September. Malta and Qatar also reached an agreement for treating injured Libyans and sick children at medical facilities in Malta. Transportation for this was provided at times by Qatar’s C-17s serving as “air ambulances.” It is worth noting that the early destruction of Libya’s IADS, and then combat air patrolling of the no-fly zone, provided important enablers for these air-transport-based humanitarian operations. While the threat of man-portable missiles and anti-aircraft guns remained, the absence of more sophisticated and lethal threats to transport aircraft provided much more operational flexibility.

Direct Support to Opposition Ground Forces

Aside from the policy constraints on supporting the Libyan opposition, in the early periods of the campaign the coalition forces had extremely limited information about individuals who were rising up against the regime and about the rebel forces more generally. As U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates described in testimony to Congress in late March, “Other than a relative handful of leaders, we don’t have much visibility into those who have risen against Qaddafi.” He considered the term “opposition” a misnomer in that “it is very disparate, it is very scattered” and lacked any centralized command and organization. “At this point, we don’t have a lot of visibility into those [elements].” So in addition to policy considerations, this limited information on the rebels, and the scattered nature of the uprising, presented practical operational impediments to any close working relationships. When asked specifically about U.S. plans to arm the opposition, Gates opined that other countries in the coalition were capable of providing such direct support: “And others have been taking a much more aggressive stance in that respect . . . My view would be if there is going to be that kind of assistance to the opposition, there are plenty of sources for it other than the United States.” He later added that “I can see some individual countries, not the United States, at the invitation of the rebels, having somebody in there to do training and so on.” U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Admiral Michael Mullen, in the same testimony, added that such training support “doesn’t necessarily have to be a NATO country. It could be another country, an Arab country that’s part of the coalition as well.” These were early signals of U.S. preferences that others take on the direct arming and training of the rebels. A related line of questioning involved a possible U.S. ground presence to assist in air strikes. Gates confirmed no U.S. military personnel were on the ground directing or coordinating air strikes. Admiral Mullen added, “We don’t have any JTACs [Joint Terminal Attack Controllers] on the ground.”

58 Testimony before U.S. House Armed Services Committee Hearing on Libya, March 31, 2011.
As for Arab states taking on such a role, Qatar reportedly began running C-17s from Souda to Benina airport outside Benghazi, the stronghold of the NTC, beginning early in the war. The flights reportedly were used to transport a mix of humanitarian assistance (to include evacuating those in need of medical treatment to facilities in Tunisia and Malta); military supplies and weapons to the NTC; and Qatari special-forces troops to provide training and other support to the opposition forces. Both of Qatar’s C-17s were utilized in this manner throughout the conflict. Given the shoulder-launched and other surface-to-air missile threats in the area, the C-17s were potential targets and often spent little on-ground time to reduce exposure. Maintenance and other support to the C-17s were provided via contractors at Souda and back in Qatar.

As media reports emerged over the delivery of arms to the opposition forces, Qatari senior leadership—without confirming anything—made the point that the U.N. resolutions on Libya permitted “defensive weapons” to protect civilians against pro-government forces’ attacks. For its part, France in late June acknowledged publicly it had air-dropped weapons and other supplies to opposition forces in the western Nafusa Mountains outside Tripoli, defending its actions as consistent with UNSCR 1973 permitting “all necessary measures” to protect civilians. The Qatari at times were relatively open about the assistance being provided, to include thinly veiled shipments of military supplies making their way to the rebels. In one Al Jazeera spot aired in June, a reporter showed material being loaded aboard a QEAF C-17 in Doha for the journey to Benghazi. In addition
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61 C-17 manufacturer Boeing provided operational support and depot-level maintenance to the Qatari as part of its Globemaster III Sustainment Partnership program. See “Boeing Delivers Qatar’s 1st C-17 Globemaster III,” Boeing news release, August 11, 2009.


to nonlethal supplies that members of the Qatari armed forces displayed, trucks were loaded containing wrapped cargo the reporter said upon close inspection were labeled as “munitions.” A military police unit, with canines in tow, also was shown boarding the flight. The correspondent noted that the cargo flights were being run three to five times per week and had so far delivered over 200 tons of aid and evacuated around 150 injured people since the onset of hostilities. According to the reporter, authorities deemed as “classified” the cargo run observed in the Al Jazeera spot. The media clip concluded at a landing site in Benghazi, where members associated with the anti-government fighters drove off the trucks loaded with munitions.64

The UAE supported humanitarian operations initially from an airstrip it constructed in Libya, working closely with the NTC.65 Jordan reportedly committed six transports to humanitarian assistance and cycled these routinely to Benghazi. These efforts included transporting Libyan civilians to Jordan for medical care.66 Qatar and the UAE reportedly used small transport aircraft to shuttle personnel and weapons to the Nafusa Mountains. The UAE also reportedly seized a Libyan Ilyushin Il-76 airlifter at Dubai’s airport that it turned over to the NTC and which was used to move supplies between the Gulf and Benghazi.67

The provision of arms and training to the rebel forces was a highly sensitive one, given the restrictive language of the U.N. resolutions and NATO member state resistance to exceeding that mandate. When it came to the Security Council resolutions and the associated missions of the no-fly zone, enforcing the arms embargo, and protection of civilians, Arab operations integrated into the NATO command and control structure for OUP and were under the same rules. According to testimony of Lt. Gen. Richard Barrons, Deputy Chief for Operations of the UK Defence Staff, “Any asset that was racked into Operation Unified Protector would be playing to exactly the same regulations” as NATO.68 But “bilateral” arrangements existing outside the NATO command structure were matters for individual states to decide, and, by definition, were not bound by the same strictures. This provided the opening for military activities
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66 As the situation stabilized across Libya in the post-conflict period, Royal Jordanian flights also flew to Tripoli and Misrata. According to the head of Jordan’s Private Hospitals Association, the kingdom treated over 55,000 Libyans in Jordanian hospitals in the months following the end of hostilities. See Kamal Taha, “Debt-Ridden Jordan Eager for Libya to Pay Bills,” The Daily Star (Lebanon), June 18, 2012.
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not sanctioned by the U.N. resolutions or otherwise politically unacceptable to individual NATO members.\textsuperscript{69} As noted in official testimony to the British House of Commons: “[T]here were representatives of Qatar and other Arab nations on the ground; they were there at the request of the NTC, sat alongside the NTC, and were able to provide advice, encouragement and guidance.”\textsuperscript{70} In addition to Arab state activities on the ground, this separate national chain of command also was the means for Western states to place personnel inside Libya, albeit in very small numbers.

It is likely that both the details and the importance of arms supplies to the opposition forces will remain controversial. Regarding the first, the U.N. final report on implementation of UNSCR 1973 raised concerns about both the UAE and Qatar making arms transfers in violation of the arms embargo, although details remained elusive. In its field trips to Benghazi, the U.N. team was “clearly informed that several countries, including Qatar, were supporting the opposition through deliveries of arms and ammunition.” These same sources reported that between the beginning of the uprising and July 2011, “approximately 20 flights had delivered military material from Qatar to the revolutionaries in Libya, including French anti-tank weapon launchers (MILANs).” For its part, Qatar’s official response to U.N. inquiries was that any weapons brought into Libya were to arm Qatari military personnel there to provide guidance to the rebels and to protect civilians and humanitarian aid convoys.\textsuperscript{71} As to the importance of any such deliveries in determining the outcome, this judgment depends on a number of factors, including the particular battles being evaluated; the capacity of the opposition to effectively absorb the weapons; and the specialized nature of the weapons relative to the large quantities already available from local caches and weapons provided by defecting members of the Libyan National Army. What is clear is that this remains a sensitive political topic for many participants, revealing the tensions between the mandate of the U.N. resolution and other national activities undertaken outside of it.

\textsuperscript{69} Much later in the conflict, in September, UNSCR 2009 (2011) was adopted making certain exceptions to the arms embargo originally imposed under UNSCR 1970. These exemptions related to material in support of establishing security under the new government as well as small arms for protection of UN personnel, media, and development assistance workers.


Stepping Up the Training and Air-Ground Integration

As the campaign wore on and air operations took their toll on the Libyan National Army’s ground forces, the loyalist forces predictably adapted to complicate targeting from the air. As noted earlier, they blended into urban areas, shed their uniforms, and began using civilian trucks for movement and mounted weaponry that looked much like that of the rebel opposition. OUP Commander Lieutenant-General Charles Bouchard summarized the challenge: “[W]e found ourselves with both sides having the same equipment and both sides dressed in similar fashion. And in fact, a lot of the equipment would shift back and force within hours from one to the other.”72 Under such circumstances, having ground observers to help discriminate among forces took on even more importance, especially in the absence of regular coalition ground forces. Likewise, performing effective bomb damage assessments in the absence of ground forces’ regular reporting proved problematic.73

Despite NATO’s air campaign, by July the apparent stalemate increased the importance of improving the capabilities of opposition ground forces and air-ground synergies to turn the tide. This further elevated the need for close cooperation with the opposition ground forces. By this time, it was an open secret that Qatar had personnel on the ground in Benghazi training the opposition. Rebel forces openly remarked about the importance of Qatari training and advisors in improving their capabilities to fight, and how Qatar had been with them from the beginning.74

Operating in the range of 50 to 150 personnel on the ground at any one time, Qatar’s special forces (SF) were used to train the opposition in a variety of small arms and tactics. Being fellow Arabs and sharing a common language greatly assisted the process. While it is difficult to get a detailed picture, the regular meetings in Doha with the NTC leadership likely facilitated the provision of weapons and training. The SF was not to play a direct combat role in fighting Libyan government forces. The objective was to ensure this was a Libyan uprising fought by the Libyan opposition. But the SF provided a great deal of the means for rebel forces to successfully engage pro-Qaddafi forces.75 On-the-ground direct assistance reportedly was conducted via “embedded advisory teams” working directly with the main rebel brigades, especially toward the latter part of the campaign to surround and take Tripoli. These advisory teams also were reported to have “provided the main link between rebel ground units
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75 For an early discussion of the role and contributions of SF from various nations, see Mueen and Turnbull, 2011, pp. 10–11.
and NATO’s airpower.”76 The SF also reportedly helped to provide ground-based intelligence on Libyan government force movements and other military targets. This was used to supplement NATO targeting done by other means. And as Frederic Wehrey’s chapter on the Libya experience shows, former regime military officers defecting to the opposition also played a substantial role in helping coordinate NTC ground operations with NATO’s airpower, as did Western advisors.

The first official admission of Qatar’s involvement in training the opposition forces came in late October. On the sidelines of a meeting with military supporters of the NTC, Qatari Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces Major-General Hamad bin Ali Al-Attiya remarked, “We were among them [the opposition forces] and the number of Qataris on the ground were hundreds in every region.” He also noted that Qataris had been “running the training and communication operations” and that “Qatar had supervised the rebels’ plans because they are civilians and did not have enough military experience. We acted as the link between the rebels and NATO forces.” A Qatari military staff officer also reported that a team of 60 Qataris assisted the opposition in setting up command centers in Benghazi, Zintan, and Tripoli.77 Reports also surfaced that opposition forces were flown back to Qatar for training.

The final battle for Tripoli is detailed elsewhere in this volume. It is frequently cited as the culmination of the campaign as well as in the degree of coordination achieved between NATO air forces and opposition ground elements. Part of the explanation for this improved synergy is in the role that external parties on the ground were able to play. For example, the Tripoli brigade reportedly received several weeks of training in Benghazi from Qatari special forces before being relocated to the Nafusa Mountains for battles and then later conducted the assault on the capital. But it also appears that by August, the opposition was flush with defectors from the Libyan National Army and the police forces, providing indigenous sources of experience, training, and weapons. An established presence of Western advisors in Libya was on hand by that time to provide needed guidance and coordination. And despite the apparent coordination and speed of the uprising in Tripoli and the combined rebel force assault, participants have many differing accounts suggesting the absence of a master plan and a certain disorganized routing of the remaining demoralized Qaddafi forces at this stage, with citizens inside Tripoli playing a heavy role.78

76 Tim Ripley, “Power Brokers—Qatar and the UAE Take Centre Stage.”
78 See, for example, the various descriptions in International Crisis Group, Holding Libya Together: Security Challenges After Qadhafi, Middle East/North Africa Report No. 115, December 14, 2011, pp. 1–5. For another narrative suggesting a long and well-planned operation, see Samia Nakhoul, “Special report: The secret plan to take
This military contribution was Qatar’s most significant one, and is widely regarded as having been a major factor in helping the opposition to organize and ultimately defeat pro-regime forces along with coalition airpower. A more definitive conclusion on the impact of Qatari and other contributing Arab forces on the ground still must await a comprehensive evaluation that includes the role that western special operations and other teams in Libya played.79

Observations, Lessons, and Remaining Questions

Some observations, preliminary lessons, and remaining questions emerge from Arab state participation in the Libya campaign:

The Arab states’ most important strategic contribution was in the political domain. Securing GCC, and then the League of Arab States’, endorsements for military intervention against a fellow Arab state was a critical political enabler for military action against Libya. Qatar, in particular, took a leadership role in various Arab and international councils in advocating and mustering support for military intervention. In so doing, it helped secure legitimacy for the use of force, a significant accomplishment. Another key contribution lay in developing a political alternative to the Qaddafi regime. Qatari and UAE political, diplomatic, and financial support to the NTC was instrumental in providing breathing space for the NTC to form and survive, and to lend legitimacy to it as a governing alternative. These actions proved especially weighty as the campaign quickly shifted from one designed to immediately protect Libyan civilians to the more ambitious objective of removing and replacing the Qaddafi regime. For the latter to be successful, a viable and acceptable governing alternative had to exist. Qatar and the UAE played major roles in helping this to materialize.

Absent these efforts, any successful military involvement by the West would have been far more problematic. Likewise, the contribution of combat air forces by the Arab partner states was a highly valued demonstration of more than just rhetorical Arab commitment. The political and diplomatic import of this visible “show of force” carried far greater weight than the specific military contributions made by the combat aircraft themselves. Once committed, it also became politically essential that the Arab military partners succeed as part of the coalition.

How much did Arab state military activities on the ground contribute to air-ground synergies and the defeat of loyalist forces? This key issue is framed as a

The plan was called “Operation Mermaid Dawn,” Mermaid being a popular nickname for Tripoli.

BBC News reported, for example, on the extensive role of UK special forces in Libya to help organize and train the NTC fighters (sometimes in conjunction with Qatari SF) as well as assisting in coordinating some NATO air strikes. See Mark Urban, “Inside story of the UK’s secret mission to beat Gaddafi,” BBC News Magazine, January 19, 2012.
question rather than a finding or lesson, reflecting the current limits of both information and analysis. A need exists to develop a more complete understanding of the roles played by Arab state ground forces to arrive at definitive conclusions. Doing so requires a deeper look at several areas.

One of the frequently cited military impediments in the Libyan campaign was the reduced effectiveness of air operations due to the absence of significant coalition ground forces and the resulting negative effects on air-ground combat synergies. A corollary to this is that the military campaign suffered from a lack of strong links between the opposition forces and the air campaign. As other chapters in this book also highlight, the absence of coalition ground forces placed a premium on finding alternative mechanisms for identifying loyalist forces and leadership targets. This became even more important as the conflict wore on and loyalist forces adopted tactics to frustrate air strikes, and concerns arose over possible stalemate on the ground.

Arab state partners on the ground provided a means for compensating, in many ways a unique one. Qatar’s and the UAE’s early decisions to support the NTC directly through military materiel deliveries and training helped to bolster the nascent capabilities of the patchwork opposition. As brotherly Arabs with preexisting ties to elements of the opposition leadership, shared language, and awareness of Islamic traditions, they were well-positioned to play this role in ways that were culturally and politically preferable to Western parties. And by acting as “national” entities for these activities falling outside the NATO-led structure, they had the latitude to take controversial actions others interpreted as beyond the mandate of the U.N. resolutions. By going in on the ground, they also demonstrated a willingness to accept the many risks of working in a dangerous and confused environment with an often-spotty opposition. Senior Western military leaders certainly observed that even though the NTC in effect served as the land element in the campaign, an “army” still was required for success, and that “this was delivered by our Arab partners, both from Libya and the Gulf.”

For the reasons discussed, this is a credible narrative. But in evaluating the specific impact of outside Arab forces on air-ground synergies—and by extension, the defeat of loyalist forces—four dimensions must be considered. First is the extent to which Arab state ground forces contributed to bolstering the opposition’s combat capabilities. It is much easier to describe how the Arab states supported the opposition than it is to evaluate the practical effects of that support. To the degree these efforts helped buy time for airpower to take its toll, this represents an important synergy. Likewise, to the extent that airpower helped buy time for the opposition forces by attriting loyalist troops, it was important to take advantage of that time by providing training, equip-
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ment, and other assistance to improve opposition military effectiveness. Arguably, the Arab state presence provided that. But how much these efforts contributed to the overall outcome remains a matter of judgment as much as hard evidence.

The second dimension is the extent to which Arab state forces were able to provide ground-based intelligence to NATO that improved the waging of the air campaign. Information on potential targets, battle damage assessment, morale of loyalist forces and disposition of friendly opposition ones all could contribute to a more refined picture of the battlespace and more effective use of airpower. British Air Marshal Stuart Peach observed that conducting precision strikes in the absence of ground-based forward air controllers “pushed the boundaries” of the possible in utilizing technical solutions. To what degree did Arab state activities on the ground help in providing intelligence to improve targeting? Was the information provided uniquely useful and unattainable by other means?

The third dimension is the extent to which the ground presence served as a liaison between the Libyan opposition and NATO member states, facilitating communication and coordination between ground and air force actions. Related to this, what role did Arab state forces play in facilitating linkages between the opposition and Western SF elements on the ground?

The fourth dimension is a negative evaluation. Were there circumstances in which the presence of Arab state forces on the ground detracted from synergies due to factors such as independent national actions and differing objectives? As with all coalitions, individual partners have individual motives, agendas, and desired outcomes. Balancing these in ways that contribute both to military and long-term political success requires careful consideration of the risks and trade-offs involved. In the case of Libya, it certainly helped that the Qaddafi regime was widely detested and isolated including among the Arab states; presented a clear and present danger to Libya’s civilian population; faced major defections; and that a viable opposition emerged as an alternative. This helped limit the prospects for core differences on the road to removing the regime. More complex and nuanced contingencies may not yield the same clarity of

81 The clear imbalance in capabilities and effectiveness between the rebel and loyalist forces at the onset of hostilities, combined with the need for ground operations to ultimately defeat the loyalist forces, shows the importance of improving opposition force capabilities. Airpower bought critical time, but the real synergy lay in taking advantage of that time by improving opposition forces capacity to fight. For an excellent discussion of balance of technology (airpower) versus balance of skills (ground forces) as applied to Libya, see Erica D. Borghard and Costantino Pischedda, “Allies and Airpower in Libya,” Parameters, Spring 2012, pp. 63–74.


83 Qatar, for example, came under criticism, including from some NTC leadership, that it was selectively arming and financially supporting specific partners with whom it had close relationships at the expense of the NTC. See Peter Beaumont, “Qatar Accused of Interfering in Libyan Affairs,” The Guardian, October 4, 2011; and International Crisis Group, Holding Libya Together: Security Challenges After Qadhafi, Middle East/North Africa Report No. 115, December 14, 2011, pp. 21–25. Abdul Hakim Belhaj, head of the Tripoli Military Council, was one of those singled out in this regard.
purpose, producing sharper divisions over appropriate ends and means. In such cases, it is important to recognize that resulting frictions must be factored into any calculus of the benefits of synergy. The interplay of all these elements requires detailed examination before passing judgment on both the impact of Arab participation on the ground in Libya, and the applicability of the “Libya model” to future contingencies. At this stage, much is still unknown. Unsatisfying as it may be, the principal lesson is that in assessing the effectiveness of air-ground synergies, individual context is everything. Appreciating that individuality is a prerequisite for each conflict entered.

The Arab partners faced significant logistics and sustainment challenges in operating as expeditionary forces outside of their immediate region. A total force of about 20 combat aircraft and a small number of transports required considerable assistance from other coalition partners to make the commitment viable. The political benefits of this military involvement are clear, but so too are the real limitations on Arab state abilities to project combat power out-of-area. For example, operating in the Gulf region, the UAE AFAD presents a quite capable and substantial force with frontline capabilities. But projecting those capabilities outside the region on a significant scale is a very different proposition. To be clear, it was remarkable that the QEAF and AFAD were able to accomplish what they did. Even well-seasoned NATO forces operating much closer to home faced support and sustainment challenges in confronting the “logistics beast”—and as Christina Goulter observes in Chapter Six, there is a very important distinction between “deployed” and “expeditionary” operations. But this should not obscure what is involved in sustaining such partners and practical understanding of the military power they can generate at distance. In situations in which it is possible to build up combat power for many weeks or months before a conflict, the constraints would be lessened. In rapidly unfolding expeditionary operations, however, bringing in distant partners not configured or resourced for such operations will add to front-end demands. Future coalition planning and contingency resourcing must anticipate these potential additional demands. From the Arab perspective, efforts are under way to expand their airlift assets to help support future expeditionary operations. They must, however, look at the totality of their OUP experience in determining what is required of their forces to be full partners in future out-of-area combat operations. These are highly demanding undertakings for any military.

Bottlenecks resulted from communications incompatibility, as well as from classification-of-information considerations. These issues were flagged as concerns even among NATO members as the U.S.-managed Odyssey Dawn transitioned to become NATO’s Operation Unified Protector.84 The problem was magnified for “NATO-plus” partners, including the Arab states. This led to frustrations by Arab members, as these hurdles at times constrained their desire to participate fully in the

84 Joint and Coalition Operational Analysis, Libya: Operation ODYSSEY DAWN (OOD)—Executive Summary, Suffolk, Va.: JCOA, September 21, 2011.
air campaign. It will be necessary to review how these bottlenecks can be reduced for future coalitions involving non-U.S./NATO forces under fast moving conditions. Major General Ibrahim Naser Al Alawi, deputy commander of the UAE air force, cited the need for better communications plans for integrating non-NATO partners, as well as increasing use of exchange officers and information sharing to ease future transitions.\footnote{Robert Wall, “Fighter, UCAV Feature in UAE Air Force Plan,” \textit{Aviation Week}, November 12, 2011.}

Severe time compression in initiating operations, and in the transition from Operation Odyssey Dawn to Operation Unified Protector, presented an especially demanding environment.

Developing standardized procedures and templates for information sharing (to include classification protocols) with “NATO-plus” partners would ease some transition and integration issues. General Bouchard noted that “a lot of the information that we had was privileged national information from one side” that then had to be transferred to NATO channels. “So that transfer of intelligence and information became an issue as well. And it’s probably another critical point we need to talk about, is exchange of information and the need to share, not the need to know.” He went on to point out that because the operation involved four partners outside NATO—Sweden and three Arab states—“NATO Secret had to be declassified to Mission Secret,” but in so doing, resulted in a level of information that limited its utility as actionable intelligence in a fast-moving target environment. “We had to create our own fusion cell, and that’s probably the biggest point here for us was to establish a place where all of these various players would come in and actually share intelligence, turn it into actionable intel.”\footnote{Lt.-Gen. Charles Bouchard, “Coalition Building and the Future of NATO Operations: 2/14/2012—Transcript.”}

Partners recognize the need to improve sharing of information and intelligence if they are to fully participate. These might best be implemented through existing security-cooperation arrangements with select partners. Emphasis would be placed on the special challenges faced in out-of-area coalition operations, as opposed to established practices with partners for contingencies in their immediate region.

**Previous security cooperation and engagement proved its value.** The established relationships and shared equipment and procedures between the Arab state participants and Western militaries provided the means for rapid integration and support. Despite shortfalls, past experience and compatibilities did permit the Arab states to join the coalition quickly. The fact that Arab aircraft were actively participating in the no-fly zone less than ten days after passage of UNSCR 1973, and within a week of the start of the air campaign, is a noteworthy accomplishment. The importance of prior relationships and a long history of practical security and military-to-military cooperation, exercises, and leadership engagement proved a critical foundation for all parties. The traditional model of the last several decades has been of Western forces surging to the Middle East region in a crisis, utilizing the basing and other support infrastructures provided, and working with local partners as part of a coalition effort. OUP, in
many ways, reversed these roles. Now it was Gulf state and Jordanian militaries that were deploying out-of-area to remote bases as part of a wider coalition campaign. The many challenges soon became manifest. But it was the well-established military relationships that made this role reversal possible. In several instances, it also was small training and liaison teams that paved the way for quick cooperation and responsiveness in engaging Arab partners, a bottom-up process in which field-grade officers were key links to successful operational compatibility. Trusted relations with their Arab counterparts allowed them “inside the tent.” Such relations cannot be manufactured on short notice; entail long-term cooperative engagement of the sort reflected in the preexisting ties between U.S., French, and British forces and the Gulf militaries; and are likely best accomplished through small, seasoned in-country teams and not large bureaucracies. These “human enablers” will remain essential to working through the inevitable frictions of coalition operations.

Examine ways to best employ special forces of nontraditional partners to support air-ground integration. The Libya campaign often is characterized as an extension of the original “Afghanistan model” used to overthrow the Taliban. An added feature in the Libya case was the presence of third-party Arab state nationals as direct participants in the “unconventional warfare” mission of arming and training the indigenous opposition. Indeed, they represented the largest part of this effort among coalition participants. In these circumstances, it is important to examine what additional enablers would have helped to take full advantage of these ground-based elements to support the air effort and more importantly, the campaign outcome. Future coalition planning should include ways to most effectively integrate “nonstandard” partner special forces capabilities, such as those provided by Qatar and the UAE, into the larger campaign. This should include ways to directly support the SF elements consistent with coalition objectives.

A mechanism should be established for non-NATO partner involvement in after-action and lessons-learned processes. Western militaries and NATO have well-established, formal methods for analyzing past conflicts and deriving lessons to improve future performance. Given the unique aspects and perspectives non-Western military partners bring, it is vitally important to capture their experiences and observations in a formal, systematic fashion. Such undertakings not only will help improve future performance, but will serve as another aspect to broaden mutual understanding leading to even more productive cooperation. These could be done bilaterally between individual militaries (e.g., QEAF and the Armée de l’Air), in a larger coalition/NATO setting, or through a combination of both. Emphasis should be on candid exchanges over what worked and what did not, differences in perspective, and the constraints each force worked under.

87 In the case of NATO, see NATO, The NATO Lessons Learned Handbook, 2nd edition, Brussels: Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned Centre, September 2011.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Victory Through (Not By) Airpower

Karl P. Mueller

Introduction

Three years after the end of Operation Unified Protector, it is still too early to have a sense of finality when drawing conclusions about the campaign. Yet the process of trying to capture its lessons is best begun when events are still fresh in the memory of participants, which is very much what this volume has been about.¹

Many of the preceding chapters discuss conclusions and implications regarding the intervention and the air campaign in Libya that have been identified either by the authors themselves or by the nations or air forces they examine, and this chapter will not seek to summarize them. Instead, it focuses on two main themes. The first is assessing what the air campaign in Libya did and did not accomplish, and why. The second is considering a number of overarching lessons to draw from the operation, focusing on two areas about which this case is particularly instructive: coalition operations, and the employment of airpower in situations like the Libyan intervention, where an air-centric campaign is conducted to cooperate with indigenous ground forces with few or no coalition “boots on the ground.” We refer to this as a strategy of “aerial intervention,” and the final sections of this chapter address the questions of how the United States and its allies can better prepare for future operations of this sort and whether one should regard the aerial intervention in Libya as an anomaly or as a potential model to emulate in future conflicts.

What Was Achieved?

No sensible observer would claim to know with certainty what the coming years hold for Libya so soon after the fall of the Qaddafi regime and the end of Operation Unified Protector. Consequently, it is impossible to predict without hedging whether the NATO-led coalition intervention in the Libyan civil war will appear in the fullness of

¹ This is also the motivation for a number of official “lessons learned” efforts among the armed forces and organizations that carried out the operation. Few of these have yet been officially released, and many are classified.
time to have been a grand strategic triumph for the states that undertook it, or a well-intentioned misstep that successfully achieved its immediate goals but resulted in a hollow victory. This volume’s tale ends with the conclusion of the campaign to depose the regime, but the 2011 conflict is merely the first chapter in a much larger story, as the Libyan people struggle with the often-grim challenges of building a new state.\(^2\)

Whether the intervention will appear worthwhile in the long run depends, of course, in large part on one’s motives for intervening, about which there was not universal agreement. Reasons for supporting the intervention ranged from humanitarian altruism (protecting the Libyan populace from harm) to ideological principle (promoting democracy over tyranny or supporting the Arab Spring) to realist calculation (improving the strategic landscape of the region and establishing oneself as a friend of reform in the greater Middle East) to vengeance or justice (for Qaddafi’s many crimes over more than four decades). Thus, some possible—and perhaps even probable—trajectories of Libyan politics in the coming years might make the coalition victory appear hollow to one observer without making much of a dent in its appeal for another.\(^3\) Moreover, the effects of the war and of the demise of the Qaddafi regime already have been reverberating in other parts of North Africa, and there, too, the long-term consequences of the intervention are still emerging.

In any event, as the introductory chapter noted, the purpose of this study is to examine the conduct and results of the air campaign in Libya in more immediate terms, since this is central to understanding what such an aerial intervention might be expected to accomplish in other situations in the future. So that is where this final chapter begins.

**Preventing Regime Victory**

The first, and arguably the most important, accomplishment of the air campaign was enabling the Benghazi-centered Libyan opposition to survive Qaddafi’s offensive against it in March 2011. Had the coalition not intervened when and how it did, there is every reason to think that regime forces would have succeeded in overrunning the rebel stronghold, potentially crushing the NTC and the uprising against Qaddafi more generally. Had this occurred, Libya presumptively would have been counted, at least for the time being, as one of the first countries in the region where the flame of the Arab Spring flickered, but died.

Benghazi also might have become a name synonymous with “massacre,” like Srebrenica in 1995. It is not certain the decisive defeat of the NTC that Qaddafi intended

---


\(^3\) On the other hand, supporting the Libyan opposition never promised great economic rewards compared to the trade ties the West already enjoyed with the Qaddafi regime, and there was little reason to hope that even a very successful campaign would lead to much in the way of domestic political benefits for those who launched it (see John Mueller, “Will Obama’s Libya ‘Victory’ Aid Re-Election Bid?” *The National Interest*, December 1, 2011.)
would in fact have led to the slaughter of many thousands or tens of thousands, but leaders had every reason at the time to anticipate this, and in retrospect it still appears entirely plausible.⁴

That the initial airstrikes of the intervention turned back the regime’s drive on Benghazi when it was in sight of its objective, and that the assault was never effectively renewed in the days that followed, was a diplomatic and military tour de force for the coalition. Few, even within the leading coalition governments’ and militaries’ own ranks, expected that effective action would actually be undertaken in time, yet against all the odds it was. The Arab League, the U.N. Security Council, and NATO all proved to be capable of unanticipated agility. Military planning was conducted with unprecedented speed. And the Libyan opposition movement—and the populace of Benghazi—survived.

Two key mechanisms were involved in airpower that enabled the rebels to survive in the early stages of the intervention. The first was physical: In the face of coalition airpower, regime forces could not mass for the substantial offensive operation that would have been required to overrun Benghazi. This echoes the pattern increasingly seen over the years in cases ranging from allied air interdiction in France in 1944–1945 to the 1972 Easter Offensive in Vietnam to the defeat of the January 1991 Iraqi drive toward Khafji in the Gulf War: Ground forces, especially mechanized and motorized ones, that expose themselves by massing and moving are vulnerable to air attack, provided the enemy enjoys reasonable air superiority when and where it is needed, and possesses sufficiently capable air-to-ground ISR and firepower to take advantage of the opportunity. Over the past two generations, the ability of modern airpower not merely to impede such movements, but actually to annihilate the ground forces in question has increased dramatically as PGMs, sensors, and battle management technologies and techniques have developed.⁵ Libya was not the most daunting challenge for these abilities—the regime forces were modest in size and capability, and the terrain was favorable for air interdiction. However, the results the coalition achieved with a very small number of sorties—in fact, only a handful in the pivotal initial French attack on March 19—demonstrates the tactical, and in this case strategic, effect that a few capable aircraft in the right hands can have.

The second mechanism was psychological. As Frederic Wehrey vividly describes in Chapter Three, imposition of the no-fly zone and the beginning (and continuation) of coalition air strikes had a profound effect on the Libyan rebels beyond the protection those strikes provided from regime air and ground attacks. The commitment of coalition airpower signaled that the rebels were not alone, and gave the forces fighting

⁴ See for example, Marc Lynch, “Why Obama Had to Act in Libya,” posted to “Abu Aardvark Middle East Blog,” hosted by Foreign Policy, March 29, 2011.

against Qaddafi confidence that they could, and indeed likely would, prevail in the end. For forces and movements fighting against long odds, it is difficult to overstate the inspirational importance of such confidence.

**Turning the Tide and Enabling Rebel Victory**

The second great accomplishment of airpower in Libya, which overlapped with the first, was its role in turning the tide of the Libyan civil war, enabling the rebels not only to survive but to go successfully on the offensive to defeat Qaddafi’s forces and ultimately to overthrow his regime—an outcome that appeared wildly far-fetched to most outside observers prior to the start of the air campaign. Indeed, it still seemed unlikely to many even after OUP was under way, when the Western media were peppered with prophecies that the NTC would not be able to achieve more than a stalemate until NATO sent its own ground forces to fight alongside them.

This was by no means an airpower-only story. NATO and partner airpower worked in concert with rebel forces on the ground to drive Qaddafi’s forces back and finally break their resistance. This was a more gradual process than some initially had hoped for several reasons. One was that the air attacks were being carried out at a modest rate due to the limited numbers of available strike and tanker aircraft and above all due to constraints on the ISR capacity needed to generate satisfactory targets (see Figures 13.1 and 13.2). Strikes also were carried out with extreme care in the effort to avoid civilian casualties and fratricide against rebel forces, which was particularly
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challenging during combat in and around towns and cities—where so much of the fighting in Libya took place.

Yet in spite of these and other constraints, coalition airpower was able to operate effectively, paving the way for rebel victories, particularly by striking regime armored vehicles, artillery, and other heavy weapons. The pace with which these targets were struck was not as high as it might have been with a larger force more abundantly supplied with reconnaissance assets, tankers, and personnel skilled in the arcane arts of air targeting, but it was fast enough to do the job. Faced with an enemy that sensibly worked to make themselves hard to attack from the air, NATO aircraft still were able to hit their targets with precision and discrimination. Even in the final battle of the war, at Sirte in October, airpower played an essential role in reducing regime loyalist forces’ centers of resistance that the rebels were not able to overcome alone.

The tide also turned gradually because of the time needed to transform the Libyan rebel forces into sufficiently capable units that could win against the regime with NATO air support. This was a very different problem than the United States and its allies faced working with the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan in 2001, where the indigenous forces, for all of their shortcomings, at least were reasonably well-seasoned combatants who had been holding their own against the enemy prior to Operation Enduring Freedom. Training and assisting the Libyan rebels had to start from a far
more basic level; the full story of how this was accomplished, and even to some extent by whom, largely remains to be documented. But both Arab and NATO members of the coalition (particularly the former) played central roles in the process. Even here, airpower played an important but almost silent role, by airlifting essential supplies and equipment to the opposition forces.

Indeed, to describe the middle of the Libyan civil war as a “stalemate” is a bit of a misnomer, since that term implies neither side in a contest can gain the upper hand in spite of their best efforts. What looked like a frustrating stalemate in some Western capitals, and in the news media and the blogosphere, might be better described as a period of strategic preparation for the several months that it took to deploy advisors, to build the Libyan opposition into an effective fighting force, and to lay the groundwork for the offensive that would drive Qaddafi from Tripoli.

During this period of largely static front lines, one source of frustration was Qaddafi’s refusal to buckle under the coercive pressure that airpower was applying. Many certainly hoped he might cave in and negotiate an acceptable settlement to the conflict, flee the country, or both. That this did not happen should not have been surprising, however, for neither the rebels nor the Western powers were interested in leaving him in power, and, especially under the threat of International Criminal Court prosecution, he did not have anywhere attractive to go. For its part, NATO was not putting a great deal of effort into coercing Qaddafi, wary of attacks that strayed too far afield from the civilian protection mission, but there is little reason to think that a more punitive approach to the air campaign would have been more effective in this respect.

Where coercion did come more significantly into play was in encouraging members, supporters, and soldiers of the regime to defect or abandon the fight. This happened in considerable numbers as the conflict progressed, and airpower can claim some of the credit, particularly for demotivating the regime’s troops in the field. Even some leading figures might have turned their coats in part because of fear for their immediate survival. But former regime loyalists made numerous defections in safe locations such as foreign embassies, so it seems sensible to attribute the decisions of cronies who abandoned Qaddafi more to the expectation that he would lose in the end (thanks to growing NTC ground power and highly visible coalition airpower), or to conscience and principle, than to fear of immediate risk to life and limb. For Qaddafi’s cannon fodder as well, particularly his mercenary forces, the best incentive to run was the developing impression that they were fighting for a hopeless cause, and a doomed employer.

---

Saving Lives

The central mission of Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector, based on UNSCR 1973 (which the coalition’s leaders had authored), was the protection of Libyan civilians from the regime, so it is worth considering whether this was achieved. The answer involves a certain amount of hypothetical reasoning, and involves several aspects, but is fairly straightforward in the end.

Clearly at the tactical level, airpower protected many civilians in a very direct way. Coalition aircraft attacked and destroyed regime forces that were shooting at them or their towns or were preparing to do so. Air strikes also helped rebel forces to survive, and they in turn provided protection against harm from the regime’s army. Here the assessment question is not whether civilians were protected, but whether they were protected well enough—that is, whether the coalition devoted enough capabilities to the effort to live up to its mandate as well as it intended.

At the strategic level, at least some room for debate exists regarding the net body count. The aerial intervention prevented an early regime victory, paving the way for a longer civil war, and civil wars tend to be extremely bloody. In this case, an NTC official estimated in September 2011 that deaths in the war to that point had amounted to some 30,000, roughly half of them loyalist troops, the other 15,000 comprising rebel fighters and civilians. Assuming this count is roughly correct (the actual number might well be lower), it is possible that fewer rebels and civilians ultimately would have died at Qaddafi’s hands in the absence of foreign intervention. But these figures are not clearly higher than the numbers of casualties that Western leaders feared might occur if regime forces overran Benghazi and other cities in eastern Libya. Moreover, whatever the numbers killed in the civil war actually were, it is safe to conclude that they would have been considerably higher, particularly among rebel forces and the civilian populace, if the coalition intervention had been less energetic and therefore the war had dragged on for longer.

Not surprisingly, the aspect of the civilian-protection mission that drew the greatest attention during the war among the news media and national leaderships in the intervening states was the imperative to avoid causing civilian casualties through air strikes either hitting the wrong targets or causing collateral damage when hitting the right ones. As this volume describes, target planners and aircrews devoted enormous effort to avoiding civilian casualties, and were apparently quite successful. Postwar reports by Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, which take NATO sternly to task for its apparent lack of interest in investigating civilian casualty estimates or sharing information about them, identify some 75 civilians killed in eight airstrikes, although this is presumably somewhat lower than the total number given

---

7 “At Least 30,000 Killed, 50,000 Wounded in Libyan Conflict,” The Tripoli Post, September 8, 2011.

difficulties in documenting some cases.9 To the extent these estimates can be taken at face value, they suggest a civilian casualty rate on the order of one per 100 munitions delivered, which in turn is roughly on the order of half the rate for Operation Allied Force in 1999.10

**Intervention at Low Cost**

In addition to the positive goals that it achieved, the Libyan intervention accomplished a set of negative goals of great importance to Western leaders. First, no coalition personnel were killed, or even seriously wounded, carrying out operations over (or in) Libya; only one aircraft was lost, an F-15E whose crew was recovered. Second, in contrast to Stephen Biddle’s March 25, 2011 warning that “warfare rarely allows big payoffs from small investments,”11 the aerial intervention in Libya was in fact just such a case of a very small investment of resources paying off for the coalition. The war is estimated to have cost the coalition several billion dollars,12 with the cost to the United States amounting to somewhat more than $1 billion (of which more than $250 million is the replacement costs for the TLAMs fired during Operation Odyssey Dawn).13 Needless to say, the cost of the Libya intervention was microscopically small compared to the more than 6,000 military deaths U.S. forces have suffered in Iraq and Afghanistan (more than 7,500 coalition deaths) and the more than $1 trillion the United States has spent in those conflicts. However, this does not mean that the financial costs of the Libyan intervention were entirely trivial for the participating nations, particularly those that had to fund their operations by using funds that had been budgeted for procurement, maintenance, and other accounts.

Other costs the intervention did not incur include those that might have been associated with the ground war that the coalition ruled out of consideration in early March, and those that would have followed from an obligation to take on the burden

---


10 While the Libyan regime had strong incentives to exaggerate and fabricate apparent civilian casualties from air attacks, it also is worth noting that during the conflict the rebels and their sympathizers had similarly powerful motives to minimize and conceal civilian casualties that might discourage the energetic use of airpower against their enemies.


12 Some estimates run considerably higher as a result of not taking into account the peacetime costs that would have been associated with maintaining and operating the forces used in the intervention even if the operation had not occurred.

of reconstruction in Libya after the war. It seems likely the latter would have been considerably harder to avoid in the wake of a substantial intervention by coalition ground forces, although this cannot be stated with certainty.

This discussion of costs does raise the perhaps counterintuitive question of whether the Libyan intervention could have been carried out even more cheaply and still have succeeded. Given that virtually all of the forces deployed were quite actively used (with the arguable exception of fighter forces deployed by countries that did not commit them to operations over Libya), spending less on the operation essentially would have meant doing less—flying fewer missions, attacking fewer targets, or using less expensive ordnance. The second would have reduced the coalition’s contribution to the eventual victory over the regime, presumably making the war longer and more costly for the rebels. Economizing on ordnance presumably either would have increased the difficulties associated with attacking regime targets while minimizing civilian casualties (for example, by substituting less expensive munitions for Brimstone missiles or other latest-generation PGMs), or would have increased risk to aircrews (by reducing the use of expensive cruise missiles in favor of more non-standoff weapons). As it turned out, the latter might have been a very reasonable choice, since Libya’s actual air defense capabilities appear to have been overestimated by planners who had limited information about their status and therefore made conservative assumptions about the threats these weapons and their operators might pose to coalition forces. In retrospect, using large numbers of TLAMs to target Libyan air force and so-called integrated air defense system targets in the opening phase of the operation probably provided less “value for money” than most of the rest of the operation.14

A Libyan Victory

The coalition’s aerial intervention achieved one more thing that is worth recognizing, yet often tends to be overlooked: It made possible not merely a victory against Qaddafi, but a Libyan victory. Supporting the rebel forces from the air while limiting assistance on the ground to an extremely small scale and keeping it inconspicuous meant that it was Libyans—Qaddafi’s victims—who liberated Tripoli and later caught the dictator as he fled before them, not a foreign army.

Deploying allied ground forces to Libya to lead the offensive against Qaddafi certainly could have accelerated the victory. This was never the coalition’s intention, and even if leaders’ determination to avoid becoming entangled in a ground war had waned during the “stalemate,” it would have been extremely difficult either to violate the prohibition on invasion and occupation that they had included in UNSCR 1973, or to pass a new resolution reversing that provision. But even setting this reality aside,

---

14 The coalition may also have devoted more effort to DCA and perhaps SEAD escort and patrols than was strictly necessary given the anemic nature of the Libyan fighter and radar-guided SAM threats, but this too appears more obvious in hindsight than it did to planners at the time.
any approach that undermined the Libyans’ sense of ownership of the victory against the regime would have produced a result that was substantially, perhaps profoundly, different in political terms, and that would almost certainly have been less desirable in terms of Libya’s postwar politics.

What Have We Learned—Or Been Reminded Of?

After any war, there is a tendency to look for lessons to draw from the experience. For the victor, it is particularly important to examine what went wrong, or at least less well than it might have, and not focus exclusively on self-congratulations for achieving the positive overall outcome. This is all the more true when the enemy is weak or incompetent, which Qaddafi’s forces certainly were compared to NATO, though they initially were far more powerful than those of the rebel movement.

It is certainly possible to look at the air campaign in Libya and identify such lessons amid the campaign’s overall success. Yet it is worth noting that most of these do not represent major revelations so much as confirmation of things that other cases already had suggested. Indeed, the more one knew about airpower, particularly about recent developments in airpower, the less surprising the course and outcome of the Libyan air campaign and broader war. The Gulf War, Bosnia, Kosovo, and the opening phase of Operation Enduring Freedom all provided signposts on the road to Libya.

Airpower Ascendant but Not Abundant

As we noted at the outset of this volume, two aspects of the Libyan air campaign are particularly striking: the relationship between airpower and the Libyan rebel forces waging the civil war, and the deeply multinational character of the operation. This section focuses on lessons relating to airpower capabilities, while the next one deals with the coalition dimension.

Airpower as an Extension of Politics

One of the unsurprising yet noteworthy features of the Libyan air campaign was the extent to which the employment of airpower was intertwined with political considerations at multiple levels. This was most pivotal with respect to international diplomacy, where the cascading endorsements of imposing a no-fly zone by the GCC, then the Arab League, then the U.N. Security Council greatly affected, in turn, the decisions of some of the coalition members to participate in the operation. Diplomats and other actors not conspicuous to the general public subtly shaped the course of diplomatic events, and as is often the case one or a few relatively small countries—notably Qatar in this case—played a role far out of proportion to their nominal place on the interna-
tional security chessboard. A variety of domestic political factors also were powerfully at work, either shaping choices about intervention (as described earlier in many of the national chapters) or affecting how the military effort could be sustained in the case of the hyper-partisan political conflict in the United States.

For airmen, Libya represents yet another case in which we are reminded of the importance of imparting knowledge about military strategy and operations to civilian leaders who often know little about the practice of warfare in general, and less about airpower in particular. In this instance, we see such information being an issue in multiple countries’ deliberations about the challenges, utility, and implications of establishing a no-fly zone over Libya, for example, and then dysfunctionally affecting the caveats affecting Sweden’s military participation in OUP. Addressing this problem by better educating leaders and populations about airpower always is easier to prescribe than to carry out, but that difficulty makes it no less important to try.

The Dynamic Limits of Airpower

Several trends in the ongoing evolution of airpower made themselves conspicuous in the coalition’s aerial intervention on Libya.

One widely remarked upon—at least in conflicts such as this one—is the great and ever-growing importance of ISR, especially intelligence analysis and synthesis, but also tactical reconnaissance, staring surveillance, and other sensor capabilities. The pace of air strikes in Libya was affected by the availability of several different “enablers” and a limited number of strike aircraft, for that matter. But the availability of ISR, and especially of developed targets, was usually the most significant factor. Unfortunately, this is a problem not easily—or at least quickly—solved, since the solution depends not only on increased investment in a time of tight budgets, but on long-term development of human capital and career fields in which it can thrive.

A second pattern, and again one we have seen before, is the tendency for the evolving capabilities of airpower to outpace what many people expect it to be able to accomplish. In air campaigns through the past two decades, U.S. and allied airpower consistently has surprised observers, and even leaders, by accomplishing things that conventional wisdom said were unrealistic to expect. Airpower physically and psychologically ravaged the Iraqi army in 1991. It coerced Slobodan Milosevic into capitulating to NATO in 1999. It brought about a regime change in Afghanistan in 2001 that planners had expected would not be accomplished until multiple brigades of U.S. ground forces were introduced to the country during the next year. And in Libya, it reversed the course of the civil war and brought victory to the rebels. In short, the “limits of airpower” tend to recede over time, making it perilous to declare that airpower will not be able to do X simply because X was beyond its abilities in a war a decade ago. However, four very important caveats should be attached to this generalization.
First, none of these airpower successes was achieved by airpower alone. In each case, ground forces, or the threat of future combined arms operations, played an important, and usually game-changing, role in determining the outcome—something that wise airmen will recognize readily, no matter how often others suggest that they are intellectual descendants of Douhet who care for nothing but airpower.

Second, many airmen are among the serial underestimators of the potential of airpower. It was striking that when U.S. military leaders were discussing intervention in Libya, no great wave of enthusiasm emerged for such an operation among airmen who saw an opportunity to show the world what airpower could do, as one might have expected after years of often being bureaucratically overshadowed by the ground forces at the center of the counterinsurgencies in southwest Asia. Some of this doubtless was due to reluctance to further stretch an already extended force. But at the same time, Libya was about as good an opportunity for achievement at limited cost as an airman could reasonably hope to see.

Third, this discussion of recent airpower successes has an undeniable whiff of the panegyric about it, but should not be taken as a suggestion that airpower is omnipotent. Recognizing what airpower cannot do—and communicating this effectively to national leaders—remains at least as important as being able to envision what it can do, as the Israeli armed forces demonstrated in Lebanon in 2006.15

Finally, the Libyan rebels whose naïveté about airpower Frederic Wehrey describes in Chapter Three—imagining it has a near-magical ability to do anything—sometimes have their counterparts in the corridors of national power, where leaders can have wildly unrealistic expectations about the deus ex machina potential of airpower to solve difficult policy problems, or at least be quite impatient while waiting for success. The 2006 Israeli case certainly reflects this, but so did the U.S. leaders who imagined that Milosevic would surrender after two or three days of bombing in 1999. So long as this tendency exists, the problem of judiciously communicating what airpower has to offer as a strategic tool becomes significantly more challenging.

Quantity Still Has a Quality All Its Own

Operation Unified Protector was executed on a shoestring. Throughout the campaign, General Jodice requested additional forces, though he knew they would not be forthcoming.16 The limited numbers of sorties that the coalition usefully could generate constrained what airpower could do in the conflict, sometimes to the frustration of rebel forces, especially in western Libya. That victory nevertheless came in the end is

---

important, but it should not obscure the basic dynamic of small numbers of aircraft seeking to extend their influence over a large country.

Several of the chapters above describe the plight of air forces stretched to the limit of their abilities to sustain deployments of aircraft. As Robert Owen notes, this was not a problem only for small coalition members with small defense budgets; the USAF also faced capacity limits. On the one hand, this is hardly surprising since Libya was not the only war under way—it was the combination of multiple contingencies, not just the relatively small deployment for OUP, that was stressing the U.S. and several of the European air forces. Yet the problem of preserving and maintaining sufficient force structure to meet plausible demands looms large for virtually every air force today. Libya provides both a cautionary lesson about the perils of overextension, and a warning about the potential opportunity costs of underinvesting in either combat air forces or the enablers needed for them to operate to their full capabilities—or indeed to operate at all, especially far from home.

Protecting Civilians

The Libyan aerial intervention was unusual in having a rationale that revolved around a mandate to protect civilians (though this was not unprecedented—protecting Kosovo civilians was central to the mission of Operation Allied Force, for example). Given this, and the wave of emphasis on the “responsibility to protect” doctrine in discussions preceding the intervention, one might expect that Operations Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector would look quite different from air campaigns with dissimilar strategic objectives.

Perhaps surprisingly to some observers, this was not the case. It certainly was true that avoiding civilian casualties was a central focus of the campaign, and that this was strongly associated with an imperative to avoid causing collateral damage or striking targets that were not positively identified as enemies. However, this was not strikingly different from how airpower was employed in Operation Enduring Freedom in 2001, where as one member of the OEF CAOC later put it, “we could not have been more careful” in the effort to avoid damaging civilian targets.

That case is particularly instructive, since in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, many people expected that when the United States struck back at al Qaeda’s base of operations in Afghanistan, it would do so with little restraint, and it seems very unlikely that the American people would have objected to such an approach. Yet OEF planners and battle managers exercised extremely high levels of care in selecting and approving attacks against targets when collateral damage concerns arose. Such restraint may have been less unexpected in the Balkans in the air campaigns of the 1990s, but even there, it is worth noting that NATO strategists, planners, and aircrews had strongly internalized civilian-protection norms even before receiving strategic direction from civilian leaders.
In the end, perhaps the most notable thing about the civilian-protection mission at the operational level (as opposed to the political/strategic level, where it was extremely significant in states’ decisionmaking about participating in the operation) is how little it changed how the coalition waged war in Libya compared to other conflicts.

**Alliances and Partnerships**

The United States is no stranger to waging wars in coalitions and alliances—its first experience as a coalition member was the American Revolution itself, and every sizable war it has fought since 1917 has involved formal allies or coalition partners. But some coalitions are more equal than others.

**The Gathering of Eagles**

When interviewing U.S. Air Force leaders for this study regarding the lessons that they took away from OOD and OUP, it was striking how consistently and often intensely they expressed a high degree of regard for the performance of the other air forces that actively participated in the campaign, particularly those of the smallest NATO members. Of course, one expects leaders to say gracious things about allies and partners, but it is apparent in this case that expectations clearly were exceeded, whether in terms of willingness to take on difficult tasks, capability to do so expertly, or both.

Some of this had to do with a number of coalition members leaning forward assertively into the Libyan intervention because of its apparently worthy cause or for other reasons. But also at work was a fairly broad trend that saw a substantial number of smaller air forces, in both Europe and the Middle East, acquire capabilities during the past decade or so that markedly—even dramatically—increased their capabilities to perform effectively in the ISR- and precision-intensive Libyan intervention, and in some ways significantly narrowed the traditional gap between leading and secondary NATO members.

For Alliance and national strategists, this development stands in contrast to generally shrinking force sizes, at least in Europe. At the same time that many states are shedding force structure from their air forces, limiting their ability to deploy more than small numbers of aircraft for expeditionary operations, advanced munitions, targeting pods, and other capabilities are multiplying the potential effect of those aircraft. Consequently, future coalitions may tend to feature smaller national contributions than in the past, yet derive greater capabilities from those force elements—provided their air forces do not contract beyond the vanishing point at which providing any forces at all for out-of-area operations becomes impractical.
The Enabler Gap

It has become commonplace to look at the Libyan air campaign, note the shortfalls in available capacity for air refueling, SEAD, ISR collection and analysis, and other “enabling” functions that the United States predominantly contributed to the campaign, and conclude that the non-U.S. members of the Alliance need to invest more in these capabilities lest they remain dependent upon the United States to be able to project airpower. The conclusion may be correct, but it is important to approach it carefully rather than jump to it. Explaining why starts with recalling NATO’s Balkan interventions in the 1990s.

In Operation Deliberate Force, many of the participating air forces discovered little or no capability to deliver PGMs, leaving the United States to undertake a disproportionate share of the precision attack task. As Christian Anrig describes in Chapter Ten, this experience was, quite properly, one of the factors that spurred smaller NATO air forces to invest in acquiring precision strike capabilities—if they did not do so, they would have multirole fighters whose ground attack capabilities would be of little use in a world that was tending more and more to demand the very discriminate use of air strikes, making the ability to deliver unguided bombs less and less relevant.

The situation with ISR and tankers in Libya was different. The Alliance did find these capabilities to be in relatively short supply, so investing in more capacity in these areas appears to be sensible. But that is not quite the same thing as saying that the European members need to increase their capabilities because they could not have conducted the Libyan air campaign alone. NATO is not, and never has been, designed to fight wars without the United States participating—in fact, the whole point of the Alliance originally was to tie U.S. and European defense together, making each indispensable to the other. In short, it is not necessarily a problem if European NATO members can’t fight alone, as this is actually the traditional norm.17

Having noted that a European capability shortfall is not the same thing as a shortfall in NATO capabilities, at least two reasons remain why it is a sound idea that non-U.S. NATO members should invest more heavily in tankers, ISR, SEAD, strategists, and CAOC planners and battle managers. First, the Alliance is short of these capabilities relative to the capacity of its fighter forces, particularly if it is going to be carrying out expeditionary operations, and it is unlikely that the United States will jump at the opportunity to greatly increase its investment in these enablers in lieu of its allies doing so. Second, there is arguably significant value for the United States as well as for other NATO nations in Alliance (or European Union) members being able to conduct an operation like OUP on their own. It would be optimistic to imagine, in a world where wars are fought by coalitions of the willing, that the United States will

17 This was exemplified in the Cold War by the U.S. argument that independent British and French nuclear forces were unnecessary, since the United States could and did provide a nuclear umbrella for its allies.
always be one of the willing when it should be—Washington has not been consistently infallible in its past choices about when to go to war.

Is it realistic to imagine that a coalition of European states could successfully conduct an operation like OOD or OUP with little or no serious assistance from the United States, short of building armed forces as capable as U.S. ones? It is likely this would depend on how the operation was carried out—the Libyan intervention looked as it did in part because the United States was participating. Having fewer tankers would call for some combination of flying fewer sorties and shifting bases forward to reduce sortie lengths. More limited SEAD capabilities might call for a less catastrophic demolition of enemy air defenses at the outset of an operation, and perhaps for accepting greater risks of losses. It is clear that the other members of the 2011 coalition could not have conducted OUP, let alone OOD, without the United States playing a major role. However, this is not the same thing as saying that they could not have conducted some sort of aerial intervention in Libya largely on their own, albeit a smaller, less elegant, less discriminating, and probably considerably costlier one. It presumably would have been less effective as well, though whether it might still have been effective enough to enable the rebels eventually to win a longer and more difficult war against Qaddafi’s regime is less certain.

**NATO and Coalition Air Warfare**

In the Libyan intervention, NATO operated in a nontraditional way, as an armature for the construction and operation of a coalition of willing participants that was both narrower and broader than the Alliance. As Christopher Chivvis notes in Chapter Two, the fact that NATO was able to adapt to a situation in which some of its major members chose to sit on the sidelines of the operation arguably is a hopeful sign of flexibility in an organization not widely associated with that quality. Every reason exists to think this will not be the last time the Alliance has occasion to take such an approach to dealing with a crisis.

If that is so, it behooves the Alliance to invest in developing provisions to enhance its ability to operate in this mode, anticipating that at least some operations in the future will be “pick-up games” in which the roster of players may be hard to predict, and may include some relatively unfamiliar faces. Building and maintaining partnerships with armed forces outside of the Alliance clearly is useful preparation for including them in Alliance-led operations, as proved to be the case in OUP with all four of the non-NATO members of the coalition. In addition to cultivating technical and tactical interoperability, building relationships and familiarity at the operational and strategic levels is invaluable, particularly in an environment in which one anticipates
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18 This counterfactual speculation sets aside the all-important question of whether many states would have been willing to participate in a coalition that did not include the United States as an active member—it seems certain that some of those that flew in OUP would not.
smaller air forces punching above their weight. As several of the chapters in this volume have emphasized, preparations for sharing classified intelligence, and for integrating communications and datalinks, are becoming increasingly central to the process of operating with partners, and can be stubbornly difficult to resolve on the fly once a crisis or operation is under way.

Conversely, it is also important to prepare to deal with the unanticipated absence of significant allies. This is a consideration that appears to argue in favor of investing in pooled resources, a measure usually associated mainly with the need to acquire expensive capabilities that smaller nations cannot afford on their own—if an ally decides to opt out of an operation, such arrangements can provide insurance against losing access to key capabilities, provided that operating the shared asset does not depend indispensably on the presence of the wayward ally’s personnel.

Investing in serious partnerships—and for that matter, making hedging preparations against allied absenteeism—is not without cost. Even when dealing with inexpensive forms of collaboration rather than major exercises, it can consume substantial resources in terms of the time and attention of key personnel. Moreover, the investment has an air of speculation about it, since any given partner may or may not step up to participate in a particular contingency, and in general more partners are likely to sit out than join in. However, the value of being ready to integrate partners from outside the Alliance increases by the day as European-member defense budgets and armed forces contract and the military capabilities of states such as Qatar and the UAE catch up with their Western counterparts.

Is Libya a Model for the Future?

In Libya, the coalition achieved a conspicuous strategic success at remarkably limited cost—in contrast to some other recent operations in which it is fair to say that the United States and its partners have achieved remarkably limited strategic successes at conspicuous cost. It is natural to respond by turning to the Libyan intervention in hopes of finding a template on which to model future operations. Skeptics respond that Libya is an outlier case, and leaders should not imagine that it points the way to a future of inexpensive, low-risk military interventions. Of course, every war is unique; the question here is whether Libya’s uniqueness makes it irrelevant.

In many ways, intervening in Libya was a best-case scenario for NATO. Libya has a small population largely concentrated along an accessible coastline close to well-established NATO bases, which made it relatively easy to deploy and operate forces and kept air refueling demands manageable. Libya’s topography also was largely favorable

---

[19] In spite of its southern geographical expanse, Libya’s population of some 6.5 million is smaller than every member of the OUP coalition except Qatar, Norway, Denmark, and (barely) Jordan.
for the application of airpower. Qaddafi’s regime was a weak opponent with limited military capabilities (though these were still far greater than those of the Libyan opposition).

The most challenging aspects of the intervention were situational, and many of these were resolved diplomatically prior to March 19 through the actions of the GCC, the Arab League, and the U.N. Security Council. What could not be resolved was the extent to which the military capabilities of the United States and a number of the other coalition members were already stretched near or actually to the limit by deployments in Afghanistan and elsewhere, which did much to offset the coalition members’ structural advantages in size and resources compared to Libya.

However, the most important feature of the Libyan case from the point of view of the aerial intervention strategy option was the presence of a Libyan opposition movement whose capabilities were minimal, but which, in other ways, was a promising local partner for the coalition. It is difficult to overstate the importance of this. When comparing Libya to other places where one might think about intervening, the presence or absence of an indigenous political movement that is committed to its cause, palatable as a cobelligerent, capable of inspiring international sympathy, and with at least the potential to become effective on the battlefield with enough outside assistance is arguably a far more important prerequisite for intervention than features such as weak air defenses or proximity to one’s bases. Such physical obstacles may be overcome with the right tools, and Libya demonstrates that airpower can do much to compensate for a local partner’s physical weakness, in fact more than many observers imagined when analyzing the “Afghan model” previously. But if no suitable political actor exists on whose behalf one can usefully intervene, it is extremely unlikely that one can be fabricated to effectively fill the vacuum.

One final, related observation about the potential value of aerial intervention is worth emphasizing, especially in light of the internal conflict that has developed in Libya since 2012. The intervening power or coalition is likely to have much more control over the fate of the regime it is fighting against than over what will succeed it. (In this sense, it resembles the dynamic of decapitation attacks against enemy leadership.) This is part of the aerial intervention bargain: Staying physically remote from local political struggles reduces costs and risks, but standoff distance also limits opportunities for influence.

Is Libya, then, a potential strategic model for the future? It was a relatively easy target for an aerial intervention, and repeating the exercise somewhere else almost certainly would be harder in military terms and because building the sort of broad international front against another enemy will be harder as a result of the Libyan precedent.

---

20 This is also a lesson of OEF, though as noted earlier, the Northern Alliance was at a considerably smaller disadvantage with respect to the Taliban military capabilities than was the NTC with respect to Qaddafi’s regime. Regarding the military dimension of the earlier case, see Richard B. Andres, Craig Wills, and Thomas E. Griffith Jr., “Winning with Allies: The Strategic Vaue of the Afghan Model,” International Security, Vol. 30, No. 3, Winter 2005/06, pp. 124–160.
Whether or not Russia and China were genuinely surprised that UNSCR 1973 paved the way for regime change in Libya, gaining their acquiescence to a similar resolution against another country is likely to be an insurmountable hill to climb for the near future—in which case the next question will be whether countries such as Sweden and Norway, which placed great store in 2011 on the presence of a U.N. endorsement for the intervention, always will see this as a prerequisite for action. Yet while any “next Libya” is very likely to be a more difficult challenge, there is no a priori reason to think that suitable opportunities for such strategies will not emerge again in the future. Should that happen, NATO and its principal members would be well served by having prepared for the possibility.

Preparing for Future Aerial Interventions

Many of the capabilities called for by aerial intervention strategies are relevant to a far broader range of strategic approaches, but it is possible to identify some general rules of thumb in preparing for future operations of this type. Some of these derive from the likelihood that aerial interventions will be particularly attractive in situations where the intervening state or coalition has relatively modest stakes in the conflict, hence the appeal of an option to intervene at low cost and with limited risk.

- Aerial interventions may be even more likely than other sorts of operations to be carried out by coalitions, as multiple states each make limited contributions of forces in keeping with their limited interests.
- As in many other types of air operations, ISR, and especially intelligence, is a key bottleneck for generating and applying airpower. However, this pattern may be particularly pronounced in aerial interventions, where there is likely to be a particularly high priority on positively identifying combatant forces and avoiding collateral and other civilian damage.
- The convergence of coalition operations and the primacy of intelligence multiplies the importance of making provisions for sharing classified or restricted data among allies and coalition partners.
- Minimizing friendly losses always is likely to be a priority in aerial interventions, but is not likely always to be as easy as it was in Libya.
- Munitions with limited kinetic effects, such as Brimstone, demonstrated their worth in Libya, and are a natural priority area for future investment given their utility in a variety of conflict types in populated areas.
- Military-to-military contacts with the Libyan armed forces before the revolution proved to be valuable during the intervention, and Libya is unlikely to be the only place where that will turn out to be true.
- Cooperation with indigenous forces is all-important in cases such as Libya, and should be first among many areas of further investigation into improving strategies and techniques for aerial interventions.
The Age of Airpower

In the decade or so since the United States became mired in its counterinsurgency campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, some of the popular luster that airpower acquired from the campaigns of the 1990s apparently has worn off, and the suggestion is offered from time to time that airpower is of relatively minor importance in a world where wars are fought by irregular forces intermingled with civilian populations rather than mechanized armies like those of the Soviet Union during the Cold War or Iraq in 1991. Books such as Martin van Creveld’s *The Age of Airpower* insist airpower has little to contribute to waging “wars among the people” and that the prevalence of such conflicts since the end of the Cold War has left modern airpower something of a relic of the past.21

In fact, airpower has played a major role in many modern counterinsurgencies, though often in ways that look fairly different from its roles in conventional warfare.22 But perhaps there is no more crystalline example than the coalition air campaign in Libya to show not only that airpower can play a central role in a war among the people, but that its capabilities for doing so have developed remarkably during the past several decades. As often has been the case over the years, those who assume, either consciously or not, that airpower’s capabilities of a generation earlier closely resemble its current potential are very likely to be surprised by actual events.

Using a modest amount of airpower and at relatively little cost, France, Britain, the United States, and their allies and partners reversed the course of the Libyan civil war, enabling the popular uprising against Muammar Qaddafi to survive and ultimately to triumph. It is certainly important not to overstate the significance of this military achievement, given the enemy’s weaknesses and the favorable political and physical circumstances under which the war was fought, and the often-disheartening internal politics of Libya since the removal of the Qaddafi regime. Yet it is equally vital that we not forget about the campaign or write off what it did as a foregone conclusion or a historical fluke. It is surely true that no other war will be exactly like Libya, but every reason exists to expect that there will be crises and conflicts in coming years that we will be better prepared to deal with wisely if we understand and remember what happened in the aerial intervention in Libya in 2011.


### Compiler’s Note

Every effort has been made to ensure this timeline of events in 2011 is as accurate as possible. When necessary, sources were verified against other timelines or newspaper articles; however, only the primary source for the item has been cited in the endnotes. Some events, especially the capture of cities, may cover several days. For ease of understanding, a single day, normally the most commonly referenced, was chosen. Timeline entries without sources were derived from the chapters contained in the report; please see the relevant chapter for citation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Military Events</th>
<th>Political Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 15–16</td>
<td>Anti-regime protests erupt in Benghazi.</td>
<td>A national “Day of Rage” is held throughout Libya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 20</td>
<td>Opposition forces secure control of Benghazi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 21</td>
<td>Two Libyan air force (LARAF) pilots defect to Malta.1</td>
<td>Libyan Interior Minister Abdul Fattah Younis al Abidi, defects from the Qaddafi regime, joining the opposition.2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 22</td>
<td>Portuguese and Dutch C-130s deploy to Sigonella to conduct Non-Combatant Evacuations (NEO).</td>
<td>Qaddafi, in a televised address, vows to remain in power and die as a “martyr” if necessary.4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 23</td>
<td>Misrata falls to opposition forces.7</td>
<td>The Arab League suspends Libyan membership.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 24</td>
<td>UK begins NEO of its nationals.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 25</td>
<td>U.S. citizens evacuated from Libya as the ferry Maria Delores departs from Tripoli.</td>
<td>U.S. Department of State suspends embassy operations in Libya.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canada’s NEO, code-named Operation Mobile, begins.</td>
<td>Canada suspends its diplomatic mission in Libya, withdrawing its staff from its embassy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Date | Military Events | Political Events
--- | --- | ---
February 27 | A Dutch Lynx helicopter undertaking NEO operations near Sirte crashes and regime forces capture its crew. | Former Qaddafi minister Mustafa Jalil is named interim prime minister for the Libyan National Transitional Council (NTC).  

March 2 | Prime Minister David Cameron, during House of Commons Question Time, declares, “I think we should, and we are, looking at plans for a no-fly zone.” | President Barack Obama issues a statement: “Colonel Qaddafi needs to step down from power and leave.”

March 3 | The United States stands up Operation Odyssey Dawn. | The NTC declares itself the legitimate government of Libya.

March 5 | Pilots loyal to the Libyan opposition begin flying sorties against Regime forces near Ras Lanuf and Ajdabiya. | A British delegation’s effort to meet with Libyan opposition forces is aborted after it encounters difficulty. Members of the SAS and SIS leave Libya aboard a ship conducting NEO, HMS Cumberland.

March 6 | Fighting begins for control of the strategic city of Ras Lanuf. Air strikes are launched by LARAF. | The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) declares its support for a no-fly zone over Libya.

March 7 | NATO AWACS aircraft from Operation Active Endeavor begin round-the-clock surveillance of Libya. | Prime Minister Cameron and President Obama meet to discuss military options for intervention in Libya. The Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) expresses support for a no-fly zone over Libya.

March 9 | USS Kearsarge Amphibious Ready Group reported in the Mediterranean. | France becomes the first country to extend official recognition to the NTC as the government of Libya. NATO defense ministers meet in Brussels, deciding to send ships to monitor the Libyan situation.

March 10 | Libyan warplanes bomb Brega. | President Nicolas Sarkozy issues a statement urging air strikes against Regime forces in the event of civilian casualties.

March 11 | Captured Dutch helicopter crew freed. | The Arab League asks the UN Security Council to authorize a no-fly zone over Libya, for the purpose of protecting civilians.

**A massive tsunami strikes Japan, causing widespread destruction.**

March 12 | | The massive tsunami strikes Japan, causing widespread destruction.

March 13 | Regime forces retake Brega. |

March 16 | Regime forces retake Ajdabiyah, pushing opposition forces back to Benghazi. | UNSCR 1973 authorizes a three-fold mission of protection of civilians, an arms embargo, and a no-fly zone.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Military Events</th>
<th>Political Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 18</td>
<td>Regime forces advance near the outskirts of the opposition-held city of Benghazi. Italian Air Force (ITAF) assets begin deploying to Trapani in anticipation of operations over Libya. Italian aircraft carrier <em>Giuseppe Garibaldi</em> (C551) departs Taranto. Qatar Emiri Air Force (QEA) aircraft begin deploying to Souda Bay.</td>
<td>The Belgian government unanimously approves a military contribution to operations over Libya. Canada announces it will send assets to support the implementation of UNSCR 1973.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 19</td>
<td>French fighters strike regime forces approaching Benghazi, marking the opening of Operation Harmattan. Military Operations for Operation Odyssey Dawn begin. British forces begin Operation Ellamy. Royal Danish Air Force (RDAF) aircraft depart Skrydstrup Air Base en route to Sigonella. Spanish Air Force assets deploy to Decimomannu. Seven Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) CF-188s arrive in-theater.</td>
<td>French President Sarkozy convenes a meeting of Arab and allied leaders, which OKs deployment of aircraft to establish a no-fly zone and assist opposition forces around Benghazi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>Ten British Typhoons deploy to Gioia del Colle, Italy. French aircraft carrier <em>Charles de Gaulle</em> departs Toulon to participate in the ongoing Operation Harmattan. RDAF F-16s begin operations over Libya. ITAF aircraft begin operations over Libya. U.S. B-2 bombers strike targets in Sirte.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 21</td>
<td>A USAF F-15E Strike Eagle suffers an equipment malfunction, forcing the two-man crew to eject over Libya. One crewman is picked up by coalition forces, the other by Libyan civilians. Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF) assets deploy to Souda Bay. Belgian Air Force F-16s begin combat air patrol (CAP) operations over Libya. RCAF aircraft begin operations over Libya.</td>
<td>Both crewmembers of the downed F-15E are reported safe and in U.S. custody. Non-U.S. coalition aircraft flew 35% of total sorties for the day. QEA assets arrive in Souda Bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 22</td>
<td>Admiral Locklear states in a briefing, “The no-fly zone is in place, no-fly zone is effective.” Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF) assets deploy to Souda Bay. Belgian Air Force F-16s begin combat air patrol (CAP) operations over Libya. RCAF aircraft begin operations over Libya.</td>
<td>Norway adopts a decree authorizing participation in Operation Odyssey Dawn, and enforcement of UNSCR 1973. The Netherlands green-lights participation in military operations over Libya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 23</td>
<td>The no-fly zone over Libya expands to cover all Libyan coastline. Rear Admiral Hueber states in a briefing, “We have degraded the Libyan strategic surface-to-air missile systems to a negligible threat.” NATO begins maritime operations aimed at enforcing UNSCR 1973’s arms embargo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Military Events</td>
<td>Political Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 24</td>
<td>RNoAF F-16s begin operations over Libya. Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF)</td>
<td>NATO agrees to take over control of the air operations enforcing the no-fly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aircraft deploy to Sardinia.</td>
<td>zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25</td>
<td>NATO takes over enforcement of Libyan no-fly zone.</td>
<td>The UAE announces it will deploy forces in support of operations over Libya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QEAF and French Air Force fighters begin joint flights over Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italian aircraft carrier <em>Giuseppe Garibaldi</em> (C551) transferred to NATO command to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>support the ongoing naval embargo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 26</td>
<td>USAF A-10s and AC-130 gunships begin operating over Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opposition forces wrest the city of Ajdabiya back from regime fighters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 27</td>
<td>Opposition forces retake Bin Jawad, Ras Lanuf, and Brega.</td>
<td>NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announces expansion of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Arab Emirates Air Force (UAEAF) assets deploy to Decimomannu.</td>
<td>NATO mission to include enforcing all of UNSCR 1973.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 28</td>
<td>RNLAF aircraft begin operations over Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 29</td>
<td></td>
<td>President Obama declares: “Going forward, the lead in enforcing the no-fly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zone and protecting civilians on the ground will transition to our allies and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>partners, and I am fully confident that our coalition will keep the pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>on Qaddafi’s remaining forces. In that effort, the United States will play a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>supporting role . . .”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 31</td>
<td>NATO, under Operation Unified Protector, takes over full operational control of</td>
<td>Libyan Foreign Minister Moussa Koussa defects to Great Britain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the civilian protection mission in Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opposition forces withdraw from the town of Brega toward Ajdabiya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1–2</td>
<td>Swedish Air Force deploys eight JAS 39C Gripens to Sigonella.</td>
<td>The Swedish government agrees to participate in Operation Unified Protector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 4</td>
<td>The United States begins transitioning to a support role in OUP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 5</td>
<td>Regime forces push opposition fighters away from Brega.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qaddafi issues a letter to President Obama, requesting that he put an end to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NATO intervention in Libya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7</td>
<td>NATO aircraft accidentally bomb opposition fighters, killing between five and 13</td>
<td>The U.S. government responds to Qaddafi’s letter, reiterating Washington’s demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>near Ajdabiya.</td>
<td>that Qaddafi abdicate power and live in exile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish Air Force fighters begin operations over Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>Regime forces assault Ajdabiya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Military Events</td>
<td>Political Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>Negotiators from the African Union attempt to broker a cease-fire between regime and opposition forces.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>First meeting of the Contact Group on Libya: A group of international ministers meet in Doha with Libyan opposition in a show of solidarity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>NATO and allied foreign ministers meet in Berlin, commit to “using all necessary resources and operational flexibility” in support of the U.N. Mandate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15</td>
<td>Reports in the media indicate that NATO may be running short on PGMs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>Britain announces it will send military advisors to assist the Libyan opposition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Italy and France announce commitment of military advisors to support Libyan opposition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 21</td>
<td>United States approves use of UAVs for strikes over Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>Regime forces abandon the siege of Misrata.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 26</td>
<td>UAEAF assets redeploy to Sigonella.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| April 27 | NATO aircraft involved in “friendly fire” bombing of opposition forces near Misrata, killing twelve.  
  Bataan ARG assumes command of Task Force 62, replacing Kearsarge ARG. |
| April 30 | Qaddafi’s youngest son, Seif al-Arab Muammar el-Qaddafi, and other members of the Qaddafi family are killed in an airstrike. |
| May 5    | The second meeting of the Libyan Contact Group is held in Rome.                  |
| May 18   | France begins deployment of attack helicopters to Libya aboard Tonnerre.          |
| May 19   | NATO Secretary General Rasmussen declares regime military power to be “significantly degraded.”  
  President Obama declares that Qaddafi must leave Libya in order for the transition to democracy to continue. |
<p>| May 20   | President Obama fails to get congressional support for ongoing military operations in Libya, allowing the War Powers Resolution to lapse. |
| May 22   | European Union foreign policy official visits Benghazi.                          |
| May 27   | Britain begins deployment of Apache helicopter gunships to Libya aboard HMS Ocean. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Military Events</th>
<th>Political Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Approval is granted for Swedish Air Force systems to be fully integrated with NATO C2 systems.</td>
<td>NATO extends its mission in Libya for 90 days.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Congress issues a rebuke to President Obama over failure to obtain congressional approval for military action in Libya per the War Powers Resolution.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 3</td>
<td>British attack helicopters launch first strikes.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>President Obama states during a joint news conference with German Chancellor Angela Merkel: “[We] have been clear—Qaddafi must step down and hand power to the Libyan people, and the pressure will only continue to increase until he does.”74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 8</td>
<td>NATO defense ministers convene in Brussels, upholding previous decisions of April 14, and encourage international institutions to begin planning for post-conflict Libya.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 9</td>
<td>In his concluding remarks at the NATO Defense Ministers’ meeting, Secretary General Rasmussen reiterates his call for member nations, including those not actively contributing, to increase their support for the effort in Libya.76 The third Libya Contact Group summit is held in Abu Dhabi.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 10</td>
<td>Norway announces it will reduce RNoAF participation in Operation Unified Protector from six aircraft to four by June 24 and withdraw from the operation by August 1.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 21</td>
<td>A “drone helicopter” used by NATO goes down over Libya.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 24</td>
<td></td>
<td>A resolution extending U.S. authority to conduct operations over Libya fails in the House of Representatives.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 26</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Swedish Parliament passes a resolution authorizing a continuation of the Swedish mission for another 90 days, and expanding its mandate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7</td>
<td>Italy declares it will replace the Garibaldi with a smaller vessel, and will reduce its participation in Operation Unified Protector.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14</td>
<td></td>
<td>NATO Secretary General Rasmussen again calls on all Alliance members to increase their commitment to OUP.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Military Events</td>
<td>Political Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>Britain agrees to send an additional four Tornados to support the ongoing</td>
<td>The fourth Libya Contact Group summit is held in Istanbul, Turkey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operation Unified Protector.</td>
<td>The United States recognizes the NTC as the legitimate government of Libya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 19</td>
<td>Opposition fighters encircle the strategic city of Brega.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 21</td>
<td>NATO requests UAV and ISR assets from the United States.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 26</td>
<td>Italian aircraft carrier <em>Garibaldi</em> is withdrawn from NATO operations over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 28</td>
<td></td>
<td>Opposition General Abdul Fattah Younes is killed in Benghazi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1</td>
<td>RNoAF aircraft depart Souda Bay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 8</td>
<td>NATO bombs strike several homes in the village of Majer under disputed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>circumstances, killing 34 people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 10</td>
<td>French aircraft carrier <em>Charles de Gaulle</em> is withdrawn from OUP, returning to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toulon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 14</td>
<td>Opposition fighters seize the strategic city of Zawiya, outside Tripoli.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18</td>
<td>British warplanes sink a Libyan ship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French <em>Harfang</em> UAV deploys to Sigonella.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21</td>
<td>Opposition fighters enter Tripoli.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 22</td>
<td></td>
<td>President Obama, in a written statement, declares, “Tripoli is slipping from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>grasp of a tyrant. The Qadhafi regime is showing signs of collapse.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23</td>
<td>Opposition fighters storm Qaddafi’s compound.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 20</td>
<td>Qaddafi killed in Sirte.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 31</td>
<td>Operation Unified Protector concludes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table B.1 lists aircraft assigned to the 2011 Libyan air campaign, excluding rotary-wing aircraft other than attack helicopters and transport aircraft operating from their home bases. Many of them participated in only part of the campaign; in particular, a considerable number of the aircraft employed in the early Odyssey Dawn air strikes did not fly in Operation Unified Protector. For a graphic depiction of base locations, see Figure 2.4 in Chapter Two. Table B.2 lists the distances from main operating bases to Tripoli.

Table B.1
Aircraft Assigned to Operations Odyssey Dawn and/or Unified Protector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>6 F-16AM Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Araxos, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 CC-130/130T Hercules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2 CP-140 Aurora</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 CC-150T Polaris</td>
<td>Trapani, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 CC-130/130T Hercules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 CF-18 Hornet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>6 F-16AM Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2 E-2C Hawkeye</td>
<td>Charles de Gaulle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Rafale M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Super Étendard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Tigre HAP</td>
<td>Tonnerre/Mistral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Gazelle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Atlantique 2</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Rafale B/C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Harfang UAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Mirage 2000D</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Mirage 2000N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.1—Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France, cont.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Mirage F1CT</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Mirage F1CR</td>
<td>Solenzara, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Rafale B/C</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Mirage 2000-5</td>
<td>Dijon, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 E-3F AWACS</td>
<td>Avord, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 C-160G</td>
<td>Metz-Frescaty, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 C-135FR</td>
<td>Istres-Le Tubé, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1 EMB-145H Erieye</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4 AV-8B+ Harrier</td>
<td>Giuseppe Garibaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 KC-130J</td>
<td>Trapani, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 F-16ADF Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 Tornado IDS</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 Tornado ECR</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Typhoon</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 AMX Ghibli</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 KC-767A</td>
<td>Pratica di Mare, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>6 F-16AM Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Aviano, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>3 E-3A Sentry</td>
<td>Trapani, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1 KDC-10</td>
<td>Cagliari-Elmas Int'l, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 F-16AM Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Decimomannu, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>6 F-16AM Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>6 Mirage 2000-5EDA</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1 B-707</td>
<td>Decimomannu, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 CN-235</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 EF-18A Hornet</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1 Tp 84 (C-103H)</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 JAS 39C Gripen</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>2 KC-135R</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 F-16C Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>5 F-16E/F Desert Falcon</td>
<td>Decimomannu, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Mirage 2000-9DAD</td>
<td>(later to Sigonella)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>5 Apache AH.1</td>
<td>HMS Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 E-3D Sentry AEW.1</td>
<td>Trapani, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 VC10</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 Tornado GR.4</td>
<td>Gioia del Colle, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Typhoon F.2</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 E-3D Sentry AEW.1</td>
<td>Akrotiri, CYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Nimrod R.1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Sentinel R.1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 VC10</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tristar K.1/KC.1</td>
<td>Brize Norton, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Tornado GR.4</td>
<td>Marham, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6 AV-8B Harrier</td>
<td>USS Kearsarge (March 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 AV-8B Harrier</td>
<td>USS Bataan (April 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 F-16C Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>Aviano, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 F-15E Strike Eagle</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 F-16CJ Fighting Falcon</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 A-10 Thunderbolt II</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 EA-18G Growler</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 EA-6B Prowler</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 AC-130 Spectre</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 EP-3E ARIES II</td>
<td>Sigonella, ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 P-3C Orion</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 RQ-4 Global Hawk UAV</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8–10 MQ-1 Predator UAV</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 EC-130H Compass Call</td>
<td>Souda Bay, GRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 EC-130J Commando Solo</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 RC-135 Rivet Joint</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 F-15E Strike Eagle</td>
<td>RAF Lakenheath, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 KC-135 Stratotanker</td>
<td>Morón, ESP / Istres, FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 KC-10 Extender</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 E-8C JSTARS</td>
<td>Rota, ESP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 E-3B/C Sentry</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 B-2 Spirit</td>
<td>Whiteman AFB, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 B-1B Lancer</td>
<td>Ellsworth AFB, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2
Ranges from Main Operating Bases to Tripoli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Distance to Tripoli (nmi)</th>
<th>Principal Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sigonella, Sicily, ITA</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>DEN, SWE, FRA, USA, CAN, TUR, UAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani, Sicily, ITA</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>ITA, CAN, GBR, NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decimomannu, Sardinia, ITA</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>NED, UAE, ESP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gioia del Colle, ITA</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>GBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Araxos, GRC</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>BEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souda Bay, Crete, GRC</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>FRA, NOR, QAT, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratica di Mare, ITA</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>ITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenzara, Corsica, FRA</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istres-Le Tubé, FRA</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>FRA, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviano, ITA</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>USA, JOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijon, FRA</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morón, ESP</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avord, FRA</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metz-Frascaty, FRA</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rota, ESP</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dizier, FRA</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>FRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akrotiri, CYP</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>GBR, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF Lakenheath, UK</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF Marham, UK</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>GBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteman AFB, MO, USA</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellsworth AFB, SD, USA</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Distances rounded to nearest 50 nautical miles and assume no overflight restrictions.
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